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PLEASE ADDRESS REPLY TO:

CANADIAN CHAPTER
RICHARD K. MALOTT, VICE PRESIDENT
16 HARWICK CRESCENT
NEPEAN, ONTARIO, CANADA K2H 6R1

To all members of the Canadian Chapter of the AAMS greetings on the
occasion of the first issue of The Canadian,,Aerophilatelist on Canada Day
1 July 1985, Canada's 118th birthday. I trust that the data and attachments
herewith enclosed will be of use and of interest to you. Further issues of
The Canadian Aerophilatelist will follow randomly.
Item 85-1: Executive Committee of the Canadian Chapter AAMS.
President:

Mr. Pat Sloan, P.O. Box 6217, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, K2A 1T

Vice President: Major Dick Malott, Retired, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean,
Ontario, Canada, K2H 6R1.
Secretary:

Mr. Kendall C. Sanford, 47 Lombardy, Baie d'Urfe, Quebec,
Canada, H9X 3K9.

Treasurer:

Mr. Nelson Bentley, Treasurer, 3044 Otterson Drive, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada, K1V 7B6.

Item 85-E: Secretary's Report by Kendall C. Sanford.
A report on your Chapter's activities at the PIPEX Exhibition held in
Vancouver on 7-9 June, will be in the 2nd issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelis
because I leave for two weeks in Geneva the last half of June. I will be able
to squeeze in the Annual General Meeting (which includes a display
competition) of the British Aerophilatelic Federation on the Saturday between
my meetings in Geneva. I can report that we got four more members for the
Chapter, which brings us up to 35 members.
LIST OF MEMBERS' COLLECTING INTERESTS
Attached to this issue of the newsletter is a Chapter application form.
Some members who joined recently have already completed one for our records.
Some of those who joined earlier have not completed one of the forms because
we only made them up recently. If you have not completed one of these forms,
and given us your collecting interests, please complete it NOW and return it
to me. After I get them all, I will prepare a complete membership list on
my computer, and it will be sent to all members. If you don't want your
address shown in the list, please tell me.
PUBLISHERS

THE AIRPOST JOURNAL
THE AERO PHILATELIST ANNALS

•
•

AMERICAN AIR MAIL CATALOGUE
E-Z ROCKET MAIL CATALOGUE

Item 85-3:

PIPEX'85 Cover.

The AAMS Northwest Chapter and the Canadian Chapter jointly produced
a souvenir cover as shown. They were all cancelled with the PIPEX
cancellation on 7 June. These are the only souvenir covers that were produced. The PIPEX Exhibition itself did not have any show covers. They
are available from our Treasurer for CA $2.00 or US $1.50 each. Be sure to
enclose a stamped and addressed envelope with your order. The proceeds
help to support your Chapter. Order from Nelson Bentley, 3044 Otterson
Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, K1V 7B6.
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Item 85-4: A Report on ORAPEX'85, OTTAWA, ONTARIO

I am happy to report that as of June 1st, we have 31 members in the
Canadian Chapter, and we hope to get 6 to 8 more at PIPEX in Vancouver,
where we will have a joint booth with the Northwest Chapter of the AAMS.
If any members would like to have a copy of our Constitution and ByLaws and/or a list of Chapter members, just send me a stamped (U.S. 22O
or Can. 340) and addressed envelope. I have the membership list on my
Apple computer, so it is easy to print out a copy.
Kendall C. Sanford, 47 Lombardy, Baie d'Urfe, PQ H9X 3K9.
A REPORT ON ORAPEX '85
By Kendall C. Sanford, Secretary
Orapex '85 was held in the RA Center in Ottawa on 4 & 5 May 1985. Orapex
is a local exhibition (this was the 24th) which is staged by the RA Stamp
Club. Chapter member Pat Sloan was the Exhibition Chairman this year, and he
and his team did a great job. The Exhibition was held in the ice skating and
hockey arena and there was plenty of space.
There were four aerophilatelic exhibits, three by Chapter members, which
were as follows:

"Latvia". Air mail issues and covers. A Greblis, Lakeshore Stamp
Club (which is from the West Island of Montreal). 3 frames. Silver award.
"Helicopter Mail in England". From the start of operations,
Peterborough-Norwich-Yarmouth area 1st June to December 1948. c' 1.50 British
Airways airway letter service rate. Nelson Bentley, RA Stamp Club and AAMS
Canadian Chapter. Bronze award.
"Pan American World Airways Crash Covers". From crashes of Pan Am and
affiliated airlines from 1928 to 1966. Kendall C. Sanford, AAMS Canadian
Chapter. Silver bronze award.
Development of Canadian aerogrammes and domestogrammes to 1984, depicted
by mint and used material. Richard K. Malott, RA Stamp Club and AAMS
Canadian Chapter. Silver bronze award.
There was also an interesting exhibit in the Topical section, -Brief
History of flying on stamps, De Vinci to "Ganeau .; by G. Lepine, RA Stamp
Club. This won a silver brone award.
This was the first time that Nelson Bentley had exhibited, and the
first time that I had exhibited my Pan Am crash covers.
The judges were Clark Grierson, Chairman, Graham Locke and Geoffrey R.
Newman.
Your Canadian Chapter had a booth at the show, selling AAMS publications
and signing up new members. We signed up 2 or 3 new Chapter members, and
2 new AAMS members. Nelson Bentley and your Secretary manned the booth both
days, and Geoff Thompson of Beaconsfield, Quebec helped out on Sunday.
The following AAMS and/or Canadian Chapter members stopped by and
signed the register:
(we show the place of residence of those not from
Ottawa) Ed Lettick, Derby, Conn.: Pat Sloan: Frank Buono, Binghampton,
NY: John Glashan: Dick Malott: Donald Clark: Jim Turk: Maurice Hewitt,
Islington, Ontario: and Mike Shand.
We had scheduled a Canadian Chapter Meeting for Sunday afternoon, and
had asked members to bring a few of their interesting album pages and talk
about them for five minutes or less. Unfortunately, only about four people
showed up, so no meeting was held.
I hope that the Canadian Chapter can encourage and stimulate more
aerophilatelists to exhibit their material and thereby increase aerophilatelic activities in Canada.
Item 85-5: Commemorative D-Day June 6 1944 Cover from CFB Comox.
A committee has been formed at Canadian Forces Base Comox to establish
an Air Force Museum. As part of our fund raising activities, a commemorative
cover was commissioned to mark the fortieth anniversary of D-Day. The cover
depicts a Hawker Typhoon in D-Day markings. The cancellation contains a
miniature replica of the same Typhoon with the inscription "D-Day June 6, 1944
The 32 cent standard Queen Elizabeth stamp was cancelled June 6, 1984 at Lazo,
B.C. Canada, home of CFB Comox.

- 4 We are selling the covers for $2.50 ($2.00 plus $.50 postage/handling)
and they can be obtained by writing to Chairman, Air Force Museum Committee,
CFB Comox, Lazo, B.C. VOR 2K0.
Any assistance you could provide in publicizing the availability of the
cover would be most appreciated.
From: Major E.H. Montgomery, CD
Canadian Forces Base Comox
Lazo, B.C.,
VOR 2K0
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Item 85-6: Report to President of FIP Commission for Aerophilately re Air
Mail Collecting in Canada.
To: Captain Frank Lemos de Silveira
President
FIP Commission for Aerophilately
Rue Pedro IV 0 3-3° EF
P-1700 Lisboa, Portugal
Dear Frank:
In reference to your request for an update on air mail collecting in
Canada I am pleased to advise you of the following data:
Despite several obstacles to the development of current air mail collectf
in Canada there are many interested in Canadian pioneer, semi-official and
official government air mail flights and applicable stamps. To encourage
further development in Canadian air mail collecting a Canadian Chapter of
the American Air Mail Society (AAMS) has been formed in Canada with Pat Sloan
as President, Dick Malott as Vice President, Nelson Bentley as Treasurer
(all 3 from Ottawa) and Ken Sanford of Montreal as Secretary. At present
there are 35 registered members who are also AAMS members.

Air mail entries are being promoted in all levels of exhibitions local, national and international. Five Canadian air mail entries at
Israphil'85 were all awarded medals.
The problems detrimental to Canadian air mail development are the refusal
of Canada Post to provide data, cachets or backstamps on mail flown on new
routes; the lack of interest and/or funds by Canadian air lines - Air Canada
and Canadian Pacific Air Lines in particular - to promote and provide first
flight covers (Air Canada's new route Toronto to Singapore via London and
Bombay on 15 January 1985 received no first flight coNYerge); the exclusion
of all data after 18 April 1950 in the AAMS catalogue Volune IV, 5th Edition,
by the Editor-in-Chief of the AAMS catalogue series, since the Canadian
environment did not conform to the criteria set forth for listing in the AAMS
catalogues.
One of the projects that should be developed by the Canadian AAMS
Chapter is to research and provide a list of known flown Canadian air mail
covers for the benefit of Canadian air mai'l'tollectors.
There is a strong interest in interrupted (crash) covers of Canada as
well as the special military air mail souvenir covers prepared for various
military aviation events at Canadian Forces Bases. As an example (see
enclosed cover) a very attractive cover was prepared at CFB Winnipeg on 9
November 1984 for the stamp commemorating the 60th anniversary of the
establishment of the RCAF on 1 April 1924. In lieu of release on the
anniversary date of 1 April, Canada Post releases appropriate military
stamps prior to Remembrance Day observed each year on 11 November.
For those interested in data on Canadian aviation - commercial and
military - there are several excellent reference books available on the
market. Contact me for details if interested.
If anyone has questions concerning Canadian air mail flights and air
mail stamps please contact me - R.K. Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean,
Ontario, Canada, K2H 6R1.
I trust this is what you need for your FIP publication.
Yours sincerely,

(R. K. Malott)
Delegate FIP Commission for Aerophilately.
Item 85-7: Ads in The Canadian Aerophilatelist.
To help cover costs of this newsletter and postage for its mailing we
would be pleased to receive classified ads with a maximum of 50 words for
$1.00 an issue. If you are interested send your ad and payment to Dick
Malott.

Item 85-8:

Canadian Crash Cover Study.

The Canadian Chapter is doing a study of all Canadian air crashes that
were carrying mail. Members are asked to send in photo copies of covers,
newspaper and magazine articles, photos, crash reports, or any other
information. All information will eventually be published. Send all information to the Secretary, Kendall C. Sanford, 47 Lombardy, Baie D'Urfe, P.Q.
Canada, H9X 3K9.
Item 85-9:

Israphil'85 at Tel Aviv, Israel, 14-22 May 1985.

I had the pleasure of rapresenting Canada as the Canadian Commissioner
to Israphil'85. A copy of my report is attached along with a listing of all
competitive philatelic exhibits.
Two commemorative flown balloon covers under Israphil'85 auspices were
flown at Tiberius, Israel to raise funds for orphaned children. A xerox
copy of each is shown - The Australian balloon Pro Juventute flew one set.
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Item 85-10: Aerophilatelic Data.
Enclosed in this package will be a number of aerophilatelic items
including an advertising aerogramme from the Mariah Israel Hotel, data from
Canada Post re an airmail show at the Posthouse, Vancouver, B.C. and data
from Canair Notes in the AFA Journal.
Item 85-11: Aerophilatelic Plans for Ameripex'86.
Mr. Tom Dittrich, Vice President/Programmes, Aerophilatelic Federation
of the Americas (AFA), 546 Post Avenue, Lyndhurst, New Jersey, USA, #07071
has released an interesting comprehensive proposal concerning Aerophilatelic
Plans for Ameripex'86. A copy of his letter and data are enclosed for your
perusal and action. If you have any suggestions let Tom know and send an
information copy to Ken Sanford.
Item 85-12:
I have been informed of a hot air balloon race for 50 balloons taking
place in Ottawa, Ontario 25 to 28 July 1985. Special souvenir flown balloon
covers are to be prepared and sold at $2.50 each. Data are meagre at present
but I'll enclose a brochure on the event if available. I'll obtain a
selection of flown balloon covers in case someone wishes the set of three beinc
produced for this event.
If you have any Canadian aerophilatelic news to share with our members
please send it to me.

6

Yours Aerphilatelically,

/get/
DickMalot
RKM/dt.

DESTINATION
CANADA

95

Ottawa-Hull•July 25-28 Juillet
FLOWN IN A HOT AIR BALLOON
TRANSPORTE PAR MONTGOLFIERE

Proposed souvenir balloon cover for Destination Canada 85 with .34 cents
postage. There may also be post cards.
P.S. Canada Post has advised me that there was no Canadian mail carried on
the Air India jet that crashed off Ireland in late June. It is not believed
that any other mail was aboard the aircraft from any other sources.
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PLEASE ADDRESS REPLY TO:

16 September, 1985
Canadian Chapter, American Air Mail Society
RPSC Chapter No. 187
EDITOR
Richard K. Malott, Vice President
16 Harwick Crescent
Nepean, Ontario, Canada, K2H 6R1
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN CHAPTER AAMS
PRESIDENT:

Mr. Pat Sloan, P.O. Box 6217, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada, K2A 1T4. Tel: (613) 728-4275.

VICE-PRESIDENT: Major Dick Malott, Retired, 16 Harwick Crescent,
Nepean, Ontario, Canada, K2H 6R1. Tel: (613)
829-0280 or 992-7982 (Office).
SECRETARY:

Mr. Kendall C. Sanford, 47 Lombardy, Baie d'Urfe,
Quebec, Canada, H9X 3K9. Tel: (514) 457-9674 or
844-6311 Ext 506 (Office).

TREASURER:

Mr. Nelson Bentley, Treasurer, 3044 Otterson Drive,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, K1V 7B6. Tel: (613)
733-6286.

Item 85-13.

This second issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist is being
prepared and released sooner than planned due to an urgent matter the elections for the AAMS executive. The dead line for the
acceptance of votes is 1 October 1985. I urge all members to vote.
I also make a strong recommendation for the support of two of
the candidates for executive positions in the AAMS for the next two
years, both of whom are members of our Canadian Chapter, US citizens
and dedicated aerophilatelists. Ken Sanford is offering his services
as President, and Janice E. Weinstock is offering her services as
Secreary. (See Appendix "A" attached platform statement by Ken
Sanford).
PUBLISHERS

THE AIRPOST JOURNAL
THE AERO PHILATELIST ANNAI

0
•

AMERICAN AIR MAIL CATALOGUE
E-Z ROCKET MAIL CATALOGUE
MR. NELSON BENTLEY
3044 OTTERSON DR.
OTTAWA ON K1V 7B6

- 2 It is not easy to carry out volunteer duties in any
organization, including aerophilatelic organizations such as the
AAMS. Past executive of the AAMS have served the Society in their
various ways but I personally feel we have been in the doldrums for
sometime. Offers of personal services from myself to two presidents
of the AAMS did not even receive a reply. There may be reason for
this situation but is is not a method by which to make a Society
grow. An opportunity to hold a future AAMS Convention in Toronto at
CAPEX'87 was not accepted, although such an event will take place at
Chicago during Interpex'86. We need dynamic workers and I recommend
Ken and Janice for your consideration.
Item 85-14.
A special report is to be prepared by the promoters of
Destination Canada 85 that took place 25 to 28 July 1985. It was a
most interesting event but two days out of four were effected by very
strong winds coming down the Ottawa River, prohibiting or limiting
balloon flights. Bureaucracy and private enterprise did not work too
well on this event. It was a great idea and may be repeated at
Rockcliffe, Ottawa next year, but only under private enterprise.
Late advertising, broken promises, lack of communication and no
philatelic planning placed the event in financial jeopardy. As a
result of intervention and advice from three members of the Canadian
AAMS Chapter (Pat Sloan, Nelson Bentley and myself) we convinced the
Destination Canada organizers to devide their 10,000 (yes 10,000)
prepared envelopes as shown in our last issue (Item 85-12) and place
the envelopes in the 50 Canada Post air mail bags that they had in
the Post Office tent. These envelopes first selling at $2.50 each,
and later reduced to $2.00 each, were cancelled with a special Canada
Post cancellation dated 27 July 1985 (Saturday) earlier at
Antigonish, Nova Scotia, the new office headquarters of the Canada
Post Philatelic Services. All the envelopes were flown, signed by
the applicable balloonist, and then all were sent again to Antigonish
for cancellation on 9 August 1985. It is assumed all were so
cancelled including those 8000 envelopes plus that were not sold or
given away. Visitors to the event could also buy special post cards
or put in their own envelopes in the mail bags.
I prepared 2 envelopes for each mail bag and have now received
40 different sets back cancelled on 9 August 1985. A cachet was
available at the Canada Post Office at the balloon site but someone
forgot to send the date to go in the cachet. I was advised by the
organizer of the event that 47 balloons, not 50 flew. Two balloons
from South Africa withdrew for political reasons. The other balloon
not flying has not been identified. It will be most interesting to
get a complete set of the 47 autographed flown balloon envelopes
along with the colourful magazine and programme prepared for the
event. This publication was priced at $4.00 Canadian but reduced to
$2.00 on Saturday. A package deal will be offered later. I am going
to propose to the chief organizer that members of our group would

offer $60.00 Canadian for the 47 different autographed and flown
balloon covers, including four signed by the four main winners and
two copies of the magazine. A coloured photograph of each balloon,
c/w a short story on the balloon and balloonist, is in the magazine.
The four winners were - 1st Hakan Cotting of Newmarket, Ontario
($20,000.00 Canadian); 2nd, Mikael Klingberg of Norway ($10,000.00);
3rd, Janne Balkedal of Sweden ($5,400.00), and 4th, Jean-Claude Dupin
of France ($2,900.00). The Destination Canada 85 programme of 60
pages in colour contains all that you need to know conserning hot-air
ballooning. Anyone of our group interested in such a set of 47
envelopes and 2 programmes (and anything else I can obtain) please
let me know so we can make an offer.
There is one problem at present concerning the envelopes and
programmes - all are held by the National Capital Commission (NCC)
which was the bureaucratic organization working with Eastern Canada
Balloon Festivals Inc, to promote Destination Canada'85. As soon as
the financial aspects are settled the official envelopes and
programmes will be available for release. Two examples will be shown
with this report - a card flown and signed by the winner of the
event, Hakan Colting and an official envelope flown and signed by
Mr. Peter Vizzard, No. 8, of Australia, flying "Lovely Lady".
I feel that Destination Canada 85 was a good idea and having 47
different flown and autographed balloon covers is a great impetus
for balloon air mail collecting in Canada. Our Canadian AAMS Chapter
has promised assistance and advice for future events. Something good
may develop from the problems of 1985 at Destination Canada 85.

Item 85-15.
A complimentary Hong Kong aviation First Day Cover from Cathay
Pacific Air Lines from Vancouver, BC is enclosed with that company's
compliments.
Item 85-16.
A number of the new Canadian .684: aerogramme day of release - 15
July 1985. A set of one FDC and one mint are available at $5.00 per
set postage paid from R. K. Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean,
Ontario, K2H 6R1. One dollar goes to the Canadian AAMS Chapter for
each set sold to a member of our group.
Item 85-17.
To help the Treasurer build up a fund to carry out projects,
like preparing a special envelope for Ameripex'86 or for CAPEX'87,
please send in your $5.00 dues for 1986 if you have not done so
already. Treasurer Nelson Bentley's address is 3044 Otterson Drive,
Ottawa, Ontario, K1V 7B6.
Item 85-18.
Data on aerophilatelic publications available from Aerophil, c/o
Kendall C. Sanford, 47 Lombardy, Baie d'Urfe, P.Q., Canada, H9X 3K9
are enclosed. Please note in particular the leaflet re "British
External Air Mails until 1934" by Alexander S. Newall, F.R.P.S., L.
(See Appendix "B" and "C").
Item 85-19.
Data concerning two new AAMS publications now available from the
Canadian Chapter are enclosed - The Pioneer Airplane Mails of the
United States by Thomas J. O'Sullivan and Volume V, 5th; Edition,
American Air Mail Catalogue, 1985. (See Appendix "D").
If anyone has any aerophilatelic news, send it in to me for
publication.
Yours aerophilatelically,

(R. K. Malott)
Editor, The Canadian Philatelist
Vice-President
Canadian Chapter AAMS
RKM/dt.
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CANADIA.1

TWO NEW AAMS PUBLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE FROM THE CANADIAN CHAPTER
The AAMS has just published two new books.
The first is 'THE PIONEER AIRPLANE MAILS OF THE UNITED STATES', by Thomas J.
O'Sullivan. It is a brand new 346 page book by this leading authority, and
details all 99 known Pioneers, describing the flights and their covers in
greater detail than ever before. Over 265 illustrations help make this book
an invaluable addition to any aerophilatelist's library or reading shelf.
The price is CA$30.35 (US$22.00) but AAMS members may order one copy for
CA$24.15 (US$17.50). These prices are postpaid.
The second is the lon awaited volume V of the 5th Edition of the American Air
Mail Catalogue. Half of this catalogue is new material, not in the previous
edition. New sections are:
-

United Nations air mail stamps & stationery
Ryukyu Island flights, 1947-1972
Cuba flights
DO-X flights
U.S. Gilder flights
U.S. Autogiro & Helicopter flights
Supersonic transport

Sections completely revised and updated are:
-

United States air mail stamps
Jet flights
Alaska flights
U.S. Souvenir Historical flights

One supplement is included, to the C.A.M. sections in Volumes II & III, flights
to the date of deregulation, 1 December 1978. One price to all CA$24.85 (US$18.00)
Postpaid
You can order these publications, or any of the other AAMS publications, through
our Treasurer, Nelson Bentley, 3044 Otterson Drive, Ottawa, Ontario K1V 7B6.
As we receive a samll commission from all sales of publications, you will be
helping your Chapter by ordering through Nelson. The books will be sent directly
from the Society in the USA. Please make c:lucks payable to 'AAMS Canadian Chapter'
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6 February, 1986
Canadian Chapter, American Air Mail Society
RPSC Chapter No. 187
EDITOR
Richard K. Malott, Vice President
16 Harwick Crescent
Nepean, Ontario, Canada, K2H 6R1
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN CHAPTER AAMS
PRESIDENT:

Mr. Pat Sloan, P.O. Box 6217, Ottawa, Ontario
Canada, K2A 1T4. Tel: (613) 728-4275.

VICE-PRESIDENT:

Major Dick Malott, Retired, 16 Harwick Crescent
Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1. Tel: (613) 829-0280 or
992-7982 (Office).

SECRETARYTREASURER:

Mr. Nelson Bentley, Secretary & Treasurer, 3044
Otterson Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, K1V 7B6.
Tel: (613) 733-6286.

ITEM 86-1
Greetings for a new aerophilatelic year - 1986. The first good news
is that two of our own group have been elected to top positions in
the AAMS - Ken Sanford as President of the AAMS and Janice E.
Weinstock as Secretary. Congratulations to Ken and Janice. I'm
sure all our members will support their efforts to rejuvenate the
AAMS. Since Ken will be very busy with his new AAMS presidential
duties, Nelson Bentley has volunteered to temporarily serve as
Secretary and Treasurer. However, if we are to be a productive and
growing group we must have one person for one job. Participation
and contribution of time are essential. Who wishes to volunteer for
this position of Secretary of the Canadian Chapter of the AAMS?
Send your offer to serve directly to our President, Pat Sloan, P.O.
Box 6217, Ottawa, Ontario, K2A 1T4.
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ITEM 86-2

From time to time interesting articles are noted and two are
herewith enclosed for your information and retention:
A)

Circuits and Bumps: The story of the RCAF's Aborted Takeoff
1909-1938: by Jean Pariseau of the Historical Section,
Department of National Defence (DND);

B)

Canada's Military Aircraft Industry: Its Birth, Growth, and
Fortunes: by Fred Gaffen. Also a short story on the late Tom
Williams, Canada's Grand Old Man of Canadian Aviation.

ITEM 86-3

The executive of the Canadian Chapter AAMS are pleased to send
complimentary the following items:
A)

A souvenir cover from PIPEX'85 June 7-9/1985;

B)

An attractive CP Air 1986 calendar. CP Air is soon to change
its name and its colour scheme to Canadian Pacific with a colour
scheme of an orange red, white and blue. CP Air is absorbing
two air lines of Canada - Eastern Provincial Airlines and
Nordair. All the negotiations have not yet been completed.

C)

A Royal Bank of Canada pocket 1986 calendar.

ITEM 86-4

Our treasurer, Nelson Bentley, submits as an attachment (Item 86-4A)
his treasury report as of 15 November 1985. Our balance as of 15
November 1985 is $194.72.
ITEM 86-5

Dr. Wallace F. Walford, P.O. Box 309, Hudson, Quebec, JOP 1H0 has
paid $5.00 to our Chapter for the opportunity of placing the
following ad in "The Canadian Aerophilatelist":
Laurentide Air Services, five first day covers 1924.
What offers? Dr. W.F. Walford, P.O. Box 309, Hudson,
Quebec, JOP 1H0.
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ITEM 86-6

Ken Sanford sends this notice he wishes published:

CANADIAN AIR MAIL ARTICLES IN "THE AMERICAN PHILATELIST"
Your Editor, Dick Malott has had two articles on Canadian air mails
recently published in "The American Philatelist", journal of the
American Philatelic Society (APS). The first one, in the April 1985
issue, is titled "The First Air Mail Flight in Western Canada". It
is about the aviatrix Katherine Stinson, who made the first Western
Canada air mail flight from Calgary to Edmonton on July 9, 1918.
The article shows three different covers carried on the flight.
The second article, in the June 1985 issue, was "The 1919 Air Mail
Flights in British Columbia". This is about the first air mail
flights between Victoria and Seattle in 1919 by W.E. Boeing (the
founder of the Boeing Aircraft Co.), Eddie Hubbard, and others.
Hats off to Dick for "Flying the Flag" of Canadian aerophilately
with these articles.
If you are not an APS member and would like to have copies of these
articles, send U.S. $2.00 per issue to: The American Philatelist,
Back Issues, P.O. Box 8000, State College, PA - USA 16803.

ITEM 86 - 7
The Canadian Chapter of the American Air Mail Society held its
annual meeting a PHIL-EX in Toronto on 11 January 1986. Pat Sloan,
our President prepared a report on the meeting attended by seven
members and one guest. Pat's report is attached as Item 86-7.
ITEM 86 - 8

The tragic aircraft crash of an Arrow Airlines DC-8 of Miami,
Florida at Gander, Newfoundland, on 12 December 1985 killed 250
United States service personnel of the 3rd Battalion, 502nd Infantry
and the 101st Airborne and eight civilian crew. All Canadians
grieved at this tragedy of peace-keeping soldiers being killed when
returning to their homes for Christmas. I have several newspaper
clippings of this tragedy. Anyone wishing copies may write to me
requesting a set. Please send $1.00 to cover xeroxing and postage
costs.
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This crash is the eighth worst in commercial aviation history. The
worst one was on 27 March 1977 when two Boeing 727's collided at
Tenerife, Canary Islands, killing 502 people. The previous worst
crash in Canada was on 29 November 1963 when 118 were killed when a
Trans-Canada Air Lines (now Air Canada) DC-8 crashed at Ste. Therese
de Plainville, Quebec, near Montreal. There is no known mail
carried on or surviving from this latest crash.
ITEM 86-9

Although it has been Canada Post's policy not to promote special
first flight covers for some years, every now and then someone,
usually outside of Canada and in conjunction with a foreign airline,
obtains permission and prepares special first flight envelopes. A
case in point are special Concorde envelopes flown on two occasions.
A)

14 July 1984: Air France Concorde No. 4048 Paris-Quebec,
Quebec-Montreal, Montreal-Paris. The souvenir flight
commemorated the 450th anniversary of Jacques Cartier's voyage
to Canada. A special rectangular cachet and back-stamping were
applied to all the flown envelopes. (7 items obtained plus
inserts).

B)

2 September 1985 British Airways Concorde BA-076 Toronto-London
in conjunction with the Toronto Exhibition's Aviation Day. A
special triangular cachet and back-stamping were applied to the
flown envelopes (2 items obtained). Not all the envelopes
prepared were properly cacheted and back-stamped. Do any of the
members have other Concorde flown covers applicable to Canada?

ITEM 86-10
A new philatelic activity has developed in the Hamilton area - the
preparation of souvenir booklets with the approval of Canada Post.
In November 1981 the Canadian Warplane Heritage prepared 200
booklets with two .35¢ aviation stamps and two .17 aviation
stamps. A xerox of the booklet will be included. These booklets
are very scarce and cost $125.00 at present.
ITEM 86-11

There are several interesting aviation military envelopes that have
been prepared over the past few years in Canada by Canadian military
squadrons. The latest that I am aware of was issued by CFB
Shearwater, N.S. on 21 September 1985 for the International Air
Show. A xerox copy of the envelope is enclosed.
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ITEM 86-12

Anyone ordering a set of tour flown covers by radio controlled model
aircraft from Jasper to Henton, Alberta on 15 September 1985 was
pleasantly surprised to receive a crash cover in the set as two or
three of the 20 radio controlled model aircraft crashed during
flight. For information on these envelopes priced at $10.00
Canadian per set of four, please write to The President, Yellowhead
Stamp and Coin Collectors Society, P.O. Box ;820, Hinton, Alberta,
Canada, TOE 1B0.
ITEM 86-13

The two FIP international philatelic exhibitions scheduled for the
USA and Canada are two philatelic events you should plan to attend
if at all possible:
A)

Ameripex'86 at Chicago, O'Hare Exposition Centre, Chicago,
Illinois, USA: 22 May to 1 June 1986.

B)

CAPEX'87 at Toronto, Ontario, 13 to 21 June, 1987 in the new
Metropolitan Toronto Convention Centre.

ITEM 86-14

I have the honour of having been appointed to the Jury of
Stockholmia'86, at Stockholm, Sweden, 28 August to 7 September
1986 and of being the Canadian Commissioner to HAFNIA'87,
Copenhagen, Denmark, 16 to 25 October 1987. If any of our members
are interested in aerophilatelic materiel from these events please
let me know.
ITEM 86-15

We are pleased to welcome to our membership three new
aerophilatelists:
A)

#41 Mr. John Cale
613 West 4th Street
Foulton, N.Y.
USA 13069

B)

#42 Mr. R.J. Jameison
P.O. Box 2
Station "A"
Islington, Ontario
M9A 4X1
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C) #43 Mr. Sam Goldsticker
70C Freemont
Bloomfield, Jew Jersey
USA 07003-3439
ITEM 86-16

Data on aerophilatelic books from our secretary, Nelson Bentley, are
enclosed, as well as information on Dr. Zavern M. Seron's book "From
The Winged Heels of Mercury".
It anyone has any aerophilatelic news, please send it in to me for
publication.
Yours aerophilatelically,

(R. K. Malott)
Editor
The Canadian Aerophilatelist
Vice-President
Canadian Chapter AAMS
RKM/dt.

AMERICAN AIR MAIL SOCIETY
CANADIAN CHAPTER
REPORT OF ANNUAL MEETING HELD IN TORONTO 11JANUARY 1986
The meeting was attended by 7 members of the Canadian
Chapter and 1 guest.
The meeting was chaired by E.P. Sloan who pointed out in
his opening remarks that the Canadian Chapter of the AAMS was
facing the usual difficulties of new organizations which,in our
case, are compounded by the realities of Canadian geography.
Our membership is spread thinly across the country and it is
difficult to arrange meetings at which any substantial number
of - .7:,;ers can attend. Many potential members are 'out there'
but cal, _ only be contacted by publicity in the philatelic press
or by
- sonal contact by members who are in touch with them
through correspondence. If the organization is to survive and
grow every effort must be made to make membership available
and worthwhile to all Candian collectors of Air Mail.
A general discussion was held on the subject of a change
of name for the organization. It was the general consensus among
those present that it would be desirable to form a 'Canadian'
club which would retain the existing affiliation as a chapter
of the AAMS and of the RPSC. The primary aims of this organization
would be to promote aerophilately in Canada; to provide a forum
for the exchange of information and co-operative research among
Canadian Aerophilatelists;and to represent Canadian Aerophilatelists
at the National and International levels.In discussing possible
names for such an organization it was pointed out that the name,
'CANADIAN AIR MAIL SOCIETY' which seemed to be most popular,
might be understood to imply that membership would be restricted
to those who collect only Canadian Air Mails. An alternative
name such as 'CANADIAN AEROPHILATETIIC SOCIETY' MIGHT BE considered.
No decision was made on this point and the members of the executive
agreed to take the matter under advisement and to poll the membership on these and other possible names.
During the discussion of the organizational problems it
was suggested that one step which could be taken would be the
formation of regional or local groups. Such groups would be formed
in cities such as Toronto,Montreal,Vancouver and Ottawa where
most present members reside.Such groups would serve to contact
members and potential members in their areas and promote the aims
of the society at the local level. For the Toronto area, Murray
Heifetz and Dick McIntosh agreed to undertake the task of initial
contact with AAMS members and other potential members in the
Toronto area. A list of AAMS members in Ontario will be provided
to them. Action will be taken by the executive to form similar
groupF; in other areas.
The meeting concluded with a series of very interesting
brief presentation by those present on a subject or topic based
on their collection or area of iny2rest.
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ATTESTATION

'°

l er Vol CONCORDE Air France No 4058 du 14.7.1984
PARIS CdG - QUEBEC
A l'occasion du 450e anniversaire de la venue de Jacques Cartier au Canada
Concorde n° F.BVFB s'est renclu sur les rives du Saint Laurent
Equipage : MM. Conte, Othnin Girard, Barbaroux
Depart Paris 11 h 00 - Arrivee Quebec 14 h 45 T U
Temps de vol 3 h 45 dont 2 h 33 supersonique
Les enveloppes philateliques ont voyage a bord grace a requipage
Obliterees par la flamme de Roissy CdG au depart elles ont obtenu a l'arrivee le cachet de Quebec Ste Foy

B. LECHNER

ATTESTATION

Vol CONCORDE Air France No 4058 du 14.7.1984
QUEBEC - MONTREAL
A l'occasion du 450e anniversaire de la venue de Jacques Cartier au Canada
er

Concorde no F.BVFB s'est rcndu sur les rives du Saint Laurent
Equipage : MM. Conte, Othnin Girard, Barbaroux
Depart Quebec 15 h 01 - Arrivee Montreal 15 h 40 T U
Temps de vol 0.h 39
Les enveloppes philateliques ont voyage a bord grace a requipage
Obliterees au depart avec le cachet de Quebec Ste Foy elles ont recu a l'arrivee le cachet Montreal Philatelic

AtiR FRANC!

B. LECHNER

ATTESTATION

l er Vol CONCORDE Air France No 4059 du 14.7.1984
MONTREAL - PARIS
A ('occasion du 450e anniversaire de Ia venue de Jacques Cartier au Canada
Concorde n° F.BVFB s'est rendu sur les rives du Saint Laurent
Fquipage : MM. Conte, Othnin Girard, Barbaroux
Depart Montreal 2 h 20 - Arrivee Paris ti h 15 . 1 U
%id .; h
dont 2 h 31 , opersnique
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16 Harwick Crescent
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Mr. Pat Sloan, P.O. Box 6217, Ottawa, Ontario
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Mr. Nelson Bentley, Secretary & Treasurer, 3044
Otterson Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, K1V 7B6.
Tel: (613) 733-6286.

ITEM 86-17
Greetings from your Executive of The Canadian Chapter, American Air
Mail Society with Vol II, No. 2 of The Canadian Aerophilatelist. If
you have any aerophilatelic news please send it to me for
publication. Please note the $5.00 membership dues for 1986 should
be sent now to our Secretary, Mr. Nelson Bentley, 3044 Otterson
Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, K1V 7B6.
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ITEM 86-18

In reference to Item 85-14 concerning Destination Canada 85 for the
hot-air balloon competition in Ottawa last July, 23-25, 1985 I am
pleased to advise our members that the National Capital Commission
(NCC) which now controls the remaining 5,000 flown and autographed
envelopes, is giving the Canadian Chapter of the AAMS first
opportunity to acquire examples of the flown balloon envelopes.
Unfortunately several of the balloonists did not autograph the flown
envelopes and some did not return the envelopes. The envelopes of
the first, second and third place winners have not been located
either. As a result the maximum number of autographed and different
flown envelopes to a set is 33 along with 3 copies of the beautiful
and informative catalogue. A list of items available and the price
of each are attached. Souvenir catalogues priced originally at
$4.00 are available free upon request and payment of $1.50 for
postage for each programme desired.
ITEM 86-19

Ameripex'86 will soon be here. We hope as many as possible of our
members will be able to attend. It is a disappointment that a day
for aerophilately was not scheduled. However under the able
leadership of Tom Dittrich of the Aerophilatelic Federation of the
Americas (AFA) an excellent aerophilatelic programme of activities
has breen scheduled. This data will be repeated in The Airpost
Journal. There should be a lot of interesting souvenirs. All
members of the Canadian Chapter of the AAMS which is also RPSC
Chapter No. 187 will receive a RPSC souvenir participation
certificate from Ameripex'86.
ITEM 86-20
CAPEX'87 will be held in Toronto, Ontario 13 to 21 June 1987. Data
on that event will be distributed immediately after Ameripex'86 by
the CAPEX'87 executive. I have no data on the theme days so I do
not know if there is an aerophilatelic theme day but I hope there
will be.
We trust that aerophilatelists will come together again as they are
doing so for Ameripex'86. It is obvious that it will be up to the
Canadian Chapter of the AAMS to coordinate the aerophilatelic
activities at CAPEX'87. Since a philatelic club booth will cost
$500.00, I hope all aerophilatelic groups will contribute to the
cost. Individual members of our AAMS Chapter are asked now to
contribute $10.00 each to help cover the costs. Since we are now
almost 50 in'number a $10.00 Canadian donation from each member
would cover the cost. Donors will be recorded and will receive
whatever special souvenirs become available to aerophilatelists.
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We are also planning a special aerophilatelic dinner and social
evening at the Royal Canadian Military Institute (RCMI) in Toronto
during CAPEX'87 for all aerophilatelists. We plan to have Bob
Bradford, Associate Director, National Aviation Museum and artist of
17 Canadian aviation subject stamps as our guest speaker. A five
course gourmet meal with wine in an historic military environment
will be presented. Do those AAMS members who attended CAPEX'78 and
the 1978 AAMS Convention in Toronto remember the wonderful evening
that we had at the RCMI, with the late A/V/M Earl Godfrey, DFC, AFC
as guest speaker? We hope to duplicate that evening in 1987. The
cost of the meal and expenses for Bob Bradford are expected to be
prorated at $50.00 Canadian per person. Again there will be special
prizes for the event so the $50.00 will be a good investment for an
aerophilatelic night to remember. At the RCMI is the "Wings Room"
where many aviation crests, photographs and mementos are exhibited,
including the aircraft seat, machine gun and fabric, of Baron von
Richthofen's aircraft reported to have been brought down by Captain
A. Roy Brown, DSC. Please let me know if you plan to attend
CAPEX'87, and if so, if you will contribute $10.00 now for
prepayment of the booth. I also wish to know, if you would attend
the special dining-in-night at a cost of $50.00 Canadian per person?
As soon as the CAPEX'87 data are available I'll distribute a copy to
all our members. American (USA) members will have to submit entries
for CAPEX'87 through the US commissioner if they wish to apply for
an entry. The US commissioner for CAPEX'87 will be the well known
aerophilatelist Mr. Fred Blau, P.O. Box 59153, Chicago, Illinois,
USA #60659.
ITEM 86-21
I was appointed Canadian Commissioner to HAFNIA'87 in Copenhagen,
Denmark, 16-25 October 1987. I have been advised that the first
data will soon be sent to me. I'll send data to anyone interested
in receiving data about HAFNIA'87 in anticipation of submitting an
application to exhibit philatelic materiel. Again according to FIP
rules, as the Canadian Commissioner I can only submit materiel of
those RPSC members living in Canada. American entrants again must
make application through the American commissioner, Mr. Fred Blau,
P.O. Box 59153, Chicago, Illinois, USA, #60659.
ITEM 86-22
On the first page you will note that Nelson Bentley has volunteered
to serve as the Acting Secretary until a permanent one can be
assigned. Nelson filled the vacancy when Ken Sanford had to resign
the position . upon being elected President of the AAMS. Surely out
of our 48 members there is someone willing to do his share for the
chapter as Treasurer. Volunteers should write to our president, Pat
Sloan, whose address is on the first page.
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ITEM 86-23
A special hot-air balloon flight has been authorized by Transport
Canada for 1 August 1987 from an area 55 miles from St. John's,
Newfoundland by Mr. Henri Brink, Laan Van Liflarlake 28, 3612 BT
Tionhoven, Holland. Canada Post has authorized a special cachet for
official Canadian mail to be flown on the flight to Holland.
Autographed, flown envelopes will be available at a cost of $25.00
Canadian each. If anyone is interested please write to Mr. Henri
Brink at his indicated address in Holland.
ITEM 86-24

Murray Heifetz of Toronto plans to start a local sub-chapter of the
Canadian Chapter of the AAMS. If you know of anyoine interested in
joining the group in Toronto please contact Murray at 49 Ternhill
Crescent, Don Mills, Ontario, M3C 2E4.
Murray also has some data and questions concerning the Northern
Air Service stamps. Murray's data follows:
This is to do with a matter for the present CAMS acting as a study
group for a problem with the Northern Air Service stamp that I have
seen ignored in all past and current semi-official studies and
bulletins. It has to do with the way in which the stamps were
printed and distributed. Perhaps this could be inserted in a future
bulletin as a problem with requests for input from our various
members.
As far as I can ascertain there has been a record of only one
booklet pane of 4; and one sheet of 20. Certainly there has been no
more shown in any of the literature I have seen over the past 20
years. The pane is presently held by John Young and I have the
sheet. In the booklet pane, the sides and bottom of the stamps are
imperf. and the tops are perforated. In the sheet, only one side is
imperf. All the other sides including the tops of all stamps are
perforated. In the sheet, only one side in imperf. All the other
sides including the tops of all stamps are perforated. There is
speculation that there may have been another pane as part of the
original printing sheet but it would be a mirror of the present pane
with the other side imperf.
In checking over my covers, I have quite a few with the top of the
stamp imperf. This is sometimes by itself, sometimes with one of
the sides imperf., some with the dot variety and some without. None
have the bottom imperf. and so would appear to rule out coming from
a booklet pane. The occurence does not appear to be rare. Problems
- what kind of layout of sheet would give rise to an imperf top?
Was there a second printing for this short-lived issue? If anyone
can provide data please contact Murray Heifetz directly.

Item 86-25
It has been a great six months for auctions of Canadian pioneer and
semi-official airmail covers and stamps. First there was the
auction at J.N. Sissons of 14 January 1986 of the Jack Myers
Collection of Semi-Official and Pioneer Airmail inwhich there was a
mint copy of the London to London Flight, 1 September 1927; the
auction of J.H. Harmer in London, England of "Pegasses" dated 11 and
12 May 1986; and finally the auction on 18 March 1986 of Ray
Simrak's fabulous collection of pioneer, semi-official and airmail
stamps by Charles D. Firby of Southfield, Michigan, USA. The prices
for the pioneer and semi-official airmail flight covers were very
high. Competition for the choice pieces was most encouraging for
those planning to sell their pioneer flight covers in the future. A
copy of the price list is attached. Eight items of note sold for:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Lot #26 Crimson silk re Franklin Expedition
Lot #28 Brian Peck cover, not autographed
Lot #29 Katherine Stinson flight
Lot #36 Ottawa to Toronto 27 August 1918,
Black cachet
Lot #48 Vancouver to Seattle, 3 March 1919
Lot #56 Grand Army stamp
Lot #57 Grand Army cover Hamilton to Toronto
Lot #229 SCADTA cover 16 July 1929

$4,500.00 US
$2,600.00 US
$3,600.00 US
$2,800.00
$6,700.00
$6,100.00
$9,500.00
$4,700.00

US
US
US
US
US

ITEM 86-26

The Air. Canada Trans Canada historic flight in one of Trans Canada's
original aircraft, a Lockhead 10-A, CF-TCC left St. Hubert, Quebec
on Thursday 10 April 1986. If you are interested in a set of 50
souvenir envelopes for $50.00 Canadian send in your order
immediately to the distributor in Montreal - Maison Darnell, P.O.
Box 1104, Station "A", Montreal, P.O. H3C 2X9. A copy of the
special public relations release from En Route is enclosed for your
retention.
ITEM 86-27

From time to time I obtain some copies of air mail labels or
vignettes and air line baggage labels. I'll enclose a few now from
Air Canada (2), CP Air (2), Australia and the Fareo Islands.
ITEM 86-28

We are pleased to welcome five new members to our chapter, now
having 48 members.
Mr. Klaus-Udo Ziemer #44
Portstrasse 17
D-6370 Oberursel 1, W. Germany
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Mr. James W. Goss USA #45
861 S. Rosedale Ct.
Grosse Pointe, Michigan 48236

Mrs. Wendy Bromley #47"
922 Charleswood Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario, KIA OW3

Mr. Louis I. Goldfarb USA #46
365 West 25 Street
New York, New York 10001

The President #48
Chicago Air Mail Society
P.O. Box A3960
Chicago, Illinois, USA 60690

ITEM 86-29

The Lakeshore Stamp Club Inc, located near Dorval Airport, held
their Annual Stamp Exhibition on 13 April 1986. To commemorate the
event a special souvenir envelope depicting the plan of Dorval's
runways and cancelled by a special cachet showing the air terminal
and a jet airliner flying above was prepared. Anyone wishing to
purchase one should write to Mr. Geoff Thompson, 190 Westcroft Road,
Beaconsfield, Ontario, H9W 2M3, one of our chapter members. If I
find out the price I'll state it here.
ITEM 86-30

The Executive of the Canadian Chapter of the AAMS wish to change our
name and status to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS). A
copy of a ballot is enclosed for each member to fill in and return,
by 30 May 1986 to the Treasurer, Mr. Nelson Bentley, Secretary, 3044
Otterson Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, K1V 7B6.
ITEM 86-31

Copies of aviation data submitted to the CWM are recopied and
distributed for the retention by our members. The following items
are enclosed:
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

The Flyer from Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame dated March 1986;
Data re CP Air Lines inaugural flight to Shanghai, China from
Vancouver, B.C. 29 April 1986;
Data re Air New Zealand and Air Canada;
Data re pioneer pilot Walter Fowler and the DC-3 event at Expo
86, Vancouver, B.C.
Data on Air Canada's anniversary flight commencing 10 April
1986;
A report "Concorde in Canada" by Al Stockweather, 2316 Park
Avenue, Ford City, Pennsylvania, USA #16226. We are indebted to
Al, one of our members, for this most interesting summary.

ITEM 86-32

Canada Post released on or about 4 April 1986 a special kit of post
cards and change of address cards, all requiring postage. The two
designs are most attractive depicting the Canada Goose in its
various stages of development and in flight. An example of each is
enclosed.
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If you should have any further data on aerophilatelic events please
let me know.
Yours sincerely,

(R. K. Malott)
Vice President
Canadian Chapter AAMS
Encl: (Several)
RKM/dt.

ADDENDUM

ITEM 86-33

Arrangements have been made by member Bill Bartlett of Saanichton,
B.C. on behalf of the Canadian Chapter of the AAMS, to prepare and
mail on the inaugural flight of Canadian Pacific Air Lines on 29
April 1986, from Vancouver, B.C. to Shanghai, China, 200 special
flight covers. These covers will receive a special cachet, postmark
from Expo 86 if possible, pilot signed if possible, and an arrival
mark of some sort at the CP Air Line Office in Shanghai. The
limited number of these envelopes, the significance of this
inaugural flight to Canada and China, and the need to raise funds
for our Chapter will necessitate a charge of $5.00 per cover post
paid to the purchaser. Orders should be sent to our
Secretary/Treasurer Nelson Bentley, 3044 Otterson Drive, Ottawa,
Ontario, K1V 7B6.
ITEM 86-34

At the annual ORAPEX'86 two-day stamp exhibition our Chapter had a
table at which several publications and covers were sold for the
benefit of the Chapter, six AAMS members signed in as attending (4
are Chapter Members), and two new applicants are to be processed.
There were only three aerophilatelic entries all of which received
awards:
A)

Canadian Forces Air Letter Forms - "Airgraph and Forces Air Letters - WWII" by E.R., Toop a specialist in Canadian military
mail. This exhibit was awarded a Vermeil Medal in the Masters
Postal History Section (5 frames).

B)

"Helicopter Mail England 1948 - 1978" in the General Section by
our member Nelson Bentley, who was awarded a Silver Medal and
the Brian Peck Trophy for the Best Airmail Exhibit in the
General Class. The award is presented if an exhibit receives a
Silver award or better. Congratulations to Nelson (2 frames).

C)

"Helicopters on Stamps" by G.E. Lepine in the General Tropical
Section was awarded a Silver Bronze award (2 frames).
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Executive Committee of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society:
President:

Mr. Pat Sloan, P.O. Box 6217, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada, K2A 1T4. Telephone: (613) 728-4275.

Vice President:

Major Dick Malott, Retired, 16 Harwich Crescent,
Nepean, Ontario, Canada, K2H 6R1. Telephone
(613) 829-0280 (Home) and (613) 992-7982 (Office).

Secretary:

Mr. Nelson Bentley, 3044 Otterson Drive, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada, K1V 7B6. Telephone
(613) 733-6286.

To all members of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS)
I trust that you have had an enjoyable summer and that
greetings.
you are now actively engaged in improving your aerophilateli
collection. We have a lot of data for you gathered since oar last
6
issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist, Vol. II No. 1 dated
February 1986.
Item 86-17:
Both have
AMERIPEX'86 and STOCKHOLMIA'86 have come and gone.
been well covered in the philatelic press and both were exceptiw:al
At AMERIPEX'86
for
philatelic exhibitions to have visited.
aerophilately there were 42 entries and at STOCKHOLMIA'86 there wQri,
73 entries.
It you wish specific details on the aerophila.telic
entries and awards I'd suggest the purchase of the informative
Palmares
the
resp(,,, cf
from
and
exhibition
catalogues
organizations.
_-,_"••••••••••
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A)

AMERIPEX'86
5944 West Montrose Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
USA 60634

Cost about $25.00 US

B)

STOCKHOLMIA'86
5-100 86 Stockholm
Sweden

Cost about $8.00 US

Item 86-18:

As a souvenir from AMERIPEX'86 a special participation
certificate from the RPSC is enclosed if you have not already
received one. A complimentary special STOCKHOLMIA'86 aerogramme was
sent to each CAS member with my compliments. Unfortunately neither
exhibition had a Day of Aerophilately.
Item 86-19:

On 6 July 1986 an executive meeting of the Canadian
A copy of the
Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) was held in Ottawa.
At
this
meeting
it
was
confirmed
that the
minutes are attached.
Canadian Chapter of the AAMS, as of 1 July 1986 retroactively, would
be known as the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) and would
remain a Chapter of the AAMS and of the RPSC (#187). The Canadian
Aerophilatelist would be published by the CAS on a random basis.
Item 86-20:

as
Once a logo is established, stationery will be prepared,
the
well as a pin that will be available for purchase from
Secretary/Treasurer. A special certificate will be prepared for
free distribution to aerophilatelists attending CAPEX'87 from BABN
(British American Bank Note Company).
Item 86-21:

A xerox of the special Vancouver-Shanghai flown covers by CP
Airlines is attached. Over 125 of the 200 prepared have been sold
at $5.00 for the benetit ot the CAS treasurey. If you wish to
purchase a flown envelope do so immediately for they will soon be
all sold. Contact Nelson Bentley if you are interested. Sorry I've
just been told all are sold or distributed to those why helped
arrange the preparation of the envelopes.
Item 86-22:

The CAS will share the booth at CAPEX'87 with the AA:4:3 and AFA
at a total cost of $530.00 for the nine days. Nine ot our 51
members have 'donated$10.00 each toward the CAS share of the cost $177.00 Canadian. Are there nine more members willing to help
defray the cost ot the CAS by donating $10.00 each? Whoever wish0,-;
to help send your cheque payable to the CAS to Nelson Bentley.
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Item

86-23:

Tentative plans for the first Annual CAS Convention at CAPEX'87
are listed in the attached minutes.
As soon as the CAPEX'87
However,
Committee finalize there plans we can complete ours.
please note that we have confirmed two important events - our
banquet at the RCMI on Saturday evening, 13 June 1987 and a
reception for aerophilatelists hosted by The Lieutenant Governor of
Ontario, Colonel The Honourable Lincoln Alexander. (See attached
photograph and data re Lieutenant Governor Lincoln M. Alexander,
P.C., k St. J., QC, CA, LLD). The fee for the RCMI banquet is
estimated at $50.00 Canadian each which includes costs of
transportation and accommodation for the guest speaker, Bob
Bradford, Associate Director, National Aviation Museum. A.
submission has been sent to the Premier of Ontario, the Honourable
David Peterson, requesting a grant toward the hosting of this dinner
for visiting aerophilatelists. My Legislative Assembly member, Mr.
Bob Mitchell, is supporting .my request on behalf of the CAS.
Further details will be sent When known.
Item 86-24:

A special aerophilatelic CAPEX'87 souvenir booklet (4 stamps to
be used) is being planned. Quantity, design and cost are yet to be
determined. This project will be a fund raiser for the CAS as well
as providing an attractive aerophilatelic souvenir of CAPEX'87.
Item 86-25:

President Pat Sloan has prepared a recommended constitution for
If you have any comments
the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
concerning the recommended constitution please send them to Pat by
31 October 1986. This recommended constitution will be presented to
those members attending the annual CAS meeting, to be held at Stamp
Marketplace, Toronto, Ontario, at 11:00 a.m. on Sunday, 9 November
The room location will be
1986 at the Sheraton Centre, Toronto.
Your support of the recommended
announced at Stamp Marketplace.
constitution is solicited.
Item 86-26:

An annual election of officers will be held at Stan•p
Marketplace, Sheraton Cen -:7.re, Toronto, at 11:00 a.m. on Sunday 9
November 1986. A ballot is enclosed for your vote if you can . ,m)t.
attend. Please submit your completed voting form to Nelson Bentley
by 31 October 1986.
Item 86-27:

-Twe CAS--embere--have submitted photographs and news items
concerning AMERIPEX'86 and Bill Bartlett's aerophilatelic display at
Saanichton, B.C. Our thanks to Al Starkweather and Ken Sanford for
their support.
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SEEN AT AMERI PEX
Richard K. Malott, editor of
the Canadian Aerophilatelist
receives the George W. Angers
Memorial Award from William
Meade, former AAMS president,
at AMERIPEX.
--Starkweather photo--

to
Malott takes a moment
He
hardly
admire his award.
left Chicago empty-handed,
as he also took home the
highest AMERIPEX show award
the
given to an entry in
aerophilatelic class -- a
well
large gold medal, as
as the Dr. James J. Matejka
Jr. Memorial Award for the
best airmail exhibit.

greets
E.P.
(Pat
Sloan)
Astronaut Hank Hartsfield,
honorary
AAMS at the AAMS
Hartstield

was

the

banquetdrigAMERIPX.
speaker .
athebnqu.

--Starkweather photo--

AAMS PRESIDENT DROPS IN O.\

BARTLETT1N

SAANICHTON

Below is a photo of Bill Bartlett, Postmaster of the Saanichton,
Vancouver Island, British Columbia Post (iftice, and Ken Sanford,
President of the American Air Mail Society, along with Ken's son.
Scot. Ken and his family were in Vancouver and they took the ferry
over to Vancouver Island for the day. As Saanichton is on the way
between the ferry terminal and Victoria, they dropped in to see Bill
and his mini-aerophilatelic display in his small post office.
Needless to say, Bill was quite surprised to see Ken and his
family. •'Ken advises that the display was very interesting and there
were some quite good early Canadian flight covers and photos.

Item 86-28:
Enclosed is a letter W.:zecj 28 A9gust 1986 presented to all jury
SOCKHOIAIA, concerning CAS plans for
members and commissioner._
A copy has al..') b e en sent to all commissioners to
CAPEX'87.
A copy of the Twstic)nnairr:> is also attached for your
CAPEX'87.
Please till it in and scud it to Dick Malott so that
consideration.
It
the logistics of our activiies can be planned more accurately.
It you
blease let me know.
you know you can not atteno
you will attend, please let me know.
att_o-m-d, o1 -, thiltk you
Your reply will be most use ul as we wish to give our own members
Pialts.
first refusal to our various activities.
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Item 86-29:
The proposed balloon flight by three Dutch balloonists referred
to in an earlier 1985 issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist landed
with a big bump at Almere, Netherlands on Tuesday 2 September 1986.
The three Dutch balloonists - Henk Brink, a professional balloonist,
his wife Evelien (the first woman to fly across the Atlantic on a
balloon), and Dutch fighter pilot Willem Hageman made the crossing
in the helium filled Dutch Viking in 51 hours and 14 minutes.
Aboard the balloon were 3,000 envelopes cancelled in St. John's,
Newfoundland prior to lift-off and which were to be backstamped in
the Netherlands. The method of sale and the cost of a balloon cover
are not yet know. The organizers of this balloon flight have been
advised of the interest of CAS members in purchasing some
envelopes.
A copy of newspaper clippings concerning the event are
attached.

Item 86-30:
We still have eight sets of 33 autographed balloon covers and
three balloon programmes for $50.00 Canadian as well as sets of six
mint balloon cards at $1.50 each, plus postage for disposal for the
National Capital Commission (NCC) that helped promote he
Destination 85 balloon event in Ottawa last July 1985. Unsold sets
will be returned to the NCC on 1 November 1986. If you wish a
single autographed cover at $1.50 each please contact me before 1
November 1986.
Item 86-31:

Our aerophilatelic friends in the Canadian Association for
Israel Philately, under the :leadership of President Dr. Mitchell
Levine prepared 600 round trip flight envelopes for the inaugural. El
Al flight "Tel-Aviv-Toronto-Tel Aviv" on 2 April 1986. The results
are excellent with clear cancellations, pilots' signatures and an
explanation certification card. Each round trip envelope is $10.00
US. If you wish to purchase a cover contact immediately Dr.
159 Willowdale Avenue,
President C.A.F.I.P.,
Mitchell Levine,
See the attached data for further
Willowdale, Ontario, M2N 4Y7.
information.
It is hoped the CAS will be able to sponsor such events also in
the future, as we have done so already for the CP Airlines flight
Vancouver-Shanghai, 29-30 April 1986.

Item 86-32:
One o.t our dedicated aerophilatelic members, Patrick Campbell_
17091 Maher Road, Pierretonds, P.Q., H9J 1H7, prepared an excellent
article- on the airmail stamps of Soviet Russia and a Second
International Polar Year event of a flight to Franz-Josef Land,
1932-1933. Pat's two articles are attached for your per.isal and
retention.

Item 86-33:
Members Dick McIntosh and Murray Heifetz are planning a Toronto
area Chapter of the CAS. A copy of their letter is attached.
Members living in the Toronto area are urged to contact Dick or
Murray concerning this matter. President Pat Sloan is most anxious
to see their area chapter formed.
Item 86-34
dedicated
Another
our
members,
Al
of
aerophilatelic
Starkweather, 2316 Park Avnue, Ford City, Pennsylvania, USA, 16226
has submitted a most interesting article entitled, Canadian
Dispatches To Pan American Flights. Now you have data on envelopes
in your collection that may have had you puzzled. Thanks for the
article Al.
Item 86-35:
Our membership is now 50 and growing.
We are pleased to
welcome to our membership seven new aerophilatelists:
A) Mr. Klause-Udo Ziemer
Portstrasse 17
D-6370 Oberursel 1
West Germany
ID#44

B) Mr. James W. Goss
861 S. Rosedale Crescent
Grosse Pointe, Michigan
USA #48236
ID#45

C) Mr. Louis I. Goldfarb
365 West 25 Street
New York, New York
USA #10001
ID#46

D) Mrs. Wendy Bromley
922 Charleswood Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario
K1A OW3
ID#47

E) Mr. W. Thomas Jefferson
4530 Highway 61
White Bear Lake, Michigan
USA #55110
ID#48

F) Mr. Jonathan L. Johnson
248 Shore Avenue
Groton, CT.
'
USA #06340
ID#49

G) Mr. Frank H. Blumenthal
5180 Linnean Terr. N.W.
Washington, D.C.
USA #20008
ID#50

Item 86-36:

The latest Canadian aviation military envelope prepared in
Canada in 1986 is the attractive souvenir envelope prepared tor the
annual International Air Show held at CFB Shearwater, Nova Scotia,
20-21 September 1986. The envelope is a two-colour design featuring
the CFB Shearwater crest, the International Air Show logo and a
scene depicting the famous 431 Squadron "Snowbirds" in their
"Concorde" formation of nine aircraft. A special Canada Post
cancellation has been applied to a .344 1986 Canadian Forces Postal
(See attached xerox copy of the 1985
Service commemorative stamp.
Covers
at
$1.00 Canadian plus postage are
and 1986 covers).
available from Mr. G.A. MacKenzie, Apartment 515, 1333 South Park
Street,.'Halifax, N.S., B3J 2K9. Covers are still available from
1985 for $1.00 and from 1984 for $2.00, plus postage. Postage for
delivery in Canada for one cover is .344, to the USA .39¢ and
overseas .684. Postage for 2 or 3 covers is .514 for Canada, 564
for the USA and $1.05 overseas.
Item 86-37:

The British Post Office released on 16 September 1986 a
magnificent set of five commemorative postage stamps to recognize
the 50th anniversary of the formation of the five Commands of the
RAF - Bomber, Fighter, Coastal Command, Training and Maintenance.
The designs depict Lord Dowding and a Hurricane (17p); Lord Tedder
and a Typhoon (22p); Lord Trenchard and a DH9A (29p); Sir Arthur
Harris and a Lancaster (31p); and Lord Portal and a Mosquito (34p).
A xerox of a first day cover is attached. Is it not now time that
Canada Post did something of this nature for our significant
Canadian military heroes and leaders of the 20th century? It is
time concerned Canadians, and in particular those with a military
connection, demanded through their Members of Parliament, that
Canada Post give Canadian military heroes and leaders of the 20th
century their due philatelic, recognition. Take the time to review
Canadian issues of the last ten years and you will find. events,
aircraft, ships and organizations commemorated, but never anyone
such as Billy Bishop, General Sir Arthur Currie, General Andy
McNaughton, Buzz Beurling, etc. Although Canada Post has changed
its guidelines and will commemorate military events, it resolutely
refuses tq commemorate 20th Century Canadian military leaders.
These military leaders and heroes did their duty when called upon to
do so. Are they less significant to Canadian history then some
Canadian historical personalities to be commemorated in 1986 Philippe Aubert de Gasp6, Molly Brant, James Macleod, Chief
Crowfoot, or John Molson? In 1987 there does not appear to he !J.ny
specific Canadians to be honoured unless the painting by Ozias Leduc
can be considered a tribute to him.
It is a difficult assignment for the group selected to serve r)rs.
the Canada Post Stamp Advisory Board. It would appear that since
Senator Henry Hicks and Mr. Sam Nickle, both Second World War
-veterans -,and ph4Jatelists were dropped_ from the Board, and with
Judge Marin a Commodore in the RCN reserve and Chairman at Canada
Post Corporation, now retiring on 17 October 1986, there will be 20
military or philatelic representation on this Board that recommends
the stamp designs to the Minister Responsible for Canada Post.
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The names of the 9 members of the Board were recently released
to the Canadian public as a result of an official Senate inquiry uy
Senator Hicks. The members, appointed by the Chairman of the Board
of Canada Post Corporation, are as follows with the date of
appointment in brackets. Since Judge Marin was appointed to his
position on 16 October 1981, since he appoints the members of the
Board, and since all eight present incumbents (there is one vacancy
in the Board of nine) were appointed after 16 October 1981, Judge
Marin therefore must have been instrumental in their appointment.
In fairness to the Judge and the Board, they have approved of more
military subjects than ever before, but they still have not approved
of any to 20th century Canadian military heroes or leaders.
A) Mr. Richard M.H. Alway of Toronto (July 1982).
NOTE:
Judge Marin was Vice President of the Board of Trustees
of the National Museums of Canada for some years, prior to
1982. He did an excellent job for the museums and in particular
for the Canadian War Museum. Mr. Alway is still a member of the
He is a
Board of Trustees of the National Museums of Canada.
I believe
Director of several Canadian business organizations.
he is or was a senior official of a major petroleum company.
13) Mr. Bernard Beaupre of Richelieu, Quebec (July 1983).
C) Mr. Frank Corcoran of Ottawa, Ontario (October 1983).
Frank Corcoran is the Assistant Director, Public
NOTE:
Programmes, Canadian Museum of Civilization (formerly National
Museum of Man). He is number 3 man in that organization and has
been instrumental in obtaining a series of definitive stamps on
historic (non-military) artifacts of the National Museums of
Canada depicted on Canadian stamps. See what can happen if you
have someone on the Board of Directors who has a particular
interest in a specific subject. Thus we have the carved wooden
decoy duck on our one cent stamp, a fishing spear on our two
cent stamp, a stable lantern on our three cent stamp, a wooden
bucket on our five cent stamp, a metal weathercock on our ten
cent stamp, three types of antique skates on our twenty cent
stamps, a wooden sled on the fifty cent stamp, and a spnning
All these artifacts are
wheel on our sixty-eight cent stamp.
The
from the inventory of the Canadian Museum of Civilization.
a .::adiar:
Canadian War Museum is an Associate Museum of the
Museum of Civilization but no military artifacts were selected
Need I say more to urge support for militay
for this series.
(including aviation) subjects for Canadian commemorative stamps.
Mr. Matthew Dale of Rockclitfe, Ontario (October l983).
NOXE: SeALaral ya„ars ago 1 was on. a French course with,Mr. Dale,
a senior public servant from, I believe External Affairs. He is
not listed in the Government of Canada telephone book so I
He may have served in the Canadian
presume he is retired.
Forces during the Second World War.
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E)

Mr. Laurier Durand of Trois-Rivires, Quebec (May 1985).

F)

Mrs. Leslie Forbes of Riverview, N.B. (1 January 1986).

G)

Mr. Robert McGarry of Ottawa, Ontario (1 July 1984).

H)

Mrs. Ellen Easton McLeod of Ottawa, Ontario (1 July 1985).

Do any of you know any of these members of the Stamp Advisory
Board? It would be interesting to know the background of these
other six people.
Item 86-38:

The excellent aerophilatelic exhibits at AMERIPEX'86 and
STOCKHOLMIA'86 were a joy to behold. Not everyone has had the
opportunity to see both exhibits and to note the increasing
participation of Canadian aerophilatelists. I urge each member of
the CAS to develop their collections and start exhibiting at the
local, national or international level as the situation may be for
each of our members. If I may refer to myself, I started exhibiting
at the RA Stamp Club receiving RPSC bronze chapter awards in 1966
and progressed to large gold internationally and the FIP
Championship Class in 1986. .- Others can do it too by research,
trading, and-bidding at auctions within a set budget. In 1982 there
was a great International Philatelic Exhibition at BELGICA'82 at
Brussels at which aerophilately, postal history and postal
stationery only were exhibited.
When the next exhibition like BELGICA'82 comes around, the
members of the CAS - whether Canadian, USA or overseas, should he
ready to exhibit internationally from their respective countries by
belonging to the appropriate national philatelic organization (in
Canada the R.P.S.C.), in the USA the A.P.S. and affiliated chapters,
etc. and by achieving a vermiel award nationally. New F.i.P.
judging procedures using a point system are to be mandatory by 1
January 1988 for all exhibitions under the 5atronage of the
Federation Internationale de Philat6lie (F.I.P.). I'll enclose a
copy of the form used for judging aerophilatelity, postal history,
and postal stationary at STOCKHOLMIA'86. With proper planning and
preparation most of our CAS members could do well at international
exhibitions.
It is too late now for entry into CAPEX'87 and HAFNIA'87, out
for 1988 there are two exhibitions that you could prepare for FINLANDIA'88 in Helsenki, Finland, 1-12 June 1988. (The Canadian
Commissioner is Mr. David Dixon, P.O. Box 1082, Oakville, Ontario,
L6J 5E9. Bulletin No. 1 and the provisional entry forms are
available from Dave now. The dead-line for the provisional entry is
-1----September 1987--)-; and-PRAGA'88 in Prague, Czechoslovakia, 27 August
- 5 September 1988. A Canadian commissioner has not yet been named
by the RPSC.

Other scheduled NIP patrdnage'd international world exhibitios
are
A)

1989 Sofia, Bulgaria, 20-30 May 1989.

B)

i) 1990 London, England in May 1990.
ii) 1990 Auckland, New Zealand 24 August - 2 September 1990.

C)
D)

1991 Philatokyo'91 Tokyo, Japan in April 1991.
i) 1992 Uruguay'92 Montevideo, Uruguay in October 1992.
ii) 1992 Espana'92 Madrid, Spain. Date not selected yet.

E)

1993 Warsaw'93 Warsaw, Poland. Date not selected yet.

Join in the
Others are pending but not yet announced.
excitement and privilege of exhibiting internationally.
Item 86-39:

In a future issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist I'll provide
a summary of aerophilatelic groups and personalities who are deeply
involved in the advancement of international aerophilately. The
main groups are
:

President E.P. "Pat"

A)

Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS):
Sloan;

B)

American Air Mail Society (AAMS):
Sanford;

C)

Aerophilatelic Federation of the Americas (AFA):
Edward "Ed" Lettick;

D)

Internationale de
Federation
Aerophilatelic Commission,
Philatelie (FIP), President: Frank Lemos Da Silveira;

E)

Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateliques (FISA),
President Roland Kohl;

F)

Royal Philatelic Society of Canada (RPSC), President Mr. James
E. "Jim" Kraemer.

President Kendall C "Ken"
President

Item 86-40:

One of the best philatelic sellers at AMERIPEX'86 was the
various metal pin reproductions of American postage stamps. Ken
Sanford has obtained a source of such pins. Certain stock items are
available at indicated prices for US stamps. At present Canadian
stamps are—not available- -as the company does not have an agreement
with Canada Post. Data are attached on the products of Creative
Collectibles, 805 Third Avenue, suite 184, New York, New York, USA,
#10022. Is anyone interested in these items?

12 I tem 86-41:

The 1986 version of Stamp Marketplace will be held at the
Sheraton Centre, 123 Queen Street West, Toronto, Ontario. The CAS
will have a club table coordinated by President Pat Sloan and
Secretary/Treasurer Nelson Bentley.
If you are in the area drop in to the stamp show, sign in at
the CAS booth and spend a little while chatting with other
aerophilatelists. The first meeting of the CAS will be held during
Stamp Marketplace on Sunday, 9 November 1986 at 11:00 a.m. The room
location will be announced at the exhibition. Some aerophilatelic
exhibits of Canadians shown at AMERIPEX'86, and some submitted but
not accepted for AMERIPEX'86, will be exhibited at Stamp Marketplace.
for the benefit of those who couldn't attend AMERIPEX'86.
Item 86-42:

If you have any aerophilatelic news please send it to me at your
earliest convenience. News makes the difference to our philatelic
publication. Please do your share to make it worthwhile.

(R. K. Malott)
Vice President CAS
Editor, The Canadian Aerophilatelist
Attach: (Several)
HKM/dt.
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PLEASE ADDRESS REPLY TO:

AAMS CHAPTER - RPSC CHAPTER 187
28 August, 1986

Dear philatelic colleague:
I have the pleasure of bringing Aerophilatelic greetings from Wing
Commander E.P. "Pat" Sloan, CD, *Retired RCAF,. President of the newly
formed Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS), its Executive and its
fifty members. We wish you a most enjoyable and informative visit
to STOCKHOLMIA'86 and Stockholm.
We are particularly interested in extending an invitation to all
aerophilateli.sts attending STOCKHOLMIA'86 to join with CAS members
at a 9 day convention during CAPEX'87 in Toronto, Ontario, 13 to 21
June 1987. We have an interesting and informative programme planned
for this period which we know you will enjoy. Our plans include a
gourmet dinner at the exclusive Royal Canadian Military Institute
(RCMI) in Toronto with Mr. Robert Bradford, Associate Director of
the National Aviation Museum in Ottawa; Ontario and designer of 17
Canadian aviation stamps, who will be our guest speaker, on Saturday
evening, 13 June 1987; on Monday evening, 15 June 1987, from 5:00
p.m. to 6:00 p.m., aerophilatelists and guests will have the
privilege of being hosted at a reception by the Lieutenant-Governor
of Ontario, The Honourable Lincoln M. Alexander, at Queen's Park,
Toronto; during the period there will be a day's trip to Hamilton,
Ontario as guests of the City of Hamilton to visit the Mount Hope
Aviation Museum and the beautiful Hamilton Rock Gardens; a day's
trip in Toronto for the wives of aerophilatelists to the Royal
Ontario Museum (ROM), and the Yorkville Shopping Area near the ROM
(including a luncheon); and at least 6 aerophilatelic lectures.
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0

THE HERO PHILATELIST ANNALS

0

AMERICAN AIR MAIL CATALO(' -,;
E-Z ROCKET MAIL CATALOcUP

2

It you are interested in future details on our aerophilatelic
activities at CAPEX'87, please till in the attached form and give it
to me during STOCKHOLMIA'86 or mail it to me at the indicated
address. The members of the CAS hope that you will be able to join
them at CAPEX'87.
Yours sincerely,

(R. K. Maloft, CD)
Major (Retired) RCAF/CF
V/President CAS
Canadian FIP Representative
for Aerophilately.
Attach: (1)
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RECOMMENDED CONSTITUTION
OF THE
CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY

SECTION 1
NAME
The name of the organization shall be THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC
SOCIETY.
SECTION 2
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
1. To promote the advancement and growth of Aerophilately in
Canada.
2. To provide a forum for the exchange of information and news
about Aerophilately among members.
3. To represent Canadian Aerophilatelists at the National and
International levels.
4. To promote and support Aerophilatelic research in Canada.

SECTION 3
MEMBERSHIP
1. Membership in the Society is open to all interested individuals
subject to formal application and payment of annual dues.
2. The Society is the sole and only judge of its membership and
may terminate membership at any time for cause. Such action
must be taken upon a majority vote of the Society Board of
Directors.
3. Members under 21 years of age will be referred to as "Junior"
members. Such junior members shall not be eligible to hold
office in the Society.
SECTION 4
DUES
1. Dues shall be prescribed by the Board of Directors.

2.
2. The membership year shall commence on the first day of the
month of joining the Society, and dues shall be due annually
on that date.
3.Dues for junior members will be half of the adult member dues.
4. The secretary shall notify all members in arrears, and members
still in arrears three months after such notification will be
dropped from membership without further notice.
SECTION 5
OFFICERS
1. The Officers of the CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY shall be
as follows: President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer,
and Recording Secretary. The Officers of the Society shall be
elected biennially, and shall serve for a period of two
years, or until their successors are elected.
2. An individual may hold more than one office in the Society,
and may be re-elected to the same or different office.
3. The Board of Directors of the Society shall consist of the
Officers of the Society as listed in Part 1 above.The
Board of Directors shall have general supervisory powers
over all matters pertaining to the Society. Decisions of
the Board of Directors shall be made by majority vote.
4. The board of Directors will appoint members to such committees as may be established to transact the business of
the Society. The term of office for such appointments will
be at the discretion of the Board of Directors.
5. The Board of Directors shall adjudicate in all matters of
business transaction and ethics involving all members of
the Society, and, where necessary, take necessary disciplinary action.
6. The President shall:
-Chair all meetings of the Society,
-Represent the Society at meetings of other philatelic
organizations,
-Serve as ex-officio member of all Society committees,
-Perform such other duties as assigned by the Board of
Directors.
7. The Vice-President shall:
-Be in charge of Society membership recruitment and publicity.
death, disability,resignation, or removal
-In the
of the President, succeed to the Office of President.
-Such other duties as may be assigned by the Board of
Directors

3.
8. The Scretary shall:
-Handle all routine correspondence of the Society.
-Receive all applications for Society membership.
-Admit to membership all applicants when conditions of
membership have been met and payment for dues has been
received.
-Maintain a complete record of membership in the matter of
application,admission,death,resignation,suspension,
expulsion,and reinstatement.
-Make a periodic report showing the status of the Society
membership, and publish a membership list.
-Perform such other duties as may be assigned by the Board
of Directors.
9. The Treasurer shall:
-Receive all dues and other income for the Society.
-Take charge of all money,property,and securities of the
Society,and deposit all money in a bank account in the
name of THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY.
_Pay all bills and obligations of the Society with Society
funds.
-Make a full and complete written financial report annually.
-Perform such other duties as may be assigned by the Board
of Directors.
10.The Recording Secretary shall:
-Take minutes at Society meetings,and send a copy of the
minutes to each member of the Board of Directors within
one month of the meeting.
-Perform such other duties as may be assigned by the Board
of Directors.
11.Any vacancy occurring in an elective office shall be filled
by appointment of the Board of Directors until the next
succeeding election,except for the Vice-President, who
shall succeed to the Presidency.
12.No Officer shall receive any compensation for services in
the performance of duties of the said office, but shall be
reimbursed for any administrative expenses incuurred.
13.Elected Officers shall commence their terms of office after
the last day of the annual meeting of the Society. In the
event there is no annual meeting, said terms of office will
commence the first day of November in the year of election.

SECTION 6.
ANNUAL ELECTION

1. Election of officers will occur at the annual meeting of
the Society.
2. Any member in good standing,except a junior member, may be
nominated for any office of the Society.

44.

3. Election will be determined by'majority of those members
casting ballots either in person at the annual meeting or
by mail.
4 The Board of Directors shall supervise the elections and
certify the result thereof to the membership.
SECTION 7
ANNUAL MEETING
1. An annual meeting of the Society shall be held each year at
a time and place to be determined by the Board of Directors.
2. Should circumstances prevent the holding of an annual meeting within one year of the previous annual meeting, it may
be postponed to an appropriate time as soon as possible
thereafter.
3. Each member, including junior members, shall be entitled to
attend the annual meeting,and shall be entitled to vote on
all matters brought before the annual meeting. Such matters
as are voted on by the membership at large will be decided
by a simple majority vote of those present at the meeting.
SECTION 8.
PUBLICATIONS
1. The Society will publish an official newsletter to be known
as "The Canadian Aerophilatelist". The newsletter shall be
for the purpose of promoting the objectives of the Society
and informing members of Society activities.
2. The newsletter shall be operated on a 'non-profit' basis
and all those connected with its preparation and distribution shall serve without compensation.
3. Advertising may be accepted to help offset publication and
distribution costs for the newsletter.
4. The Board of Directors shall appoint an editor for the
newsletter.
SECTION 9.
GENERAL
1. No member shall be allowed to send any other member of the
Society, any unsolicited approvals or merchandise of any
kind.
SECTION 10.
AMENDMENTS

1. These by-laws may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the
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ANNEX "E"

Two New Displays
SAANICHTON POST OFFICE
7835 E. Saanich Rd., Saanichton, B.C. VON IMO
8:30-5:30 M-F, Sat. 8:30-12:30; No Charge for admission
"Victoria, B.C. Area Post Offices": A Postal Histor Display
"Postal Services": Stamps and Collateral Material
Twonew displays are now in place at the Saanichton Pest Office, 7835 E.
Saanich Rd., Saanichton, B.C. Both displays are related to the workings
of the postal system. "Postal Services" is a look at stamps, postcards,
and related material depicting postal workers, letter writing, the mailbox,
delivery vehicles and postal services. Material is world-wide in scope,
and combines the old and the new methods and systems.
"Victoria: B.C. Area Post Offices": A Postal History Display is made up
using actual cancellation markings of the area post offices, both current
and closed, spanning over a hundred years of post office operations in
this area. Offices included are those of the Victoria area, the Saanich
Peninsula, the Gulf Islands, west to River Jordan and north along the
Malahat . Material includes stamped envelopes, stamps, information about
Postmasters, photographs and reference material. This semi-permanent display
is the basis for developing a postal history "museum" collection at the
Saanichton Post Office.
The Saanichton Post Office is open M-F 8:30-5:30, Sat. 8:30-12:30. The
viewing of the display is free of charge. Material for developing this display
is being actively researched and solicited; if anyone can provide postal
history material (envelopes, postcards, photos, letters bearing local
postal cancellations) relating to any of the area post offices, please contact
Bill Bartlett, Postmaster, Saanichton, B.C. VOS
cr phone 652-2722
weekdays. Material available for loan will be greatfully appreciated.
This display will continue throughout the summer.
Turgoose Post Office, B.C.
Est. 1-8-1892
Changed to Saanichton 15-12-1922
F. Turgoose, first Turgoose Postmaster
1-8-1892 to 31-5-1912
—30—
Contact: Bill Bartlett, Postmaster, Saanichton. 652-2722

INTRODUCTION:

VICTORIA, B.C. AREA POST OFFICES

This postal history display is about the post offices of the Victoria, B.C.
area; Victoria and Sub-offices, closed offices of the Victoria area,
the Saanich Peninsula offices, the lower Gulf Islands, north along the
Malahat area, and west as far a River Jordan.
Display items include postal "covers" (envelopes with postmarks), postmarks
by the various offices "on piece" (cut out from the envelope) and on
stamps. Postmarks will be found cancelling stamps, or as "receiving strikes"
on the back of covers. In some cases collateral material is provided, such
as photos, letters, "proof strikes" (cancels on small pieces of paper), or
whatever else helps give an impression of postal movements.
Information has come from George H. Melvin's The Post Offices of British
Columbia 1858-1970 and British Columbia Post Offices, edited by William
Topping with Associate editor, Bill Robinson; 1983. Most of the material in
the initial display belongs to Bill Bartlett, Postmaster of Saanichton and
previously of Pender Island Post Office. Additional material is on loan
from other private collections.
This display is to become a semi-permanent postal history "museum" collection
in the Saanichton Post Office. As material is provided on loan or through
future purchases, the display will grow and change. Contributions are
welcomed from any member of the community at large; from collectors or
from interested members of the community that have been served by these
local post offices. In addition, postal artifacts, related photographs,
family letters, etc. are to be displayed as well.
The following is a list of the post offices to be documented by this display:
Albert Head, Bamberton, Beaver Point, Burgoyne Bay, Coolwater, East Sooke,
Garnham, Glyn, Goldstream, Gordon.Head, Happy Valley, Heal, James Island,
Leech River, Leechtown, Luxton, Metchosin, Millstream, Milnes Landing,
Moresby, Musgraves Landing, Musgrave, Oaklands, Otter Point, Patricia Bay
MPO, Prospect Lake, North Galiano, Retreat Cove, River Jordan, Rocky Point,
Scarf, Malahat, Senic View, Sooke Lake, Strawberry Vale, Victoria and
Victoria Sub-offices, Willowpark, Colquitz, Colwood, Craigflower, Esquimalt,
Glen Lake, Langford Station, Lagoon, Royal Oak, Cordova Bay, Cadboro Bay,
Oak Bay, 'Galiano, Mayne, Mount Tolmie, Naden, Marigold, Lake Hill, Sidney,
Salt Spring Island, Beaumont, Belmont Park, Plumper Pass, Shirley, North
Saanich, North Salt Spring, Turgoose, Saanichton, Brentwood Bay, Sluggett,
Sooke, Maywood, South Pender, Port Washington, South Salt Spring, Fulford
Harbour, Ganges, Sidney Island, Pender Island, Tod Inlet, HMC Dockyard,
HMCS Naden, Seven Oaks, Thoburn, Tillicum, West, Saturna, Pikes Landing,
South Saanich, Hagan, Young, Keating, Victoria West, Victoria X, and the
ship cancel Iroquois.
Please contact Bill Bartlett, Postmaster, Saanichton, if you have any
relative postal material to contribute.
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THE CURIOUS CASE OF UNCLE ARTHUR
by P. J. Campbell.
"Is there any point to which you would wish to draw my attention ?"
"To the curious incident of the dog in the nighttime".
"The dog did nothing in the nighttime".
"That was the curious incident", remarked Sherlock Holmes.
("Silver Blaze", from Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes).
The Stamps.
It is relatively easy to do research on some recorded event, but much
more difficult to establish the facts concerning something that did not
take place, particularly if the non-event occurred in Russia in the 1930s
at a time when news was managed by experts and where unsuccessful events
were glossed over or not reported at all.
This story began germinating some time ago, when I was doing research on
the airmail stamps of Soviet Russia. I came before long to Scott C34 35,
an attractive set of stamps with a map of..the polar regions, an aeroplane
flying over an icebreaker and an inscription above. The Scott catalocue
commented that the set was issued "to commemorate the Second
International Polar Year, in connection with the flight to Franz-Josef
Land". That fitted in well with my interest in Arctic flying, so it only
remained to identify the details of the flight, the type of aircraft
used and the pilot and/or crew. Various catalogues described the stamps,
Of 50 kopeks(red)and 1 rouble (green) values as being printed by the
Photogravure process, line-perforated 121/2, with line-perforation
varieties of 101/2 for both values and a comb perforation variety of 101/2 x
12 for the 50 kopek value. V. Karlinskii, in "Soviet Collector" No.9 for
1971 (see PJRP No.60), says that there were special rates created for
this flight: 50 kopeks for a registered postcard and 1 rouble for a
registered letter; it was described as SPFSHNAYA POCHTA or Express
Correspondence, rather than Air Mail. All the catalogues agreed that the
stamps were printed on the watermarked paper, with the pattern known as
"Greek border and rosettes",or "Maze and flowers". or by the Russian
name "carpet". A couple of catalogues identified the icebreaker as the
"Sibiryakov" and Stanley Gibbons and Minkus aareed that the flight
being celebrated was from Franz-Josef Land to Archangel. The date of
issue was given as 26 Auaust 1932 by SG and simply as August by others.
Two catalogues identified the designer as I. Dubasov, a' man with a good
track record for accuracy in the attractive Graf Zeppelin North Pole
flight stamps (Scott Nos. C26-33), the 10-kopek airship stamp (C15) and
the fine Express Mail set (E1-3); all showing a good eye for technical
accuracy.
-

-

As a further reference, I turned to the official Soviet stamp catalogue
1918 1974, which confirms the above, saying "map of the northern oceanic
basin, with aeroplane and icebreaker in the Arctic, text in Russian and
French, airmail, Second International Polar Year, phototype (i.e.
collotype) process, 'carpet' watermark" and adds that "stamps on letters
sent to the mainland from Franz-Josef Land for the First Polar Air Route
in 1932, were cancelled with a special cancel and there was also a
special cachet for the flight". My final reference was the "Soviet
Catalogue of Special Postal Cancellations 1922-1961". This illustrates
the two special markings mentioned above. The first of these is circular
with double rings 20.5 & 30mm. in diameter; see Fig. 20 on p.42 of "The
Post Rider" No. 16 for the illustration. There is a miserable
-

-
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presentation at the top of a high-wing single-engine monoplane with a
:i undercarriage. Between the two tingS are the words "Franz-Josef Land"
id two five-point stars. In the centre is the date "26.VIII.32". It is
Lgnificant that this cancel, or part of it, can be found on most used
)pies of Scott C33-34, always in black, so it must have been used to
.ancel to order", as there just could not have been so many stamps in
Lrculation legitimately.

le second marking (designed by S.N. Novskii) was triangular; see the
llustrations in Figs. 16 & 17 on p.41 of "The Post-Rider" No.16. This
)ecial cachet,in red, shows a ski-equipped aircraft flying over the
)rthern Icy Ocean (quoting from the Soviet literature; that is the
issian name for the Arctic Ocean) and the phrases "Second International
Dlar Year 1932-33" and "First Polar Air Flight, 1932". The aircraft,
trangely enough, is now a low-wing monoplane, almost certainly a Junkers
.13 or perhaps a Junkers W.33. Both of these were used extensively in
issia, including for operations in the North on skis, but I feel there
5 enough evidence to rule out these types for reasons stated below. It
my be of interest to identify the three-enained aircraft on the envelope
Fig.17) as a Junkers G.24 (military version K.30). This aircraft was,
ike the F.13, built under licence at Fili and was also utilised in the
rctic, but it can also be ruled an unlikely contender in this study.
e have established at this point that the stamps were prepared for a
lanned flight from Franz-Josef Land to Archangel, a distance of some
750 km. (1092 miles), mostly over open ocean in an extremely inhospitable
egion of the world. It is also believed that the stamp designer has
robably given us an accurate sketch, albeit very small, of the aircraft
elected for the event. The reasoning here is that such a flight would
ave been unusual in 1932, but politically desirable after the euphoria
Dllowing the long Polar flight of the Graf Zeppelin in 1931. So the
tamps had to be designed before the flight and a cachet designed so that
hey could be used together on the first-flight covers.
he Aircraft.
search of the catalogues to identify the aircraft gave only one response,
or Minkus lists the machine as a Fokker F.3 (the same aircraft as shown
n Scott C2-9). This could be feasible as DERULUFT, when founded on 11 Nov.
921, bought eight Fokker F.III aircraft and later added three more (two of
hich were Fokker-Grulich VI modifications). It may be of ,interest here to
ote that DERULUFT's first revenue-paying flight was with a Fokker F.III,
egistered RR.4, from Konigsberg to Moscow on 1 May 1922. It could be added
hat the other lea of this service was from Berlin to KOnigsbera and was
lown by DEUTSCHE AERO-LLOYD, with the first through-flights commencing on
5 June 1925. Returning to our search,however, it is unlikely that Minkus
s correct, as the Fokker F.III aircraft were withdrawn from service in
926 and replaced by Dornier Merkurs. If we trust Mr. Dubasov, the Fokker
.III should also be ruled out because, although it is a high-wing
onoplane, it has a cantilever wing, a most unusual and prominent
haracteristic, while the aeroplane we are seeking has a wing, braced by
wo parallel struts, clearly visible on the stamps. We can therefore make
list of high-wing monoplanes with parallel struts in the inventory of
ussian airlines at about that period. Taking these in ascending order of
ikelihood, there were five: the Aleksandrov/Kalinin/Cheremukhin AK-1; the
plinin K 4; the Kalinin K-5; the Dornier Komet III & the Dornier Merkur.
-

he AK 1 was quite a successful two-passenger aircraft, which first flew
-

on 8 Feb. 1924. It was powered by a 160-h.p. Salmson engine and was one of
a group of six aircraft of various types that flew from Moscow to Peking
to Tokyo in 1925. There seemed to be only a single type, registered RR.DAX
and it may have been operated on some domestic flights by the DOBROLET
airline, which merged with UKRVOZDUKHPUT' in 1928 and was dissolved on 29

Oct. 1928. The AK-1 can, therefore, be ruled out as being rather too early.
The Kalinin K 4 is a possibility, the prototype RR.UAX of 1928 being
powered by a 240 h.p. BMW IV egine, with a small number being built in
Kharkov and operated by UKRVOZDUKHPUT' on feeder lines. So it was
available, but it seems to have been a little light to have attempted such
an arduous flight and the prominent elliptical wing design could hardly
have been missed by Dubasov.
-

-

The Kalinin K 5, our next candidate, came out in 1930 with a 480 h.p. M-22
engine (Gnome Rh8ne Jupiter). Some 260 of these aircraft were built at the
GAZ 135 factory in Khar'kov during 1931-34 and it could be a candidate,
except for the same elliptical wing. These aircraft were also operated by
UKRVOZDUKHPUT', but we will have to trust Dubasov on the wing shape.
-

-

-

-

Our final selection has to come from two rather similar aeroplanes, both
made by Dornier in Germany. The first was called the Komet III, which
first flew on 7 December 1924. It carried six passengers with a crew of
either one or two and the engine could have been a 360-h.p. Rolls-Royce
Eagle, a 400 h.p. Liberty or even a 450-h.p. Napier Lion. UKRVOZDUKHPUT'
purchased seven of them for commercial passenger use and for survey
-

flying.
A new derivative of the Komet III had its first flight on 10 Feb. 1925.
It was called the Merkur and was very similar to the Komet III, but with
a two foot (60 cm.) greater wingspan, a larger fin and an unbraced tailplane. The Merkur had a 450/600-h.p. BMW vI engine, but some Komet III
aircraft were retrofitted with the same engine, so it gets difficult to
keep them separated. DEUTSCHE LUFTHANSA used some 22 Merkurs on the
-

Berlin-Kbnigsberg night service, which was part of the Berlin-Moscow
route and DERULUFT (the Germano-Russian airline) had at least 9 Merkurs,
some having been transferred to them from DEUTSCHE LUFTHANSA's total of
36 in service. Records indicate that some of the Merkurs were later
transferred back to DEUTSCHE LUFTHANSA, but some certainly took on Russian
registrations, of which four have been identified as RR,30, RR.34, RR.35
and URSS D.306. I have the name, German registration and works numbers of
13 aircraft involved in the transfer process. All the LUFTHANSA Merkurs
had names like Silberlowe (Silver Lion), Blnufuchs (Blue Fox), Prairiewulf
(Prairie Wolf), etc. As far as I can determine, some of the DERULUFT
Merkur aircraft were equipped with the 660-h.p. BMW VI-U engine, had a
four blade propeller (consisting of two twin-blade units mounted at right
angles to each other) and had a closed-in flight deck, rather than an open
cockpit beneath a parasol wing, as was found on most of the Merkurs. One
of my sources stated that DEUTSCHE LUFTHANSA, up to 1932, had flown over
10 million kilometers (6,250,000 miles) of regular scheduled flights with
the Merkur and, apart from a fatal crash in 1927, the Merkur seemed to
have achieved an enviable safety record.
-

The Merkur was therefore widely used in the right period and was a well_ proven design, thus seeming to be the most likely choice for an aircraft
to attempt the Franz Josef Land to Archangel flight. It can also be
assumed that one of the Merkurs with an enclosed cabin, rather than an
open cockpit, would have been selected for the flight.
-

27

The Shmuely Postcard.
My research to determine the aircraft would have ended at this point
-, with an unproven hypothesis, when an unexpected piece of evidence turned
up. This came in the form of a postcard, clearly postally used, as
illustrated in Andrew Cronin's article "The Stamps and Postal History of
Franz-Josef Land", in "The Post-Rider", No. 16, p.42.
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The front of the card, slightly creased, showed a
Dornier. Merkur with the usual DERUFUFT lettering on the
engine cowling; the card stated that it was a transport
aircraft of the Konigsberg-Moscow route. Unfortunately,
no registration can be seen. Soviet Russia has never
issued a stamp illustrating the Dornier Merkur, but
here is Colombia C473, showing SCADTA's Dornier-Merkur I
float plane "SimonBolivar" with registration No. C 32.
The reverse side of the card was even better. It was headed "Greetings
from DERULUFT" and bore the 50-kopek stamp (C34)that is the subject of
this article, it beina the correct denomination for an airmail, or air
express postcard (the 1-rouble value being proper for a letter in an
envelope). The stamp was cancelled with the double-circle postmark
described above and a second such added below for good measure, both
being dated 26.VIII.32; also with the second, triangular, cachet noted
above, but this time in blue, not in red. To the left there is a
receiving marking of BERLIN C, L2* (Airport) dated 25.9.32, or 30 days
after mailing. This is most interesting, because it clearly indicates
that the card was delayed in transit and the one-month delay looks more
like mail delivered by ship and rail, rather than by aircraft. The
little aircraft in the BERLIN C cancel is of no significance for this
study, so it has been ignored.
The final icing on the cake is the message, for the card was addressed
to Mr. Gerd Perlis in Berlin,Gr8newaldstrasse 29a and reads as follows:Silent Bay, 22.8.32,
Kaiser Franz-Josef Land.
Heartfelt greetings from this glacier nay. It is grandiose.
Unfortunately, picture postcards are not available here, therefore this
is one out of my supply. Greetings to Minna.
Your Uncle Arthur*.
* Mr. Shmuely reads the name as Lothar rather than Arthur, but I will
stay with Andrew Cronin's version for this article.
Speculating on this card, it is from Tikhaya (Silent or Calm) Bay,which
is on Hooker Island (see the map on p. 39, Fig. 14 of "The Post-Rider",
No.16) and Uncle Arthur is sending one of his own stock of cards that
were prepared for DERULUFT. Now DERULUFT was the airline set up with the
name pgutsch-Bussische Luftverkehrs-Gnsellschaft in 1921, following an
agreement between the Council of People's Commissars and a group of
German airlines (later amalgamated to form DEUTSCHE LUFTHANSA), so it
can be reasonable assumed that "Uncle Arthur" was a German employee of
DERULUFT writing home. Now, the only reason I can imagine for him to be
at Tikhaya Bay at that particular time would have been in connection
with the Second International Polar Year and, as he was carrying
DERULUFT postcards, could he not have been part of the crew to prepare
the aircraft for the flight? This to me is pretty good evidence that
the chosen machine was a Dornier Merkur.
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Andrew's article assumes that Uncle'Arthur was a German scientist, but
misses the point that the card, above the manuscript text, bore the words
"Greetings from DERULUFT", indicating that it was an official handout of
DERULUFT. So, when Uncle Arthur says "here is one from my stock", I am
sure he must have been a DERULUFT employee or, alternatively, someone
from the Dornier Company.
If the above interpretation is correct, my earlier hypothesis is
supported and the flight was planned for a Dornier Merkur of DERULUFT,
probably a Merkur II (Do-B Bal 2), with a BMW VI-U engine and an enclosed
cabin. One such aircraft was registered as RR.34, so that one would be on
our short list.

The Crew.
As to the pilot, my research has come up with only one name, suggested by
the late Kurt Adler in a 1968 article on this subject; see Rossica
Journal No.75, p.93. Mr. Adler said that the pilot was the celebrated
Chukhnovskii, but he gave no source for this statement. It would
certainly be a likely choice, considering Chukhnovskii's flying record in
the Arctic. His article illustrated the essay for Scott C34-35, but that
does not help our search. It may be of interest to note that the word
"Airmail" on the essay was changed to "Air express" on the issued stamps.
A 1972 stamp magazine suggests that Ernst Krenkel was aboard this flight,
but gave no source for the story.

The Ships.
Having got that far with identifying the aircraft and crew, let us look
at the ship shown on the stamp, which was presumably the vessel that
delivered the aircraft and crew to Franz-Josef Land for the flight. Some
catalogues state that it was the "Sibiryakov", but T.A. Taraconzio's fine
book "Soviets in the Arctic" states (pp.93-94) that the "Sibiryakov" left
Archangel on 28 July 1932 with Capt. Voronin and Prof. Schmidt. It passed
Matochkin Shar on 31 July and went on to make the first transit of the
North East Passage in a single season, so we can rule out the "Sibiryakov"
The same reference (p.84) states that the "Malygin" (see Scott No.4961)
twice visited Rudolf Island (Teplitz Bay) in 1932 during the Second
International Polar Year, setting up a meteorological station at 81 0 48'N
and, on the second voyage, got to 82024'N, the northernmost point
reached. The paragraph adds : "Improvement of the station at Tikhaya Bay
(Hooker Island) was likewise provided for; new equipment was set up for
taking of geophysical and other observations and new buildings for its
housing were erected". It is not clear from this whether the "Malygin"
set up the Tikhaya Bay extension, or some other ship, but the "Malygin"
is a possibility. The above extract is taken from another source:
"Fedorov: Magnitnye opredeleniya 1932-1933 g. na Zemle Frantsa Iosifa",
from the publication Artica, 1935, pp.89ff, unobtainable by me. Can
anyone follow up on this?
-

Careful study of the stamps (Scott C34-35) shows a silhouette that looks
like the "Sibiryakov", but the article proves that the "Sibiryakov" was
elsewhere and indicates that the "Malygin" is more likely the ship used
to place the aircraft and - crew ashore at Tikhaya Bay for the flight from
Franz-Josef Land. Several other possible ships have been ruled out as
unlikely, but this aspect of the puzzle remains to be solved.
The same source says that, in 1934, the "Taimyr" set up a novel
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meteorological station at Tiktiaya Bay and a permanent air
station and base were simultaneously, built there; so we know that the
1932 base was regarded as temporary.

Navigation.
Navigation in the North, based on statistics compiled over the years
between 1880 and 1929, show that Franz-Josef Land was reached in 23
seasons and that the best period of approach was from 15 August to 15
September, which was the exact time-frame chosen for the flight we are
investigating. Apart from ice conditions, operations can be carried out
24 hours a day at this latitude in mid-August, with the sun 33° above
the horizon at noon. By mid-September, the sun rises to only 12 0 above
the horizon at noon and, by mid-November, the sun at noon is 8 0 below
the horizon, at which point the polar night is advancing rapidly.
As to weather conditions in August/September at Tikhaya Bay, many
reports show that, although often foggy, flying was frequently carried
out in reasonable conditions. During the search for Levanevskii, the
pilots Vodop'yanov, Molokov and Alekseev flew from Moscow to Tikhaya Bay
in three ANT-6 aircraft and landed there on wheels! However, deep snow
made operating difficult and they changed Vodop'yanov's machine onto
skis for the rest of the (unsuccessful) search. It is significant that
both of the special markings and the stamps themselves show the aircraft
as being mounted on skis.
One last item we should consider is the route. The range of a Merkur II
is quoted as 900 km. (563 miles) with normal tanks, so we can almost
certainly rule out a direct over water flight to Archangel. The most
probable and sensible route would have been across to Mys Zhelaniya
(Cape of Desire), down the length of Novaya Zemlya Island, across the
Kara Sea to Vaigach, then via Anderma to Naryan-Mar and on to Archangel
(ROUTE A), or about 2550 km.(1594 miles). That could have been flown in
about four days if the weather were favourable, or much more if less
lucky. ROUTE B, the fast route, could also have been done by a Merkur II,
taking at least three days and maybe more. Please see the map on the
next page.
Having shown up to this point that the flight was officially sanctioned,
having proved that the season and the weather conditions would have
made sense and also that suitable aircraft were available, we now ask,
as did E.P. Sashenkov, why none of the world's news media reported the
flight. The only answer seems to be that some form of unserviceability
of the aircraft, a crash on take-off or a forced landing en route
prevented the aircraft from reaching Archangel.
Another strong piece of evidence to support the Sashenkov story are the
statements of an extremely reliable person, who certainly would have
been in the know. The famous Arctic aviator M. Vodop'yanov, in his
classic book "Wings over the Arctic", includes a large fold-out map of
ship and aircraft operations in the Arctic, with no mention of the
flight we are studying, nor is it mentioned in the text. To add even
more proof for the Sashenkov case, Vodop'yanov gives a detailed account
of his flight from Moscow to Tikhaya in 1936, together with the pilot
,___Makotkin, in two ARK-5 aircraft (registration Nos. N.127 and N.128).
These were versions of the fine Polikarpov R 5 military biplane,
specially modified for Arctic use. They flew roughly along my ROUTE A
and took about 15 days to reach Tikhaya Bay. Of their arrival,
-
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rodoplyanov states: "This was the first time in the history of aviation
:hat aircraft had crossed the Barents Sea to Franz-Josef Land". He was
Leading northward, of _ourse, but this was in 1936, four years after the
light Sashenkov questions and I think it hardly likely that Vodop'yanov
fould have made that statement, unless there had been no previous flight
,n either direction. It is of interest to note that Makotkin crashed his
aachine at Tikhaya Bay, so both pilots and both mechanics got into
lodop'yanov's aircraft and flew back to Moscow roughly along ROUTE B, the
neturn journey taking about 18 days.
-

!lawn Covers.
with all the above, it only remains to look at a
from the alleged flight.
Franz-Josef
Date
written Cancel
1. Shmuely card
26 Aug.
22 Aug.
n
2. Adler No. 1
?
3. Adler No. 2
?
,,
4. Cronin Fig. 16A
?
n
5. Cronin Fig. 16B
?
n
6. Cronin Fig. 17
?
11

few philatelic items
Archangel
transit
28 Aug.

Destination
Berlin/Vienna
25 Sept.
31 Aug.
1 Sept.
23 Aug.(!)
?
28 Aug.
31 Aug.
28 Aug.
31 Aug.

From the above, it seems to me that the only piece that is believable is
the Shmuely card. The others, even allowing for the 23.8.32 date for
Archangel in Fig.16A (impossible) and what looks like 28.6.32 in Fig.16B
appear very much like items cancelled in Archangel, or perhaps even in
Berlin. It seems just too perfect to fly from Tikhaya Bay to Berlin in six
lays, with the event to be unrecorded in any of the media. All the
'idence seems to indicate that Uncle Arthur's is the only credible item
in the batch and that the flight was not completed through to Archangel
for reasons undetermined.
"Eliminate all other factors and the one that remains is the truth".
(Sherlock Holmes in "The Sign of Four").
"...when all other contingencies fail, whatever remains, however
improbable, must be the truth".
(Sherlock Holmes in "The Adventures of the Bruce-Parkington Plans").

*
EDITORIAL COMMENT: Pat Campbell's article above is a model of
investigative deduction and we can clear up two points raised by him by
referring back to Sashenkov. The latter quotes from Hans Egon Vesper: Pie
Postgeschichte der Arktis, Band 2, nsseldorf 1973, p. 142; Herr Vesper
had received a reply direct from Ernst Krenkel' that he had never heard of
a flight from Franz-Josef Land on 26 August 1932 and that Krenkel' had
also checked with B. Chukhnovskii, who also knew nothing about the affair.
It seems certain that the so-called 23.8.32 dates on either of the
Archangel transit postmarks are in fact poorly struck "28"s, while the
date 28.6.32 in Fig.16B is really an indistinct "8" for the month of
August. Sashenkov states that items with Moscow addresses were also
received there on 31 August, so it looks as if the whole operation of the
Dhilatelic items was carried out in Archangel. Judging from the BERLIN C2
airmail transit, we can say that such items went by air at least part of
the way to foreign destinations; at the very least from K8nigsberg to
Berlin !
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ANT-3

by Patrick Campbell
one of the first stamp designs that really aroused my interest in
aerophilately was that of Scott Nos. C10 and C11 of Russia, depicting a
relatively small biplane in flight over a map of the world (see examples above).
The catalogs told me that the designer of the stamp was 0. Amosova, that there
were values of 10-kopeks and 15-kopeks, and that 200,000 of each stamp were
printed.
Most catalogs stated that the stamps werelithographed, which they were,
but Gibbons and Michel chose typographed, which they weren't! The stamps were
unwatermarked and perforated 12x12. The best known variety is the "broken
seven" in the date 1927 in the lower right hand corner of same copies of the
10-kopek value, as shown in Fig. 1. The variety is generally priced at about
four tines the value of the basic stamp, although it is not all that common.

Fig. 1
H. L. Aronson, in the Russian-American Philatelist No. 10 of 1943 says that
the stamps were issued in sheets of 80, in two vertical panes of 40 arranged
5x8. He says that the "broken seven" occurs in the 26th position in the upper
right sheet of the 10-kopek value, but he could not find a lower sheet to
examine. Aronson also mentions a white dot over the letter "A" in the bottom
inscription of the 26th stamp, a broken line under the date on the 20th stamp,
and a white dot under the fifth "n" on the 27th stamp of the same upper sheet.
These seem to be the only reported anomalies.
Now things started getting a little more interesting, for the catalogs
stated that the two stamps were issued in September 1927 (perhaps 1 September)
to commemorate the first International Air Mail Congress at The Hague in
Holland, and Scott said that this conference had been initiated by the USSR.
Extensive literature research in Flight, The Aeroplane, Aero Digest, Flugsport,
Flugwocke, ZFM, and several French and Russian magazines resulted in a blank.
The only reference found was in "The Air Tourist Guide to Europe," where it said
that, in August of 1927, the airline Deruluft took part in a conference at The
Hague, where the World Postal Union was considering the question of air mail.
Further information is solicited.
17

Research on the aircraft itself proved more fruitful, for it was soon
identified as a Tupolev ANT-3, first built in 1925. It was a two seater
sesquiplane (a biplane with the span of the upper wing greater than that of the
lower wing). It was all-metal and had the corrugated aluminum skin that Andrei
Tupolev used on several aircraft (including his second design, the ANT-2). This
type of construction was stiff and light, and was pioneered by Junkers. It was
used in some of the aircraft built in the Moscow/Fili plant, under license from
Junkers. This factory was a result of the Treaty of Rapallo of 1922. There
were two aeronautical facets of this treaty, arising partly from the banning of
serious aeronautical work in Germany under the Treaty of Versailles, and partly
from the lack of aeronautical know-how in the new Soviet state. One of the
results was the airbase at Lipetsk, which will be covered in a separate article,
and the other was setting up a factory at Moscow/Fili in October 1922, with
several. hundred German workers. Junkers moved out in 1929, and the Russians
took over, designating it as Factory No. 22. This is another story, introduced
here only because of its influence on the design philosophy of the ANT-2 and

Fig. 2
A.N.T.-3 Biplane RR-SOV
(Napier Lion Engine)

The AND-3 was designed early in 1924 with both military and civil uses in
mind. The prototype was rolled out in July of 1925; it was powered by a 450-HP
French Lorraine-Dietrich engine. First flown by V. N. Philippov in August, the
prototype was ferried from NOA, Khondinka (the Scientific Text Aerodrome) for
flight testing which lasted until April of 1926. The production version had the
Aviatrust 11-5 engine, a Russian-built copy of the American Liberty; the
prototype could be distinguished from the production version by the change from
"N" shaped interplane struts to a "K" shape. The military version was
designated R-3, and it had two machine guns and a small bumbload of 440 pounds;
it could be identified by the circular frontal radiator.
The civil version was intended as a fast mail carrier, and two of these,
with registrations RR-S0v and RR-TNT, later achieved some measure of fame. One
was also featured on a 1977 Soviet stamp.
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RR-SCV was a ANT-3 fitted with the famous 450-R1 Napier "Lion" engine, a
water-cooled engine with three banks of four cylinders in the form of a broad
arrow, instead of the usual "Vee" layout. The author of this article was
fortunate enough to be employed in the factory where the Lion was manufactured,
still in production in 1940, for motor torpedo boats. RR-SCV made a tour of the
European capitals between 31 August and 2 September of 1926, starting at Moscow,
and calling at Konigsberg, Berlin, Paris, Rome, Vienna, Prague, and Warsaw, than
back to Moscow. The 6,510 km. flight was acccriplished in 34 hours and 15
minutes flying time over three days, averaging about 120 m.p.h.
Thit flight was corm Crated by a
10-kopek airmail stamp of 1977 (Scott C111Fig. 3) which shows RR-SOV over a map of
Europe, showing the cities visited; perhaps
it is just by chance that the cities of berlin
and Warsaw are obscured by the aircraft.
This stamp was one of a set of six issued
16 August 1977, portraying Soviet aircraft
from 1917 to 1930; designer of the stamps
was E. Aniskin. They were printed in a
combination of lithography and engraving,
were all perforated 12x1112 and measured
32.5x47.5 mm. There are no known varieties.
Fig. 3
It seems that there was at least one problem on the tour, as RR-SCV was
taken into the Letov factory on Prague for some repair work, or so we are led to
understand. The pilot was Mikhail. Gramov and the co-pilot M. Radzevich; the
fuselage bore the words "Aviakhim CCP-Proletariat" in large letters, acccrpanied
by a Soviet coat-of-arms. The word Aviakhim indicated that the flight was
arranged by "The Friends of the Red Air Fleet," see Rossica No. 89, page 49.

A recent acquisition in a dealer's junk-box
was the label shown in Fig. 4. The aircraft is
clearly an ANT-3 and probably one with the M-.5
engine (Liberty). The purpose of the label and
the open space in the middle is unknown. Apart
from the corrugated aluminum structure, the
ANT-3 was unusual for the simple wing bracing
system, and for the strange triangular shape
of the fuselage. The engine was cooled by tl,r)
egg-like objects slung either side of the nose;
these were type "D" heat exchangers designed in
France by Lamblin.

Fig. 4
It is of interest to note that Andre Tupolev worked in Douglass (Santa
Monica) briefly in the 1930s, and at Ford in Detroit, studying industrial
19
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Canadian BLapatche4jo Pan limeni.can FIL0t4
By 4.1 Star,hweathen -- 23/6 Panle dye., Fond City, P4 /6226
Specialists in certain areas of aerophilately tend to become complacent and blase after reaching a certain degree of completeness,
shunning what could be productive avenues. I, for one, am often guilty
of this, and received an object lesson at AMERIPEX.
There was a certain degree of shock when a Canadian dealer handed
me a seemingly ordinary stack of covers flown by Pan American World
Airways on FAM Routes 5, 6 and 10, which, upon closer examination,
disclosed that four were dispatched from Canada. This led to a
search of other dealers' boxes, but only one other cover turned up.
The clue to these interesting covers lies in a Canadian Press dispatch from Montreal on April 29, 1930, which said: "A regular
weekly air mail service between Montreal and Buenos Aires will be
inaugurated May 2 when Montreal becomes hooked up with the South
American Services. This will enable postal matter to be carried
from Montreal to the South American metropolis in one week."
In fact, that flight took 10 days -- still not bad, considering the
mail was handled by Colonial Airways over FAM 1, Eastern Transport
over CAM 19 to Atlanta and CAM 25 to Miami, by Pan Am over FAM 6
to Paramaribo and by NYRBA to Buenos Aires. The flight took place
almost a :, ear before CAM 19 and 10 were combined and three months
before NYRBA was acquired by Pan Am after a bitter corporate
struggle.
All of my examples are philatelic in origin, but commercial covers
-- particularly registered ones -- should turn up in cover boxes.
How many Canadian dispatches were made to various first flights
is problematical, as they are not catalogued. However, it is safe
to say the number is small, as the service was not generally publicized, nor did first flight announcements say that covers would
be dispatched from any other than the city of origin for the flight.
Three of my examples were prepared by three of the better known
first flight specialists of the day -- Lloyd B. Gatchell, Richard
L. Singley and A.B. Stuart.
The most interesting example is not from a Pan Am first flight,
but from the first flight from Victoria to Vancouver, British
Columbia on Aug. 1, 1931. The registered cover is addressed to
Buenos Aires and covered a variety of Canadian and American domestic
air mail routes before being handed over to Pan Am at Miami. This
purely philatelic confection is fascinating in that it provides
some keys to its routing in the backstamps, while creating an equal
number of questions due to the lack of others.
My final example raises the fascinating possibility of finding still
other dispatches to the transpacific routes flown by Pan American.
I have been told there was at least one other dispatch point
in - Canadar - but have not seen an example.
I welcome comments and photocopies of other Canadian dispatches
to Pan American's routes, which I intend to catalogue.
..../2A
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Cover from the first acceptance of Canadian air mail bound for
Buenos Aires. Flown by Colonial Airways over FAM 1 from Montreal
to New York, by Eastern Air Transport over CAM 19 to Atlanta and
CAM 25 to Miami, by Pan Am over FAN 6 to Paramaribo and by NYRBA
to Rio de Janeiro. Despite the penciled notation, it did not arrive
until May 12, as shown by the Aeropostal backstamp.
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Via V.S.-F.A.U. # 10
kortreal-iami-Carenne
Cover flown over FAM 6 from Miami to Cayenne, French Guiana poses
an interesting question: Where was it held from April 3, 1930,
when it was postmarked in Montreal, until November 10, 1930, when
it was disDatched from Miami?
Again, the cover would have been routed via FAM 1 to New York,
CAM 19 to Atlanta and CAM 10 to Miami. CAMs 19 and 10 were consolidated under Eastern Air Transport on April 1, 1931. The New
York-Miami route provided speedy air mail access to and from South
America. South American commercial mail bound for Europe commonly
was routed by air to New York.
This cover was not returned to the addressee until January 3, 1931.

Batumi : to Richard L.) Singley,
Lancaster Penna. U.S.A.
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L. B. GATCHELL.
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SICNCTARY•TRIAIPURER

120 SHOTWELL PARK
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-

N. Y.

FIRST FLIGHT Mr. Henry B. Parsons,
AIR MAIL c/o GraCe,Kennedy & Co ltd.,
Kingston',--,Jamaica
F.A.M. ROUTE 5
,

MIAMI

CW\FUEGOS
KINGSTON

t4-TZjiiE
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The timing on this FAM 5 cover from Miami to Kingston, Jamaica is
quite close. It was dispatched from Montreal on November 27, 1930,
and from niami on December 2, arriving in Kingston on December 3.
Exactly six days to the hour elapsed between dispatch in Canada
and arrival in Jamaica, if the date stamps are correct.
The boxed auxiliary cachet on the reverse: First Flight / Inaugurating / Air Mail Service / to Jamaica B. W. I. is in magenta.
This cover escaped the indignity of a long delay in return to the
sender and the disfiguring "return to sender" markings as it was
addressed to a specific individual in Kingston.
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This cover was carried on the first flight from Victoria to Vancouver, then by surface to Lethbridge, and then by air to Winnepeg,
where it connected to CAM 9 to Chicago at Pembina, Minnesota. It
then was routed by CAM 30 to Atlanta and CAM 19 to Miami. The
Christobal, Canal Zone backstamp indicates it was routed by FAM 5
to connect with FAM 6 (the link for the so-called Lindbergh Circle)
at Port of Spain, Trinidad.
It arrived in Buenos Aires on August 13, 1931, but was not returned
to Stuart until January 22, 1932 after a stop at the Canadian dead
letter office in Ottawa, Ontario.
Some Stewart covers also were addressed to South America
from the Winnepeg-Pembina inaugural of February 3, 1931.
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When FAM 14 was extended from Manila to Hong Kong in April 1937,
a total of 31,377 pieces was carried from San Francisco to the
orient. However, a mere 180 covers -- franked with $1 postage -were dispatched from Vancouver to Hong Kong via San Francisco.
Again, the timing was close, as the covers were dispatched on
April 19, leaving San Francisco on April 21. These covers
received better treament than the South American first flight
coversin that they were given a transit marking in San Francisco.
Also noteworthy is the fact that these covers received as good
treatment as their American counterparts.
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To all members of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS)
greetings. I trust that you have enjoyed a pleasant festive
season and that you will have a great philatelic year for 1987,
the year of CAPEX'87, 13 to 21 June 1987 in Toronto, Ontario
and the 100th anniversary of organized philately in Canada.
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ITEM 87-1
CAPEX'87 is foremost on the minds of Canadian philatelists. We
are still awaiting Bulletin No. 2 from the executive of
CAPEX'87. As soon as the CAPEX'87 schedule is known we will be
able to plan our complete schedule for CAPEX'87, including our
various lectures. It is essential to let me know as soon as
possible if you plan to attend CAPEX'87 and partake in the
banquet at the Royal Canadian Military Institute on Saturday
evening, 13 June 1987, with cocktails at 19:00 hours and dinner
at 20:00 hours. Equally important is for me to know if you
plan to attend the complimentary reception by the Lieutenant
Governor of Ontario, Colonel The Honourable Lincoln Alexander
on Monday afternoon from 17:00 to 18:00 hours at the reception
hall of the Lieutenant Governor at Queen's Park, Toronto,
Ontario.

ITEM 87-2
Accommodation for CAPEX'87 must be arranged now. Send in your
requirements immediately to Pat Sloan at P.O. Box 6248, Station
"J", (not Box 6217 which is incorrect), Ottawa, Ontario,
K2A 1T4. Pat has 40 rooms reserved at the Royal York in
Toronto less then 5 minutes walk from the Toronto Convention
where CAPEX'87 is to be held. The cost is $105.00 Canadian per
room that accommodates one, two or three persons for the same
price. Taxes (5%) are extra. It you are interested in Pat's
help contact him NOW. When the 40 rooms are gone those still
requiring rooms may have problems. Data on hotels, restaurants
and CAPEX'87 are enclosed along with a souvenir CAPEX'87 card
from Stamp Market Place with the compliments of Michael
Madesker, one of the two organizers of Stamp Market Place and
Stampex, as well as being the General Manager of CAPEX'87.

ITEM 87-3
A review of items from our Volume II No. II dated 10 October
1986 reveals that:
A)

A report on STOCKHOLMIA'86 prepared by myself is enclosed.

B)

Minutes of our meeting at Stamp Market Place on 9 November
1986 were sent to all members concerning future plans of
the CAS.

C)

The 500 CAS souvenir booklets for CAPEX'87 are now being
prepared and will be sold at $5.00 each to raise funds for
the CAS. If you wish to reserve a booklet that will
contain a block of four of the 1986 Canada Science and
Technical stamps please advise and send payment to our
Treasurer, Nelson Bentley, 3044 Otterson Drive, Ottawa,
Ontario, K1V 786.
- 3 -

- 3 D)

Our pin, CAPEX'87 certificate, a logo and stationery are
now being designed by a competent designer, Mr. Tony
Parkhouse of Ottawa, Ontario. Tony has done extensive
design work for the Canadian War Museum.

E)

Donations of $10.00 are still being solicited by our
treasurer to pay for our last $50.00 for our CAPEX'87 booth
costs. If we cover this cost our funds in our account for
other activities will remain intact.

F)

Be sure to fill in and send to me the CAPEX'87 information
sheet. A copy will be attached for your use. If you have
already sent in a reply you don't need to send another.

G)

No further data have been received from Henk Brink, the
Dutch balloonist who completed the crossing of the Atlantic
in the Dutch Viking on 2 September 1986. We are awaiting
data on the availability and price of flown balloon
envelopes.

H)

Sets of the 33 autographed balloon covers and three balloon
programmes are still available from me on behalf of the
National Capital Commission (NCC) at a cost of $50.00
Canadian per set.

I)

Murray Heifetz has reported that 14 members of the CAS have
sent their questionnaire in to him concerning
aerophilatelic interests. If you wish the CAS to develop
worthwhile activities please send in your response.

J)

Pat Sloan and Nelson Bentley, with assistance from Toronto
CAS members maintained a CAS information booth during
Phil-Ex Canada, at the Sheraton Centre Hotel, Toronto,
Ontario. 9-11 January 1987.

ITEM 87-4

Our membership is now 69. We are pleased to welcome to our
membership 19 new CAS members:
1. Mr. Frank Blumenthal
5180 Linnean Terr. N.W.
Washington. D.C.
USA #20008
#(50)
2. Mr. Ken R. Johnson
1046 Chateau Crescent
Gloucester, Ontario
K1C 2E1
#(51)

NOTE: Ken is our Secretary of
the CAS.

- 4 -

3. Mr. W. Tidball
2030 Stirling P1.
Kelowna, B.C.
V1Y 2G8
#(52)
4. Mr. Alex C. Ross
65 Huntingdale Blvd.
Apartment 1108
Scarborough, Ontario
M1W 2P1
#(53)
5. Mr. Norbert E. Kroomer
32 Regent Street
Lindsay, Ontario
K9V 3V1
#(54)
6. Mr. J.M. Ellis
P.O. Box 370
Metcalfe, Ontario
KOA 2P0
#(55)
7. Mr. William G. Robinson
5830 Cartier Street
Vancouver, B.C.
V6M 3A7
#(56)
8. Mr. John J. Barchino
P.O. Box 953
Brantford, Ontario
N3T 5S1
#(57)
9. Mr. Richard P. Hedley
120 Hedgerow Drive
Hamburg. New York
14075-4159
#(58)
10. Mr. T. W. Cummings
50 Hudson Crescent
Kitchener, Ontario
N2B 2V8
#(59)
11. Mr. Norman Gee
P.O. Box 1716
Deep River, Ontario
KOJ 1P0
#(60)

12. Mr. M. Goldberg
456 Glengrove
Toronto, Ontario
M5N 1X2
#(61)
13. Mr. Gary Coates

P.O. Box 232, Station "D"
Toronto, Ontario
M6P 2W3
#(62)
14. Mr. Paul Barbatavicius
39 Thornbeck Drive
Scarborough, Ontario
M1G 2J7
#(63)
15. Mr. David E. Godfrey
28 Tutshi Road
Whitehorse, Yukon
Y1A 3R3
#(64)
16. Mr. Ian Mowat
790 Cuaulta Crescent
Victoria, B.C.
V9C 3H3
#(65)
17. Mr. Cliff Fielder
227 Palmerston Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
M6J 2J3
#(66)
18. Mr. Robert North Sr.
111 Vista Drive
Mississauga, Ontario
L5M 1C4
#(67)
19. Mr. Stephen Neulander
P.O. Box 25
Deer Field, Il.
USA #60015-0025
#(68)
20. Mr. Pat Woods
P.O. Box 2483
Banff, Alta.
TOL OCO
#(69)

- 6 ITEM 87-4
Our new secretary, Ken Johnson, has sent me dues notices for
certain members. A notice is enclosed for those whose dues are
now due. If you are no longer interested in our organization's
activities please advise our secretary so that your name may be
deleted from the mailing list.
ITEM 87-5
Anyone planning to fly to Toronto should make their
arrangements 14 to 21 days in advance and fix their dates going
and coming so that they can save between 40% to 50% on APEX
type tickets. If you are a senior citizen, living in Canada,
you can save an additional 20% for travel within Canada. Since
there are many rules and benefits check with your favourite
travel agent or an applicable air line. Money can be saved by
planning your trip well ahead. For friendly personal advice
contact one of our colleagues, Mr. Murray Heifetz, Dominion
Travel, 15 St. Clair Avenue West, Toronto, Ontario, M4V 1K6
(Telephone (613) 964-3911 or Telex 06-22490).
ITEM 87-6
Murray Heifetz (#14) requests that CAS members look through
their Patricia Airways material and check copies of the yellow
pert stamp (SC18) with the FED script. Aerophilatelic
literature indicates that this FED script is in red, as are two
copies in his collection. He recently acquired a legitimately
looking cover addressed to F.E. Davidson with the script FED in
blue. Has anyone seen any reference to FED in blue or better
still has anyone a similar copy. If you can assist Murray in
his query please drop him a note at his home address, 49
Ternhill Crescent, Don Mills, Ontario, M3C 3S9.
ITEM 87-7
Do you have a Canadian aerophilatelic slide programme for
presentation at CAPEX'87 for our CAS First Convention, 13 to 21
June 1987? If so please contact our President, Pat Sloan at
his Ottawa address.

- 7 ITEM 87-8
For collectors exhibiting at any level proper archival
polyester (Mylar D) envelopes or sleeves are a must. Mr. Ritch
Toop, Office Manager of the National Office, RPSC. P.O. Box
5320, Station "F", Ottawa, Ontario, K2C 3J1 has located a
reliable source in Ottawa - Mr. Ken Parker. President, Archival
Conservation Resources (Canada) Ltd.. P.O. Box 2506, Ottawa,
Station D, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. K1P 5W6. Telephone: (613)
523-9260. A copy of a two-page data sheet is enclosed for your
perusal and retention.
ITEM 87-9
Bill Bartlett (#32) from Saanichton. BC, has prepared a very
attractive cancelled post card depicting the Victoria
International Airport, 17 miles from Victoria, B.C. The front
of the coloured post card depicts the Victoria International
Airport with a .34 cent aviation technical Stamp (June 1986)
issue tied to the post card. On the back is a red cachet
depicting Captain Brian A. Peck's JN-4. There were 25 cards
prepared and they are available from the Treasurer, Nelson
Bentley at $2.00 each. Funds realized are for the activities
of the CAS.
ITEM 87-10

Nelson Bentley our Treasurer has submitted the CAS Treasury
Report as of 15 November 1986. Revenues totalled $1,716.64 and
expenses $714.32, leaving a balance of $1,002.32. We are
awaiting payment from AAMS for their share of the CAPEX'87
booth. For the purchase of 500 blocks of four .30 stamps for
the 500 CAS CAPEX'87 booklets the CAS spent in late December
$680.00. If for some reason some booklets are unsold tne
stamps in the booklets will still be mint and therefore they
will be used for postage. Nelson is to be congratulated for
such an excellent financial statement.
ITEM 87-11
Pat Campbell (#1) sends us another article for distribution on
"American Stamps on Soviet Stamps". I trust that you will find
it of interest.
ITEM 87-12
Robert S. Miller (#10) sends a statement, attached to this
newsletter concerning the AAMS PAN AM Study Group. If anyone
wishes to volunteer to act as the Chairman for the Canadian
area of PAN AM collecting please advise Bob Miller directly at
126 Drake Avenue, Station Island, New York, USA, #10314-3012.
I'd also like to be informed so that I can announce the name
and address of the volunteer.
- 8 -

- 8 ITEM 87-13
Jeffrey Lodge (#40), Nags Fold Farm, Pity Me, Durham England,
DH1 5RS has sent me data for distribution concerning special
covers produced by The Royal British Legion and the VAFA
Brooklands Aerophil Brooklands Museum, Brooklands Road,
Weybridge, Surrey, KT13 OSF. If you are interested contact the
two indicated sources directly.
ITEM 87-14

The CAS has many friends, one of them, an old friend of mine of
many years and an avid aerophilatelists of many years, Mr.
Orion Green, 3309 Broadway Street, Hollywood, Florida, USA,
#33021. Orion has sent for distribution to CAS members two
types of coloured postcards from DELTA Airlines depicting the
Lockheed L-1011 Tri Star, the Boeing 727-232, and the Douglas
DC-9-32. He also sent some air mail labels from Braniff
Airways. Many thanks Orion.
ITEM 87-15

Upon request. 3 different copies of the Canadian
Aerophilatelist were entered in the Tenth Annual Philatelic
Literature Fair of the Cardinal Spellman Philatelic Museum,
Inc, in April 1986 in Weston, Massachusetts, USA. It is most
gratifying to learn that The Canadian Aerophilatelist was
awarded a Silver Award Certificate. Your editor was also
honoured by the RPSC in November, 1986, along with another CAS
member LCol Bill Robinson of Vancouver, B.C., by being made a
Fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada. Such
recognition is appreciated and spurs one on to greater
philatelic efforts.
ITEM 87-16

Request for Assistance: Pat Sloan has received a letter from a
collector in Holland who seeks information on mail carried in
Canada on Fokker Aircraft during the 1920's and 30's. He
collects mail from all over the world carried on the Fokker
Universal and the Fokker Super Universal. If any of our
members is interested in corresponding on this subject the
address can be obtained from Pat Sloan.
ITEM 87 17
-

Special Presentation at CAPEX: Mr. Frans J. van Beveren,
President of the 'Flying Dutchman' Airmail Society of The
Netherlands, and a very distinguished Aerophilatelic collector,
exhibitor, and author, has agreed to present a slide program
during CAPEX'87. Mr. van Beveren's talk will deal with the
various ways in which aircraft were used in combination with

- 9 surface transport, sea, rail, etc. During the early
development of airmail services, Mr. van Beveren will point out
the importance of such 'partially flown' mail in Aerophilatelic
history and illustrate his talk with slides of covers from his
extensive collection.
Anyone wishing to contribute aerophilatelic data for publishing
in The Canadian Aerophilatelist are requested to contact the
editor at his Nepean address.
/

(R. K. Malott)
F .R.P.S.C.
V/President & Editor, CAS.
RKM/dt.
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AMERICAN AIRCRAFT ON SOVIET STAMPS
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by P. J. Campbell

C61 S.A. Levanevski

C62 M.G. Slepnev

The first philatelic article I ever wrote was a fairly detailed study of the
Chelyushin expedition of 1935. Somehow publication got pushed back, and it
was finally printed as my seventh article in Rossica 90/91 of 1976. One of
the most intriguing aspects of the research was a reference to an aircraft
called "the American" in one of the accounts. You must remember that there
is a tendency in all Soviet writings to cut out almost all technical details,
and it is very difficult indeed to do research in any depth. Persistence
paid off, however, and the aircraft were identified as of the Consolidated
17AF "Fleetster" type,for there were two of them.
As the article pointed out, the Soviet government pulled out all the stops
to rescue the 104 people left on the Polar ice when the Chelyuskin sank. One
of the rescue attempts was to send a group to the U.S.A. to buy suitable aircraft, then to fly them across the Bering Sea to join the other would-be
rescuers. It must be understood that, while the Soviet Union had a number
of aircraft available, many were of dubious reliability, and most had to be
transported thousands of miles by rail or sea to be near enough to attempt
a rescue. To have flown them to the rescue area would have worn out both
aircraft and crew. Certainly the least reliable part of Soviet aircraft was
the engine, and most were water-cooled, not the best answer to sub-zero
temperatures of the north.
The aircraft chosen were the two Fleetsters, which had reliable 9-cylinder,
radial air-cooled, Wright "Cyclone" R-1820 engines of 600 horsepower. Structure
was all-metal, and there was room for nine passengers, so they were ideal for
the job.

There were three Model 17A aircraft built by Consolidated in Buffalo, all
covered by Approved Type Certificate No. 486, and they are more fully
identified as follows:
Constructor's
Number
1
2
3

U.S. Register
Number
NC 703Y
NC 704Y
NC 705Y

Ludington Airlines Number
34
35
36
19

Date of
Manufacture
21 May 1932
21 May 1932
21 May 1932

Engine
Cyclone #17883
Cyclone #17360
Cyclone (# unknown)

All three of these aircraft were sold, for $24,500 each, to Ludington Airlines
of Washington, D .C. in 1932, and were identified as Ludington number 34, 35,
and 36. Ludington had started a Washington to New York daily service in
September of 1930, with 16 round trips a day, and a Norfolk to Washington
daily service in 1931. In 1932, they made the Washington to New York round
trips four times a day with the Fleetsters, for a round trip fare of $22.50.
On one occasion, all nine seats were booked, and paid for, so that Douglas
Fairbanks and Mary Pickford could fly without any other passengers.
In 1933, the three Fleetsters passed to Eastern Air Transport, and then to
Pacific Alaska Airways Inc. In September of 1933, they were overhauled in
Pan-Am's shop at Miami, Florida, where new engines were installed and they
were sent to Alaska, where they were fitted with skis.
When the Amtorg Trading Corporation of New York (the Soviet trading organization)
started looking for two aircraft suitable for the Chelyuskin rescue, they
purchased NC 703Y and NC 704Y.

THE CONSOLIDATED "FLEETSTER" TYPE 17-A

Meanwhile, back at the Kremlin, orders went out to Sigismund Levanevski and
Mavriki Slepnev, both experiences pilots, to fly to Berlin and on to London,
then take the ship for New York, accompanied by G.A. Oushakov, Vice-Director
of the Chief Administration of the Northern Sea Route. Levanevski and
Oushakov flew to Fairbanks, Alaska and took over the two aircraft, painting
them red with black markings, USSR-SL for Levanevski's machine and USSR-MS
for Slepnev's; but I have never been able to determine which aircraft was
allocated to which pilot. Levanevski took off first, on 26 March, with an
American mechanic, Claud Armistead, and Oushakov on board and flew to Nulato
on the Yukon River. On the 28th, after a delay for weather, they reached
Nome and next day proceeded across the Bering Strait (and the International
Date Line) to enter Soviet airspace. Then onwards to Cape Dezhnev (see Scott
Nos. 1323/1324), to Uelen (or Wellen),and on toward their destination of
Vankarem. At this point, Levanevski, whose whole career seems to have been
20

dogged by misfortune, or bad judgement, ran into clooas and snow and, trying
to keep in visual contact with the surface, finally got down to an altitude
of 65 feet! At this point, he finally found Cape Orman by practically running
Levanevski
into it! This is the dramatic moment portrayed on Scott No.61.
was able to climb away, however, and then ran into severe icing at 5000 feet;
at this point the engine started cutting out, almost certainly carburetor
icing, and they went down to a crash landing on the ice. All survived and
were taken to Vankarem, center of the rescue effort, by some local Chukchi
tribesmen, but that was the end of URSS-SL!
Mavriki Slepnev did better, but he had flown over the Bering Strait before.
In 1930 he had located the bodies of the well-known American pilot, Ben Eielson,
and his mechanic, Borland, who had been killed while trying to rescue the crew
of the American schooner, Nanouk. Slepnev had flown the bodies back for
interment. Now, on March 31, 1934 Slepnev was going the other way, this time
with the American mechanic, Bill Lavory, and he flew across to the Siberian
side, but the area was fog-bound, so he returned to the Alaskan side. A
second attempt at the crossing failed, so he returned and landed at Terrer,
alive for another try! Next day, Slepnev crossed the strait and reached Cape
Stone heart, but fog dictated a return to Uelen where he landed safely. On
April 7th, he took Lavory and another pilot, Lyapidevski, who had damaged his
ANT-4 on landing, and they flew up to Vankarem where they unloaded their cargo,
left Lavory behind, and loaded eight sleigh dogs. At Camp Schmidt he picked
up Oushakov and was able to reach the survivors on the ice and unload the dogs.
Slepnev was only the second aircraft to reach the camp, and he damaged his aircraft during an attempted take-off, finally taking off with six survivors to
Vankarem on April 10th.
It was decided to take Professor Schmidt to the hospital in Nome, so Slepnev
with Oushakov and the two American mechanics flew back across the the Bering
Strait again. The picture on Scott C63 shows the Fleetster on the ice near
the camp of the Chelyuskin survivors, the sleigh dogs on the left and a sick
or injured survivor being taken off the sleigh for the flight to safety; the
day was 10 April 1934.
That's the end of my story of American aircraft on Soviet stamps. As you'll
find by re-reading the Chelyuskin story in Rossica 90/91, all the survivors
were saved, and the last flight brought out the eight dogs. I've never been
able to determine whether Slepnev brought URSS-NS back to Siberia or whether
it stayed in Alaska. The fate of URSS-SL is almost certain, for there was
little chance of repairing it so far from civilization; all thoughts were
concentrated on the survivors themselves. I have no further news on Mavriki
Slepnev.
Scott C61 was overprinted for a 1935 attempted flight to California by
Levanevski, and it is listed as Scott C68. This flight was a failure, as
an oil leak forced the aircraft to return to Moscow. Any used copies of the
stamp were sent to North America by more prosaic means.
In 1937 Levanevski tried again in a Tupolev ANT-41, numbered N.209. This
was a big bomber aircraft with four Russian-built M-34 engines. Somewhere
beyond the Pole they radioed a distress call, indicating engine failure, and
nothing was ever heard of Levanevski or his crew in spite of an exhaustive
search.
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#87-12

Robert S. Miller founder member of the Canadian Chapter of
the American Air Mail Society, now the Canadian Aerophilatelic
Society, has accepted tp act as coordinator of the newly formed
"Pan Am Study Group an activity of the American Air Mail Society.
Pan Am's history is linked with Canada from 1931 when as a
first step on the way to trans Atlantic commercial aviation Pan
Am operated from Bangor,Maine to St John's,Newfoundland and
Halifax, Nova Scotia. (FAM-12) On June 24,1939 the "Yankee
Clipper" NC-18603, a Boeing B-314 with Captain Harold E.Gray
in command lAzed a new trail from New York to Southampton
with stops at Shediac, Canada and Botwood, Newfoundland. The
speed and range of jet aircraft as well as the deveiopement
of commercial aviation in Canada have precluded Pan Am from
today's aviation picture.
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From April 21,1937 with the inauguration of service from
San Francisco to Hong Kong until December 7,1941 when the
Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor Pan Am provided the air mail
link between Canada and the Far East. Many interesting covers
of the type illustrated used Pan Am's trans Pacific service
however hardly anything about his activity has been recorded.
A volunteer to act as chairman of the Canadian area
-would be appreciated however the group is open to anyone who
would like to assist in researching Pan Am's postal history.
Contact "Pan Am Study Group", 126 Drake Ave, Staten Island,
New York,10314-3012.
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This has been a very busy philatelic year for everyone,
especially with CAPEX'87 at Toronto, 13 to 21 June 1987. In
order to get this copy of The Canadian Aerophilatelist out
before I leave as the Canadian Commissioner to HAFNIA'87 in
Copenhagen, 16-25 October 1987, I will be preparing data as
appendices to this Volume.
ITEM 87-18

A report on CAPEX'87 prepared by myself is attached. The
bottom-line is we had an excellent convention with excellent
results from all CAS members contributing in one way or
another. Our thanks to all is herewith extended. We would
have done better if we had received consideration and
cooperation from the CAPEX'87 organizing committee. Many on
that committee worked very hard to make the event a success,
but serious underestimation of executive supervision and more
assistance from volunteers brought forth several unnecessary
difficulties. Such problems as trying to place 200
commissioners and jury members on the steamship Segwun
(recently featured on a commemorative postage stamp on 20 July
1987) that holds only 99, and not realizing the fact until the
night before the trip, caused considerable irritation among our
international guests. A note under the hotel room door advised
them the trip had been cancelled - for them. The allocation of
a set of first day covers as a special prize awarded by the
jurors, particularly to those at the end of the prize list including two aerophilatelists - raised the ire of many.
Despite these administrative problems CAPEX'87, as far as the
aerophilatelists were concerned, was considered a success. We
learned several lessons for the future when dealing with
organizers of philatelic exhibitions at any level - locally,
nationally, or internationally. (Report Annex "A").
ITEM 87-19

Several CAS aerophilatelic items were prepared for
CAPEX'87 and they sold well. Examples were sent to several CAS
members who were unable to attend. Values were indicated in
expectation that several members would wish to purchase these
items.
Some members have replied but several have not done
so.
If you do not wish to purchase these CAS aerophilatelic
items please return them as we have several orders to fill. At
present we are sold out of the flown post cards by the Sky
Hawks and the Snowbirds of the Canadian Forces as well as the
autographed envelope by Captain (N) Mark Garneau. A copy of
our letter dated 1 July 1987 is enclosed as Annex "B". If you
are interested in any of these items send me your order.
(Letter Annex "B").
ITEM 87-29

Our CAS CAPEX'87 booklet proved most successful and sales
were excellent. We wish to acknowledge the support of Mr. Bill
McCann, 170 Dixon Road, Weston, Ontario, M9P 2L8 Canada's
leading dealer and publisher of data on Canadian booklets and
souvenir booklets. Bill purchased almost $1,000.00 worth of
our booklets. Anyone requiring any type of Canadian booklets
is urged to contact Bill who will provide you with excellent
service.

• •

ITEM 1987-20

The CAS booklets produced and available are:
A)

The CAPEX'87 ones - types with the 4 technical stamps,
or the first CAPEX'87 souvenir sheet, or the second
CAPEX'87 souvenir sheet, (the third souvenir CAPEX'87
souvenir sheet was too large to insert into our
booklet), or a random selection of one or two of Bob
Bradford's 16 Canadian aviation stamps. The value of
any of these booklets is $5.00 for all except
Bradford's booklets that are $4.00.

B)

Three special commemorative overprinted CAS CAPEX'87
booklets
valued
at
$4.00
Canadian
each:

(

i)

Booklet for the dedication of
10 July 1987
The Billy Bishop Building, the new Air Command
Headquarters
Building
at
Air
Command
Headquarters, Winnipeg, Manitoba. A special
cachet is used on the outside and inside the
booklet using one or two Bradford aviation
stamps with the CFB Winnipeg postal
cancellation of Westin, Manitoba and MPO 400.
While they last a large souvenir programme
will be sent with the 10 July 1987 booklet.

( ii)

25 July 1987
Booklet for the official
opening of the Billy Bishop Heritage Museum at
Owen Sound, Ontario by the Lt. Governor of
Ontario, the Honourable Lincoln M. Alexander,
P.C., K St. J., Q.C., B.A., LLD. The booklet
again has a special overprint on the front
cover and on the inside with one or two
Bradford aviation stamps and a special
philatelic cancellation from Owen Sound,
Ontario. A special letter and data re the CAS
and the Billy Bishop Museum are available with
each booklet.

(iii)

1 September 1987
A special overprinted
booklet with cachets on the front and the
inside of the booklet with an Air Canada .36
cent commemorative stamp cancelled on 1
September by the National Postal Museum. In
addition there is a copy of the invitation to
the event provided by Canada Post and
cancelled with the 1 September 1987 date in an
Air Canada Stamp (Value $3.00).

( iv)

25 September 1987
A special booklet
cancellation from Ottawa will be prepared in
honour of the CAS applying for membership in
FISA during the XVII FISA Congress in Berlin
24-27 September 1987. Pat Sloan, our
President will be arranging this booklet's
preparation and taking them to Berlin.

v)

A special booklet will be
16 October, 1987
prepared for the CAS's participation at
HAFNIA'87, Copenhagen, 16 to 25 October 1987.
I will prepare this booklet as I will be the
Canadian Commissioner to HAFNIA'87. I will be
taking 19 entries for competition - 3
aerophilatelic, 13 other philatelic, and 3
literature. More aerophilatelists should get
into the international competition. A special
Canada Post HAFNIA'87 exhibition card
featuring the Air Canada stamp will be
issued. Cancelled copies will be available at
$5.00 each.
All these booklets will sell for $4.00 each.
Only 300 of each are prepared and 150 are
presented to dignitaries and guests at these
events for good-will. Bill McCann purchases
50 of each type at $2.50 each to be sold at
$4.00 each, and we keep the balance for sale
to our members. We had 3000 booklets prepared
and cacheted at CAPEX'87 so we will be
preparing some very interesting aerophilatelic
souvenir. See reduced xerox copies of Annex

( vi)

One hundred souvenir envelopes
19 June 1987
were prepared for our trip to the Canadian
Warplane Heritage Inc Museum at Mount Hope on
19 June 1987 during CAPEX'87. Unfortunately
the US Navy Blue Angels could not fly these
covers in their F18's but the properly
cancelled and cacheted envelopes make a nice
souvenir of the event. Value $1.00.
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CAS visit to
the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum
and

the F-18 aerobatic flight of the USN Blue Angels
Friday 19 June 1987, Mount Hope, Ontario

Ma:or R. K. Malott (Rtd)
16 Harwick Crescent
Nepean, Ontario K2H 6,11
Canada
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ITEM 1987-21

President Pat Sloan will be attending LUPOSTA'87 with the
XXVIIth FISA Congress at Berlin, 24-27 September 1987 at his
own expense. He will be presenting the CAS application to
become an official member of FISA. It is anticipated that the
CAS will be accepted unanimously.
ITEM 1987-22

I will be attending HAFNIA'87 as the Canadian Commissioner
from the RPSC. I will be taking 19 entries as mentioned
earlier. Our souvenir booklet will be presented to officials
of HAFNIA'87, the Jury Members, and the Commissioners on behalf
of the CAS. The RPSC and Canada Post do not normally do this
apparently due to lack of funds and/or disinterest. The CAS
will lead the way in these matters to promote good-will and to
publicize the CAS.
ITEM 1987-23

I have been invited by LUPO'88 with the XXVIIIth FISA
Congress at Vienna, Austria, 19-22 May 1988, to attend as the
Canadian Commissioner and as a Jury Member. I pay
transportation fees and once there hotel and meals are provided
for four days. I appreciate the honour. There will be various
aerophilatelic souvenirs from this event also from Canada and
from Austria. Anyone wishing an entry fee for this
aerophilatelic and astrophilately exhibition is invited to
contact me for a copy.
ITEM 1987-24

As I learn of special free catalogues on aerophilatelic
auctions, or of international exhibitions, I will send in our
mailing list to the appropriate organizations so that the
valuable data will be sent free at the organizer's expense.
The auction catalogues are excellent reference books and the
various Bulletins from the international exhibitions contain a
wealth of data. Most Bulletins are very well done. At present
we have 99 members and very soon we will number 100.
ITEM 1987-25

Since our last Canadian Aerophilatelist our membership has
gone from No. 69 to No. 99. I will appended as Annex "D" our
latest list of members - alphabetically listed with the
Membership Number indicated at the bottom of the address, ie
ID#1. The specific names and new membership numbers are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

Mr. Pat Woods, Banff, Alberta.
Mr. Bertran C.J. Warr, Goose Bay, Labrador, Nfld.
Mr. Fred F. Blau, Chicago, Illinois, USA.
Mr. Kurt Tischler, Sudbury, Ontario.
Mr. E.R. Toop, Ottawa, Ontario.
Cdr. Frans J. Van Beveren, Heeze, Netherlands.
Mr. Ross Richardson, Pointe Claire, P.Q.
Mr. Keith R. Spencer, Edmonton, Alberta
• •

• •

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr. Charles J.G. Verge, Ottawa, Ontario.
Jim Brown, Pender Island, B.C.
Paul Dinger, Glendale, California, USA.
Stephen Reinhard, Mineola, New York, USA.
Gary Hill, Edmonton, Alberta.
James Peterson, Downsview, Ontario.
Geoffrey Jacob, Vancouver, B.C.
Lee E. Webster, Wheaton, Illinois, USA.
John R. Fagan, Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin, USA.
Roland F. Kohl, Zurich, Switzerland.
Roger Szymanski, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA.
Reginal D. Lyon, South Glamorgan, Great Britain.
Fred Kooyer, Nokesville, Virginia, USA.
R.J. Hill, Calgary, Alberta.
Robert W. Marcello, Boston, Massachusetts.
Mr. Ron Miyanishi, Toronto, Ontario.
Mr. T. Sheberiak, Regina, Saskatchewan.
Michael F. Painter, Vancouver, B.C.
Mr. Michael P. Codd, Station Island, New York.
Mr. Gery Hayashi, Toronto, Ontario.
Cpl. Alan McLellan, Belleville, Ontario.
Mr. Piet Steen, Hinton, Alberta.

If there are any errors in your name or address please
advise the Secretary immediately so that the corrections may be
made. If you are no longer interested in retaining your
membership please let our Secretary know so that your name may
be deleted. We hope all will retain their membership. As of 1
January 1988 dues will be $10.00 per year, mainly to cover
postage and printing costs of The Canadian Aerophilatelist. If
you have paid ahead you have legally paid your dues but if you
feel the data and items are worth more than the $5.00, send in
the extra amount to bring it up to $10.00. It is up to you.
Thanks for considering this request. (See Membership Listing
Annex D).
ITEM 1987-26

Those that donated $10.00 towards our share of the
CAPEX'87 Lounge retain the shipment of souvenir items sent to
them on 1 July 1987 with the compliments and thanks of the CAS
Executive and members.
ITEM 1987-27

One of our new members, Mr. Reginald D. Lyon (No. ID 89)
of South Glamorgan, England requests assistance in obtaining
data on Yukon Airways and Exploration Co. Ltd. Reginald
writes:
"My main interest in Canadian aerophilately is
semi-official air stamps - the companies, pilots
aircraft and flights
I would like to build up
my record of information, photos, etc. before a
lot of the material is lost. My main interest
at the moment is the Yukon Airways and Exploration
Co, Ltd., and I am trying to get as much
information as I can on the company's aircraft and
pilots of that period"....

• •

Reginald Lyon (No. 89)
Can anyone assist?
9 Fairfield Crescent
Llantwit Major, South Glamorgan,
GF6 9XJ, England, Tel: (04465) 2149
ITEM 1987-28

Ken Sanford sends the following data, Bulletin No. 1 for
AEROPEX'88 at Adelaide, South Australia, 8-10 April 1988:
AAMS President Kendal C. Sanford has been appointed
Commissioner for the USA & Canada, for AEROPEX'88. This will
be a national level all aero & astro philatelic exhibition with
international participation, to be held in Adelaide, South
Australia from 8 to 10 April 1988. AEROPEX'88 is being
organized by the Australian Air Mail Society, Inc. and will be
under the patronage of the Australian Philatelic Federation and
the auspices of the International Federation of Aerophilatelic
Societies (FISA).
There will be a Court of Honour of Australian and overseas
exhibits of exceptional interest and rarity. Australia Post
will provide more than 50 frames of air mail archival history.
There will also be 15 different sections for competitive
displays, including youth and literature.
Bulletin Number 1 for AEROPEX is now available, as well as
a prospectus for AEROPEX'88. To obtain these, send a stamped
(U.S. 56c or Canadian 78c) and addressed 6 1/2 x 9 1/2 (or
larger) envelope to Mr. K. C. Sanford, 47 Lombardy, Baie
d'Urfe, P.Q. Canada, H9X 3K9.
Let's see a good showing of exhibits from the USA and
Canada.
ITEM 1987-29

Another new member Mr. Jim Brown (No. 79) of RR#1, Pender
Island, B.C., Canada, VON 2M0 writes "I am putting together a
history airmail in B.C. Some of the participants are still
alive such as Ted Cressy, the engineer of the ill-fated Ford
Tri-Motar of BC Airways; Maurice MacGregor, one of the
Trans-Canada Airlines first pilots; and Sheldon Luck. If any
of the CAS members have any materiel that might help me I would
appreciate the opportunity to have copies made and sent to me."
Can anyone assist?
ITEM 1987-30

Member Bill Bartlett, Postmaster at Saanechton, B.C. sent
in a Bulletin concerning two new philatelic displays at his
post office. The data are attached as Annex "E". Bill is to
be congratulated for his energetic work. We were pleased to
have him assist at our lounge at CAPEX'87.

• •

• •

ITEM 1987-31

Member Al Starkweather of 2316 Park Avenue, Ford City,
Pennsylvania, USA #16226 sends in a book review on "Chuck
Yeager Live!" His review is attached as Annex "F".
ITEM 1987-32

Rocket Mail Flights of The World by Dr. Max Kronstein and
Edited by Joseph L. Eirendeath. Again, the AAMS continues to
produce well written and informative handbooks, and this book
is no exception. It is profusely illustrated, which helps to
identify many of the covers and vignettes a collector might
have. Sections of the book are devoted to European, Indian,
and U.S. rocket flight history, with additional information on
Mexican, Australian and Cuban flights.
The book is available from the CAS Treasurer Mr. Nelson
Bentley, 3044 Otterson Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, K1V 7B6
at $16.00 US ($21.50 Canadian) for members, and $20.00 US
($26.50 Canadian) for non-members postpaid. Cheques should be
made out to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
ITEM 1987-33

Data from Captain Frank Lemos da Silveira, President,
Commission for Aerophilately, F.I.P., concerning astrophilately
and FIP judges are attached as Annex "G".
ITEM 1987-34

Data are enclosed re future FIP World Exhibitions and FIP
well
as
as
names
of
1987-2000
national
Congresses
Aerophilatelic
commissioners
to
the
FIP
aerophilatelic
Commission as of 1 January 1987.
Data are attached as Annex
"H".
ITEM 1987-35

Data on the CP Air flight Vancouver - Shanghai, 29/30
April 1986 on which the CAS, through Bill Bartlett of British
Columbia, sent 200 authorized and official first flight covers
are attached as Annex "I".
ITEM 1987-36

Data re the 1987 AAMS Literature Exhibition are attached
as Annex "J". The Canadian Aerophilatelist was entered as
non-competitive.
ITEM 1987-37

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society's Treasury Report as
of 10 June 1987 is attached as Annex "K".
• •

• •

ITEM 1987-38

Members are requested to reply to Murray Heifetz's survey
concerning their aerophilatelic interests. Another copy is
attached as Annex "L". His address is Mr. Murray Heifetz, 49
Ternhill Crescent, Don Mills, Ontario, M3C 3S9.
ITEM 1987-39

Appended as Annex "M" is the FIP aerophilatelic data re
the Guidelines for Aerophilately and Astrophilately Exhibits as
accepted at the 15th meeting of the Board of Directors at
Zurich, Switzerland, 12-16 March 1987.
ITEM 1987-40

The CAS are trying once again to get Canada Post and the
Canadian Air Lines to promote and carry Canadian air mail first
flight covers. We will keep you informed of our progress.
ITEM 1987-41

Ken Sanford sends further data re a $10,000.00 Stamp
Lottery connected with AEROPEX'88 in Adelaide, Australia, 8-10
April 1988. The data are attached as Annex "N".
ITEM 1987-42

Data re CALTAPEX'87 of the Calgary Philatelic Society,
9-11 October 1987 are attached as Annex "0".
ITEM 1987-43

Bill Bartlett is arranging to send a quantity of cacheted
CAS envelopes by Canadian International Airlines to Bangkok,
Thailand on 27 October 1987, and others to Bejing, China on 28
October 1987. Envelopes will be $5.00 each for CAS purposes.
If interested order now from Nelson Bentley of Ottawa as the
Shanghai cover of 1986 went very quickly.
ITEM 1987-44

Canada Post's souvenir card for HAFNIA'87 will feature the
.36 cent Air Canada commemorative stamp. These cards are
available for cancellation only at HAFNIA'87 in Copenhagen, 16
to 25 October 1987. I will be attending HAFNIA'87 as the
Canadian Commissioner and I will obtain 200 cancelled with the
opening date using the Canadian .36 cent stamp. Other special
cancels will be obtained and these items will be offered to CAS
members at $5.00 each. They will be extremely scarce. Mint
copies will be available from Canada Post or myself if a used
copy is ordered at $1.00 per mint copy. A set of one used and
one mint will be $6.00 Canadian.

...

10 ...

ITEM 1987-45

A continuing problem collectors of Canadian air mail flight
covers within, to and from Canada is commented upon by a new
CAS member from the USA, No. 96, Mr. Michael P. Codd,
Metropolitan Air Post Society, 35 Lander Avenue, Station
Island, New York, USA, #10314. Mike Codd's letter says it
all. (See Annex "P"). If you are interested send your
comments to President Pat Sloan. The CAS has already commenced
a programme to obtain such service by speaking directly to Mr.
Sylvain Cloutier, Chairman of the Board, Canada Post
Corporation, and Mr. Claude Taylor, President Air Canada.
ITEM 1987-46

Anyone wishing to send philatelic, aerophilatelic, or
astrophilatelic data for inclusion in the next issue of The
Canadian Aerophilatelist is invited to do so.

(R. K. Malott)
Vice President and Editor
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
RKM/dt.
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Item 88-1

Please not that this if the first publication of The Canadian
Aerophilatelist for 1988. The previous issue was Vol III No. II,
dated 1 October 1987.
Due to the shortage of typists and
Your
secretaries an earlier issue for 1988 was not possible.
indulgence and understanding are appreciated.
Item 88-2

Our first Secretary, Mr. Ken R. Johnston, has had to resign his
position due to pressure of personal duties at work and at home.
The CAS extends its sincere thanks to Ken for assisting the CAS
as its first secretary and in keeping its membership records
up-to-date. There have been 127 members in the CAS. Ken will
remain an active member of the CAS.
Item 88-3

Mr. E. R. "Ritch" Toop, a noted Canadian philatelist and a past
Office Manager of the RPSC, has volunteered to act as interim
Secretary until our bi-annual elections are held in October 1988.
Ritch is a retired RCAF logistics officer and one of the
experienced Canada Post Corporation researchers at the National
Postal Museum who was surreptitiously released when the National
Postal Museum was emasculated by Post Office bureaucrats in the
name of economy. Ritch and his hard-working wife Maureen,
brought the RPSC into the computer world when he served as the
RPSC's officer manager of its national office for several years.
He and LCol Bill Bailey have researched and published at least
three invaluable postal history reference texts on the military
forces of Canada from the earliest days to the present for the
Canadian Armed Forces.
Ritch is interested in the flown Forces
Air Letter Forms of the Canadian Forces.
He has a fabulous
collection of all aspects of Canadian military cancellations on
cover, which as yet, have to be thoroughly appreciated by
Canadian philatelic judges.
We welcome Ritch to his acting
position of Secretary, CAS.
He has volunteered to stand for
election to this position.
Item 88-4

Election for the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society's four executive
positions is now being actioned in lieu of 1 January 1988. The
four executive positions are to be renewed as of 1 January 1989
and will be in effect for two years, i.e. terminating on 31
December 1990. Mr. F.J. Michael Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road,
Ottawa, Ontario, K2C 2H8 was appointed by the President of the
CAS to present a slate of officers for the consideration of the
members. Annex "A" is enclosed listing the four recommended
candidates for the four positions - President, Vice President,

The Editor of the Canadian
Treasurer and Secretary.
A
Aerophilatelist is appointed by the President of the CAS.
space is included for the write-in of any member in good-standing
of the CAS for any of the four positions. A member, however, may
be nominated for only one of the four positions by the same
nominator. Members are requested to vote for their choices and
mail the ballot to Mike Shand by the 15 November 1988.
Results of the election will be tabulated on 15 November 1988 and
the membership advised of the results in the next issue of The
Canadian Aerophilatelist.
Item 88-5

We have had 6
Membership in the CAS has reached 127.
resignations and 2 deaths leaving an active membership of 119
aerophilatelists. Annex "B" dated 1 August 1988 presents our
membership status by retiring secretary Ken Johnson.
Item 88-6

The CAS is pleased to welcome 28 new members to its organization.
It is hoped that these new members will benefit from their
membership in the Society. The new members, their respective
numbers and addresses are:
1.

#100

Mr. Charles E. Lewis, 1436 Crescent Road
Lorne Park, Ontario, L5H 1P6

2.

#101

Theo Skotnicke, 2341 Falls Link, Grand Island,
New York, USA #14072

3.

#102

Gord MacMillan, 2 Horatio Crescent, Bramalea,
Ontario, L6S 1X8

4.

#103

Kasimer Bileski, Postal Station "B", Winnipeg,
Manitoba, R2W 3R4

5.

#104

E.A. Mayo, 352 Waterloo Street, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, R3N 0S6

6.

#105

Dr. Gordon L. Ralph, 31 Clairmont Street,
Thorald, Ontario, L2V 1R5

7.

#106

Maurice G. Malenfant, 706 Main Street,
P. O. Box 729, St Leonard, N. B. , EOL IMO

8.

#107

Mark R. Tyx, Box 2315, Stanford, California,
USA #94309

9.

#108

Herb W. Williams, 305-1240 St. Georges Avenue,
North Vancouver, B. C. , V7L 3J1

10.

#109

Mr. Gary J. Lyon, P.O. Box 450, Bathurst,
N.B., E2A 3Z4

11.

#110

Donald C. Matheson, 505-389 Barker Blvd,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3R 2M1

12.

#111

Mr. James Larry Kobelt, 8731 South Mozark,
Evergreen Park, Illinois, USA #60642

13.

#112

Joe Levy, 23 Bentinck Street, Putten,
Netherlands, 388 2EA

14.

#113

Robert H. Managhan, 230 Waterloo Street,
Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 3W1

15.

#114

Alan Wyatt, 40 Prince Rupert Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario, M6P 2A7

16.

#115

John C. W. Field, P.O. Box 607, Sutton Coldfield,
West Midlands, England, B73 6AS

17.

#116

Enzo Diena, Via Crescenzio 19, Rome
Italy, 1-00193

18.

#117

Dr. John Bulger, 923 Braham Blvd, Montreal,
P. Q. , H3P 2E8

19.

#118

E.M. Pierpoint, #54-3787 Lakeshore Rd,
Kelowna, B.C., V1Y 1X2

20.

4119

Val Kuschner, RR#3,P.O. Box 517, Manotick,
Ontario, KOA 2NO

21.

#120

Allan Townshend, 2041 Quincy Avenue, Gloucester,
Ontario, K1J 6B2

22.

#121

Burt G. Brice, 3 Welland Street, Perth,
Ontario, K7H 3H6

23.

#122

Peter Muggler, Remtlerstrasse 32, Zurich,
Switzerland, CH-8003

24.

#123

Mrs. Ruth Naegeli, Schorenweg 20/10 CH - 4058,
Basel, Switzerland

.

5 .

25.

#124

Dr. Reuben A. Ramkissoon, 3011 White Oak Lane,
Oak Brook, Illinois, USA #60521

26.

#125

William Kucher, 167 Cleveland Avenue, Colonia,
New Jersey, USA #07067

27.

#126

George A. MacKenzie, Apt 515, 1333 South Park St,
Halifax, N. S. , B3J 2K9

28.

#127

Thomas A. Hurry, 104-2045 Carling Avenue, Ottawa,
Ontario, K2A 1G5

Item 88 7
-

The Treasurer's reports dated 3 December 1987 and 1 August 1988
are attached as Annex "C". The bank balance as of 1 August 1988
was $1,390.58. The inventory of flown flight covers, aerogrammes
and souvenir booklets is being prepared and counted for
accounting purposes. It is estimated that there is an inventory
of $500.00 in value at cost for resale to members and other
aerophilatelists.
Item 88 8
-

There have been several philatelic exhibitions in which our
members have exhibited and have received awards - HAFNIA '87, in
Copenhagen, Denmark; LUPOSTA '87, the XVII FISA Congress in
Berlin September 1987; AUSIPEX '88 in Melbourne, Australia; LUPO
WIEN '88 in Vienna in May 1988; and PRAGA '88 in Prague,
Czechoslovakia. Results have been published in the AAMS Journal,
the Canadian Philatelist, the Canadian Stamps News, and other
philatelic publications.
Congratulations are extended to all our award winners.
Item 88 9
-

A most successful opening of the new building for the National
Aviation Museum was held on 17 June 1988 at Rockcliffe, Ontario.
The executive of the CAS were invited to attend as well as Ed
Letick and John Johnson from the USA, both of whom are members of
the CAS. A special cachet was prepared for use on 957 flown
envelopes in the First World War Sopwith Pup C-FRFC flown at
Rockcliffe on 17 June 1988. Since I made the arrangements for
the cachet and envelopes, Bob Bradford gave the CAS for resale
for funds for its activities 50 of the special envelopes. The
other 907 are for presentation to VIP's and for resale at the
museum's boutique. The value of the flown cacheted envelopes is

$10.00 each.
Data are enclosed on the National Aviation Museum.
Our envelopes will be available to members on a first order,
A complementary CAS CAPEX '87 booklet
first receive basis.
overprinted for the opening will be given to CAS members
purchasing one of these special envelopes. A specially cacheted
Canadian .740 aerogramme and a Canada Goose post card flown by
the Snowbirds at CFB Moose Jaw for 1988, and recancelled at
Rockcliffe on 17 June 1988, are available also to CAS members at
$10.00 per set. See Annex "D" for further data.
Item 88-10

Annex "D" presents a pot-pourri of Canadian philatelic news,
stressing aerophilatelic and astrophilatelic data. Reports on
LUPO WIEN '88, on WIEN '90, on national qualifications for entry
in FIP world and international exhibitions, and on aerophilatelic
items available for sale concerning HAFNIA '87, LUPO WIEN '88,
the opening of the National Aviation Museum on 17 June '88, and
the two Canadian Airlines International first flight covers to
Beijing, China on 27 October 1987, and to Bangkok, Thailand on
28 October 1987 are enclosed.
Item 88-11

President Pat Sloan is pleased to announce that the CAS was
unanimously accepted as an official member of FISA (Federation
Internationale des Societes Aerophilateliques). To facilitate
matters of representation -for the CAS for the annual FISA
Congress that is normally held in Europe, the Executive have
asked that member Ken Sanford, now working and living in Geneva,
Switzerland, be the accepted Canadian delegate for the annual
Congress. The FISA Executive have agreed to this request, as has
Ken. He will present the views of the CAS on matters of policy.
Item 88-12

The CAS has obtained 50 sets of the 1987 CAPEX Catalogue and
Palmares.
If you do not have a copy of this historic philatelic
This cost
set you may purchase a set for $5.00 Canadian.
In the USA
includes postage prepaid to your address in Canada.
please add $1. 00 and for overseas please add $2.00 for postage
costs.
Item 88 - 13

In the Aerophilatelic Federation of the Americas (AFA) there is
the Concorde Collectors Club. Since the Concordes have flown
mail to, from and within Canada, some of our members may wish to

contact the President of the Concorde Collectors Club for data on
applicable Canadian flown Concorde covers. Write to Roger Lader,
Editor CCC News, 405 Montreal Avenue, Staten Island, New York,
USA, #10306.
Item 88-14

A letter from George W. Schafer, Operations Manager, Airport Mail
Facility, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA #19153-9741, dated
25 November 1987 verifies the correct date of 27 October 1987 as
the date of the inaugural flight from Philadelphia to Montreal
via Lufthansa German Airlines. (Annex "E")
Item 88-15

Collectors of Canadian semi-official air mail covers and stamps
who are members of BNAPS (British North America Philatelic
Society) have formed a BNAPS Canadian semi-official air mail
study group. Several of our CAS members are BNAPS members and
are also members of this special study group. The CAS does not
wish to duplicate the work of this study group which has in the
past as well as in the present issued some excellent data
summaries on Canadian semi-official air mail stamps and flown
covers. Interested members should write to Mr. Robert W.
Marcello (a CAS member), P.O. Box 961, Boston, Massachusetts,
The CAS has not yet formed study groups in any
USA, #02103.
particular areas.
President Sloan would welcome volunteers to
head such activities within the CAS and to liaise with other
interested groups as the one headed by Bob Marcello.
Item 88-16

Another study group on all aspects of Canadian philately,
including aerophilately is the Canadiana Study Unit which has a
membership fee of $5.00 Canadian to Canadiana addresses, $5.00 US
to US addresses, and $10.00 Canadian to addresses elsewhere. See
Annex "F".
Item 88-17

The CAS is planning to submit an application to become an
affiliate of the American Philatelic Society (APS). We feel that
there is much to gain by becoming an APS affiliate. One of the
requirements is to indicate that at least ten CAS members are
also APS members.
Our CAS application form did not clearly ask
for this membership affiliation.
Would those CAS members that
are APS members please let Dick Malott know so that this data may
be submitted with the APS affiliation application. Please
include your APS number also. Thanks.

Item 88-18

CAS Member Corporal Alan McLellan (ID #98) wishes to contact
anyone that has knowledge about and collects the RCAF and
Canadian Forces Squadron commemorative envelopes.
He has 25th
anniversary covers for 421, 424 and 444 RCAF Squadrons.
There
have been several more RCAF Squadron covers issued.
This would
be an excellent subject for a CAS member to work on and produce a
check list for members like Alan McLellan. Who wishes to
volunteer for this project? Please contact Dick Malott if you
are willing to undertake this project.
Item 88-19

I have often suggested that serious Canadian aerophilatelic
collectors join the Canadian Aviation Historical Society for the
invaluable information published in their Journal issued 4 times
a year. For further data write to The Secretary, National
Headquarters, P.O. Box 224, Station "A", Willowdale, Ontario,
M2N 5S8. (See Annex "G" for an application form).
The CAHS held their annual convention in 1988, their 25th Silver
Anniversary Convention, in Ottawa from 29 April to 1 May 1988.
Data re the convention and the opening of the National Aviation
Museum (NAM) are enclosed as Annex "H". I was honoured to be
asked to present an aerophilatelic talk with slides on the
"Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mail Flown Covers of Canada, 1853
to 1934." I spoke to over 125 CAHS.members and I was able to
obtain three new members for the CAS.
Item 88-20

President Pat Sloan represented the CAS at LUPOSTA '87 and the
XXVII FISA Congress at Berlin, 25 to 27 September 1987. Annex
"I" presents Pat's report on his trip.
Item 88-21

CAS member Keith R. Spencer (ID #77) is Chairman of the PIPEX '89
show, the annual meeting and exhibition of the Northwest
Federation of Stamp Clubs, from 23 to 25 June 1989 in Edmonton,
Alberta. The exhibition will be held in the Terrace Inn and the
famous Canadian Aviation Hall of Fame at the Edmonton Convention
Centre.
The top winner qualifies for the APS "Champion of
Champions" exhibition.
The intent is to have an airmail theme,
stressing the bush pilot influence and the accomplishments of the
famous Katherine Stinson, the first woman to fly mail in
Canada - from Calgary to Edmonton on 9 July 1918. A CAS regional
meeting will be held at PIPEX '89, and possibly its annual
meeting. The Northwest Chapter of the AAMS is expected to also
write to Mr. Keith R. Spencer, Chairman, PIPEX '89, 5005 Whitemud
Road, Edmonton, Alberta, T6H 5L2.

.
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Item 88-22

Ray Broms, Editor of the Shuttle Era, AFA, 4800 Chicago Beach
Drive, Chicago, Illinois, USA, #60615 sent an interesting article
on the Canadian Jet Line C-102 which would have put Canada in the
forefront of the jet age. Unfortunately this was not to be. One
of Bob Bradford's marvelous aircraft stamps depicts the C-102 in
flight.
Don Rodgers, pilot of the C-102 flew its inaugural
flight to New York City from Toronto on 18 April 1950.
Special
Souvenir mail was flown on this flight. (AAMA #365) See Annex "J".
Item 88-23

Our Treasurer, Nelson Bentley, has prepared an excellent book
review on "Amelia Earhart - The Final Story", by Vincent L.
Loomis and Jeffrey L. Ethell, published by Random House, 1985.
See Annex "K".
Item 88-24

CAS member, E. M. Pierpoint, #54-3787 Lakeshore Road, Kelowna,
B.C., V1Y 1X2 (ID #118) seeks accumulations of Canadian first
flight covers.
Any member who can assist Mr. Pierpoint is
requested to contact him.
Mr. Pierpoint advises that he has a
quantity of a post card depicting Captain Ernest C. Hoy and his
Curtiss JN-4 aircraft VATC at Vernon, B.C. during his history
making flight from Vancouver over the Rockies to Calgary on 7
August 1919. Anyone wishing a complimentary card is requested to
write to him. A stamped, self-addressed envelope would be a
kindly gesture by those requesting a post card.

.
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Item 88-25

Canada Post Corporation announced on 22 April 1988 an entirely
new system of sending air mail to Europe. All air mail destined
for Europe will be trucked from Montreal and Toronto to New York,
where it will be placed on an Interstate Airlines Charter flight
and flown to Brussels, Belgium. From Brussels, the air mail will
be channeled into a 14-country courier system to the air mail's
destination. Canada's three main airlines Air Canada, Canadian
Airlines International and Wardair - are very upset over these
arrangements. Canada Post Corporation stated the system was
adopted to make the delivery of air mail overseas more reliable,
rather than to save time or money. See Annex "L" for further
details. It will now be almost impossible to obtain any type of
a Canadian air mail first cover to new destinations for any
airline flying to or from Canada.
Item 88-26

An announcement in a Toronto newspaper printed in German
"Deutsche Presse" early in May 1988 announced that Pakistan
International Airlines "PIA" was to inaugurate a weekly flight
from Toronto to Karachi via Frankfurt and Damascus on Sunday,
17 April 1988, and another weekly flight from Toronto to
Islamabad via Frankfurt and Istanbul on Thursday, 23 June 1988.
No official mail was contracted to be flown on behalf of Canada
Post Corporation. Cooperative Canada Post Corporation personnel
cancelled 25 prepared envelopes at the AMF, Pearson International
Airport, Toronto on both occasions, gave them to Cooperative Air
Pakistan airline pilots and asked them to deliver them to the
mail system in Karachi and Islamabad. Twelve envelopes sent to
Frankfurt on both occasions and 12 sent to Istanbul have been
returned with various arrival and departure cancellation. As of
12 October 1988 no envelopes have been returned from Damascus,
Karachi, or Islamabad. Such are the results when trying to
obtain examples of flown air mail on inaugural routes from Canada
by domestic or foreign airlines. The CAS was fortunate to have
the assistance of CAS member Bill Bartlett, Postmaster in
B.C. to obtain our flown Canadian Airlines
Saanichton,
International envelopes to Shanghai in 1986 and to Beijing,
China, and Bangkok, Thailand in 1987. We were unable to obtain
first flight covers on the Chinese or Thai Airlines when they
inaugurated new routes to and from Canada earlier this year,
1988. See Annex "M".
Item 88-27

The Dayton Stamp Club hosted AIRPEX XIII and the 64th Convention
of the AAMS at Dayton, Ohio, USA, 30 September to 2 October 1988
inclusive. The exhibition and bourse was held in the Dayton

Exhibition Centre, 5th and Main Streets, Dayton, Ohio, USA. The
Stouffer's, Dayton Plaza Hotel, connected to the Convention
Centre, was the chosen convention hotel with special convention
rates. For further data on past and future AIPEX events write to
Martin Richardson, Exhibits Chairman, c/o the Dayton Stamp Club,
P.O. Box 1574, Dayton, Ohio, USA, #45424. The event was most
successful for all concerned. A report will be prepared for the
next issue of the Canadian Aerophilatelist.
Item 88-28
Attached at Annex "N" is the News Release dated 6 April 1988 from
Canada Post Corporation relating to the disposition of the
National Postal Museum and its Philatelic Library. There are
many questions yet to be answered including what, if anything,
will Canada Post Corporation be doing for national, international
and world philatelic exhibitions. Will they support Canadian
philatelic exhibits, produce philatelic exhibitions cards, and
provide Canadian philatelic gifts for distribution to
commissioners, judges and FIP Congress delegates at future FIP
exhibitions? Canada Post Corporation still controls the
selection, design, printing and distribution of all postal and
philatelic material. The National Archives Canada will be
responsible for all philatelic material, documents, books, and
collections through the Canadian Postal Archives directed by Mr.
Cimon Morin, the well-know Director of the National Postal Museum
Library. The Canadian Postal Museum will be controlled by the
Canadian Museum of Civilization (CMC) and it will be situated in
the new Canadian Museum of Civilization complex now being
constructed in Hull, Quebec, across the Ottawa River from the new
National Gallery of Canada (NGC) and the Canadian War Museum
(CWM). The Canadian Postal Museum (CPM) will contain three
dimensional artifacts such as postal equipment, uniforms,
diaramas, cancelling hammers, and an early post office diarama.
The head of this segment will be Ms. Johane La Rochelle.
Item 88-29
"Glider Mail" book published by AAMS.
"Glider Mail, an Aerophilatelic Handbook," by Simine
M. Short, a 262-page descriptive catalogue listing and pricing
guide covering all currently know instances of mail flown in
motorless aircraft, has just been published by the American Air
Mail Society.
The bulk of "Glider Mail" comprises the first detailed
compilation ever made of world-wide glider mail flight from 1922
through to 1986. The listing is by country (total of 34), and it
includes 25 outline maps, envelopes and cards, and about 300
illustrated postmarks and vignettes. Covers are priced according

.
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to an alphabetic value/rarity guide which allows for world-wide
usage without special accounting for currency fluctuations or
inflation.
A "GliderPhile" section lists world-wide stamps and postal
stationary (envelopes, aerogrammes, and cards) from 88 countries
for the thematic or topical collector. This section is priced
according to prevailing values at the time of publication.
A 6-page reference listing, and a chronological
cross-index and checklist round out the handbook.
AAMS members may
The book is priced at $26.50 Canadian.
order one copy at 20% discount, i. e. $21. 25 Canadian plus $1. 50
postage. Orders should be sent to Nelson Bentley, 3044 Otterson
Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, K1V 7B6. Cheques should be made out to
the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
Item 88-30

Collectors interested in Israel Holy Land Judaica philatelic
material should contact Mr. A. Ben David, President, World
Philatelic Congress of Israel Holy Land Judaica Societies, P.O.
Box 1400, Station "B", Downsview, Ontario, Canada, M3H 5W3. An
excellent newsy philatelic publication "WPC Newsletter" is
issued. Dues are $30.00 per year (Canadian I believe). Fred
Blau, one of our CAS members, and well-known for his
aerophilatelic activities, is the head of the Holy Land
Aero-Philately team. His address is P.O. Box 59153, Chicago,
Illinois, USA, #60659.
Item 88-31

For the recent elections for president of the FIP Aerophilatelic
Commission held on 31 August 1988 during PRAGA '88 at Prague,
Czechoslovakia, Captain Frank Lemos da Silviera was reelected to
The only other candidate was the V/President of
the position.
The
the CAS, Major R.K. "Dick" Malott of Nepean, Ontario.
successful candidates for the six board members are listed in
Annex "0". Best wishes are extended to Frank and his six Board
Members from the Executive and members of the CAS.

.
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Item 88-32

The Canadian War Museum/Canadian Museum of Civilization/National
Museum of Canada extends best wishes to all CAS members and their
friends for success in their aerophilatelic/astrophilatelic
activities for 1988 and 1989. A selection of data, brochures and
booklets on the museums of Ottawa are enclosed for your perusal
and retention.
Item 88-33

Queries from two aerophilatelic collectors from Germany have been
received, help them if you can. Mr. Weimer Hildebrand
Limburgstrass 16, D-7319 Dettingen - Tech, FRG (West Germany) a
AAMS member wishes to exchange Canadian First Flight Covers and
Canadian stamps. Contact him if you are interested. Mr. Achim
Lange, Poste Restante, Berlin-Schonefield Flughafen, GDR-1189
(East Germany) has prepared an attractive flight envelope by
Interflug, Deutsche Demokratische Republik to the Calgary Olympic
Games. Cost is $5.00 each payable to the Secretary, CAS. Anyone
wishing an envelope should send in the order by 1 December 1988.
Mr. Lange is also interested in exchanging first flight covers
and stamps of East Germany for Canadian.
Item 88-34

If any members have aerophilatelic or astrophilatelic data to
share with the CAS membership, please send it to the editor's
address - R. K. Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H
6R1, Canada.
The next issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist will be issued
before 1 January 1989. I trust that the data and material
enclosed herewith will be of interest to you.

le/Zd-7c1
R. K. Malott
F. R. P. S.C.
V/President CAS
Editor The Canadian Aerophilatelist
RKM/gb
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Item 89-1
Please note that this is the first publication of The Canadian
Philatelist for 1989. The previous issue was Vol IV NO.I, dated
17 October 1988. Due to the shortage of typists and secretaires,
an earlier issue for 1989 was not possible. Your indulgence and
understanding are appreciated.
Item 89-2
The election of officers for the CAS was effected satisfactorily,
despite late notification to the CAS members for which I
apologize, The decision of those voting was unanimous. Michael
Shand appointed by the President of the CAS to handle the
election, reported the final results for the four offices that
are to be filled by the elected incumbents from 1 January to 31
December 1990:
(a)

President

W/C E.P.

"Pat" Sloan;

(b) Vice President:

Major R.K.

(c)

Treasurer

Mr.

(d)

Secretary

Major E.R.

"Dick" Malott;

Nelson Bentley;

and

"Ritch" Toop

Members are encouraged to write any or all of the four executives
of the CAS on CAS and/or aerophilatelic matters.
Item 89-3:
In some aerophilatelic releases concerning the CAS and its
secretaries I stated that Ken R. Johnson, our retiring Secretary
was the first CAS Secretary (Item 88-2 and other releases).
was incorrect as Ken Sanford was our first Secretary when he was
instrumental in assisting the CAS in becoming an independent
Aerophilatelic Society - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
Ken Sanford resigned his secretarial position when he was elected
President of the American Air Mail Society (AAMS) in 1986.
My
apologies Ken.
I hope you will keep sending me Canadian crash
covers despite this oversight.
Item 89-4:
Our CAS membership as of 30 April 1989 is 131 active members. It
is anticipated that 8 new members will join as a result of CAS
activities at ORAPEX '89 in Ottawa, Ontario, 28-30 April 1989,
and at Royal '89 in Hamilton, Ontario, 5-7 May 1989. A listing
of names and addresses is attached.

Item 89-5:

Our financial status as of 5 May 1989 was $1, 057. 54 in the bank
and $515.25 in a savings bond. Sales at both ORAPEX '89 and
ROYAL '89 were excellent with over $200. 00 Canadian received in
book sales, and $500.00 Canadian in the sale of aerophilatelic
covers. A list of items remaining for sale will appear in the
next issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist.
Item 89-6:

A welcome is extended to our new members from # 128 to # 137.
(a)

#128: R, F. Hank Narbonne, 216 Mailey Drive, Carleton Place,
Ontario, K7C 3X9;

(b)

#129: Allan Steinhart, 45 Dunfield Avenue, Apt. 1910,
Toronto, Ontario, M4S 2H3;

(c)

#130: Basil S. Burrell, 911 Huckleberry Lane, Glenview,
Illinois, USA, 60025;

(d)

#131: Eric Moore, 15 Lincoln Street, Worksop, Notts,
England, S80 2NA;

(e)

#132:

(f)

#133: Eric Grove, 188 Buckingham Drive, Hamilton, Ontario,
L8C 2G7;

(g)

#134: Emil Kapetanakis, 5781 Duracher, Montreal, Quebec,
H2V 3Y3;

(h)

#135: Mrs. Beatrice Bachmann, Kennelstr. 26, Thalwil,
Switzerland, CH-8800;
Mrs. Bachmann is the dynamic Chairperson of
NOTE:
the Astrophilatelic Section of the FIP
Aerophilatelic Commission.

(i)

#136: Mr. Friedil Egger, Georg-Bucchner Str 17, Erkrath,
West Germany, 4006; and

(j)

#137: Mr. D. Bernier, P.O. Box 1487, Kemptville, Ontario,
KOG 1JO.

John I. Jamieson, P.O. Box 1870, Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, S7K 3S2;
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Item 89-7

The CAS prepared a set of four different Concorde flight covers
for a special flight of a British Airways Concorde from Ottawa to
the North and return on 5 February 1989. An article describing
Envelopes sell for $10.00 Canadian each
the event is attached.
As of 9 June
or the set of four envelopes for $25.00 Canadian.
1989 we have 10 complete sets left and 200 separate envelopes
available for sale.
Item 89-8:

Minutes of the CAS Regional Meeting held at ORAPEX '89 on Sunday,
30 April 1989 and of the CAS Annual Meeting held at ROYAL '89 on
Saturday, 6 May 1989 are attached. A great number of topics were
discussed and decisions were made. The comments of all members
would be appreciated on any or all matters discussed.
Item 89-9:

The CAS plans to prepare a CAS black and red pin. Who would like
to purchase one? Costs are yet to be determined but should be
around $5.00 Canadian each. Plaques for the best beginner
exhibiting airmails at designated Canadian national exhibitions
and for special guests or VIP's are to be designed and prepared
for presentation as required.
Item 89-10:

The team of Neil Hunter, Richard McIntosh and Murray Heifetz
presented at the CAS annual meeting their plans for a Canadian
Air Mail Catalogue. Read the full details attached and then send
your comments directly to either of the three members working on
this project. The addresses are on the attached master list.
They have done a great job.
Items 89-11:

Aerophilatelic winners at ORAPEX '89 and ROYAL '89 are as
follows:
(a)

Ritch Toop....UN Peace Keeping Forces Mail - Vermeil

(b)

Michael Shand.... Airmail of New Zealand from Early Flights
to Regular Service in 1940 - Vermeil

(c)

E.P. "Pat" Sloan.... South Atlantic Airmails:
La Ligne Mermoz 1920-1940 - Vermeil

(d)

Charles Verge....Eire's Airs 1922-1940 - Silver

(e)

Nelson Bentley.... British Helicopter Mail 1948-1978 - Silver
Bronze

NOTE: Dick Malott was one of the ORAPEX '89 Judges.

ROYAL '89
(a)

Dick Malott

Pioneer & S/O Air Mail of Canada
1853-1934 - Gold

(b)

Dick Malott

Canadian Crash Covers 1919-1978 Vermeil

(c)

G.M.

Newfoundland Airmail - Vermeil

Cooper

(d) Eire's Air 1922-1940 was non-competitive as the owner
Charles Verge served as an apprentice judge.
(e)

Michael Hing

Soviet Airmail 1922-1937 - Silver

(f)

Michael Shand

Airmail History of New Zealand - Silver

(g)

Ritch Toop

UN Peace Keeping Forces - Silver

Congratulations to all the winners.
If aerophilately is to
become an equal to traditional philately, postal history and
thematics in Canada, the aerophilatelic and astrophilatelic
collectors in Canada will have to start making an effort to
exhibit their material and to develop the exhibits for world
calibre exhibits.

Item 89-12:
For members seeking excellent pioneer and semi-official air mail
flown envelopes, it is suggested that you contact some of our
dealer members listed in our membership, #132 John Jamieson of
Saskatoon, Sask; #128 R.F. "Hank Narbonne of Carleton Place,
Ontario, and #129 Allan Steinhart of Toronto, Ontario. In
particular I have studied Allan Steinhart's stock and he has a
lot of excellent Canadian and Newfoundland material. If I have
omitted any other dealers I apologize. Send in your names to me
for recognition, if you are a CAS member.

- 6 Item 89-13:
Member No. 68 Steve Neulander, P.O. Box 25, Deerfield, Illinois,
USA 60016-0025 writes
"I've started a new collection, "Women in
Would appreciate any help I can
Aviation".
get from Fellow Members.
Has there ever been a
Last question.
Canadian Army Balloon Corps? If so where can
I- write for information? There were lots of
balloon Corps in the Boar War and WWI, so
perhaps Canada had one."
Who can help Steve ?
Item 89-13:
There have been several new flights from Canada by Air Canada,
Canadian Air Lines International, Japan Air Lines and KLM in the
last few months. Only KLM for its new route Amsterdam to Ottawa
and return produced special first flight envelopes. I hope to
obtain a few sets from KLM.
New flights noticed from Advertisements were:
a)

Air Canada - Toronto - Montreal to Lisbon and Madrid
31 October 1988;

b)

Air Canada - Toronto - Montreal to Nice/Cate d'Azur, France
17 March 1989;

c)

Air Canada - Toronto - Zagreb, Yugoslavia, 6 April 1989;

d)

Air Canada - Toronto - Athens, Greece, 25 April 1989;

e)

Air Canada - Toronto - Birmingham, England, 28 April 1989;
and

f)

Japan Air Lines/Canadian Airlines International
- Toronto - Tokyo, non--stop, 1 May 1989;
- Tokyo - Toronto, non-stop, 1 May 1989

Item 89-15:

It is a sad commentary to see the Canadian Air Lines and Canada
Post refrain from producing anymore first flight covers since
there is no profit in it for them. They of course do not care
about good-will or public relations anymore as far as

aerophilatists are concerned.
A dozen prepared envelopes were cancelled and mailed from Toronto
or Montreal (Mirabel Airport) on each of the appropriate dates to
record the event and to see what cancellations and markings were
provided for each route. Once all are returned I'll prepare a
report.
Item 89-16:
A philatelic friend met at Royal '89 is disposing of some of his
I am sure that some of our members will be
air mail envelopes.
His address is Ernie Wall,
interested in Ernie Wall's material.
30 Devlin Place, Aurora, Ontario, L4G 5W7. Ernie writes:
"The following aircraft and Space Covers are available
at reasonable prices:
1) Royal Air Force (R.A.F) Museum Series (SC1-40)
2) R.A.F. Military Series (HA1-40)
3) R.A.F. Squadron Series
4) British, French & USSR Concorde
5) U. S. S. R. Space FDC's from 1958-73
Items 1 to 4 include a total of 180 flown covers with 75% of
these pilot signed. If interested, please contact Mr.
Ernest Wall, 30 Devlin Place, Aurora, Ontario, L4G 5W7,
Tel.: 841-3243.
Thanking you for your interest and assistance
Yours sincerely, (Ernie Wall).

Item 89-17:
I have the pleasure of being Chairman of the Jury at PIPEX '89.
Our group is to try for the first time in an organized fashion
the FIP point system of judging for each classification - 9
classifications.
A page of data is enclosed concerning most of
the point allocations.
Anyone wishing a complete listing,
regulations and guidelines for the nine classes should write to
me for a copy. A report will be issued later on this event at
which at present there are six air mail exhibits in competition.

Item 89-18:
Enclosed with this issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist is a
wide assortment of data from the Canadian War Museum, the Friends
of the CWM, the Canadian Museum of Civilization which is to open
on 29 June 1989, the Friends of the CMC, Canada Post, the
National Postal Museum (NPM) which is now part of CMC, the DND
Snowbirds, and the National Capital Commission. If you are not
interested in certain segments of these additional items please
pass them on to other friends. The CAS receives secretarial
assistance in its activities, and postage assistance from the
National Museums - CWM, CMC and NPM so enjoy their material.
Item 89-19:
Special flyers are enclosed on three philatelic events.
a)

PIPEX '89 in Edmonton, Alberta, 23-25 June 1989;

b)

STAMPEX '89 in Toronto, Ontario, 23-25 June 1989; and

c)

ROYAL '90 in Regina, Saskatchewan, 8-10 June 1990.

Item 89-20:

Two other important events to which our President, Pat Sloan,
will be attending (at his own expense) are:
a)

PHILEX FRANCE '89 in Paris, France, a world philatelic
exhibition held under FIP rules, 7 to 17 July 1989;

b)

AD ASTRA '89 in Zurich, Switzerland, a national Aero/Astra
Exhibition under several patronages, including the FIP, 19-22
October 1989.

Item 89-21:
If any CAS members have aerophilatelic or astrophilatelic data to
share with other members, please send it to the editor's address:
Major R. K. Malott, Ret'd, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario,
K2H 6R1, Canada.
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Item 89-22:
The CAS receives various publications that may be of interest to
some members:
a) The Bulletin of the International Federation of AeroPhilatelic Societies (FISA) - an excellent magazine edited by
the leading British aerophilatelist, Alex Newall, 338 City
Road, London, EC1V 2PX;
b)

The American Philatelist, the APS monthly magazine of great
international stature, edited by Bill Welch, APS Inc. , P. O.
Box 8000, State College, Pennsylvania, USA, 16801; and

c)

Horizons, a newsy monthly newspaper published by Air Canada
for its personnel only (I have been granted a special
privilege to obtain a copy for historical research purposes).
These publications will be sent out to members by request to me,
on a first come, first served basis. Members requesting the
publications must return them within two weeks, and pay for the
postage both ways, first class parcel post rate. Anyone
interested?
Item 89-23:
The next issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist will be issued,
hopefully before 1 September 1989.

(R. K. Malott)
F. R. P. S. C.
V/Presiden,: CAS
Editor, The Canadian Aerophilatelist
Attachments & Enclosures:
RKM/HO
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ANNEX "E"

May 5, 1989

Memo To: Annual Meeting of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
From:

Murray Heifetz
Neil Hunter
Richard McIntosh

Re: Canadian Air Mail Catalogue
Two years ago at the Annual Meeting, we volunteered to explore
the possibility of developing a computer based Airmail Catalogue
for the Society. Since that time, we have experimented with
different computer software manly dBase and found it was not
feasible until four months ago when dBase IV was introduced.
Attached is a proposed introduction that we have developed along
with sample pages as to the catalogue layout. Additional
information has been captured and we are working on reviewing it
for completeness and accuracy.

ACTION PLAN
The following is a suggested action plan for the introduction of
this catalogue.

1. The Society consider the project and if there is sufficient
interest, then the following need be done:
a)

contact the reference sources and gain permission to use
them in the catalogue.

b)

to selected members the draft lists for
circulate
and
listed
to the covers
pertaining
information
additions. Additions to the catalogue will be based on
photostatic copies of covers and proper explanations as
to how they originated. The descriptions would be
included into the catalogue as there would likely be no
current reference material available.

c)

circulate to the general membership as to the accuracy of
of
existence
the
catalogue and to determine the
additional covers and also the number of covers in
existence.

d)

re-number the catalogue based on above information. Once
this is done, the numbers would become permanent and
additions would be inserted by using a sub-letter.

e)

provide for the printing and sale of the catalogue
through the Society.

2. The Committee would clean up the data collected and add

any

new material that can be identified.
3.

The catalogue would be developed a year at a time.

4.

As the catalogue is developed, a sub-committee of the
editorial committee examine and establish catalogue prices.
This would be done through the review of recent sales of
material and possibly contacting dealers to determine what is
for sale and at what prices.
The data base is set up to
collect most recent auction price, date and source.

NHH
89/05/05

2.

The Committee would clean up the data collected and add any
new material that can be identified.

3.

The catalogue would be developed a year at a time.

4.

As the catalogue is developed, a sub-committee of the
editorial committee examine and establish catalogue prices.
This would be done through the review of recent sales of
material and possibly contacting dealers to determine what is
for sale and at what prices.
The data base is set up to
collect most recent auction price, date and source.

NHH
89/05/05
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-

89/05/05

CATALOGUE OF CANADIAN AEROPHILATELY
INTRODUCTION
This catalogue has been designed to assist the collector of
Canadian Aerophilately in identifying all aerophilately covers
involving the various geographical areas of Canada (including
Newfoundland). The catalogue is not limited to first flights,
but attempts to include all flights of historical interest to the
collector, postal stationery and souvenir covers. Any collector
who is aware of(Aflightsthat have been omitted from the catalogue
should write to the Chairman, Catalogue Committee, C/O Canadian
Aerophilately Society.
This catalogue is not intended to duplicate the descriptions of
covers listed in other major reference books such as the American
Air Mail Society Catalogue. It is designed to supplement the
material found in other catalogues and books. The
Reference
column of the catalogue refers to other sources where material
can be found. In cases where the cover has not been described in
another reference source or the reference source is not currently
available, the authors have attempted to provide information
about the cover.
The catalogue is divided into three sections. These are:
Canada -

internal flights and covers

Canada

external flights to and from other Countries
including Newfoundland prior to joining Canada.

Newfoundland - internal and external flights prior to
Confederation with Canada
Note:

Flights between Canada and Newfoundland prior to
Newfoundland joining Canada on April 1, 1949 are
listed in both the Canada external flights and the
Newfoundland sections.

CODES

Cover Number:

A three part number has been assigned to each
cover. The first consists of six figures and
an alpha character representing the flight
number. The second consists of three
figures representing the various legs of the
flight. The third consists of an alphabetic
character designating cover varieties.

Date:

The date of the flight in Month/Day/Year
sequence. The Catalogue is set up in date
order of the flight or event. Where the date
is uncertain, the most likely date has been
selected. Where the flight has a number of
legs over a series of dates, the legs are
listed in date sequence under the flight.

Value:

The catalogue value has been established by
the Catalogue Committee based on auctior
sales, dealer prices, and other factors such
as number of covers available.
As it is
to
impossible to assign absolute values
covers due to changing prices, cover
condition, value of stamps on the cover,
etc., the Committee has designated value
ranges using the following alphabetic
characters. The values assigned are based on
covers in fine condition with normal
franking
warrants
franking.
Unusual
additional value.
In the case of Pilot signed covers and
other significant varieties not listed in
this catalogue, the value is normally one
step higher than the one listed.
The grades are:
"

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V

up to
1.50
3.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
40.00
50.00
75.00
100.0U
125.00
150.00
175.00
200.00
250.00
500.00
750.00
1,000.00
1,500.00
2,000.00
over

-

1.50
3.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
40.00
50.00
75.00
100.00
125.00
150.00
175.00
200.00
250.00
500.00
750.00
1,000.00
1,500.00
2,000.00
2,500.00
2,500.00

Date:

The date of the flight in Month/Day/Year
sequence. The Catalogue is set up in date
order of the flight or event. Where the date
is uncertain, the most likely date has been
selected. Where the flight has a number of
legs over a series of dates, the legs are
listed in date sequence under the flight.

Value:

The catalogue value has been established by
the Catalogue Committee based on auctior
sales, dealer prices, and other factors such
As it is
as number of covers available.
to
impossible to assign absolute values
covers due to changing prices, cover
condition, value of stamps on the cover,
etc., the Committee has designated value
ranges using the following alphabetic
characters. The values assigned are based on
covers in fine condition with normal
warrants
franking.
franking
Unusual
additional value.
In the case of Pilot signed covers and
other significant varieties not listed in
this catalogue, the value is normally one
step higher than the one listed.
The grades are:
A

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V

up to
1.50
3.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
40.00
50.00
75.00
100.00
125.00
150.00
175.00
200.00
250.00
500.00
750.00
1,000.00
1,500.00
2,000.00
over

•

-

1.50
3.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
40.00
50.00
75.00
100.00
125.00
150.00
175.00
200.00
250.00
500.00
750.00
1,000.00
1,500.00
2,000.00
2,500.00
2,500.00

Cover Class:

The catalogue has been set up in date order
ignoring the traditional breakdown of covers
into Pioneer, Semi-Officials, Government
Flights, Government Stage Flights, etc. This
code classifies the covers into the
appropriate categories. Selective listings
can be obtained according to these
classifications.
Air Tour
Airship - Balloon or Dirigible
Airport Dedication
Air Show
Commemorative
Crash Cover
Cancelled Flight
Emergency, Rescue or Medical
Experimental
Fair or Exhibition
First Day Cover - Stamp
First or Special Flight
Helicopter
Last Flight
Miscellaneous
Seasonal
Semi-Official
Trans-Oceanic

Airline:

Stamp:

TOUR
BALN
DED
SHOW
COMM
CRSH
ABAN
EMER
EXPM
EXHI
FDC
F/F
HELI
L/F
MISC
SEAS
SEMI
TOF

Where known the Airline is listed.
Appendix for codes.
are identified using
Stamps
Catalogue numbers.

the

See

Scott

Description:

Brief comments on significant varieties or
other relevant information.

Quantity:

The number of pieces reported to exist are
listed. In the cases of some flights the
weight of the mail is reported instead of
number of pieces. In these situations are
noted with the characters lbs. following the
figure.

Cachet:

The cachet colours are noted. Where there is
more than one cachet on a given cover, the
main cachet will be noted and secondary ones
listed in the description section. Front and
back cachets are listed. Most cachets are

applied by rubber stamp and ink. The colour
shade and size often vary. Only major
varieties are listed.
The reference relates to other catalogues or
books where more information can be found
about the flight. The purpose of this
catalogue is to supplement other reference
material and not duplicate it. The
are listed in the
following
references
priority sequence. In many instances,
information can be found in more than one
reference book. As there is limited space
available to list all references, the
references listed sequentially after the one
found in this catalogue may contain
information on the cover.
American Airmail Cat. Edition #5
American Airmail Cat. Edition #4
Holmes Specialized Philatelic
Catalogue Edition #11
C.A. Longworth—Dames The Semi-Official Stamps of Canada
CHC Harmer, Newfoundland Air
Mails
CS Forrest, Canadian Special Air
Stamps on Flown Covers
Morgan,
Ellis, Canada Flying Heritage

Cat. No.
AAMC4
HOlmes
L.D.
Harmer
Forrest
Morgan
Ellis

The comments field will appear when there is
additional information about the flight that
is not contained in the referenced catalogue.
This information will include the name of the
pilot, the type of aircraft when known,
special post office cancels, etc.
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Appendix I

CANADIAN AIRLINES PRIOR TO 1942
Alaska-Washington Airways
Arrow Airways
Austin Airways
British Columbia Airways
British Yukon Navigation Co.
Brooks Airways
Canadian Airways
Canadian Flying Service
Canadian Pacific Airlines
Canadian Transcontinental Airways
Cherry Red Airline
Commercial Airways
Compagnie Aerienne Franco Canadienne
Devere Aviation Company
Dominion Explorers
Dominion Skyways
Elliot-Fairchild Air Service
Elliot Fairchild Air Transport
Fairchild Air Transport
Fairchild Aviation Co.
General Airways
Ginger Coote Airways
Jack V. Elliot Air Service
Klondike Airways
Lamb Airways
Laurentide Air Services
Leavens Brothers
London Air Transport
M. & C. Aviation Co.
Mackenzie Air Services
Maritime and Newfoundland Airways
Maritime Central Airways
Newfoundland Airways
Northern Air Services
Northern Airways
Northern Transport
Patricia Airways
Patricia Airways and Exploration
Prairie Airways
Quebec Airways
Royal Canadian Air Force
Skylines Express
Starratt Airways
Trans Canada Airlines
United Air Transport
Western Canada Airways
Wings
Yukon Airways and Exploration
Yukon Southern Air Transport
Yukon Southern Airway
1

AWA
ARROW
AUSTIN
BCAL
BYNAVCO
BROOKS
CAL
CFS
CPAL
CTA
CRAL
COMM
CAFC
DEVERE
DOMEX
DOMSKY
EFAS
EFAT
FAT
FAIRAVCO
GENERAL
GCA
JVE
KAL
LAMB
LAS
LEAVENS
LAT
MCAVCO
MAS
MNA
MCA
NFLD
NAS
NORTHERN
NT
PAL
PAEL
PRAIRIE
QUEBEC
RCAF
SKYLINES
STARRATT
TCA
UAT
WCA
WINGS
YAEL
YSAT
YSA
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Item 90-1
The last issue of the Canadian Aerophilatelist was Vol V No. 1
dated 9 June 1989. There was only one issue in 1989. I will try
for three in 1990. In this issue data concerning the CAS will be
presented as well as two articles sent in by concerned
aerophilatelists.
Item 90 2
-

Our membership as of 1 September 1989 stood at 126.
A copy of
the membership is attached as Annex "A-1". An updated list will
The Secretary's Report of 18
be published in the next issue.
(Refer to Annex "A-2")
September 1989 indicates 128 members.
Item 90 3
-

Our President, Pat Sloan attended AD ASTRA'89 and the XXXIXth
FISA Congress, 19-22 October 1989, in Zurich, Switzerland. His
report is attached as Annex "B".
Item 90 4
-

A letter dated 20 September 1989 from Ken Sanford, now living in
Switzerland, provides data concerning arrangements for
aerophilatelists at STAMP WORLD LONDON'90. Those planning to
attend the London'90 Exhibition may wish to contact Ken at his
home address as per his letter attached as Annex "C".
Item 90 5
-

Nelson Bentley has prepared two financial reports, one dated 31
August 1989, and one dated 31 December 1989. The CAS has of 31
December 1989 $ 1,825.55 in cash in the bank, and $ 1,543.89 in a
Regular Savings Account. Both reports are attached as Annex "D-1
and D-2".
Item 90 6
-

The CAS has been most successful in obtaining and selling various
special Canadian aerophilatelic flight covers, post cards and
memorabilia. Unfortunately regular flight covers for Air Canada
and Canadian Airlines International are all but impossible to
obtain due to the lack of interest by Canada Post Corporation and
the Airlines. Attached as Annex "E" is a list of aerophilatelic
items available from the CAS c/w prices. Anyone wishing to
purchase any items are requested to contact me directly. Profit
from these sales will help pay for the two types of special CAS
presentation plaques recently purchased from SPARTA 2002 in
Montreal.

Item 90-7

The CAS has purchased 100 special plaques for presentation to two
groups of aerophilatelists as required and selected by the CAS
Executive Committee:
a)

To those who have worked hard and contributed to the
development of aerophilately in Canada and
internationally. The plaque 7 inches wide and 9 inches
long bears a 2 3/4 inches by 1 3/8 inches pewter
inscription "In Appreciation For Your Contribution to
Aerophilately".
One inch underneath is a 3 5/8 inches
by 2 inches pewter CAS wings logo. One inch under the
CAS wings will be an appropriately engraved plate with
the name of the recipient and date of presentation.
The CAS Executive will finalize the rules for the
selection of recipients. An announcement of the first
recipients will be made prior to 1 July 1990.
A
recipient can receive this award only once.

b)

To those novices in exhibiting aerophilately the CAS
will present a plaque to the best novice of each RPSC
national philatelic exhibition, to AAMS annual
exhibitions, and to FIP international exhibitions.
This plaque is the same as the previous one described
but with the pewter inscription reading "
In
Recognition of Achievement".
For both plaques the
award will be presented to the recipients who will
receive later an engraved metal plate for attachment to
the plaque.
A recipient can receive this award only
once.
The sale of our special envelopes and post cards has
almost paid for these 100 plaques that cost $ 25.00
each.

Item 90-8

The CAS has now obtained its very attractive pewter CAS wings,
one inch by 1/2 inch, with a snap clip at the back of the pin.
Orders for the pins may be sent to the V/Pres CAS, Dick Malott,
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1. The cost
postpaid is $ 5.00 Canadian for each pin.

Item 90-9

The CAS is always pleased to assist a fellow aerophilatelist who
may not be interested in Canadian or Newfoundland aerophilately.
A request for assistance in locating First Flights (CAM's),
Airport Dedications, Jet Flight Envelopes, etc., that pertain to
the State of Tennessee has been received from Colonel L.H.
Gregory, Jr., 121 Lake Terrace Drive, Hendersonville, Tennessee,
USA, #37075 (Telephone (615) 822-0709). If you can help him as
per his listing (See Annex "F") please contact him.
Item 90 10
-

CAS member Murray Heifetz (No.14) of Don Mills, Ontario has
provided an interesting vignette of Canadian aviation history
concerning the Canadian aviation search for the lost Russian
aviators flying from Moscow to Mexico City, on 12 August 1937.
For the story and an example of two envelopes please see Annex
n Gn
Item 90 11
-

CAS member Fred Blau (No.72) of Chicago, Illinois provided a
detailed history of "The German Flight Detachment in Palestine in
the First World War".
This article by Fred F. Blau was
translated from German into English by Dr. L. Dickstein from
California.
The article first appeared in the German language
magazine "Der Israel Philatelist", May 1989 issue.
Please refer
to Annex "H".
Item 90-12
CAS member Dr. R. Ramkissoon (No.
124) of Oak Brook, Illinois
kindly sent in an article from a recent Compex Magazine listing
articles on astrophilately. Copies of the magazine may be
purchased for $ 2.50 US. from Charles Berg, Compex President,
4800 South Lake Park, #911, Chicago, Illinois, USA #60615.
Details are in Annex "I".

- 5 Item 90-13

W/C Paul Albert Hartman, DFC, AFC, RCAF, Retired, died on Tuesday
30 January 1990 at age 71 of cancer. An article on this
accomplished pilot who flew over 200 types of aircraft and logged
over 7,000 hours of flight time is attached as Annex "J". W/C
Hartman flew the replica Silver Dart at Baddeck, Nova Scotia on
23 February 1959 on which a bag of souvenir mail was flown to
commemorate the 50th anniversary of powered flight in Canada. A
gust of wind caused the replica Silver Dart to crash, slightly
injuring W/C Hartman and damaging the replica aircraft. These
documented flight covers, many autographed by the Wing Commander,
are also a crash cover. The flight cover has yet to be listed in
the Canadian Section of the AAMC. It is listed in the crash
cover section of Volume I 5th Edition, page 380, item 59.2.
Several CAS members knew this outstanding pilot and gentleman.
Per Ardua Ad Astra Paul!
Item 90-14

Air Canada often provides souvenirs for its passengers. For Air
Canada's 50th Anniversary a nice post card reproduction of the
painting of the Lockheed 10A (first passenger aircraft of the
then Trans Canada Air Lines in 1939) and the 1988 Boeing 767
aircraft of Air Canada, by the noted Canadian aviation artist
Robert Bradford, was issued. A quantity was provided for
distribution to current CAS members. Thanks Air Canada. Perhaps
Air Canada will have something concerning its new aircraft Airbus
A320.
Item 90-15

On Monday 19 February 1990, Air Canada inaugurated its new Airbus
A320 on its maiden flight on the route between Ottawa and
Montreal. An article from the Ottawa Citizen dated Tuesday 13
February 1990 is attached as Annex "K". Unfortunately Air Canada
and Canada Post did not deem the event worthy of preparing a
souvenir flown envelope for their friends, employees, or
aerophilatelists.
Item 90-16

For your information recent data on the Canadian War Museum
(CWM), the Friends of the Canadian War Museum (F of CWM) and the
Canadian Museum of Civilization (CMC) are enclosed for your
perusal and retention.

Item 90-17

In 1990 Air Canada is hoping to obtain authorization to open a
competitive route to Singapore from Vancouver via Seoul, Korea.
Perhaps the CAS will be fortunate to obtain permission to have
first flight covers on the flight from Canada at least. Perhaps
member Bill Bartlett will be able to help out on this project!
Item 90-18

Final plans are being made for the RPSC annual convention, this
year at Regina, Saskatchewan. Royal 90 Royale will be held at
the Ramada Renaissance Convention Centre, 8, 9 & 10 June 1990.
All CAS members were sent data about the convention and
exhibition. A separate aerophilatelic section was allocated so
it is hoped that several of our members who are RPSC members will
exhibit their aerophilatelic materiel. In this way, those who
feel aerophilately should be only part of postal history or of a
specific country will be shown that aerophilately is a class unto
itself. R.K. Malott and Murry Heifitz, both CAS members, will be
members of the Jury.
Item 1990-19

It is hoped that the next issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist
will be prepared and issued during July or August 1990. Your
editor has several trips scheduled which may change the date of
release of The Canadian Aerophilatelist:
a)

Jamaica for a two week holiday, 17 to 31 March 1990;

b)

A museum exchange trip to Helsinki, Lenningrad and Moscow,
13 to 21 May 1990;

c)

The RPSC annual convention and museum visits in Regina, 7 to
13 June 1990;

d)

WIEN'90 at Vienna
exhibition that
including Canada
from 27 August to

as the RPSC Commissioner for this national
also includes invited foreign entries,
plus museum visits in Vienna and Budapest
9 September.

Item 1990-20

I also have the honour of being the RPSC Commissioner to
PHILA NIPPON'91 in Tokyo, Japan from 16 to 24 November 1991. As
yet no bulletins or details have been released by the Japanese
organizers. Anyone who qualifies to apply for FIP exhibitions
and who is interested in PHILA NIPPON'91 should contact me now
for future data.

- 7 Item 90-21

Members who are notified that it is time to pay their membership
dues of $ 10.00 Canadian per year, are requested to reply
promptly to our Secretary, Ritch Toop.
Item 90-22

Short articles and aerophilatelic news are solicited from the CAS
membership for future use in The Canadian Aerophilatelist:

(R.K. Malott)
FRPSC
V/Pres CAS
Editor, The Canadian Aerophilatelist
RKM/jp
Attachments & Enclosures (Several)

Annex "G"
Item 90-11

A VIGNETTE OF CANADIAN AVIATION HISTORY

by Murray Heifetz

In 1936 Consolidated Aviation received permission to sell an unarmed
version of its model 28 flying boat - subsequently known as the "Catalina",
to Dr. Richard Archbold. It was to be used on an expedition sponsored by
the American Museum of Natural History to New Guinea. The aircraft was
named "(iuba" which meant " violent storm" in a New Guinea dialect.
On August 12, 1937, the Soviet Union launched a flight from Moscow to
Mexico City. 300 miles past the North Pole, radio contact was lost with
the pilot, Sigismund Lewanewski. The Soviet Union asked the noted Australian
explorer, Hubert Wilkins, to organize a search party. His selection included
two Canadian pilots - H. Hollick-Kenyon and S. A. Cheeseman.
Archbold was to have commenced his trip to Guinea in November but he
was requested by the Soviet Union to sell them the "Cuba" for use in the
search. They had ordered 3 of the PBYs and were familiar with its performance. The Cuba was sent to Coppermine in the Northwest Territories Ire
Wilkins and his associates began daily search flights for about cre month.
The first cover illustrated was likely not flown on the Guba but, even if
not, is a nice historical cover, signed by Wilkins, and posted from
Coppermine to Waterways Sep. 13, 1937 at the beginning of the search.
The search was interrupted for a period during the late fall and winter
and a longer range aircraft secured. It was then resumed but was unsuccessful in locating the Soviet crew and the flight/search was abandoned
in
March, 1938. The second cover was posted at Edmonton Feb. 16, 1938 and was
carried on a flight to Aklavik March 18 - likely the last flight of the
search party. It is signed by all the crew members of the flight including
Wilkins, Hollick-Kenyon, and Cheeseman. It is addressed to Hollick-Kenyon
and was obviously "favour carried".
As stories should also tell what happened to the other participants,
Guba went to the Sovoiet Union where it was used for cargo flying. It was
hit by German gunfire and was destroyed in 1942. Dr. Archbold did leave
for his New Guinea expedition and his departure on May 24, 1938 had flown
covers listed in the AAMC as #1306 in Trans Oceanic flights.
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THE GERMAN FLIGHT DETACHMENT IN PALESTINE
IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR
Fred F. Blau, Chicago
(Translated by Dr. L. Dickstein, California)
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Figure 2: The Austrian War Ministry announces
the establishment of an airmail operation from
Damascus to Nazareth twice a week. The newspaper
Yilderim was flown to German headquarters in
Nazareth for distribution at the front lines.

Figure 1: "Die Thuile", The Dove, fires on English
and Arabic troops in the Sinai desert.

Initially, the German contingent consisted of 500 officers and men, chiefly
machine gun companies. There was also
an artillery unit and a group of engineers,
the latter functioning as advisers for road
construction. Stationed along the coast of
Turkey were three cruisers, the Goeben,

13reslau, and Lorelei, and six submarines.
Early in 1916, the troops were reinforced
with the 1st Expeditions-Korps in the
southern part of Palestine, The Corps
consisted of 140 officers and 1500 men.
In August, additional forces of 640 officers and 5900 men were added, and by
the end of the war an estimated 20,000
men were assembled.
The German Army's command was
designated Yilderim, Lightning, after the
Turkish Sultan, with headquarters in
Constantinople and later also in
Jerusalem. All mail from within the
Turkish Empire was brought to Constantinople by diplomatic pouch or by
military courier and forwarded from
there.
5819

Figure 3: Mail delivery by German airplanes to the Palestine front lines.

Because my specialty field is airmail, I
would like to discuss here this area as it
applies to Palestine at that time. During
the second half of April 1916, the first unit
of the Field Flight Detachment arrived
in Bir-es-Seba (Beersheva). They were
called the "German Field Flight Detachment Pasha 300" after the Turkish Field
Marshall Djemal Pasha. Later, they were
reinforced with eleven additional
airplanes. These planes were used mainly
for reconnaissance of enemy locations and
movements, although they were also involved in actual combat (Figure 1).

There were air battles over the Sinai
between the Germans and the British and
both sides suffered losses which were
replaced as quickly as possible. British
forces advanced rather rapidly and the
forces of the Central Powers had to be
withdrawn. Losses were heavy and lines
of communication were badly damaged,
especially by Lawrence of Arabia and his
Arab cohorts.
On 4 September 1918, the Foreign
Ministry in Vienna notified the War
Ministry that a flight line from Damascus
to Nazareth was to be established with
flights twice a week, delivering military
Union Postale Univertelle
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Figure 4: The earliest date from Bir-es-Seba
(Beersheva). This letter was transmitted to Constantinople, from there by diplomatic post to the Marine
Post Office in Berlin, and forwarded to Munich.
5820
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Figure 5: The only known piece of mail mailed and
delivered within Palestine. The German Flight
Detachment was part of the Turkish-German Field
Command Yildrim. Headquarters in 1916 were at
Bires-Seba under General Djemal Pascha.
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Figure 9: The sender of this postcard, Airman
Jodmid, gives his address as Field Flight Detachment 663, via Marine Post Office Berlin. Field Post
Office 663 was used in Palestine. German military
mail was handled by the three cruisers Imreli, Naval
Postmark No. 14, Goeben, Naval Postmark No. 29,
and Breslau, Naval Postmark No. 69. The illustrated •
card shows Naval Postmark No. 14, that is it was
received and handled for forwarding to Germany by
the cruiser Lorelei. There are 43 pieces of mail
known.

news and the army journal Yilderim to
headquarters in Nazareth, since delivery
by railroad under prevailing conditions
was subject to too much delay (Figure 2).
A photo in the archives of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington shows a
German double-decker with the insignia
"Deutsche Luftpost", German Airmail,
and a posthorn. Next to the plane stand
three men with a postal sack (Figure 3).
After searching for 20 years, I did find
an example of the military German journal Yilderim, printed in Damascus, and
delivered with the first flight to Nazareth.
(Illustrated in Der Israel-Philatelist No.
101, page 3008).
The German Flight Detachment had its
own postal hand stamp, Pascha 300. Supposedly, only six pieces of mail with this
cachet are believed to have originated
from Palestine. The first known letter
with this cachet was posted in Beersheva
on 10 Nov 1916. It was transmitted by
-
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Figure 7: This postcard was mailed by an aviator
who was stationed in Er Ramie. The card reached
Constantinople by courier and was forwarded from
there to Germany.

courier to one of the above mentioned
three cruisers, anchored along the coast
of Turkey. They handled all incoming
courier mail and forwarded it to the
Marine Post Office C 2 in Berlin. From
there, the mail was brought to Munich for
final distribution (Figure 4). A postcard
with the same hand stamp was mailed on
28 December 1916, also from Beersheva.
It is interesting that this card circulated
within Palestine, addressed to Jaffa
(Figure 5).
One letter, posted in Jerusalem on 26
August 1917, went to the battlefield addressed to the Mine Launcher Battalion
No. I in Palestine. The handwritten notation "Armeesache", Army Matters, confirms that this was an official mailing
(Figure 6). The postcard illustrated in
Figure 7 shows the same cachet, the card
is addressed to Germany.
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Figure 8: Headquarters of the Imperial German
Flight Detachment, 200, better known as Pascha 2130
and 300. was relocated from Shea-Seba to Jerusalem
on 11 July 1917. The detachment consisted of 14 airplanes. Mail from these flight units was sent by

diplomatic pouch service to Constantinople and from
there forwarded to Berlin.

There are, of course, still other Flight
Detachment cachets, but none so rare as
the ones shown above. Figure 8 shows a
postcard with the hand stamp "Kgl.
Preusrische Feld-Flieger Abteilung 200"
Royal Prussian Field Flight Detachment
200. This unit, was stationed in Beersheva
and was relocated to Jerusalem on 11 July 1917. The postcard was mailed on 22
August 1917. The number 200 is handwritten. The same hand stamp exists also
with the handwritten number 300 (Figure
9). The illustrated postcard was mailed in
Er Ramie near the Arab village of Muqeibila. It was there that a landing strip
was built which can still be seen today.
This postcard bears also the postmark
6821

was used exclusively by the AustroHungarian army, the pilot belonged to
the same army units.
I am convinced that there exist still
other cachets from the German Flight
Detarthment, but could not find any up to
now, nor did I see any pertinent
references.
(This article has appeared in "Der Israel
philatelists" May 1989 issue.)
Figure 9: The A.O.K.4, the Army !Ugh Command,
under Djemal Pascha, was located in Bir-es-Seba
from 20 May 1916 until 10 July 1917. The German
Flight Detachment Pascha 300 at the beginning of
World War I started with 3 airplanes and was later
enlarged to 14 airplanes.

A.O.K.4 Field Post Mil. Miss., 22 May
1917, and was forwarded as usual to
Berlin.
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Figury, Fhis letter was flown by the German
Flight etachment 300 "Pascha" to the Mine
Launcher Battalion No. 1 in the battle field; it bears
the notation Army Matters. Only five flown letters
are known.

The last postcard shown (Figure 10) is
very interesting. It was mailed in
Palestine and transmitted to the cruiser
No. 14. the Lorelei, anchored before Con.
stantinople. The three cruisers deployed
along Turkey's Mediterranean coast and
described above handled only military
mail, since at the beginning of the war all
foreign post offices had been closed by
the Turks. We know from the sender's address, Airman Jodmid, Field Flight
Detachment 663, that the card was
posted in Palestine. Field Post Office 663
5822

HOLY LAND AT PHILEXFRANCE
GOLD MEDAL: Zvi Alexander for
"Turkish Post in the Holy Land
1840-1918. Curt Fischel for "Postmarks
of Turkish and Foreign Post offices in
Palestine before 1918." Zeev Galibov for
"Civil and Military Postal Administrations during the Mandate Period
1917-1948." Raphael Livant for
"Jerusalem Foreign Offices."
LARGE VERMEIL MEDAL: Itamar
Karpovsky for "Transition Period, The
emergency postal services of the besieged
cities." plus Special Prize. Yeremiyahu
Rimon for "Israel 1948-Local and Provision Postal Services"
VERMEIL MEDAL: Shay Shabtai
(Youth Class) for "The Fateful Years in
the History of the Jewish People
1939-1948" plus Special Prize. Eddie
Leibu for "Study of Taxed Mail during
the Ottoman Mandate and Israeli
Periods." Plus Felicitations of the Jury.
Yaakov Shabtai for "Israel-The Doar Ivri
Issue" Plus Felicitations of the Jury.
LARGE SILVER MEDAL: Ervin
Danek for "Postal Services in the Concentration Camps and Ghettos 1939-1945".
SILVER -BRONZE MEDAL" Jacques
Mahu for "Selection of Foreign Post Offices in the Holy land during the Ottoman Period". Zvi Shimony and
Emanuel Glasman (Editors) for "Holy
Land Postal History Bulletin."

Mordechai Sondak for "Jerusalem Postal
Services during the Siege of 1948"
(Literature)
BRONZE MEDAL: Walter Lowenberg
for "ISRAEL".

A very fine showing for an area of collecting that usually does not get its proper recognition at international exhibitions.
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-2Item 90-23:
The last issue of the Canadian Aerophilatelist was
Vol VI No.1 dated 1 March 1990.
This is the second issue of
1990. In this issue data concerning the CAS will be presented as
well as book reviews sent in by concerned aerophilatelists.
Item 90-24:
Our membership as of 31 August 1990 stood at 130.
An updated copy of the membership is attached as Annex "A-1".
Item 90-25:
Two new members of the CAS are welcomed as of 3
October 1990:
(1) J.G.H. Edwards, 210 Somerset Street, Apt.
1105, Ottawa, Ontario K2P 0J4;
(2) Carl Heule, 4590 2nd Street,
Caledonia, Michigan, USA #49316.

One change of address is for #120 A. R. Townshend, whose address
is now R. R. #1, Athens, Ontario KOE 1B0.
Item 90-26:
Minutes of the annual meeting of the Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) held at ORAPEX'90 on Sunday 29 April
1990, are enclosed as Annex "B".
Item 90-27:
As requested by Pat Sloan, President of the CAS,
Mike Shand has contacted and presented in Annex "C" a slate of
officers for the CAS for the period 1 January 1991 to 31 December
1992. Anyone wishing to write in the names of any other nominees
may do so, subject to the individual agreeing to run for the
position. Members are requested to have their ballot completed
and returned to Mike Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario,
K2C 2H8 by 15 December 1990. Those recommended for office and
who have agreed to fill the positions for two more years (1
January 1991 - 31 December 1992) are:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

President Pat Sloan
V/President Dick Malott
Secretary Ritch Toop
Treasurer Nelson Bentley
Editor, The Canadian Aerophilatelist - Dick Malott
(Subject to being appointed by the Board of Directors, CAS)

Other members are invited to present their names for any of
these positions. An understudy for each position should be
encouraged to ensure a continuity of the applicable offices and
the survival of the CAS.
Item 90-28: Two successful projects have been effected to raise
funds for the CAS's activities. Aerogrammes were flown again in
1990 by the Snowbirds and by the pilot commander of the Russian
MIG-29, Roman Taskayev, Test Pilot, First Class, Mikoyen
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-3Designing Bureau, at the National Air Show in Ottawa on 30 June
and 1 July 1990.
A separate mailing of data about these items
was distributed in July to all current members.
Two sets of
eleven autographed aerogrammes by the Snowbirds at $50.00 per set
remain, and 15 signed ($20.00 each) and 20 unsigned ($15.00 each)
envelopes flown in the MIG-29 remain for sale. Send your orders
to Dick Malott.
Item 90-29:
On 16 September 1990, the 50th Anniversary of the
Battle of Britain was observed.
At Ottawa a special
commemorative ceremony and a fly past were held. One Hurricane
fighter, one Lancaster bomber, and nine F-18's flew two fly
pasts. Sets of the autographed envelopes are available from this
event. See Annex "D" for details.
Item 90-30:
The CAS has awarded its "Contribution to
Aerophilately Award" to Frank H. Blumenthal, editor of the AAMS's
Airpost Journal, 1971 to 1989. The presentation will be at
MIDAPHIL Kansas City, Missouri, 26-28 October 1990, hopefully by
Nelson Bentley or by the President of the AAMS, Robert E. Lana.
See Annex "E" for the citation's wording.
Item 90-31:
A number of CAS members are interested in and
collect programmes of Air Shows.
Member Taras Cheberick (#94),
61 Houltain Crescent, Regina, Saskatchewan, S4S 4B4, has obtained
from CFB Moose Jaw, and mailed to R. Malott, 70 copies of the
excellent 20th Anniversary Edition Magazine for the Saskatchewan
Air Show, 7 and 8 July 1990 at CFB Moose Jaw, the home of the
Canadian Forces Snowbirds. The magazine, in colour, highlights
the Snowbirds celebrating their 20th year of operation, and also
provides excellent detail on all the previous Canadian RCAF/CF
aerobatic air teams. Those wishing to receive a programme are
invited to write to Dick Malott. For each copy requested please
enclose $2.00 to cover the shipping costs from Regina to Ottawa
and the postage and packing from Ottawa to the member ordering.
Item 90-32:
Anyone wishing to exchange air show programmes as
described in Item 90-31 is invited to contact Gary Hayaski (#97),
116-10 Sunrise Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M4A 2R1.
Item 90-33: Although CAS members have not as yet produced much
reference materiel for the benefit of other airmail collectors,
others have. The CAS has purchased seven copies of a most useful
handbook by Daniel G. Rosenblat entitled "A Handbook of the Air
Mail Slogans of Canada". The handbooks are available from the
treasurer, Nelson Bentley at a cost of $13.00 Canadian each to
cover the cost of the publication, packaging, and mailing. This
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-440 page book c/w photographs, and listings of places and dates of
use, is a presentation of the Slogan Study Group of the British
North American Philatelic Society (BNAPS), whose Chairman is Mr.
Jeffery Switt. Dan Rosenblat deserves a sincere vote of thanks
for this excellent work. See a book review from the BNAPS Topics
in Annex "F".
Item 90-34: Various members are working on the preparation of a
handbook of data on Canadian air mail facility post marks, dates
of operation, location, etc. Anyone with data is requested to
contact Dick Malott in order to assist in this much needed
undertaking.
Item 90-35:
Pat Sloan has written two book reviews on recent
aerophilatelic books: The Airmails of Egypt by John Sears (Annex
"G"); and (b) Ligne Mermoz, Historie Aerophilatelique: Latecoere,
aeropostale, Air France: 1918-1940 by Gerard Collott and Alain
Cornu (Annex "H").
Item 90-36: A note from Ken Sanford (#6) is reprinted as Annex
H-1 concerning a book on Canadian Semi-Official Airmails written
and produced by Paul Gladbach of Germany. Ken is the contact for
Mr. Paul Gladbach, the author. Ken's address is Kendall C.
Sanford, 4 Avenue General Guiguer, CH-1197 Prengins (Vaud),
Switzerland.
Item 90-37:
Ken Sanford, entrepreneur in aerophilatelic
publications has sent in two fine book reviews: (a) Luchtvaart en
Luchtpost Encyclopedie, Deel 1 (Airline & Airmail Encyclopedia,
Vol I, by J. L. C. M. T. Schroots and the Flying Dutchman
Aerophilatelic Society (Annex "I"), and (b) Ligne Mermoz (see
item 90-35). This is a second review of this book, now by Ken
Sanford (Annex "J");
Item 90-38:
Another publication on a specifically Canadian
aviation subject is A History of Airlines in Canada, by John
Blatherwick, Unitrade Press, 263 pages, costing $34. 95. Peter
Ward, the reviewer in the Ottawa Citizen, 14 January 1990 states:
"Aviation buffs will delight in A History of Airlines in Canada,
a complete encyclopedia of all the airlines ever formed here,
with notes and pictures on the aircraft they fly or flew.
Individual aircraft in each airline's fleet are listed with their
registration numbers and origin, or previous owners".
The book
is available from local book stores.
Item 90-39:
Nelson Bentley, our treasurer, has prepared his
financial report as of 1 October 1990.
Our present financial
position indicates the CAS has a balance of $1, 974. 17. For
complete details please refer to Annex "K".

-5-Item 90-40:
Mr. Ernie E. Pierpart (#118), of #103-321 Siesel
Lane, Trail, B.C., V1R 4N5 has to dispose of a collection of
Canadian pioneer, semi-official and government air mail flight
covers due to ill-health.
There are 455 covers in his
collection valued at $1, 850. 00.
Anyone interested in this
Ernie
collection is requested to please contact him directly.
plans to remain a member of the CAS although he is disposing of
his collection.
Item 90-41: Anyone wishing to make an application for selection
to enter PHILANIPPON'91 must do so to R. K. Malott, 16 Harwick
Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1 by 15 November 1990 as
applications must be received by the PHILLANIPPON'91 selection
committee by 30 November 1990. So far 22 entries have been
received, six of which are air mail entries.
Item 90-42:
The RPSC Board Secretary and International Liaison
Officer, Harry Sutherland, who has the authorization of the RPSC
Board of Directors to appoint the RPSC representatives to the
nine FIP Commissions and also the RPSC Commissioners to the
philatelic exhibitions of the Federation Internationale de
Philatelie (FIP), has made the following appointments for the FIP
Commission for Aerophilately:
a)

Murray Heifitz (#14) of Islington, Ontario as the RPSC's
representative to the FIP Commission for Aerophilately,
including Astrophilately;

b)

Dick Malott (#2) of Nepean, Ontario as the alternate
representative; and

c)

Harry Sutherland (not a CAS member) as the second alternate.

For the benefit of CAS members, the RPSC is the only national
organization entitled to represent Canadian philately and
philatelists, including aerophilately and astrophilately, on FIP
matters.
The CAS is not entitled to do so any more than the
AAMS can in the USA.
The American Philatelic Society (APS) is
the USA national authority with the FIP.
The CAS is a chapter of the RPSC (#187), a chapter in the AAMS
(no numbers are allocated for AAMS chapters for some unknown
reason), an affiliate of the APS No.189, an Aerophilatelic
Federation of the Americas (AFA) Member Club, and a member of the
Federation Internationale des Societe's Aerophilateliques (FISA).
These various associations open many doors of opportunity for CAS
members to gain aerophilatelic knowledge.
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-6Item 90-43:
There are several aerophilatelic publications
available, usually by membership in the applicable organization,
such as The Canadian Aerophilatelist of the Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society. The premier publication is The Airpost
Journal of the American Air Mail Society edited by James W.
Graue, East 11911 Connor Road, Valleyford, Washington, USA 99036.
Membership in the AAMS ($15.00 US a year) entitles you to a
monthly copy of this excellent publication, developed and
nurtured to maturity for a period of 18 years by Frank H.
Blumenthal, now editor emeritus. Obtaining The Airpost Journal
is worth the membership fee alone, notwithstanding all the other
benefits received from membership in the AAMS.
Item 90-44:
Without doubt one of the leading voices of reason,
common sense, and love of aerophilately and astrophilately is
that of Alexander S. Newall, F. R. P. S. L. Honourable Editor, The
FISA Bulletin, c/o 338 City Road, London, EC1V 2PX, UK. Alex's
dissertations on aerophilatelic judging and his constant battles
with those fearful of direct confrontation on the philosophies of
aerophilatelic judging should be on every aerophilatelists
reading list. I commend to you the data in Annex "L", a
reproduction of "An Airmail Collectors Thoughts on the Evaluation
of an Aerophilatelic Exhibit or An Aerophilatelist's Guide to
FIP" by Alexander S. Newall, F.R.P.S.L., 338 City Road, London,
EC1V 2PX, UK. Subscriptions to the FISA Bulletin may be made
through the Secretary, CAS, Ritch Toop, P.O. Box 9026, Alta Vista
Post Office, Ottawa, Ontario K1G 3T8. At present the fee for
the publication issued three or four times a year, including
postage is $10.00 Canadian. The required number of copies of The
Bulletin is received by the secretary and then mailed directly to
those ordering the publication. You will not be disappointed if
you subscribe.
Item 90-45:
Alexander S. Newall, F. R. P. S. L. has written a 310
page hardback book entitled Airmail Stamps Fakes and Forgeries.
It shows airmail stamps of seventy-one countries with 209
multicolour pages, 769 true colour stamp and cover photographs,
and 250 black and white illustrations.
The price is £35, or
DM100, or $60.00 US, or $70.00 Canadian, or F Fr 350.
FISA
members enjoy a 20% discount and free delivery.
This is an
essential reference book for any serious-minded aerophilatelist.
Any member of the CAS is a FISA member and may order direct from
the author who has spent years working on this subject for the
benefit of all aerophilatelists.
The address is Alexander S.
Newall, F.R.P.S.L., 338 City Road, London, England,
EC1V 2PX,
UK.
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-7Item 90-46: Included with this aerophilatelic newsletter will be
an assortment of data on the Canadian War Museum, the National
Aviation Museum, the Canadian Museum of Civilization and
associated groups that provide the postage for this mailing.
Item 90-47:
The Honourable Marcel Masse, Minister of
Communications Canada, has appointed 11 noted Canadian retired
military officers, historians and bureaucrats to a Military
Museum Task Force to investigate and report on the condition,
needs and recommendations for development of the CWM and other
military museums in Canada (41 are under the control of the
Department of National Defence). It is hoped that the CWM will
be granted its independence from the Canadian Museum of
Civilization (CMC) and that a new museum building perhaps at the
previous CFB Rockcliffe, in the area of the National Aviation
Museum (NAM) will be authorized. In addition a substantial
increase in staff and funding will be necessary. The CWM exists
to remind Canadians and visitors to Canada of the sacrifices
made by millions of Canadians for peace, security and freedom in
Canada and throughout the world during times of war and of peace.
Unfortunately for most Canadians the phrase repeated on 11
November of each year for Remembrance Day means very little"Lest We Forget, Lest We Forget".
Most have forgotten the
sacrifices made or they choose not to remember. This is why the
CWM is now struggling for financial independence so that more
will remember the sacrifices not only for just one day - 11
November, but for the 365 days of each year.
Items 90-48:
During the month of October 1990 Mr. Cimon Morin,
Chief, National Postal Archives, will make an announcement
concerning the donation of the R. K. Malott Aerophilatelic
Research Papers to the National Postal Archives. Research
papers, documents, photographs, correspondence and some
philatelic materiel, an accumulation of 40 years work and
collecting, have been given to the National Postal Archives. An
experienced archivist and two assistants spent six months sorting
and listing the materiel. Data on the use of the aerophilatelic
materiel from 1950 to 1990 will be released at a later date.
Access to correspondence concerning the RPSC, CAS and FIP has
been frozen for 25 years as a precaution against misuse and
misunderstanding. It is hoped that the aerophilatelic data
provided in 63 archival boxes will prove useful to future
Canadian aerophilatelic researchers, collectors and journalists.
Perhaps other researchers and specialists in other areas of
philately will consider donating their philatelic records to the
National Postal Archives.
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Item 90-49:

Future FIP Exhibitions are as follows:

YEAR NAME

CITY

DATE

1991 PHILANIPPON

Tokyo (FIP Congress)

16-24 Nov/91

S. C. Koh

1992 CANADA' 92 (youth)
Granada' 92
OLYMPHILEX
GENOVA' 92
(thematic)
URUGUAY' 92

Montreal
Granada
Barcelona
Genova

21-29 Mar/92
17-20 Apr/92
August/92
18-27 Sep/92

F. B. Sellers
E. 0. Butlini
Th. Dahinden
J. Woolf

Monti video

12-21 Oct/92

E. 0. Buttini

1993 POLSKA' 93

Poznan (tentative)

1994 BULGARIA' 94
(youth)

(tentative)

1995 EXPO' 95

Budapest (tentative)

1996 GREECE' 96
CANADA' 96
(CAPEX' 96?)

Athens (tentative)
Toronto (dates to be announced)

1997 NORWEX' 97
PACIFIC' 97

Oslo
San Francisco

1988 ISRAEL' 98
PRAGA' 98
PORTUGAL' 98

(tentative)
Prague (tentative)
(tentative)

1999 FRANCE' 99

Paris (tentative)

2000 UNITED KINGDOM
WIPA 2000

London (tentative)
Vienna (tentative)

FIP COORDINATOR

10-20 April/97
29 May-8 June/97

/9

-9-Those interested in developing their collections for any of these
international exhibits should start now by gaining a vermeil
award or better nationally.
Item 90-50:
The CAS pewter pins are still available at $5.00
Canadian from the V/Pres CAS.
Item 90-51:
Members who are notified that it is time to pay
their CAS membership dues of $10.00 Canadian per year, are
requested to reply promptly to our Secretary, Ritch Toop.
Item 90-52: Short articles and aerophilatelic news are solicited
from the CAS membership for future use in The Canadian
Aerophilatelist. Please do your part to share your news with
your fellow aerophilatelists.
Item 90-53:
The Canadian Aerophilatelist has received the
International Standard Serial Number (ISSN)
ISSN 1181-9766 by
the National Library of Canada. Our publication is now recorded
in Ottawa and Paris as a world serial publication.

(R.K. Malott)
FRPSC
V/Pres CAS
Editor, The Canadian Aerophilatelist
Appendices A to L
& Enclosures (several)

ANNEX "D"

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists

everywhere
Please address reply to

1 October 1990

Fiftieth Anniversary Flights for
Battle of Britain

The 50th Anniversary of the famous Battle of Britain was
commemorated in Ottawa, Ontario on Sunday 15 September 1990 by an
In Memoriam Battle of Britain Parade and Commemorative Service at
the Commonwealth Air Force Memorial in Ottawa across from the
Ottawa City Hall.
The parade commander was Lieutenant Colonel S.A. Browarski, CD,
Commanding Officer 412 Transport Squadron, CFB Ottawa (S),
(Uplands). The Reviewing Officer was His Excellency The Right
Honourable Ramon John Hynatyshyn, PC, CC, CMM, CD, QC, Governor
General of Canada and Commander-in-Chief. In attendance was
Lieutenant - General F. R. Sutherland, CMM, CD, Commander of Air
Command Winnipeg, Manitoba and Air Vice Marshal G.F. Ockenden,
DFC, CD, Ret'd, National President of the Royal Canadian Air
Force Association.
The parade of 500 personnel was composed of armed forces
personnel of the Canadian Air Force, veterans of the RCAF/CF who
were members of the RCAF Association, Canadian Air Cadets, the
Central Band of the Canadian Forces and the Air Command Piper and
Drums of CFB Ottawa.
A perfect sunny and warm late summer
afternoon greeted the 500 on parade and the 300 to 400 invited
guests and on-lookers.
The coordinator from Air Command Headquarters, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Captain Don Pearson, CD, kindly arranged for the
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) to have a number of
envelopes flown on the participating aircrafts -- two aircraft
from the prestigious Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum at Mount
Hope, Ontario - the Mynarski AVRO Lancaster Bomber C-GVRA and the
Hawker Hurricane IIB YOA, - and nine F-18 Hornet jet fighters
from No. 425. "Alouette" Squadron from Canadian Forces
Bagotville, Quebec. A Spitfire scheduled to fly in the flypast
was grounded due to a propeller problem.
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-2The CAS arranged to have 120 envelopes flown on 16 September 1990
and autographed by the applicable pilots. The envelopes were
cancelled at the Postal Museum in Ottawa on 15 September 1990,
and sent to the applicable airfields for the aircraft flying in
the two flypasts - one at the beginning of the commemorative
service, and one at the end of the service when the CF-18 flight
of 9 aircraft broke off into the missing man formation. The
parade, service and flypasts were very moving. A special 34 page
programme in Memoriam Programme was published for the occasion.
All the flown envelopes have a combination of stamps on them to
equal .390 each including examples of Bob Bradford's beautiful
aircraft stamps of .170 or .350 value. The flown covers are as
follows:
a)

60 flown covers in Hawker Hurricane IIB Y.O.A. piloted
by "Rick" R.J. Franks with the cachet in black:
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY FLIGHT
BATTLE OF BRITAIN
HAMILTON-OTTAWA
16 SEPTEMBER 1990
CANADIAN WARPLANE HERITAGE MUSEUM
HAWKER HURRICANE IIB Y.O.A.
PILOT: "RICK" R. J. FRANKS

Sixty covers were flown in the Hawker Hurricane since the thirty
covers destined for the Spitfire were not flown in the
unserviceable Spitfire. As a matter of fact the Hawker Hurricane
played a bigger part than the Spitfire in the Battle of Britain:
b)

30 flown covers in the Mynarski AVRO Lancaster C-GVRA
piloted by Stewart Breckenden with co-pilot Bert
Smalley with the cachet in black:
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY FLIGHT
BATTLE OF BRITAIN
HAMILTON-OTTAWA
16 SEPTEMBER 1990
CANADIAN WARPLANE HERITAGE MUSEUM
AVRO LANCASTER C-GVRA
PILOT: STEWART BRECKENDEN
CO-PILOT: BERT SMALLEY

Some of the envelopes were also autographed by crew-chief Norm
Etheridge and engineer Greg Hannah. This Lancaster has been
restored in the registration number of the Lancaster inwhich
Warrant Officer (later Pilot Officer) Andrew Mynarski won his
Victorial Cross for valour.
/3
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c)

30 flown covers in the F-18 Hornet No. 188727 flown by
Lieutenant Colonel Keith Coulter, Commanding Officer,
425 "Alouette" Squadron, Canadian Forces Base

Bagotville, Quebec with the cachet in black:
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY FLIGHT
BATTLE OF BRITAIN
BAGOTVILLE-OTTAWA
16 SEPTEMBER 1990
F-18 HORNET NO. 188727
PILOT: LCOL KEITH COULTER
CO 425 "ALOUETTE" SQUADRON
CFB BAGOTVILLE, QUEBEC
The CAS is pleased to offer a set of three autographed and
cacheted envelopes, c/w an In Memoriam souvenir booklet for
$20.00 Canadian. Funds obtained from the sale of these flown
envelopes will cover the preparation costs and also provide funds
for the purchase of CAS award plaques.
Individual flown Hawker Hurricane covers c/w a souvenir booklet
are available at $6.00 per set. Order and payments should be
made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society and addressed
to Major R.K. Malott, Ret'd, V/Pres CAS, 16 Harwick Crescent,
Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1, Canada.

(R.K. Malott)
Vice President
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
RK/j rb
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More Sketches of BNAPSers
by Dr. R.V.C. Carr
SKETCH No. 235
Jeffrey Switt
I quote - Joined SNAPS in 1970 while in the
Army in Germany. Someone named Carr was
President of the Society, but I joined anyway.
We have comedians all over! He claims that he
spent all of his last Army paycheck on a refrigerator and all of the books that SNAPS had to
offer at that time.
Jeff did not say where he was born but that
he had been a Texan for over 20 years. He
graduated from the University of Texas with
both a BBA and BFA. He was a partner in an
advertising agency but lately started his own
company. He and his wife of 20 years, Susan,
have two sons and live in Fort Worth.
Jeff is chairman of our Slogan Cancel Study
Group. His interest has always been postmarks
including Mail Order cancels of the Victoria era
along with Queen Victoria memorabilia. In
addition there are many small items that form
Back-of-the-book collections.
He has been very active in the Prairie Bea-

vers and is a charter member. He has made 9
of the last 10 BNAPS conventions and is publicity - printing committee chair for BNAPEX 90
in Galveston.

Literature Reviews
BNA Philately in Print
by Vic Willson
Most books reviewed are available from the BNAPS Book Department or from
TOPICS' advertisers who carry large selections of literature, such as Jim A. Hennok
Ltd., Saskatoon Stamp Centre and George S. Wegg Ltd.
A HANDBOOK OF THE AIRMAIL SLOGANS
OF CANADA: D. G. Rosenblatt; available from
Jeff Switt, Chairman of the Slogan Study
Group, BNAPS, 3962 Belford Ave., Ft. Worth
TX 76103; 1990. Soft cover, 4Opp, $10 postpaid.
The Slogan Study Group has published on
its own its first monograph. This useful work
lists all known airmail slogan cancels types (24),
dies (111), dates of use or earliest and latest
known usages, and relevant information. I did
not count, but it appears that all dies are illus-

crated, and the copying is good. Only a couple
of covers are illustrated, in the interest of saving
space. The organization is chronological. My
only quibble with the whole work is that a reference list of previous articles would have been,
while not crucial, helpful.
This reference work is helpful, straightforward,
and usable. All proceeds will support the study
group. The group, and especially Dan Rosenblatt and Jett Switt, are to be congratulated for
their energy in increasing the available BNA
reference list.
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BOOE REVIEW
E.P. SLOAN
THE AIRMAILS OF EGYPT.By John Sears.Published by the Author.
496 Uxbridge Road. Pinner. Middlesex.
HA5 4SL. England.r21, 183 Pp large format
12"x9".hardcover
The author of this book. John Sears. is Chairman of the
Egypt Study Circle. London. He has used the resources of the
Egypt Study Group and the assistance of its members to produce a
comprehensive history of Egypt's unique role in the development
of international air mail services.
Egypt has always occupied an important position as the
geographical crossroads of international trade between Europe.
Africa. and Asia. In the early years of airline development and
expansion Egypt served as the principal staging point between
Europe and Africa. and between Europe and the Middle East. the
Far East. and Australia. In this book the author has brought
together the complete story of Egypt's contribution to world
airmail history.
The first part of the book is a chronological review
of aviation and airmail events from the Heliopolis Air Meeting of
1910 and the flights of Marc Pourpe in 1914 to the post WWII
explosion of airline traffic. Sections are devoted to Pioneer and
Survey Flights. the Emergency Air Mail of 1919.the Cairo Baghdad service. and the Zeppelin flight of 1931. A large section
reviews the commercial flights by Imperial Airways. ELM. Ala
Litto•ia and others. This section also provides information on
postal rates. postal markings. routes and schedules. as well as
important first flights and changes in schedules and services.
The aerophilatelist will find this review a tremendous source of
detailed information which has previously not been readily
available.
The second part of the book includes a detailed study
of the Airmail Stamps of Egypt including design. printing.
varieties. overprints. and watermarks. Sections are also devoted
to the Airgraph service started in 1941 and the Airgraph forms
used in this service and to the Air Letters or Aerogrammes introduced in 1944. Finally there is a section which reviews the
cachets. (AV2 & OAT). cancellations. airport cancels.labels . and
vignettes used in Egypt on airmail letters.
This book will make a valuable addition to
any
aerophilatelic library. It is very well illustrated and contains
highly specialized information on every aspect of Egypt's airmail
history. It represents what appears to be a recent development in
philatelic publishing - the specialized handbook covering in
great detail a particular area of interest or study- in this case
the Airmails of Egypt. Highly recommended. This book is also
available from Peter P. Feltus. P.O. BOX 5339. Berkely. Ca. 94705
USA. for $35. US.

ANNEX "H"
BOOK REVIEW
15 Aug 1990

E. P. SLOAN

LIGNE MERMOZ, Histoire Aerophilatelique;Latecoere,Aeropostale,
Air France - 1918 - 1940. By Gerard Collot and Alain Cornu.
Published by Editions Sinais, 7 Rue de Chateaudun, 75009, Paris.
320 Pp hardcover.Large Format 12"x9". 420 FF plus 55 FF Postage.

This is a remarkable book. The authors, both aerophilatelists, spent over five years searching archives, interviewing
principals or their surviving relatives, and corresponding with
collectors all over the world, to gather material. The result is
an outstanding compendium of data information, anecdotes, and
historical facts about one of the world's great pioneer airlines.
The text is profusely illustrated with photographs, maps, and
reproductions of airmail covers and cachets.
The book is organized chronologically with one chapter for
each year from 1918, when Pierre George Latecoe•e created the
line, to 1940 when all operations ceased because of the fall of
France. Each chapter starts with a narrative review of the important events of the year in the development and operation of the
line. This is followed by a detailed listing of the first flights
and those flights which were interrupted by accident. A total of
400 accidents or incidents which resulted in mail delays are
listed and the authors suggest there were many more which were
not documented or did not meet their criteria for listing. A
total of 770 airmail covers are listed of which 180 are illustrated. A pricing supplement provides a guide to the value of all
covers listed.
The appendices to the book are a storehouse of technical
information on the aircraft and ships which were used by the
airline. Each type of plane is pictured and a list of each type
with their registration numbers and a brief indication of their
service and final disposition is given. Technical details of the
aircraft and motors are provided. Other appendices list the
individual ship crossings with mail between 1928 and 1931 and the
Transatlantic flights made by the pilots and crews of the line
between 1930 and 1940. Finally there is an extensive bibliography
of research sources.
For the aerophilatelist who is interested in the early
history of Transatlantic airmail service, or the development of
airmail services in Europe, Africa, or South America this book
will be a basic reference. For the aviation historian it provides
a detailed record of one airline's struggle to establish and
maintain reliable airmail services during a period of rapid
expansion and development.
The book is written in French, but, except for the narrative
sections of each chapter, it is easily read and understood by

those with very limited French. Most of the aerophilatelic and
technical information is contained in lists and tables which
should not present any problems.

ANNEX "I"

"LUCHTVAART EN LUCHTPOST ENCYCLOPEDIE, DEEL 1" ("AIRLINE &
AIRMAIL ENCYCLOPEDIA. VOLUME 1"), by J.L.C.M. TSchroots &
H.H.C.
TSchroots-BOer.
Published
by
De
Nederlandse
Vereniging van Aero-Philatelisten "De Vliegende Hollander"
(The "Flying Dutchman" Aerophilatelic Society), 1990. ISBN
90 900 35 91-5. 768 pp., hard cover. Dutch guilders 62.50
(approximately (--435.50) plus postage (approximately 20
guilders i; $11.40 by surface to the USA & Canada). Payment
must
be by international money order or draft on a Dutch
bank to avoid bank charges.
REVIEWED BY ENDALL C. SANFORD
This encyclopedia on Dutch airmails has been ten years in
production by the authors. The forward by Mr. W.P. Heere,
President of the Flying Dutchman Society, explains that it
took ten years to complete. It was difficult to glean all
the information from various archives, including the Dutch
Postal Administration (PTT) archives. Much research was
done, which was difficult. as all the various PTT
departments have their own archives.
A lot of the
information was also obtained from the archives of KLM Royal
Dutch Airlines and the Aviodom Museum at Amsterdam Airport.
He points out that the book will not only be of interest to
the aerophilatelist, but also to those interested in air
history, Dutch history, economics, etc.
The Introduction by the
husband and wife team, who worked
long and hard to produce this book, explains that it covers
the period from 1920, when Dutch airmail service began,
until 1935. It is expected that volume. which is at least
two years away, will cover the period from 1936 onward. The
main purpose of this book is to give the complete
international airmail rates from Holland. This is done by
numerous tables which give the rates by country for each
year. The various parts of the tables are coded to coincide
wih the text, thus making it easy to follow.
But this encyclopedia is just that--an encyclopedia, as it
gives much more information on the airmail service than just
rates. The authors describe the airmail conferences between
various countries, which established the airmail services as
well as the rates. The original airmail contract between the
Dutch PTT and the international Dutch airline KLM is
included, as well as complete explanations on how the Dutch
airmail service was established, and how it operated. There
is also a brief explanation of the International Air Traffic
Association (IATA), which later became the International Air
Transport Association.
Dr. A. Plesman, the first president
of KLM, was one of the founders of IATA.
Interspersed

among

the

text

are

many historic and

ANNEX "I" (2)

interesting photos of the early aircraft used for the
airmail service, advertising posters, baggage labels, and
historic documents and letters related to the early Dutch
airmail service. Many of these items are from the authors'
extensive collection. There are excellent maps of the
airmail routes, from the Dutch Post Office (PTT) archives.
These have numbers added, which are keyed into the rate
tables, thus making it easier to calculate a rate between
two points. There are sections describing the various
airmail developments, such as the European routes, South
America, the USA, the Catapult airmail services, and the
important Dutch route to the Dutch East Indies (now
Indonesia). The dates are given for each Catapult flight,
and the name of the ships they were catapulted from.
Separate tables give the airmail rates for the Zeppelin
services, as there were different rates for mail carried on
the airships. Also of interest is a brief chronology of the
important balloon flights carrying mail, and the Paris
balloon flights that either landed in Holland or from which
mail is known to Holland. There is a section on the early
air meets in Holland, and some of the souvenir cards,
posters & covers are shown.
An interesting item shown is a airmail cover from the Dutch
Embassy in Brussels to the Dutch Foreign Ministry, which is
the earliest known international airmail cover to Holland.
The authors found the cover in the Foreign Ministry archives
when doin ❑
research for the book. This cover is now in the
PTT Museum in the Hague. The authors have spent many
thousands of hours doing research for the book, much of it
in twenty three different government and airline archives.
They have made over five million photocopies from those
archives. Over one hundred people have contributed material
for the book.
For each year, starting in 1920, there is a description of
the major airmail developments for that year, followed by
the airmail rate tables. Some of the airline timetables are
also reproduced. Very useful is a large plastic bookmark, on
which the basic surface and sea mail rates ae given. As the
airmail rates were always in addition to the surface and sea
mail rates, one can use this bookmark, along with the
airmail rate tables to calculate a rate for a given route or
cover.
The encyclopedia is a tremendous work and will be a valuable
reference
tor
all
just Dutch
aerophilatelists,
not
aerophilatelists. To assist the English speaking users of
the book, there is a translation of 217 words and phrases.
The layout is good and the text is easy to read. It was
produced by a personal computer and the pages were printed
offset. The
on a laser printer, which
then photo
were
printing quality is quite good. Only 2,000 copies were
printed, and nearly 750 have been sold already. This
encyclopedia will be sold out very quickly, and I highly
recommend it.

ANNEX "J"

BOOK REVIEW
"LIGNE MERMOZ - HISTOIRE AEROPHILATELIQUE LATECOERE, AEROPOSTALE,
AIR FRANCE 1918 - 1940/The Mermoz Line - Aerophilatelic History
of Latecoere, Aeropostale & Air France 1918 - 1940", by Gerard
Collot & Alain Cornu. Published by Editions Bertrand Sinais,
Paris, 1990. 316 pp. Hard cover. 420 French francs (approximately
US$80.00) (+ 55 francs for registered mail or air mail)
REVIEWED Bsi

KENDALL C. SANFORD

This book is an aerophilatelist's delight. It has everything one
would want in an aerophilatelic book. There is a brief history of

the Latecoere Airline, which started in 1913 between Toulouse,
France and Spain. In 1919 it expanded the service to Morrocco.
There is a complete listing of all the first flights and
accidents, which there were plenty of, giving the aircraft type,
pilots names, routing and a brief description of the event. There

are excellent maps, full color reproductions of the advertising
posters & literature, photos of the pilots and aircraft, some
after they crashed. Also, many of the flown covers ae shown.
In 1923, the line was extended to Dakar, Senegal on the West
African coast. In January 1925, a survey flight was made to South
America, going to Rio de Janeiro, Montevideo and Buenos Aires.
Quite a number of mishaps and crashes occurred and there are
photos of many of the flown covers and crashed aircraft. All the
significant flights and crashes are listed. Of course the famous
pilots Jean Mermoz and Antoine Saint Exupery were two of the
Latecoere pilots and there are some good photos of both of them.
In 1928, the airline was renamed Aeropostale, and it operated
regular trans-Atlantic air mail services until 1934, when it
became Air France.
Besides the listings of the significant flights and crashes until
1940, there are a number of useful annexes. There is a photo and
description of each aircraft type operated on the line, including
their registration numbers. Fourteen different types of land
planes were operated, as well as six types of flying boats. No
wonder there were so many crashes !!! The next annex contains
brief descriptions of each of the ships which supported the
flights across the South Atlantic. There is an annex showing the
South Atlantic schedules for the period 1928-1931, and another
one giving the schedules for 1030-1940. These are very useful
when identifying covers.
Finally, there is a list of people who assisted the authors with
information for the book, and there is a bibliography and a table
of contents. The book is in French, but for someone who doesn't
speak French, it will be easy to follow with the assistance of a
French dictionary. A separate pricing guide for covers is
provided. This is the first time anyone has ever done a complete
listing of the French line covers with prices. The book is very
well done, and in spite of its price, is worth every centime.
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An Air Mail Collector's thoughts on the
Evaluation of an Aerophilatelic Exhibit.
(or an aerophilatelist's guide to FIP.)
The biggest contribution to the creation of a comprehensive system of evaluation of
any philatelic effort has been made by the International Philatelic Federation (FIP).
A number of individuals and even philatelic organizations have gone into print with a
wholesale critisism of the system.
There is, no doubt, much room for improvement.
There are individuals who usurp the right of interpreting without having a vestige of
ability to do so.
There exists however, I repeat, only one comprehensive system of evaluation of a
philatelic exhibit : that of the International Philatelic Federation.
All well-meaning philatelists, interested in the creation and maintenance of a truly
international basis of their hobby, can and should offer their opinions.
The last issue of FIP's own publication "Flash"' does actually invite positive
suggestions.
It ill becomes an American National Judge and his Crocodile Dundee friends to
dismiss a considered, mature and voluntary effort of a number of accomplished
philatelists, as nonsense.
What follows is meant as a reaffirmation of the work already done and as a basis for
discussion of, what we believe to be, necessary changes. It is meant to apply, in the
first place to Aerophilately.
FIP has produced a set of Regulations which endeavour to cover every kind and level
of philatelic endeavour.
These comprise:
General Regulations for Exhibitions
GREX
General Regulations for Evaluation
GREV
Special Regulations for Evaluation SREV
and Guidelines.
The various sets of Regulations take precedence over Guidelines which, submitted
by individual Commissions, are meant to contain practical hints to collectors within a
particular philatelic discipline.
GREX are meant, in the first place, for the organizers of an Exhibition. They are only
of marginal interest to a collector and exhibitor.
GREV refer to an evaluation of any philatelic effort.
SREV instruct collectors within a specific philatelic discipline.
The Regulations supply a set of criteria on which an evaluation is to be based as
well as a point system to quantify the degree to which the requirements of those
criteria are met.
Leaving, for the moment, the point system aside let us concentrate on the criteria as
applied to an aerophilatelic exhibit.
These are:

TREATMENT and IMPORTANCE.
KNOWLEDGE and RESEARCH.
CONDITION and RARITY.
PRESENTATION.

Before trying to interpret the above, it is essential that we define the subject to
which they are meant to be applied.
Thus:
AEROPHILATELY REPRESENTS A STUDY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF AIRMAIL

SERVICES AND COLLECTION OF DOCUMENTS PERTINENT TO THE ILLUSTRATION
OF SUCH DEVELOPMENT.
ADHESIVES ISSUED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE USE ON AIR MAIL, FORM AN

INTRINSIC PART OF SUCH DOCUMENTATION.

1.

TREATMENT of an Aerophilatelic Exhibit :
The evaluation of treatment depends to a large degree on the exhibitor having
understood the rules and on his willingness and capacity to follow them.
a.

Introductory Statement.
HP Regulations require every exhibit to have an 'Introductory
Statement'. This, according to SREV should contain :
'A clearly laid out plan or concept of the Exhibit'
Such a requirement is obviously not satisfied by terse titles like "Early
South African Airmails" or "Zeppelin" or "Swiss Pioneers". An
Exhibitor is expected to state what field he is trying to cover and by
what means he proposes to do so, possibly drawing attention to some
important items. He is further expected to enlarge on the significance
of his particular theme.
Any responsible judge will spend some time on studying this page, if
only to see how far the Exhibitor has fulfilled his promise. A well laid
out and followed introductory page is the first step to a higher award.

b.

Completeness.
As an aerophilatelist is supposed to illustrate a development, it is
necessary that he covers every important aspect of it within the scope
of his theme. Should however a particular document be unattainable it
is better to mention it or illustrate the event in some other way than to
disregard its existence. This will not score points but, at least, it will
confirm the exhibitors knowledge of his subject.
A jury often reaches its conclusion by considering not only what is
shown but also what should be there and is not.

c.

Balance.
As in any other walk of life, so in aerophilately some events are more
significant than others.
The less important ones should be illustrated sparingly, as if
mentioned marginally, preparing the ground for the really significant.
With the frame space at a premium, a properly balanced exhibit can
increase its own scope and allow for a better coverage of the subject.

2.

IMPORTANCE of an aerophilatelic exhibit.
The FIP definition reads:
"Importance is the general significance of the subject in terms of the scope
and philatelic interest of the exhibit."
This, is unfortunately one of those 'reversible' definitions. All that remains is
to define 'general significance' as 'importance' for the circle to be complete.
Importance, emphatically, does not lie only with the significance of the
subject.
We are dealing here, at least in the opinion of this writer, with possibly the
most significant of all criteria.
Importance of an aerophilatelic exhibit depends on the significance of its
subject, its contents and on the mode of their illustration. Clearly this
criterion does not refer only to the possible importance of individual covers or
their value or only on the significance of the subject.
Every exhibit must be considered important if only in the eyes of its exhibitor.
Thus, in considering an exhibit's aerophilatelic importance, the judge will ask :
How much effort lies behind it's production?
How significant is the theme to the development of airmail services in
an area, a country, the entire world?
How significant and original is the material used?

a.

Effort.
The effort of the exhibitor lies, in the first place, in the study of his
subject (which leads to a correct choice of the material), and then in
obtaining the most suitable examples of it.
Illustration of the development of a particular aspect of airmail
services is not satisfied by an accumulation of chronologically
arranged covers.

b.

The significance of the chosen theme.
We must never forget the basic freedom of a collector to express his
personal taste, both in the material and the mode of it's display. We
must, however, remember also that, at least in an aerophilatelic
exhibit, we are trying to incorporate into our display the social and
historial aspects of the announced theme.
The development of airmail services in the USA, Britain or Germany
has a profound influence on the total of world's written
communications.
It should be obvious that it is likely to be considered more important
than the airmail services of, say, San Marino.
This may be an extreme example, but it should convey clearly this
aspect of importance of an aerophilatelic exhibit.
The development of airmail services does naturally follow that of
aviation. The first, pioneer, efforts in both are therefore of foremost
interest to an aerophilatelist. They usually refer to the first and second
decades of this century. In the scale of importance, national airmail
collections of countries with a 'pioneer period' rate higher than those
without.
Apart from airmail stamps there exist two main groups of airmail
collections :
Documents illustrating chronologically important events in the
development of national or international airmail services. (First
flights between countries or continents, first crossings of oceans
or deserts, opening flights of important routes).
Documents showing the development of a particular kind of
airmail service. (Zeppelin, Scadta, Catapult) or of a particular
aircraft used (DeHavilland, Fokker, Handley Page) or of a
particular airline (Imperial Airways, KLM, Lufthansa etc.) or of a
particular airport or landing place.
Statistically higher awards are received by the first group, the reasons
for this would well bear some investigation. Are they more important?

c.

The significance and originality of material used.
A cover carried on the first airship to cross the Atlantic is significant.
A similar cover containing a report of the airship's radio operator is
also original.
Significant are covers illustrating events which show how starting
from carrying a few, sometimes personal, letters airmail became
responsible for up to ninety percent of written communications of the
Western World.
Original are covers which illustrate the events further by adding some
pertinent details.
Two further aspects could be considered under this heading :

'Philatelic' or 'prepared' covers.
Covers prepared to be carried on a specific flight are often criticized as
being less important than those used for normal business or private
correspondence. Such generalisation is wrong.
Reverting to the definition of aerophilately we must acknowledge that
there exists a number of flights which were not scheduled to carry
normal correspondence and yet represent important steps in the
development of written aerial communications.
On occasions private letters and documents carried on such flights
represent the only existing means of illustrating such events.
"Commercial" covers should be considered as preferable to
"philatelic" ones only
as long as the former are available.

e.

The 'postal' nature of a document (cover).
We believe that Article 3.1 of FIP's Special Regulations for the
Evaluation of Aerophilatelic Exhibits (SREV), is misconceived at least
as far as the use of the word 'postal' with reference to aerophilatelic
material is concerned.
The Guidelines hardly repair the damage by replacing the exclusivity of
'postal' covers with making a majority of them mandatory. (Guidelines.
Definition 2a).
With very few exceptions it took a long time before Postal Authorities
worldwide agreed to entrust aircraft with the transport of official
mails.
The period before this took place belongs to the most important and (to
the collector) most gratifying periods of an aerophilatelic study. This
field of collecting is much too extensive to rely on creating a system of
exceptions from the announced definition.
We should also look carefully at documentation carried on important
flights and posted on arrival. The 'postal' element here is incidental,
important to an aerophilatelist only as a confirmation of the time and
place of a mail carrying aviation event.
The significance of the flight on which a cover was carried is likely to
influence its importance, the degree of its "postality" is not.

3.

KNOWLEDGE (person's range of information).
Ideally, an aerophilatelic exhibit represents a means by which the exhibitor
tries to convey the extent of his knowledge to the onlooker. This criterion
should reduce the impact of the monetary value and appease the critics of
'deep pocket' or 'dollar' collections. Unfortunately this does not always work
in practice.
Knowledge is often shared by a number of people who can afford the best
means to display it.
The displayed aerophilatelic knowledge is of two kinds.
The first of them obtains the information by gathering it straight from
a.
the available catalogues.
b.
The second delves deeper into the subject, draws also from
background sources and adds the exhibitor's own conclusions.
It must be pretty obvious which of the two the jury is likely to find more
meritorious.

4.

RESEARCH
According to FIP, we are dealing here with 'personal research'. It is supposed
to be shown in the exhibit by the way in which the facts related to the
chosen subject are developed.

Showing the development of events relating to the chosen subject represents
the very definition of any aerophilatelic exhibit. Surely 'personal research'
must ask for something more?

Research is, in the first place, an endeavour to discover facts by reasoned
scientific study.
It's results can indeed be used to display an, so far little or totally unknown
aspect of the development of the chosen subject.
Aerophilatelic research may include visiting libraries, airfields, airline offices,
interviews with pilots, postal authorities and workers.
It covers also comparing data which appeared in past publications.
Above all, it must apply strict rules of a logical argument.
It may, on occasions, advance a personal opinion of the researcher, but only
as long as it is clearly declared as such.

5.

CONDITION.
This refers to the quality of the displayed material, taking into consideration
the standard of the existing material for the chosen subject.
The standard of quality of the existing aerophilatelic material varies widely.
Some of it was carried on aircraft without any storage container or cache.
Some was carried for weeks in the pocket of the pilot.
Some, being flown in an open cabin, suffered from exposure to rain or sun.
Therefore the operative word in the above definition is:
in consideration of the existing material".
Which sentiment should apply also to mail recovered after a crash.
A perfect example of the importance of jury's knowledge and experience.

6.

RARITY and relative difficulty of acquisition.
Rarity of aerophilatelic documents could be described as a quantative
relationship between the number of them sought by collectors and the
number of them on offer.
The difficulty of acquisition naturally follows this ratio.
Whilst the exhibitor can expect that the jury will be aware of such a
distinction, he may, to be on the safe side, judiciously underline the rarity of
particular items in his display. No reference should be made to the
document's cost or monetary value.

7.

PRESENTATION
This last, and judging by the number of points it commands, least important
of the criteria, merits, all the same, careful attention. It covers clarity of the
display and the text, as well as the overall esthetic appearance of the display.
There exists an ideal balance between the amount of text and the information
it conveys, although there are no rules to quantify it. The exhibitor must
beware of copying sheaves of information from catalogues. Information
provided should be necessary and sufficient. The covers should be mounted
cleanly, they should follow, if at all possible, the same line across the frame.
No special advantage is likely to be gained by sophisticated, copper plate
write-up.
On the other hand, a judge suitably impressed by the high standard of
presentation, has at his disposal a number of ways in which he can express
his appreciation.

Alexander S. Newall F.R.P.S.L.
338 City Road, London EC1V 2PX
February 1990.
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Item 91 - 1: The last issue of The Canadian aerophilatelist was Vol. VI No. 2
dated 1 November 1990. This is the first issue for 1991. Data concerning stamp
shows in Canada and internationally are enclosed.
Item 91 - 2: The GAS elections held in December 1990 returned the previous incumbents.

Those reelected are:
W/C Pat Sloan;
a) President :
Vice/President:
Major Dick Malott;
b)
Nelson Bentley
c) Treasurer :
Major Ritch Toop
d) Secretary :
The encumbents are appointed to their indicated positions for a two year period
1 January 1991 to 31 December 1992.
Item 1 » 3s The CAS pewter pins are still available at $5.00 post paid from the
CAS Vice President:Wear a CAS pin to show that you are a Canadian aerophilatelist.
Item 91 - 4; The CAS will have a table to promote its activities at both the RPSCts

ROYALE 1 91 ROYAL at Dorval, Quebec, 5 » 7 April 1991, and at ORAPEX $91, Ottawa, Ontario, 3 . 5 May 1991„ CAS members from the respective areas, or those planning to
attend these philatelic events are asked to get in touch with the President of the
CAS to arrange some time to help look after the CASts activities.

5: ROYALE 1991 ROYAL will be held in the Dorval Community Centre, 1335 Lakeshore Drive, Dorval, Quebec, 5-6-7 April 1991, The theme of the exhibition is aerophil-,
atelic„ the 50th anniversary of the opening of Dorval airport, to commercial air traffic.
CAS members are encouraged to support this event with their attendance, particularly if
you live in the Montreal - Ottawa - Toronto area. President Pat Sloan has arranged on
the show's schedule the following programme:
a) In Room 202 of the Dorval Community Centre on Saturday 6 April 1991 from
2 pm to 3 pm the annual meeting of the CAS when reports form the CAS executive
will be given and future projects discussed.
Item 91 -

b) In the same room on Saturday 6 April 1991 a coloured slide presentation on
"Pioneer and Semi-official Flown Air Mail Covers of Canada 1848 . 1934" will be
given by Dick Malott,
Item 91 - 6:0RAPEX 1 91, Ottawa's National Stamp Show and Bourse will be held

3 4 May
1991 at the Ray Kinsella Arena, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, The theme is the commem•
oration of the 100th anniversary of the Ottawa. Philatelic Society (OPS ). The CAS will
hold a regional meeting on Sunday, 5 May 1991 in the Bytown Room, 2nd floor, West Wing
of the RA Centre, 3 pm to 4;30 pm. After the meeting a coloured slide presentation on
anaerophilatelic subject will be given by either Dick Malott or Pat Sloan. Local CAS
members are urged to attend.
Item 914, 7: The CAS is pleased to enclose for its members8 information data on two
future Postage Stamp Shows sponsored by The Canadian Stamp Dealerst Association in
TOronto.
a) 22 - 23 - 24 March 1991 The CBDA's "Toronto National at the Arts Craft Hobby
Building Exhibition Place, Toronto, Ontario;
b) 20 - 24 November 1991 The North American Stamp Expo and Philatelic Exhibition
sponsored by the ASDA and th CSDA at the Arts Craft Hobby Building Exhibition
Place, Toronto, Ontario.

8: On 18 December 1990 the Federal Ministry of Transport dedicated a plaque
to the 60th anniversary of the arrival of the R - 100 dirigeable at Saint-Hubert, Quebec. The plaque is now located at the National Aeronautical School of Saint-Hubert„
5555 Place de la Savane„ Saint-Hubert.
Item 91 .

Item 91 - 9: Bitch Toop, Secretary of the CAS reported the following membership in
in the CAS as of 7 March 1991:
137
NOTE: Also APS members
64
a) Total membership
81
Also AAMS members
69
b) Canadian members
27
c) US members
12
d) Overseas members
e) Complimentary
137
f) Total membership
g) Anyone wishing a complete listing of our members should write to the V/President
Dick Malott for a copy.
10: Nelson Bentley, Treasurer of the CAS reported the following financial
status of the CAS as of 1 March 1991:
$ 1,386 0 56
a) Cash in bank
$--1
1 149,2
Savings
account
b)
Total
amount
c)
$ 2 ,535.79
NOTE: Acomplete financial report will be included either in this volume or the next
issue, See Annex "Bp.

Item 91

-

Item 91 - 11: Murray Heifetz„ member No, 14 has sent an interesting letter concerning
the McGreely Express label sometimes found on the Klondike Airways covers prepared by
Roessler of New Jersey. The letter is attached as Annex "A",
Item 91 - 12; Any member interested in obtaining current First Flight. Covers flown by
Lufthansa, the German Air Line, between Germany and various Canadian destinations, are
invited to contact a well known German aerophilatelist Mr, Ferdi Volk, Albertusstrasse
9 - 11, D 4050 Monchengladbach 1, Germany/Allemagne. One of his latest FFC's are the ones
for the first flight of Lufthansa's DC 10 from Frankfurt to Edmonton on 1 May 1990 and
return on the same date, Flights LH 6'':4 and LH 6445, Is it not a shame that a foreign
air line can arrange interesting first flight covers to and from Canada, but our own
Canadian air lines and the Canada Post Corporation are not the least bit interested in
arranging,or allowing others to prepare and mail historic first flight covers pertaining
to Canada. There have been several new routes opened up by Air Canada and Canadian Airlines International from various cities in Canada but no FFCts could be aeranged. An
effort to obtain FFCIs on CAIts inaugural.flight earlier this year from Vancouver to
Seoul, Korea was refused by both CAT and Canada Post,
Item 91 - 13: The Editor of The Canadian Aerophilatelist„ Dick Malott, is planning to
retire from the Canadian War MUseum on 30 December 1992 when he reaches his 65th birthday. As the Chief Curator of the Collections for 17 years, and now as the Chief Special
Projects at the (MM, he has not had too much time to work on aerophilatelic matters. In
anticipation of continuing his varied interests in philately and military museums after
his retirement, he is now organizing "Malott's Aerophilatelic and Militaria Consulting
Services",
Item 91 e 14; Dick Malott's FIP Championship Class Pioneer and Semi-Official Flown Air
Mail exhibit will be officially entered into international competition for the last time
at Philanippon '91 in Tokyo, Japan, 16 - 24 November 1991. A review of this collection
has revealled the duplication of two rare pioneer covers that will be placed up for sale
as of 1 Pril 1991. Anyone interested in further detaila on these two items is invited to
contact Dick Malott at 16 Marwick : Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1. The two items are:
a) AAMC #6 4 September 1915. Windsor to Detroit. The flight to be flown,by the
Patterson brothers of the USA was cancelled due to insurance problems. Only 3
surviving postcards are known form this cancelled flight.
b) AAMC #18e 7 August 1919. Lethbridge to Vancouver via Calgary and Golden,British
ColuMbia, Only 2 covers and a few newspapers were carried a d only 1 cover is
known to have survivegfront of cover only).
RK Malott) Editor CAS

INVITATION

Le mini.stre d'Etat aux Transports, l'Honorable Jean Corbeil devoilera la plaque
commemorative du 60e anniversaire de l'arrivee du dirigeable du R-100 a Saint-Hubert.
L'evenement a ete organise en collaboration par la Societe d'Histoire de Saint-Hubert, l'Ecole
nationale d'aerotechnique de Saint-Hubert, le ministere des Transports et Me Pierrette Venne,
deputee federale du comte de Saint-Hubert.
Vous etes donc cordialement invites

a assister a cette ceremonie.

JOUR:

Mardi, 18 ddcembre 1990

HEURE:

10hres

LIEU:

Ecole nationale d'aerotechnique de Saint-Hubert
5555 Place de la Savane, Saint-Hubert

RS.V.P.:

Monique Martin
676-5385
Micheline Hebert
676-8163
(avant le 12 decembre 1990)

Dec. 4, 1990
Mr. R. Malott
16 Harwick Cres.
Nepean, Ont.
K2H 6R1

Dear Dick,
Over the past while I have had several enquiries about the McGreely
Express label sometimes found on the Klondike Airways covers prepared by
Roessler. I thought it might be interesting to tell the story of this
label in an issue of our CAS bulletin. The following exerpt is from one of
Roesslers Stamp News.
"McGreely's Express Stamp had a very short life. Seems to us that collectors
of US locals should be interested in this. The lot that we turned up consists
of about 400 stamps. When these are gone there are no more available. The
die and the stone from which they were printed were destroyed with the San
Francisco earthquake - beg pardon, we mean fire. There will never be any
reprints. The following is an abstract from a letter from Mr. S. C. Marcuse,
514 Battery St. San Francisco (reprinted from the Philatelic Gazette).
I was living in Dyea during 1908 and at that time there was no regular
mail service, the mail for Dyea being left on the wharf at Skagway, as that
was the nearest wharf for Dyea and no steamer would land at Dyea except very
small boats.
The mail would lie on the Skagway wharf until anyone who felt so disposed
would bring it over to Dyea to the post office. On account of the irregularity of the mail leaving and coming at Dyea P.O., a man named McGreely
who made daily trips to Skagway and return would mail any letter over there
and enquire for mail, and for this service he would charge 250 for each
letter coming or going.
After I became acquainted with McGreely, I suggested to him the use of
stamps and he agreed to that. If I would furnish him with stamps he would
attend to my mail without charge. Therefore I had the stamps printed in
San Francisco and they reached Dyea a few days before April 1, 1908. We
used only 100 between the date of arrival and April 1 when Mr. Clem, a Post
Office inspector, arrived there and established a daily mail service between
Dyea and Skagway. Naturally this put Mr. McGreely out of business."
I think this is a great story, Dick, and one of the many fascinating
tales one finds in studying Roessler. Best wishes to you and your family
in the coming holiday season and for the New Year.
,

'Bes

egards

rray Heif
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-2Item 91
15: The last issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist was
Vol. VII No. 1 dated 15 March 1991. This is the second issue for
1991. The last item number was item 91 - 14.
-

Item 91
16: Data on various museums and events occurring this
summer in Ottawa are enclosed for your information and retention,
including data on the Canadian War Museum (CWM), the Canadian
Museum of Civilization (CMC) that is responsible for the National
Postal Museum, the National Aviation Museum, the National Archives
of Canada (NAC) that is responsible for the National Postal
Archives, the National Gallery of Canada, the National Museum of
Natural Sciences, and the National Museum of Science and
Technology. If you are interested in museums, Ottawa/Hull is the
place to visit. If you require further data on any of these
institutions please let me know, or write directly to the museum
concerned.
-

Item 91 - 17: The minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) held at Royale 1991 Royal,
Dorval, Quebec, on Saturday 6 April 1991 are attached as Annex "A".
Item 91
18:
The financial report as of 1 June 1991 for the CAS
as submitted by Nelson Bentley, Treasurer of the CAS is attached as
Annex "B". The CAS bank balance as of 1 June 1991 is $1,237.48 and
in the regular Savings Account the balance as of 1 June 1991 is
$1,689.51.
-

Item 91
19:
A summary of membership from Ritch Toop, Secretary
of the CAS is attached as Annex "C". The membership of 142
includes 70 members who are A.A.M.S. members and 65 who are A.P.S.
members. There are 40 members who belong to both the A.A.M.S. and
the A.P.S. We have yet to compute how many are R.P.S.C. members
and how may are B.N.A.P.S. members. There are 48 members who do
not belong to either the A.A.M.S. or A.P.S. Thus there is fertile
ground for members for both the A.A.M.S. and the A.P.S. All
members are requested to check the list for any necessary
corrections, including whether you are a member of the A.A.M.S. and
A.P.S. We may not be able to show the data on the print out but we
would like to know if you are a member of the R.P.S.C. and/or the
B.N.A.P.S. Please drop a note to Ritch Toop and advise him of the
requested data.
-

Although I do not retire from the Canadian War
Item 91 - 20:
Museum (CWM) until next year, - December 1992, I have established
Malott's Aerophilatelic and Militaria Consultant Services for
future activities. I enclose for your perusal and retention my
business card and a greeting on my special stationery. If I may be
of assistance in any of these areas of activity please let me know.

-3Item 91 - 21: I have commenced writing a monthly aerophilatelic
column in the Stamp Collector newspaper from the USA, entitled
Aerophilately To-Day, as well as special articles for Canadian
Stamp News and on occasion, The APS Journal. For the Stamp
Collector and Aerophilately To-Day if you have any aerophilatelic
data that you wish publicized or a certain aerophilatelic subject
discussed please let me know. As an example my third column that
was published in the 27 July 1991 issue of the Stamp Collector is
attached as Annex "D".
Item 91 - 22:
A second letter from one of our more youthful but
very energetic members, Joseph Berkovits (CAS # 37), P.O. Box 33,
260 Adelaide Street East, Toronto, Ontario, M5A 1NO, requests
data on all of the major auctions of Canadian air mail materiel,
including pioneer, semi-official, official government flight
covers, Canadian air mail stamps and vignettes, balloon, and
crash (interrupted) covers, etc. I sent him a copy of the two
auctions relating to the Newfoundland Aerophilately collection of
the late Dr. James Matejka held by Harmers of New York, Inc.,
Part I on Tuesday, 30 October, 1979 and Part II on Tuesday, 18
March 1980. I also sent him a copy of the auction of The E.A.
Richardson Canada Airmails held by J.N. Sissons and J.H. Talman
on Wednesday, 14 November 1979. What wonderful collections these
were, lovingly collected and shared with all of us by two
aerophilatelic giants, "Doc" Matejka and "Ed" Richardson. If you
can assist Joseph send the data to him and also a copy to me.
It's time we prepared a reference list of these historic auctions
which have been occurring for sometime. Some data are available
in libraries but the CAS should compile as complete a list as
possible for reference purposes. Who will help? Who has data on
Narcisse Pelletier's collection and Ray Simrak's?
Item 91 - 23:
How fleeting is one's fame.
I have been
attempting to gain data and photographs of various deceased noted
collectors and dealers of Canadian aerophilately and
astrophilately for inclusion in the next edition (6th) of the
American Air Mail Society's Catalogue for the Newfoundland and
Canadian Sections. I have data and a photograph of James N.
Sissons, but nothing for Narcisse Pelletier of Toronto who was
instrumental in getting me interested in collecting Canadian air
mails (as well as Maurice Hewitt (CAS # 18) formerly of Aylmer,
Ontario and now living in Don Mills, Ontario). I also am seeking
data and photographs of Q.W.R. Smith, Gordon Crouch and Fred
Jarrett all who collaborated in the publication of the Air Mail
Catalogue: Canada and Newfoundland, 1929, as originally published
in Fred Jarrett's book, "1929 B.N.A. Book"; and Major Ian C.
Morgan who published in 1931,
The Specialized Catalogue of
Canadian Air Mails. Data and photographs are also sought of W.R.
Patton of Winnipeg and Bob of the Northland, from Edmonton. If
. . . /4

-4anyone has data on any of our Canadian collectors and dealers of
Canadian, Newfoundland and World aerophilately, please send me a
copy for our records.

Item 91 - 24:
The CAS pewter pins are still available at $5.00
Canadian post paid from the CAS V/President. Why not wear a pin
to indicate that you are a member of the CAS!
Item 91 - 25: If you wish to promote your hobby why not prepare
a display and enter it in local exhibitions and national shows at
which you may qualify to enter F.I.P. world philatelic
exhibitions.
News of future local, national, international and
Select
world exhibitions are published in the philatelic press.
what exhibitions you are eligible to enter and do so to promote
aerophilately and astrophilately.

A) Canada
a) 1992: 1-3 May 1992. ORAPEX '92, Ottawa, Ontario
(national level);

b)

1992: 5-7 June 1992. Royal 92 Royale, Edmonton, Alberta
(national level);

c)

1993: 30 April - 2 May 1993. Royal 1993 Royale At
ORAPEX '1993, Ottawa, Ontario (national level).

B)

International FIP Exhibitions
a) 1992; 25 - 29 March 1992. Canada '92, World
International Youth Philatelic Exhibition in
Montreal Convention Centre. Montreal, (Quebec).
Address: Canada '92,
C.P. 1992, Succursale Place d'Armes
Montreal, (Quebec), H2Y 3L9;
b)

1992:

17 - 26 April 1992.
ESPANA '92, World Philatelic
Exhibition, Granada, Spain.
Canadian Commissioner, James E. Kraemer,
17 Commanche Drive,
Nepean, Ontario, K2E 6E8;

c) 1992: 18 - 27 September 1992. GENOA '92, World Thematic
Exhibition, Genoa, Italy.
Canadian Commissioner, David Dixon,
P.O. Box 1082,
Oakville, Ontario, L6J 5E9;

d)

1992: 12 - 21 October 1992. URUGUAY '92, World
Philatelic Exhibition, Montevido,Uruguay.
Canadian Commissioner, Andrew Cronin,
P.O. Box 5722, Station F,
Toronto, Ontario, M5W 1P2;
/5

-5e) 1993:

7 - 16 May 1993.
POLSKA '93, World Philatelic
Exhibition, Poznan, Poland. Canadian Commissioner,
Peter Madej, 25 Stockbridge Avenue, Toronto,
Ontario, M8Z 4M6;

f) 1993:

1 - 10 October 1993.
BANGKOK '93, World Stamp
Exhibition, Bangkok, Thailand. Canadian
Commissioner, William Simpson, 20 First Street,
Chatham, Ontario, N7M 2P8.

If you are eligible to enter any of these exhibitions you should
contact the applicable commissioners immediately if you are
interested in exhibiting. The cut-off date for applications could
be passed for some of the earlier scheduled exhibitions.
Item 91 - 26: Concerning philatelic exhibitions in Canada and the
USA, CAS members are urged to set up a booth to promote the CAS and
aerophilately/astrophilately.
Please contact our President, Pat
Sloan, to coordinate activities at these local stamp shows.
In
particular assistance is needed for CANADA '92 at Montreal from
25 - 29 March 1992.

Item 91 - 27: The recipient of the CAS plaque for recognition of
achievement at Royale 91 Royal at Dorval, Quebec was Bill Bartlett
(CAS # 32) of Saanichton, B.C., for his excellent exhibition of
"SCADTA", The Development of Colombian Air Mail.
Item 91 - 28: Three aerophilatelic entries in Espamer '91 won the
following prizes:
a)

Pioneer & Semi-Official Flown Air Mail, 1853-1934.
Gold
R.K. Malott

b)

Canadian Crash (Interrupted) Covers, 1919 to 1974.
Large Vermeil
R.K. Malott

c)

South Atlantic Flights.
Large Vermeil
Pat Sloan

These three exhibits are also scheduled to be sent to PHILANIPPON
'91, 14 to 26 November 1991 along with 11 other Canadian entries.
Item 91 - 29:
If you are interested in building up your own
personal reference library on any particular
aerophilatelic/astrophilatelic subject you should be watching the
philatelic press for announcements on your favourite subject, be it
zepplins, crash covers, mint air mail stamps, or Canadian air mail
first flight covers. As an example how many sent in $10.00 to Ivy,
Shreve, Mader, Heritage Olaga, Highland Park Village, Dallas,
. /6

-6-Texas, USA, 75205 for a copy of their auction catalogue The
Alexander S. Atherton collection of air mail stamps of the world.
See Annex "E" for further details on this outstanding collection.
Item 91 - 30: At least once a month a news item appears in the
Ottawa Citizen concerning a new international route opening up from
Canada to a foreign destination either by a foreign carrier or a
Canadian carrier - Air Canada or Canadian Air Lines International.
On Saturday, 22 June 1991, the Ottawa, Citizen published an
announcement that Jes Air, the new Bulgarian Air Line would
commence its inaugural flight from Ottawa to Sofia, Bulgaria on
Sunday, 23 June 1991. Evening departures to Sofia are made every
Sunday and Wednesday. Another inaugural flight not recorded by a
first flight cover.
Item - 31: The June 1991 issue of Air International published the
following data on Canadair's Regional Jet prototype, RJ 7001/CFCRJ, on which first flight covers were apparently carried.
Further information on these flight covers is being sought by
Patrick Campbell of Pierrefonds, Quebec (CAS #1).
The Canadair Regional Jet prototype, RJ
70001/C-FCRJ, was formally rolled out at
the Canadair facility at Montreal/Dorval
airport on 6 May, less than 17 months
after first metal was cut, and only four
days later, at 0945 hrs on 10 May the
aircraft was airborne on its first flight.
Piloted by Canadair chief test pilot and
director of flight operations Doug Adkins,
the inaugural flight lasted 1 hr 25 mins
during which the aircraft reached 12,000
ft (3,658 m) and a speed of 220 knots
(253 mph, 407 km/h). A Canadair CL601
Challenger chase plane also accompanied
the flight during which the landing gear
remained extended while low speed handling
characteristics were explored in Canadair's
dedicated flight test zone, 40 miles north
of Montreal. Response to control input at
various flap settings was examined during
the flight which was also used to test
engine performance, cabin pressurization
and airspeed verification against the
calibrated chase aircraft. The flight
was terminated at Canadair's Cartierville
airport where Adkins stated that "the aircraft flies splendidly. It performed well
throughout all areas of the flight envelope

-7we explored". Later the same afternoon the
aircraft took off for a second flight which
included flying up to 35,000 ft. (10,668 m).
Item 91 - 32: To assist CAS members to develop their collections
and to help various collectors who seek assistance in disposing of
their collections, the following announcements are provided:
a)

Mr. R.J. Frascati, 686 Sudden Valley, Bellingham, Washington,
USA, 98226, had over 150 Canadian, zepplin and USA foreign
flight covers for disposal. He has recently informed me that
he has disposed of some but he still has a few left as well as
two Scott air mail albums in mint condition. If interested
please contact him.

b)

Mr. John Szlucha, 1472 East Beecker Road, Owego, New York,
USA, 13827, has a quantity of cacheted Canadian first flight
covers of the 1929 - 1930 period for disposal. If you collect
these items why not contact him for further details.

c)

Mr. Gerald Gallagher, 460 Lombardy Road, Drexel Hill,
Pennsylvania, USA, 19026-1329, has a number of interesting
items for sale:
(i)

Milestones of Flight cover Smithsonian Institute
cover #56 20th annv. of Sputnik I - - Oct. 4, 1977
mint cond. with original data insert

(ii)

M of F cover #57 65th annv. of 1st Catapult Launch - 11/12/77
mint cond. with original data insert

(iii) M of F cover #59 20th annv. of Explorer I - - Jan. 31, 1978
mint cond. with original data insert
(IV)

M of F cover #73 NC - 4 flight, with 8 May 1979 cancellation
mint condition with the original insert of data
and stiffener card.

(V)

Concorde - UK Post Office Souvenir Cover
for "First Commercial Scheduled Flight
London - Washington 24 May 1976"
20p stamp with pictorial cancellation
of the plane, above lettering, and
"Heathrow Airport, London/Hounslow, Middlesex"
. . . /8

-8-Has a 50(t piece size additional mark
of crown within a C and circular legend
"Posted at the Concorde Departure Terminal"
It is typed addressed as are all UK covers,
and has blue Air Mail sticker in the lower
right corner.
Mint cond. with original insert card.
Give Jerry Gallagher an offer on one or all these items to help
make his day. Thanks.
Item 91 - 33: CAS member No. 95, Mike Painter, 7088 Angus Drive,
Vancouver, B.C., is researching an article on the Canadian Airways
Stamps CL51 and CL52, and more particularly on the Junkers CF-AQW
depicted on the stamps. Mike is seeking specific data on the plate
positions of a few of the flaws on these stamps:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Bird in the sky (diagonal line off right wing tip);
Tree under tail (blob on hillside below tail);
Dot on cabin (small marks at the juncture of the right wing
and cabin);
Bent frame (upward bulge of inner frame above the first A in
Canadian).

Please give your fellow CAS colleague a helping hand. We will all
benefit from his research work.
Item 91 - 34: The CAS has been blessed with many friends who have
assisted us with special flight covers and signatures for our use.
The Canadian Astronaut Program, Canadian Space Agency of the
National Research Council has provided for each of our members a
set of three different decals, a brochure on the Canadian Space
Agency Astronaut Program, which includes a nice group photograph of
six Canadian astronauts c/w a short biography - Ken Money, Marc
Garneau, Steve MacLean, Bjarmi Tryggvason, Bob Thirsk, and Roberta
Bondar. A number of PIPEX '85 covers dated 7 June 1985 with a
Canadian in Space .32(r stamp were separately autographeed by four
of the six Canadian Astronauts for the CAS to raise funds for our
activities. Ken Money and Roberta Bondar who are on special
training programmes were not available to sign the covers, but
Tryggvason, Thirsk, MacLean and Garneau were. Ten CAS members have
standing orders for such signed covers and they have received their
autographed covers. Any other CAS member who wishes to place a
standing order for such items, when available, may do so. At
present these following autographed covers remain, valued at $15.00
each.

-9a)
b)
c)
d)

Steve MacLean
Brian Thrisk
Bjarmi Tryggvason
One set of 4 signatures on
$50.00.

4 each
1 each
1 each
3 envelopes valued at

If there is a requirement for more autographed astronaut covers I
will attempt to obtain them. Let me know your wishes.

Item 91 - 35: The Canadian Forces parachute team, The Sky Hawks,
celebrate their 20th year of activities in 1991. A complimentary
1991 brochure is enclosed for each CAS member. If there is a
demand I'll try to obtain some carried covers by the Sky Hawks on
one of their remaining performances. Does anyone wish such a
souvenir for $2.00?
Item 91 - 36: The Snowbirds, the 1991 team, have come through
again for the CAS.
A 1991 complimentary Snowbird brochure and
the regular decal are enclosed for each CAS member.
They also
flew and autographed a number of items for the CAS.
a)

National Capital Air Show at the Ottawa International
Airport, Saturday 29 June and Sunday 30 June, Captain
Vinnie Jandrisck, First Line Astern Position of the
Snowbirds, 431 Air Demonstration Squadron, flew 200
Snowbird postcards that were postmarked 28 June 1991 at
the Ottawa Postal Museum facility. The new Canada 1991
.40 commemorative stamp was used. It's design looks
something like a Snowbird aerial manoeuvre. If Captain
Jandrisch has time we hope to get some of the postcards
autographed by him.

b)

On Canada Day, 1 July 1991, Captain Vinnie Jandrisch
flew in his First Line Astern position carrying 200
envelopes commemorating Canada's 100th birthday.
The
40 1991 Canada Day stamp was used on a special air
mail envelope cancelled also on 28 June 1991.

c)

A set of the two flown items. if possible autographed
by Captain Jandrisch, c/w a National Capital Air Show
Programme is available from Dick Malott, V/President
CAS, for $7.00 Canadian post paid.

d)

On 6 June 1991 at the annual Saskatchewan Air Show at
CFB Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, each of the nine Snowbird
pilots, flew and autographed 18 Snowbird 1991 post
cards with a Bob Bradford .35 designed aircraft stamp
plus a .05
rabbit stamp cancelled on 6 June 1991. A
set of the nine autographed post cards and a CFB Moose
Jaw, Saskatchewan Air Show Programme are available for
$50.00.
One set was given to the Snowbirds and nine
sets were preordered and sent to CAS members.
.../10
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Twenty-five covers of each flight were presented to the
personnel of 431 Air Demonstration Squadron for the
collections of the respective members.
Item 91 - 37:
Another friend and supporter of the CAS, is my
good friend and co-worker on aviation military museum activities,
Captain Don Pearson of Air Command Headquarters, Winnipeg,
Manitoba. Don arranged for the CAS covers to be flown on the
three special aircraft on the Battle of Britain commemorative
flight, Sunday, 16 September 1990 over Ottawa, Ontario.

This time he is trying to arrange the flight of 50 envelopes on
two special aircraft
appearing at the Airshow
Canada at
Abbotsford, B.C., 7 - 11 August 1991. The two aircraft are the
US Air Force F - 117A stealth fighter (Lockheed) and the Russian
MIG - 31 on its North American debut. If flown details of the
flight including the date and pilot's name and signature will be
obtained. If possible a programme will be obtained also. Each
cover, if obtained as described will be sold for $25.00 c/w a
programme. (Note: not obtained). Four different types,
autographed & flown were obtained. Value per set is $50.00,
which includes the special programme. (See Annex "F" page 5 Item
24).
Those of you who purchased the Battle of Britain
set of 3 covers flown last year on 16 September in a Lancaster,
Hawker Hurricane II B-YOA and a F-18 may be interested in
obtaining a complimentary 2 page story concerning the restored
Hawker Hurricane II B-YOA from the Canadian Warplane Heritage
Museum. This is the aircraft that flew the 30 autographed Hawker
Hurricane covers on 16 September 1990 over Ottawa. If you wish a
copy send me a note to that effect and I'll send a copy to you
with the compliments of the CAS.
Item 91 - 38:

Item 91 - 39:
There has been no data about the "Festival de
montgolfi res du Haut-Richelieu" which will be hosting the 10th
World Hot Air Balloon Championship in St-Jean -sur-Richelieu,
10 - 18 August 1991.
This event was advertised on the back of
the .80 Canada Aerogramme issued on 28 December 1991.
If there
are any special flown balloon covers or special cancellations
prepared for the event, an attempt will be made to obtain a
quantity for CAS members. (Note: A special cachet was provided by
Canada Post but no covers were flown. The .80 cent aerogramme
was cancelled as a souvenir. Value is $5.00 each).

Annex "E" to Volume VI No. 1 of the Canadian
Aerophilatelist of the CAS was a price list of available
aerophilatelic/astrophilatelic materiel. Anyone who does not
have a copy of this nine page List No. 1 dated 1 March 1990 may
obtain a copy by contacting me. The following items on the list
Item 91 - 40:

are now depleted:
Item 1, 8,
10, 14, 15, 16, 38,
and 41.
The
CAS appreciates the support of its members in purchasing these
special items that record some aspects of current Canadian and
world aviation history in the making.
Item 91 - 41: List No. 2, 15 August 1991 of new items available

for sale by the CAS is attached as Annex "F". Many items were
obtained in a trade with a dealer in the U.K. for extra items
accumulated by the CAS.
At the NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton,
Virginia is the excellent NASA Langley Visitor Center inwhich
more than
50 exhibits
are presented
which trace
man's
achievements in air and space. Their motto is "First in
Aviation, First in Space". If you are fortunate enough to be in
the area try to schedule a 2 to 3 hour visit to read and study
the fascinating data presented. I had the pleasure of a 5 hour
visit when I attended the US Army Military Museums Conference at
Fort Munroe, Virginia, in late April and early May 1991. An
interesting NASA brochure is enclosed with this package of data.
Item 91 - 42:

Item 91 - 43: A new military magazine has formally appeared on

the Canadian scene - "Esprit de corps: Canadian Military: Then
and Now".
Six to eight earlier issues have appeared under the
title "Esprit de corps". These issues were distributed
complimentary to military Air Movements Units in Canada and at
CFB Lahr (Europe), were also placed on all Department of National
Defence Boeing 707 passenger flights. The magazine published by
Scott Raymond Taylor, A.O.C.A., President of Esprit de corps, is
exceptionally well done with short, informative stories on the
Canadian military past and present. It is all in colour, glossy
pages, and well organized for an enjoyable, informative read.
Data on the RCAF and the CF air element are enclosed. I've
suggested to Scott that stories on aerophilately and military
postal history, military stamps (including aircraft) would not be
out-of-touch with his clientele. If you are interested in
subscribing to this magazine write to "Esprit de corps: Canadian
Military / Then and Now", 702 Albert Street, Ottawa, Ontario, K1R
9Z9. Twelve monthly issues are $34.95 Canadian, which includes
GST and postage. It's a winner!
Item 91 - 44: The next World Philatelic Exhibition under F.I.P.

patronage in the USA will be Pacific 97 at the Moscone Centre,
San Francisco, California, USA, from 29 May to 8 June 1997
inclusive. Plan now to attend, and if you are up to it, prepare
an aerophilatelic/astrophilatelic exhibit, get it qualified
nationally, (vermeil or gold award), and be ready to submit an
application for competition internationally.

.../12
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I find the use of the words aerophilatelic/
astrophilatelic bothersome in my written efforts.
May I be
allowed to use the term "aero / astro philatelic" in future
presentations? Thanks for your expected concurrence.
Item 91 - 46:
Another international exhibition closer to our
hearts and to Canada will be CHICAGOPEX '92 in Chicago, sometime
in November 1992.
Stephen Neulander of AAMS affiliation and
President of the Balloon Post Collectors Club of the
Aerophilatelic Federation of the Americas (AFA) is the chairman
of this prestigious aero - astro philatelic event. (He should be
a member of the CAS!). At CHICAGOPEX '92 the AAMS will hold its
1992 Convention, the XXXII FISA Congress will be held, and many
groups such as the Chicago Air Mail Society, and the Canadian
Aerophilatlelic Society (CAS) will hold special meetings. Plan
to attend if you wish to participate in the spectacular aeroastro philatelic event for 1992.
Item 91 - 47:

Auction Results of the London to London Philatelic Items
Ron Leith's Public Auction No. 8, held on Sunday, 9 June 1991
sold the two London, Ontario to London, England items at the
following hammer prices:
a)

Lot # 763.
The London to London vignette (slightly
damaged) went for $9,000.00 Canadian to an American
collector and thus without the additional cost of the
Government Sales Tax (GST) and Provincial Sales Tax
(PST).

b)

Lot # 764.
The special cancellation on a government
envelope went for $575.00 Canadian to a Canadian
collector outside British Columbia and thus only the
GST had to be paid.
It really is a disadvantage to
bidders if they are from the province of the auction.
It is reported that there was one bid of $9,500.00 for
both items from an American bidder. Unfortunately for
the bidder the combined auction value ended up at
$9,575.00 Canadian.

Item 91 48: There is a growing interest in advertising post
cards from the various air lines in the USA and Canada,
particularly ones that have been sent by passengers on applicable
air lines' flights. I am compiling a list of post cards from
Trans-Canada Air Lines/Air Canada, and Canadian Pacific Air
Lines/Canadian Air Lines International. If you have any mint or

.../13
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sending me a zerox copy of your post card - front and back. Let
me know your cost and I'll send mint postage in replacement.
Thanks.
Item 91 - 49: You have often read references to the Jack Knight
Air Log of the Aerophilatelic Federation of the Americas. The
Jack Knight Air Log Carries a wide variety of articles on
aviation subjects. Here is a list of feature articles in the
April - June 1991 149th issue (Volume 48 - Number 2). If you are
interested in membership the fee is $10.00 U.S. for residents of
the USA and $12.00 U.S. for residents in foreign lands. Write to
the Secretary, Mr. Basil S. Burrell, 911 Huckleberry Lane,
Glenview, Illinois, 60025, USA. Basil also helps me with our
Canada Air Mail Notes of the Canadian Air Mail Collectors Club.

The feature articles for the 149th issue are:
AIRMAIL INTERNATIONAL FLIGHT COVERS by Siegfried Berg & Ferdi
Volk
AIRPOST STAMPS by Siegfried Berg
PILOT AUTOGRAPHS by Edward T. Farmer
CANADA AIR MAIL NOTES by Richard K. Malott & Basil S. Burrell
BALLOON POST SPECIALIST by Stephen Neulander
ZEPPELIN COLLECTOR by Cheryl Ganz
CONCORDE COLLECTOR by Roger Lader
SHUTTLE ERA SPACE UNIT by Ray Broms
U.S. SPACE SHUTTLE by Siegfried Berg
ROCKET MAIL TOPICS by John D. Stewart
PEARL HARBOR CLIPPER MARKINGS ON NAVY PENALTY ENVELOPES
by Larry Weirather
LOCAL POST COLLECTOR by William Rowcroft Jr.
POSTCARD COLLECTOR by Randy Liebermann
AERONAUTICA & AIR LABEL COLLECTOR by Don Thomas
EARLY EUROPEAN AVIATION VIGNETTES by Don Thomas
LINDBERGH NOTES by George Sioras
50TH ANNIVERSARY TRANSATLANTIC FLIGHT FIRST DAY COVERS
by Hal Ansink
FIRST DAY COVER NEWS by Harold Robinson
FIRST CACHET by Hal Ansink
AMELIA EARHART 8 USA AIRMAIL 1963 FIRST DAY COVERS by William
Simpson & Fred Wellman
Item 91 - 50:
The next issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist
will be issued after my return from PHILANIPPON '91 which will be
held in Tokyo, Japan from 14 to 24 November 1991. Until then
Cheerio!

(R.K. Malott)
F.R.P.S.C.
V/President CAS
Editor, The Canadian Aerophilatelist
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Variety of air mail material available
In previous columns I have
mentioned three areas of collecting aerophilately that
are applicable to most countries,. not just Canada and
the U.S. — i.e., pioneer,
semi-official, and crash I
covers. Depending upon
one's interest, finances, and
availability of aerophilatelic
and astrophilatelic material,
one can also collect on the
basis of a thematic aviation
theme, official government
flights, courtesy covers,
balloon covers, helicopter
covers, zeppelin covers,
aerogrammes, military
forces air letter forms,
booklets with aviation or
space themes, etc.
Research and, writing on
your chosen subject will give
you greater pleasure and
will assist in the development of your collection.
Have you noticed the lovely
phrase under the masthead
of Stamp Collector? It is
"For People Who Love
Philately." I might add,
"For People Who Love
Aerophilately and
Astrophilately."
PHILANIPPON '91
Tokyo is the site of
PHILANIPPON '91, to be
held in the Harumi International Trade Fair Centre
from Nov. 16-24, 1991. It will
be the only Federation International de Philatelie
(FIP) world stamp exhibition in 1991. Last year two
such exhibitions were held —
Stamp World London '90, in
London, England, and New
Zealand '90, in Auckland,
New Zealand.
In 1992 FIP world stamp
exhibitions will - be -heid in
Montreal, Quebec (CANADA
'92, March 25-29, Canada's
second world international
Youth Philatelic Exhibition) ; Granada, Spain
(ESPANA '92, April 17-26);
Genoa, Italy (GENOA '92, a
World Thematic Exhibition,
Sept. 18 -27 ); and
Montevideo, Uruguay
(URUGUAY '92, Oct. 12-21).
As the Royal Philatelic
Society of Canada (RPSC)
commissioner to
PHILANIPPON '91 I am
pleased to announce that 17
Canadian exhibitors were
selected from 31 Canadian
applicants by the
PHILANIPPON '91 selection
committee in April. There
were enough worldwide applications to fill 6,260
philatelic frames, but only
3,900 frames were available
for the applicants.

Aerophilately
Today
R.K. MALOTT
The selection committee
had a difficult time to make
an even and fair allocation
between the various classes,
countries, and eligibility.
Youth entries, first-time entrants, and literature entries
had to be included also, as
well as the qualified repeat
entrants. A jury of 40 judges,
supplemented by 11 apprentice jury members, was appointed to judge the
philatelic endeavors of the
successful entrants. Michael
Madesker, president of the
RPSC, is on the jury and
perhaps Canada will provide
one aerophilatelic apprentice jury member. If this is
confirmed I will tell you who
it is.
The 17 selected Canadian
entrants were for three
literature, one youth, one
thematic, four postal
history, five traditional
philatlic and three aeroaerophilatelic entries
selected were:
• Class I: FIP Championship Class: eight frames.

Canadian Pioneer and SemiOfficial flown air mail
covers 1948 to 1934, Collection of R. K. Malott of Nepean, Ontario.
• Class VI: Aerophilately
Class: five frames. Canadian Crash (Interrupted)
Flown Covers Within, To, or
From Canada, 1918 to 1978.
Collection of R. K. Malott of
Nepean, Ontario.
• Class VI: Aerophilately
Class: eight frames. South
Atlantic Air Mails, 1920-1940.
Collection of Pat Sloan of Ottawa, Ontario.
Those selected to enter
their philatelic exhibits
within the confines of the
number of frames allocated
must now do a lot of revisions to select their best
material (philatelic
material, that is), because
on the world philatelic competitive level it is the
philatelic material,
knowledge, scarcity,
significance, presentation,
and the judges' discretion as
to what level of award the
exhibit will receive. Since
space allocation is limited,
an exhibitor can afford only
to exhibit the very best of
available material.

For aerophilately, items
such as photographs of aircraft, pilots, equipment, and
maps must be saved for an
article in the philatelic
press. If you use these items

cordingly, as the judges expect to see philatelic
material for judging.
There is an expense for
each exhibitor to enter these
exhibitions, except that all
youth exhibits are accepted
without an entry fee. Each
literature entry and each
frame entered in
PHILANIPPON '91 costs the
entrant Y2,000 (approximately $18 Canadian or $16
U.S.). There are eight levels
of medal awards. These
medals always have attractive designs. There are also
special awards from various
philatelic organizations and
government departments.
There are at least three
major awards at a world
philatelic or stamp exhibition. They are the Grand
Prix D'Honneur for the best
exhibit in the FIP Championship Class, the Grand
Prix International for the
best exhibit of foreign
stamps in the general competitive class (at

PHILANIPPON '91 this excludes all Japanese
philatelic exhibits): and the
Grand Prix National for the
best exhibit of all Japanese
exhibits regardless of from
where the exhibitor comes.
The competitive philatelic
material at a world stamp
exhibition such as
PHILANIPPON '91 is composed of some of the most
outstanding philatelic
material and philatelic
literature in the world.
Anyone able to attend a
world stamp exhibition
should do so; it's a wonderful
philatelic experience. The
RPCS's Canada '92 World
Philatelic Youth Exhibition

In Montreal; Quebec, March
25-29, 1992, will be such an
event. Make plans now to
attend.

The best of success is offered to all those selected to
exhibit their philatelic
material at PHILANIPPON
'91, be they Canadian.
American, or any other nationality. At a later date the
results will be announced in
Stamp Collector.
Potpourri
The famous Canadian

Snowbirds Aerobatic
Squadron, officially
designated Number 431
Demonstration Squadron
from CFB Moose Jaw,
Saskatchewan, in 1990
celebrated their 20th year of
aerobatic flying across
Canada and the U.S.
They have commenced
their 1991 flying program
and later this summer will
carry aboard their tudor aircraft (the type is depicted on
the 17c 1981 Canadian Aircraft series stamp, Scott
#903) a selection of covers
and cards of the Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society.
Anyone interested in obtaining further data on
philatelic items flown by the
Snowbirds and also a complimentary 1987 and 1989
folded poster of the
Squadron in flight, is invited
to contact me at 16 Harwick
Crescent, Nepean, Ontario,
Canada, K2H 6R1. Unfortunately, folded posters from
1988 and 1990 are no longer
available. Once the 1991 folded posters arrive, one of
each will be sent to those requesting them from the CAS,
of which I have the privilege
of being the vice president.
Until next time, watch
your air speed! 0
A*Yorr may write to R. K
Malott, c/a Stamp Collector,
Box 10, Albany, OR
97321-0006.
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Atherton worldwide airmails
in Ivy, Shreve & Mader sale
The Alexander S. Atherton
collection of airmail stamps
of the world will be sold by
Ivy, Shreve & Mader Philatelic Auctions.
Walter J. Mader, executive
vice president of the firm,
says it has been years since
he's seen an airmail collection as comprehensive as this
one. He notes that virtually
every Scott-listed airmail
stamp is represented, along
with a host of elusive printing varieties listed in the specialized Sanabria Worldwide

gin horizontal strip of three
of Papua's 1929 3e "AIR
POST" overprint (Cid), including two stamps with an
unlisted double overprint, is

$10,000 to $15,000.
A flown cover franked
with a copy of the popular
"grounded plane" variety of
the 1918 24$ Jenny, de-

Airmail Catalog.
In addition, the collection
boasts a wide selection of inverted centers, inverted surcharges, imperforates, and
One of three known unused 25c VIn Fiz Flyer labels from
semiofficial airmail stamps.
The collection was formed Cal Rogers' 1911 flight across the United States (left) and
by Atherton, a prominent Ho- one of but 10 known 1946 Monaco 100-franc airmail double
nolulu resident, during the overprints (right) are among the many gems in the July 101950s and '60s. Many of the 13 auction of the Atherton collection of worldwide airmails.
key airmail items were pur- expected to fetch $4,000 to scribed as showing exceptionchased from Kessler and $5,000.
ally deep penetration of the
Sanabria, the pre-eminent
vignette down into the frame,
An
unused
copy,
signed
by
airmail dealers of that time.
has a presale evaluation of
Valued at in excess of Kessler, of Switzerland's 1938 $750 to $1,000.
75-centime
on
50c
"PRO
$250,000, the Atherton collecThe Atherton collection is
tion contributes a section of AERO" overprint (C26) is exmore than 300 lots to Ivy, tremely scarce because un- one of several featured colShreve & Mader's July 10-13 canceled copies were not lections in the July 10-13
regularly obtainable by the sale. The sale will be held at
sale in New York City.
public.
the firm's auction gallery at
Numbers shown in parentheses refer to the current
United States rarities in- 32 E. 57th SL, 11th Floor, in
edition of the Scott Standard clude one of only three mint New York City.
Copies of the auction cataexamples known of the 25$
Postage Stamp Catalogue.
Among ' the collection's Vin Fiz Flyer private airmail log are available for $10
highlights is an unused ex- label. Created to publicize from Ivy, Shreve & Mader,
ample of Colombia 1920 10- the sponsor of Cal Rogers' Heritage Plaza, Highland
centavo Ocean Liner (Scott 1911 flight across the coun- Park Village, Dallas, TX
C10), without gum as issued.
try, this copy is estimated at 75205. ■
Guatemala is represented
by a mint example of the
scarce quetzal-omitted error
on the 1936 5-quetzal bicolor
orange and indigo (C69a).
The best of Honduras is an
unused copy of the rare red
"AERO CORREO" overprint
on the 1925 5c blue (C3), one
of only seven copies known.
Mexico offers a mint,
never-hinged 1935 Amelia
Earhart overprint (C74),
signed by Sanabria. One of
10 recorded examples of the
1946 Monaco 100-franc
"POSTE AERIENNE" double
overprint (C9b) will also be
up for bids:
Sought-after early airmails
of Newfoundland are well
represented, including a mint
April 1919 3c Hawker overprint (C1), one of 200 made.
An original-gum left mar-
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Ttem 92-1 :,The lest issue of The '7anadian Philatelist was Vol. VII No. 2 dated 10 September 1991.rils is the first issre for 1.99A commencine with item number 92-1.
Item 92-2 : The financial report as of '11 December 1 991 for the CAS as sa1z-itt , e by NTelson
Bentley, Treasurer of the CAS is attached as Annex "A". The bank balance as of 31 December
1991 is $557.86 and the balance in the Savings Account is 1'2,725.77.
Ttem 92-3 : A summery or the CAS membership as of

6

Tool;?, Secretary or the CAS, is attached as Annex "5"
1 11 0.

1992, as submitted by Ritch
(3 pages). The total members hip iS

February

item-92'-4 F-TTLA=PCN'91 was a most interesting event. Data on the Canadians who received
awards and other events at PHILIIN7PPr'Ni91 ere attached as Annex"C" naees rem The Canadian Stamp News, 1 by Melott and ' 1 by Otto Hornung who diseusses the problem of lost material at an international or world FTP w,xbibition).

Item 92- 4 : Attached as Annex "D" (4 pages) is a yet to be published column of Aerophilately
To-day in Stamp Collector newspaper. In this column I provide more data about PHILANIPP0N 1 91
and the many stamp exhibitions in Canada and the USA that will be of interest to CAS members,

Item 92-6 : The first stamp exhibition of particular interest is Canada 1 92, the 11th World

e

Philatelic Youth "Sxhibition, to be held in Yontral, Qu bec, 25 to 29 March 1992, at the
Palais des eongre, 201 Viger Avenue West, Montreal, quebec, H2Y IX?. The CAS will have a
table from which members are recuested to help promote the CAS among the Youth attending the
Exhibition. Please contact President Pat Sloan to make arrangements to help during the rive
cleys orthe exhibition. Pat, Nelson, and Dick will be there passing out data and 9011VCIArS
from the Snowbirds and the National Aviation Museum in Ottawa. Preliminary data sent out by
C,=nadA 1 92 are attached asAnnex "7," (6 rages) and eleo a "Cpeeial Preview" ineert.
Item 92- 7 : nPt°74'92 will be held as usual in the excellent facilities of the PA Centre,
May 1992. PPL Sloan and Dick ma'ott will
Pivereide Drive South, Ottawa, Ontario, from 1 to
eway
from
Ottewe
at
that
'rime
eo
Nelson
Rentley
and
Pitch Toop need assistenee in loeleing
HP
local
businesmeetino-.
Please eive
•
Nelson a telephone
after the 17'..° table and in holding
with
det
,
ils
on
tbie show or a
Stqn^e
during
C)
PAP
77"7.
A
me aSs4
(-ell to work Out
he
enclosed
with
this
data(
Rnecx7"
).
xerov eony will
•

It s m 92- Q : The PCv\Li92 'onvention will be held af lhe 'lest 7deeeton Mell ie Edmonton
Albert
ee, Pi3C Diree+er
Prom 5 to 7 June 1)92. A copy of the personal invitation from veith P. Sy
enclesed as
"G". A meeting o" the '71.° will be held Coerine
and Convertien Co-Ordinator
peoeramme
will
Presented on Canadian air mail
this exhibition and an eeronhilateThe
to etfendi.
mesor.7.
flieht eovers.
',elott will

Item 92-9 ; AEFOP7ILAT77Y 1 92 will be held in the O'Hare 77xpo Center, Roseeoet, Illinois, 7.1°.A,
from 20 October to 1 November 1992. If you are interestedin aerophilatelyor aetrophilatelv
- .Data re enclosed as Annex "H" (" pages).
You must not miss th s gathering of the cla h
i

all the above
_letelte events. An award will be
Tterl 92-1n : The CAS will he °resent
available for tkle aerophilatelistiastroehilatelist who is deemed. by the judges as the one
achever!ent in the exhibitLon of a,,,,ropblately .Sr, astroilate77.

Item 92 11: The GAS has had the honour of nresentin in the last 6 mmonths six .weird; to
distirrn -l.shed sero -2bilatelists or oraniz2tions for 4.:neir resnective contribution to aeroCnAlateTy or asfronbilately. Acopy of the citations and An some instances acknoledgement
72:rs 7eatrice pachmarn of S, 1t7pr_
2' th a nks a re attachd ,,As Annex "T". Those recop7nized r, re
land, astronhilatplit and 7TP Com7ission leader; Captain Francisco Lemos Da. Silveira. n'
Portegal, President of the FTP Commiss io n for Aeropbilately; Mr. Nelson Eustis of Aus+ralia;
Society; Yr. 7/,1_111a7. 7. TOPninZ, FRPSL of Vancouver,BC: and the
The Jananese
-

late 7arold Lloyd Bann ,-,-e' or Vancouver, PC, who dieid 2 November 1991,A nnex HI., (9

as ).

Item 92-12 : Member Murray Heifetz, the Canadian delegate to the Fl? Commission 'or Aero philately, submitted a letter dated 9 January 1.991 concerning three Canadian aerophiletelir
items. Please refer to Annex "J". If you can assist Murray in his quest please do.sn. (3 pages
It em 92-1G: My article in tht Canadian Stamp News dated IC March 1992, "Aerogramme going
the way of the airmail stamps?". Data on recent aerogrammes and balloon souvenir envelones
are presented in Annex "K" ( 2 PL;eq ).
Item 92-1 4 : The 02;3 is planning to erepere a special ' 7 5th Canadian Confederation cover
to be rloqn by the Snowbirde on 1 July 1992. Approval '-p-1 the Snowbirds has been obtained
to use their logo and to have the envelopes flown. '%re, are also hoping to have some covers
flown by Canadian gliders out West We are also asking Air Canada to allow us to nreee.re
some souvenir envelopes to be flown on their inaugural flight from Canada to Berlin, Germany
later this summer. we are awaiting the Pull details nr this new route, either from Montreal
or Toronto.Tioperully we can obtain flown covers "rom Perlin to Canada.

Item 92-1 : A new inventory list or available flown covers i being nrepared and wili be
sent out when available to ell AS members. Gertein items can be listed now:

6 August ( atom bomb dropped on Hiroshimo) and 7 December ( Attack on
Pearl Farbour, raii ) 1991, autographed by Brigadier General Peul T mibbets, pilot
o the "Mole Gay", the B-29 floiel to attack Firoehima. A B-29 card was not available from ,
the 7QAF Aviation Museum in Dayton, Ohio, so a P.-17G card wa s used, why T de not know. ?owever the signature or this historic aviator As authentic.
Value 1*.
0.G0 Canedian
a) A post card dated

b) A set of 3 autographed flown envelopes by VP/415 Squadron from (TR Greenwood, 7ove Seetie
in may, June, and July 1931 re the final flights of Argus aircraft. Value 1.:20.00 Canadian
c) Set of six souvenir envelopes from CFB Shearwater, N.S. for air shows or the years
1984, 1987, 1989, 1 989, 1990, and 1991. The envelopes are P mixture of size 8 and size
10, with attractive cachets, printed, and aviation stamps. Value *20.00 Cenadian
the set o" ixs. The organizers are trying to locate covers from the years ',SI, 1 99,
and 1986. This year, 1992, an anniversary flown cover is planned for the 10th year 04'
issuine those attractive covers.
Value,*2C.G0 Canadian.
d) To observe the flight or Dr. Foberta Bonder in Shuttle Discovery 1 ML-1 1.00 covers
were eancelled on the day of lirt-off, 22 Jan 92, and the day of landing, 29 Jan 92
in Ottawa. The National Pesearch Council prefers that individual collectors write in
or autographs of the astronauts, so anyone who wishes to buy 1 or 2 of these covers
at F, 10.00 each may co so and with the rovers receive the mailing , address to apely 'or
a sirneture of Dr. Ponder and her beck-up support, Astronaut Nen Yoney.There should
also be a decal and a brochure. Dr. Ponder may well he the visitina, Astronaut. t',0 Canada , 92 on Sunday 7e Mar c.h 1992, Theme: Space Day. The latest schedule as nubliehed
in LinnIs Stamp News, 2 March 1992, Is attached a Annex "L" (
nages
for the
schedule and 1 or Xerox conies of the Tibbets card and the Canadian souvenir Astroneut cover.

Item 92 -16 Some Hata and booklets or the Canadian 'Jar MUSPUM, the Canadian Museum Of rjvilization, and the Friends or the Canadian War Museum will be enclosed for your information and
retention. Any replies concerning any of the enclosed may be addressed to 16 Ferwi_rk Creseent,
renean, Ontario, K2F 5P1, caned:a.
Item 92-17 : If :anyone has some data that they wished publAsded in The Canadian Aerophiletelist please send it to me
ineleenn in the next iesne, for Tate vne or early July 1992.
Until. then - Cheerio!.
( p.y.
"alott ) 7 .P.P.S.C. V/Preeident CAS Fditor The nee. Ae
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Siviss choose to leave frames blank at Philanippon '91
By OTTO HtENUNG

Philatelists in many countries were looking forward
to the World Stamp Exhibition Philanippon '91 held in
Tokyo from November 16 to 24, 1991 with great hopes
and expectations. This is not surprising. While in 1990
there were two full scale Internationals in London and
in Auckland, Philanippon '91 was the only large International Stamp Exhibition of 1991, and it came 14
months after the exhibition in New Zealand — a long
gap for collectors interested in competing on top world
level.
There were about 3,750 frames available and, naturally, the demand for frames by far exceeded the limit.
Therefore, the exhibition organizers had the unenviable task of selecting from the applications, and turning down quite a number of good collections. This is not
unusual nowadays. While there were in the past Internationals with up to 10,000 frames, it has been found
that this is far too big and difficult for a jury to cope
with, and also some-exhibits, which were not really up
to standard, slipped through.
Naturally, with such a high class exhibition the Jury
had a difficult job to differentiate and give the right

awards. Due to the high standard of the exhibits the
number of top awards was also a bit higher than at recent Internationals. R.K. Malott's report in the last
issue of CSN lists the international and Canadian winners. ,
There were not all that many Canadian exhibits on
show, but the awiirds they collected were substantial.
As always, all sorts of things hippened in and around
the exhibition. Thi show was held in two large halls in
the fairgrounds near Tokyo pork The larger hall, looking like an oversized Nissen hut, held most of the exhibits. There was ample space, seating facilities and
wide gangways, but not very many visitors. The lighting of the collecti•dliave been better and the

they checked the exhibit before mounting the stamp
was still there, but it was no longer on the sheet in the
frame. It probably slipped out of its Hawid strip, but
was not found. This was an unfortunate case, and I
have not heard of other losses. I understand the organizers accepted full responsibility for the loss of the
Czech stamp.

'

forgot his briefcase in a taxi, but it did not contain
anything of value, just some papers and customs
forms. The briefcase was also returned the next day.
No only are Tokyo taxi drivers honest., you can easily
ers

keep a record with whom you have travelled. Every
taxi is obliged to have a machine which prints a receipt

for you, like in a supermarket. On this receipt

Prince Yoshihito at the opening of Philanippon (above). The Philanippon mascot
(below).

is, natu

rally, the number and details of the cab, so that you can
find it.
As I have mentioned one of the dealers, I might just
as well tell you that there were in the other buildint
the exhibition Post Office (not half as busy as I hay(
seen at other exhibitions), the Court of Honour with at
exhibit of Queen Elizabeth II and upstairs two larg
trade halls with about 120 stands of dealers and Post.
Administrations, (actually 48 Post Office stands and 7:t
dealers, of which 33 were Japanese). Although 11 firrn,
from Britain had taken stands. There were also 11
dealers from the USA, two from Canada, one from Aus
tralia and a sprinkling of dealers from other European
countries.
I cannot say anything about the Japanese dealers
but I think they did quite well as they know their mar
ket. The foreign dealers were not happy at all. From
what I heard some of them might not even have coy
ered their expenses, and the ones who did had to work

very hard.
The problem was that during the first half of the ex
were very few people coming to the show
Only towards the end of Philanippon 91 did business

hibition there

pick up. The reason was very simple. I was told that
the Exhibition was short of funds and as a result the ir
publicity was practically non-existent. Only when a
furniture exhibition opened in the six remaining hall ,

the fairground did more people come to the shos
to

frame of an ex it bore a number, and one had to
search for the collections one wanted to see. A number

of frames, where exhibits had not arrived, were left
empty. Somebody told me that most of these empty
spaces were due tithe Swiss Commissioner refusing to
go to Thkyo, as some Swiss collections had been turned
down. Thus, only a few Swiss exhibits turned up, individually taken by exhibitors.
At least one serious loss was pointed out to me. In the
collection of the Dutch philatelist Hans Klein, who was
showing Czechoslovakia, one of the two 4 Crown green
Austrian stamps on granite appear with overprint
"POSTA CESKOSLOVENSKA 1919" had disappeared.

lost envelope was returned. The poor woman was so
upset that it took her three days to recover.
There was another such case. One of the British deal-

t e urniture s ow, who a so came •

ave a oo

stamps.
The only real publicity exercise

A near disaster was avoided, though. The Turkish
Commissioner took the exhibits which he had brought
from Istanbul on the day before opening to the show.
He left behind one envelope with 16 sheets from an important postal stationery exhibit, because it contained
a double sized sheet and did not fit into his bag. His
wife came later in the morning to the show and
brought this envelope. When she paid the taxi driver,

was on the first day
when His Imperial Highness Prince Yoshihito Hi
tachim the brother of the Emperor, came with his wife
princess Hanako to open the exhibition. The press and

The Prince also came t(
the Palmares Banquet, but he did not stay for the pre
sentation of the awards.
After the exhibition I asked about the attendance arc.
was told that 70,000 people had come to Philanippon
television were there.in force.

she forgot the envelope on the back seat of the cab. By '91. This was rather surprising, as in my estimate not
the time she realized it, the taxi had disappeared. more than about 2,000 to 3,000 could have come during
Only about 10 copies of this stamp are known, and it is Fortunately 'Ilikyo taxi drivers are very honest. After a the first 4 days, but the numbers could have picked ui
cataloged in Michel at DM 35,000 ($27,000)! The Dutch few frantic telephone calls the taxi companies were
Continued on page Id
Commissioner was very upset. He told me that when alerted and in the afternoon of the very same day the

Swiss leave frames blank..
Continued from page 11
later. Still, even 70,000 is a dismal figure for a
metropolis like Tokyo with a population of about
11 million. In addition there are other large
cities nearby, like Yokohama, and Osake with
another 8 million people, is only a one hour
flight away. This obviously is the result of lack of
publicity.
It is a great pity. Philanippon '91 was a very

There were several important points on the
agenda. Libya, which had lost its membership
due to non-payment of subscriptions, had paid
up and was re-admitted.

Philately. It lasted two days and out of well over
60 member countries almost all were present.

The 61st HP Congress will be held in Granada,
Spain in early May 1992.0

Another important point was the election of
new members of the FIP Board. Patrick Pearson
from the United Kingdom, who was standing for
election as one of the three Vice-Presidents, won
good exhibition and could have done a lot for the with 28 votes against 23 for Alvarez from. Costa
promotion of philately in Japan, and also in en- Rica with five abstentions. •3•-• 4hancing the standing of Japanese philately in F. Arenas from Spain was elected as Board
the world. I don't think the executive comm ittee member with 34 votes, comfortably winning over
led b Yoshio Watanabe can shirk responsibility two other candidates. S. 'Wyss from Turkey rePhilaniPpoirill was a ceived b 4.iieliablitrignagairiVzsaiand
very good exhibition and well worth visiting, de- received two votes.
It was also decided to hold an FIP Congress in
spite the shortcomings.
Philanippon '91 was followed by the 60th the future (after 1993) every second year instead
Congress of FIP the International Federation of of annually and to revise the subscription rates.

of

PhilaNippon theft a black mark on show

Security an important part of international exhibition
By 01'1'0 HORNUNG
I think this is a question everyone who plans to stage a
stamp exhibition, be it a local show, national or
international should ask themselves before starting. Of
course it is important to find a suitable hall, good
exhibition frames, form a responsible mounting team and
all the rest, but the organizers should never forget that
while promoting philately, they are really first and
foremost expected to look after three groups of people —
exhibitors, dealers and visitors. I leave it to our readers to
decide who takes first place, but these people make a
show.
Can you imagine a big International without exhibitors
and dealers? It would be a flop, the official exhibits, the
Post Office displays, would probably attract only a small
number of visitors, their interest would be disregarded,
and the show would never make ends meet. If the dealers
are absent, or only a small number come, this also
detracts from the importance of the show, because visitors
want not only to see stamps, they also want to buy them.
Without good competitive exhibits, again, the show loses
on excitement, attraction and interest. So, you need all of
them, exhibitors, dealers and visitors.
Unfortunately, I remember some exhibitions where the
organizers had forgotten who is number one or have paid
little attention to their interests. It goes back 17 years,
and that is a long time, when he ARPHILA 75
International was held in Paris. That was a show I shall
never forget. It was staged in the imposing Grand Palais
at the bottom end of the Champs Elysees from June 6 to
16.
The weather was beautiful. in fact, it was too good. It
was hot, and the sun was beating down on the glass roof
of the Grand Palais. From the early morning, the
temperature kept rising till it became hot. The heat was
stifling and what it did to the exhibited stamps was
disastrous. Stamps were curling on their sheets, large
mint blocks were splitting until at the bottom of the sheet,
there were pathetic little heaps of individual curls. The
organizers were desperate. They brought in yellow plastic
sheets and hung them over frames exposed to the sunlight
and in the end they came with water hoses and sprinkled
the floor. This, of course, made things even worse and
created a hothouse atmosphere. The loss of material was
huge and I understand that legal actions and claims
proceeded for years thereafter.
The French learned their lesson and so did other
exhibitions. Fortunately there was no such other incident,
but sunlight is not the only threat to a show.
Another basic matter — security — is of major
importance. The value of stamps at an International show
has become truly astronomic. There are two basic areas
where security of the highest level is vital — the trade
stands and the exhibits on display. The dealers are in a
better position, because they are there, on the spot, they
look after their goods in their own interest. Nevertheless,
some losses can still occur.
The exhibitors are in a different situation. Only a very
small percentage of them come to an international,
especially if they have sent their collections from abroad,
and even then they cannot stand for days on end in front
of their frames to guard them. That is a job entirely in the
hands of the organizers, from the moment when the

exhibit is handed over till it is returned to the owner or
the national commissioner.
The most dangerous period, of course, is the time when
the exhibits are mounted before the show, and when they
are taken down. Everything has to be well organized,
reliable people have to check every collection, the
mounting teams have to be properly instructed and
trustworthy, and no outside people should be allowed in
the halls during the mounting and dismounting. Still,
things do go wrong sometimes, and this is, of course, is
entirely the responsibility of the
organizers.
I am telling you all those things,
which I am sure you know, just to
establish the principles before coming
to the point I want to make. CSN
carried several reports about the

searched, but the stamp was not found.
Crandel wrote in his report "I reported to the gentlemen
who took receipt of the exhibits. They referred me to the
Committee. I was sent from one authority to another but
no-one had an answer to this problem. All of a sudden
they did no longer understand my English sufficiently.
Regularly, almost on a daily basis, I spoke about this
problem with Yoshio Watanabe, chairman of the executive
committee, without ever getting a satisfying answer.
When the exhibit pages were returned to me after the
exhibition closed I did not sign for receipt
and again contacted the Organizing
Committee. To my great astonishment
these gentlemen told me that the fact that
a stamp was missing had been noted by
the gentlemen who were in charge of
receiving the exhibits. They had applied a
red sticker on the formula (stamp
missing)."
Crandel reminded them that it was he
who had discovered that the stamp was
missing. The gentleman who had received
the collection
Arai) was very surprised
and said that he had signed the receipt and
that the exhibit had been complete.
Nevertheless, the organizing committee
insisted that the stamp was not there
when the exhibit was accepted. Very
disturbing, isn't it? But that is not all.
Klein did not visit Tokyo. When the exhibit was
returned to him he did not check it immediately. His wife
was not well and he was so upset that he could not bear to
look at it. When he finally did check his collection he
discovered to his horror that one more rare stamp had
disappeared. It was the spectacular overprinting error 50
on the rose-red 50 postage due of 1927, of which maybe 20
copies or so are known. This stamp is catalogued by
Stanley Gibbons under No. 0280a and valued at I:4,000
and is in Michel No. 51, value DM 40,000.
I have obtained from Klein photographs of the two
missing stamps and they are illustrated with this article.
The 4 Kronen is taken from the expert certificate, so the

(r.

The stolen (or misplaced?) stamps
PHILANIPPON 91 International last November in Tokyo.
In one report I did I mentioned that a rare Czechoslovak
stamp had disappeared from the exhibit ofJ.L. Klein from
the Netherlands, and that the organizers had accepted
responsibility. I have now had more information, some
very disturbing details and it appears that I was mistaken
about the question of responsibility.
I have seen the report of the Dutch Commissioner Leo
MA Crandel about the loss of the 4 Kronen of Austria
with overprint "POSTA CESKOSLOVENSKA 1919" on
granite paper, and I remember what he told me in Tokyo.
Klein's exhibit was the first he handed to the organizers
on November 15, the day before the opening. He sat by
the trestle table while a group of three gentlemen checked
the exhibit sheet by sheet, nothing was missing. A little
later he went to check the mounted collection and the
stamp was gone. He reported it to the organizers, they
alerted the mounting team, brought out the box with the
eight envelopes from the bin room, everything was

bits of the expert's signature top right and bottom left are
not on the stamp itself.
As you can imagine, the owner is shattered. First of all,

the stamps are very rare and even the copies that are in
private hands are in collections and chances of one
appearing on the market are very slim. Secondly, there is
the value. Klein had offers of 50,000-60,000 Deutsche
Marks for these items. It is possible that one of the other
stamps will appear on the market, so please keep your
eyes open. On the other hand, the circumstances of these
losses are so suspicious that it is possible that the stamps
have disappeared into a private collection or have been
swept away with rubbish.
The most disturbing thing about this case is the cavalier
attitude of the exhibition organizers, particularly
Watanabe. I must correct Crandel, though. Not only was
Watanabe chairman of the executive committee, but he
was also chairman of the management committee,
member of the organizing committee and a member of the
jury. As a jury member he must have been very busy right

Continued on page 24
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from the beginning, even before the show opened on Nov. 16. How
then could he have kept a proper control of all things? We all know
how many problems can arise at a major stamp show, let alone an
international, and especially on the first day when the jury is at
work.
I cannot resist a comparison. The late Leon Rapkin was chief
executive of Stamp World London 90 and, naturally, was sitting in
when other Committees met, if he had time, but he was not a jury
member. Richard Armstrong was president and executive officer of
New Zealand 1990, but he was not a jury member. The same
situation was at PHILEXFRANCE 89. I have not checked all
previous Internationals, and it is possible that there was such a
duplication of functions, but it is clear that if the man who is
running the show is also doing jury work, he cannot do his main job
properly. This is obvious and should be borne in mind for future
shows.
All this, of course, is of little comfort to Klein. It is a great pity
that he did not check his exhibit immediately when it was returned
to him. It is even more important that the Dutch commissioner
should have checked all the exhibits returned to him by the
organizers, in particular, the Czechoslovak collection. Also, the
organizers should have insisted, in their own interest, in checking
this collection, but preferably all returned exhibits, because if there
is one loss, more could have occurred somewhere in the process.
True, when an exhibition closes there is a great rush to collect
exhibits, because 'commissioners and collectors, who brought their
exhibits personally, are in a hurry, have to catch flights and
generally there are lots of people milling around. Still, this control
is just as important as when collections are handed in, and in
future exhibitions this final check should be made obligatory, the
same as commissioners should insist that owners go through their
collections page by page when they take them home.
I asked Klein whether the Dutch commissioner had made this
check in Tokyo, but he does not know. In his report, Crandel does
not mention it, but it is clear that if Crandel had checked it and
found a second stamp missing, he would have raised hell in Iblcyo
and reported it to Klein. If he did not check the collection this was a
serious mistake. So, the 'Ibkyo organizers are off the hook in respect
of loss No.2 and Klein cannot blame them for it. This is now a
matter between the owner, the commissioner and the insurance
company.
And this takes me back to where I started. The organizers of an
exhibition have a great responsibility. They must always look after
the interests and protect the people who make the show possiblen
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STAM2 COLLZC70P1 AEPOPHILATFLY TO-DAY by PK Y,alott

It

After three months -.Lsence from provit:].n a column for Aerophilately To-Day I an
pleased to present my column for 1992. My two week trip to Japan in late November to attend
PHILANIPPON 1 91 as the Canadian Commissioner, a bout with the flu for three weeks, and a change
of xecutive Editors at Stamp Collector effected my productivity and the printing of Aeronhilately To-Day. Two columns prepared on the airmail exhibitors at the two 1990

world

stamp exhibitions - London World Stamp Show and New Zealand 90 - were delayed for some time
and our new Executive aiitor , Ken neth A. Palke, felt that a listing of all the air mail and
astrophilately exhibitors with the description of the exhibit and the allocated award would
not serve too great a purpose. I agreed Anyone who would like to know who exhibited what
at World Stamp Show 90 in London, New Zealand 90, and PHILA7IFFON 1 91 and what ay,:ards were
allocated to these aerophilateli sts and astropbilatelists are invited to contact me and T' 11
be pleased to send them the data. However since PHILANTPPON 1 91 was the only World 7' Philatelic Exhibition in 1991 I would like to provide a summary of aerophilatelic and astrophilatelic awards and news.
PHILA7I??2N 1 91 was held in Tokyo, Japan from 16 - 24 November 1991 in the Tokyo Faruni
International Trade Center, Tokyo, Japan under the patronage of the 7 .T.P. It was an excellent
philatelic exhibit-ion and all who attended were fortunate to have done so. There wets 2 aerophilatelic exhibits in the Championship Class that were not in the regular competition Leonid Melnikov's U.S.S.R. Air Mail of the U.S.S.R., and P.ichard

Malott's Canadian Pioneer

and Semi-Official Flown air Mail eovers 1348 - 1914, of Canada. This was the last time tht-,
the latter collection could be exhibited after 5 years of competition. It is to be placed in
an auction on 18 March 1992 at CharlesG. Firby, 6695 Hi g hland Road, Waterford, Michigan, 43 -A27,
USA. After

years o' developing this collection it is hard to say Food-by to so many old

aeronhilatelic friends. Some will stay with r1v. other collection of Canadian interrupted (crash)
covers, I will be discussing crash covers in rreater detail in a future column as this area
of aerouhilately has suddenly become a very popular subject to collect through research
There were '32 aerophilatelic and 4 astrophilatelic exhibits judged at 17 171ANTP7ON 1 01.
awards were : Larce Gold
Small Cold
La rEee Vermeil

5
11 * 2 Special Prizes

11D...7A 1

Vermeil

5

Large Silver

1

Silver

2

Silver Bronze

1

Bronze

0
•

For astrophilately there was 1 large vermeil, 2 vermeil ) -and 1 large silver awards. In
the Youth category there were 5 entries for aerophilately subjects and the awards were 2
large silver, 1 silver, and 2 silver bronze. It is encouraging to see that there are some
young neople interested in collecting aerophilately and exhibiting in the international
sphere. It will be interesting to see how many youth exhibits will be on aerophilately and
astrophilately at the International FIP Youth EXhibition in Montreal, quebec, 25 - 29 ' ar c h
1992, - CANADA 92.The Chief of the Aerophilatelic and Astrophilatelic Jury was Roland Kohl,
the renowned President of the Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilatelioves
from Zurich, Switzerland. There were several special prizes awarded including two from the
Canadian Aerophilatelic SoCiety (CAS) for aerophilatelists for achievement in exhibiting.
Unfortunately the executive of FFILANIPPON' 91 has not released a complete awards list yet
and thus the CAS has been unable to send the engraved plague with the winners name to the
appropriate recipient. According to the new FIP rules the nuldLer of points awarded to each
exhibit is to be made known through the PALMARES distributed at the awards dinner (The PAZ=
MARES). This was not done and thus a separate data sheet will have to be sent out to the
respective commissioners for distribution to their applicable exhibitors. It is a great
benefit to the individual exhibitor to receive the points allocated tohis/hers exhibit for
one will learn just how close the exhibit is to the next level of award. What next is required is a summary of the points for the different ares of criteria - Traetment (20),
Importance (10), Knowledge (25), Research (10), Condition (10), Rarity (20), and Presentation
(5) for a total of 100 points. If exhibitors are to continue making the expensive effort to
exhibit in these world international philatelic exhibitions they must know how well they are
eolng, and where they should be making an effort to impr-we.
The demand for exhibition space continues to grow and for the next international wor17 1.
philatelic exhibition at Grenada, Spain "GRANADA 1 92", 17 - 26 April 1992, all exhibit°

3
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are restricted to 5 frames only of 16 pages per frame. This will cause a lot of heart ache to

those accustomed to exhibiting 8 frames. The hard truth will be that each exhibitor will have
to make the selection of the most significant material in the subject to be shown. The judges
expect the exhibitor to select the most significant material in the collection to tell the story
the exhibitor wishes to tell. It will be a challenge but the mateial shown will be the best.
The Aerophilatelic Commission of the FIP and also the Astrophilatelic Commission of the
FIP held thrie respective annual meetings during PHILANTPPON'91 to discuss desired changes in
the rules of judging at future FIP exhibitions, to welcome new national members, and to present reports. Mr. Pierre Saulgrain, Vice/President of the AerOphilatelic Commission of the FTP,
conducted the meeting on behalf of the President, Captain Frank Lemos da Silveira, who was unable to attend the meeting. Mrs. Beatrice Bachmann of Thalwil, Switzerland, President o' the
Astrophilatelic Commission of the FIr was present to lead her Commission that later was annrov-d
by the 60th Congress of the FIP to be a separate FIP Commission. Astrophilately has made great
progress in the last few years on the international scene, particularly due to the drive and
enthusiasm of Beatrice Bachmann. The CAS presented to three outstanding commission members the
CAS plaque for "Contribution to Aerophilately/Astrophilately" during the Commission meetings.
CAS plaques were presented to Nelson EUstis of Australia, Captain Frank Lemos da Silveira of
Portugal, and Beatrice Bachmann of Switzerland. These three outstanding aerophilatelists and
astrophilatelist deserve the thanks of all interested in these areas of philately ror the work
that they have done on our behalf.
Although there will be aerophilatelic exhibits in the FIP World Philatelic Exhibition at
Granada, Spain, rmkNADA'92", 17 - 26 April 1992, the most important aerophilatelic event in
1992 will be AEPOPFILAT7LY 1992 in Chicago, Illinois, 30 October - November 1992. It will he
a national all-airmail exhibition with international participation to be held in the O'Hara
Fxpo Center in Rosemont, Illinois. This special version of CHICAGOPEX has been sanctioned by
the International Federation of Aerophilatelic Societies (FTSk), which will holdits annual
- 1992 will attract aerophilatelists and aero and
congress during the exhibition.- AEPOPF:ILAT aY
astro exhibits Prom around the world. The APS has authorized the grand winner to he elii1 ,1e
for the APS World Series of Philately competition. In addition to the 1992 annual convention
of the American Air Mail Society (AAXS) to be held at 1E7077ILATLY 1992, at least 5 other
14
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aerophilatelic groups will meet - the American TopicalAssociation space 1;nit, the AeronbiAatelic Federation or the Anericas (AFA), the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS'), the Jack
Knight Air Vail Society (JKANS), and the Chicago Air Nail Society. Special speakers will inelevia
Pon S. Davies of the Smithsonian Air and Space Mliseum, Alex Newall of wISA prom Great Britain,
and Nelson Eustis or Australia. The annual CHICAGOPEX awards dinner will be held on Saturday
evening, 31 October 1992. There will be many other interesting activities and events at this
gathering of aerophilatelists and astrophilatelists. Plan to attend. For further details please
contact Stephen Neulander, Aerophilatay 1992, P.O. Box 25, Deerfield, Illinois, 60015, USA.
Canadians are very proud of the contribution of Dr. Roberta Bondar who was a cre•,+ mFyller or
the latest shuttle Pli7ht DTSOWFPY 11S-1 which blasted ore on 22 January and returnee to earth
on 29 January 1992. In tribute to Astronaut roberta Bondar and her Canadian back-up slmnort

Astronaut Fen Mbney, the CAS has prepared a suitable envelope with ,L2;4 postsz;A and t,:o c7ncellation dates - 22 and 29 January 1992. These envelopes are available at $10.00 each along
with instructions as to where to write to obtain the signatures of these two Canadian astro-

nauts, Canadian Space authorities will accept only two envelopes per collector Por signature
of their astronauts since they realize the commercial value of such autographed envelope".
The Canadian administrators of this plan do not realize the popularity of such autograohed
envelopes and thus instead o' dealinr with only one organization , like the CAS, they ..-117
have the problem or dealing with a large number of individual collectors. IP requested the
Space Agency may have a decal to s end tc each collector who sends in one or two envelopes "or
a sivnature.
It is time to cone in 'or a 2Pndinc and let you go on to other activities,T111 he hank
soon with more inPormation on AEPOPHTLg7LY
fo.7 ialott )
13 7 -bruary 1-2'0?

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilate4land Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

4:DDI'lliRACIEVErr3C0/4

AW A RD

This award was established by the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
in 1989. It is awarded to aerophilatelists who have made significant contributions to Canadian or International aerophilately. A
commemorative plaque is presented to each recipient of the award.
PRESENTATION TO : L EAT rz 3C C E BA CHMAN NI
PHILANIPPON '91
Tokyo, Japan
November 1991
11 .22i."1" I ON

1

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is pleased to present this
award to Beatrice Bachmann in recognition of her significant
contributions to Aerophilately and particularly to Astrophilately.
Her enthusiastic efforts in exhibiting, writing, and promoting
Astrophilately have played an important part in establishing the
status which Astrophilately enjoys today. Mrs. Bachmann is Leader
of the Astrophilately Section of the FIP Commission for Aerophilately. In presenting this award the Canadian Aerophilatelic
Society wishes to express to Mrs. Bachmann the appreciation of all
Aerophilatelists for her devoted service on our behalf.

W/C E.
Sloan, CD, Ret'd
President
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
1 October 1991

AnnPY "T• 1 "

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilate4 , and Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

c4cavirR I 1113 T I O N P ARE)
This award was established by the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
in 1989. It is awarded to aerophilatelists who have made significant contributions to Canadian or International aerophilately. A
commemorative plaque is presented to each recipient of the award.
PRESENTATION TO: FRANCISCO LEMOS DA SILVEIRA
PHILANIPPON '91
Tokyo, Japan
November 1991

rrpirr I

ON

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is pleased to present this
award to Francisco Lemos da Silveira in recognition of his long and
distinguished service to Aerophilately. As Chairman of the Aerophilately Commission of the International Philatelic Federation
(FIE.) for many years he has played a very significant role in
establishing the position which Aerophilately now holds in international Philately. As a collector, writer, and international judge
he has willingly helped collectors and exhibitors throughout the
world. The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society, in presenting this
award, wishes to express to Frank, on behalf of all Aerophilatelists, our gratitude and appreciation for his many years of dedicated service on our behalf.

W/C E. P. Sloan, CD, Ret'd
President
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
1 October 1991

Annex "I-4"

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists everywhere
Picric address reply to:

CONTR. I BUT I ON AWA.R.ID

This award was established by the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
in 1989. It is awarded to aerophilatelists who have made significant contributions to Canadian or International aerophilately. A
commemorative plaque is presented to each recipient of the award.
PRESENTATION TO

NEL. SON E U STIS

PHILANIPPON '91
Tokyo, Japan
November 1991
C I T A T I ON

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is pleased to present this
award to Mr. Nelson Eustis in recognition of his many years of
devoted service to Aerophilately. His Australian Air Mail Catalogue, first published in 1937, is now in its fifth edition, and
remains the basic reference work on Australian Air Mail history. As
a writer, collector, and exhibitor Nelson has achieved international recognition. He serves on the FIP Commission on Aerophilately and on the FISA Board of Directors. In presenting this award
the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society wishes to express to Mr. Eustis
the gratitude of all Aerophilatelists for his many contributions to
Aerophilately.

0050r
5
W/C
. Sloan, CD, Ret'd
President
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
1 October 1991

CONTR. I BUT ION AWARD

This award was established by the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
in 1989. It is awarded to aerophilatelists who have made significant contributions to Canadian or International aerophilately. A
commemorative plaque is presented to each recipient of the award.

PRESENTATION TO : JAPANESE AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
PHILANIPPON '91
Tokyo, Japan
November 1991
CITATION

In the presentation of this plaque the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society wishes to
acknowledge the work of the Japanese Aerophilatelic Society in promoting aerophilately, astrophilately, and international friendship on the occasion of PHILANIPPON
1 91, 16 - 24 November 1991,

W/C E. P. Sloan, CD, Ret'd
President
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
1 October 1991

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilatelyand Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

GONTR ISUPI ON PAW A.R. ID

This award was established by the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
in 1989. It is awarded to aerophilatelists who have made significant contributions to Canadian or International aerophilately. A
commemorative plaque is presented to each recipient of the award.
PRESENTATION TO: ToN7 ILL I .A14

111 OPPING

April 1992
T A T I <DN.
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is pleased to present this
award to Mr. William E. Topping in recognition of his many contributions to Philately and Aerophilately. Mr. Topping has served
in various capacities in a number of Philatelic organizations. He
is a Fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society of London, a long-time
member of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada, a Past President
of the British Columbia Philatelic Society, and a "Distinguished
Philatelist" of the Northwest Federation of Stamp Clubs. In collaboration with Mr. Lloyd Banner, he has completed a comprehensive
study of the Semi-Official and Official airmails of British
Columbia and the Yukon. In presenting this award the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society wishes to express our gratitude to Mr. Topping
for his contributions to our hobby.

L)
W/
P. Sloan , CD, Ret'd
President
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
1 April 1992

"

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilatelyand Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

ccasi ir Ft I BUT I ON 22i.T4 A F2 E)
This award was established by the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
in 1989. It is awarded to aerophilatelists who have made significant contributions to Canadian or International aerophilately. A
commemorative plaque is presented to each recipient of the award.
PRESENTATION IN MEMORY OF : H a m- c) 1 c1. I, 1 c, ya B a. ra.
April 1992
TAT I C'.)

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is pleased to make this award
in memory of Mr. Harold Lloyd Banner in recognition of his contributions to Aerophilately. Lloyd, as he was known to his friends,
was an avid philatelist whose special interest was in the pioneer
airlines of Canada and in the semi-official stamps they issued and
the mail they carried. He made significant contributions to the
Canadian section on the American Air Mail Catalogue. In June 1962,
he produced a booklet on Yukon Airways, his favorite company, and,
in collaboration with William Topping, he completed a comprehensive
study of the Semi-official and Official airmails of British
Columbia and the Yukon. In recognition of these contributions the
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society had approved this award to Mr.
Banner in 1991. It was with great sadness that we learned of his
death on November 2, 1991, before the opportunity arose to make
this award in gratitude for his pioneering work in Canadian
Aerophilately.

W/C E. P. Sloan, CD, Ret'd
President
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
1 April 1992
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Aerogranune...

continued from page 18

Anyone interested in obtaining examples of these three items, including a first day cancellation of
both the 80 cent and 84 cent aerogrammes are invited to contact me at the following address: Major
RK "Dick" Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1, CANADA.
On March 18, 1992 in an aerophilatelic auction by Charles Firby of 6695 Highland Road, Waterford, Michigan, 48327, USA will highlight the F.I.P. Championship Pioneer and Semi-Official Air
Mail collection of flown air mails of Canada. This collection that was formed over a 40 year period
and received about 20 small gold and 10 large gold R.I.P awards, the latest and last being at PHILANIPPON '91 in Ibkyo, Japan, contains all the rarities, except four, as listed in the American Air Mail
Catalogue, Volt-me 4, Edition 5. Most of the rarities were located by research and have never been offered for sale before to interested collectors.

"Kite letter The letter sent by "kite" from Goderich to Stratford, Ontario of March 18, 1848 is the first of several
unique items offered to interested collectors. There are also several rare early and more modern
Canadian balloon flights that tie in with this article on Canadian aerogrammes and balloon carried
aerogrammes. The first balloon item is the unique message in black print on a red silk sent on the
winds by search parties looking for the lost Sir John Franklin and his expedition. The message was
released on June 19, 1853 from the British ship "H.M.S. Assistance". The message was found but not
by Sir John. At that date, Sir John Franklin and his crew had died from starvation, the cold, and
lead poisoning from the lead sealing in the canned food. This message is a unique bit of Canadian
history as well as Canadian aerophilately.
Another unique piece of Canadian balloon mail was a message sent by Major R.A. Logan of the
Canadian Air Force and a member of the Canadian Government Arctic Expedition of 1922.
On Aug. 2, 1922, Major Logan released a message addressed to the Secretary of the Air Board, Ottawa, Ontario. The 24 inch balloon was picked up in Greenland and handed over to Danish officials
on Sept. 4, 1922. They eventually sent the message to Ottawa. Major Logan was still alive a few
years ago as he donated his extensive library and records of his work in the Canadian north to the
National Archives of Canada. He was about 93 then and going blind. He kindly gave this item to me
when I was a young officer in the RCAF in the early 1950's. I was the first person in 30 years to contact him on his special duties in the North and he felt that I would be the right person to receive this
balloon message and other early air mail items from the Canadian North. He was a man of many talents. He translated the New Testament into the Cree language for natives.
This balloon message, too, is significant to the Canadian Arctic story. There are also early balloon
race items relating to landings in Canada of American races in the early 1900's. These and other
flown covers are being offered to other aerophilatelists since the collection, after five years in F.I.P.
Competition internationally, is now "hors de combat." A few items have been retained for a Canadian
crash cover collection, such as one of the Peck covers, Katherin Stinson cover, and an Alcock and
Brown cover - all of which were part of interrupted mail, the last two being forced landings.
It will be difficiilt to say good-bye to these hundred or so aerophilatelic friends of so many years association and travelling about the world to F.I.P. exhibitions. May they all find loving new friends. I'll
surely miss them.C1
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Item 92-18 : The last issue of The Canadian Philatelist was Vol,VIII No.i dated 16 March
1992. This is the second issue for 1992,
Item 92-19 : The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society ( CAS ) held its annual general meeting
for 1992 at STAAPA, Toronto, Ontario on Saturday, 20 June 1992, The minutes
of the meeting with applicable annexes are attached as Annex "A", Please
refer to the minutes for the various important points raised at the meeting,
Item 92-20,: The treasurer's report, by Nelson Bentley is Annex "A" of the minutes. As of
15 June 1992 the CAS's balance was $4,133.22,
Item 92-21 : The secretary's report, by Ritch Ibop, is Annex "B" of the minutes. As of 8
June 1992 there were 146 members.
Item 92-22 : Data on the new executive of the FIP Commission for Aerophilately is Annex "C"
of the minutes.
Item 92-23 : Data on two new books available from the AAM via the CAS are in Annex "D"
of the minutes,
Item 92-24 : A two page example of the revised format of a proposed Canadian aerophilatelic catalogue is in Annex "E" of the minutes.
Item 92-25 : Kendall C. Sanford ( CAS No. 6) has submitted for the benefit of the CAS membership two book reviews : "Wartime Airmails - The Hoseshoe Route", by Charles
Entwistle and "Under Cover Addresses of ✓ orld War II", by Charles Entwistle.
A third book in German, "Brazilian First Flights until 1949", by Karlheinz
Wittig is also reviewed. Refer to Annex "B".
Item 92-26 : A letter of thanks dated 7 March 1992 from Frank Lemos Da Silveira, the past
President of the FIP Aerophilatelic Commission, for his CAS plaque of recognition for his contribution to Aerophilately, is attached as Annex "C",
Item 92-27 : One of our energetic members, Ronald Niyanishi (CAS No.93), 124 Gamble Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario, M4J 2P3 Tel: (416) 421 - 5846, has compiled a list of known
Canadian Air Force flown and commemorative covers. The eight page listing. is
enclosed for each members perusal, Any additions or corrections that can be
made to this excellent list should be sent directly to Ron who will compile
an updated listing for a future issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist. Thanks
Ron for your enterprise and enthusiasm,Refer to Annex "D",
Item 92-28 : A collector friend of mine, Mr. Gerald J. Gallagher, 460 Lombardy Road, Drexel
Hill, Pennsylvania, 19026, USA has a collection of 92 RAF Hendon Museum special commemorative flown covers for sale as well as other Smithsonian Milestone of Flight covers for sale, Anyone interested in these covers are invited
to write Gerald Gallagher directly,
Item 92-29 : A copy of my latest column for Aerophilately To-Day (dated 3 August 1992) for
the USA philatelic newspaper "STAMP COLLECTOR", c/o Mr. Kenneth A. Palke,
Editor, Stamp Collector, Van Dahl Publications, P.O. Box 10, Albany, Oregon,
97321-0006, USA, is attached as Annex "2". There are several items of aerophilately that I commend to the attention of our GAS members.
Item 92-30 : The death of Mr. Horst Aisslinger of Aalen, Germany on 24 February 1992 is
detailed in my report on page 2, He was a dear friend and an outstanding aerop,
philatesofnratilsu,
Item 92-31 : Details on several future FIP aerophilatelic exhibitions are enclosed on the
pages of my column, The most important for aerophilatelists in Canada and the

3

-3USA is certainly that of AEROPHILATELY 1 92 to be held. as CHICAGOPE( '92 in Chicago, T171 Bare Expo Center, Rosemont, Illinois, At inos,30Octber-1Novm 92,inthe0
this event will be special trips to aviation museums, outstanding lectures, some of the
world's most important aerophilatelic and astrophilatelic exhibits, and several annual
meetings of aerophilatelic organizations,If at all possible plan to attend, The CAS will
be holding a regional meeting during the three day event.
Item 92-32 : The next interesting exhibition is that of Eur-Apex in London, England, 2 - 7
March 1998, There have been two submissions from Canada for approval for entry
in this world exhibition. Although it is almost too late for an application
submission I have three Bulletins No.1 for any members that may care to ask
for a copy,
Item 92 33 : On page 5 of my column I make reference to six types of special envelopes
that the CAS is preparing for sale to collectors. This is an expensive project costing close to $2500.00 Canadian for the four-coloured envelopes (2000
envelopes), the special postage that now costs ,45 cents each, special cachets in English, French, and one in Italian, and donations of covers to the
groups that flew orcarried the covers, The number of envelopes prepared fpr
each flight are as follows:
-

a) 27 June 1992: Lancaster Bomber, one type and 100 flown;
b) 27 June 1992: Italian aerobatic team, one type and 200 flown;
c) 29 June 1992 : USAF Stealth fighter F-117A flown from Ottawa to Langley Air
Force Base, Virginia, one type and 125 flown;
d) 28 June 1992 : Hawker Hurricane lighter, one type and 100 flown;

e) 1 July 1992 : The Canadian Forces parachute team, the Sky Hawks carried,
150 envelopes on their drop to Jacques Cartier Park, Hull, P.Q.One type,

f) 1 July 1992 : Nine different pilots of the Snowbirds Team of the Canadian
Armed Forces carried in each of their Tudor aircraft 125 envelopes to
commemorate Canada's 125th anniversary of Confederation, One type but nine
differently autographed envelopes, Set of 9 autographed envelopes are $35,00.
All the other envelopes are $5.00 Canadian each, Orders with payment may
be sent to the Vice-President, Major Dick halott, 16 Harwick Crescent,Nepean,
Ontario, K2H 6R1,

Item 92 34 : Members who are interested in interrupted ( crash ) covers are referred to
page 6 of my column concerning the availability of Henri L. Nierinck's most
-

recent reference book, "Courrier gcup6re/Recovered Nail". Valued at 2100 Belgium franks , it is a definite must for their libraries.
Item 92-34 : From time to time I receive souvenir aviation post cards from aviation companies in Canada, One of Air Canada's connector services, Air Alliance from
Quebec, has supplied an attractive post card depicting Air Alliance's Boeing
Dash 8 100 Series aircraft. I flew on one of these aircraft from Ottawa to
-

9

.."'Egi

Quebec City in late Nay 1992. It was a very pleasant.trip. With the possible
union of Air Canada and Canadian Air Lines International the aviation items
from these two air line companies will become sought after memorabilia. In
particular aviation post cards depicting aircraft, such as the enclosed Air
Alliance post card, will become much sought after items.
Item 92-35 :

Air Canada is now using a newly designed identification luggage label, NO.ACF
510-1 ( 3-992)„ depicting a B-747-400 in flight. 'No copies are enclosed for
each members retention. If anyone has similar items to share with the other
members of the CAS, please send the items to me for distribution in a future
issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist.

Item 92-36 : If any member has an interesting article ti share with the membership please
send it on to me for perusal and publication if the article is appropriate
to the needs of the CAS.
Item 92-37 : The Canadian War Museum has a new announcement card, a copy of which is enclosed for the retention of each member. A copy of 3 or 4 more earlier cards
are enclosed for a souvenir of past military exhibits at the CWM. Data on the
Peace Monument for the Canadian Forces Peace Keeping Contributions are enclosed. The monument is to be unveiled and dedicated on 8 October 1992 in front
of an estimated to be 5000 to 8000 personnel who have served in Canadian Peace
Keeping FOices. If you are planning to attend you should book your accommodation
now.
Item 92-38 : Members are requested to support the CAS by entering an exhibit in Royal 93
Royale to be held in Ottawa, Ontario 29-30 April and 1 May 1993. Please see
page 2, item 10 of the CAS minutes attached as Annex "A".
Item 92-39 :

In reference to page 3, item 11,,the list of the recipients of the two CAS
awards follows :
a) In Appreciation For Your Contribution TO Aerophilately : GAS
1, Roland Kohl : FISA : 12 April 1990 : CAS NO.87.
2, Alex Newell FISA : 12 April 1990
3, Don Amos : ROYAL 90 ROYALE : 9 June 1990 CAS No.69.
4. Frank Blumenthal : AAMS Editor of The Airpost Journal : 1 October 1990.
5. John Smith : AAMS Secretary : 15 May 1991.
6. Captain Frank Lemos Da Silveira : Preskdent FIP Aerophilatelic Comulission:
at PHILANIPPON 1 91 14 November 1991.
7. Nelson Eustis : FISA and FIP PHILANIPPON '91 14 November 1991.
8, Beatrice Bachmann : President FIP Commission for Astrophilately :
at PHILANIPPON 1 91 14 November 1991.

9. Japan Air Mail Society : at PHILANIPPON 1 91 : 14 November 1991.
10, National Postal Museum for display purposes across Canada : 24 October 1991,

Item 92 39 (cont 1 d) : 11, Bill Tbpping : BNAPS : 2 March 1992,
-

12, Lloyd Banner : Pioneer Canadian Aerophilatelist : Posthumous ;
2 March 1992,
b\ In Recognition of Achievement CAS
1, J.W.T. Taylor : New Zealand's Great Barrier Island: Its Pigeon Post Stamps
of 1898 - 1899. ROYAL 1 90 ROYALE.
2, Bill Bartlett ( CAS NO.32 ) SCADTA : The Development of Colombian Air Mail :
Royal 91 Royale

3. PHILANIPPON '91 : Senior Recipient as yet not announced by PHILANIPPON '91.
4, PHILANIPPON '91 : Junior Recipient as yet not announced by PHILANIPPON 1 91.,
5, National Postal Museum for display purposes across Canada : 24 October 1991,
6. Fran9ois Bourbonnais ( CAS No.145 ) : Youth Recipient at ROYAL 92 ROYALE
Edmonton,Alberta :AIR CANADA et lessor de l'Aeropostal
7. Walter Plomish ( CAS No.163 ) Adult Recipient at ROYAL 92 ROYALE, Edmonton,
Alberta ; Canada's First Air Mail Stamp C1 and C3 : Rates,
Routes and usages .
8, Stefan Guler of Switzerland : Best Youth aerophilatelic exhibit at CANADA 92
in Montreal,P.(4.„ 25 - 29 March 1992.Der traumvomfliegen( The
Story of Flight ).
9, Claude Del6glise of France : Sedond bestYouth aerophilatelic exhibit at CANADA
92 since noaatrophilatelic exhibit qualified for a special
award. MOntreal, PA., 25 - 29 March 1992. Llgvolution de 1 1
aviton(ThedlpmtofAvian).
10. Ana Maria Goldschmidt of Bolivia ; Correo Aereo de Bolivia (Air Mail of Bolivia),
GRANADA 1 92 Granada, Spain, 24 April

3 May 1992,

11, Beatrice Bachmann of Swtzerland : Aus Den Anfangen Der Weltraumforschung Zur
Weltraumpost (From The Beginnings of Space Exploration),GRANADA
'92, Granada, Spain, 24 April - 3 Nay 1992.
12, Gerhardt Wolff of the USA : Zeppelin Nail from Italy, Former Colonies,Vatican
and San Marino, at the World Columbian Stamp Expo

6

1 92,Chicago

-6Item 92-39 (cont'd) : Illinois, 22 - 31 May 1992,
Item 92-40 : Members are encouraged to submit to the President of the CAS, W/C Pat Sloan,
their recommendations of those aerophilatelists or astrophilatelists, Canadian,
American or other countries, that they consider worthy of the CAS award for
their contribution to national or international aerophilately or astrophilately.
Submissions, in writing, should be submitted by 15 September 1992.
Item 92-41. Members are encouraged to seek out new members for the Canadian Aerophilatelic
Society so that the CAS may be of service to more aerophilatelic and astrophilatelic collectors. For an appropriate collector why not give a year's gift membership. In particular why not sponsor a young collector and get him or her interested in a subject that gives you so much enjoyment. I'll report in the next
Canadian Aerophilatelist the names of our members who made the effort to sponsor
a youth in the CAS.
Item 92-42 : As time goes by all philatelic organizations lose members through death, change
of interest, in a belief that the Society is not providing what they want or
need, or non-payment of dues. The CAS has lost 52 members from its inception
as our highest number is 184 and we have 132 paid active meMbers.There are 14
complimentary members.If any members feel that they may wish to relinquish their
membership please contact me first to advise me of your problem and what you
suggest that the CAS could do to retain your membership. If you know of any members that have resigned why not discuss the matter with them to see if they might
wish to rejoin the CAS for the reasonable dues of $10.00 Canadian per year.
Item 92-43 ; Members are reminded that the CAS has an attractive membership pin available
at $5.00 each. They are available from the treasurer or the Vice-President
of the CAS. If you do not have one to wear why not order it now
Item 92-44 : The CAS has built up a nice stock of current flown covers from special events
mainly in Canada or from RAF Hendon commemorative flown covers, many of which
are autographed. Commemorative envelopes relating to the Shuttle flight of Dr.
Roberta Gondar 22 - 29 January 1992 are still available at $10.00 each or two
for $15.00 Canadian. These envelopes are not autographed but may be sent in by
individual members to the National Research Council/Space Division for the
signature of both Dr. Bondar and her back-up, Dr. Ken Money. The address for
signatures will be supplied to those acquiring one or more envelopes. The NRC
will accept two covers per collector for autographs, and if asked for two nice
decals for Canada's space programme will be provided as a gift. Contact Dick
Malott for these envelopes if you are interested.
Item 92-45

The next issue of The Canadian Philatelist will be released after AEROPHILATELY
'92, sometime in late November 1992.

( Rid •alott )
FRPSC
VjPres CAS
Editor The Canadian Aerophilatelist

MINI BOOK REVIEWS

Annex "3"

by Kendall C. Sanford
"WARTIME AIRMAILS - THE HORSESHOE ROUTE", by Charles Entwistle.
Published by Chavril Press, Abernethy, Perth, Scotland PH2 9LW,
1992. 24 pp., soft cover. ISBN 1 872744 06 0. Available from
AEROPHIL, 4 Ave. General Guiguer, CH-1197 Prangins (Vaud),
Switzerland. US$10.00 including surface postage (add $2.00 for
air mail.
This booklet gives a capsule history of the "Horseshoe Route",
which was the alternate route for the British air services which
started in June 1940 when Italy declared war and effectively
closed the Mediterranean to civil aircraft. The Horseshoe route
extended from Durban, South Africa north to Cairo and Iraq, then
east to India, Burma and Thailand, then southeast through
Indonesia to Australia, and ending in Auckland, New Zealand. The
reason why it was called the Horseshoe route was that when looked
at on a map, it resembled a horseshoe.
Most of the book covers the non postal aspects of the operation
of the Horseshoe route, and a few brief paragraphs describe the
postal rates, the air mail letter cards, the 3d post card rate,
the Airgraph, the 6d air letter, and the routing of mail.
Unfortunately, there are no covers shown which were carried on
the Horseshoe route, which would have made the book much more
interesting. The author has told me the reason was to keep the
cost down. Nevertheless, the booklet puts together the basic
information required for anyone interested in this interesting
aspect of wartime history.
"UNDER COVER ADDRESSES OF WORLD WAR II", by Charles Entwistle.
Published by Chavril Press, Abernethy, Perth, Scotland PH2 9LW,
1991. 24 pp., soft cover. ISBN 1 872744 01 X. Available from
AEROPHIL, 4 Ave. General Guiguer, CH-1197 Prangins (Vaud),
Switzerland. US$10.00 including surface postage (add $2.00 for
air mail.
This booklet gives a brief history of the undercover addresses
which were used during World War II for mail without showing the
true destination. These were used to send mail, which in many
cases, would not have been possible because of the countries
between which the mail was really being sent were at war with
each other. By using an undercover address in a neutral country,
the speed of transmission could be greatly increased while the
restrictions on the length of message were removed. The most
famous undercover addresses were those operated by the travel
agents Thomas Cook & Son Ltd. in various cities, e.g. Amsterdam,
London and Lisbon. One of the most well known undercover
addresses was Post Office Box 506 in Lisbon.
The booklet lists all the known undercover addresses, and most
philatelists will be surprised to learn there were a lot more
undercover addresses than many of us were previously aware of.
In some cities, different box numbers were used for mail going to
or coming from different countries. For example, P.O. Box 252,
Grand Central Station, New York was for mail to Canada from enemy
territory.
There is a very useful section which explains the different
values of covers to the various undercover addresses. I am sure
that some collectors will use this book to check wartime covers

/f}ii h
"BRASILIEN Erstfluge bis 1949, chronologisch geordnet nach:
-

Fluggesellschaften
Abflugdaten
Abflugorten"

"Brazilian First Flights until 1949, Chronological list of:
-

Airlines
Departure dates
Places of departure

by Karlheinz Wittig. Published by the author, Lohmar, Germany,
59 pp., soft cover, German language. Available from
1991.
4 Ave. General Guiguor, CH-1197 Prangins (Vaud),
AEROPHIL,
plus $3.00 surface postage ($5.00 air
Switzerland.
US$18.00
mail).
This is a basic chronological listing of 1st flights connected
with Brazil with values of most covers in German marks, except
for those listed and priced in the American Air Mail Catalogue,
where US$ prices from the 1990 Pricing Supplement were used. The
prices seem to be fairly close to the current market. At the
beginning is a Preface in German, Spanish and English which
briefly describes the catalog's organization. It is followed by
an index and an explanation of the abbreviations used. There is a
list of literature references on Brazilian 1st flights. The 1st
section lists 1st flights by airline. The 2nd section lists
flights by dates, and the 3rd section lists flights by place of
departure. If you can't find a listing in one section, you are
sure to find it in one of the others.
There is also a section listing 52 known accidents. However,
covers from only eight of them are priced. In this reviewer's
opinion, many more of them could have been priced, as there is
currently an active market in South Atlantic crash covers, many
of which were to or from Brazil.
The catalog does not show any cachets or postal markings.
Nevertheless, the aerophilatelist interested in South America or
specifically Brazil, will find this a useful catalog.
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22 Feb. 1976

12 June 1976

SnowbirdsAerobaticcover No. 7 .
FlownoverCFBMoose Jaw.

150th Annivers aryof Ottawa(Bytown)and the Royal Enginners .
Flown CFB Lahr- CFB Ottawaon CF-137(707) .

434 Squadron(25 Years) .
CFB Comox toCFB Shearwater. 7 Nov.1976 .
Flownon CF-116s(CF-5) .
Pilots: L. Col. Scott Clementsand Capt. Rod Sword .

410 Squadron(25 Years) Queen's Coloursand Battle Honours .
Flownona CF-101over CFB B agotville .
Pilot :Capt. R.W. Walker, Nay.: C apt. D .Bouchard .

CourcelettePQcancel .
Signed cover.

Bushell Park SKcancel.

CFPO 5000cancel.

Canada Postphilatelic
Medley AB 22Feb . 1976cancel .
Shearwater NB and Courtenay BC
cancel 7 Nov. 1976cancels.
Signed cover.

Special 410 Squadroncancel.
Signed cover.

NOTES

26 Oct. 1976

430 SquadronPresentingof Queen'sColoursandBattleHonours.
Flownona helicopterat CFB Valcartier.
Pilot : Capt. J. L. M. Belzil, CD .

Comox BCcancel .
1700covers.
Signed covers .

AIRCRAFT #

2 Nov. 1976

409 Squadron 25 Years and Presentationof Colours .
Flownona CF-101B Ottawa- CFB C omox.
Pilot: LC o1 G. H. Herbert, Nay.: Maj . R. M . Hellberg.

Greenwood NBcancel.
Illustrationof CP-1 40Aurora
surrounded bymaple leaves .

EVENT

25 June 1977

FirstAurora commemorativecover.
CFB Greenwood .

Set of 3signed covers .

Canadian Farewell - June 1981 .
Flown CFB C omox- CFB Summersid e.
Route: C FBComox- Victoria- Edmonton- Regina- Winnipeg- Toronto- OttawaQuebec City- Fredericton- Halifax- St. Johns- Charottetown- CFB S ummerside .

Greenwood NSand Slemon Park
PEI .cancels .

Lazo BC(13 J une 1981 )and
Slemon Park PEI(14June 1981 )
cancels .

x autiV

DATE

15 July 1977

415 Squadron.
Flownon CP -107(Argus) .

SlemonPark PEIcancel.

Last Flight July 1981 .
Flown CFB Greenwood - CFB Summerside

101012

29 May 1980

North AtlanticFarewell May 1981 .
Flown from CFB Summerside to Keflavik-Greenl and, Andenes-France , RAF Kinloss ,
Marinefliegergesch Wader 3 Nordholz , Marine Vliegkamp Valkenburg,RAF St. Mawgan .
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10 June 1986

425 Squadron Amalgam Chief 86-2 .
CFB Bagotville- Frobisher Bay.
Flownona CF-18 .
13 0326

188722

FrobisherBay NWTcancel .
Signed cover.

AlouettePQand Frobisher Bay NWT
cancels .
Signed cover.

AlouettePQand Frobisher BayNWT
cancels .
Signed cover.

NOTES

11 June 1986

436 Squadron Amalgam Chief 86-2 .
CFB Bagotville- Frobisher B ay.
Flownona CC -130 .

188717

AlouettePQand Frobisher Bay NWT
cancels .
Signed cover.

AIRCRAFT #

12 June 1986

425 Squadron AmalgamChief 86-2 .
Air toairintercept.
Frobisher Bay.
Flownona CF-18 .
Pilot: Capt. John Reed (USAF) .

188710

Frobisher B ay NWTcancel .
Signed cover.

EVENT

13 June 1986

425 Squadron Amalgam Chief 86-2 .
Aircraftexchange .
CFB Bagotville- Frobisher Bay.
Flownona CF-18 .
Pilot : Maj . A Boyer.

188720

Frobisher B ayNWT cancel .
Signed cover.

tsJ
0

ti -a„ xatztrf

DATE

13 June 1986

425 Squadron Amalgam Chief 86-2 .
Aerial recognitionofCape Dyer Dewsite.
Frobisher B ay.
Flownona CF-18 .

1887 10

FrobisherBay NWTcancel .
Signed cover.

I

14 June 1986

425 Squadron Amalgam Chief 86-2 .
Air toground tactics: Frobisher Bay- Cape Dyer- Pangnirtung- Frobisher
Bay.Frobisher Bay.
Flownona CF-18 .

188720

Frobisher BayNWTcancel.
Signed cover.

15 June 1986

co
co
..,1

425 Squadron Amalgam Chief 86-2 .
Air toairinterce ptsunder E-3 AWAC control .
Frobisher Bay.
Flownona CF-18 .

16 June 1 986

425 Squadron Amalgam Ch ief 86-2 .
Air toairrefuel and CFS Alert aerial photorecognition.
Frobisher Bay.
Flownona CF-18 .

I—,

ii c-a 11 XSIRIV

Iqaluit NWTcancel .
Signed cover.

NOTES

7 May 1987

431 Squadron .(Snowbirds) .
FlownCFB Moose Jaw(Bushell Park 7 May 1987) .
13 J une 1987 CAPEX cancel .
Cachetonpostcard : "Best wishes from Snowbirds to The Canadian Aerophilatelic
Societyat CAPEX' 87 13- 2 1 June 1987" .
118102

AlouettePQand IqaluitNWTcancels.
Signed cover.

AIRCRAFT#

7-8 June 1987

Base Helicopter.
CFB Bagotville- Iqaluit (NWT) .
Flownona CH-118(Iroquois) .

129944

Alouette PQand Iqaluit NWTcancels.
Signed cover.

EVENT

9 June 1987

402 Squadron .
CFB Bagotville- Iqaluit.
Flownon CC -129(Dakota) .

130315

Iqaluit NWTcancel.
Signed Cover.

DATE

1 0 June 1987

436Squadron .
CFB Bagotville- Iqaluit.
Flownon CC -130.

137703

IqaluitNWTcancel .
Setof 2signed covers .

Iqaluit NWTcancel.
Coversigned byparticipatingaircrew.

Bushell ParkSKand CAPEXcancels .

16 June 1987

437 Squadron.
Iqauit- CFB Bagotville.
Flownon CC-137(707) .

188921
1887 16

16 June 1987

17 June 1987

425 Squadron.FirstCF-18 fl ightover North Pole .
Flown Iqaluit- North Pole-Iqallut.
Flownona CF-18 .
425 Squadron Amalgam Chief 87-2 .
Iqaluit.
10- 17 June 1987 .

AlouettePQand Iqaluit NWTcancels.
Signed cover.

436 Squadron Amalgam Chief87-2 .
Iqaluit- CFB Bagotville.
Flownon CC -130.

IqaluitNWTand Chicoutimi PQ
cancels.
Signed cover.

130315

17 June 1987

425 Squadron AmalgamChief87-2 .
Iqaluit- CFB Bagotville.
Flownon CF-18.

Alouette PQcancel .
Signed by CO.

188719

17 June 1987

425 Squadron 45th Anniversary.
CFB Bagotville .

II

27 June 1987
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Anne
MPHIL,TELY TO-DAY : M JOP PK IIALO'T, CD, EE''L
Greetings to all aerophilatelists and astrpphilatelists. The most important news for
aerophilatelists is the results of the election of the Board of the FIP Commission for
Aerophilately at the WOrld Phillatelic Exhibition in Granada, Spain - GRANADA '9 2 , Dr.
Theodor Dahinden, one of the Vice-Presidents of the FIP and responsible for aerophilatelic
and astrophilatelic matters presided over the election. Captain Francisco Lemos Da Silveira of Lisbon. Portugal stepped down as President of the Aerophilatelic Commission after
more that 12 years of service. Frank was a congenial gentleman, friendly in most cases unless
one crossed views with him over the rules of judging aeroPhilatelic exhibits. He had a
difficult course to follow for during his presidency the new rules for judging all classes
of philately came into effect at FINLAZIA 1 88. Controversy still exists concerning such
criteria as importance of a specific subject being displayed and the layout of the introductory page. It is hoped the the new executive will be able to iron out all these matters
for the benefit of all who choose to enter international competition for earophilately and
astrophilately. There were 28 Federations of the Commission represented at the election that
covers the period 1992

-

1996. There were two candidates for president and the results were:

Egil Thomassen of Norway ( 17 votes and elected) and Pierre Saulgrain of Rance ( 8 votes
and eligible to run for a director's position). Thomassen previously was the secretary of
the Commission and Saulgrain the Vice-President.
There were 9 candidates for the six positions on the Board of Directors. The names of
the candidates follow in order of votes received with the first six being the elected Board
for the 1992 - 1996 period:
1, Nelson Eustis of Australia - 26 votes;
2. Tony Roth of Switzerland - 20 votes;

3, Jorge Ebbeler of Uruguay - 20 votes;
Albert Haskiya of Turkey - 19 votes;
5. Murray Heifetz of Canada - 1L votes;
6. Pierre Saulgrain of France - 13 votes;
7,Alexandru Bartoc of Romania - 9 votes (not elected);
8. Johan Van As of The Netherlands - 9 votes (not elected); and
9. Dhirubhai Metha of India - 6 votes (not elected).

2
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Congratulations are extended to all who allowed their names to stand for election for
the improvement of Aerophilatelt throughout the world.The successful candidates will require
the support of all aerophilatelists to implement their future plans for areophilately.
The aerophilatelic world learned earlier in the year of the death of one of the world's
foremost aerophilatelist Mr. Horst Aisslinger of Aalen, Germany.Horst was born 2 April
1925 and died after several months of illness on 24 February 1992, He was a highly respeetecl
national and international juror of all aspects of aerophilately, a Grand Prix winner intprnationaly, and a past president of FISA. When I first had the pleasure of meeting Horst
several years ago he thought that I was the son of the elderly air mail collector, Major PK
Malott of Canada, since he had been aware of this air mail researcher and collector for many
years. We had a good laugh when I revealed that I was the one and only Major RK Malott. All
aerophilatelists mourn the passing of this congenial and knowledgeable gentleman.
Despite the loss of such giants of aerophilately others come forth to carry on the worn
of the deceased.There are two major aerophilatelic exhibitions on the horizon and two FIP
'0Orld Philatelic Exhibitions slated for 1993. The fisrt exhibition is AEROPHILATELY '92 which
is really CHICAGOPEX '92 It is to be held at the O'Hare Expo Center in Rosemont, Illinois
from 30 October to 1 November 1992 inclusive. This will be the first all airmail national
exhibition in the USA and it qualifies for the APS's World Series of Philately. The InternationalFederation of Aerophilatelic Societies ( FISA ) will hold its first official meeting
held outside of Europe.Several leading international aerophilatelic judges will be in attend
ance, The American Air Mail Society (AAMS), the Aerophilatelic Federation of the Americas
(AFA), and the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) will all be taking a very active part
in this exhibition that will feature special visits to aviation sites and museums. If you
are interested in any aspect of aerophilately be sure to plan a visit to Aerophilately 1 93.
An extensive range or aerophilatelic exhibits will be shown. For further data on this event
contact the President or the AAMS, Ms. Cheryl Ganz, P.O. Box A-3843, Chicago, Illinois,
60690, USA. The second exhibition is 8UP - APEX 1 93, a nationally accredited airmail exhibition with internatiiial participation, and organized by the British Aerophilatelic FederatiOh.
It is held in conjunction with Spring Stampex at the Royal Horticultural Society Halls in
London, England, Tuesday, 2 March to Sunday, 7 March 1993. Further data may be obtained by
3
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contacting Eur.Apex 1 93 Secretary, Mr, Roger G Stanley-Smith, 21 Lynton Close, Hurstpier point, Hassocks, West Sussex, BN69AN, United Kingdom. The two FIP World Philatelic Exhibitions are POLSKA '93 to be had in Poznan, Poland, 7 to 16 May 1993 and BANGKOK '93 to be
held in Bangkok, Thailand, 1 to 10 October 1993,The closing dates for application for entry
Lor these four exhibitions are as follows
a) CHICAGOPEX "92:AEROPHILATLY '92 : Entries closed 10 July 1992;
b) Far-Apex'91 : Entries close 28 August 19- 1
c) POLSKA 1 91

Entries closed 30 June 1998-, In the event aerophilatelists wish more data on

this exhibition they shoul( c,Intct the applicable commissioners from Canada and the USA:
Canadian Commissioner Peter -adej, 25 Stockbridge Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M8Z 4m6, Canada and USA Commissioner unknown to me,
d) Bangkok '93 : Entries close 30 October 1992, The Canadian Commissioner is Mr, William
Simpson, '0 First Street, Chatham, Ontario, N7M 2P8 and the USA Commissioner is the well1;nown them tic collector and international judge Mrs, Mary Ann Owens P.O. Box 02116/4, Brooklyn,,
New York, ,USA,
If aerophilatelists and astrophilatelists wish to maintain a significant place in all
levels of exhibitions the collectors must exhibit more to improve their collections and their
techniques of exhibiting. Practice makes perfect so start planning to exhibit at the level
you are now qualified to do so, - locally, nationally and then internationally,
There are other world or international exhibitions planned or being planned and for
which aerophilatelists and astrorlAlatelists may be interested in aprAying for entry:
a) BRASILIANA '93 in Rio de Janeiro, Brasil, 30 July - 8 August 1993.
b) HAFNII '94 in Co f ,enhaen, Denmark : details to follow;
c) PORTUGAL 1 9t in Lisl-on, Portugal : details to follow;
d) FINLANDIA 1 95 in Helsinki, Finland : details to follow;
e) SINGAPORE 1 95 : details to follow; in Singapore, the Rpublic of Singapore; and
f) PACIFIC '97 : in San Francisco, California,USA: 29 May - 8 June 1997,
The FIP issues anews magazine ,FLASH, four times a year with the latest data on phil-

atelic international and national news, In the last issue, No„40, June 1992 a four page
listing of the names and addresses of all FIP Member Federations, FIP Commissions anC Burer.41

Members and a lsit of Qualifying Exhibitions show Ao.801 INDIA '80 in New Delhi, India to
Show No.924 GCNOVA '92 in Genoa, Italy, I also have a PALMARES Listing of the Aerophilatelic

and Astrophilatelic winners with their point scores for GRANADA '92, As a service to interested
readers of APOPFILATELT TO-DAY I will be pleased to send a complimentary copy of the data
postage free to anyone requesting the information, The highest rated aerophilatelic exhibit
was that of Behcet Ciragan of Switzerland ( Large Gold 87 points) for his exhibit "The Airmails
of Turkey". The highest rated aeteophilatelic exhibit was that of Beatrice Bachmann also of
Switzerland (Gold 94 points and a special prize) for her exhibit ,"From the Beginnings of
Space Exploration". The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society's award "or exceptional improvement
and achievement in exhibitin our two areas of interest was awarded to both Ana Maria Goldschmidt of Bolivia(Large Vermeil 85 points plus special prize) for her exhibit, "Airmail of
Bolivia" and Beatrice Bachmann for her aetrophilatelic exhibit. There were 51 aerophilatelic
exhibits and eight astrophilatelic exhibits.
There were two apprentice judges for aerophilately approved for future judging assign
ments at GRANADA '92 t Mr. Domingo Doreste of Spain and Mr. Albert Haskiya of Turkey. It is
hoped that requests to the FIP Hibrarchy will allow AEROPHILAT7LY *92 at Chicago to hold a
judging seminar for interested aerophilatelists and astrophilatelists in order that these
attending may complete one of several requirements to qualify to become an international FIP
judge in aerophilately and astroehilately. Requests have been sent to the new President of
the Aerophilatelic Commission,ilH. Thomassen of Norway, and Mr, F. Burton Sellers of the
USA, who is the Vice-President of the FIP responsible for judges and judging for FIP exhib.
itions,
The Canadian airlines, Air Canada and Canadian Air Lines International, are experiencing
Lolls financial deficits as are most other world major air lines, Deregulations, recession,
)etition and questionable management have resulted in discussions between the two air lines
1 the possibility of unifying to cut costs.If this happens several thousand air line person.,
will lose their jobs and dozens of aircraft will he surplus to requirements. Unfortunately
two air lines have not had an interest in catering to aerophilatelists and thus very few
ladian first fliL;ht covers have been produced in the last few years. A very significant new

—5—
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Air Canada route was opened up on 22 May 1992 from Toronto to Berlin, Germany, via Paris,
As far as I can det ,,rmine t} re were no flown covers on this flight. If there is a union of
the two Canadian air lines the CAS will prepare a special cover to recognize the demise of
these two historic Canadian air lines.
Since Canadian first flight covers are so limited Canadian aerophilateliets and the aq
have made an effort to prepare special commemorative flown envelopes for Canadats 1 - 5th
anniversary of confederation. A beautiful four-coloured envelope was prepared depicting--

tht

red and white logo of the CAS , the red and white logo of the Canadian Snowbirds aerobatic
team and the red, white and purple logo for the 125th anniversary, The envelopes were flown
or carried on a parachute drop by the Canadian Forces Sky Hawks on the following days:
a)27 June 1992 at the National Capital Air Show in Ottawa, Ontario aboard the Warplane Her
itage Aynarski VC Lancaster bomber;
b) 27 June 1992 at the National Capital Air Show in Ottawa aboard the No.1 aircraft of the
spectacular Italian aerobatic team of 10 aircraft . Frecce Tricolori - (three coloured
arrow) over Uplands;
c) 28 June 1992 at the National Capital Air Show in Ottawa aboard the Warplane Heritage Hay'
ker Hurricane fighter aircraft over Uplands;
d) 29 June 1992, after the National Capital Air Show in the USAF stealth fighter F-117A
hawk" from Ottawa to Langley Air Force Base, USAF, .piloted by Captain Greg Sembower;
e) 1 July 1992 at Canada Day celebrations at Jacques Cartier Park, Hull, Quebec carri e d by
members of the Canadian Forces parachute team, The Sky Hawkq, at 11:30 am;
f) 1 July 1992 at the Canada Day celebrations over Parliament Hill in the presence of Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and flown by the nine members of the Snowbirds in their respective Alder aircraft.
The envelopes (covers) will be signed by the respective pilots and cancelled on the
applicable dates with cancellations from either the Canadian Senate Post Office, the HouSe
of Commons Pest Office, and for the 1 July 1992 by the National Postal Museum one day of
use,postal cancellation. Stamps depicting Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, the Canadian 4104$
over Parliament Hill, and for 1 July 1992, the 12 new Canadian stamps depicting 12 views
of Canada. Since these envelopes must be sent away for signaures the finished covers, each

6
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with a cachet in English and in French ( and in Italian for the flown Italian covers), will
be a couple of months in preparation for dispersal. Anyone interested in these covers axe is
invited to write to me for further data at the following address : Major RK Malott, 16 Par-wick
Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1, Canada, A sample of the four -coloured CAS envelope is depicted with this article.
The long awaited second book on interrupted air mail ( crash covers ) by the outstanding
aerpphilatelic researcher, Mr. Henri L. Nierinck, 51 Stockholmstraat, 8 4 00 - Oostende, Belgium,
will be ready for distribution in late September

Courrier Recupere/Recovered Mail -ill be

issued in 2 Volumes with a great deal of new and corrected data A total of 1200 pages Jill be
prepay r. Volume I , 16 by 2 4 cms, clothbound, has 570 pages, 600 illustrations, and covers the.
period 1910 tp 1936 Details for each accident include, - the place, the type of aircraft, the
registration number, name of the pilot and of the company, and a short summary in nglish and in
French of the circumstances of the accident. An estimated value of the envelope is provided if
an example is known. The present price up to 15 September 1992 is1.990 Belgium franks plus
200 Belgium franks for postage and handling.If you collect interrupted flight covers this book
is a must for your research and the development of your own personal collection Anyone interested in receiving complimentary finderts guide reference for the Canadian Aerophilatelic dat4
donated to the Canadian National Postal Archives by myself are invited to send me a note to that
effect.
One never knows what will turn up at a stamp show in innocent accumulations of envelopes
and post cards. At a recent stamp exhibition in Toronto, Ontario an examlale of the cachet on
the noted AAMS No. 4, 10 May 1912 at Winnipeg, Manitobafor a flight by a pioneer pilot from the.
USA, was located on the back of a normal looking post card. The card, however is dated 5:30 AY
at Winnipeg, Manitoba on 19 September 1914. The cachet reads, "From Winnipeg/By First Aerial
Route/ Thomas McGoey: Aviator". How many more of these unused c a rds still exist? This card of
course is cancelled in use addressed to a lady living, in Dauphin, Manitoba.
I would be pleased to hear from anyone reading this column concerning its contents or any
other aspect of aerophilately or astrophilately.Until our next aerophilatelic flight I wish all
the best for take - off's and andings,
Malott )
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ITEM 93-1:

The last issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist was Vol. VIII No. 2
dated 14 August 1992. There were two issues only of The Canadian
Aerophilatelist in 1992. This is the first issue for 1993.
ITEM 93-2:

Mike Shand, the reelection coordinator for the CAS Executive
reported that no one had written in any nominations for the
Executive of the CAS. Since Pat Sloan, President of the CAS and
Ritch Toop, Secretary of the CAS, retired from their positions as
of 31 December 1992, and since there were four volunteers for the
four executive positions, the four positions were declared filled
by President Sloan without holding a ballot among the membership.
The new Executive of the CAS is as follows:
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

President: Major "Dick" Malott, Ret'd.
Vice-President: Mr. "Mike" Shand.
Immediate Past-President: W\C "Pat" Sloan, Ret'd.
Treasurer: Mr. Nelson Bentley.
Secretary: Mr. Ron Miyanishi.

The support of all members is requested to assist the new executive
in carrying out their duties.

ITEM 93-3:
Past-President Pat Sloan and Past-Secretary Ritch Toop are to be
congratulated and thanked for their many years of service to the
CAS. Pat received a plaque of appreciation at Aerophilately 92 in
Chicago on 30 October 1992. At a suitable opportunity, Ritch Toop
will be publicly recognized for his dedicated work for the CAS.
ITEM 93-4:
Ritch Toop's last report as Secretary of the CAS, dated 11 January
1993 lists 147 members. (Annex "A").
ITEM 93-5:
Nelson Bentley, Treasurer of the CAS, submitted his financial
report, dated 1 December 1992. The total financial balance of the
CAS is $2,288.95. (Annex "B"). Please note that the CAS spent
$2,500.00 Canadian on the special 125th Anniversary of Canada's
Confederation flown covers by the Snowbirds and other special
groups. Members are requested to support the project by purchasing
these most attractive 4 - coloured and autographed flown covers as
described elsewhere in this newsletter.
ITEM 93-6:
Due to many new projects the President and Editor of the CAS is
over committed in his activities. This is the reason for the late
publication of The Canadian Aerophilatelist. Two volunteers from
the membership are being sought - one to be the Editor of The
Canadian Aerophilatelist and one to look after the inventory and
selling of aerophilatelic flown covers of the CAS. A revised
inventory of the CAS holdings is required for distribution to our
members to aid in the sales of flown covers. We would like to
replenish the funds in our bank account that were used for the
special 125th anniversary flown covers project. Please contact me
for further details if you can help.
ITEM 93-7:
There are many news items to be listed for the edification of the
CAS members. Most of the data are listed in an article that I
prepared for the philatelic press, particularly my article for "Todays Aerophilately" in Stamp Collector Magazine. Please refer to
Annex "C".

ITEM 93-8:

The AAMS regretted to announce the death of three of its stalwart
members in a press release dated 3 December 1992 - Uncle Sam
Goldsticker Jr., Joe Eisendrath and Mr. Paul Garber. The CAS
regrets the passing of these stalwart aerophilatelists and extends
condolences to the bereaved families (Annex "D").
ITEM 93-9:

The special AAMS Awards for 1992 announced at Chicagopex'92 are
attached as Annex "E". It is gratifying to see all these dedicated
aerophilatelists recognized for their past and present work.
Please note that a pioneer Canadian aerophilatelist, Major Ian C.
Morgan, was among those appointed to the Aerophilatelic Hall of
Fame.
ITEM 93-10:

Nelson Bentley was instrumental in having two special types of
covers prepared and flown for the 50th Anniversary of the Gatineau
Gliding Club and Pendleton Airport on 6 September 1992. Those
interested please see Annex "F".
ITEM 93-11:

Ron Miyanishi (CAS No. 93), our newly appointed Secretary has a
revised 9 page summary of flown Canadian military covers. He is
anxious to have CAS members interested in this type of materiel to
contact him to help develop the listing. Those wishing a free copy
of the listing should contact Dick Malott.
ITEM 93-12:

A ten page listing of Canadian and foreign air mail first and
commemorative flights from and to Canada, 18 April 1950 to 4 April
1992, with ten pages of 10 large cachets was sent to the CAS by
Trans World Philair Club, Postfach 1563, 6233 Kelkheim\TS1,
Germany. Listed are dates, airlines, route, type of aircraft when
known, and selling price in Deutchmarks by the Trans World Philair
Club. This is a significant listing and those wishing a copy
should contact Dick Malott.

ITEM 93-13:
Data on the fast approaching Eur-Apex'93 in London, England, 2-7
March 1993 are attached in Annex "G". This is to be a most
significant aerophilatelic\Astrophilatelic event. Dick Malott is
the Canadian Commissioner and will be attending the exhibition from
2-7 March, afterwhich he will be visiting friends and military
museums from 8-22 March 1993. Anyone wishing aerophilatelic
cancels from Eur-Apex'93 should contact Dick immediately (Annex
"H"
ITEM 93-14:
In order to reimburse the CAS treasury for the $2,500.00 obtained
for the special 125th Anniversary of Confederation covers, a number
of special packages of envelopes were sent out to some members who
indicated earlier their interest in such times. If anyone received
a package and considers it an unsolicited package I trust that no
offence will be taken as the CAS offered to pay any return postage
costs.
ITEM 93-15:

THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF PREPARED FLOWN AND
AUTOGRAPHED COVERS, NOW FOR SALE:

(A)

Lancaster signed cover of 27 June 1992 at Ottawa.
$5.00.

Value

(B)

Hawker Hurricane signed cover of 28 June 1992 at Ottawa.
Value $5.00.

(C)

Sky Hawks signed (at Gatineau) cover by all of the team (11),
plus a decal and brochure. Value $5.00.

(D)

Set of 9 autographed Snowbird covers for 1 July 1992 at
Ottawa. Value $35.00.

(E)

Signed Italian flown cover, at Ottawa's National Air Show, 27
June 1992. Value $5.00.

(F)

FDC and dated flight dates of Astronaut Steve MacLean. Value
$15.00.

(G)

Set of 9 autographed Snowbird covers flown in Ottawa at CFB
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan on their last day of operation for
1992. 17 August 1992. Value $35.00.

(H)

Shearwater flown and autographed Snowbird cover for Shearwater
Air Show, 19 September 1992. Value $10.00.

(I)

The Stealth Fighter flown envelope has not yet been returned.
If available the value will be $5.00.
All values are in
Canadian dollars.

Orders should be sent to Dick Malott. Payment may be made by
personal cheques or money orders payable to The Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society.
ITEM 93-16:
CAS pewter membership pins are available for $5.00 Canadian, post
paid. Orders may be sent to the treasurer or the President.
ITEM 93-17:
The Thames Stamp Club honoured the 50th anniversary of the
Doolittle Raid on Sunday, October 25, 1992. Their cachet features
a B-25 Mitchell Bomber and the carrier Hornet (CR-8). Cachets with
the Doolittle stamp are $2.00 US. All other WWII stamps are $1.00
US. A set of 10 cachets are $10.00 US. To order cachets send
remittance with a #10SASE TO: Thames Stamp Club, P.O. Box 1447,
New London, Conn 06320, U.S.A.
ITEM 93-18:
One of our newest members, Captain Julius Grigore, Jr., USN, Ret'd,
has researched and published a fascinating book on the New York,
Rio and Buenos Aires Airlines, "NYRBA" entitled, "Triple Crash and
Outlaw Flight Covers and Postal Markings". Please refer to Annex
"I" for details on contents and ordering.
ITEM 93-19:
A new controversy has started among aerophilatelists as to what
should or should not be collected in aerophilately. So far Alex
Newall, Ken Sanford and Cdr. Frans J. van Beveren have entered the
fray with all guns firing and bomb-bays opened ready for the
attack. The three are members of the CAS as well as other
aerophilatelic organizations. It is hoped that the arguments will
stay on a friendly basis. Basically I feel that if someone wishes
to commemorate an aviation event in a respectable manner, than let
that person do so as we have done for Canada's 125th Anniversary of
Confederation for 1992. In Canada, the airlines and Canada Post do
not cater to first flights. Thus to motivate interest in
aerophilately in Canada one has to be inventive to obtain new and
current items for younger collectors. Not everyone can afford the
more expensive pioneer and semi-official flight covers of Canada,
Newfoundland, the USA, and other countries of interest. Has anyone
comments that they would like published in The Canadian
Aerophilatelist?
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ITEM 93-20:
The CAS is about to embark on a demanding project, with the support
of the AAMS through Dan Barber, Editor-in-Chief of the AAMS
Catalogue. The CAS is to prepare and publish in time for a launch
at CAPEX'96, 8-16 June 1996, a separate all Canadian Air Mail
Catalogue featuring all aspects of aerophilately\astrophilately for
Canada and Newfoundland. Dick Malott will be the coordinator as he
was for the Canadian and Newfoundland Sections of Volume IV, 5th
Edition of the AAMS Catalogue, 1980. A lot of work has been done
already compiling data for corrections and particularly additions
to the Canada and Newfoundland Sections of Volume IV, 5th Edition.
Who is willing to assist?
ITEM 93-21:
The contents of this special separate catalogue from the AAMS set
will be Canadian in every aspect with all the removed date after
1950 returned to the listings along with the new listings such as
the one prepared by Trans World Philair Club. I envisage the
following sections in the catalogue:
(A)

Newfoundland air mails - stamps and flown covers that would
include pioneer and government flights to 1 April 1947.

(B)

Canadian air mails - pioneer and semi-official stamps, regular
air mail stamps to their discontinuance with all-up mail.

(C)

Canadian air mails of all types - pioneer, semi official,
official government flights, unofficial flights, souvenir and
commemorative events, including foreign aircraft carriers to
and from Canada.

(D)

Crash covers within, to and from Canada.

(E)

Aerogrammes.

(F)

Canadian Forces Air Letter Forms.

(G)

Special Canadian Forces commemorative flown envelopes,
including covers flown by the Snowbirds (Ron Miyanishi).

(H)

Special flights by balloons, gliders, parachute, helicopters,
Comet and Concorde.

(I)

List of known national
organizations.

and

international

air mail
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(J)

List of names with a short biography of all noted Canadian
aerophilatelists (collectors, dealers, auctioneers), and those
non-Canadian noted for collecting Canadian aerophilately (ie
Ed Richardson and John Cornelius).

(K)

Whatever else that is brought forth. The format will have to
be deduced and dedicated volunteers who have the interest and
the time to work on this project are now required so that we
can organize and commence this challenging assignment. Murray
Heifetz has offered to coordinate Pioneer and Semi-official
air mail and stamps. The Toronto group working on the format
of our catalogue could look after the official government
flights, etc.
Who has an interest in any of these areas?
Please contact Dick Malott soon so that research and work on
the Canadian Air Mail Catalogue may commence.

ITEM 93-22:
Royal 1993 Royale will be held in Ottawa, Ontario in conjunction
with ORAPEX'93 at the Radisson Hotel, 30 April - 2 May 1993
inclusive. Refer to Annex "J" for further details on the
philatelic exhibition and Canada's Second National Philatelic
Literature Exhibition. It is not too late to apply for exhibiting
your aerophilatelic exhibit or literary work. Refer to Annex "K".
ITEM 93-23:
CAPEX'96 will be held in Toronto, Ontario 8-16 June 1996. Start to
plan your trip to this significant philatelic event. The CAS plans
to cooperate with the AAMS, AFA, FISA and the RPSC to make
aerophilately\astrophilately an important segment of CAPEX'96.
Annual meetings of the various aerophilatelic\astrophilatelic
groups will be held, seminars and lectures presented, a special
dining-in-night will be held at the historic Royal Canadian
Military Institute in Toronto, and a visit to the Canadian Aviation
Heritage Museum at Mount Hope near Hamilton, Ontario will be
arranged. A Committee to coordinate activities will be set up with
CAS Toronto and environs members. Who wishes to chair this
committee - perhaps Murray Heifetz, our RPSC Aerophilatelic
Commissioner to the FIP Aerophilatelic Commission who lives in the
Toronto area.
ITEM 93-24:
If any CAS member has any aerophilatelic news for their colleagues
please send it to the Editor for use in The Canadian
Aerophilatelist.
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ITEM 93-25:
Anyone wishing to obtain special autographed first flight and
commemorative envelopes, mainly British covers, please contact Mr.
Len Gleicher, 94 Grafton Road, London, NW5 3EJ, England. Len has
a wide selection of interesting autographed flown covers, including
Canadian items and Battle of Britain pilot signed covers.
ITEM 93-26:
An excellent book titled "Spirit of the Yukon" by June Lunney,
daughter of the famous Canadian bush pilot Andrew Cruikshank has
been published by Caillin Press 1992.
Trelle Morrow of Prince
George, B.C. has provided a book review for our benefit.
(Annex
VI
L"
ITEM 93-27:
The British North America Society has many study groups, including
two Canadian aerophilatelic study groups. One must be a member of
the BNAPS to belong to a BNAPS Study Group. For data on the
Canadian Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mail Study Group contact
Trelle A. Morrow, No. 102-1376 7th Avenue, Prince George, B.C., V2L
3P1. For data on the Canadian Air Mail Study Group that
encompasses all aspects of Canadian air mail contact Basil S.
Burrell, 911 Huckleberry Lane, Glenview, Illinois, 60025, USA.
ITEM 93-28:
Data on the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan and a reference
book, "They Shall Not Grow Old" are attached as Annex "M".DatP. on
the canadii-,n Aviation Historical Society are enclosed as Annex "7.
ITEM 93-29:
The next issue of "The Canadian Aerophilatelist" will be released
hopefully in June 1993 after my return from England and EURAPEX'93, and a holiday in Florida (3-24 May 1993).
/
nZ
d

A

(R. K. Malott)
FRPSC
President CAS
Editor, The Canadian Aerophilatelist.
RKM\dt.
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CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY NEWS

Greetings to all for a successful philatelic 1993. Members of
the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society have been busy in 1992 and with
new members in the executive plans for 1993 activities have
commenced. The new executive, all in their respective positions by
acclamation are as follows:

PRESIDENT:

Major R.K. "Dick" Malott, C.D.,
M.Sc., B.A., F.R.P.S.C.

IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT:

W\C EP "Pat" Sloan, C.D.

VICE-PRESIDENT:

Michael Shand.

TREASURER:

Nelson Bentley.

SECRETARY:

Roy Miyanishi.

Pat Sloan was the first President of the CAS and guided it to
maturity over the past six years. At the major aerophilatelic
exhibition in Chicago, AEROPHILATELY'92, 30 October - 1 November
1992, Pat received three awards for his contribution to
aerophilately nationally and internationally: The CAS Award for
contribution to aerophilately nationally and internationally: "The
CAS Award for contribution for Aerophilately"; The Gold FISA Medal
for outstanding contribution to international aerophilately; and
The Gus Lancaster Award of The Metropolitan Air Post Society of New
York. This aerophilatelic hat-trick is the first on record for any
Canadian aerophilatelist. We all extend congratulations to Pat and
appreciate his continued support of the CAS as immediate past
president of the CAS. Another vote of appreciation goes to our
retiring secretary, Major ER "Ritch" Toop, our third secretary who
served for five years and who got our activities on computer. We
also welcome our two new executive members, Michael Shand, VicePresident, of Ottawa, and Ron Miyanishi of Toronto, Ontario. Plans
for active participation of the CAS in EUR-APEX'93 in London,
England and in ROYAL 1993 ROYALE in conjunction with ORAPEX'93 in
Ottawa, are well underway.

AEROPHILATELY'93 in Chicago was attended by a dozen Canadian
aerophilatelists. A very full programme crammed 5 days of activity
into three days. Interesting lectures, outstanding exhibits, an
excellent selection of material from dealers, and several pleasant
social events kept everyone very busy. The CAS awarded five of its
special awards for an individual's contribution to
aerophilately\astrophilately - Pat Sloan of Canada, Cheryl Ganz,
the President of the American Aerophilatelic Airmail Society of the
USA, Fred Blau of Chicago, Illinois, USA: Commander Frans Van
Beveren of the Netherlands; and Dr. Teddy Dahinden, a Vice
President of The Federation internationale de philatelie, of
Switzerland. Each recipient received the CAS pewter and walnut
plaque and a special citation. The Grand Award for the exhibition
went to Mr. Kent J. Kobersteen for his outstanding exhibit, "The
Beacon Airmail Stamp of 1928 - Production and Usage". The only
Canadian entry, one of crash covers by Dick Malott of Nepean,
Ontario, received a gold medal. The AAMS announced the recipients
of many awards for devoted work for aerophilately, including four
additions to the Aerophilatelic Hall of Fame. One individual was
the renowned Major Ian C. Morgan of Montreal, Quebec, now deceased.
Major Morgan was a dedicated collector, researcher, writer and
organizer from the late 1920's to the late 1970's. He was the
founder of the International Air Mail Society, the editor and
publisher of The Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Airmail Stamps
(1931-1935), and a prodigious originator or thousands of historic
military cancelled envelopes for Canadian Forces during the Second
World War. Let us hope that other famous Canadian aerophilatelists
such as O.W.R. Smith, W.R. Patton, Narcisse Pelletier, Jim Sissons,
and Bob of the Northland, will be so honoured in the future. Tt
has proven difficult to obtain data on these individuals, including
their dates of death. If anyone has any data on these
aerophilatelists to assist in proving their significance to
Canadian and international aerophilately, I would be pleased to
receive it at 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1, Canada
Tel: (613) 829-0280.
Aerophilately'92 saw the publication of an aerophilatelic book
"Via Airmail: an Aerophilatelic Survey of Events, Routes and
Rates", edited by Simine Short and the associate editor was Cherly
Ganz. Two of the 17 articles were written by Canadian
aerophilatelists - "Mermoz Trans-Atlantic Flights" by Pat Sloan and
"Canadian Airmails, 1918-1934" by Dick Malott. The book is
available in Canada from Nelson Bentley, Treasurer of the CAS and
in the USA from Greg Schmidt of the American Air Mail Society at
870 Bengal Road, Neenah, Wisconsin, 54956-2052, USA for $20.00 US
plus $3.00 US for postage and handling costs for a shipment to a
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Canadian address. For members of the AAMS the cost is $16.00 US
for the first copy and $20.00 US for any extra copies, plus the
$3.00 US postage and handling costs. This book is an important
addition to any collector's library of air mail material. For
Canadians, please convert the US price to Canadian dollars at the
prevailing exchange rate.
Although Aerophilately'92 was a resounding success with at
least 1500 collectors attending, an ominous comparison of events
occurring in the same large convention centre was there to be seen
by those concerned about the future of stamp collecting or
philately and aerophilately. On the bottom floor of the convention
centre were two gigantic exhibitions - one for an open show and
exhibition for skiing and the other a monstrous layout for toy
models of trains, aircraft, ships, automobiles, some toy soldiers,
etc. Most of the models were radio controlled with large areas for
visitors to try certain items out. There were dealers from every
corner of the globe including Russia and mainland China. There
were 5 to 6 thousand people in the area at anyone time, and at
least 60% were young people spending a lot of money as the items
were not cheap. They were eager, having fun, competing doing
something exciting, and they were not headed for the aerophilatelic
section. Up stairs older generations of collectors were busy
looking at the exhibits and searching for significant items for
their collections. There were very few young people there. If the
young people are not coming out to see these advanced collections
or searching out philatelic items for their collections it will not
be too long before there will be no one coming to the stamp shows.
In the last few months there have been several deaths of the senior
AAMS collectors - Joseph E. Eisendrath who edited the AAMS book on
interrupted (crash) covers; "Uncle Sam" Samuel S. Goldsticker who
served the AAMS in almost every capacity possible; the doyan of
AAMS members and writers, the venerable Dr. Max Kronstein; Paul
Edward Garber, the first curator of the National Air Museum of the
Smithsonian Institution and staunch supporter of aerophilately (it
was he who had the foresight to go after and obtain historic
aircraft such as Lindbergh's "Spirit of St. Louis", for the
Smithsonian); and the doyan of British aerophilatelists if not
international aerophilately, Francis J. Field, who founded Francis
J. Field, Ltd, in Sutton-Coldfield, the leading British
aerophilatelic dealership in England. These dedicated
aerophilatelists have left a wonderful heritage for those who would
care for it and pass it on to younger generations. If greater
effort is not forthcoming in 20 years time there will be few to
carry on these aerophilatelic traditions. The comparison between
the model and skiiing exhibitions and the aerophilatelic exhibition
(and the same would apply if it were only a philatelic exhibition)
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was startling. The traffic conditions were horrible outside the
exhibition area with dozens of policemen trying to control the
traffic congestion. Let us hope that our CAPEX'96, to be held in
Toronto, Ontario, 8-16 June 1996, will be able to draw out the
young in greater numbers then at AEROPHILATELY'92.
It is with sadness that the CAS also recognizes the death of
a wonderful philatelist and gentleman, Mr. George S. Wegg,
F.R.P.S.C., who died in mid-December in Toronto. After the Second
World War inwhich he served in the RCAF, George joined forces with
the late JN Sissons to form a philatelic business. They later
formed separate companies and both provided exceptional service to
all philatelists. Ted and Kathy Wright later purchased the Wegg
business, wisely retaining the George S. Wegg name for their
business activities. It is hoped that someone in Toronto who has
all the details on George Wegg's philatelic career will produce an
article for the philatelic press. Per Ardua Ad Astra George!
On a happier note I wish to compliment the organizers of EURAPEX'93 to be held from 2 to 7 March 1993 for the excellent details
being publicized for the event. It is to be held at the Royal
Horticultural Halls, Greycoat Street and Vincent Square, London,
SW1, England. The event is organized by the British Aerophilatelic
Federation in association with Spring Stampex. It is sponsored by
Harmers of London and the British Philatelic Trust. It is
accredited by the British Philatelic Federation with patronage from
the Federation of European Philatelic Associations (FEPA) and the
International Federation of Aerophilatelic Societies (FISA). It
will be a great derophilatelic event wj - h a special cachet for each
of the six days. Anyone wishing further data on this event is
invited to contact me at my home address of 16 Harwick Crescent,
Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1, Canada. I have the honour of being the
Canadian Commissioner for this event. Three entries have been
approved for competition from Canada.
The year 1992 observed the 125th anniversary of Canada's
Confederation. The CAS observed this significant milestone in
Canada's history by the preparation of a size 10 four-colour
envelope depicting in colour the CAS logo, the Snowbird's logo, and
the four-colour 125th anniversary logo. These envelopes were used
in conjunction with other aviation organizations to record special
events in the Ottawa area - the National Capital Air Show held in
late June and the 1 July 1992 events in the presence of Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth II. There were 15 special envelopes prepared in
sets for different events by air and all were autographed by the
appropriate pilots or team members of the Sky Hawks of the Canadian
Armed Forces. The flown and autographed envelopes were:
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(1)

Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum Lancaster Bomber with the
Mynarski VC's Lancaster's registration number, flown by Don
Schofield on 27 June 1992;

(2)

Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum's Hurricane 11B YO-A flown
by Rick Franks on 28 June 1992 (plus data on the fighter
aircraft);

(3)

FRECCE TRICOLORI's Aermacchi MB-339A flown by Lt. Col.
Gianluigi Zanovello, No. 1 aircraft of the Pattuglia
Acrobatica Nazionale on 27 June 1992 at the National Capital
Air Show, Ottawa, Ontario;

(4)

An envelope with first day of issue cancellations for the two
Canadian space stamps dated 1 October 1992, and the two dates
for the blast-off and return to earth of Steve MacLean's Space
Shuttle Columbia Mission STS 52 dated 22 October and 1
November 1992 (plus the three astronaut booklets issued by
Canada Post);

(5)

A Sky Hawks carried envelope on their descent at Jacques
Cartier Park, Hull, Quebec, on 1 July 1992 with the signatures
of the 11 team members (the envelope has a special one day
the
125th
anniversary
of
Canada's
cancellation
for
Confederation from the National Postal Museum and added are a
Sky Hawks coloured brochure and a multi-coloured decal);

(6-14)A set of nine Snowbirds flown envelopes in each of the nine
performing Tutor aircraft and each autographed by the
applicable pilot (plus a Snowbirds's coloured brochure and a
red and white Snowbirds's decal); and
(15) Yet to be returned to the CAS a flown envelope on the United
States Air Force F-117A and its pilot). Anyone interested in
further details on these special envelopes and their
availability may contact Dick Malott at the indicated address.
In reference to
the 125th anniversary of
Canada's
Confederation 40,000 special commemorative medals were issued to
selected Canadian citizens who in many various ways have
contributed to the betterment of the community and the nation.
Each member of Parliament was permitted to nominate 40 Canadian
citizens from their applicable riding based on nominations
submitted to the MP. In the riding of Nepean, the MP Beryl Gaffney
chose two philatelists for their community and national work in
several
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aspects of their activities - James E. Kraemer and R. K. "Dick"
Malott. The medals were presented to the recipients at a special
ceremony at the Nepean City Hall council chambers on 15 December
1993 with 300 guests present for the ceremony. It would be
interesting to know if any other Canadian philatelists were so
honoured?

(R. K. Malott)
12 January, 1993

50 YEARS
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Ruckneil

Tiger Moth and Glider flown souvenir covers for 50th
Anniversary of Gatineau Gliding Club and Pendleton Airport.
Flown on 6 Sept. 1992 and cancelled with one day only
Pendleton Airport postmark. Covers $2.00 each plus .50 cent
postage from Nelson Bentley, 3044 Otterson Dr.,Ottawa, ON
K1V 7B6. Funds raised are for benefit of the Gatineau
Gliding Club.

ANNEX L

BOOK REVIEW by Trelle Morrow

SPIRIT of the YUKON, by June Lunney, Caitlin Press 1992,
hard cover, 824.95
Collectors of Airmail material will be interested in tnis
biography of Andrew Cruikshank who was one of the partmenrs in
Yukon Airways and later was employed by Western Canada i4 irways.
The author, June Cruikshank Lunney, is the daughter of this wellknown pilot and the material has been gleaned from Andy's abundant
correspondence to family members and business associates throughout
his career. The time period covered is mainly from his participation
as a teenager in World War I through to his untimely death while
flying for Western Canada Airways in 1932.
Although the book does not deal extensively with Airmail matters,
the collateral material is excellent. There is a chapter on Yukon
Airways and the Ryan aircraft, "Queen of the Yukon", and also a
chapter on his association with Western Canada Airways.
This is'a beautful book with many photos and makes a fine addition
to the Collector's library.
Your local book store may have access to copies, or contact,
Mosquito Books,
1209 - 5th Avenue,
Prince George, B.C.,
V2L 3L3

ph 604 563 6495
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ITEM 93-30:

The last issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist was Vol. IX No. 1
dated 15 February, 1993.
There were two issues only of The
Canadian Aerophilatelist in 1992.
This is the second issue for
1993.
ITEM 93-31:

Ron Miyanishi's secretarial report dated 22 October 1993 is
attached as Annex "A". He reports 162 members, including 32
complimentary members.
ITEM 93-32:
The CAS members also belong to the AAMS (61), RPSC (63) and the APS
(73). Some members belong to all three philatelic organizations.
It is interesting to note membership in the AAMS is less than the
RPSC and APS.
ITEM 93-33:

Ron Miyanishi provided a breakdown of our membership in a report
dated 6 April 1993. The report is attached as Annex "B".

ITEM 93-34:
Nelson Bentley, Treasurer of the CAS, has submitted two financial
reports dated 20 April 1993 and 15 October 1993. (Annex "C") As
of 15 October 1993 the total financial balance of the CAS is
$2,641.99 Canadian. There is also a stock of unsold flown
envelopes that is evaluated at $450.00 Canadian cost value.
ITEM 93-35:
The CAS welcomes four new members to the Society:
(A)

#200:

William H. Pope of Uxbridge, Ontario.

(B)

#201:

Ivan W. MacKenzie of Ottawa, Ontario

(C)

#202:

Ross Harrington of Regina, Saskatchewan.

(D)

#203:

John Bloor of Englewood, Colorado, USA.

The CAS Executive hopes that each member gains much enjoyment from
membership in the CAS.
ITEM 93-36:

It is with regret that the death of Maurice Connell Hewitt, CAS #18
is reported as per the attached obituary (Annex "D"). Maurice was
a dear friend as I knew him since August 1954 when I was
transferred to RCAF Station Aylmer, Ontario. Maurice assisted our
RPSC Chapter, RCAF Station Aylmer Stamp Club, in its annual
exhibitions during the annual RCAF Day. Maurice showed me his
Canadian air mail flight covers and I was fascinated with these
flown envelopes. I sold my "OHMS" and "G" overprinted plate blocks
and Canadian and USA First Day Covers and then started earnestly in
collecting all aspects of Canadian air mail materiel. I owe my 39
years of aerophilatelic enjoyment to Maurice Hewitt.
Maurice specialized in autographed Canadian first flight covers.
He collected by careful selection an almost complete collection of
these historic flown covers. On behalf of the CAS, I sent a letter
of condolence to his wife, Roberta.
ITEM 93-37:

Congratulations are extended to Murray Heifetz (CAS #14) for
completing the requirements to be appointed a FIP international
aerophilatelic judge. Murray is also the RPSC appointed Canadian
delegate to the FIP Aerophilatelic Commission and a Member of the

Board of this Aerophilatelic Commission. As an active member of

the CAS Murray has for over a year contributed one page articles on
"Canadian Flight Covers", scarce and rarely reported flown items
that are an important part of Canadian aerophilately. Other CAS
members are encouraged to contribute to aerophilately by writing
for philatelic publications.
ITEM 93-38:
Greater participation by CAS members is requested as it is
difficult to operate a Society with only 4 or 5 contributing - Vice
President Mike Shand looking after the CAS inventory of covers,
Nelson Bentley our Treasurer, Ray Miyanishi our Treasurer, Pat
Sloan our past President, and myself. At present we need someone
to look after our small library of aerophilatelic magazines and
someone to be editor of The Canadian Aerophilatelist. My new
assignment as Executive Director, Organization of Military Museums
of Canada, Inc. (OMMC Inc.) has turned out to be a full-time, not
part-time work. Thus I have not had time to put out an issue of
The Canadian Aerophilatelist since 15 February 1993. I regret the
delay as it is most important to keep our membership together
through our publication. Is there a member willing to assume a CAS
responsibility? If so please contact your President.
ITEM 93-39:
Items listed in our inventory of flight covers for sale, dated 30
April 1993, are still available. Anyone who wishes a copy of this
list is invited to write the President.
ITEM 93-40:
Due to Canada Post's lack of interest in first flight covers, and
the refusal of the major Canadian air lines to promote flown first
flight and commemorative covers, only a few souvenir flown covers
have been received this year. Items available from Mike Shand are
as follows:
(A)

Battle of Britain Memorial Flight, 17 June 1993 by the
Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum, Hamilton, Ontario. Pilot
signed and flown in the C.W.H. Mynarski Memorial Lancaster.
A .17 cent Lancaster stamp is used on the flown size 10
envelope. Value $5.00 each.

(B)

Shearwater International Air Show, 75th Anniversary of
Shearwater as an air base, 18 September 1993. The flown size
10 envelopes are autographed on the back by one or the other
two pilots who flew the souvenir envelopes - Kathy Gray in the
"Freedom Jet" or Steve Oliver in the "Pepsi Skydancer". Value
$5.00 each with one .42 cent Parks stamp or $10.00 each with
three aviation stamps attached.

5
(C)

Flown, autographed
flight exhibition
hoped for from the
autographed covers

(D)

The envelopes flown on the Stealth Fighter in July 1992 have
not been returned. I am still trying to trace the pilot, now
at a base in New Mexico.

envelopes by the Snowbirds on their last
at CFB Moose Jaw on 16 October 1993 are
Snowbirds. If available a set of a flown
will be $35.00 and singles $5.00 each.

ITEM 93-41:

CAS pewter membership pins are available for $5.00 Canadian, post
paid. Orders may be sent to the Treasurer or the President.
ITEM 93-42:

The CAS held its annual meeting during ORAPEX'93 on Saturday, 1 May
1993. The business and discussions held at the meeting are
attached as Annex "E".
ITEM 93-43:

Ken Sanford (CAS #6) from Prangins, Switzerland has sent four book
reviews on aerophilately for the benefit of CAS members. Ken is
the proprietor of "AEROPHIL", a leading supplier of aerophilatelic
publications.
Knowledge of your subject means a better
aerophilatelic collection.
If you are seeking an aerophilatelic
book I suggest that you give Ken a try. See Annex "F" for the book
reviews.
ITEM 93-44:

In the interest of assisting aerophilatelic colleagues, I am
enclosing a want list of Tony L. Crumbley, P.O. Box 219, Newell,
North Carolina, 28126, USA, as Annex "G". If anyone can assist
Tony please contact him. He is anxious to purchase the indicated
items for his collection.
ITEM 93-45:

John Peebles, President of the "Canadiana Study Unit" and Editor of
"The Canadian Connection" (ISSN-1195-0064) has written an excellent
four page article on Canadair Limited (Part III of a Series Canada's Aviation Industry). It was published in Volume 7, Number
2, Issue 26. John has granted permission to have the article
reprinted in "The Canadian Aerophilatelist". Anyone interested in
more data on the "Canadiana Study Unit" is invited to write to Mr.
John G. Peebles, Box 3262, Station "A", London, Ontario, N6A 3K4.
My personal thanks to you John for allowing members of the CAS to
have access to your story.

ITEM 93-46:
Tragedy struck the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum in Mount Hope,
Ontario (near Hamilton) when fire destroyed on 15 February 1993 one
of the wartime hangars containing five vintage aircraft, including
a flying example of a Spitfire and a Hurricane. The CAS had 125
envelopes flown in this Hurricane fighter at the Ottawa National
Air Show on 28 June 1992. (Mark II B, No. 1 (401) Sqn.) These
flown covers are still available from Mike Shand at $5.00 each.
Fortunately the world famous Mynarski Lancaster Bomber was not
damaged.
Attached as Annex "I" is a news release concerning the fire and an
article by Frank Artes on The Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum
published in the March 1993 issue of the Maritime Patrol Aviation
magazine.
ITEM 93-47:
Enclosed with this issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist will be a
brochure on the Snowbirds for 1993, a booklet from a Moose Jaw Air
Show in 1991, and if available a Canadian Air Lines International
post card. A booklet on the CWM, if available, will also be
enclosed for your retention and enjoyment.
ITEM 93-48:
There were no special AAMS Awards for 1993 for Canadian
aerophilatelists. Perhaps in 1994 one or more Canadian
aerophilatelists will be appointed to the AAMS Hall of Fame.
ITEM 93-49:
Re Item 93-16 in Volume IX No. 1, 15 February 1993, the special
gliding covers prepared and flown for the 50th Anniversary of the
Gatineau Gliding Club and Pendleton Airport on 6 September 1992 are
still available at $2.00 each from Nelson Bentley.
ITEM 93-50:
Members are requested to review Items 93-20 and 93-21 on the
preparation of a Canadian Aerophilatelic Catalogue. I have not
received yet the prepared discs from the Editor-In-Chief, Dan
Barber to commence our project. Those who have volunteered to help
prepare this catalogue are requested to send me their ideas for
format and content. I would suggest that the format of the AAMS
catalogue set, Edition No. 5 be followed.

ITEM 93-51:
I have not received any offers yet to help with CAPEX'96 to be held
in Toronto, 8-16 June 1996.
I will repeat Item 93-23 for the
benefit of all.
We must maintain our aerophilatelic image in
Canada. The AAMS Board of Directors has approved holding their
1996 annual general meeting in Toronto at CAPEX'96. May I have
your support?
CAPEX'96 will be held in Toronto, Ontario 8-16 June 1996. Start to
plan your trip to this significant philatelic event. The CAS plans
to cooperate with the AAMS, AFA, FISA and the RPSC to make
aerophilately\astrophilately an important segment of CAPEX'96.
Annual meetings of the various aerophilatelic\astrophilatelic
groups will be held, seminars and lectures presented, a special
dining-in-night will be held at the historic Royal Canadian
Military Institute in Toronto, and a visit to the Canadian Aviation
Heritage Museum at Mount Hope near Hamilton, Ontario will be
arranged. A Committee to coordinate activities will be set up with
CAS Toronto and environs members. Who wishes to chair this
committee - perhaps Murray Heifetz, our RPSC Aerophilatelic
Commissioner to the FIP Aerophilatelic Commission who lives in the
Toronto area?
ITEM 93-52:
The CAS awarded prizes for aerophilatelic achievement at EURAPEX'93, ROYAL 1993 ROYALE and POLSKA'93, as well as contribution
to Aerophilately at EUR-APEX'93.
The two aerophilatelic achievement awards at ROYAL 1993 ROYALE were
won by W\C Pat Sloan for his "South Atlantic Mails", and Mike Shand
for his "The Airmails of New Zealand". Congratulations Pat and
Mike.
ITEM 93-53:
The recipients of CAS awards at EUR-APEX'93 are as follows:
(A) For Achievement:
Jurg Dierauer of Bernech, Switzerland for his
astrophilatelic exhibit "Der Vorstoss In Den
Welttraum";
Michael Goddard of Port Talbot, West Glam, UK for
his aerophilatelic literature, "The Airports of
Greece, 1912-1991; and

(iii)

James T. Wallace (deceased) of Ipswich, Suffolk, UK
for his aerophilatelic exhibit, "Rates of Malta,
1928-1945.

(B) For Contribution to Aerophilately\Astrophilately:
John C.W.
Field,
President
of
the British
Aerophilatelic Federation of Sutton Coldfield, West
Midlands, U.K.
Brian
L.
Asquith,
Vice-President,
British
Aerophilatelic Federation and Chairman, EUR-APEX'93
of Carshalton Beeches, Surrey, UK.
(iii)

Roger G. Stanley - Smith, Editor of the British
Aerophilatelic Federation Journal and Secretary of
EUR-APEX'93 of Hassocks, West Sussex, UK.

ITEM 93-54:

The recipients of the CAS award for contribution to aerophilately
presented at ROYAL 1993 ROYALE are as follows:
(A)

Christopher J. Terry, Director, National Aviation Museum,
Ottawa, Ontario.

(B)

Irene Landry, Postal Staff, National Postal Museum, Canadian
Museum of Civilization, Hull, P.Q.; and

(C)

Major (Ret'd) E.R. "Ritch" Toop, CD, past secretary, CAS of
Ottawa, Ontario.

ITEM 93-55:

If any CAS member has any aerophilatelic news for their colleagues
please send it to the Editor for use in The Canadian
Aerophilatelist.
The next issue of "The Canadian Aerophilatelist" will be released
hopefully in February 1994 after my return from Comox, B.C.

(R. K. Malott)
FRPSC
President CAS
Editor, The Canadian Aerophilatelist.
RKM\dt.

Annex "F" ( 2 pages)

BOOK REVIEW, by Kendall C. Sanford
"JUSQU'A AIRMAIL MARKINGS" (A Study), by Ian McQueen. Publisted by W.A. Page, Dartford.
England. 1993. A4 size, 109 pp., soft cover. UIC£10.00 (US$15.00) plu4postage. Available from
AEROPHIL, 4 Ave. General Guiguer, CH-1 197 Prangins (Vaud), Switzerland for USS18.00 including
surface postage.
This the first book I am aware of that shows all known air mail markings from various countries, to
indicate that a letter was to be carried part way or to a particular point by air. The term "Jusqu'a" is
French meaning 'up to' or 'until'. Thus, all such markings are known as "Jusqu'a" markings. In the
forward. the author advises that it was not his intention to produce a complete or thorough study of the
Jusqu'a markings, but to introduce the subject and give help to fellow collectors who in recent years have
been showing interest in what nas hitherto been a rather neglected subject. it is hoped that tnis study will
stimulate interest and that readers will be kind enough to advise of any errors and omissions.
The book starts out by showing some examples of Jusqu'a airmail markings, and then explaining some
countries' postal regulations regarding the carriage of letters by air. In order to keep the study within
reasonable bounds, the author has concentrated on the true Jusqu'a and Jusqu'a type handstamps, together
with the air mail cancel handstamps which were used to mark the end of the flown mail service. The
book describes and shows examples of the following various items:
•

Mailbag Label Handstamps

•

Air Mail Etiquettes showing certain city pairs or destinations

•

Routing Handstamps

•

AV2 & OAT Markings

•

"Au Dela" Cachets

•

Insufficiently Paid for Airmail markings

The listings are by country and show each known type of marking from that country. Also covered are the
bars which were normally stamped across an air mail etiquette to indicate that the letter was not to he
carried further by air because of the rate paid.
The reproductions of the markings are not very good, but they are adequate for the purpose. There is a
very short bibliography, and a list of periodicals presumably which have carried articles about Jusqu'a
markings. Unfortunately, no date, volume or issue numbers are given, which would make it very difficult
to find a particular article. And finally, there is a useful listing of the countries and towns from which
markings are shown.
The book should stimulate interest in Jusqu'a Airmail markings, and I recommend it to all
aerophilatelists.

MINI BOOK REVIEWS, by Kendall C. Sanford
"'CATALOG DER DEUTSCHEN LUFI?OST, Teil 4: Erstfluge 1945-1960 - ohne Deutsche Lufthansa
(West)" (Catalog of German Airmail, Vol. 4, First Flights 1945-1960 except West German Lufthansa), by
Erich Haberer. Published 1992. 104 pp., soft cover. US$15.00) plus $3.00 surface postage.
"'CATALOG DER DEUTSCHEN LUFIPOST, Teil 5: Erstfluge 1961-1970 - ohne Deutsche Lufthansa
(West)" (Catalog of German Airmail, Vol. 5, First Flights 1961-1970 except West German Lufthansa), by
Erich Haberer. Published 1993. 1 L8 pp., soft cover. US$17.00) plus $3.00 surface postage.
"'CATALOG UBER DIE KATAPULTPOST, Teil 1: Nordatlantik" (Catalog of the Catapult Mail, Vol. 1),
by Erich Haberer. Published 1992. 124 pp., soft cover. US$17.00) plus $3.00 surface postage.
Available from AEROPHIL, 4 Ave. General Guiguer.CH-1197_Prangins (Vaud). Switzerland for
US$18.00 including surface postage.

All three are from the series of aerophilatelic books published by the EAPC Club in
Stuttgart, Germany. The first two books continued the listings of first flights to and from
Germany, except for Lufthansa, which would make a book in itself. The listings are
chronological by date. They show the cachets and special postmarks used on the first
flight covers, and the covers are priced in German marks. Each book has an alphabetical
index listing the first flight segments by city. This is useful for the collector of covers from
specific cities. The books are a must for the collector of German first flights.
The third book, listing all the North Atlantic catapult flights and covers, is a complete
update of the 1985 Edition. It lists all the catapult flights from the German ships
"Bremen" & "Europa". It gives a brief explanation of these flights and then lists all the
flights and covers chronologically. Each cover is priced in German marks. At the end is a
one page recap of all the flights by date. The book is a must for anyone interested in
catapult covers.
Whilst all three of these books are in the German language, they are quite easy to use, and
with the aid of a German dictionary, no collector should have any problem in using them.

Annex "H" (4 pages)
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CANADA'S AVIATION INDUSTRY
by John Peebles

PART III: CANADAIR LIMITED
Canadian Vickers Limited, originally a shipbuilding
subsidiary of a British firm, was established in Montreal in
1923 as a Canadian aircraft manufacturer.
By 1944, Canadian Vickers had become so
involved in wartime shipbuilding and repair that it could not
efficiently run both ship and aircraft operations. The
Canadian Government had Canadian Vickers divest itself of
its management responsibility for the Cartierville plant and
then entered into a new contract with a management group
named Canadair Limited.
On November 11, 1944, the new crown corporation, Canadair Limited, officially took over operation of
the Cartierville plant and Canadian Vickers gave up aircraft
manufacture.
After World War II the demand for civil aircraft
was high. The Canadian Government decided to proceed
with a plan to build a large four-engined transport for the
RCAF as well as for use by Trans-Canada Airlines (TCA).
The contract for manufacture of the new craft was awarded
to Canadair.
As the Douglas DC-4 was regarded as the best
large transport aircraft available at that time, Canadair's
factory manager was sent to the Douglas Aircraft Company
in Santa Monica, California in August 1945 to study DC-4
production. The visit proved to be timely as the U.S.
Government and Douglas were just about to dispose of
many tons of tooling and parts from various Douglas plants.
This was a bargain not to be missed and hence Canadair
obtained over 600 carloads of materials from Douglas,
including more than 60 fuselages for the C-54, the military
version of the DC-4. The price paid was a paltry $40 a ton
for tools and $200 a ton for parts.
With these parts Canadair established the Canadair
Conversion Plant in Cartierville. Between 1945 and 1947
hundreds of aircraft were converted, modified and overhauled with sales going to Canada, the U.S., France,
Belgium, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Argentina, and the
Netherlands East Indies.
In early 1946 the Canadian Government decided to
put Canadair up for sale. On September 14, 1946 the
Electric Boat Company of Connecticut acquired virtually all
of the stock of Canadair Limited and entered into a lease
option agreement with the Canadian Government for the use
of the Cartierville plant facilities.
While Canadair's labour force was busy with the
conversion program, the plant was gearing up for production of the new four-engined aircraft. The new aircraft was
basically a Douglas DC-4 with some components from the

newer Douglas DC-6.
The new plane made its maiden flight on July 5,
1946. Trans-Canada Airlines (TCA) christened it the
NORTH STAR. Canadair manufactured the NORTH STAR
in three versions. Produced were twenty-four C-54GM's,
an unpressurized transport for the RCAF; plus 47 airliner
versions including the DC-4M-1, an unpressurized transport
for TCA, as well as the DC-4M-2, a pressurized passenger
transport also for TCA.
The RCAF NORTH STAR served as a supply
aircraft for Canadian military operations in Europe. It was
also the mainstay of the Canadian effort in the Korean
airlift.

(figure 1)
Prior to taking delivery of its own NORTH STAR's
from Canadair, Trans-Canada Airways (which is now
known as Air Canada), operated six unpressurized versions
of the NORTH STAR borrowed form the RCAF. The
Airline eventually purchased 23 of the NORTH STAR's, the
first in 1947. The aircraft were used on the transcontinental, transatlantic and Caribbean routes from 1947 to 1961.
One of these, NORTH STAR DC-472, is seen on a stamp
of Barbados (figure 1). The stamp is one of two issued in
1986 in honour of EXPO '86, the World Exposition of
Transportation and Communications held in Vancouver. In
all, TCA's NORTH STAR's flew more than 5 billion
passenger miles.
The NORTH STAR marked a milestone in Canadian aviation in 1949 by taking the Great Circle route as it
made the first non-stop trans-Canada flight from Vancouver
to Halifax. The 2,785 miles were covered in 8 hours, 32
minutes for an average speed of 329 m.p.h.
Canadian Pacific Airlines as well as British Overseas Airways Corporation (BOAC) both operated NORTH
STAR's. BOAC (now known as British Airways) named
the aircraft the ARGONAUT. A total of 22 -ARGONAUT's
were operated by BOAC on its African and Far East routes
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for over eleven years. A Canadair-made ARGONAUT,
used by BOAC, is shown on a stamp (figure 2) of
Singapore. The stamp was issued in 1955.

(figure 2)
By the time production of the NORTH STAR ended
in 1950 a total of 71 of the aircraft had been made.
In the decades of the 1950's and 1960's eleven new
production programs were started at Canadair.
A year before the Korean War Canadair began
work on its largest production run ever. Between 1949 and
1958 the Canadair F-86 SABRE jet fighter program resulted
in 1,815 SABRE's being produced. The SABRE program
was a record-breaker in that more aircraft were produced in
this program than in any program before or since.
SABRE's were delivered to the RCAF, Britain's
Royal Air Force, the German Luftwaffe, and the governments of Colombia and South Africa.

(figure 3)

(figure 4)

A 60C stamp (figure 3) issued by the Caribbean
island of Antigua in 1989 marked "The 50th Anniversary of
the First Jet Flight." Portrayed on the stamp is a Canadair
F-86 SABRE. This stamp also appears, as shown in figure
4, overprinted "BARBUDA MAIL."
In April 1952 Canadair was awarded a contract to
produce the T-33 SILVER STAR (CL-30) jet trainer, a 2seat derivative of the Lockheed F-80C SHOOTING STAR.
By the time this program ended in 1958 Canadair had
produced 656 of the aircraft. The aircraft was delivered to
the RCAF, as well as the governments of France, Greece,
Portugal, Turkey and Bolivia.
A series of aircraft resulted from Canadair's
acquisition of the rights to the Bristol BRITANNIA airliner.
The ARGUS (CL-28) aircraft was a maritime
patrol, anti-submarine warfare airplane which was a modifi-

cation of the Bristol BRITANNIA turboprop airliner. By
the time this program concluded in 1960 a total of 33
aircraft had been manufactured.
A second derivative of the BRITANNIA was the
CL-44-6 YUKON military troop and cargo transport.
Twelve were produced for the RCAF.
The third BRITANNIA derivative was the CL44D4, a commercial cargo transport. After this came the
CL-44J, a stretched version. Four of these were supplied
to Loftleidir Icelandic Airlines for operation on the New
York to Luxembourg route. The CL-44J made its first
flight on November 8, 1965 as the largest airplane ever
made in Canada. It also held the record at one time for the
largest number of passengers carried across the Atlantic, at
189.

(figure 5)
Iceland pictured one of the craft in 1969 on a stamp
(figure 5), part of a set of two stamps issued for the 50th
anniversary of Icelandic aviation.
Canadair CL-44 type aircraft are still operating
around the world.
The 1960's began with the appearance of the first
airplane designed and developed entirely at Canadair. It
was the TUTOR CL-41 jet trainer. It flew for the first time
on January 13, 1960.
The TUTOR is familiar to millions of North
Americans as it is the aircraft currently being used by the
Canadian "Snowbirds" aerobatics flying team. The Snowbirds were formed in 1971 by flying instructors at the
Canadian Forces Base, Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan. In the
fall of 1977 the team became a permanent unit of 21 officers
and men (11 pilots and 10 technicians) of No. 431 Air
Demonstration Squadron, CF, Moose Jaw.
Each year the Snowbirds perform across North
America with an average of 70 shows between May and
September. The unit operates ten TUTOR's, seven usually
flown in the formation displays and two in solo performances, with one in reserve.
Two U.S. cancels have noted the participation of
the Snowbirds and their TUTOR craft in American airshows. In 1986 (figure 6) the Canadian Snowbirds, or the
431 Air Demonstration Squadron as they are officially
known, were honoured at the Salinas, California International Airshow.
On the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the
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(figure 6)
Snowbirds in 1990, a pictorial cancel was used in Stockton,
California (figure 7). The cancel features stylized drawings
of the TUTOR aircraft.
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(figure 7)

In the 1960's two models of supersonic aircraft
were built under licence by Canadair. The two were the
CF-104, a modified Lockheed F-104 fighter and the CF-5,
based on the Northrup F-5 FREEDOM FIGHTER. A total
of 240 CF-5's were produced.

fighter supersonic aircraft, first flew on August 28, 1968.
The original contract called for Canadair to
produce 89 single seat CF-5A's and 26 dual CF-5D's.
Shortly after production started, the Royal Netherlands Air
Force ordered 105 aircraft. The Canadian Government
later sold 16 CF-5A's and 2 CF-5D's to Venezuela. One
of these (figure 8) is shown on one of a four stamp set
issued by Venezuela in 1979. The stamps were issued to
mark the 59th anniversary of the Venezuelan Air Force and
to honour EXFILVE '79, a National Philatelic Exhibition.
The second wholly-designed Canadair aircraft was
the CL-215 Waterbomber.
Since the beginning of aviation in Canada, aircraft
have played an important role in the protection of the
country's vast forests. In December 1963 the National
Research Council of Canada established criteria for the ideal
forest firefighting airplane. In response, Canadair then
designed the CL-215, the first aircraft designed specifically
to fight forest fires.
The CL-215, an amphibious flying boat, is able to
scoop 6-ton loads of water in only 10 seconds from any
suitable body of water--that's 1,176 Imperial gallons or
5,347 litres!
The idea of using aircraft to fight forest fires was
not a new idea. Previously airplanes had been old flying
boats fitted with water tanks or light utility planes equipped
with floats especially designed to carry water.
The CL-215, after bombing its target, was
designed to reload without stopping. As the pilot skims the
craft across a lake surface, scoops from the hull-shaped
fuselage are lowered to refill the tanks.
The CL-215 has established performance records
far superior to any other firefighting aircraft. One CL-215
operating in Yugoslavia in 1982 made 225 attacks on fires
in a single day; another in Quebec made 31 drops in a
single hour!

(figure 9)

(figure 8)
In 1967, as agent of the Canadian Government
under a licence agreement from Northrup, Canadair began
production of the CF-5, a version of the F-5 developed by
Northrup to meet Canadian requirements. The CF-5, a jet

The aircraft have been used not only for firefighting but also for aerial spraying, transportation, search
and rescue, and maritime patrol.
The first CL-215 flew on October 23, 1967. Deliveries have since been made around the world including those
to France, the United States, Greece, Germany, Spain,
Italy, Thailand, Venezuela and Yugoslavia.
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As part of a set of three stamps released in 1984 on
the theme of "Civil Protection against Fire" a Canadair CL215 appears on a 100F stamp of Djibouti (figure 9).

(figure 10)
Yugoslavia pictured a Canadair CL-215 spraying a
forest fire on a stamp (figure 10) issued in 1987.
Since 1946 Electric Boat of Connecticut, later
called General Dynamics Corporation beginning in 1952,
had retained Canadair as a subsidiary. In January 1976,
however, Canadair was purchased by the Canadian Government.
After three decades oriented primarily to military
activities Canadair undertook a change in direction in the
1970's. in 1976 Canadair launched the CHALLENGER
business jet. The new aircraft was the first Canadian civil

jet to enter production. Certification of the CHALLENGER
was in 1980.
The 1980's saw the arrival of harsh economic
conditions. Canadair was restructured by the Canadian
Government and was prepared for sale to the private sector.
In 1986 it was purchased by Bombardier Incorporated of
Montreal, a Canadian corporation with annual sales in
excess of $3 billion. Bombardier is also the owner, in
corporate partnership with the Government of Ontario, of de
Havilland Aircraft of Canada, which it purchased in March
1992.
Canadair continues to establish its presence in the
business jet market with its CHALLENGER models.
Canadair has launched a 50-passenger regional jet geared to
the regional airline market plus a widebody business jet.
What do the 1990's and beyond hold for Canadair?
In 1991 Canadair launched the CL-415, a turboprop version
of the highly successful CL-215 fire fighter. In the works
is the development of a new long-range aircraft, the GLOBAL EXPRESS, designed to meet the transportation needs
of the global economy.
Canadair was incorporated in 1944. Since that time
the company has manufactured close to 5,000 aircraft. As
it prepares to celebrate its golden anniversary in 1994,
Canadair appears more than ready to meet the challenges of
its next half-century in the global aerospace industry.

CHECKLIST
Antigua
Barbados

1180
680

1989 May 29
1986 May 02

Barbuda
Djibouti
Iceland

1040
583
411

1989 May 29
1984 Sep 09
1969 Sep 03

Singapore
Venezuela
Yugoslavia

37
1221
1857

1955 Sep 04
1979 Dec 15
1987 Jul 20

Canadair F-86 SABRE
Canadair DC-4M-2 NORTH STAR, Vancouver's Expo '86
Canadair F-86 SABRE, o/p Antigua #1180
Canadair CL-215 Waterbomber
Canadair CL-44J, Loftleidir Icelandic Airlines
Canadair DC-4M ARGONAUT C-4
Canadair CF-5 Jet Fighter
Canadair CL-215 Waterbomber
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Annex "I" ( 3 pages )

THE CANADIAN WARPLANE HERITAGE MUSEUM
By Frank Artes
Flying just below the cloud base, and
over flat farmland that stretches to the
water's edge, the two Harvards hug the
shoreline. Their yellow shapes are almost lost in the haze of the late afternoon
sun. A mile or so behind, the co-pilot of
a B-25 tunes his radio to the frequency of
his home base. His eyes strain, looking
for the airfield which he knows he is there
but still cannot see,because it is amongst
the pale fields and gravel roads that crisscross below him. Strung out behind the
Mitchell, three other aircraft in loose
formation are also looking for home.
On the ground, coveralled figures making a last check of an engine, before
cowlings are closed, turn to watch as the
aircraft enter the circuit. Pilots lugging
parachutes, or strapped and harness-buckled in the cockpit, look up as the Harvards
zig-zag to the ramp.
This is Mount Hope airport on most
weekends during the summer, but it could
also be Mount Hope as it once was, some
fifty years ago, when the airfield was part
of the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan. Located just outside Hamilton,
Ontario, Mount Hope is now home to the
Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum, a
museum of living aviation history where
one can see, hear and feel something of
an era long since past, but certainly not
forgotten.
I decided to take a closer look at this
interesting and rather unusual organization. With over 1000 regular members,
4500 support club personnel and an affiliated organization in Niagra Falls, N.Y.,
the CWH Museum has become one of
North America's finest collections of
flying exhibits. One reason for its longevity and success is the fact that it is a
volunteer-based organization and, since
1972, it has grown steadily, both in size
and reputation.
Today's CWH owes its existence to
two far-sighted individuals, museum
president Dennis Bradley and the late
Allen Ness, who was killed in a tragic
accident in 1977 while flying the
museum's Fairey Firefly at the Canadian
National Exhibition in Toronto. Their
PAGE38

charter was to create a museum that
would represent Canadian military-aviation history from the Second World War
until the integration of the Canadian
Armed Forces in 1968, a period covering
approximately thirty years.
From a quiet beginning in 1972, the
museum's collection of aircraft, artifacts
and exhibits has grown into a truly significant memorial that keeps the exploits
of Canadian airmen alive. Housed in two
1940s vintage hangers, the aircraft look
very much at home. The museum's motto,
"preserve and maintain", is well chosen
when one considers the high standard of
workmanship necessary to keep these
aircraft flying. In one hanger, the completed, airworthy types are arranged so
that the visitor can walk around them at
close quarters. The other hanger accommodates the restoration projects and
maintenance facilities, allowing the public a glimpse of the "behind the scenes"
environment, and the work involved in
getting a vintage aircraft back into the
air. Here also are displayed the mightly
Lancaster bomber and the Hawker Hurricane.
At present, the collection totals some
thirty aircraft obtained over the years as
donations from individuals and organizations or, in some cases, as outright
purchases. They arrive in an assortment

of guises and in a variety of ways. Most
fly into the airport under their own power,
but some arrive on the back of a truck, as
a securely-tied collection of unrecognisable objects gathered together after
spending years languishing in a farmer's
field. One aircraft made a very gentle
touch-down,dangling from cables slung
beneath a Canadian Forces Chinook helicopter.
Aircraft used by the BCATP are much
in evidence. These training aircraft, which
gained thousands of Canadian and Allied
airmen their wings, provoke many memories, I'm sure, for those visitors who have
first-hand experience of them. The frail
looking D.H.82C Tiger Moth or Fleet
Fawn would undoubtedly have given
them their first taste of flying. There are
three examples of the ubiquitous Harvard,
an AT-6 Texan, and a PT-26 Fairchild
Cornell built by Fleet Aircraft of Canada
in 1942. A somewhat Unusual sight is an
immaculate NA-64 Yale, often looked
upon as the Harvard's poorer cousin.
Although it had a rather chequered career
as a pilot trainer, a result of its vicious
stall characteristics, it eventually found
its niche training wireless operators. The
student was strapped into the rear seat
behind an enormous radio of the type
more commonly found aboard the operational heavy bombers of the day. Two

The Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum's "Mynarski Memorial Lancaster" returns to base
after one of its many public appearances throughout North America.
(C. Dunbar)
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The CWH's DC-3 Dakota has over 82,000 hours on the airframe. It is painted to represent one of
the RCAF "Burma Star" squadrons that was operational in the Far East during 1944/45.
(CWH)

twin-engined trainers: a T-50 Cessna
Crane and a remarkable Anson Mk.V,
Avro's all-wooden version, are also on
display. Although built in 1944 for longrange photographic sorties, the interior
of the Anson has been returned to the
original, training-role layout. There are
two navigation tables, a wireless
operator's station and a bomb-aimer's
position, located in the nose, with an
authentic Westinghouse Mk.19 bombsight.
It becomes apparent when walking
through the hangers that a remarkable
number and variety of aircraft are on
display. Less common types, such as the
diminutive Stinson HW-75, are no less
significant than the massive Avro
Lancaster, both having had a part to play
in Canada's aviation history. The acquisition and restoration of the Lancaster
was a monumental task which at times
seemed almost too daunting to contemplate. The project took ten years and
thousands of man-hours to complete, the
aircraft finally becoming airborne on September 11,1988. One of only two currently flying, world-wide, the Lancaster
is painted with the markings of 419
(Moose) Squadron.
An interesting feature of some CWH
aircraft is that they are not only dedicated
to all Canadian airmen who served their
country in time of war but, as in the case
of the Lancaster, an individual's heroic
deeds are honoured as well. P/0 Andrew
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Mynarski was posthumously awarded the
Victoria Cross whilst serving with 419
squadron, RCAF. The "Mynarski Memorial Lancaster" is indeed a fitting tribune.
Another aircraft, similarly dedicated,
earned its battle honours half a world
away from the Lancaster, in the Pacific
theatre of operations. The FG-1D Corsair
in the museum's collection is painted in
the markings of the aircraft flown by Lt.
R.H. Gray, VC, DSC, RCNVR. Lieutenant Gray, operating from HMS Formidable, was leading an attack on a convoy
of Japanese warships off the coast of
Honshu Island when his aircraft was hit
by enemy fire. Despite his injuries, and
damage to the Corsair, he pressed home
his attack, sinking a Destroyer. Lieutenant Gray, whose VC was awarded posthumously, was the only member of the
Royal Canadian Navy to receive the
Victoria Cross during World War II.
Another aircraft with a naval connection
is a Grumman Avenger which carries the
markings of an 880 Squadron aircraft
that flew from HMCS Magnificent circa
1948. Affectionately known as "Big
Ugly", Avengers remained in service
with the RCN until the early 1960s.
Some of the larger aircraft on display
are a B-25 Mitchell, an A-26 Invader and
a high-time DC-3 with over 82,000 hours
on the airframe. Carrying the slogan
"Canucks Unlimited", the Dak is painted
to represent one of the RCAF Burma Star
MARITIME PATROL AVIATION

squadrons that were operational in the
Far East during 1944-45, and is dedicated
to the memory of all those Canadians
who served in South East Asia Command.
A prized addition came in 1984 when
a Hawker Hurricane MkIIB was acquired
from the Strathallen collection in Scotland. Ironically, this aircraft was built by
Canadian Car and Foundry at Fort William, Ontario, in 1942, so when word was
received of its imminent sale every effort
was made to secure the aircraft. Many
donations were received from museum
members, individuals and corporations
who wanted to see an important part of
our history back in Canada. With the help
of a grant from the Federal Government,
the Hurricane joined the CWH collection, arriving at Mount Hope after a
transatlantic flight aboard a Canadian
Forces C-130. It proudly wears the markings of No 1 (401) Sqn, the only RCAF
Squadron to have taken part in the Battle
of Britain, and is a fine tribute to the
Canadian airmen who served as part of
Fighter Command. Every year the CWH
aircraft are much in demand during the
flying season to appear at airshows across
Canada and the United States, something
of which the museum organization is
most proud. It gives today's generation a
chance to see an important part of our
heritage, and pays tribute to the many
thousands of Canadians Who served their
country in time of need.
An enormous amount of research and
hard work goes into each restoration
project the museum acquires. Establishing the Authenticity of individual aircraft colours and markings, a task undertaken by the museum's library and archives personnel, is as important as the
restoration work itself. A vast amount of
technical documentation pertaining to
specific aircraft types has been amassed
over the years. Historical books and reference materials are constantly in use.
Requests are often received from other
organizations involved with Canadian
military history, or from individuals
embarked on projects for which details
are required on specific aircraft, or incidents in which Canadian airmen were
involved.
The archives hold a fascinating number of artifacts, mostly dating from World
PAGE39

War H. Radio equipment and cockpit
instrumentation, antiquated by today's
standards but state-of-the-art in the 1940s,
are neatly arranged on shelves, tagged
and identified. Running along one wall is
a rack of uniforms and various pieces of
flying kit, helmets and oxygen masks.
Hanging heavily, thick sheepskin jackets, brown and wrinkled, with the odd
tear in a sleeve that might have seen one
too many sorties, are now kept in a temperature-controlled environment, far from
the frigid milieu of 20,000 feet. The
curator, Rob Scheyer, recently took delivery of a Royal New Zealand Air Force
tunic which had belonged to an airman
who had trained under the BCATP in
Canada. The archives' collection of uniforms of the four major partners in the
BCATP, namely Britain, Australia,
Canada and New Zealand, is now complete.
The museum's accomplishments have
been many, but there is always much to
do to keep Canadian aviation history
alive and flying. New members are always welcome and need offer only enthusiasm, spare time and a willingness to
learn. To join "Canada's Flying Museum", contact Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum, P.O. Box 35, Mount Hope,
Ontario, LOR IWO. 4About the A uthor
Frank Anis is a professional cartographer who
writes aviation historical articles on a free-lance
basis. He holds a private pilot's license and has
been a member of the Canadian Warplane
Heritage Museum for over ten years. Frank has
had numerous articles published in COPA
magazine and in various British aeronautical
publications. He is currently serving on the
museum's public relations team and is responsible
for the 1993 Hamilton Airshow program.
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ITEM 94-1:
The last issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist was Volume IX, No.
2, dated 1 December, 1993.
There were two issues only of The
Canadian Aerophilatelist in 1993.
This is the first issue for
1994.
ITEM 94-2:
Ron Miyanishi's secretarial report dated 11 March 1994 is attached
as Annex "A" (3 pages). He reports 152 members, including 32
complimentary members.
ITEM 94-3:
The CAS members also belong to the AAMS (58), RPSC (59) and the APS
(80). Some members belong to all three philatelic organizations.
It is interesting to note membership in the AAMS is less than the
RPSC and APS.
ITEM 94-4:
Ron Miyanishi provided a breakdown of our membership in a report
dated 11 March 1994. The report is attached as Annex "B".
ITEM 94-5:
Nelson Bentley, Treasurer of the CAS, has been away for three
months and has not been able to provide, as yet, a financial report
up to 15 April 1994. He will provide a financial report for the
next issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist.
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ITEM 94-6:
The CAS welcomes five new members to the Society:
a)

#204 Dr. Maurice Mishkel of Hamilton, Ontario.

b)

#205 Steve Sims of Anchorage, Alaska, USA.

c)

#206 Paul Gladback of Koln, Germany.

d)

#207 Charles W. Oakley of Mount Forest, Ontario.

e)

#208 John Kevin Cabbage of Alta Loma, California, USA.

lo

The CAS Executive hopes that each member gains much enjoyment from
membership in the CAS.
ITEM 94-7:
I am pleased to announce that No. 186, Mr. Chris Hargreaves, 4060
Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario, K7M 4Y4, has offered to assume the
mantle of Editor of the Canadian Aerophilatelist, as of 16 April
1994. I am most appreciative of Chris's offer as I shall be
extremely busy working on our planned catalogue "The Air Mails of
Canada". Chris has many new ideas so I shall anxiously await his
first issue. If you have any ideas as to what you would like to
see in The Canadian Aerophilatelist, let Chris know now.
ITEM 94-8:
As the retiring Editor of The Canadian Aerophilatelist (1986-1994),
I wish to thank all the members for their support and indulgence as
I attempted to publish a newsletter. I request all member to
assist Chris in his endeavours to provide a worthwhile
aerophilatelic publication. Good Luck and Best Wishes, Chris! The
Canadian Aerophilatelist will still be printed and mailed from
Ottawa.
ITEM 94-9:
new aviation magazine will soon be published in Canada.
"Aviation Quarterly", Canada's Magazine of Flight, will be issued
four times a year by the Publisher, Mr. Bob Baglow. A brochure is
enclosed with complete data on this new aviation magazine to be
published first in March 1994.
Please give the magazine your
consideration. Bob's address is 72 Sunnyside, Ottawa, Ontario,
K1S OR1, Canada.
A

ITEM 94-10:
Speaking of magazines, the Department of National Defence's two
magazines, The Sentinel and Le Sentinelle, will cease publication
as of 31 March 1994, as a cost saving procedure. All the nice
things of life seem to be under attack for cost saving by various
levels of government and organizations. Where will it end?
ITEM 94-11:
A few months ago, Air Canada launched a new logo for its airline a red maple leaf on a black background. An Air Canada information
folder on this attractive logo is enclosed for retention. The
airline and Canada Post are still not interested in allowing first
flight covers to be flown on their new inaugural routes. There is
no money in it for them!
ITEM 94-12:
Two other brochures are enclosed on behalf of the Canadian War
Museum - one on its location and one for a new permanent exhibit on
the Korean War, 1950-1953. The CWC plans to complete the permanent
gallery on the thirdWithin the next two years on the subject of
Canada's participation in peace-keeping. Extensive programs are
also planned in June 1994 to observe the 50th anniversary of D-Day,
and in 1995 to observe the 50th anniversary of the end of World War
II.
ITEM 94-13:
Any member requiring a copy of either the CAS's Constitution or the
20 April 1993 CAS price list of available aerophilatelic material
may obtain the desired item by writing to R.K. Malott, President,
CAS, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1, Canada.
ITEM 94-14:
Concerning the 20 April 1993 list, the following corrections should
be made to have a correct listing:
AMENDMENTS TO SALES LIST
DATED 20 APRIL 1993
1.

The following items are no longer available:
a)
b)
c)
d)

28
28
21
16

Feb. 1972
June 1975
June 1979 (second item)
Sept. 1986

2.

The item dated 1978 at the top of Page 5 appeared there in
error and should be deleted (it is shown correctly on Page 3).

3.

The "Not Autographed" item of 16 June 1978 is available with
3 different cachets.

4.

The second of 3 items dated 20 October 1981 would be more
correctly listed as: 50th Anniv. New York to London,
cancelled Toronto 20 Oct. 1981, but flown again in Hercules
from Port Stanley to S. Georgia, cancelled on Falkland stamp,
Port Stanley 25 Nov. 1984. Signed as listed.

5.

The 25 June 1986 item is not available with Canada arm stamp
but three items remain with comparable postage.

6.

1 set is available of 50 covers (April/May 1986) marking the
flight across Canada for the 50th Anniv. of Air Canada. These
are postmarked at all the different stops en route.
The
covers are specially printed Air Mail envelopes with map of
route. Cost:
$60.00.

7.

Items listed as 1993, bottom of Page 12, top of Page 13 are in
fact 1992.

ITEM 94-15:
The pilot of the Stealth Fighter, Captain Greg Sembower, who flew
125 special 125th Anniversary covers from Ottawa to the Norfolk,
Virginia area has been traced to Haldiman Air Force Base, New
Mexico. I have written to him for information on the envelopes
that he flew for us in July 1992. I do hope he has our covers and
sends them back for our members. The value was $5.00 per cover
(see item 93-40(D)).
ITEM 94-16:
Due to inclement weather, the Snowbirds were unable to fly our
envelopes at the last flying exhibition at CFB Moose Jaw on 16
October 1993. The adjutant, Capt. Beer, stated she would try to
have them flown on the first exhibition flight in April of 1994.
ITEM 94-17:
On Monday, 21 March 1994, a Snowbird Tudor jet performing a flying
manoeuvre, crashed near Moose Jaw. Both pilots ejected safely (See
Annex "C"). Perhaps the lost Tudor jet was one in the past that
has flown our special Snowbird flown covers.
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ITEM 94-18:
CAS pewter membership pins are available for $5.00 Canadian, post
paid. Orders may be sent to the Treasurer or the President.
ITEM 94-19:
The Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum's Hawker Hurricane MK-11B
flew 125 CAS 125th Anniversary envelopes at the National Capital
Airshow on 28 June 1992. The aircraft was unfortunately destroyed
in a hangar fire along with five other aircraft. The autographed
flown covers by Rick Radell are poignant reminders of this lost
majestic aircraft.
(Refer to Item 93-46 and the present Annex
”D“ )
ITEM 94-20:
The CAS has received a letter from Mr. Lee Seung-mo, Secretary of
the Organizing Committee for PHILAKOREA 1994, acknowledging the
safe arrival of the CAS plaque for achievement in exhibiting
aerophilately/astrophilately. It will be awarded at PHILAKOREA,
16-25 August 1994,
for
the best of all
aerophilatelic/
astrophilatelic exhibits. The CAS has also offered one to Mr.
Nelson Eustes, President of AEROPEX 94 in Australia, for similar
presentation.
ITEM 94-21:
Two book reviews by Ken Sanford (CAS No. 6) - "Aerial Mail Service"
by A.D. Jones and "Katalog der Aerogramme von Canada, USA - UNO New York, 1994 by Werner Wiegard are presented in Annex "E".
Thanks Ken for your continued support.
ITEM 94-22:
The new President of the AAMS, Jonathan L. Johnson, Jr., has asked
me to distribute to all the CAS members the enclosed five pages in
Annex "F" that provide all the latest data on the AAMS. Perhaps
more of our members may wish to join the AAMS too.
ITEM 94-23:
The annual general meeting of the CAS will be held on Sunday, 8 May
1994, during ORAPEX '94 at the RA Centre, 2451 Riverside Drive,
Ottawa. The time and room location will be posted at the
exhibition. Mike Shand will be in charge as bhe President,
R.K. Malott will be away on holiday in Naples, Florida. A business
meeting will be held to discuss the future activities of the CAS.
Your attendance would be appreciated by the Executive of the CAS.
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ITEM 94-24:
Dan Barber, Editor-in-Chief, AAMS Air Mail Catalogue, has sent his
preliminary ideas for the joint issue of "The Air Mails of Canada"
catalogue by the CAS/AAMS. A copy of the preliminary table of
contents and my letter to 25 aerophilatelists/astrophilatelists
soliciting their support are attached for information as Annex "G"
(8 pages). If you have any ideas on what should be presented, I
urge you to contact myself, the Coordinating Editor of "The Air
Mails of Canada". Data included in an article for "Stamp
Collector" newspaper's "Aerophilately To-day" is also enclosed.
ITEM 94-25:
I have received only one offer as yet to help with CAPEX '96 to be
held in Toronto, 8-16 June 1996. I will repeat Item 93-51 for the
benefit of all. We must maintain our aerophilatelic image in
Canada. The AAMS Board of Directors has approved holding their
1996 annual general meeting in Toronto at CAPEX '96. May I have
your support?
CAPEX '96 will be held in Toronto, Ontario 8-16 June 1996. Start
to plan your trip to this significant philatelic event. The CAS
plans to cooperate with the AAMS, AFA, FISA and the RPSC to make
aerophilately/astrophilately an important segment of CAPEX '96.
Annual meetings of the various aerophilatelic/astrophilatelic
groups will be held, seminars and lectures presented, a special
dining-in-night will be held at the historic Royal Canadian
Military Institute in Toronto, and a visit to the Canadian Aviation
Heritage Museum at Mount Hope near Hamilton, Ontario will be
arranged. A Committee to coordinate activities will be set up with
CAS Toronto and environs members. I will head the activity,
assisted by Murray Heifitz and hopefully others from the Toronto
area.
ITEM 94-26:
A new .88 cent aerogramme was released on 25 February 1994. A
quantity of 50 First Day of Use cancellations was obtained and are
valued at $5.00 each. Items may be purchased directly from
R.K. Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1 (Annex
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ITEM 94-27:
If any CAS member has some aerophilatelic news for their
colleagues, please send it to the new Editor for use in The
Canadian Aerophilatelist.

(R.K. Malott)
FRPSC
President CAS
Editor, The Canadian Aerophilatelist
RKM/lls

Two fliers safe after bailing out
of crippled Snowbirds Tutor jet
MOOSE JAW, Sask. (CP) — A
pilot with the Snowbirds precision
flying team and his passenger rejoined their units Monday just
hours after escaping their Tutor jet
before it crashed, said a military
official.
Both pilots ejected before the
plane plunged into a farmer's field
south of Canadian Forces Base
Moose Jaw, said Lieut. Angie Mandeville, spokeswoman for the
Armed Forces aerobatic squadron.
The two were taken to a military
hospital as a precaution before
being released with a few bruises.
It was the third crash of a Tutor
jet near Moose Jaw, the squadron's
home base, since 1990.
The pilot was identified as Capt.
Derek Mosher, 37, from Halifax.
Capt. Joe Chiang, a flight school in-

structor at the base, was the plane's
other occupant. Chiang, 32, is from
Toronto.
They were practising the precision aerobatics that are a Snowbirds trademark with eight other of
the 1960s vintage aircraft, said SubLieut. John Larsen.
The planes were in a diamond
formation about 610 metres above
the ground and had begun climbing
when Mosher's engine gave out.
The Tutor jet — painted in the
team's distinctive red and white
colors — crashed about 30
kilometres south of the base and
disintegrated into burning wreckage, Mandeville said.
Military investigators could take
a year to determine the cause of
the accident, she added.
A` •

CANADA REMEMBERS
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Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum's
Hawker Hurricane MK-I1B
The Hurricane, acquired by Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum
(CWH) in 1984, was built under license by Canada Car & Foundry Co.
Ltd., (Fort William) Thunder Bay, Ontario in 1942 for the Royal
Canadian Air Force. The aircraft served with No. II training command
and was one of 1,451 Hurricanes built in Canada.
It is significant that this example of aircraft has been preserved to
flying status as it is one of three surviving type aircraft of Canadian construction .
Canada's involvement using the Hurricane came about in August
1940 where No. I Fighter Squadron first saw action during the battle of
Britain flying British-made Hurricanes. This squadron. with the later
Canadian designation 401 Squadron, was the first Canadian Fighter
Squadron to enter combat in World War II.
The CWH Hurricane YOA is painted in the colours of No. I
(Fighter) Squadron and is flown by Rick Franks of CWH. The aircraft is
fitted with a Rolls Royce engine replacing the original Merlin engine
and carries 12 Browning machine guns in the wings.
The CWH Hurricane may be seen at a number of air shows during
the summer months, as well as being on display at the CWH Museum at
the Hamilton Airport located west of the city of Hamilton at Mount
Hope.

Hurricane MK II Specifications
Manufacturer:

Canada Car & Foundry Co. Ltd.
Fort William, Ontario under
license from Hawker, England.

Maximum Speed:

530 km/h329 mph

Service ceiling:

10,853 meters/35,600'

Range:

1,481 km/920 miles

Initial Climb Rate:

14.12 meters/2,780 feet per
minute

Power Plant:

1,220 kW/1-1635 HP
Rolls Royce Merlin MK 25

Wing Span:

12.9 meters/40'

Length:

9.76 meters/32'

Height:

3.96 meters/13 '

Wing Area:

23.97 square meters/258 square
feet

Photo courtesy of Rick Radell, CWH
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AERIAL MAIL SERVICE - A Chronology of the Early United States
Government Air Mail - March - December, 1918. By A.D. Jones. Published
by the American Air Mail Society, 1993. 128 pp. card stock cover, 8
1/2 x 11 size. US$8.00 plus $3.00 postage.
Reviewed by Kendall C. Sanford
March to December 1918 seems like a very short time to cover in a
single book, but a lot happened in those nine months. This was the
world's first regular air mail service, and it is expertly covered in
this book. It starts out with a chronology of the major events
leading up to the start of the air mail service, which was operated by
the U.S. Army Air Service between New York and Washington via
Philad2lphia.
There are stories about the mishaps and crashes which inevitably
occurred. Maps, black & white photos of the pilots, telegrams, pilots
reports, and of some of the flown covers are shown. In this
reviewer's opinion, more covers should have been shown. The emphasis
of the book is more on the history and operation of the service,
rather than the mail which was carried.
The pathfinder flights from New York to Chicago are very well covered.
There is a list of all the illustrations, illustrations credits, a
glossary, a list of all the references used by the author, and a good
index.

KATALOG DER AEROGRAMME VON CANADA, USA - UNO-NEW YORK 1994 (Catalog of
Aerogrammes of Canada, USA, UN-New York 1994), by Werner Wiegand.
Published by EAPC Aerophilatelic Club, Stuttgart, Germany, 1992. 56
pp., soft cover. US$10.00 plus $3.00 postage & handling. Available
from the publisher & AEROPHIL, 4 Ave. General Guiguer, CH-1197
Prangins (Vaud), Switzerland.
Reviewed by Kendall C. Sanford
This is another in the excellent series of inexpensive handbooks
produced by the EAPC Club. It lists and shows all known aerogrammes
issued by Canada, the USA and the United Nations Post Office in New
York. Included are Canadian & U.S. Armed Forces air letters, V mail
forms, and Prisoner of War air letter forms from the Second World War.
All items are shown and priced in German marks. The text is in
German, but each listing is short, so with the aid of a German
dictionary, the non German speaker can easily understand the listings.
This is a useful catalog for the Aerogramme collector or the
aerophilatelist interested in Second World War aerogrammes and
Prisoner of War air letter forms.
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THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aeropbilate67andAerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

Major (Ret.) RK Malott, CD, FRPSC
16 Harwick Crescent
Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1
Canada

9 March 1994
To : Fellow Aerophilatelic/Astrophilatelic Collectors & Researchers
Re : Preparation of Data for "The Air Mails of Canada"

Dear Colleague :
I received the enclosed letter and data from Dan Barber, Editor-in-Chief of the AAMS
catalogues, including the one proposed for Canadian air mail material. Since I have other
projects to complete for the Organization of Military Museums of Canada, Inc., of which I am the
Executive Director, I have decided to send you this data and to solicit your support and
comments. The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society will do the work and the CAS will cover the
costs. Our dead-line for completion and launching of this tome is at CAPEX 1996 in Toronto, 816 June 1996.
There is a lot of work to do. This is your chance to help formulate the collecting habits of future
collectors of the individual areas in which you are interested in over a number of years. I will coordinate the activities but I need dedicated workers for each specific area as listed by Dan. What
other areas should be added? I recommend Forces Air Letter Forms, Aerogrammes, Aviation
Company vignettes, labels and baggage tags, Canada Post and airlines air mail stickers, and Air
Mail Facility cancellations. There may be some duplication here but we do not wish to leave
anything out. This is a unique opportunity for we who have enjoyed Canadian air mail collecting
over the years to pay a debt of appreciation to those that will follow us . It is not our intent to
plagiarize from other aerophilatelic/astrophilatelic works but we must be able to list all applicable
items. Our work will be the best produced to date and those that follow can improve on it through
their own personal collecting experience.
I personally favour listing the pioneer and semi-official flight covers chronologically, i.e.,
pioneers separately, semi-officials chronologically by company, and all the rest chronologically
similar to what Dr. Holmes did so many years ago. The various types of government flights and
foreign flights would be altogether. Over the 40 years of my endeavours of Canadian air mail
collecting I found the separation by various types most frustrating to locate. If necessary a code
for the various types could be placed after our numbering system. Now is the time for comments
and input. Let's go!

-2-

If you are unable to look after a section please let me know now. Your comments will still be
welcome if you can not look after a section but your help is really needed. There will be
Canadians, Americans (USA), colleagues from the United Kingdom and hopefully from
Switzerland too. The challenge will be great but I'm confident that with your support and that of
others we will succeed and see a tremendous increase of interest in the collection of and research
in Canadian air mail and its allied areas of interest. May I belatedly add that all this activity
applies to the air mails and allied areas of interest of Newfoundland also.
As requested I will be sending your name and address to Dan Barber so that he can contact you
directly concerning our project.
Yours sincerely,

(RK Malott)
Co-ordinating Editor
The Air Mails of Canada
End : (1)
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CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY (CAS) NEWS

The Canadian Aerophilatelic scene has been quite quiet lately since there is no such thing as first
flight covers in Canada, and now in the USA. In both countries since air mail is well established,
the post office departments and the airlines do not wish to be bothered servicing such items as no
profit of consequence can be made. When the concept of air mail services was first promoted the
post office department in Canada had an excellent system developed to apply special cachets and
to fly the special covers over the designated route and thence back to the collector. Some foreign
covers coming into Canada by foreign airlines are still serviced. If you are a Canadian group you
are apparently out of luck.
The CAS will hold its annual general meeting under the control of Michael Shand, VicePresident of the CAS. He will be assisted by the immediate past president of the CAS, W/C Pat
Sloan. The meeting's time and location during ORAPEX 1994 will be posted at the Exhibition,
which is held in the Curling Rink, R.A. Center, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, Ontario.
ORAPEX 1994, Ottawa's National Stamp Exhibition, is the 33rd annual R.A. Stamp Club
Exhibition and Bourse. The hours are Saturday, 7 May 1994, 10 a.m. - 6 p.m., and Sunday, 8
May 1994, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Admission and parking are free. If you are a stamp collector be sure
that you take advantage of this excellent deal.
Although the CAS has not had the opportunity to promote special air mail flight covers during
1993 there is a tremendous project now assigned to its members for completion by the time of CAPEX
1996 in June of 1996. Under the auspices of the CAS and the American Air Mail Society (AAMS) a new
catalogue is to be prepared containing all aspects of Canadian and Newfoundland air mail collecting. The
title of the catalogue will be "The Air Mails of Canada". Newfoundland air mails are considered to be
part of the name Canada. There will however be a separate section for the Newfoundland items as is done
now in the current AAMS catalogue published in 1980, the 5th Edition. Requests for assistance in
compiling data under several sections have been sent out already to experts in Canada, the USA and
Europe. Included in the sections are pioneer flights, semi-official flights, all types of official government
flights, commemorative flights, crash covers, military souvenir flights, Forces air letter forms,
aerogrammes, balloon flights, helicopter flights, glider flights, lists of pilots flying first flights in, to and
from Canada, a list of noted Canadian air mail collectors past and present, a comprehensive list of
auctions of noted Canadian and Newfoundland air mail covers and stamps , a list of significant
catalogues and articles on Canadian and Newfoundland air mails, a record of Canadian air mail rates
domestic and international, a list and photographs of Canadian air mail stamps, pioneer and semi-official
vignettes, and special delivery stamps (subject to approval by Canada Post for applicable stamps), air mail
first day covers, SCADTA consular overprints of Columbia, airport and airport mail facility cancellations,
air mail markings, air mail labels, and if possible an up-to-date record of the rules and regulations of the
Federation Internationale de Philatelie to inform aerophilatelic /astrophilatelic of the procedures for
international judging, and last but not least astrophilatelic covers. If anyone can advise me of any other
area of aerophilately that should be included please let me know. I am the co-ordinating editor of this
project and I may be contacted at the following address : Major (Ret.) RK "Dick" Malott, 16 Harwick
Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1, Canada, Telephone/Fax (613) 829-0280. Advice and assistance fom
interested aerophilatelists are solicited. The CAS will be doing the work and the AAMS, in partnership,
will provide the funding.
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Not everyone is interested in aerophilately nor astrophilately. There are many other interesting areas for
collecting and some of them pertain to current offerings of Canada Post that were in vogue for awhile and
then canceled. The presenting cards that announced the new issues of Canada, one at a time and with
limited data, were recently discontinued after three years of use. Since these cards were official Canada
Post items and used in the mails they are collectibles. There were three main types, - cards with a mailing
indice on the back and officially mailed to customers from Antigonish, N.S., cards with no indice on the
back and distributed from postal boutiques for about two years and then they were discontinued, and the
hardest to locate , the ones for the Stamp Travelers Club. I would hope that some dedicated collector will
produce a complete reference list that will be published for the benefit of all. I would be pleased to hear
from those interested in these presenting cards . I am particularly interested in locating examples of the
Stamp Travelers Club.
Another item now discontinued were the Canadian FIP exhibition cards, first issued in 1982 and after 18
issues discontinued in 1992. Used examples could only be obtained at the exhibitions and thus few were
obtained . Mint copies were sold from the philatelic section of Canada Post at $1.00 plus tax per card. The
policy was not to save nor sell the used cards in Canada. Thus the earliest issues used are very scarce, and
in particular those from Ausipex'84, Italia'85, Stamp World London"90, and Granada"92 are extremely
scarce. To obtain my copy from Australia and from Italy I had to advertise in national philatelic
magazines to trace the desired items. At considerable expense I was able to locate three used cards from
Australia, but only one form Italy. There are two types for Italy'85 - one canceled in Toronto and sold at
Italia'85, and one with the official Canada Post cancellation at Italia'85. How many readers of this article
collect these Canadian FIP cards? I am seeking sources of used cards. Any available?
Yet another interesting area of collecting postal stationery and Canadian booklets is attempting to obtain
first day of use cancellations for aerogrammes and postal stationery of the interesting size 8 and size 10
commemorative issues. Over the last ten years I have been able to obtain canceled items, including the last
six issues of the views of Canadian provincial cities. Why not obtain canceled copies from the applicable
cities and request the signature of the applicable mayor. I have found these city officials very cooperative, especially if you offer them a couple of the envelopes for their own retention. For the many
types of booklets issued I have devised a system to attach the complete booklet to an envelope along with a
representative stamp and have all canceled on the applicable date of issue. I have been doing this for ten
years also and thus I have built up an interesting collection that I plan to exhibit locally at an ORAPEX
exhibition within the next two years..
For shear beauty of first day covers how many collectors have obtained FDC's from the House of
Commons ( size 10 envelope) or the Senate (size 8 envelope) ? A collection of these covers is very
attractive . Most of these mentioned areas of collecting require an effort of search and perseverance to
complete the objective each year, but at not too much of an outlay of cash. Of course there are the many
different types of cancellations that are a challenge to locate and inventory. There are many ways in which
you can apply yourself to collect philatelic material, especially Canadian, right in your own back yard.
Sometime ago I produced a comprehensive list of the Canadian FIP cards and when time permits from my
position of Executive Director of the Organization of Military Museums of Canada , Inc., I will prepare
another complete list. As an interim I will list the 18 locations for the 18 Canadian FIP cards:
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1.WIPA'81

10. HAFNIA'87

2. ESSEN'82

11. FINLANDIA'88

3. PHILEX FRANCE'82

12. PHILEX FRANCE'89

4. HAMBURG'84

13. WORLD STAMP EXPO'89

5. AUSIPEX'84

14. STAMP WORLD LONDON'90

6. ITALIA'85

15. NEW ZEALAND 1990

7. AMERIPEX'86

16. PHILANIPPON 1991

8.STOCKHOLMIA'86

17. GRANADA'92

9. CAPEX'87

18. WORLD COLOMBIAN STAMP EXPO 1992

I have had the privilege of exhibiting my aerophilatelic material in all of the international exhibitions
listed above from WIPA'81, except for ESSEN'82 and STAMP WORLD LONDON'90 . Of course there
have been many other FIP Exhibitions but for these Canada Post did not issue a souvenir FIP card. I have
also had the honour to serve as a FIP judge at STOCKHOLMIA'86 and CAPEX'87 , and as the Canadian
RPSC commissioner at ITALIA'85, HAFNIA'87,and PHILANIPPON 1991. Thus I have had an
opportunity on several occasions to obtain used Canadian FIP souvenir cards.
Speaking of Canadian commissioners those selected to exhibit at the only FIP exhibition in 1994 at
PHILAKOREA'94 were informed that a new fee of $20.00 Canadian per frame payable to the Canadian
commissioner is required in addition to the $25.00 US required for each frame exhibited. It is now an
expensive undertaking to exhibit internationally. An exhibitor would want to make sure that the best
exhibit possible was to be shown. An award of anything less than a small silver would not be a very
economical proposition for the exhibitor. It is hoped that a full statement will be released concerning
future exhibition costs for Canadian exhibitors. May I add that this system has been used in the USA for
its commissioner's expenses that can be considerable - air fare to the country concerned, postage and
telephone expenses, taxis, customs clearances, etc. The Canadian commissioners deserve this added
financial support and I fully support the plan's implementation. The CAS will be providing a plaque for
the best aerophilatelic/astrophilatelic exhibit at PHILAKOREA 1994, as it has done for earlier
international exhibitions.
It is very welcome news that Canada Post is to issue a postage stamp in honour of Air Marshal Billy
Bishop, VC, CB, DSO 7 Bar, DFC, MID, CdeG(Fr), Ld'H . Now if the authorities would only do the
honourable thing and issue a commemorative stamp to Canada's greatest military leader of the First
World War, - General Sir Arthur Currie.

(RK Malott)
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The kite is the world's oldest form of aircraft, likely
originating in the Orient 3,000 years ago. Named after
a graceful member of the hawk family, kites today
soar in an endless variety of sizes and designs around
the world.
In Japan. teams of people fly kites taller than
ilieffisal,eas at colourful festivals. A favourite in China
is a fearsome dragon made of large circular disks
flown in train. The box kite, so stable it doesn't need a
tail to prevent spinning and twisting, was invented
by an Australian. And a Canadian, Alexander Graham
Bell, built colossal kites of thousands of tetrahedrons
that could lift humans into the air. Over the years,
kites have been put to practical use by scientists,
weather forecasters and inventors of airplanes, but
are probably most often seen high in the sky above
an open field on a windy day. Kiting in Canada is
gaining popularity as organizations spring up across
the country.
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Le cerf-volant, qui serait Tabard apparu en Orient
ii y a 3000 ans, est probablement la forme la
plus ancienne de l'aeroplane. L'origine du mot serait
associee a un gros insecte volant. De nos jours,
flottent au gre du vent des armatures aux formes et aux
grandeurs infinies.
Au Japon, des equines participent a des festivals de
cerfs-volants geants. La Chine favorise le dragon feroce
forme de disques flottant les uns derriere les autres, tel
un train. Le cerf-volant en forme de boite, tellement
stable qu'il n'a pas besoin de queue pour l'empecher de
tournoyer ou de serpenter, a ete invente en Australie.
Le Canadien Alexander Graham Bell construisait des
cerfs-volants colossaux, composes de milliers de
tetraedes, qui oouvaient soulever des humains. Au
tours des ans. les serfs-volants ant send aux
scientifiques, aux meteorologistes et aux inventeurs
d'avions, mais de nos jours, on les voit le plus souvent
virevoleter tres haut les iours de grand vent. Au Canada,
le cerf-volant gagne to faveur populaire, et on voit
netre. ca et la, des associations de cerfs-volistes
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NEW EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION
Hi!

As incoming editor, I'd like to start by thanking Dick Malott for
all the work he has done as editor of The Canadian Aerophilatelist
over the last six years. - Dick has also kindly offered to continue
organizing the printing and distribution of this newsletter.
In producing the newsletter, I will try and keep to two basic
principles:
to include everything sent in to me, on the principle that
if one member thinks a topic is interesting enough to write
about it, some other members will think that the topic is
interesting enough to read about it;
to make the newsletter as "welcoming" and understandable as
possible to people who are reading a copy for the first
time, even though this may involve repeating some
information from issue to issue.
I hope that The Canadian Aerophilatelist will develop as a forum for
the sharing of all types of information between members. I would
therefore like to encourage members to send in items for this
newsletter, including:
"news":

short or long articles, book reviews, opinions, etc.

if you have a question on a mystery
stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilatelly, send it in:
I'll put it in the next issue of the newsletter; hopefully
another member will know the answer and send that in; and
then I'll publish the answer in the following newsletter.

questions and answers:

please create your own
"advertisement", (up to a single page 8 1/2" x 11",
photocopier ready), and send it in to me.

details of items wanted or for sale:

My aim is to produce The Canadian Aerophilatelist on a quarterly
basis in March, June, September and December; so I would like to
receive material for it by the end of February, May, August and
November.

So, if you have anything you'd like to go into the next issue,
please send it to:

Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road Kingston, Ontario KlM 4Y4
by August 31st.
,
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Dear Fellow Aerophilatelists/Astrophilatelists :
Greetings on the occasion of the first issue of "The Canadian Aerophilatelist" under the editorship of
Chris Hargreaves of Kingston, Ontario. Chris plans to publish four issues a year commencing with this
issue which I have held up due to my absence in England and Normandy, France to participate in the 50th
Anniversary of D-Day. Chris wished that comments from the President of the CAS be included in each
issue so here are my comments for this issue.
Anyone who had the privilege of attending the 50th Anniversary commemorations will poignantly realize
how much the present world owes to those that risked and hazard all to provide us with a chance to live a
better life. The graves of the young soldiers that we visited demand that we make a stronger effort to bring
peace and security to this troubled world. The three tours in which I participated emphasized how
precarious the hold the allies had in the first few days of the invasion on the Normandy coast. The
unselfish bravery and determination of the allied soldiers to hold their gains made the difference to the
success of the invasion, in my personal opinion. We are able to enjoy our various hobbies to-day due to the
sacrifices of our brave military personnel of 50 years ago.
I wish to bring to your attention five matters that concern the CAS and its membership. First, the
preparations for the catalogue , "The Air Mails of Canada", are progressing well. We have several
collectors who have offered to assist in the project by looking after specific areas of Canadian Air Mail
collecting. In the next issue of "The Canadian Aerophilatelist", I'll provide the suggested Table of
Contents for "The Air Mails of Canada". If anyone wishes to participate by looking after a section, or by
assisting a section leader, please contact me at your earliest convenience. In particular a section leader is
required for the official government flights of Canada. It is a large section but it is quite straight forward
as most flights were well publicized with special post office cachets being supplied. The involvement of
more CAS members in this project would be appreciated.+E
Second, the first printed publicity for CAPEX'96 has been issued. CAPEX'96 will be held from 8 - 16
June 1996 inclusive, in the Metropolitan Toronto Convention Centre. Members wishing to obtain data
directly by being placed on the CAPEX"96 mailing list are invited to write to : CAPEX'96, Post Office
Box 204, Station Q, Toronto, Ontario, M4T 2M1. Those that are eligible to apply for exhibiting at this
F.I.P. World Exhibition are urged to do so to advance Aerophilately/Astrophilately in the Canadian
public's eye. I am co-ordinating the arrangements for the CAS, AAMS, AFA, and possibly FISA at
CAPEX'96. Although Murray Heifetz will be assisting in our arrangements he has other duties with the
CAPEX'96 Committee so the assistance of other CAS members living in Toronto and environs is urgently
needed. I require one CAS member to co-ordinate arrangements in Toronto to arrange the manning of the
combined booth that we will have with the AAMS, AFA, and FISA and to assist Murray Heifetz in setting
up lecture room facilities and meeting rooms. Recommendations for lectures on Aerophilately and/or
Astrophilately are solicited. Murray is making arrangements to have our lectures and meetings in the
rooms of the Philatelic Specialists Society of Canada at 214 Merton Street, Toronto. To ensure a
successful and educational experience for our group at CAPEX'96 the assistance of all of our members is
required. Now is the time to commence preparations as 6 June 1996 will come all too soon. Remember
that we also have the catalogue to complete by the target date of 6 June 1996 also. May I hear from you in
the near future?

( Continued )
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT continued:

Third, the CAS has a varied stock of special flown covers sponsored by the CAS. A year ago a copy of
our inventory was sent to all members soliciting purchases. If you have not a copy of this list or if you arc
interested in purchasing a few Snowbird covers or other types for a young collector that needs
encouragement to continue or commence collecting Canadian or foreign air mail covers and stamps why
not contact our Vice-President, Mike Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario, K2C 2H8 to see
what is now available" A volunteer to think up new ideas for special air mail covers for the CAS is needed.
This volunteer would also co-ordinate arrangements for the preparation of souvenir or commemorative
covers. The ICAO commemorative stamp to be issued this September for the 75th anniversary of ICAO
might be an appropriate time to start. The Snowbirds will be flying 50 special envelopes for the CAS this
summer . All will be signed by the 9 Snowbird pilots . The cost will be $20.00 per cover. If you wish one
send in your order and payment now. The 125 envelopes flown from Ottawa to Virginia after the Ottawa
National Air Show in a Stealth Fighter F-117A have not yet been located by the pilot, Captain Greg
Sembower. He is sorry for the inconvenience to our members and thus he now has 50 new covers to be
flown for the CAS sometime this summer. The envelopes have a .40 cent US air mail stamp on each and
will be canceled at an applicable USAF Base , perhaps Holloman AFB, New Mexico. Greg will also
autograph each envelope. These envelopes will be available latter this year at a value of $5.00 each .
These are the only two special envelopes that have been prepared this year for the CAS.
Fourth, to assist in stimulating interest in the CAS 585 letters were sent out to members of the American
Philatelic Society (APS) who indicated that they were interested in Aerophilately or Astrophilately. The
list of names and prepared address labels were provided by the APS. At present the CAS has received six
requests for further data on the CAS. Letters were sent to all on the list even if the individual was already
a CAS member as I wished all members to see what was being done and to encourage those who have not
maintained their CAS membership to rejoin. It is hoped that we will obtain 15 to 20 new members for the
CAS.
Fifth, to assist in the preparation of the new catalogue, "The Air Mails of Canada", I have sent to Charles
Firby Auctions , 6695 Highland Road, Waterford, Michigan, 48327, USA (Tel: 313 - 887 - 3091) my
entire collection of Canadian government flights and all other types of flights from 1925 to the present for
auction in September 1994. In this way a complete listing for reference purposes will be prepared and fair
market values for these items, many seldom seen , will be established for use in the new catalogue. The
items to be auctioned have been acquired over a 44 year period and include a complete set of R-100 dated
envelopes for the period of the R-100's visit to Canada in July/August 1930. As for previous air mail
auctions Charles will send a copy of his catalogue to all those on the CAS membership list. If you require
further data please write to Charles Firby at his indicated address.

Thank you for taking the time to read these comments. If you have any observations on these comments
please contact me at 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1, Canada (Tel/Fax : 613 - 829 0280.

,egexof„-cv---"
( RK Malott )
President
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society

A See-

so
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SECRETARY'S REPORT
Ron Miyanishi reports that one new member has joined us since the
last newsletter:
# 209: Godfrey S. Pasmore
427 Mount Pleasant Ave.
Westmount, Quebec H3Y 3G9
Welcome to The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society

Godfrey.

TREASURER'S REPORT
15 April 1994
Bank Balance as of 15 October 1993

33 8 .77

INCOME STATEMENT
Dues, new members
Dues, renewals
Sale of CAS items by Auction & by mail
Donation from Ed Lettick
Interest on Bank Account

$

63.06
561.24
125.22
9.61
.19

. . . .

$

759.32

759.32
$

1,098.09

EXPENSE STATEMENT
Cheque to Ron Miyanishi, Sec. for postage . . . $
Cheque to Mike Shand, V.Pres. for postage . . .
Cheque to R.K. Malott, Pres. for postage,
typing of Newsletter & 2 rubber stamps . . .
Cheque to N.D.Bentley, Treasurer for postage .
U.S. Money Order for AAMS for CAS Chapt.Fee . .
Service Charge on Account

65.72
4.12
138.28

26.82
13.51
5.20
253.65

Bank Balance as of 15 April 1994

253.65
844.44

Note #1: $2,302.72 Savings Account
5.80 October Interest
$2,308.52
Signed
Nelson D. Bentley
Treasurer CAS
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THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING:
MAY 8th 1994
A General Meeting was called for Sunday May 8, during the ORAPEX
exhibition in Ottawa. However due to low attendance, the meeting was an
informal one, but through this newsletter, other members may wish to
note:1)

The financial statement prepared by treasurer
Nelson Bentley was reviewed and approved.

2)

The appointment of Chris Hargreaves as editor of
The Canadian Aerophilatelist was welcomed by all,
and members should be encouraged to send articles,
questions or other items of interest to him.

3)

Plans to publish a revised Canadian Air Mail
Catalogue, in conjunction with the American Air
Mail Society, under the coordination of Dick
Malott in time for CAPEX '96 were discussed. This
is in effect a very short time period, so all who
wish
to
contribute
should
contact
Dick
immediately.

4)

Anyone interested in visiting or exhibiting at
AEROPEX 94 in Australia in November can contact me
for information, as one or two CAS members may be
going, and we could coordinate plans if wished.

5)

There being no other business, the meeting closed
at 2.3C) p.m.

Mike Shand
Vice-President.
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CANADIAN AIR MAIL CATALOGUE - Murray Heifetz
Under the editorship of
Canadian section of the
Mail Catalogue is being
end up being a separate
table of contents.

Richard K. Malott, a new version of the
Fifth Edition, Volume 4 of the American Air
prepared for publication in 1996. This may
Canadian catalogue with a much expanded:

I will be assisting Dick with specific responsibility for the
section on Canadian semi-official airmails. In this regard I am
asking for input from all members of the study group. I would
appreciate items that correct information in the present Volume 4,
suggestions for insertion of material or specific flights not
presently listed, and any other comments that will be helpful in
preparation of the revised catalogue.
In addition to the above, I am working with Neil Hunter and Dick
MacIntosh in creating a far more comprehensive Canadian catalogue
that will cover any and all items of Canadian aerophilately (covers
only) for listing in a choronogical order irrespective of its
category. This catalogue will have far less of the descriptive
coverage in the Volume 4 revision but will enable a collector to
look up a date for any cover and Find out right away what kind of
cover it is and some information about it. To this end I am also
requesting input from collectors with photocopies of any item they
have - not presently listed in the AAMC or Holmes - that they think
should be included in such a chronological listing. Typical of the
type being considered are some of the Canadian Government flights
where only the firstilflight is shown but where flights in the second
or third week were equally important, , perhaps scarcer, and definitely
collectible.
All communications should be sent to:
Murray Heifetz
49 Ternhill Cres.
Don Mills, Ont.
M3C 2E4

ICAO AEROPHILATELIC EXHIBIT, MONTREAL - Dick Malott
A special aerophilatelic exhibit is to be shown at the ICAO
Headquarters, 1000 Sherbrook West, Montreal, Quebec for three days,
16 - 18 September 1994 under the supervision of Mr. Albert Pelsser,
(Tel: 514-653-7615 (Home) or 514-286-6258 (Office). He can use up to
50 frames of air mail material for frames from Philatelic Quebec. If
you are interested in displaying any material please contact Dick
Malott for details, as he'll be going to Montreal for this event,
and will look after the mounting and dismounting of the material in
a secure area. This is not a competition but an exhibition of
aerophilatelic material for the 50th anniversary of ICAO, (the
International Civil Aviation Organization).
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CONTRIBUTED BY:
Fred Blau

AIRMAIL
ISRAEL AIRLINES
FIRST FLIGHT
CANADA — ISRAEL
MONTREAL — LOD
MARCH 28, 1971
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POSTMARKS : 15159 MONTREAL SUB.250 28.111.71 P.Q.
.; LOD NEMAL TEUFA INDEX 3 29.3.71 22 11
-

MAIL

; 15 COVERS SIGNED BY CAYTAIN- OHAD, PLUS 2 KG MAIL
WITHOUT ANY CACHET,INDICATING FIRST FL1GHT.(EL AL)

THE AGREEMENT FOR LANDING RIGHTS BETWEEN CANADIAN PACIFIC AIR AND EL AL
WAS SIGNED ON MARCH 27,1971. THE FIRST "EL AL" FLIGHT TOOK PLACE THE
FOLLOWING DAY.SINCE THIS WAS A SATURDAY,CANADIAN POST OFFICE WERE CLOSED.
ONE PERSON HOWEVER MANAGED TO GET 10 OF MINE AND 5 OF HIS PREPARED COVERS
CANCELLED0jY. A POSTAL CLERK AT A MONTREAL SUBURB POST OFFICE.THESE CANCELLED COVERS WERE HANDED BACK TO HIM,TAKEN ON BOARD,SIGNED BY THE CAPTAIN
AND BACKSTAMPED AT ARRIVAL AT LOD AIRPORT

—

APRIL 29, 1971.

ONE MAILBAG CONTAINING 2 KG MAIL AND LAYING AT MONTREAL AIRPORT WERE
TAKEN ON BOARD,BUT THESE COVERS DID NOT RECEIVE ANY CACHET AND CAN NOT BE
RECOGNIZED AS,FLOWN BY " EL. AL FIRST FLIGHT — CANADA — ISRAEL "
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CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS - The issues of Commercial Airways Ltd.
by Murray Heifetz
This is the first of a series of articles on the stamp issues of Canada's "Bush"
airlines in the 1920's and 1930's. I will not go into detail/on the airline history
and basic stamp data, except where correction or revision is required. This can
be obtained from a number of sources such as the very good book by C. A. LongworthDames. There are also listings in Volume 4 of the American Airmail Catalogue.
Some years ago, in several, separate, semi-official studies, reports on aspects of
the Commercial Airways issue were made by Bill Topping, Trelle Morrow, and Naughton
Sanguinetti, among others. Some of their comments will be repeated here as they may
still be valid.
The Commercial stamp is generally categorized in 4 issues. The main distinctions are
colour and medallion inscription. The first and third issues are in black and violet
respectively and are inscribed "Via Air" in the two oval medalliontn both sides of
the stamp design. The second and fourth issues are in black and orange respectively
and are inscribed "Air Fee". Catalogues refer to shades of different printings particularly in the second issue where two specific printings are recorded. While
this may be correct, it should be noted that variations in shades are found throughout
the four issues - notwithstanding different printings.
The company was formed in 1928 by W. R. "Wop" May, Vic Horner, and Cy Becker. They
operated in the Canadian Northwest with headquarters in Edmonton. In April 1931, due
to financial difficulty they were bought out by Canadian Airways. Although they had
major government mail contracts over this lengthy period, one will have to be very
fortunate to find a cover with proper commercial usage and franked with the CommmerciA
stamp. The main reason for this is that most of their flights were on government
contract routes where, by 4929, proper Canadian airmail stamps were required and
available.The use of the Commercial stamp was redundant. Hence the only really valid
use (with a few exceptions) was on the iniAgural flights of the various routes.

ESSAYS
Previous information seems to be incomplete. There is one essay (not approved),
prepared by "Bob of the Northland" for a 1931 flight from Aklavik to Miami. The
reported issue is black on orange paper in tete beche pairs. The word "Essay" is
printed under the left bottom corner of the stamp. This is correct., The actual
pane is imperforate. My copy, is 63 mm. x 94 mm. I also have the 'item in single
use (not tete beche) without the "Essay" printed underneath. I have it on orange
paper - size 84 mm x 78 mm. and on white paper size 90 mm ii 75 mm.
PROOFS
In 1977 Trelle Morrow reported that he had what he called "Galley" proofs. These
are on'newsprint and are from the first pull from the galley by the printer. They
came from the Ed Richardson collection. It is 'considered that these are the only
known legitimate proofs.
Printings are known for both the Air Fee and,Via Air issues in singles and pairs,
on card and on paper, and in a variety of colours as described in various other
references. In catalogues, ausctions, etc. they are described as proofs, colour
proofs, colour trials, etc. They are questionable. Stuart Johnstone who was associated with Commercial Airways and possibly with the printers - HaWy-Press, claimed
that they were made at his request as a . joke and "he didn't know how they got into
private hands."
( Continued )
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THE FIRST ISSUE
This issue is distinguished from the others:by having been issued in booklet form
with a perforated selvage on the left side'of the pane. Full panes, including the
selvage, are very desirable items. A Full book consists of 25 panes.
My collection includes a few interesting covers - one of which is quite important.
Fig 1. - a cover carried on the first flight from Edmonton to Grande Prairie May
21, 1929 but posted at Edmonton May 6. All previous catalogues show the date of
stamp issue as May 18. This date will now have to be revised.
Fig. 2 - a cover posted from Edmonton to Grande Prairie June 7, 1929. This is the
latest usage I have seen with the first issue on what seems to be a legitimate
posting. (The second stamp issue came out June 2). I do have a cover with this
stamp posted from Athabaska to Edmonton Feb. 23, 1931 but, as this is a "Roessler"
cover, I consider it deliberately contrived.
Fig. 3 - This cover may or may not be one of the elusive commercial usages. It could
be a posting from Grande Prairie with important items for the Edmonton Journal sent
by the reporter to himself at the newspaper. The double franking would be for double
weight of the #10 size envelope. The problem is that the sender, A. W. McIntyre, is
a recognized name as a cover creator. This cover is also notable for having the
boxed 3 line obliterator in the scarce violet rather than the blue which is almost
always found with this issue.
Plating - Minor varieties, along with the pane margins that are imperforate, allow
the position of stamps in the panes of both the Air Fee and Via Air issue to be
determined. Plating of the Via Air issue can be found in an article by George H. Fay
in the June 1935 issue of the Airport Journal.
Varieties - All catalogues list a "Broken C" variety in position 2 and ascribe a
premium for this. In my view, there is really no validity for any premium. The item
occurs in eery pane as do all other varieties which distinguish other pane positions.
It is therefore no scarcer than any other distinguishable stamp position.
There are also catalogue valuations for an imperf pair. I have been looking for
evidence of such an item for many years and have still to find it. Since the other
three issues are knowmimperforate, it is reasonable to assume that there may be one
or more panes of the first issue imperforate. But, if so, they haven't surfaced in
exhibit or auction sale for many years.

THE SECOND ISSUE
t

There are two reported printings - one on June 2, 1930 and a second on Nov. 5, 1930.
It would be interesting to know why there was a need for a second printing. The
first issue totalled 5000 stamps - almost all for the May 21, 1929 and a few subsequent flights. The first printing of the second issue reportedly totalled 3000 stamps.
There were only a few inaugural flight dates. The fourth issue Dec. 6, 1930 was
intended for the Dec. 10th flight to Ft. McMurray. The third issue July 21, 1930
was for the July 23rd flight to Ft. McMurray. This leaves only the Dec. 12, 1930
Edmonton-Peace River and the three flights in Feb. 1931. With the remainders of the
four issues all available for the February 1931 flights, what was the need for a
separate printing on Nov. 5, 1930?
Plating - There are more distinctive varieties on the Air Fee design than on the
Via Air which makes for easier plating.. George. Fay, who wrote up the Via Air plating,
also did the Air Fee in an article published in the April 1934 Airpost Journal.
I also published an extensive, illustrated article(at the time unaware of the Fay
study) in the Canadian Philatelist in the spring of 1972.
( Continued )
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Varieties - There are no constant plate varieties of the issue which are as visible
as the "Broken C of the first issue. Again, the catalogues are in error. They report
this broken C variety in the Air Fee design. It doesn't exist.
Covers - While use of the second issue on covers of various first flights is quite
common, I have only one "out of the ordinary" item. A washout of the railway between
McLennan and Mirror Landing , Alberta caused an emergency flight to be authorized.
Covers exist posted Edmonton June 17, 1930. An article by Naughton Sanguinetti said
that there were 50 covers carried by the pilot , Cy Becker, and that all were signed
by him. My covers are backstamped June 19 at McLennan and are not pilot signed.
Chester Forrest says that these covers were flown but not on the emergency flight.
There has been very little research on this flight but perhaps Forrest came to this
conclusion because one of the covers (I believe from his original collection) was
not pilot signed. (>5;%.4•,
There is another report that states two flights were made. One on June
17 with several hundred pieces of mail, but most of it regular
commercial mail; and another on June 18 with about 50 "collector"
covers franked with the Commercial semi-official stamp.

On March 14, 1931, "Bob of the Northland" promoted a flight from Aklavik to Miami.
This was known as the "Pine to Palm" flight. A few covers were routed differently
and rather than to Miami, went to Brownsville and Canal Zone to Buenos Aires. The
second issue stamp was used for both these flights.
Volume 4 of the American Airmail Catalogue, under the May 21 first flight, notes
that covers for this flight may be franked with either the first or second issue. Hard
to have a June 2 issue on a May 21 flightl

THIRD ISSUE
This was a repeat of the first issue design but in violet. It was issued on July 21,
1930 presumably to be used for the inauguration of a flight from Edmonton to Ft.
McMurray on July 23. As it was produced from the same plate as the first issue, the
plating, with all the positional variations including the Broken C, remain the same.
It is reported that there were two distinct shades of violet and two kinds of gum yellow and white. I found no identifiable correlation between,shades and gum.
A

Varieties - There are a few items found in this issue not appearing in the others.
Panes are reported with an extra diagonal line of perfs running from stamp position
#2 to #9. Many catalogues state that there are only 3 sheets known. I doubt it. I
have one sheet and a few stamps from a second. I have seen at least two more in
auction. One of the panes with extra perfs may be unique as it is imperf between the
2nd and 3rd line of stamps. The one pane I have seen has been broken up. (c:41 y 5").
There is also a variety on position 7 which is not constant. It is a white circle
near the tip of the left wing (rthe viewer facing toward the plane). It gives the
appearance of Air Force insignia.
Strangely, while there was a smaller printing of imperforates on this issue than
on the second or fourth issue, covers franked with third issue imperf stamps, while
very scarce, are more frequently seen than the others. Second and Fourth impel - Fs are
more frequently found in mint state.

( Continued )
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FOURTH ISSUE
Shade varieties make this a tricky issue. While there are variations on all the
issues, there appears to be Five distinct shades on the fourth issue - pale dull
orange, pale orange, dull orange, orange, and deep orange. An earlier study suggests
four different printings - all in December 1930 - one For each shade other than
the deep orange. This study shows all printings with white gum except the pale dull
orange which is listed with yellow gum. I can't quite distinguish the gums by colour
but I can clearly see that on 811 issues except the pale dull orange, the stamp
design can be easily seen from the reverse side. Whether this is due to a transparency in the paper or a variation in the gum, I do not know. It is definite,
however, that there is a difference between this shade and the others.
Varieties - Longworth-Dames reports varieties with vertical double perforations
between pairs and also partial vertical penis between pairs.
OBLITERATIONS
All the semi-official stamps of these issues were attached to the back of the
cover and received a company obliteration. There were two designs. One is a boxed
cachet, approximately 61 mm x 28 mm with the words "USE AIR MAIL" on three lines
at the left and five horizontal sawtooth lines Filling the rest of the rectangle.
It is found in blue, violet, and turquoise. The blue is promarily on the first
issue; the violet on the second and third; and the turquoise on the fourth.
The second obliterator is a series of nine parallel wavy lines, unboxed, about
54 mm x 25 mm. It is found in turquoise and violet with covers of the second and
fourth issue.

ILLUSTRATIONS FOLLOW ON NEXT PAGE

CANADA REMEMBERS
r LE CANADA SE SOUVIENT
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
I'm going to exercise "editor's prerogative", and be the first
member to use this new section of the newsletter.
I recently offered to prepare a list of
"Postal commemorations of
Alcock and Brown's Trans-Atlantic Flight, produced in Canada and
Newfoundland", for Karl Winkelmann, editor of the Irish Airmail
Society's Bulletin.
A preliminary copy of my list is given below. - I'd be most grateful
to hear from any members who can answer the questions I've raised,
or who can send me details of any additional items that should be
added to the list.

REMEMBERING ALCOCK AND BROWN
1922 NEWFOUNDLAND: Essay for a 15 cent air mail stamp produced by
De La Rue: the stamp was not issued. (See Figure la at the end
of this listing.)
1928 NEWFOUNDLAND: 15 cent stamp issued on January 3rd, shows the
Vickers Vimy taking off. This was part of a pictorial series
designed to get publicity for the island. (The stamp is Scott
#156, and was re-engraved and re-issued as #170. - It is shown
in Fig. 3).
1929

10th Anniversary

REMEMBER FIRST TRANS ATLANTIC FLIGHT
BY BRITISH AVIATORS
CAPT. JOHN ALCOCK AND LIEUT. A. WHITTEN BROWN
JUNE 14TH 1919

CANADA: special cancellations reading

used in Toronto and Hamilton during June. (Fig. 2).
Help please: I have seen this cancellation on Toronto covers for the
opening of Kingston Airport on June 4th. It was also used on
Hamilton covers for the opening of Hamilton Airport on June
6th, but not on Toronto covers produced for this occasion.Can anybody tell me in how many places this cancellation was
used, and on what dates?

NEWFOUNDLAND:

special cancellation reading

-

COMMEMORATING
- FIRST TRANS ATLANTIC
AIR MAIL
JUNE 14TH 1919
used in St. John's for one day only: June 14th. (Fig. 3).
( Continued )
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REMEMBERING ALCOCK AND BROWN, Page 2:

1931

NEWFOUNDLAND: the $1.00 value in the set of three air mail
stamps issued January 2nd shows the routes of various
Atlantic flights, including Alcock and Brown's. (Scott C8:
different paper Cll.)

A-C_ ROESSLER: sold an imitation of the 1922 De La Rue essay.
(Fig. lb).
1932

NEWFOUNDLAND: May 19th - the $1.00 air mail stamp was reissued with an overprint for the DO-X flight. (Scott C12).

1933

24th Anniversary
CANADA: commemorative cachet produced by the "International Air
Mail Society": cover mailed in Montreal on June 14th. (Fig. 4).

Help please: What sort of society was the "International Air Mail
Society"? Why was it celebrating the 24th Anniversary of Alcock and
Brown's flight?
1968

50th Anniversary
Major R.K. Malott: commemorative cachet produced - cover mailed
in Ottawa on May 28th. (Fig. 5). (I have asked Dick for more
information about this cover.)
CANADA: commemorative stamp issued June 13th, (Scott # 494).

1979

60th Anniversary
ROYAL AIR FORCE: commemorative flight from Goose Bay, Labrador,
to the International Air Tattoo at RAF Greenham Common,
England, on June 21st. - This was the return leg of a flight
that left RAF Greenham Common on June 14th. - Covers were flown
in a Phantom aircraft by Sqn. Ldr. A.J.H. Alcock (pilot) and
Flt. Lt. W.N. Browne, (navigator). (Fig. 6).
- ILLUSTRATIONS -
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(Figures la and lb are from Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919 - 1939 by
C.H.C. Harmer, published by the American Air Mail Society.)
( Continued )
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REMEMBERING ALCOCK AND BROWN, Page 3:
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( Continued )
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REMEMBERING ALCOCK AND BROWN, Page 4:
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ON JUNE' 14th, 1919, A MODIFIED VICKERS VIMY FLEW
FROM ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND ON THE FIRST NONSTOP CROSSING OF THE ATLANTIC, LANDING AT CLIFDEN,
COUNTY GALWAY, ON JUNE 15th, 1919.
PILOT:
CAPTAIN JOHN ALCOCK. RAF
NAVIGATOR: LIEUTENANT ARTHUR WHITTEN BROWN,
RAF
FLYING TIME: 16 HOURS 28 MINUTES

PHANTOM - 2 ROLLS-ROYCE SPEYS

ON JUNE • 21st, 1979, THE 60th ANNIVERSARY OF THIS
FLIGHT WAS MARKED WHEN THIS COVER WAS FLOWN
IN RAF PHANTOM "ALCOCK AND BROWN' , XV 424 FROM
GOOSE BAY, NEWFOUNDLAND, OVER THE 'ROUTE TAKEN
BY CAPTAIN ALCOCK AND LT. BROWN TO CLIFDEN AND
THEN TO THE INTERNATIONAL AIR TATTOO AT RAF
GREENHAM COMMON.

1919

PILOT:
SQD. LDR. A. J. H. ALCOCK, MBE, RAF
NAVIGATOR: FLT. LT. W. N. BROWNE, RAF
FLYING TIME: NEWFOUNDLAND TO OVERHEAD, CLIFDEN
3 HOURS 31 MINUTES
RS 45 MINUTES
AL FLYING TIME:

VICKERS VIMY- 2 ROLLS-ROYCE EAGLES

Officer
Commanding
Royal Air Force
Detachment
Goose Bay

Fig. 6.
(This is one of several commemorative covers that can be purchased
from The CAS. - If you would like more details about these covers,
contact our Vice-President:
Mike Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.)

If you can help with the above questions,
or know of other items commemorating Alcock and Brown's flight,
or have any other items for The Canadian Aerophilatelist,
please contact the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
by August 30th.
Thanks.

Canadian Chanter - American Air Mail Society
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
Aerophilatelic Federation of the Americas - Club Member
Club Member - FISA (Federation Internationale des Socittes Aerophilateligues)
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EDITOR'S OTHER LIFE !
In
my
other
life,
when
I
am not editing
The Canadian
Aerophilatelist, I am a High School Social Science teacher. - Over
the past few days, as a new school year has got under way, I have
been thinking about some comparisons between teaching and editing!
One feature of teaching is the reluctance of many students to ask or
answer questions, because they don't want to risk "making a mistake"
in front of their peers. - I've been wondering to what extent adults
have a similar concern, and whether it makes them reluctant to send
in questions and answers to newsletters like this? I've decided
that it might, and that I should, therefore, not name the people who
send in questions for the "Question and Answer" section. I've also
decided that I should only acknowledge the answerers as a group, and
not identify their individual contributions.
Another feature of teaching is the wide variety in "background
knowledge" that my students have: in fact, there is hardly anything
which I can assume that "everybody knows". - In contrast,
newsletters like this are normally written for a specialized
audience, and a high level of background knowledge is assumed! This,
however, can limit their interest and usefulness to new members,
casual readers, and non-philatelic friends and/or spouses who happen
to pick up a copy to browse through. I am therefore going to add a
section of Notes For New Readers to The Canadian Aerophilatelist,
and also add footnotes from time to time, to try and make the
newsletter more appealing to casual readers, and even to colleagues
from my other life!
Chris Hargreaves

NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of

The Canadian Aerophilatelist:

welcome!

Aerophilately is a broad subject, and embraces almost any topic that
combines flying and philately, including:
-

the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between
different places:
these usually bear special markings to
identify the flight, and are referred to as First Flight
Covers;

-

a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and
services, and/or of the airmail stamps
issued for these
services;

-

astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers
which trace the development of space flight. - Since very few
covers have been flown into space, this usually involves covers
associated with the ground support network: launch sites,
tracking stations, recovery ships, etc.

Within The Canadian Aerophilatelist you will find articles relating
to many different aspects of aerophilately. - I hope you enjoy
reading it.
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
***** *** *********** *** **
AWARDS
Congratulations to
Dick Malott and Mike Shand who each received a
small vermeil award at the PHILAKOREA 1994 WORLD STAMP EXHIBITION.Mike Shand, (Vice president of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society),
exhibited his New Zealand Air Mails. Dick Malott, (our President),
exhibited Canadian Crash Covers, 1915 - 1978. 1
Congratulations also to Fred Blau,
who supplied the item on the
first flight from Canada to Israel in the last issue of The Canadian
Aerophilatelist. Among his other writings, Fred has co-authored two
books on the Orient and Egypt flights of the Graf Zeppelin. These
books have now been translated and published in German, and Fred
has received the coveted Literature award for 1994 sponsored by the
Sieger Verlag. This award was presented at the CONVENTION OF THE
GERMAN PHILATELIC SOCIETIES in Donaueschingen, Germany, this summer.

KENDALL C. SANFORD
Kendall moved on August 1st - his new address is:
5 Maison du Vigneron, CH-1266 Duillier, Switzerland
Among his many activities, Kendall supplies book reviews to The
Canadian Aerophilatelist,
and operates AEROPHIL: a business dealing
in crash covers, and in aerophilatelic and aviation books.

TRANSLATION
Francois Bourbonnais has generously volunteered to do translation
work for The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society: French to English and
vice versa.
Francois is member number 145 of the Society, and can be contacted
at: 58 Ste-Catherine, St. Polycarpe, PQ JOP 1XO.

IN MEMORIAM
The following letter was received in August:
Mr. Malott,
I wish to inform you that my father, Ernest
Pierpoint, has passed away.
He enjoyed stamping very much and we will
miss him.
Judy Dursdon & Grace Pierpoint
Rossland, British Columbia
Ernest was member number 118 of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.

Note for new readers: at National and International Stamp
exhibitions, the award levels are gold, vermeil, silver, silverbronze, and bronze; with each level sometimes divided into large and
small awards. - A vermeil award at a World Stamp Exhibition is quite
an achievement!
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
There have been 15 inquiries from the 585 letters sent out to all American Philatelic Society members
indicating an interest in some aspect of aerophilately/astrophilately . Data will be sent to all sending in an
inquiry and hopefully some will join our Society . We have for 1994 a set of 9 flown and autographed
envelopes by the Canadian Acrobatic Team of the Department of National Defence - The Snowbirds ,
available at $35.00 ( two 1994 brochures are included with the envelopes ?Available also for $10.00
Canadian is a special first day cover of the two stamps for famous Canadians issued on 12 August 1994 Billy Bishop being the one of interest to aerophilatelists. The FDC has a special Air Command
Headquarters cancellation used only at the Headquarters for onevx on a plate block of 4 stamps ) and
each cover is autographed by Arthur Bishop , Billy Bishop's son . Arthur was a WW2 RCAF fighter pilot
with at least two kills . He is now a noted military author , his last book soon to be published on "The
Splendid Hundred" , the 100 Canadians who fought in the Battle of Britain as fighter pilots . Arthur is
slated to speak to our international aerophilatelists/astrophilatelists at our CAPEX'96 dinner at the Royal
Canadian Military Institute (RCMI) in Toronto , Ontario sometime during CAPEX'96 , 8 - 16 June 1996.
„sse_e_
sQ. e_ Q v. czsz— 2. .
(

•sa.

CAPEX'96 in Toronto , Ontario 8 - 16 June 1996
On behalf of the CAS I am coordinating the activities and the annual convention of the AAMS , the CAS ,
the AFA , and possibly FISA .I am still seeking volunteers to help in looking after the booth that we are to
obtain together. The CAS will also hold a special dinner in the RCMI as mentioned above. I have also
been requested to be the National Commissioner for Canada for CAPEX' 96 and thus I am seeking
collectors who qualify for exhibiting in a FIP Exhibition . I am in particular seeking aerophilatelic and
astrophilatelic exhibits from Canadians. I look forward to several CAS members qualifying for the FIP
CAPEX'96 Exhibition.
The Canadian Air Mail Catalogue
I have several volunteers to assist in preparing this catalogue . Since I am at home for awhile now I will
update where we stand and get the format agreed upon. There are several collectors interested in helping
in specific areas so I'll have to select a leader and then get the other collectors to be assistants. The main
objective is to get as much information , updated as correctly as possible , compiled and published for the
benefit of the collectors interested in collecting Canadian and Newfoundland air mail material. Our target
date is to release the catalogue during CAPEX'96.

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER

CANADA'S STAI1iliP

50 YEARS OF INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION
International Civil Aviation
T(UN)heOrganization
(ICAO), a United Nations
organization headquartered in Canada,
was created 50 years ago when 52 nations
signed the Chicago Convention on
International Civil Aviation.

The 43 it International Civil Aviation
stamp depicts a multi-engine jet, super-..
imposed on a background of key elements
of air traffic control, clouds and sky.
Date of issue: September 16, 1994.

■
Le timbre de 0,43 $ consacre a
('Organisation de l'aviation civile Internationale presente un avion multimoteur a
reaction se detachant sur un fond constitue
de symboles stylises du contrale de la
circulation aerienne et d'un ciel nuageux.
Date d'emission : le 16 septembre 1994.
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THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilate6Iand Aerophilatelists everywhere
24 September 1994
To Whom It May Concern :
Re: National Commissioner for Canada - CAPEX '96

Major (Ret) RK Malott Please address reply to:
National Commissioner for
Canada - CAPEX'96
16 Harwick Crescent
Nepean , Ontario , K2H 6R1
CANADA

Dear Fellow Philatelist :
I am honoured to announce that I have been appointed by the Board of Directors of CAPEX '96 to be the
National Commissioner for Canada. This is the first time that a National Commissioner for Canada for a
FlP Exhibition in Canada has had such an appointment. I encourage all Canadian philatelists who have
achieved the prerequisite requirements in their various philatelic classes to exhibit internationally at FIP
Exhibitions to contact me for full details on competing at CAPEX '96 to be held in Toronto , Ontario in
the Metropolitan Toronto Convention Centre , 8 to 16 June 1996 inclusive .
CAPEX '96 will be the largest world exhibition ever organized in Canada. Plan to be an active
participant in this historic Canadian philatelic event . The next one will not be for another ten years ,
normally , i.e. the year 2006. CAPEX '96 will feature a display of more than 4000 exhibit frames (35" x
47" or 89 cm x 119 cm) each holding 16 standard size album pages . CAPEX '96 will also feature an
international bourse of over 125 dealers , 75 foreign postal administrations , a Court of Honour ,
participation of the Canada Post Corporation and the National Postal Museum , - Canadian Museum of
Civilization , as well as a number of special displays and activities. The main hall of the Metropolitan
Toronto Convention Centre will feature exhibits , bourse and postal administrations all in one location .
The convention centre also offers facilities for formal functions , conferences , meetings and receptions . It
is conveniently attached to the official hotel , The Crowne Plaza Toronto Centre (previously L'Hotel).
Anyone who has not yet qualified for an international status for philatelic exhibiting still has time to do
so by entering the RPSC's annual exhibition or one of 2 or 3 national philatelic exhibitions , such as
STAMPEX in Toronto or ORAPEX in Ottawa . Data on such events are available in The Canadian
Philatelist of the RPSC or contact me for relevant data .Those contacting me will be sent applicable data
as soon as it is made available. A preliminary prospectus is now available and the first CAPEX '96
Bulletin is expected in late October 1994. My address is Major (Ret) RK "Dick" Malott , National
Commissioner for Canada - CAPEX '96 , 16 Harwick Crescent , Nepean , Ontario , K2H 6R1 ,
CANADA.( Tel/Fax: (613) 829 0280) . The CAPEX '96 office address is CAPEX '96 , P.O. Box 204 ,
Station Q , Toronto , Ontario , M4T 2M1 , CANADA
I look forward to your involvement in CAPEX '96. Please contact me at your earliest convenience.
The philatelic press is requested to approve publishing this data.
Yours sincerely,
(RK Malott)
National Commissioner for Canada - CAPEX '96
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CANADIAN POSTAL ARCHIVES - REVISED SERVICES
The Canadian Postal Archives currently provide a number of different
services, both in Ottawa and for collectors elsewhere.
Among the services in Ottawa is a philatelic reference library, with
a small but very comfortable reading area, at 344 Wellington Street,
opposite the main National Archives building. - This library
contains all sorts of interesting material, such as current
The
Canadian
4erophilatelist);
auction
magazines,
(including
catalogues for upcoming sales; back issues of periodicals,
(including The 4irpost Journal since the first edition in 1928); and
lots of books on both Canadian and International topics. The library
does not, however, contain the "archival material", (such as the
Malott collection of correspondence and research notes donated by
Dick Malott), which is stored in a different building.
Unfortunately, obtaining information from the Postal Archives has
recently become more difficult. - As a result of cutbacks in the
Federal Government, and an ongoing reorganization within the
National Archives, the number of staff devoted to the philatelic
collection has been halved from 8 "full time equivalent positions"
to 4 "full time equivalent positions"!
A particular problem will occur in obtaining access to the archival
material, including the Malott Collection. - To consult this
material, it is necessary to make advance arrangements, specifying
the documents/files to be consulted. An appointment can then be made
to see the material, but with a reduced staff, scheduling these
appointments becomes more difficult!
Fortunately it is not normally necessary to visit Ottawa to make use
of the resources in the Postal Archives, as photocopies are supplied
of some material, and many publications can be borrowed from your
local library through the inter-library loan service.
For more information about their current services, (and/or what is
happening to them), contact: Canadian Postal Archives,
344 Wellington Street
Ottawa, Ontario KIA ON3
telephone: (613) 995 8085
fax:
(613) 992 3744

SANABRIA Airmail Catalogue Re-issued
The Sanabria Airmail Catalogue is going to be re-published.According to the publisher, Stephen R. Datz, "the first of several
volumes will be North America. . . The way in which the listings are
arranged is somewhat out of order by conventional standards, but
that was the way Sanabria originally did it. We thought it made
better sense to leave the way it was because Sanabria numbers are
used as references in other publications such as the American Air
Mail Catalogue. We felt that changing the numbering scheme would
only cause confusion to users of these other publications."
A draft of the first page of the Canada listings is reproduced on
the next page.
The new catalogue should be published shortly: the original plan
was to go to press in early September.
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New SANABRIA Airmail Catalogue - CANADA section - draft of Page 1:
1

\ NAL/A

CANADA
A self-governing Dominion of the British Commonwealth of Nations.
Area, 3,851,113 square miles. Capital, Ottawa.

1928, September 21. Aircraft & Allegory. Intaglio. Panes of 100.
Perforated 12.

ac,k tssU“)

*
(e.
5c brown olive (8,000,000) (** +50%)
5.00
a. imperforate (400) (** +25%)
175.00
b. horizontal pair, imperf vertically (** +25%) 175.00
c. vertical pair, imperf horizontally (** +25%) 175.00
70.00
d. double paper

1

6c/5c olive brown (No.4)

8

6c pale red brown (No. 5)
a. four perforation holes in upright legs of H

60.00

100.00
55.00

6c blue (No. 6)
a. four perforation holes in upright legs of H

2.75

35.00
1.25

9

DOLLAR = 100 cents

160.00

7C

Perforated initials were punched by hand press. They often exist in various positions, i.e.
initials upright, inverted, facing left or right. Some exist punched from the gum side.
Double and triple punches also exist. Mint examples of the first type (five-hole leg) are
very rare and, therefore, not priced. Also refer to Nos. 14-17 & 19.

0
1.50

First used on the September 22, 1928 flight from Toronto to Montreal and Albany, NY.

1942, July 1. Training Plane. Intaglio. Panes of 50. Perforated 12.
**
0
10
6c blue (14,990,000)
3.00
.60
a. imperforate pair
400.00
Also refer to No. 12.

1930, December 4. Allegory & Globe. Intaglio. Panes of 50.
Perforated 11.
2

5c olive brown (401,000) (** +50%)

25.00

10.00

Due to similarity in color with No. 1, one sheet was inadvertently sold during the week of
September 6.

1942, July 1. Special Delivery. Intaglio. Panes of 50. Perforated 12.
11

16c deep ultramarine (814,841)
a. imperforate pair (100)

2.25
400.00

1.25

Also refer to No. 13.

1932, February 22. No. 1 with surcharge A. Perforated 12.
3

6c/5c brown olive (2,000,000) (** +50%)
a. inverted surcharge (200)
b. double surcharge (100)
c. triple surcharge (200)
d. pair, one without surcharge (10)

3.50
125.00
475.00
135.00
600.00

1.50
1943, April 17. Training Plane. Intaglio. Panes of 50. Perforated 12.
12

7c blue (97,793,352)
a. imperforate pair

.65
400.00

.10

Caution. Counterfeit surcharges exist.

1943, April 17. Special Delivery. Intaglio. Panes of 50. Perforated 12.
1932, July 12. Ottawa Conference. No. 2 with surcharge B. Used
on flight to Brador Bay, Quebec. Perforated 11.
4

6c/5c olive brown (500,000) (** +50%)

7.00

5.00

13

17c deep ultramarine (868,689) •
a. imperforate pair

6c blue (No. 10)

1935, June 1. Daedalus. Intaglio. Panes of 50. Perforated 12.

15

16c deep ultramarine (No. 11)

6c pale red brown (5,000,000) (** +40%)
1.85
a. horizontal pair, imperf vertically (1)
3,000.00
b. imperforate pair (300) (** +25%)
400.00

16

7c blue (No. 12)

17

17c deep ultramarine (No. 13)

.50

1.75

1943. Officials. Nos. 10.13 with perforated initials OHMS having
four holes in the upright legs of H.
14

5

3.00
400.00

3.50

1.35

20.00

12.50

3.25

.35

10.00

7.75

Also refer to notes following No.9. Also refer to No. 19.

1935, June 15. S.S. Distributor. Intaglio. Panes of 50. Perforated
12.
6

(**

6c blue (29,008,650)
+40%)
a. imperforate (** +25%)

1.50
375.00

.15

1946, September 16. Canada goose. Intaglio. Panes of 50.
Perforated 12.
18

7c deep blue (72,350,000)
a, booklet pane of 4
b. thin paper, ribbed

.50
2.50
75.00

.10
1.75

1940. Officials. Nos. 1-6 with perforated initials OHMS (On His
Majesty's Service) having 5 holes in upright legs of H.
7

5c brown olive (No. 1)
a. four perforation holes in upright legs of H

17.50

120.00
15.00

1946. Official Stamp. No. 18 with perforated Initials OHMS having
4 holes In the upright legs of H.
19 7c deep blue

7A 5c olive brown (No. 2)

175.00

7B 6c/5c brown olive (No. 3)

125.00

2. 50

.45

1946, September 16. Special Delivery. Douglas DC-4. Intaglio.
Perforated 12.
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FIRST FLIGHTS OF THE JUAN DE FUCA DESPATCH SERVICE
VICTORIA - PORT ANGELES and PORT ANGELES - VICTORIA
by Robert J. Frost
The Juan de Fuca Despatch service was the brainchild of Kenneth
M. Robertson, a respected stamp dealer in B.N.A. and British
Empire who recently retired after 35 years in the business.
Initially, he operated the service only during a Canadian postal
strike, or.the threat of a strike or interruption. This private
courier service ran in both directions between Victoria, B.C. and
Port Angeles, Washington. A courier carried the mail aboard the
M.V. Coho which made daily runs as many as three crossings each
way in the summer.
With the onset of the 1965 Canadian postal strike, a special courier
service was planned, labels printed and participants enrolled.
Outgoing mail to the U.S. was labelled, franked, carried to
Port Angeles on the Coho and posted at the Port Angeles Post
Office. The courier cleared the lock boxes of the participants
in Port Angeles and returned with the incoming mail to Victoria.
There were further postal strikes in 1968, 1970, 1974, 1975 and
1978. The service was re-institued for each strike and new labels
printed. Labels were also printed for the threatened strikes in
1976 and 1980 but these strikes did not materialize.
By 1981 the service had become popular enough that it was
expanded to a year round courier service which operated twice
a week. New labels were printed each year. The details of the
labels and dates of each issue are thoroughly covered in Earle
L. Covert's "Strike, Courier and Local Post of the Elizabethan
Era" 2nd edition 1992.
With the year round service, a problem arose when the M.V. Coho
went in for annual refit for two or three weeks. In 1982 there
was no regular air service between Victoria and Port Angeles
and no other regular ferry service. The circuitous road and ferry
trip from Victoria to Sidney, B.C., ferry to Anacortes, road and
further ferries to Port Angeles made for a two day turnaround
which was costly and inconvenient.
( Continued )
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FIRST FLIGHTS OF THE JUAN DE FUCA DESPATCH SERVICE,

by Robert J. Frost

Page 2

Thus the Juan de Fuca Despatch Temporary Air Service was born.
A partner in Ken Robertson's firm, C.P. Johnson, owned a Cessna
180 and he volunteered (actually he was a compulsory volunteer)
to 'fly the mail' from Victoria airport to Port Angeles airport
and return. A special rubber stamp was struck "Temporary Air
Service Jan-Feb 1982 Juan de Fuca Despatch Service" and all mail
franked with the special stamp and appropriate courier label.
Three return flights were made on January 21 & 29 and February 4.,
piloted by Johnson with R.J. Frost as co-pilot. Arrangements were
made with Canada Customs at Victoria Airport and U.S. Customs at
Port Angeles Airport to clear the mail shipments. The Customs agents
of both countries were most helpful and cooperative and quite
amused by this unusual venture. The Customs agent at Port Angeles
was particularly baffled and pronounced that there was some scheme
involved but he could not fathom what it was. Neither the Canadian
nor U.S. postal authorities was consulted about the service as
it would no doubt have involved an endless bureaucratic hassle
resulting in thumbs down on the service, but both services cancelled
and processed all mail for onward despatch.
A few First Flight covers, signed by the pilot, were prepared and
flown in both directions, as were covers for the second and last
flights. A count was not make of mail volumes, but there were
usually two or more suitcases of mail with several hundred letters
and parcels in all.

The 1982 Temporary Air Service was successful so the service was
repeated in 1983 when the M.V. Coho went in for refit.Two return
flights were made on January 20 and 25 with the same Cessna and
crew. The rubber hand stamp was changed to "Special Air Service
and a few of the usual First Flight covers prepared.
By 1984, regional U.S. airlines began scheduled service between
Victoria and Port Angeles and in ensuing years the courier carried
the mail on these flights. All mail in both directions, as before,
was franked with the Special Air Service hand stamp and required
the appropriate Juan de Fuca Despatch Service label.
The last Special Air Service flights were made on January 23, 1991.
First Flight covers exist for most years and several hundred
commercial covers were franked on each flight during this period.

SEE NEXT PAGE FOR EXAMPLES OF COVERS.

( Continued )
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FIRST FLIGHTS OF THE JUAN DE FUCA DESPATCH SERVICE, by Robert J. Frost
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EXAMPLES OF COVERS — Fronts.
( Continued )
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FIRST FLIGHTS OF THE JUAN DE FUCA DESPATCH SERVICE, by Robert J. Frost
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EXAMPLES OF COVERS — Backs of the covers shown on previous page.
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EAST AFRICAN AIRMAILS to 1939 - Book Review by Kendall Sanford.
EAST AFRICAN AIRMAILS to 1939, By Bill Colley. Published by Pier-Point
Publishing, Hurstpierpoint, England, 1993. 120 pp. soft cover.
Available from Aerophil,
s e.e_ fR,
(Vaud), Switzerland. US$24.50 including surface postage.
c-or.
e_d1/4j, c-a_ 6 r .
Reviewed by Kendall C. Sanford
The author is well qualified to write a book such as this. He worked
and lived in East Africa for many years, and he has one of the most
complete collections of East African air mail material there is. The
book covers the early development of flying and the carriage of air
mail in East Africa, which covers the former countries which made up
British East Africa, i.e. Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda and Zanzibar. It
is in various chapters, starting with an introduction, outlining the
hazards and difficulties of early flying in East Africa.
The next chapter covers Precursors-=with brief descriptions of the
early survey and record flights which passed through the area, Sir
Alan Cobham, the Royal Air Force, Walter Mittelholzer, Major Lord John
Carbery, and Lieutenant Commander Glen Kidston, among others. There
are descriptions of the covers or cards carried and the cachets and
special markings applied. At the end of each chapter is a check list
of the major flights with the dates and number of known covers and/or
postcards flown.
The next chapter covers the North Sea and General Transport Ltd
operated by Captain Tony Gladstone. All the various flights, mishaps
and crashes are well described. Next is an extensive chapter on Wilson
Airways, which was started in July 1929.
The next chapter is called "Interlopers", which covers services
operated by Air Survey Co., Ltd. and East African Airways Ltd. Next
is the Tanganyika Government Air Service, which was a non scheduled
service which occasionally carried mail.
The chapter on Imperial Airways is somewhat sparce. Imperial operated
the major international services during the period covered, yet this
chapter is only 14 pages, including 1 1/2 pages showing covers, and
one page with a map of the East African routes. For example, the
first northbound Imperial Airways service in January had two mishaps,
the first at Salisbury when the wheel sunk into soft earth and was
damaged. The replacement aircraft got caught in a severe storm and
made a forced landing in a swamp 50 miles from Broken Hill. However,
no details on these are given, only a criptic reference to "mishaps in
the Rhodesias".
Another example is the "Boadicea" crash in the English Channel, from
which East African airmails were recovered. The book only says "Most
of the recovered mail was destined for Africa and included pieces to
East Africa." It should have mentioned that covers are known to
Kenya, Uganda, and any other of the East African territories to which
covers are known.
Also briefly covered are the flight from Australia by Mrs Bonney and
the Indian Ocean survey flight by the "Guba" Catalina flying boat.
The final chapter covers various instructional marks used in East
Africa. There are four appendices which include: 1. a chronological
checklist by date, route, type of service, carrier, page no., if mail
exists and remarks; 2. Tanganyika airmail rates; 3. Zanzibar airmail
rates; and 4. Wilson Airways timetables. Curiously missing are the
rates from Kenya and Uganda.
Finally there is a Bibliography and an Index. A number of misspellings
and typographical errors have been noted. Also, this reviewer would
have liked to see more illustrations of covers and cachets. However,
in spite of these and the other points noted above, the book will be a

useful reference for the aerophilatelist interested in Fast

Afric a .
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EXHIBITING - ASTROPHILATELY
guidelines for
discussion, international
After ten years of
astrophilatelic exhibits have now been established. - The following
summary of these guidelines is reproduced from the Chicago Air Mail
Society Bulletin, August 1994.

THE PREPARATION AND EVALUATION OF ASTROHHILATELIC EXHIBITS
by Dr. Reuben A. Ramkissoon

The World Federation of Philatelists (FIP) has approved the final revised version of the General
(GREV) and Special Regulations (SREV) of astrophilatelic exhibits for exhibitors qualifying to
show in FIP international exhibitions at the 64th FIP Congress, on May 5, 1992, at Granada '92
in Spain. It has been implemented as of January 1, 1995. This process tookan entire decade to
be accomnplished, as the initial approval took place at the 54th FIP Congress, on November 5, in
Rome, Italy.

Competitive exhibits must be built on historic, technical, and other scientific bases related to
space research, and to demonstrated space programs. The exhibit should be laid out after a
specific plan, which should be fulfilled in the presentation. It should have a sound historic
chronological pattern, blending the appropriate technical data, and should include any relavant
special activities of the astronaut/cosmonaut crew.

•

The guiding principles for the inclusion of appropriate philatelic material comprise documents
from postal administrations for dispatch by stratospheric balloons, rockets, spaceships, rocket
aircraft, recovery ships, rescue helicopters, as well as other aircraft supporting a mission.

Appropriate to exhibit inclusion would be stamps, leaflets, vignettes related to rocket mail,
stationery items, mailgrams and speical covers (envelopes) as such, which depict or feature any
( Continued )
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aspect of a space mission. Suitable documentation of the launch, flight, special flight events, the
landing of such flights, from designated participating location stations, tracking ships, tracking
stations, and supporting aircrafts should be arranged to tell a cohesive story.

It is particUlarly relevant that any cancelled items depicted originate from designated postal
facilities closest to the event, and on the specified date. Where a postal facility was closed at the
time the event took place, the next day's cancellation is acceptable, and considered valid. For the
documentation of the recovery of astronauts on designated ships, the ship cancellation is
essential, where a ship post office existed. If not, the date of its first port of call is considered to
be valid. Similarly, dates may vary depending on where the commemoration is being
documented (that is, east or west of the international dateline).

If a facililty provided an official cachet (known from Kennedy Space Center, for example), such
an item is more desirable to include in a presentation than another.

The use of adhesive stamps which relate to the subject being shown enhances the presentation.
It is understod, however, that for many subjects, special stamps were not immediately available,
and often events took place in great secrecy to protect the efforts of a country in its developing
research and trial testing.

'Flown' and other 'carried' covers aboard spaceships or other vehicles, ships or rockets, are
desirable, inasmuch as these depict the unrolling saga of the development of space or 'cosmic
( Continued )
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mail.' The most desirable of these covers are those which have been carried into near (earth
station) and deep space (lunar missions). Covers of the first catergory are considered rare.
However, covers are known now to exist to/from the Mir Space Station. Postal administrations
of the United States and Russia have sponsored covers for some milestone events.

In recent times, commercial mail to and from cosmonauts and their families have been said to
exist. It has proved to b-; an exceptional challenge to he sure of the documention of flown from
unflown material, where such differentiation are based on the utilization of 'on board' handstamp
characteristics, often very similar to handstamps applied at various earth locations. The
inclusion of such items in an exhibit must be understood to present some risk that the material
shown may not be considered to be genuine in all respects.

Various catergories of material may be shown, a few examples listed for guidance:

Itmems related to the 'pioneer period' of the 'conquest of space.'
Rocket mail
Space programs of the USA, USSR/CIS, Europe, and other countries
Unmanned space programs
Manned space programmes

( Continued )
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Criteria for the evaluation of astrophilateic exhibits include the treatment of the subject, with
attention to the use of exact technical data, expression of sound philatelic knowledge, as well
as aspects of personal study and research (GREV).

Judging of astrophilatelic exhibits will be by special jury who have been approved for their

special competence in the area. Such judging will utilize the GREV and SREV of FIP. Points
will be awarded on the basis of these criteria:

Treatment and philatelic importance

30

20/10

Philatelic and related knowledge
35

Personal study and research
Condition and rarity

30

10/20

5

Presentation
Total

=100

Collectors who wish to be knowledgeable about astrophilatelic exhibiting from the perspective
of the HP should contact the APS, P. 0. Box 8000, State College, PA 16803, arid ask for the
'Special Regulations for the Evaluation of Astrophilatelic Exhibits at FIP Exhibitions.'
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FOLLOW UP

CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS - Commercial Airways Ltd.2
The following information was sent in by Derek Rance, in response to
the article by Murray Heifetz in the June Canadian Aerophilatelist:
Although Hamley Press Ltd. were the printers of Commercial Airways stamps,the
typographic plates were prepared by McDermid Studios of Edmonton. I own the original
format plate that was made for the first issue's typographic plate preparation. (Fig.1).
Each of the "stamps" is a glossy photograph, and they are pasted onto a stiff cardboard
backing.The dimensions of this plate exactly match those of the first issue, but are a 1/2
mm wider than the third issue print.
What is noticable is that this format plate has none of the plating errors
described by Fay - most evident is the absence of the "Broken C" in the second
position. The plate has a far sharper image than the printed stamp. This is particularly
evident in the clarity of the map's place names, and the clearly seen airplane registration
letters "CFAAL" on the plane's fuselage. It is definite that McDermid Studios plate
preparation was less than high quality work.
I own an unlisted variety of the first issue (Fig. 2). My copy is used on the
"Roessler" cover mentioned by Heifetz. The variety has an extra line of horizontal
perforations, 3 mm above the lower perforations, on stamp 4.
I recently acquired the forgery (joke - whatever) (Fig. 3). It has the "broken C" at
position 2 - but is printed in a bright red-brown colour, on ungummed paper. The paper
dimensions are of the same width as the conventional issue, but are substantially
longer. The block is positioned differently, and although the perforation pattern is
different, the perforation spacing is identical. The printing quality is far less sharp, which
is either due to this being a coloured Xerox copy, or poor quality paper that has caused
ink bleeding.Does anyone have information on this item?

Finally, regarding the "Pine to Palm" covers, Bob Arlidge wrote that 1326 covers
were mailed to Miami and 37 were sent by registered mail to Buenos Aries.

SEE ILLUSTRATIONS ON FOLLOWING PAGES.
If anybody can answer Derek's question, or add further information
on these issues, please send it to the editor by November 30th, and
The Canadian
I will include it in the December issue of
Aerophilatelist.

Note for new readers: Semi - official airmails are a class of
stamps that were produced by the companies that operated the first
airmail services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue
of these stamps, and sold them from post offices, but did not assume
responsibility for the airmail, nor did it help with the cost of the
airmail service.
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CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS - Commercial Airways Ltd.,
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REMEMBERING ALCOCK AND BROWN - Revised listing.
On June 14th-15th 1919, Alcock and Brown made the first non-stop
trans-Atlantic flight, from St. John's, Newfoundland, to Clifden,
Ireland. - The flight was made in an open-cockpit, Vickers Vimy
bomber, and took 16 hours 27 minutes.
This is an expanded and corrected version of the preliminary list of

"POSTAL COMMEMORATIONS OF ALCOCK AND BROWN'S TRANS-ATLANTIC FLIGHT,
PRODUCED IN CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND", that appeared in the June 1994
Canadian Aerophilatelist. - Many thanks to Neil Hunter, Dick Malott,
and the staff of the Canadian Postal Archives, for providing
additional information to be used in this listing.

1922 NEWFOUNDLAND: Essay for a 15 cent air mail stamp was produced
by De La Rue, but the stamp was not issued. - These essays
are rare, but fakes are quite common: see the note for 1931
- A.C. ROESSLER - below. (The essay was illustrated in
Figure la of the preliminary listing in the June 1994
Canadian Aerophilatelist.)

1928 NEWFOUNDLAND:

15 cent stamp issued on January 3rd, shows the
Vickers Vimy taking off. This was part of a pictorial
series designed to get publicity for the island. (The
stamp is Scott #156, and was re-engraved and re-issued as
Canadian
#170. - It is shown in Fig. 3, June 1994
Aerophilatelist).

1929

10th Anniversary

CANADA: special cancellation reading -

REMEMBER FIRST TRANS ATLANTIC FLIGHT
BY BRITISH AVIATORS
CAPT. JOHN ALCOCK AND LIEUT. A. WHITTEN BROWN
JUNE 14TH 1919
This cancellation has been recorded on mail from Toronto on
June 4th, and from Hamilton on June 6th and June 14th. (See
Fig. 2, June 1994 Canadian Aerophilatelist).

NEWFOUNDLAND: special cancellation reading COMMEMORATING
- FIRST TRANS ATLANTIC
AIR MAIL
JUNE 14TH 1919
This was used in St. John's for one day only: June 14th.Interest in, and memories of, Alcock and Brown's flight
were still high at this time: over 24,000 letters and cards
were cancelled with the special cancellation, and the total
sale of stamps on June 14th was $4,000 higher than normal.
(See Fig. 3, June 1994 Canadian Aerophilatelist).
( Continued )
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1931 NEWFOUNDLAND: the $1.00 value in the set of three air mail
stamps issued on January 2nd shows the routes of various
Atlantic flights, including Alcock and Brown's. (Scott C8
unwatermarked paper: C11 watermarked paper.)
A.C. ROESSLER: sold an imitation of the 1922 De La Rue essay.
(See Fig. lb, June 1994 Canadian Aerophilatelist. - This
illustration was taken from Newfoundland Air Mails: 19191939 by C.H.C. Harmer, published by the American Air Mail
Society, which gives some additional information regarding
the forgery.)
May 19th - the $1.00 air mail stamp was re1932 NEWFOUNDLAND:
issued with an overprint for the DO-X flight. (Scott C12).

1933

14th Anniversary

produced
by the
commemorative
cachet
was
CANADA:
a
INTERNATIONAL AIR MAIL SOCIETY, and used on covers mailed
in Montreal on June 14th. - The International Air Mail
Society was a commercial operation run by Ian C. Morgan in
Montreal, that offered a sales and bulletin service. (See
Figure on page 19, June 1994 Canadian Aerophilatelist).
1968

50th Anniversary

CANADA: a commemorative stamp was issued on June 13th, (Scott
# 494). First Day Covers were given an official
cancellation in Ottawa.

ST. JOHN'S - a special cancellation was used at the St. John's
Post Office from 16th May to 14th June:
CAPT ALCOCK AND LT BROWN
1ST FLIGHT -1ER VOL
TRANSATLANTIC
14-15 JUNE/JUIN, 1919
Major R.K. Malott: coordinated the production of a series of
22 cacheted envelopes to commemorate the 50th Anniversary
of Significant 1919 Newfoundland and Canadian Air Mail
flights. -These included:
300 covers on the first day of use of the St. John's
cancellation listed above. (He also arranged for this
commemorative cancellation to be used by the Post Office.)
300 First Day Covers for the Canadian Alcock and Brown
stamp, mailed in St. John's.
500 covers mailed from St. John's to Clifden, Ireland, on
June 14th, to commemorate Alcock and Brown's flight.
Some earlier covers may also be found, as Dick used one of
the cachets as "publicity" on his own mail for several
months before June. (E.G. Figure on page 19, June 1994
Canadian Aerophilatelist).
( Continued )
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50th Anniversary continued:

TORONTO - a special cancellation was used to commemorate both
the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada Convention, and
Alcock and Brown's flight:
RPSC CONVENTION
13-15 JUNE 1969
SALUTES NON-STOP
ATLANTIC FLT 1919
This cancellation was paid for by the RPSC, which also
produced special covers using the cancellation on June
13th, 14th, and 15th. - A total of approximately 400
Rosecraft covers were produced.
1979

60th Anniversary

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION - A special cover, postmarked in St.
John's on June 14th, was produced as Number 74 in their
Milestones of Flight series.
ROYAL AIR FORCE MUSEUM: A commemorative trans-Atlantic flight
was made by a Royal Air Force Phantom aircraft, and a cover
produced by the Royal Air Force Museum, (number C60 in
their "First Co-Ordinated Series").
The aircraft
made a return
Clifden" on
International

left RAF Greenham Common on June 14th, and
flight from Goose Bay, Labrador, to "overhead
June 21st. - It then continued to the
Air Tattoo at RAF Greenham Common, England.

The pilot of the Phantom was Sqn. Ldr. A.J.H. Alcock,
a nephew of Sir John Alcock: the navigator was Flt.
Lt. W.N. Browne, who was not related to Sir Arthur
Whitten Brown.
(See Fig. 6, June 1994 Canadian Aerophilatelist.)

If anybody knows of additional items that might be included in this
listing, please would they send me details. Thanks. Chris/Editor.

P.S. For this year's 75th Anniversary of Alcock and Brown's flight,
the British Royal Mail issued a special aerogramme in June,
and the Irish Post Office is issuing a commemorative stamp in
September.
The Irish Airmail Society is producing special covers to
commemorate the flight, and for the First Day of Issue of the
Irish stamp. - See page 25 of this newsletter for more
information.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any
aspect of aerophilatelly, is invited to send it to the editor.I'll put the question into the next issue of the newsletter;
hopefully another member will know the answer and send that in; and
then I'll publish the answer in the following newsletter.

AIRMAIL FROM CRAIG HARBOUR ?

The above cover is unopened, so is presumably a philatelic creation.
- Its franking includes an airmail stamp, but the American Air Mail
Catalogue does not list a first flight to or from Craig Harbour! Can
somebody explain for what part of its journey, if any, airmail was
used?
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ITEMS FOR SALE
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale:
please create your on "advertisement", (preferably up to a single
page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready), and send it to the editor.

NEW CAS COVERS
The following covers
have
been
The Canadian
produced
by
Aerophilatelic Society this year, and can be purchased from Dick
Malott, (16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1).

43

CANADA

CANADA

43

CANADA 92L

Day of issue Canada Post Corporation

Jour:,1titsTioni,13..canadienne des pastes
e:st
z-t,\;""

A First Day Cover of the Billy Bishop stamp, cancelled with a
special one-day cachet at Air Command Headquarters in Winnipeg, and
Price: $10.00
signed by Billy Bishop's son - Arthur Bishop.

( Continued )
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A set of 9 covers flown by the SNOWBIRDS on the first day of their
1994 season and autographed by the pilots.
Price: $35.00

ALCOCK AND BROWN - 75th ANNIVERSARY
The Irish Airmail Society is producing special covers to commemorate
Alcock and Brown's arrival, and for the First Day of Issue of the
Irish commemorative stamp:

At the annual general meeting held last October it was agreed that the society should not let the actual anniversary of the Alcock & Brown flight (June 14/15) go by without commemoration, even
though An Post (Irish Post Office) is not issuing their stamp until September.
I'm pleased to announce that a special commemorative cover was produced by the Irish Airmail Society, postmarked at Clifden on June 15, 1994, complete with a detailed printed insert. Sixty covers
were distributed to members franked with the 1988 issued 46p Foynes Flying Boat stamp; the majority of the balance bear a 37p definitive (printed airmail rate) stamp. At this time there are approximately 50 covers available for sale.
The cover illustration was produced by Paul Wittreich, while the cover design, insert and graphics
are by Karl Winkelmann. The postmark was sponsored by the society and was produced by Brian
Warren. It is based on a similar design from Stampa '73; graphic by Des Kiely & Associates.
Cover are available directly from Mr. Brian Warren, 2 Dargle Valley, Marley Grange, Rathfarnham,
DUBLIN 16, Ireland, and cost US$4.00 each plus $2.00 postage and packing. Personal checks in
US$ are accepted and all remittances are to be made out to IRISH AIRMAIL . SOCIETY. Add extra
postage if ordering more than one cover.
The Society will use the same cover for the issue of the 52p stamp by An Post on September 6, 1994.
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TRANS WORLD PHILAIR CLUB
The following list was sent in by J. Stoltz, and gives all the first
flight covers to or from Canada, that his association currently has
in stock. - Prices are given in Deutsch Marks: the exchange rate
this summer was 1 DM = $0.88 Canadian. Postage is extra.
Covers can be ordered from: J. Stoltz
Trans World Philair Club
Postfach 15 63
65765 Kelkheim/Ts.
Germany
3 22 02
telephone: 0 61 98
fax:
0 61 98 - 29 34
-

DATE

AIRLINE

FROM/VON

TO/NACH

AIRCRAFT

02.10.50
01.04.55
06.10.57
02.05.59
03.03.60
19.03.60
01.04.60
01.04.60
24.04.60
01.06.60
13.06.60
30.10.60
02.01.61
04.01.61
15.01.61
11.10.61
11.10.61
17.05.62
24.04.66
06.05.66
01.11.66
24.05.67
01.07.67
01.07.67
29.09.67
09.09.68
09.09.68
11.09.68
11.09.68
12.09.68
12.09.68
12.09.68
15.10.68
02.04.69
01.05.70
02.05.70
02.05.70
11.06.70
28.03.71
28.03.71
01.04.71
01.04.71
01.04.71
01.04.71
01.04.71
02.04.71
02.06.71
03.06.71

AIR FRANCE
TRANS CANADA AIRLIN
SABENA
TRANS CANADA AIRLIN
ALITALIA
AIR FRANCE
TRANS CANADA AIRLIN
TRANS CANADA AIRLIN
AIR FRANCE
TRANS CANADA AIRLIN
KLM
AMERICAN AIRLINES
AIR CANADA
TRANS CANADA AIRLIN
EASTERN AIRLINES
CANADIAN PACIFIC
CANADIAN PACIFIC
SWISSAIR
LUFTHANSA
LUFTHANSA
AIR CANADA
AMERICAN AIRLINES
WESTERN AIRLINES
WESTERN AIRLINES
AIR CANADA
CANADIAN PACIFIC
CANADIAN PACIFIC
JAPAN AIR LINES
JAPAN AIR LINES
JAPAN AIR LINES
JAPAN AIR LINES
JAPAN AIR LINES
AIR CANADA
OLYMPIC AIRWAYS
AIR CANADA
AIR CANADA
AIR CANADA
AIR FRANCE
ELAL
ELAL
CANADIAN PACIFIC
TAP AIR PORTUGAL
TAP AIR PORTUGAL
TAP AIR PORTUGAL
TAP AIR PORTUGAL
CANADIAN PACIFIC
AIR CANADA
AIR CANADA

PARIS
MONTREAL
BRUSSEL
WIEN
ROM
PARIS
MONTREAL
VANCOUVER
MONTREAL
LONDON
MONTREAL
UNO NEW YORK
WIEN
MONTREAL
UNO NEW YORK
TOKYO
TOKYO
ZURICH
KoLN
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
MONTREAL
TORONTO
BANGKOK
TOKYO
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
MONTREAL
ATHEN
MONTREAL
PRAG
PRAG
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
TEL AVIV
MONTREAL
LISSABON
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
SANTA MARIA
TEL AVIV
TORONTO
LONDON

MONTREAL
WINNIPEG
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
VANCOUVER
MONTREAL
PARIS
MONTREAL
AMSTERDAM
TORONTO
MONTREAL
PARIS
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
VANCOUVER
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
FRANKFURT
MOSKAU
TORONTO
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
MONTREAL
ATHEN
ATHEN
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
BANGKOK
HONG KONG
TOKYO
OTTAWA
MONTREAL
PRAG
MONTREAL
TORONTO
PARIS
TEL AVIV
MONTREAL
TEL AVIV
MONTREAL
LISSABON
SANTA MARIA
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
LONDON
TORONTO

CONSTELL.
VISCOUNT
DC 7
DC 8
DC 7
B 707
DC 8
DC 8
B 707
DC 8
DC 8
B 720
DC 8
DC 8
DC 8
DC 8
DC 8
DC 8
B 707
B 707
DC 8

DM

DC 9
DC 8
DC 8
DC 8
DC 8
DC 8
DC 8
DC 8
L 10 A
B 707
DC 8
DC 8
DC 8
B 747
B 707
B 707
DC 8

DC 8
B 747
B 747
v's

22.00
18.00
14.00
15.00
35.00
12.00
19.00
19.00
16.00
17.00
15.00
13.00
12.00
17.00
19.00
18.00
18.00
18.00
4.00
10.00
24.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
12.00
17.00
19.00
45.00
17.00
55.00
60.00
19.00
12.00
14.00
12.00
16.00
16.00
23.00
55.00
22.00
22.00
12.00
14.00
14.00
12.00
18.00
22.00
25.00
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LAGERLISTE NACH WUNSCH / STOCKLIST ACC. TO YOUR REQUEST
VERSANDKOSTEN EXTRA

/

POSTAGE EXTRA

DATE

AIRLINE

FROM/VON

TO/NACH

AIRCRAFT

06.07.71
07.07.71
07.07.71
07.07.71
07.07.71
07.07.71
11.07.71
11.07.71
11.07.71
11.07.71
26.11.71
29.11.71
01.03.72
01.05.72
06.04.73
29.04.73
01.05.73
01.05.73
01.05.73
16.12.73
18.12.73
19.12.73
25.01.74
29.04.74
05.06.74
19.06.74
20.10.74
01.12.74
01.04.75
01.04.75
28.04.75
01.10.75
28.04.76
20.05.76
06.07.76
07.07.76
09.07.76
09.07.76
09.07.76
13.07.76
17.07.76
01.08.76
31.10.76
11.01.77
09.03.77
12.03.77
21.03.77
05.11.77

AIR CANADA
AIR CANADA
AIR CANADA
AIR CANADA
AIR CANADA
AIR CANADA
BOAC
BOAC
BOAC
BOAC
AIR CANADA
AIR CANADA
AIR JAMAICA
AIR CANADA
QANTAS
LUFTHANSA
AIR CANADA
AIR CANADA
SWISSAIR
CANADIAN PACIFIC
CANADIAN PACIFIC
CANADIAN PACIFIC
AIR CANADA
KLM
AIR CANADA
AIR CANADA
AIR FRANCE
AIR CANADA
SWISSAIR
SWISSAIR
AIR CANADA
LUFTHANSA
AIR CANADA
AIR FRANCE
TAROM
INTERFLUG
CSA
LOT
LUFTHANSA
AIR FRANCE
AIR CANADA
LUFTHANSA
ALLEGHENY AIRLINES
AMERICAN AIRLINES
BRITISH AIRWAYS
BRITISH AIRWAYS
BRITISH AIRWAYS
SWISSAIR

MONTREAL
FRANKFURT
FRANKFURT
FRANKFURT
MONTREAL
PARIS
LONDON
LONDON
MONTREAL
TORONTO
MIAMI
MONTREAL
KINGSTON
TORONTO
PAPEETE
FRANKFURT
UNO GENF
ZURICH
UNO GENF
VANCOUVER
TOKYO
VANCOUVER
MONTREAL
TORONTO
MUNCHEN
FRANKFURT
MONTREAL
EDMONTON
TORONTO
ZURICH
CHARLOTTETOWN
FRANKFURT
TORONTO
PARIS
BUKAREST
BERLIN
PRAG
WARSCHAU
FRANKFURT
PARIS
MEXICO
MONTREAL
PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO
LONDON
WASHINGTON
OTTAWA
UNO GENF

PARIS
MONTREAL
TORONTO
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
MONTREAL
TORONTO
LONDON
LONDON
MONTREAL
MIAMI
TORONTO
ZURICH
VANCOUVER
TORONTO
TORONTO
TORONTO
TORONTO
HONG KONG
VANCOUVER
TOKYO
LOS ANGELES
AMSTERDAM
TORONTO
TORONTO
PARIS
SAN FRANCISCO
ZURICH
TORONTO
TORONTO
MONTREAL
ZURICH
TORONTO
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
FRANKFURT
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
OTTAWA
OTTAWA
LONDON
TORONTO

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

ZWISCHENVERKAUF VORBEHALTEN

747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
747

DC 8
B 707
DC 8
DC 8
DC 8
B 747
B 747
B 747
L 1011
DC 10
B 747
B 747
B 747
DC 10
DC 10
DC 10
B 747
B 747
B 707
IL 62
IL 62
IL 62
DC 10
CONCORDE
DC 10
CONCORDE
CONCORDE
CONCORDE
DC 10

DM
12.00
8.00
14.00
8.00
12.00
15.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
9.00
15.00
19.00
44.00
4.00
25.00
7.00
27.00
12.00
11.00
12.00
15.00
8.00
7.00
15.00
12.00
16.00
8.00
7.00
9.00
4.00
8.00
10.00
38.00
11.00
12.00
12.00
5.00
80.00
40.00
8.00
5.00
5.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
18.00
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VERSANDKOSTEN EXTRA
DATE

AIRLINE

07.04.78 SAS
09.06.78 AUSTRIAN AIRLINES
09.06.78 LUFTHANSA
01.09.79 BRITISH AIRWAYS
01.09.79 BRITISH AIRWAYS
05.02.80 INTERFLUG
29.08.80 BRITISH AIRWAYS
31.08.80 BRITISH AIRWAYS
30.11.80 BRANIFF
30.11.80 BRANIFF
30.11.80 BRANIFF
30.11.80 BRANIFF
05.09.81 BRITISH AIRWAYS
30.09.81 LUFTHANSA
19.05.82 AUSTRIAN AIRLINES
19.05.82 SWISSAIR
27.07.82 LUFTHANSA
15.05.83 LUFTHANSA
15.05.83 LUFTHANSA
15.05.83 LUFTHANSA
15.05.83 LUFTHANSA
15.05.83 LUFTHANSA
18.05.83 LUFTHANSA
04.09.83 BRITISH AIRWAYS
02.05.84 AIR CANADA
02.05.84 AIR CANADA
02.05.84 AIR CANADA
14.07.84 AIR FRANCE
14.07.84 AIR FRANCE
14.07.84 AIR FRANCE
30.03.86 SWISSAIR
02.04.86 SWISSAIR
02.04.86 SWISSAIR
02.04.86 SWISSAIR
29.06.86 AIR FRANCE
14.07.86 AIR FRANCE
16.07.86 AIR FRANCE
16.07.86 AIR FRANCE
28.05.87 AIR FRANCE
29.05.87 AIR FRANCE
05.06.87 AIR FRANCE
05.06.87 AIR FRANCE
13.06.87 AIR CANADA
18.06.87 AIR FRANCE
21.06.87 AIR FRANCE
08.07.87 INTERFLUG
02.08.87 US AIR
27.10.87 LUFTHANSA

/

POSTAGE EXTRA

FROM/VON

TO/NACH

AIRCRAFT

KOPENHAGEN
WIEN
WIEN
NEW YORK
TORONTO
BERLIN
LONDON
TORONTO
DALLAS
DALLAS
HOUSTON
HOUSTON
TORONTO
BADEN BADEN
UNO WIEN
UNO WIEN
MONTREAL
CALGARY
DUSSELDORF
FRANKFURT
FRANKFURT
VANCOUVER
TORONTO
TORONTO
GENF
UNO GENF
UNO GENF
MONTREAL
PARIS
QUEBEC
TORONTO
GENF
UNO GENF
UNO GENF
MEXICO
NEW YORK
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
TORONTO
MONCTON
NEW YORK
VAL D'OR
UNO WIEN
NEW YORK
TORONTO
BERLIN
UNO NEW YORK
MONTREAL

MONTREAL
TORONTO
TORONTO
TORONTO
PRESTWICK
MONTREAL
TORONTO
LONDON
MONTREAL
TORONTO
MONTREAL
TORONTO
TORONTO
CALGARY
TORONTO
TORONTO
FRANKFURT
FRANKFURT
TORONTO
CALGARY
VANCOUVER
FRANKFURT
DUSSELDORF
TORONTO
TORONTO
MONTREAL
TORONTO
PARIS
QUEBEC
MONTREAL
GENF
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
TORONTO
MONTREAL
VANCOUVER
NEW YORK
VANCOUVER
MONCTON
PARIS
VAL D'OR
NEW YORK
TORONTO
TORONTO
NEW YORK
CALGARY
OTTAWA
PHILADELPHIA

B 747
DC 9
DC 10
CONCORDE
CONCORDE
IL 62
CONCORDE
CONCORDE
B 727
B 727
B 727
B 727
CONCORDE

ZWISCHENVERKAUF VORBEHALTEN

DC 10
DC 10
DC 10
DC 10
DC 10
DC 10
DC 10
DC 10
CONCORDE
L 1011
L 1011
L 1011
CONCORDE
CONCORDE
CONCORDE
DC 10
DC 10
DC 10
DC 10
CONCORDE
CONCORDE
CONCORDE
CONCORDE
CONCORDE
CONCORDE
CONCORDE
CONCORDE
CONCORDE
CONCORDE
BAC 111
DC 10

DM
9.00
4.00
4.00
45.00
45.00
7.00
40.00
40.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
4.00
30.00
7.00
6.00
6.00
18.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
40.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
40.00
30.00
30.00
6.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
30.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
22.00
22.00
22.00
22.00
5.00
20.00
20.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
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/

POSTAGE EXTRA

DATE

AIRLINE

FROM/VON

TO/NACH

28.10.87
15.11.87
07.02.88
08.02.88
13.02.88
15.02.88
03.05.88
05.02.89
01.05.89
01.05.89
03.05.89
03.05.89
12.06.89
12.06.89
12.06.89
23.06.89
29.10.90
29.10.90
04.03.91
01.05.91
01.05.91
01.05.91
01.05.91
30.01.92
04.04.92
04.04.92
20.07.92

CANADIEN
AIR CANADA
INTERFLUG
CANADIEN
LUFTHANSA
JAPAN AIR LINES
LUFTHANSA
BRITISH AIRWAYS
CANADIEN
JAPAN AIR LINES
CANADIEN
JAPAN AIR LINES
LUFTHANSA
LUFTHANSA
LUFTHANSA
CANADIEN
SWISSAIR
SWISSAIR
CSA
SWISSAIR
SWISSAIR
SWISSAIR
SWISSAIR
AIR CANADA
CSA
CSA
AIR CANADA

VANCOUVER
ATHEN
BERLIN
TOKYO
FRANKFURT
TOKYO
MONTREAL
OTTAWA
TORONTO
TORONTO
TOKYO
TOKYO
FRANKFURT
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
TOKYO
ZURICH
ZURICH
PRAG
UNO GENF
UNO GENF
ZURICH
ZURICH
MONTREAL
PRAG
TORONTO
MONTREAL

BANGKOK
CALGARY
CALGARY
CALGARY
CALGARY
CALGARY
LOS ANGELES
OTTAWA
TOKYO
TOKYO
TORONTO
TORONTO
MONTREAL
FRANKFURT
PHILADELPHIA
EDMONTON
MONTREAL
TORONTO
MONTREAL
MONTREAL
TORONTO
MONTREAL
TORONTO
ALBERTVILLE
TORONTO
PRAG
BARCELONA

ZWISCHENVERKAUF VORBEHALTEN

AIRCRAFT

B 747
B 747
DC 10
CONCORDE
DC 10
DC 10
DC 10
DC 10
A 300
A 300
A 300
DC 10
A 310
A 310
A 310
MD 11
MD 11
MD 11
MD 11
A 310
A 310

e_
■-■.5

CA.\

e_42- •N,

DM
8.00
35.00
5.00
10.00
6.00
15.00
5.00
30.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
9.00
5.00
15.00
9.00
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NEXT ISSUE
The Canadian Aerophilatelist is produced quarterly in March, June,

September and December. - If you have anything you'd like to go into
the next issue, please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
by November 30th.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society has approximately 200 members. - Its
objectives are:
- to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
- to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about
aerophilately among members;
- to
aerophilatelists
at the national and
represent
Canadian
international levels;
- to promote and support aerophilatelic research in Canada.
Membership of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is open to all
interested individuals, including those living outside of Canada, and
new members are always welcome.
The annual membership dues are $10.00 Canadian.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and
send it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M43 2P3
I hereby apply for membership in The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
POSTAL CODE
Collecting interests

If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number
American Philatelic Society membership number
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada number
For Secretary's use:
Date joined
Entered on mailing list

Amount of dues paid

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists everywhere
Canadian Chapter - American Air Mail Society
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
Aerophilatelic Federation of the Americas - Club Member
FISA (Federation Internationale des Societes Atrophilattligues) - Club Member

Editor: Chris Hargreaves
4060 Bath Road
Kingston
Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:
Vice-President:
Immediate Past President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Major (Ret) R.K. *Dick' Malott, CD, MSc, BA, FRPSC
Tel. and Fax: (613) 829 0280
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1
Mike Shand,
Tel: (613) 225 4254
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Wing Commander (Ret) E.P. "Pat" Sloan, CD
Tel: (613) 728 4275
P.O. Box 6248, Station "J", Ottawa K2H 114
Nelson Bentley,
Tel: (613) 733 6286
3040 Otterson Drive, Ottawa, Ontario N1V 786
Ron Miyanishi,
Tel: (416) 421 5846
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3
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EDITOR'S EVOLUTION
As I write this third editorial comment, I'm feeling pleased with
my progress so far. - I have achieved my goal of producing The
Canadian Aerophilatelist on a quarterly basis, and have received a
number of letters complimenting me on this newsletter.
However, the new format for the newsletter is still evolving. - One
member added a footnote to a letter, querying the decision that I
would not name the people who sent in questions for the "Question
and Answer" section, or identify those who sent in answers. - He
has had difficulty with similar situations in the past, because of
the delays involved in communicating through an editor, and would
like to be able to contact people directly.
I've also realized that anonymity is probably counter-productive
when answers are received from authorities in their field, and am
therefore going to be flexible: if you want to be named, or not
named, please let me know. - If you don't express a preference, I'll
use my judgement.
I've also received my first critical letter, questioning the whole
philosophy and content of
The Canadian Aerophilatelist. - This
member asked for his letter to be published "unedited". Since a
society's newsletter should be a forum in which members can express
their opinions, I have created a new section - MEMBER'S FORUM - in
which members can have their letters published, subject only to
length and libel laws. (See page 30 for more details.)
Another change for this issue, is the publication of a LIBRARIAN'S
REPORT. - I'd like to welcome Ivan MacKenzie to the pages of The
Canadian Aerophilatelist,
and thank him for getting our "library"
organized.
And last but not least, I'd like to give Season's Greetings to all
readers, and very best wishes for the New Year.
Chris Hargreaves

NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of

The Canadian Aerophilatelist:

welcome!

Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic
that combines flying and philately, including:
the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between
different places: these usually bear special markings to
identify the flight, and are referred to as First Flight
Covers;
a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and
services, and/or of the airmail stamps issued for these
services;
anniversary stamps and covers, produced to commemorate
historically significant flights;
astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers
that trace the development of space flight.
Within The Canadian Aerophilatelist you will find articles relating
to many different aspects of aerophilately. - I hope you enjoy
reading it.
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
************************
AFA - AAMS MERGER

You may have noticed from the first page of the newsletter, that
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is a club member of
Aerophilatelic Federation of the Americas, or AFA. - It
announced in October that the AFA is planning to merge with
American Air Mail Society, (AAMS), with effect from January
1995

the
the
was
the
1st

The AFA began in 1941, after Jack Knight spoke to a group of air
mail collectors in the Chicago suburbs. - In February 1921, Jack
Knight had flown all night from Wyoming to Chicago, as part of an
experimental airmail flight from San Francisco to New York:
"He received a tumultuous welcome from the people of Chicago
and was hailed as "the ace of the air mail service". For two
days the nation's papers carried the story of Knight's feat
in bold headlines. . . This hazardous flight caught the
public's fancy as nothing had since World War 1. The modest
Knight became a national hero"
C.V. Clines, The Saga of the Air Mail.
Later in 1941 these Chicago collectors formed the Jack Knight Air
Mail Society, which was reorganized as the AFA in 1971. - The AFA
has some 600 members; 15 full-supporting clubs which publish their
newsletters as part of the Jack Knight Air Log; and 15 associate
clubs, like The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
Since The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is already the Canadian
Chapter of the American Air Mail Society, this merger should have a
minimal effect on us. 1
NEW MEMBERS
Welcome to the following new members:
214

Trelle A Morrow
102-1370 7th Ave.,
Prince George, BC
V2L 3P1

213

William R. Wallace
PO Box 16381
San Francisco, CA 94116

212

Harold J. Petoskey
1036 Gordon St.,
Toledo, OH 43609

211

Carl Freund
3903 Old Place Rd.,
Arlington, TX 76016

210

Andre Lafond
7665, place des Verveines,
Charlesbourg, QC
G 1G 5P5

Our secretary, Ron Miyanishi, also reports that four former-members
have recently reinstated their membership: welcome back!

Note for new readers: The American Air Mail Society has
about 1,750 members; publishes a very informative monthly magazine,
The Airpost Journal; holds 5 or 6 excellent postal auctions each
year, with many lots under $5; and publishes several standard
reference works, such as The American Air Mail Catalogue, which are
available to members at reduced prices. - Membership is $22 U.S. per
year, (and in your editor's opinion, excellent value for money.) For
more information and/or a membership application form, contact: Dan
Barber, AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing, MI 48909, U.S.A.
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AAMS/CAS CONVENTION AT CAPEX '96
Friday June 14th to Sunday June 16th has now been set as the dates
of the American Air Mail Society / Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
convention at CAPEX '96. Further details will be given in The
Canadian Aerophilatelist when they are available.
CAPEX '96 is going to be held in Toronto from June 8th to 16th 1996,
and will be the largest international philatelic exhibition ever
organized in Canada.

25TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE SNOWBIRDS
Alan McLellan has recently moved to Moose Jaw, where he works on the
Air Base. - He reports that 1995 will be the 25th Anniversary of the
Snowbirds; that 431 Demonstration Squadron will receive its colours
next summer; and that there is also likely to be an air show in
Moose Jaw next summer. - He has suggested that we do something for
the Snowbirds Anniversary, such as arrange for a souvenir cover to
be flown, and set up a display of Snowbird covers at the air show.
Would anybody interested in working with Alan on this, please
contact him at: 110 Hochelaga Street E., Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan
S6H ON7.

1947 CANADIAN AIR MYSTERY SOLVED
VANCOUVER — On a steep
mountain slope, the silver skeleton
of a lost passenger plane lies like
a broken toy beneath a canopy of
spruce, fir and cypress trees.
A twisted propeller, a crushed
wing and an empty thermos with
the Trans-Canada Airlines insignia
are among the remains, of Flight
No. 3, missing since April 28; 1947.
And there are the belongings of
the 15 passengers and crew on
board the Lockheed Lodestar: a
gold ring, bracelet, woman's watch,
cigarette case, lighter and a dime.
A 15-person search team flew to
the remote site in the Seymour
Demonstration Forest in North
Vancouver, about 30 kilometres
northeast of Vancouver airport,.. on
Thursday to 'look for human. remains and personal artifacts, and
to try to finally solve a 47-year-old
mystery.
"I think it's important," said
North Vancouver RCMP Staff Sgt.
Peter Eakins, who sent a dozen
emergency' response team members who were training in the area
to the site.

"We've talked to quite a few next
of kin. And if there are .anyheir-,.,
looms or anything, we would like'to
find them for these people."
Canadian Transportation. Safety.
Board investigators also visited the
crash site near Elsay Lake, and a
coroner was collecting any evidence that might help identify - the
victims.
But Vancouver regional coroner
Larry Campbell said there are no
plans to conduct a major excavation of the site.
"We're not going to'do a big dig,"
said Campbell. "We've got 15
searchers in there. I don't know
what they're going to find. If we
find remains we will bring them
out."
Campbell said there is no doubt
that it is the missing Trans-Canada
flight, last heard from at 11:13 p.m.,
April 28, 1947, on approach to Vancouver airport from Lethbridge,
Alta.
He also said there is no question
that there were no survivors.
The plane is located among oldgrowth trees on a 45-degree slope
,

at the 1,100-metre level south of
Mount Elsay, in the bed of a seasonal creek that may have washed
some of the debris downstream.
"The wreckage trail is not very
big," said Campbell. "If it's 100 by
100 metres I'd be surprised. Unless
you're right over top, you wouldn't
see it."
The plane appears to have fallen
sharply •into the forest. There is
also evidence of fire,' but investigators aren't sure if the flames started before or after the crash.
Two student nurses from Vancouver General Hospital, a Calgary
man visiting his sick wife, and newlyweds on their honeymoon were
among the 415 people aboard the
plane' when it vanished.
A massive search failed to find
any trace. of the plane, partly because rescue efforts focused on the
'Gulf Islands, where dozens of people reported a plane in' distress.
TV■rb':rponths after it,vanished,
the .Plarie was oletermined by
board of inquiry to have "crashed
at' a place unlmowrhor was lost in
the sea and that all on' board must
be presumed dead."
'

from the OTTAWA CITIZEN, 30th September 1994.

This aircraft was probably carrying mail, as Trans Canada Airlines
-

had an airmail contract, but none of the newspaper reports have
mentioned mail being carried or found.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
1 December 1994

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists everywhere
Dear fellow aerophilatelists:

Please address reply to

Another year is all but gone. Before it becomes history we have the Christmas holiday season to enjoy
with our family and friends. On behalf of the Executive of the CAS I extend best wishes to all of our
members of whatever faith they follow. To all Peace on earth , Good will to men. Would that this message
be accepted in all of the troubled areas of the world. May all have an enjoyable and satisfying
aerophilatelic 1995 year.
Enclosed in this mailing is an updated issue of the air mail covers that the CAS has for sale. Please
contact our Vice-President, Michael Shand if you wish to purchase anything. Our two main projects are
progressing. We have 20 Section leaders working with other members on our catalogue. I am going to
propose that it be called "The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland" in lieu of "The Air Mails of
Canada". Any comments? Six of the section leaders have submitted their recommendations for the format
of their sections and I am awaiting others. If any members wish to help on this project please contact me
so that I can decide where volunteers would be best employed. Lam still seeking assistance for three
sections - the Air Mail Facility post marks, SCADTA stamps as they pertain to Canada, and Canadian air
mail postal rates. Researchers who have worked in these areas have not replied or they are still working
on their on a special book. If there are any members who could assist in these areas I would be very
pleased to hear from them.
I invite all of our members to send in names of aerophilatelists that they feel should be listed in our
catalogue section of who is who in Canadian Aerophilately. A short biographical statement would be
useful to support the name.Ialso need someone to update a list of 300 Canadian pilots who flew Canadian
airmail flights . In particular the date of death is required. If you would like to join the team and to have
your name listed as a researcher for the catalogue please give me a call at (613) 829-0280. The Fax
number is the same. Our target date for the final perusal is November 1995 to allow time for preparation
for printing. To ensure a proper back-up of the Coordinator of this project I have asked Mr. Trelle A.
Morrow, a dedicated Canadian air mail researcher , particularly of Canadian Semi-officials, to assist me
as back-up in case of my unexpected departure for whatever reason. Trelle has graciously accepted the
challenge. His address is 102 - 1370 7th Avenue, Prince George, B.C., V2L 3P1
for 4-e-e-te:A-41
Our other project is the preparation for CAPEX'96 in Toronto, Ontario, 8 -16 June 1996. Application A
romsathelcdofExhibtn,eCrwPlazTonter(pviuslyL'Hot).An
members planning to attend the Exhibition or apply to exhibit are requested to contact me at their
convenience. The first Bulletin for CAPEX"96 will be available before the end of December 1994. If you
are on the mailing list of CAPEX"96 you will receive your Bulletin and other data directly from the
CAPEX'96 Headquarters. We will be sharing a booth with the AAMS only as the AFA ceases to exist as
of 1 January 1995. FISA will be our guests as only two clubs may share a booth. Volunteers are needed to
man our booth during the whole period. May we hear from those that will be willing to assist for a few
hours during the 9 day event? Chris Hargreaves has been receiving several warm compliments for the fine
product that he is now publishing for the CAS - The Canadian Aerophilatelist. Many thanks Chris for
your dedication to aerophilately and the CAS.

Yours aerophilatelically'
(R1( "Dick" Malott)
Major (Ret.) President CAS
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
2411-420 Gloucester Street
Ottawa, Ontario
K1R 7T7
November 25, 1994

Mr. Chris Hargreaves
4060 Bath Road
Kingston, Ontario
K7M 4Y4
Dear Chris:
Dick Malott has accepted my offer to act as volunteer CAS librarian and as a result he
has delivered to my home a load of material from himself and Pat Sloan. I have recently sorted
and inventoried the numerous publications. A copy of the list is enclosed which you may wish
to include as an annex to the December issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist. If it would be
more helpful to you, I would be pleased to send the list to you on diskette in WordPerfect 5.2
(IBM).
Dick and I still have to work out the details of a process for CAS members to access the
library information. I hope to be able to find the time to scan the material for items relating to
Canadian aereophilately that may be of interest to CAS members. My intent would be to provide
lists of articles for inclusion in future CAS bulletins so that requests from CAS members for
specific articles could perhaps be handled by loaning the actual publication by mail.
I also would be pleased to accept donations to the CAS by members or others of
publications that would be of interest to CAS members. Again, I need to discuss this with Dick
as to the possibility of CAS reimbursing donors for the shipping costs.
You may include in the next bulletin any of the above, including my address, that you
feel would be of interest to the CAS members.
Yours sincerely,

Ivan W. MacKenzie
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT continued:

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
LIBRARY ITEMS RECEIVED FROM E.P SLOAN AND R.K. MALOTT
1.

Sixty Years - The RCAF and CF Air Command 1924 - 1984, Larry Milberry, General Editor,
Published by CANAV Books - 1984

2.

Swiss Airpost Handbook, Editor Roland Kohl, Swiss Aerophilatelic Society - 1984
(Note: Items 1 and 2 were presented to CAS by Roland Kohl at CAPEX 87)

3.

The Airpost Journal, American Air Mail Society - Volume 57, Number 8, May 1986 to Volume 62,
Number 11, November 1991

4.

Jack Knight Air Log & AFA News, Volume 44, Number 4, October - December 1987 to Volume 51,
Number 3, July - September 1994

5.

The Bulletin, Metropolitan Air Post Society, Volume 5, Number 1, First Quarter 1990 to Volume 9,
Number 1, January - March 1993

6.

Air Mail Northwest, The Northwest Chapter of the AAMS, 12 Issues between June 1987 and September
1994 (Vol. 5, No. 2; Vol 6, Nos. 1 & 3; Winter 1988-89; Vol. 8, Nos. 2 & 3; Vol. 9, Nos. 1, 2 & 4;
Vol. 12, Nos. 1, 2 & 3)

7.

Via Air Mail, California Air Mail Society of the AAMS, 3 Issues between August 1991 and January 1991
(Vol. II, No. 4, August 1988; Vol. 2, No. 5, December 1988; and Vol. III, No. 7, January 1991)

8.

The CAMS Bulletin, Chicago Air Mail Society, 10 Issues between July-August-September 1987 and
September 1994 (Jul-Aug-Sep 1987; Oct-Nov-Dec 1987; Vol. 5, No. 1, Jan-Mar 1988; Feb 1989; Mar
1989; Vol. 7, No. 2, Sep 1989; Vol. 8, No. 9, May 1991; Vol. 13, No. 2, Feb 1994; Vol. 13, No. 4,
Apr 1994; and Vol. 13, No. 4, Sep 1994)

9.

FISA Bulletin, International Federation of Aero-Philatelic Societies, Bulletin No. 79, March/April 1989
and Bulletin No. 94, March 1994

10. Air Mail News, British Aerophilatelic Federation, 5 Issues between September 1992 and December 1993
(Vol. 35, No. 154, Sep 1992; Vol. 35, No. 155, Dec 1992; Vol. 36, No. 157, Jun 1993; Vol. 36, No.
158, Sep 1993; and Vol. 36, No. 159, Dec 1993) and 4 Bulletins between April-May 1993 and JanuaryFebruary 1994 (No. 112, Apr-May 1993; No. 113, Jul-Aug 1993; No. 114, Oct-Nov 1993; and No. 115,
Jan-Feb 1994
11. Newsletter, Concorde Study Circle (UK), Vol. 15, No. 2, December 1993
12. Canadian Philatelist, Royal Philatelic Society of Canada, 24 Issues between 1989 and 1994 (1989 - Vol.
40, Nos. 2 to 6; 1990 - Vol. 41 Nos. 1 to 6; 1991 - Vol. 42, Nos. 1 to 6; 1992 - Vol. 43, No. 6; 1993 Vol. 44, Nos. 1 to 5; and 1994 - Vol. 45, No. 1)
13. The Canadian Connection, The Canadian Study Unit, 3 Issues (Vol. 2, No. 2, Issue 6, Jun 1988; Vol. 2,
No. 3, Issue 7, Sep 1988; and Vol. 6, No. 3, Issue 23, Sep 1992)
14. American Philatelist, American Philatelic Society, 7 Issues (Vol. 108, No. 3, March 1994 to Vol. 108,
No. 9, Sep 1994)
15. American Philatelic Slide Program Library Catalog, APS and APRL, Summer 1994
16. Flash, Federation Internationale de Philatelie (FIP), 7 Issues between March 1987 and March 1991 (No.
19, Mar 1887; No. 20, Jun 1987; No. 22, Dec 1987: No. 24, Jun 1988; No. 25, Aug/Sep 1988; No. 34,
Dec 1990; and No. 35, Mar 1991)
17. Newsletter, World Philatelic Congress of Israel, Holy Land and Judaica Societies, 4 Issues (No. 59, Dec
1990; No. 69-70, Mar-Jun 1993; No. 71-72, Sep-Dec 1993; and No. 73-74, Mar-Jun 1994)
18. Philately in Japan, Japan Philatelic Society, Vol. 16, Nos. 3 and 4, Oct and Dec 1993
19. Three bulky files of mainly aviation clippings (with an emphasis on Air Canada) from about 1985 to 1994
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ICAO AEROPHILATELIC EXHIBIT, MONTREAL
Dick Malott reports that:
To commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the founding of the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) an attractive .43 cent stamp was issued on 16 September 1994 at an imposing launch in the
sumptuous conference room of the ICAO, headed by the Secretary General of the ICAO, Philippe H.P.
Rochat, who greeted all the visiting dignitaries and aerophilatelists with a warm smile and firm
handshake. The actual anniversary is on 7 December 1994. Representatives from the philatelic press were
present and addressed the group, which included 15 to 20 members of local stamp clubs, particularly the
North Shore Stamp Club.
The aerophilatelic exhibition of 40 large frames that held 22 pages each was arranged by Mr. Albert
Pelsser of the ICAO, 1000 Sherbrooke Street west, Montreal, Quebec, H3A 2R2. A special request to the
CAS to assist in the project resulted in at least five exhibits from CAS members. Representing the CAS, I
took three exhibits from Ottawa/Nepean ( Ritch Toop, Mike Shand, and Dick Malott ) and joined those of
Pat Campbell and Jacques Le Potier of Rock Forest, PQ., who exhibited an extensive collection of
international aerophilatelic covers and material for the very first time.
The exhibition was open to the public from 16 to 18 September 1994 and it was pleasant to see a steady
stream of visitors coming in to see the exhibition.
As President of the CAS I wish to thank Mr. Pelsser for his work in promoting aerophilately
and the ICAO, and the CAS members for responding to the call for material for the exhibition.

The full list of exhibitors was:
Frames:

1
Nos heros d'aviation (J. Le Potier)
2
Les pionniers et les moyens de transport dans les airs (J. Le Potier)
3-4
Au-dessus des oceans (J. Le Potier)
5-7
Aerogrammes (M-J. Olivier)
8-9
ICAO and UN metered mail (R.E. Toop)
9
Canadian crash covers (R.K. Malott)
10-13 The airmails of New Zealand (M. S hand)
14
L'aviation par la carte postale (A.Lafond)
15-16
Exploration of the Eurasian Arctic (P.J. Campbell)
0 ,,,--uv-113 <4/
16
Canadian Flying Boats (P.J. Campbell)
b
AL,
16
Arctic Episodes (P.J. Campbell)
17
The Flight of the Challenger (P.J. Campbell)
18
Normandy-Niemann (P.J. Campbell)
18
When is a Yak not a Yak? (P.J. Campbell)
19-20
Les oiseaux de metal qui vous transportent (A. Lafond)
20-22
De tout pour tous! (A. Lafond)
22
Des pionniers, des appareils et des evenements (A. Lafond)
23-26
ICAO: Founding, structure, premises and anniversaries (A. Pelsser)
27-30
Les ballons a air chaud/Hot air balloons (Fr. Brisse)
31-36 Canadian crash covers (R.K. Malott)
37-38 The development of aviation and air mail service in Colombia (R.W. Ireson)
39-40 ICAO and UN metered mail (R.E. Toop)

REMINDER

—

TRANSLATION

Francois Bourbonnais has
last newsletter,
As mentioned in the
to do translation work for The Canadian
generously volunteered
Aerophilatelic Society: French to English and vice versa. - Francois
can be contacted at: 58 Ste-Catherine, St. Polycarpe, PQ JOP 1X0.
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THE WRECK & CRASH MAIL SOCIETY
Please reply to :NORMAN HOGGARTH
10 LADY JANE PARK
BRADGATE ROAD
NEWTOWN LINFORD
LEICESTER LE6 OHD
3t) September 1994
Dear
Earlier in the year I contacted you regarding the possibility of forming a
Society for the study of crash, wreck and other interrupted mail. I am now pleased to
report we are ready to form such a Society, it is proposed it should be known as
"The Wreck & Crash Mail Society". A volunteer in Hank Berthelot has come forward with
the necessary experence to edit our publication. Hank is resident in the United States
and will have the magazine printed there.
LA CATASTROPHE
'La Catastrophe' is the title we have chosen for our publication. It is
intended to publish this quarterly commencing at the end of December 1994. As you will
expect articles are now URGENTLY required on all aspects of interrupted mail for
inclusion in the first issue and subsequent issues. Hank will accept typed or clearly
handwritten copy, illustrations should be good quality photocopies or black and white
photographs. The format will be x 11 inches, with card-stock cover.
SUBSCRIPTION
The subscription has been initally set at £10 sterling or $15 U.S. please
forward me your remittance as soon as possible' in which ever of the currencies
indicated you like. Should you know of any other collector interested in
this field of collecting, then please pass on a copy of the letter to them so that
they can join us.
This letter calls for positive action so please contact me if you are
interested. Send me your subscription together with an article for publication if at
all possible, remember articles on all aspects of interrupted mail are urgently
required both large and small.
Yours sincerely,

Norman Hoggarth.

Cheques payable to 'The Wreck & Crash Mail Society' please.
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CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS The issues of Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd.
by Trelle Morrow and Murray Heifetz
Editor's Note: For the second article in his series on the semiofficial airmail stamps of Canada, Murray has examined the
stamps of Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd. His article
begins with an accolade: "The most comprehensive listing of
stamps of PAEL was made by Trelle Morrow about 20 years ago".
I contacted Trelle Morrow, and was very pleased to receive his
permission to reprint the following article, which first
appeared in BNA Topics in November 1973.

Patricia Airways and
Exploration Ltd.
A study of its stamps — by Trelle A. Morrow

This is a study of the many issues and varieties of the company. An attempt has been
made to clarify catalogue data relating to papers, inscriptions, overprints and ink shades.
Collectors are invited to comment and advise the author of further information on these
subjects.
The present north-west corner of Ontario
was added to the province by the Ontario
Boundaries Extension Act of 1912. The
name given to this vast piece of wilderness
was Patricia District and was in honor of
the daughter of the Duke of Connaught,
Princess Patricia. In the year 1927 this district was incorporated with the Kenora District for judicial purposes but still retained

a separate identity to some extent. It is
likely that the Patricia Airways & Exploration Company took its name from the district which it served and if one examines
some of the advertising maps of the Company this area is identified as "Patricia
Land".

( Continued )

Note for new readers: Semi - official airmails are a class of
stamps that were produced by the companies that operated the first
airmail services in Canada. — The Post Office authorized the issue
of these stamps, and sold them from post offices, but did not assume
responsibility for the airmail, nor did it help with the cost of the
airmail service.
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Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd. - A study of its stamps
Re-printed from BNA Topics, November 1973.
The company was formed in 1926 by H.
A. Oakes and G. A. Thompson, both previously with the Ontario Provincial Air Service. A Lark aircraft was purchased initially
and is prominently displayed on the Patricia
stamps in profile and in name. An HS2L
flying boat was also leased by the company
to meet business demands and later, in 1927,
two more pilots were added to the staff, J.
R. Ross and W. N. Cummings.
The Patricia Stamps were produced by A.
J. Algate of the Map Specialty Company of
Toronto. Catalogue numbers used throughout will be as outlined in J. N. Sisson's 1969
Standard Catalogue of Canada and the Provinces. This discussion will deal with the

three major stamp issues of Patricia Airways & Exploration; namely, the yellow
paper perforated CS18-CS22 group, the
green paper perforated CS23-CS29 group,
and the yellow paper rouletted CS30-CS45
group. The papers, the inks and overprints
present an extensive field for study by the
collector and it soon becomes apparent that
one of the main undercurrents in the Patrician is the question of a nomenclature for
the colors.
Identification can be frustrating when the
collector cannot relate his material to such
descriptions as pale yellow, light yellow, blue
black, red brown and brown red to mention
just a few. It may well be that we should
be re-examining some of these names with
a view to attaching more easily understood
identification to the color varieties. Indeed
one must be very careful not to mix the
nouns and adjectives when dealing with such
phrases as red-brown and brown-red. In
view of this the author will be categorizing
some of the colors simply as dark or light
and will give catalogue descriptions for
further edification.

The papers

Page 2

by Trelle Morrow

mon color we shall call regular yellow.
This is quite a strong bright yellow and the
several shades which have been found are
all lighter in color or have a change in hue.
The most dramatic color change is the buff
paper. This is soft, yellow beige with a
slight mushroom tinge. It is a much lighter
color than the regular yellow and is easily
identifiable on sight. Another color is
identifiable as light yellow paper. This appears to be of the same hue as the regular
yellow but of much lighter intensity. A
third color variety has been called very pale
yellow paper and this shows a change of
hue from the lighter yellow just mentioned.
This very pale is a colder yellow and may
be in fact the "lemon yellow" described by
Morgan in his 1933 Canadian Airmail
Catalogue.
The green paper issue appears to be uniform in color throughout. No color shades
have been reported in catalogues nor have
any variations been found to date by the
author. Paper flaws have, however, been
seen in the green issue. These consist of
small glazed spots, dark brown in color,
and do detract from the appearance of the
stamp. Paper flaws occur frequently in the
more inexpensive papers and some appear
to have crept into the Semi-Officials.
The rouletted issue appears on the regular yellow paper although the buff is found
in the red and green type B overprints,
CS 33 and CS 34. Apart from this obvious
color variety, shades will be found throughout the rouletted issue, particularly in the
Red Lake overprints. These variations are
considered to be minor and are not catalogued, nor, in the opinion of the author,
do they warrant cataloguing. The collector
should observe these minor variations and
decide for himself if he wishes to embark
on this rather exacting course of separating
the shades.

The perforated issue offers the widest
variety of papers in the Patricias, likely because this was the first printing. The corn-

( Continued )

Trelle also produced a book on the stamps of Patricia Airways and
Exploration Ltd.: this has about 25 pages, including 7 photo
plates, and was produced in 1975. — He still has three or four
copies, which are available for $12.00, including postage, from:
Trelle A. Morrow, 102 — 1370 7th Avenue, Prince George, B.C.,
V2L 3P1
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Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd. - A study of its stamps
Re-printed from BNA Topics, November 1973.
Route inscription inks
The common color of route inscription in
the yellow perforated paper is the light
green. The well-known variety is called blueblack in catalogues although if one looks
at this under a strong glass the color hue
is similar to the dark green used to print
Lark. The route color in this instance
might better be called dark green, however
in the interest of historical continuity the
so-called blue-black should likely remain.
-The blue-black had the purpose of designating official or company business. The color
difference is not very significant however
and a more distinguished color could have
been selected.
The rusty-red imposed on the green stamps
is indeed a beautiful color to complement
the paper. The exact description of this
color varies from "brown" in some catalogues to "red" in others. Brown or rust is
the most accurate description because red
simply does not apply when measured
against other reds discussed in the Patricias.
A black route inscription is catalogued as a
variety in the green paper issue.
There are no route inscriptions in the
rouletted issue. Minor color variations do
show in the stamp border and in the aeroplane. The red used for the aeroplane appears light and dark in different stamps but
this is likely due to the change in thickness
of lines in the design. Ink has been applied
more heavily on some stamps than others,
and the lines in the aeroplane design vary
considerably.
Generally, the ink shades in the route inscriptions do not give the variety that will
be seen in the overprint descriptions.

Marginal inscription inks
These inscriptions are found only on the
two perforated issues. In the case of the
yellow paper the marginal inscription color
is very close to the dark red which will be
described for the Type A overprint. The
color remains fairly consistent throughout
the issue.
In the case of the green paper issue the
marginal inscription is a dark brown-red
and appears deeper than the brown shades
of the Type A overprint. This marginal
color also appears to remain constant over
the whole issue.

The Overprint Varieties
The purpose of the overprints generally
was to change the value of the basic stamps
and also to reroute mail according to the
particular overprint. The yellow perforated
stamp had a face value of 25c and overprints changed this to Sc and 10c values.
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by Irene Morrow

The green paper stamps had a face value of
50c and overprints changed this to 5c and
10c values. Combinations of overprints produced some interesting varieties such as a
I Oc value being reduced to 5c by the addition
of a further overprint.
Four different overprints will be described: Type A, Type B, Type C andType
D as per Sisson's catalogue referred to
earlier. The first three overprints provided
three changes in stamp value and a change
in route. The fourth overprint, the Type D,
was simply a change in type face from the
Type B.
Type A Overprint — The 4-line "Haileybury and Rouyn 10 cents". These overprints

have been used on all three major stamp
issues of P.A. & Ex. On the yellow perforated paper the overprint appears in two
shades of red, a dark red and a light red.
The dark red has been called red-brown,
brown red and deep-red depending on the
catalogue reference. The light red also has
been called bright red in some catalogues.
The Type A Overprint on the green paper
is a brown color and this shade has also
received a variety of descriptions in catalogues. Two shades are also apparent in
this issue, a dark brown and a light brown.
A black overprint on green paper is also
catalogued for this stamp. It should be
pointed out that the difference in the brown
shades is not as pronounced as the difference in the red shades mentioned above,
therefore the collector wil have to examine
his green paper copies carefully in order to
sort out the shades.
As far as the yellow rouletted issue is
concerned ,the Type A • Overprint appears
in a uniform red shade somewhere between
the dark and light reds of the perforated
paper issue. No major shades have been
found in the Type A rouletted so far.
Type B Overprint —The 5-line "Special
Air Service Sioux Lookout and Red Lake
District 5 cents", in the large type face;

these are found in all of the three major
stamp issues of P.A. & Ex. There are color
differences in each of these issues however.
In the yellow perforated issue black and
red inks only are used and the shade of the
red can be described as dark. It is not
(wile as dark as the dark shade in the
Type As.
The common ink colors in the green paper
issues are the brown and the black. The
brown appears to be fairly consistent and
is similar to the light brown in the Type A
overprint. No dark brown Type Bs have
been observed to date. There is however
a very distinct bright red variety in the
Type B and this stands out in severe contrast to the green paper. There is no mis-

taking this for the brown shade once it has
been seen.

( Continued )
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Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd. - A study of its stamps by Trelle Morrow
Re-printed from BNA Topics, November 1973.

Three colors of ink are used in overprinting the yellow rouletted stamps, i.e. black,
red, and green. The red color appears consistent in this series and is a light red as
described earlier for the Type A. The green
color however does show some shades and
in fact a light and a dark green are listed in
some catalogues.
Type C Overprint — The single line "Red
Lake" rubber stamp. All three of the major

issues of P.A. & Ex. have been overprinted
with the Type C design. This was a rubber
stamp application to the stamps whereas
the other overprints were done with letterpress equipment. The company gained a fair
amount of flexibility in its mail service with
the Type C as the rubber stamp could be
applied in the field. Three colors were
chosen for the Type Cs, black, green, and
red, so the triadic system of the earlier overprints was carried through into the rubberstamp sets.
In the yellow perforated paper the black
and red have been used to the exclusion of
the green ink. The green paper issue has
employed the black and red ink also but in
this issue the red ink +looks very purple
when applied to the grjen paper. Further
then, the yellow rouletted issues display all
three ink colors. The red ink also looks
somewhat purple even on the yellow paper
and this has led some collectors to describe
the color as purple. In the interest of continuity in cataloguing the original red designation should be used, at least for the
present.
The production of Type C overprints was
really quite extensive and in considering
these stamps several points come to mind.

The first aspect of the Type Cs which
should be discussed is the positioning of
the overprints. In analyzing the positions
it becomes apparent that there is really a
very orderly progression of overprints. In
fact there are only the four basic positions;
the ascending, the descending and the inverted position of each of the foregoing.
A horizontal position is found in the
green paper and this appears to be the only
major deviation from the diagonal positioning. Although one might well question the
use of inverted as well as normal positions
for the Type Cs, the use of the diagonal
itself is a wise choice for a hand-stamped
production.
It is very difficult for a person to apply
an even, straight, parallel level or plumb
hand-stamp without the small discrepancies
showing up noticeably. The eye is not so
conscious of variations in approximately
placed diagonals as it is of horizontals or
verticals that are just slightly out of line.
Whether or not the printer was conscious
of this phenomenon or simply used the
diagonals to carry on a pattern established
by previous issues is not known. However,
the result has given us a spectacular set of
overprints.
Secondly, the prolific use of the Type Cs
was close to the end of the P.A. & Ex.
stamp issue and also at a time of intense
activity as far as the Red Lake traffic was
concerned. It seems logical that the demand on the rouletted stamps may have
exceeded the supply at times or that company personnel were simply using up some
of the pkerforated issues for the Red Lake
business. Evidence of this is given in the
exhibit where the Type C was added after
the stamp had been applied to the cover
and in fact ties the stamp to cover.

An example of Type C overprint, possibly applied in the field

( Continued )
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Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd. - A study of its stamps by Trel le Morrow
Re-printed from BNA Topics, November 1973.
Type D Overprint—The 5-line "Special
Air Service Sioux Lookout & Red Lake District 5 cents", in the small type face; appear

only in the yellow rouletted issue and follow
the same general color scheme as the Type
Bs; in black, green, and red. The Type Ds
are characterized by their smaller type face
than the Type Bs. There is a significant
color distinction in the red overprint however. The red of the Type D is the dark
red, or so-called brown red noted in some
catalogues, whereas the Type B reds are the
light shade. This is an interesting contrast
and so the Type D overprints in fact match
the dark red of the Type As. It appears
that the printer was using two red ink
formulae throughout the life of the
Patricias.
It is interesting to speculate on the reason
for the Type D issue and it is likely to
stem from an original order for further
Type B stamps and a subsequent mix-up in
the print shop as far as type face and ink
shade was concerned.

In conclusion
This presentation has been a review of
the major categories of the P.A. & Ex.
stamps and it is hoped that the clarification
offered has been of some value to the collector. There are of course many printing
errors, broken letters, spelling errors and a
host of other varieties not mentioned in
this article. These form an extension of
the subjects that have been under discussion and can be pursued to the degree that
suits the individual collector.
One might well ask why there are so
many different Patricia stamps. The per-
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forated series in yellow and green one can
easily understand; the rouletted issue with
its flood of overprints is truly bewildering.
Indeed, Holmes in his Specialized Philatelic Catalogue has passed over the subject with some degree of impatience and
has suggested that some skulduggery was
afoot at the time of printing. A partial explanation for such variety was given in the
section on Type C overprints. A further
reason can be attributed to the relatively
unstable economic characteristics of the
company. The "shoe string operation" label
applied to quite a few of the early flying
companies and some references indicate
that Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd.,
were no exception.
Sanabria, 1946, mentions that "no remainders were available when the company
was liquidated.". This hand-to-mouth policy overflowed into the purchasing of stamps
and one can easily visualize an almost
monthly flow of orders to the printing firm
for additional stock.
The company's main founder, H. A. Oaks,
departed at the end of 1926, less than a
year after commencement, and Dale Atkinson took over as general manager. With
administrative changes, operational changes
in their routes, rate changes, the necessity
of making small purchases, all coupled
with a few inadvertent printing errors, the
total Patricia issue became much more extensive than what would normally be required. The feeling among several collectors today is that the Patricias warrant
closer study than they have received in the
past. Subsequently the demand for information is increasing.

This article first appeared in BNA Topics, which is the journal of
the BRITISH NORTH AMERICA PHILATELIC SOCIETY!

T

e British North America
Philatelic Society Ltd., BNAPS, is an
international organization devoted
to the collector and researcher of
the stamps, postal markings, and
postal history of Canada and its preConfederation colonies.

Our membership is made
up of general BNA collectors, devoted specialists, prominent philatelic
authors, and respected dealers. Any
person of good character may
become a member and share in the
many benefits and resources the
Society offers.

Within SNAPS there are a number of Specialized Study Groups,
including an Air Mail Study Group for those who "collect and study
the Pioneers, Semi—Officials, Official Government Flights, and
flights since", of Canada and Newfoundland.
For more information on SNAPS contact: Jerome Jarnick,
SNAPS Secretary, 108 Duncan Drive, Troy, MI 48098, U.S.A.
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CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL AIRMAILS-Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd. - an update
Murray Heifetz
The most comprehensive listing of stamps of PAEL was made by Trelle Morrow about
20 years ago. Notwithstanding the totally comprehensive appearance of this list,
including items never seen but assumed to exist, collectors have obtained items
not previously recorded.
I have been fortunate in obtaining a number of these and, together with some
items seen elsewhere, can make additions to this list.
25¢ perforated stamp - First issue
Item #1'

proof - imperforate on yellow paper, no margin or route inscription,
no airplane, green frame
(ge4:\oex...,)

item #2

proof - imperforate on white paper, no margin or route inscription,
no airplane, green frame
Cge4...)&e.xew)

item #3

proofs - printed in colour of issued stamp but on 4 different coloured
papers:- blue, apple green, buff, and pale yellow. One sheet
(8 stamps) of each colour known.
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Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd.: an update - Murray Heifetz

25¢

perforated stamp - First issue

item #4

essay

(covOr..".v.Q.0∎,)

trial overprint of unadopted large print inscription (Red
Lake top and bottom; Air Mail on the sides). Marginal
inscription in carmine on imperf. plate proof in green on
white paper. Stamp with airplane.
Ise.... \an..\.0..

item #5

Same as item #4 but without airplane. Csee-`4e-\o‘A

item #6

The "Red Lake" inscription at top and bottom of the stamp is
known in both a wide and narrow spacing. This is found on
both proofs and issued stamps.

item #7

CL13

item #8

perforated horizontal, imperf. vertical (seen on cover)
F.E.D. inscription in blue (instead of normal red) - on cover.

(se-e-

y.cck- Tc3.42 a--).

item #9

Extra vertical row of perforations (seen on right hand stamps
of a complete pane of 8)

item #10

Stamps with only the left side imperforate (from same pane as
in item #9)

item #11

CL14

Overprint in violet instead of normal red

item #12

CL16

overprint in violet-red descending. Route tablet missing (442,e_v..Q*Nr

item #13

overprint in violet-red descending inverted. Route tablet
missing. On pale yellow paper. Known as a pair with item #12.
A
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Patricia Airways and Exploration Ltd.: an update - Murray Heifetz
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PATRICIA AIR SERVICE
'

The president of the company, F. E. Davidson, inscribed his initials
"FED" on some official covers flown to Red Lake. It is found in red
on the 1st issue and in blue-green on the 2nd issue. 'This is the
only reported cover in blue on the 1st issue. Flown Dec. 20, 1926.

A very unusual combination
Pale yellow shade. Violet-red overprint. Route tablet missing. Top
stamp and bottom stamp overprints in
different directions.
The issue with route tablet missing
has only been reported without overprint. The Red Lake overprint on the
normal stamp has 'only been reported in
black.

( Continued )
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500 perforated stamp - second issue
item #14

proof - imperforate on white paper, no margin or route inscription,
orange airplane, violet frame (seA.

item #15

proof - same as item #14 but imperforate sides only, perforated
top and bottom (top two stamps of an imperf pane - likely
from a pane similar to the one illustrated) (SaA-)oillo4j)

item #16

CL 21

Black ascending. While this is shown in the Morrow listing,
it is not in the Unitrade Catalogue.

25¢ rouletted stamp - third issue
item #17

CL23

item #18

CL 23

Same as item #17 but in an imperforate pane

item #19

CL 26

pane of 8 with overprint moving progresisvely down the pane
such that on position 8 the lettering is beyond the stamp
frame. (. see NA.4/1,4,—

(While this item has a catalogue number, it is frequently
considered a proof as it was never used for postage and was
only intended to be used after being surcharged)
Missing airplane error on rouletted pane. (It is not certain
whether this is an error of a mistakenly omitted airplane
or a progressive stage of development as a proof stamp)
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red descending pair, imperforate, airplane inverted

item #21

CL30e

red descending overprint inverted, imperforate, vertical pair

item #22

CL30g

green descending and descending inverted in a pair
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Western Canada Airways Flights to Cat Lake, Ontario
by DEREK RANCE

In the Canada Official Postal Guide, March 1929 Supplement, the following "information for
postmasters" appeared:
Air Mail Service to Pickle Lake and Cat Lake Mining Areas, Ontario:- Permission has been
granted the Western Canada Airways, Limited, operating a semi-weekly air service between Allanwater
Ont., and the Pickle Lake and Cat Lake mining areas to convey such mail as is offered by the
public for conveyance by this service, provided the senders assume all risk.
The requirements for the air mail are:1. "By air mail" to be prominently written on the address side.
2. The usual Canadian postage to be affixed on the address side.
3. A special aerial sticker sold by the Company or its agents representing a charge of 10
cents an ounce to be placed on the reverse side in payment of the special charge for transmission
by aerial service, which has been fixed by those making the flight.
Postmasters will please give the above every publicity through the press and otherwise.

This announcement was unusual in-as-much as Canada Post had, at that time, not established post
offices either at Pickle Lake, or at Cat Lake. The first post office at Pickle Lake was opened at
Pickle Crow in February 1935, and at Cat Lake (now an Indian reserve) in September 1964.
Also, very obviously the exhortation to postmasters to publicize this air mail service had fallen on
deaf ears, as the usual volume of philatelic first flight mail did not occur. As well, WCA had
suffered an administrative lapse, even though it had created, in March 1927, a department based
in Winnipeg to handle publicity, the sale of postage stamps and the administration of air mail.
AAMC 106 lists the Allanwater - Cat Lake first flight as occurring on July 19-20, 1929. This listing
ignores the crash and destruction, one week earlier, of WCA's G-CASJ, at Cat Lake.
It was normal practice for WCA to publicize the inauguration of a new flight service, and to create
a special handstamp to be applied to the inevitable flood of philatelic "first flight" covers. Such had
been the case with the WCA Sioux Lookout - Pickle Lake first flight, of two months prior. The only
likely explanation as to why there was no "first flight" publicity, in this case is, that before WCA's
publicity department became aware of the fact, the first mail flight to Cat Lake had already
occurred.
In searching for potential Allanwater - Cat Lake first flight covers, the following three were found.
The first two - obviously philatelic, are identical in every respect except for the addressing of the
covers to Western Canada Airways, at Cat Lake and at Allenwater [sic]. On both covers the postal
cancellations, front and back, are dated Allanwater Mar. 8, 29. The WCA Allenwater cancellation,
on both covers, is dated Mar. 7, 1929. (see illustration 1).
The second illustrated cover is for a flight one week later, and is most interesting. This cover carries
multiple stampings, the first of which is the post office backstamp - Allanwater Mar.14, 29. The
( Continued )
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Western Canada Airways Flights to Cat Lake, Ontario

- Derek Rance
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CL40 WCA stamp, which has been improperly placed on the front of the cover, is cancelled by the
WCA Allenwater cachet dated Mar. 15, 1929. The two one-cent postage stamps are tie-cancelled
Allanwater Mar.16, 29. As well, the cover has been postal backstamped Sioux Lookout Mar.16, 29.
The cover was also returned to the sender at Dropmore, Manitoba, where it was backstamped on
Mar. 20, 29. It appears that this cover had been sent in usual fashion to Allanwater, where it was
receipt backstamped on March 14. On March 15 the letter was given to WCA, who canceled their
semi-official stamp. On March 16, prior to the flight, WCA had the Allanwater post office cancel
the postage stamps, as they had done the week earlier, However, the plane after flying to Cat Lake,
did not return to its Allanwater base, but flew on due south, 180 km to Sioux Lookout. (Allanwater
lies 215 km S-E of Cat Lake.) At Sioux Lookout, the cover was backstamped Mar. 16, 29. As well,
at this post office the return to sender markings, both written and stamped, were applied.
If this interpretation of the various cancellations is correct, then this cover is that of a first flight
from Cat Lake to Sioux Lookout. However, in representing these covers to be those of first flights,
it should be recognized that there is the potential for earlier covers to exist. The monthly Postal
Guide Supplement notification is not necessarily an accurate guide to first flight dates, particularly
where Semi-official Air Mail is concerned. In fact, the actual first flight date, often preceded the
announcement in the Postal Guide Supplement.
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VISITING PHILAKOREA - Mike Shand
Editor's Note: I've sometimes wondered what it would be like to fly
to an "exotic" destination and attend an international stamp
exhibition. - How do you find your hotel? How do you cope with
the language difference? Is it a lonely experience, or do you
link up with other visitors from Canada? Are there many Canadian
flight covers at the bourse, and if so are the prices much
different from those in Canada? Etc., etc., etc. . .
I asked Mike Shand these questions regarding his visit to
PHILAKOREA in August 1994, and was delighted to receive the
following article:

PHILAKOREA 1994
August 16 -

One of the many advantages of being retired is the ability to visit, as the
budget allows, various philatelic exhibitions. Being mostly interested in
Pacific Ocean aerophilately we therefore took the opportunity to visit Philakorea,
combining our visit with a packaged and escoryl. tour to China. 0.ALL I
(„A^.0.

"1"-

However we arrived on our own at Kimpo International Airport (a fine facility)
speaking approximately zero words of Korean and trying to find a bus to the
hotel in the downtown area. The bus we found l turned out to be some sort of
local city bus full of people and hard-pressed to accommodate two 'foreigners'
with a pile of suitcases. After some sign language we got off the bus across
the road from the hotel. Seems simple enough but in Seoul the road consists of
about eight lanes of solid traffic jam in each direction. Thus we lugged the
suitcases some distance to the nearest underpass, down and up and back to the
hotel, in about 90° of heat. Understandably, first thoughts were not of
Philakorea but of where to find some liquid refreshment:
Next day we did find that Seoul has an excellent subway system and with some
help from english speaking hotel employees, found it relatively easy to reach
the exhibition site on the south side of the river. The subway train crossed
the river right next to that bridge that collapsed recently but luckily we did
not know that at the time.
The exhibition was all contained in one very large hall of an even much larger
and very modern trade centre complex. Having eaten Chinese food for a month
we were static to see, on entering the complex, a Kentucky Fried Chicken outlet.
( Continued )
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VISITING PHILAKDREA - Mike Shand
So after brunch with the Colonel it was a pleasant surprise to find that the
exhibition had free admission (take note Capex). There were some 3700 frames
of material including some of the Royal collection and other outstanding philately
from around the world. There were about 225 frames of aerophilately and 50
frames of astrophilately, rather dwarfed I thought among all the material in such
a large hall.
Different views exist on exhibits and on exhibiting (see for example a number
of letters in the October issue of the "American Philatelist" - APS Journal).
I am of the school that believes that exhibits are far less interesting or
understandable as they might be because of outdated judging criteria. Thus,
in spite of crowded dealer booths (about which more later) the exhibit area,
as with most recent exhibitions as seen or reported, was relatively empty of
people. This is a shame because what is undoubtedly fine material is written
up in a language understood by few, or if in english) is of the minimalist mode
to suit the judges. The only problem is that not all judges and few people
other than specialists appreciate the significance of what is being shown.
The recent innovation in aerophilately to encourage a "free" class (to be tried
at Aeropex in Adelaide) is a step in the right direction, I love to see photos
of aircraft and aviators, signatures, timetables, labels, etc. Don't you?

-4ROW.
elsoKta

PHILAKOREA 1994
World Stamp Exhibition

August 16 — 25, 1994
Korea Exhibition Center
( Continued )
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VISITING PHILAKDREA - Mike Shand
In any event the overwhelming impression of this exhibition was of hundreds
and hundreds of children and youngsters running around the dealers booths and
Post Offices of many countries, (over 160 in all). Most were certainly trying
to get "passports" postmarked with the stamps of all the nations present but there
was also much evidence of material being bought which would probably never
be exhibited but which was obviously giving much pleasure to the purchasers.
Those concerned about the interest of younger people in phalpitely should have
seen the enthusiasm at this show. Many boothsunderstandably were selling Korean
material and what I would call, serious dealers, were few but Canada Post was
well patronised and I found items for the grand-children if not for me.
We had an interesting experience on a second visit when a large number of
unsmiling oriental gentlemen wearing suits and walkie—talkies seemed determined
to deny access to the exhibit hall. As they did not talk english all this was
very mysterious till we saw emerge allthe delegates from the Universal Postal

Congress which was meeting cm—incidentally with the show. Perhaps such security
was necessary as thoughts of postal officials being assassinated spring to
mind every time I see nice stamps applied to mail by overseas correspondents
that have been mashed, mangled or obliterated by various post offices. They were
probably meeting to discuss how to do this more effectively and I am sure did not
have to lug suitcases at their own expense to do so.

However, all such evil thoughts aside, this was a fine show, well organized
and well laid out with something for everyone. According to the Palmares, I count
some 15 Canadian exhibits as having been awarded medals but only Dick Malott and I
(each with a vermeil) represented Canada in Aero and Astro Philately. Where are
you all you air mail specialists! Get ready for a better showing at Capex.
And oh yes finally we did find a comfortable bus to take us back to the airport
and home. My exhibit came back safely the same way it got there, via James
Kraemer, the hard working Canadian Commissioner. This is the easy way for me and
his efforts were much appreciated.
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FOLLOW UP

- the International Air Mail Society
asked for information
I
Canadian Aerophilatelist,
In the June
regarding the International Air Mail Society, and this cover:

ALAN PATtloESNOM
BERWiCli-AVEin,
:20114MQi9NTARIO.

Don Amos has supplied the following information:
You asked about the International Air Mail
Society. This was an air mail society started by Ian C. Morgan,
(Prominent in Canadian Air Mail in the 1930 1 s). I was a member of
this society, No. 49 (The first 50 members were charter members).
I was the auctioneer in 1930. 1 cannot remember who did it after
that. The monthly magazine was the International Philatelic Journal. Edited by one Bud Smith who did an excellent job. Some time
during the next year it was then edited by Camille Lacombe, a dea-

ler in Syracuse, New York. Later it was again edited by someone
else in the U.S. but I cannot remember who. It lasted only around
three years or so (the society) and that was it. I cannot recall
why the LAS had a cachet commemorating the transatlantic flight
in 1933. I notice the name Alan Charlesworth in Toronto on the
cover. Perhaps someone in Toronto could try and see if they could
contact him if he is still around, if not, his kin.

Thanks Don.
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Airmail from Craig Harbour?
A question in the last issue, was for what part of its journey, if
any, did this cover go by airmail:

/
N

William Robinson supplied the following answer:

On Page 23 of the September, 1994, 'Canadian Aerophilatelist'
you ask whether a registered cover from Craig Harbour in 1935
travelled any part of the way to Missouri by air. The answer
appears to be NO.
The markings on the cover indicate as follows CRAIG HARBOUR/N.W.T. SP 8/35 - by RMS 'NASCOPIE' to Halifax,N.S.
HALIFAX/CANADA
SP 28/35 - transit marking
HALIFAX & CAMPBELLTON R.P.O. (Ludlow MA-72) Train 3, SP 29/35
CAMP.& LEVIS R.P.O. (Ludlow MA-11) Train 3, SP 29/35
MONT.& TORONTO / R.P.O.(Ludlow Q-164) Train 5, SP 30/35
TOR.LON.& WINDSOR / R.P.O.(Ludlow 0-356) Train 9, SP 30/35
WINDSOR / ONT. 6 AM, OC 1/35 - Transit marking
DETROIT.MICH./ REGISTERED OCT 1/1935 - Transit marking
There is no arrival marking in LINNEUS, MO, so we don't know
how it travelledfrom Detroit.
The whole Canadian portion of the route can be traced from the
above markings - by sea to Halifax, and then by Railway Post Office
to Windsor. At least in Canada, the cover didn't receive any
airmail treatment.
Craig Harbour was a small settlement in the Arctic, that was
sometimes claimed to be the "most northerly Post Office in the
World". - Its main contact with "the South" was an annual visit by
the Hudson's Bay Company supply ship RMS NASCOPIE.
( Continued )
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Airmail from Craig Harbour? continued:
William's analysis is supported by the following cover, which was
also sent from Craig Harbor on September 8 1935, but without airmail
postage. - It too arrived in Halifax on September 28, and reached
Hamilton on October 1st.

I asked William why this cover didn't receive the same transit
markings that the first cover did, since they were both registered?
He replied:

Your cover to Hamilton was probably placed in a bag destined
for Hamilton at Halifax, and the mail clerks on the several trains
merely checked the bag - not the individual contents. There was
probably not enough mail destined for the midwest USA to warrant a
bag, and there were probably one or two registered items bundled
with a facing slip so each item received a marking. It isn't
necessarily that the one item was international, and the other not.
Editor's Note: In addition to being a very helpful member of The
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society, William is the secretary /
treasurer and editor for the BNAPS R.P.O. Study Group. - Any
readers who are interested in Railway Post Offices can contact
him at: 5830 Cartier Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6M 3A7
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any
aspect of aerophilatelly, is invited to send it to the editor.I'll put the question into the next issue of the newsletter;
hopefully another member will know the answer and send that in; and
then I'll publish the answer in the following newsletter.

AN EARLY AIRMAIL F.D.C. CACHET.

The 1930's saw the development of some interesting
cachets for use with First Day covers. To have a
truly significant relationship to the stamp issue, the
cachet should reflect one or more aspects of the stamp
design. Perhaps the cachet is a pictorial representation
of the stamp, or a description of the stamp indicating
name, purpose and dates relating to the stamp.
ihe excellent article onA.C. Roessler by Murray Heifetz
in the (Dune '91) isP'of Topics has prompted the review
of early airmial First Day Covers. it should be noted
that First Flight cachets constitute a different field
and usually do not relate to Day of :ssue stamps.
The A.C. Rn., =. 1 .r cover shown here with the :3 airmail
stamp may be the first use of a cachet on a Canadian
airmail First i)ay Cover. Design-wise, the globe motif
from the earlier C2 issue has been incorporated, also
the 60 denomination of the C3 issue has been incoroorated
into the cachet design..
this particular cachet is known printed _in at least two
different colors; black and a sienna. The extent of
usage of these covers is not known and the author invites
correspondence on the subject.
Trelle A. Morrow,
102 - 1370 7th Avenue,
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C.,
V2L 3P1
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Airmail to Sierra Leone, 1941 ?

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS continued:
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS continued:

FOKKER AIRCRAFT IN CANADA

Editor's note: The following letter has now reached me. - If any
member can provide details of a listing of aircraft types, I
will forward them to Jacques, and also include them in the next
newsletter.

The Royal Philatelic Society of Canada,
P.O. Box 5320, station F,
Ottawa, Ontario K2C 3J1,
Canada.

Amstelveen, 1st May 1994
Dear Sir / Madam:
During my visits to philatelic shows I am often impressed by the
fine special cachets on Canadian first flight covers of the
twenties and thirties. Many of these flights were probably
carried out by Fokker airplanes, because the F.VII (designed by
Fokker Amsterdam), the Universal , the Super Universal and the
F.14 (all designed by Fokker USA) have been used by many Canadian
airliners. Also, many of the more recent products (F.27, F.28,
Fokker.50 and Fokker.100) are in use in the US (e.g. American
Airlines) and Canada (e.g. Inter Canadian).
I am interested in this subject
collection about Anthony Fokker
Moreover, recently I decided to
collection consisting of covers

because I have a thematic
and his airplane designs.
start an aerophilatelic
flown with Fokker aircraft.

Most air mail catalogues (e.g. the American Air Mail Catalogue)
only provide the date and the route of a flight, but other
information (the aircraft or aircraft type, the pilot, etc.) is
usually not given. A positive exception is The Australian Air
Mail Cataloue,
g
edited by Nelson Eustis. Also, though not a
catalogue, the Air Mail Encyclopaedia (in Dutch), written by my
friend Hans TSchroots and his wife, is very useful to me.
Recently I discussed this subject with Mr. Rudy Lourens,
committee member of the Association of USA and Canada Philately.
He advised me to write to your society. Therefore, I kindly as
you: R9 you know of any publication_conIaining information about
(Canadian_lfirst frighls7—es-15-66-14
with - respect to -tile used
aircraft _
Many thanks in advance. Please let me know what I can do in
return.

Sincerely yours,
/

Jacques Bot,
Laan van de Helende Meesters 245,
1186 AH AMSTELVEEN,
The Netherlands.
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale:
please create your own "advertisement", (preferably up to a single
page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready), and send it to the editor.

WANTED

— Wanted: A good copy of "Pioneering in Canadian Air Transport"
(1974) by Kenneth M. Molson. Any offers to Ken Mitchell
Membership Number 170.
56 Downswood
Reigate
Surrey RH2 OJH
England.

CAS COVERS
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society has a variety of Anniversary and
Special Event covers for sale, for example:

(

COMMEMORATING THE 75th ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIRST POWERED FLIGHT IN THE COMMONWEALTH
AND THE 60th ANNIVERSARY OF THE FOUNDING OF THE ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE

POUR CELEBRER LE 75e ANNIVERSAIRE DU PREMIER VOL PROPULSE AU SEIN DU COMMONWEALTH
ET LE 60 ° ANNIVERSAIRE DE LA FONDATION DE L'AVIATION ROYALE CANADIENNE

(#10 cover, shown 80% actual size)
This was a First Day Cover for the stamp commemorating the 60th
Anniversary of the Royal Canadian Air Force, and also commemorates
the 75th Anniversary of the First Powered Flight in the
Commonwealth. 71
'

It can be purchased for $3.00 from Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent,
Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1.

Note for new readers: by J.A.D. McCurdy at Baddeck, Nova
Scotia, in the Silver Dart on February 23rd 1909.
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MEMBERS FORUM
This section of the newsletter is intended to give members an
opportunity to express and debate their opinions, which may or may
not correspond with those of the editor, or of the Executive
Committee of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
Letters addressed to the MEMBERS FORUM will be published unedited,
subject only to length and libel laws. - Regular correspondence
between members and the editor will not be reproduced in this
section.

Editor's note: this section has been created in response to Walter
Plomish's letter, which begins on the next page.
Since this letter criticizes the current content of The Canadian
Aerophilatelist, I think it is appropriate to put his letter in
context, by repeating the comments that other members have made.
Here, in chronological order, are the comments I received before
Walter's:
"I was delighted with your June 1994 issue of the
Aerophilatelist. It contained much of real permanent
interest."
"In this year of the 75th anniversary it was nice to
see an Alcock & Brown item in the newsletter."
"I was pleased to recently receive your last bulletin
and appreciated very much the new layout."
"Thank you for the June Newsletter. I very much like
the new format."
"Just a little note to say that I am quite impressed
with
the latest
(Sept.) edition of the "Canadian
Aerophilatelist". Congratulations!"
"Chris, you are doing a great job with the CAS
newsletter".

.RON:

Pa s s .the. .ward:.on"tO.CHRIS.;_ I±t.ink his newsletter
rejoin.
is-great. - That%is the-ree'sdri for-J(1e
-

I was getting nothing from thegroup in the past.
Commercial'AirlineS',aftd other . . flight -information
is whdt will drew my interest.
Thank you''-
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continued:

WALTER R.PLOMISH PHILATELIST
69 Jamieson Court
#703
New Westminster, B.C. V3L 5R3
{604} 525-6825
-

Ronald Miyanishi
Secretary CAS
124 Gamble Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M4J 2P3
November 3,1994
RE: Main reasons for resigning from the CAS.

After reviewing your October 24,1994 correspondence requesting
the main reasons why I had elected to discontinue my membership
in CAS. I provide herein, the following points for your
edification.
In my opinion, the whole concept of how to publish a successful
newsletter is somewhat lost in the comic book atmosphere
portrayed in your publication. Firstly, I would drop all of this
Wing Commander this and Major {Ret} that, from certain members
names. It is out of place in a publication devoted to
Aerophilately but would not be in a publication devoted to the
Military.
It has been my experience most people consider the above rather
comical and only serves to inflate one or two members ego's. It
is one thing to be proud of having served your country, but quite
another to use this publication to constantly remind everyone of
your military service.
In future issues, I believe the President's Report should refrain
from promoting personal agendas and should concentrate more on
finding ways and means of promoting Aerophilately.
I note in your June 1994 issue, the President's Report states 585
letters were sent out to members of the APS who had expressed an
interest in Airmail. In the September issue the president reports
15 inquiries stating an interest in joining the CAS. Given the
fact, the cost of posting 585 letters must have been in the
$270.00 range and notwithstanding the time it took to make up the
mailings. A 15 "perspective member" response, should be in itself
evidence the present publication is boring and does not contain
information of sufficient merit which would cause one to become
a member of the CAS.
On a lighter note, I am most impressed with Murray Heifetz's
article on Canadian Semi-Offical Airmails - The Issues of
Commercial Airways Ltd. This is in my opinion, is the type of
articles which should make up at least 70% of the CAS Newsletter.
This would also cause membership to rise and the stature of the
publication would in kind rise in the collecting community.
2/
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continued:

To support my position, a "follow up" by Derek Rance to Murray's
fine article on Commercial Airways was published in the September
1994 CAS issue. The fact, Derek was inspired enough to write a
follow up to Murray's original article is evidence that this is
the type of material readers are interested in, as opposed to
reports on members european vacations, which has absolutely
nothing to do with Aerophilately or with the study or collecting
of Canadian Airmail Postal History.
As you may be aware, I have written a series of articles in BNA
Topics on Canadian Commercial Airmail Routes, Rates and usages.
I was surprised at the interest expressed on these articles and
was equally surprised when I was awarded the BNAPS Vincent Green
Award for best articles in 1991 in BNA Topics. In addition, many
airmail collectors have contacted me and I have made many new
friends with similar airmail collecting interests.
I believe, this is the way to go in promoting the CAS publication
and Murray has started the ball rolling. For this reason and this
reason only [Murray's article on Commercial Airways] I enclose
a cheque to renew my membership with CAS for a two year trial
period.
In addition to keep up the momentum, I will write a few articles
on Canadian Airmail commercial usages showing non philatelic use
of the Canadian Airmail System. Hopefully, this will spark some
interest and others may contribute articles for the newsletter.
I believe there is little interest in First Flight Covers which
were made up for collectors or contrived flown covers made up by
the likes of Rossler[East Orange NJ] and others. These were self
interest flown covers and have little or no place in serious
airmail postal history collecting.
Having won a Gold Medal at a BNAPS show and a Vermeil with
Felicitations at a National level show for my exhibit "Canada
Airmail Rates Routes and Usages, I feel I am qualified to make
the above noted observations.
If in 2 years, there is not a turnaround in the content and in
the submission of quality non philatelic airmail articles, I will
not continue to be a member of the CAS.
Perhaps you could publish this letter unedited and request from
the members what direction they feel this publication should
follow. Should the publication continue with it's present 80%
philatelic content or should the publication strive to move
toward publishing articles on Airmail Postal History and the
study of Canada's airmail postage stamps, airmail special
delivery postage stamps and the government authorized private
semi official "sticker" postage stamps?
Yours truly,

Walter R. Plomish
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MEMBERS' FORUM continued:
Editor's Note: Since the following letter sounded like a rebuttal to
the previous one, I checked with Murray. He had indeed received
a copy of Walter's letter, and I have therefore reproduced
Murray's letter in full, with his permission.

MURRAY HEIFETZ
49 Ternhill Crescent
Don Mills, Ont., Canada M3C 2E4

Dec. 1, 1994

Mr. C. Hargreaves
4060 Bath Rd.
Kingston, Ont. K7M 4Y4

Dear Chris,
I have recently received a letter from a philatelic friend in which he expresses disdain for what he
considers contrived airmail letters including first flight covers, "Roessler" covers, and the like.
This is not the first of such letters. In correspondence with some collectors of specific Canadian
issues such as the admirals, scroll and leaf, war issue, etc., I have frequently been told that they
are solely interested in commercially flown items - not first flight covers.
This is an old argument which goes back into the antiquity of aerophilately i.e. covers which
properly went through the mail system, with correct postage preferably, as against those which
were favour carried. This dislike is quite pervasive. Traditional philatelic collectors still "hold
their nose" when viewing an exhibit heavy with first flight covers. Even some aerophilatelic judges
will deduct marks from an exhibit if the exhibitor does not show knowledge of postal rates - even
where the exhibit does not purport to be one of aero postal history. I think it is about time we
stopped this unprofitable quarrel and recognized that we are talking about two different areas of
collecting- both of which happen to fall under the umbrella of aerophilately.
When collecting routes and rates, one is really involved in postal history. albeit in this case, aero
postal history. Correctly then, one does not want an item which did not go through the postal
system or did not use correct rates. There are other aspects to aerophilately however, and one of
them has to do with airline history".che story of airlines can be told philatelically without any regard
for postal "correctness". In this regard, the date of the route commencement is important. A
pilot's signature may validate the flight cover. Flights of discovery and exploration were made
over routes for which there was no postal service and hence "favour" covers were essential to tell
the story of the flight.
I hope that all aero collectors will recognize ,and appreciate the validity of other areas of
collecting. Mututal respect can only enhance the spread of interest in aerophilately which should
be the objective of all.

urray Heife
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NEXT ISSUE
The Canadian Aerophilatelist

i5 produced quarterly in March, June,

September and December. - If you have anything you'd like to go into
the next issue, please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
by February 28th.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society has approximately 200 members. - Its
objectives are:
- to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
- to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about
aerophilately among members;
to
represent
Canadian
aerophilatelists
at the national and
international levels;
- to promote and support aerophilatelic research in Canada.
Membership of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is open to all
interested individuals, including those living outside of Canada, and
new members are always welcome.
The annual membership dues are $10.00 Canadian.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and
send it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M43 2P3
I hereby apply for membership in The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
POSTAL CODE
Collecting interests

If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number
American Philatelic Society membership number
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada number

For Secretary's use:
Date joined
Entered on mailing list

Amount of dues paid

Memorandum
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

All CAS MetOprs
Murray bleifiti
12/16/1994
Re: Sympositini concept

The idea of a one day sympos4tm devoted to aerophilately has been successfully used in a number
of countries. Regional meetings of a specialist society are also a successful practice, As members
of the CAS we have not yet tried any programs other than the annual meeting or the tie-ins with
some of the national shows. I have a proposal that I would like to try but it needs input from all
members as well as subsequeht participation.
The idea may best be tried fir's; in Toronto because we have here the potential of using premises,
possibly without charge, that On accomodate up to 40 people and has permanent mounted frames
which will permit easy mounting and viewing of exhibits. The concept would involve one full daylikely from about 10.00 am to S.00 p.m. to allow time to drive back and forth in one day for those
living within about 125 miles Of Toronto. The content could be the following;
* 3 exhibits with accorhpanying talks - each about 40 minutes
*a seminar on guideline's for exhibiting and judging aerophilately
* a trading session
* time for a discussion bf current items such as revisions to the new catalogue
An analysis of membership lists to see where people live shows that there is potential for such
symposiums in Ottawa and/or Montreal and Vancouver. What I need is a note from each member
telling me whether they would articipate in such a symposium; preferred city of meeting; any
preference for weekday or weekend; whether they would like to present an exhibit; and any other
comments - pro or con. The main thing is I need a flow of replies and quickly as it will take time
to arrange this and to give adeiluate notice of date to all members.
Please write to me at 49 Terri* Cres., Don Mills, Ont. M3C 2E4. If you wish, you can send a
fax to my attention at the offi00 where I work - (416) 488 9422

NOTE : I congratulate Murray on his excellent proposal. I urge all in the immediate area of Toronto and
also those from Ottawa and Motitieal to give Murray 100% support for this program. Give him a
telephone call immediately or send a Fax .
RI( Malott
President
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilatelyand Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

ELECTION OF OFFICERS
15 November 1994
All Members:
In accordance with the by-laws of the Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society an election of officers of the Society must
be held before the end of 1994. The President has asked me to
coordinate these elections for this year.
In response to my enquiries all members of the current
executive have indicated their willingness to serve for another
term. Unless other nominations are received from the Members of the
CAS for any of the Executive positions I propose to nominate all
members of the current executive for reappointment to their present
positions by acclamation.
Members of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society are
invited to submit nominations for any or all of the Executive
positions listed below. Nominations should be made with the prior
agreement of the nominee that he or she is willing to serve in the
designated position. Nominations must be received by the
undersigned by 1 January 1995. If an election is necessary, ballots
will be included in the next issue of the Canadian Aerophilatelist.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Position
Incumbent
Nominee
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary

Major (Ret) R. K. Malott
Mr. Michael Shand
Mr. Nelson Bentley
Mr. Ron Miyanishi

NOTE : Since The Canadian Aerophilatelist and the

enclosed notice concerning the Election of Officers will
not reach you until after 1 January 1995 the receiving
date for submissions to Pat Sloan who is coordinating
the election of CAS officers is now changed to 1 February
1995. Thank you for your continued interest in The
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
RK Malott
President CAS
27 December 1994

E.P. Sloan,
Past President, CAS
P.O. Box 6248, Stn J.
Ottawa.Ont.
K2A 1T4

zz

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilatelyand Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

Editor: Chris Hargreaves
4060 Bath Road
Kinoston
Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993

American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Ftderation Internationale des Societes Aeroohilateligues) - Club Member

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:
Vice-President:
Immediate Past President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick" Malott, CD. MSc, BA, FRPSC
Tel. and Fax: (613) 829 0280
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1
Mike Shand,
Tel: (613) 225 4254
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Wing Commander (Ret) E.P. "Pat" Sloan, CD
Tel: (613) 728 4275
P.O. Box 6248, Station "J", Ottawa K2H 1T4
Nelson Bentley,
Tel: (613) 733 6286
3044 Otterson Drive, Ottawa, Ontario K1V 786
Ron Miyanishi,
Tel: (416) 421 5846
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3

SI VOUS DESIRE2 L INFORMATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATEL1E, CONSULTE2
FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS. 58 STE-CATHERINE, ST. POLYCARPE, QUEBEC JOP 110
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EDITOR GAINS WEIGHT!
The Canadian
- The
first issue
I produced of
It's true!
Aerophilatelist was twenty pages in length, the second was thirty
pages, and the third thirty-six pages.
This issue could have been over forty pages, but that raises the
question of whether bigger is necessarily better? - I don't think
it is, as sooner or later the newsletter would stop growing, and
shortly after that I would probably be exhorting members for
articles, and trying to stop the newsletter from steadily shrinking!
I've therefore decided to cap the size of the newsletter at thirtytwo pages. - I think this length can be sustained from issue to
issue, and it also obtains the best value for our postage dollar,
(or 86 cents), as it is the maximum length/weight that can be mailed
out, (with a one page covering letter when appropriate), at the upto-100 grams postage rate.

I should still be able to include most items sent in to me, but
sometimes there will be a delay before material is published.
Hopefully these delays will be short, and acceptable to members.Evolution continues!
Chris Hargreaves

NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of

The Canadian Aerophilatelist: welcome!

Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic
that combines flying and philately, including:
the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between
different places:
these usually bear special markings to
identify the flight, and are referred to as First Flight Covers;
a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and
services, and/or
of the airmail stamps issued for these
services;
commemorative stamps and covers, normally produced on the
anniversary of historically significant flights;
astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers
that trace the development of space flight. - Since very few
covers have been flown into space, this usually involves covers
associated with the ground support network: launch sites,
tracking stations, recovery ships, etc.
The Canadian Aerophilatelist
is the newsletter of The Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society, and is produced quarterly. The Society also
provides a number of other services, including:
a library from which a variety of books and periodicals can be
borrowed by mail: for more details contact Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, Ontario KIR 7T7.
a translation service from French to English and vice versa:
contact Francois Bourbonnais, 58 Ste-Catherine, St. Polycarpe,
Quebec JOP 1XO.
a "sales department", with a variety of commemorative covers for
sale: for a full list contact Mike Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road,
Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
The newsletter contains articles relating to many different aspects
of aerophilately. - I hope you enjoy reading it.
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
************************

ANNUAL MEETING, CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
The Annual Meeting of the CAS will be held on Sunday
May 7, 1995 at 2 p.m. in conjunction with ORAPEX, Ottawa's
National Stamp Exhibition in the P.A. Centre, 2451 Riverside
Drive, Ottawa.
Among items to be considered will be the election of
officers, and a review of the financial situation, but any
other item which members may wish to raise in person or by
mail will be most welcome. Please contact either Dick Malott
or Mike Shand if you have items or questions.
Hope anyone within reach can make it to ORAPEX: it is
always a fine show.
Mike Shand, Vice-President CAS
Editor's note: One item I would like discussed at this Meeting is
the publication of our membership list. - In the past, the full
membership list was published in the newsletter on an annual
basis. However, the American Air Mail Society no longer
publishes a membership list: apparently most members were
against publishing one, as there was some evidence that someone
was using it to identify and rob members!
If you have a preference for the full list being published
annually, or a partial list being published without the
addresses of members who want them removed, or the list not
published but available to any member on request, or only
available to officers of the Society, or for some other option,
please let Mike Shand or the editor know.

NEW MEMBERS
Welcome to the following new members who have joined us since the
last newsletter:
#215
#216
#217
#218
#219
#220
#221
#222

Jack Ince, Stirling, Ontario
Barry Strong, LaCorey, Alberta
Cecil G. Stoner, Edmonton, Alberta
Roy Shuker, Massey University, New Zealand

William G. Noble, Hamilton, Ontario
Richard Whalley, Springbrook, Wisconsin
W. Arnold Stearman, Edmonton, Alberta
Douglas M. Smith, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
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6ECRETARY'9 REPORT
As at 21 February 1995, the Society has a total active membership of 126 plus 31 complimentary.
The breakdown of the membership is as follows:
Total membership numbers issued:
Net (paid) membership
Membership Breakdown: (Province/State/Country)
Canada:
Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Newfoundland
Ontario
Quebec
Saskatchewan

6
10
2
3
1
49
13
4

Total

88

USA:
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Illinois
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Oregon
Texas
Wisconsin

3
1
2
1
4
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2

Total

22

International:
Australia
British West Indies
England
Germany
Netherlands
New Zealand
Switzerland

1
1
4
3
1
1
5

Total

16

Total active membership:

126

157
126
In addition, 31 complimentary memberships are
carried on the mailing list:
Australia
Belgium
Bolivia
Canada
Colombia
Cuba
England
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
India
New Zealand
Norway
Spain
Switzerland
Turkey
Uruguay
USA

1
1
1
5
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
6

Total

31

Ron Miyanishi
Secretary, CAS

Editor's note: In order to save on administrative costs, renewal
notices will now be sent out as part of the newsletter. - Please
see page 31 for further details.
Please also be sure to read the note on page 3 regarding
publication or our membership list.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilate4 , and Aerophilatelists everywhere
PRESIDENT'S REPORT

Please address reply w:

Dear fellow aerophilatelists:
It may not be a surprise to the members but Pat Sloan received no further nominations for positions on the
Executive Committee of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) and thus your Executive Committee
of the past two years will continue in office for another two years - 1 January 1995 to 31 December 1996.
On behalf of Mike Shand, Vice-President; Nelson Bentley, Treasurer; Ron Miyanishi, Secretary; and
myself as President I thank you for your confidence in our leadership. I wish to thank also those of the
membership that have volunteered to do other assignments - Chris Hargreaves, Editor, "The Canadian
Aerophilatelist"; Ivan W. MacKenzie, CAS Librarian; Pat Sloan, our Immediate Past President; Francois
Bourbonnais , our Translator of French and English; and all the many members assisting in the preparation of
our catalogue, "The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland".
The survival of any organization depends upon the active participation of all of its members in one way or
another. I have named several who are very active but we need more participation. The CAS needs
assistants for each position named in paragraph one . In the event that an incumbent can not carry on in
the assigned duties an experienced replacement will be needed. For President we have the Vice-President
but for the others we need volunteers to start preparing themselves now. If you feel that the CAS is worth
while and that it should continue to exist and grow please do something about it. Drop me a line and I'll
put you in touch with the member filling the position inwhich you may be interested. Now is the time to
prepare for the future, not later when a crisis exists. If everyone does their part the work will not be
onerous for anyone.
In the past the CAS received assistance from the National Museums of Canada in preparing and
distributing its newsletter and other data. This was possible since data on museums, the Friends of the
Canadian War Museum, and other groups were distributed to our members. Many CAS members are
members of the Friends of the CWM. I hope that some assistance may be obtained for this present issue of
"The Canadian Aerophilatelist" but for the last two years the CAS has had the cost of printing and
mailing its newsletter. In conjunction with this increased cost we have not had too many money making
air flight cover projects such as the very successful flight cover project with the Concorde when it was in
Ottawa for Winterlude a few years ago. Thus in order to be ready for the future I am proposing an increase
in membership fees as of 1 January 1996 from $10.00 to $15.00 Canadian. This will be voted on at the
annual general meeting during ORAPEX'95 on 7 May 1995. If you have any comments please send them
to Mike Shand who will be conducting the annual meeting in my absence. I would hope that every
member who feels that there is a benefit to being a member of the CAS will be willing to pay for
membership dues an extra $5.00 Canadian. The four issues of "The Canadian Aerophilatelist ", in my
opinion, is well worth a $15.00 fee for a year's dues. We can not operate in a deficit and although our
financial state is good at present we wish to keep it that way.
Our work on "The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland" is progressing well with some section leaders
almost completed in their work. If you have any suggestions for the content of the new catalogue get them
to me immediately for consideration by the section leaders. The 15 June 1996, the day we wish to launch
the catalogue during CAPEX'96, will soon be only a year away. Now is your opportunity to contribute to
this project. After it is completed it will be too late to forward comments or criticism for changes to the
present edition We unfortunately do not have section leaders for the following areas - air mail postal
rates, air mail facility markings and cancellations, a list of short biographies of prominent aerophilatelists
( Continued )
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT continued:
that collected or still collect Canadian and/or Newfoundland air mails, or prominent Canadians that
collected or still collect the air mails of other countries. We are okay for pioneer and SCADTA material
by Ray Simrack; Semi-official stamps and covers by Murray Heifetz; all other Government flights by Dick
McIntosh and several assistants; Newfoundland air mails by John Butt and helpers; Canadian Forces Air
Letter Forms by Ritch Toop; current Canadian Forces souvenir covers by Ron Miyanishi (our Secretary);
helicopter and glider flights by Nelson Bentley (our Treasurer); crash covers by Henri Nierinck of
Belgium; air mail labels, vignettes and stickers by Frank Jones of London, England; Jim Brown and Jim
Kraemer on the identification of aircraft on Canadian stamps; Canada Post Corporation for authorized use
of photographs of applicable stamps and maps; Barry Countryman for airships and zeppelins; Dr.
Frederick Cantor of Wells, Maine for Canadian aerograms; Cimon Morin of the National Postal Archives
for his applicable bibliography for publications on Canadian and Newfoundland air mail publications;
Chris Terry , Director of the National Aviation Museum for a bibliography of aviation books dealing with
air mail services in Canada; assistance where applicable from Beatrice Bachmann of Switzerland for
astrophilately; hopefully Professor Francois Brisse for balloon mail; Dan Barber, Editor-in-Chief of the
AAMS catalogues for guidance and advice for production; Trelle Morrow for assistance for Canadian
Semi-officials and my back-up as Coordinator for this special catalogue; and others that I may have
overlooked. I help where necessary and I will provide a listing of all air mail pilots who flew Canadian air
mail in, to, and from Canada. Has anyone anything else to add?
I wish to draw everyone's notice to the nice CAPEX'96 pin that the CAS is promoting to raise funds for
our CAPEX'96 booth activities. It is $7.00 Canadian, $5.00 US, or$3.00 sterling. In addition we also have
our CAS pin logo for $5.00. All pins are of pewter and made in Canada. You may order them directly
from me. For our booth at CAPEX'96, from 8-16 June 1996 we require members to help look after the
combined CAS/AAMS Society booth. For the time being Ron Miyanishi is recording the names of
volunteers. Our AAMS colleagues will help but until they arrive we need lots of help to assist our
aerophilatelic visitors and friends from around the world. Assisting in the society booth will be a unique
way to meet aerophilatelists that you have often read about in aerophilatelic publications. May we have
your support, particularly from those living in the Toronto area?
There have been various letters and comments concerning the significance of different types of
aerophilatelic collecting. Our editor will be making certain comments concerning this matter. I support
him completely. As editor of "The Canadian Aerophilatelist" he has the last say in order to keep our
publication useful to all concerned. I would also like to congratulate Walter Plomish who uncovered some
unique data on the London to London flight of September 1927 from the National Postal Archives. The
data revealed will certainly stimulate renewed interest in that famous flight of 68 years ago. For the
interest of our members who collect Canadian pioneer, semi-official and scarcer Canadian Government
flights Chuck Firby will be sending two auction catalogues to all our members , one for the scarcer
Canadian Government flights and a set of R-100 covers canceled in Canada to be auctioned on 22 March
1995 (my material) and one of the outstanding collection to be auctioned on 30 April of the late Sam
Nickle which includes the rare London to London cover. Walter's scoop about this flight came at a very
opportune time.
It should be the concern of all of our members that young collectors of aerophilately be encouraged to
develop their collections, or start a collection. Why not sponsor a young collector with a membership in
the CAS - still only $10.00 a year. By the way is it not interesting that the ROYAL Conventions and
Exhibitions still do not have an Aerophilatelic/Astrophilatelic Classification. If you are entering
aerophilatelic exhibits you have to choose the country concerned or Postal History. Fortunately the World
FIP Exhibitions, including CAPEX'96, does have an Aerophilatelic/Astrophilatelic Classification. Thanks
for persevering to the end of my epistle.
1-1V
Yours aerophilatelically,
(RK Malott) Major (Ret.) President CAS

The Society's CAPEX'96 pin:
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TREASURER'S REPORT
31 December 1994

$

Bank Balance as of 15 April 1994

844.44

INCOME STATEMENT
Dues, new members
Dues, renewals
Sale of CAS items by mail & by Auction
Commission on sale of AAMS books
at CRAPEX 94
Donations of 2 members
CAS pin
interest on Account

108.29
810.59
• • •

1,402

.35

15.08
13.78
5.00
.71
$ 2,355.80

EXPENCE STATEMENT
Cheques to R.K.Malott, Pres. fer postage,
newsletter copies & staples,U.S.
envelopes,engrave plates,typing of
newsletters,25 Billy Bishop covers,
ICAO stamps for covers
Cheques to Ron Miyanishi,Sec.for postage
& stationery
Cheque to N.Bentley,Treasurer,for postage &
to send Vol.2 catalogues back to
Greg Schmidt
Cheque tc Mrs.Aline Barker for discount mint
stamps
Theque to Capt.C.MacKenzie,Shearwater,NC for
flown covers
Cheque to Sparta 2002 , for CAS pins . . . .
Cheque to Rapid Copy Plus,for newsletter
copies w staples & price lists
Swiss Franc Money Order for FISA membershif .
GL-,,pter Dues AAMS
Chapter Dues RPSC
Service Charges on Account

$ 2,355.80
$ 3,200.24

935.84
85.24
19.34
712.90
57.00
109.68

604.51
84.45
13.62
20.00
13.20

$2,655.78

$2,655.78

$ 544.46
Note#1: $2,308.52 Savings Account
5.43 April & Oct.Interest
$2,313.95
- 1.000.00 GIC - 3 Nov.1994 - 7,5% Int.

$1,313.95
Signed

AL c

Nelson D. Bentley

Treasurer C.A.S.
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A BOOK ABOUT ROESSLER AIRMAILS ?
January 4, 1995
P.O. Box A3843
Chicago IL 60690-3843
Dear Collector of Roessler Airmails,
I volunteered to provide a program on Roessler Airmails at the AAMS meeting at
ARIPEX in Tucson on Saturday, January 28. I am not a Roessler expert, yet I
have acquired quite a bit of knowledge on Roessler Zeppelinposts in the past 20
years. I have asked Bob Spooner to join me in presenting a couple of items with
stories at this meeting. If you are able to attend, I would ask that you bring an
item with for show and tell as well. My hope is that this meeting will demonstrate
the interest and passion for Roessler airmails while providing the kick off for an
idea that I have and would like to share with you.
I think a book on Roessler Airmails would be a fun project and an important
addition to the aerophilatelic literature. Currently we have the A. C. Roessler
Photo Cachet Catalogue by Barry Newton and Roessler's Standard Historical
Souvenir Airmail Catalog as references. But together these still do not provide a
complete story. I am interested in writing a chapter on Roessler Zeppelinposts. I
would be willing to coordinate and edit the book. Bob Outlaw has volunteered to
coordinate with a printer. I would like to have other enthusiasts volunteer to do a
chapter or section on their own specialty or interest, ie. Roessler Lindbergh mail,
US governmentals, Roessler publications, cinderellas, Roessler overprints and
conflict with the post office, etc. If you do not feel qualified to prepare a chapter,
you could volunteer to be a second reader, a proof reader, a photographer, or a
researcher to help support an author.
My idea for the project would include a time line for a Roessler working team (or
study group). The first team project would be to compile a bibliography of all
known publications and articles by or about Roessler and his output as related to
airmail. I expect to visit the APRL in March and will review their holdings.
Everyone could submit lists from their collections, clipping files, local philatelic
libraries, etc.
I hope you are interesting in participating in this project! I hope that if you know
someone else who would be able to participate, that you will forward a copy of this
letter to them or send me their name. This project would be open to all who are
willing to do some level of contribution. My next mailing will be after ARIPEX. Let
me know if you are interested! Thanks!
Sincerely,

Cheryl Ganz
Editor's note: would any members who are interested in helping with
this book please contact Cheryl directly.
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THE WRECK & CRASH MAIL SOCIETY
This society has now been established, and the first issue of its
magazine La Catastrophe produced.
The society is currently composed of three study-groups: one for air
crashes, another for ship wrecks, and a third for train wrecks. It
hopes to expand the number of study-groups to cover other subspecialties.
Their magazine is to be produced quarterly, and contains articles
from each study-group, a section for members' questions, and notices
of wants and sales.
Annual membership dues are Ten Pounds British or Fifteen Dollars
U.S., and can be sent to Norman Hoggarth, 10 Lady Jane Park,
Bradgate Road, Newtown Linford, Leicester LE6 OHD, England.

THE NATIONAL AIR MUSEUM SOCIETY
"to promote, lioisteA and encourage the continuing maintenance oi 4a6e, adequate
and permanent quaAten4 ion Canada'4 amonauticat cottection"
Having entered its 16th year of incorporation as
a non-profit sharing charitable institution, the Society continues
to expand its national membership.
It seeks the support of those citizens of Canada
who care enough for their country's aviation history to wish
it to be protected for the benefit of the generations to come.
If indeed you are one of these citizens and desire
to help, an annual Society membership is just $10.00. And should
you desire to more tangibly assist in Society work by offering
a donation, NAMS would immediately respond with an income tax
receipt covering the gift it received.

NATIONAL
-

AIR

MUSEUM

LD121i2Ati

Name

SOCTPTY

i1EktE2121L

Mr.L7Mrs.L7Ms.L7
(first)(initial)( last)

Address
(street #, p.o box, city,town,prov., code)
Fee enclosedL:7 (Minimum $10.00 cheque or M.O.)
Check: L7 New Member L7 if renewal, give #

MAIL TO: N.A.M.S., c/o 1912 Tweed Avenue,
Ottawa, Ontario, K1G 2L9.
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New Research on the London to London Flight of 1927

Walter R. Plomish
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FIGURE 1
-for the London to London
flight are the rarest Canadian air mail stamps. - According to
the Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps, only four
unused copies and one cover, (Figure 1), are known to exist!
The circumstances surrounding the distribution of these
stamps, the disappearance of the pilots and aircraft, and the
survival of one cover, have become part of "Canadian
aerophi I ate 1 ic folklore".
However, during his research in the National Archives,
Walter Plomish has found documents that question the accuracy of
much of the currently accepted information!
As an introduction to Walter's article which follows, I
have reproduced below two catalogue entries, which give the
generally accepted information:

Editor's foreword: The stamps produced

American Air Mail Catalogue:
36

1927, August 29, 1927 — London, Ontario-London, England. Sponsored by the Carling
Brewery of London, Ontario offering a $25,000 prize for any Canadian or British pilot
who could make a nonstop flight from London, Ontario to London, England. Carling
bought a Stinson SM-1 aircraft and selected Capt. Terrance B. Tully as pilot and Lt.
James V. Medcalf as navigator to make the attempt in the "Sir John Carling". A
special stamp was authorized and printed and about 90 covers were prepared and
postmarked at 4:00 A.M. August 29. The plane took off around 6:00 A.M. but ran into
very bad fog at Kingston, Ont. It was forced to return to London. The rules were revised
and it was decided to land at Harbour Grace, Newfoundland, to refuel before making
the long hop to England. When the mail for the flight was postmarked again and taken
to the plane, one cover was removed. The plane took off on September 1 and got as far
as Caribou, Maine where it was forced down. On September 5 Tully and Medcalf
succeeded in reaching Harbour Grace. Early on the 7th, they took off for England and
were never seen again. Despite a lengthy search, no trace of the plane was ever found.
All mail on board was lost.
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New Research on the London to London Flight of 1927 by Walter R. Plomish - continued:
Holmes' Specialized Philatelic Catalogue of Canada and British
North America:
1927—London, Ontario to London, England
Canada's Rarest Air Mail Stamp

By.L. Seale Holmes
The rarest air mail stamp that has been issued in Canada is the one issued for the "London
to London" air flight in 1927. The correct story, I believe, has never appeared in the philatelic
press. I propose, with the valuable aid of my good friend Mr. Arthur C. Carty, a prominent
Canadian correspondent to present these details now. Mr. Carty was the manager of the
"Sir John Carling Flight" or as we philatelists call it, "The London to London Flight":
During the year 1927, interest in aviation had been given tremendous impetus by the
Lindbergh flight; the round the world venture of two Detroiters in their "Winnie Mae" and
other sensational exploits that came in the wake of that great pioneering flight of Alcock and
Brown from Newfoundland to Ireland.
The flight of the "Sir John Carling" plane, though definitely sponsored by the Carling
Breweries of London, Ontario, as a publicity project, was also a genuine attempt to meet the
demands of Canada's veteran flyers of World War I for such a Canadian undertaking.
The project burst on the Canadian scene as a published offer of a reward of $25,000.00 to
be paid to any aviator making the 3,900 mile trip non-stop in his own plane. Hundreds
applied but needed backing. The company then revised the rules, engaged experts to purchase
the best ship and equipment available, and offered $25,000.00 for the successful completion of
the trip by a Canadian or British pilot to be selected by a secret committee. It may now be
told that one of the committee was a top place officer in Canada's infant permanent Airforce
and also a top place man in the Department of Civil Aviation, neither of whom could act
officially. Most of the Canadian veterans, though they had impressive log books, had not done
much or any flying in postwar years.
The committee finally chose Capt. Terrence Tully and Lieut. James Medcalf as the pilots
for the flight.

The plane was selected by a technical committee, including Commodore Ericson, well

remembered in Canada and United States in aviation circles in World War I. He had also
equipped Lindbergh's plane and put everything of like kind with extras on the "Sir John

Carling". (This was the name given the plane chosen in honour of the late Sir John Carling, a
very prominent citizen of London, Ontario). Included with the equipment was a much
publicized earth inductor compass as well as two other types of compass. There were no
Canadian planes or motors available; British firms were not able to supply for a year, so the
choice was made for U.S. types. The Stinson monoplane had just followed the Lindbergh
ocean hop by circling the world. Both the Spirit of St. Louis and the Winnie Mae used the
Wright Whirlwind engine. In the light of their experience, certain improvements, especially
in the carburetor design had just been added. These betterments went into the Sir John
Carling.
The City of London Engineer's Department, with dynamite, graders, bulldozers and road
rollers, cleared obstructions and prepared the long runway.
The Canadian and United States governments and ocean steamship companies assisted
and co-operated both before and during the flight, Meteorological data was provided several
times a day by Sir. Frederick Stupart, then head of the Dominion Meteorological Observatory
at Toronto; Dr. J. H. Kimball of the U.S. Observatory at New York, who gave like service to
Lindbergh; Dr. Weightman of the U.S. Meteorological Service at Washington and the U.S.

Army Staff at Selfridge Field at Mt. Clemens, Mich. Finally it was decided in order to increase
safety, that a stop be permitted at Newfoundland for re-fueling.
It was early proposed and the Dominion Government sanctioned the carrying of mail.
A special stamp was lithographed here in London, Ontario with a special inspector sent from

Ottawa to supervise the printing. Only 100 copies were run off. These were only available
to those who were closely connected with the flight• and most of them were used on mail
sent with the plane. There are only three or four of them in existence today. Two of them
passed through my hands several years ago. Only one is known on cover, which was overlooked when the mail for the plane was stamped or postmarked the second time it left London, Ont. The men on the stamp were the pilots who flew the plane. A very poor imitation

of the stamp was made by a man in New Jersey. He apparently had a cut made from a
photo of the stamp that appeared in one of the newspapers at the time of the flight.
The plane being ready, weather only being the last important factor, the day arrived on
August 29th, 1927. It took off from the specially prepared runway just east of London.
before a crowd of around 25,000 people. The mail had been postmarked at 4:00 a.m. and

taken to the plane which left at 5:35 a.m. However visibility lessened by the time they
reached Hamilton, Ont. and by the time they had reached Kingston, Ont. the ceiling was a
bare 200 feet. Remember this was forty years ago and they did not have the means of
communication we have today. Also knowing they had mountains ahead of them, they
decided to turn about and retrace their course to London, where they arrived safely. They
had to wait until September 1st before favourable weather was reported from the various
sources. They finally left early on this date but again encountered fog and were forced down
at Cariboo, Maine, to which point weather reports were telegraphed. Just at this time two
other planes were about to attempt a trans-ocean flight too. One, a "Windsor, Ont. to Windsor
Castle, England", piloted by Phil Woods and Luke Schiller had got as far as St. John's, Que.,
where they encountered bad weather and were forced to land. They humped then to Portland,
Maine on September 3rd. The other plane, "Old Glory" sponsored by the Hearst Newspapers.
was waiting to take the ocean flight at Portland, Maine. It now developed into a race to get
over to England. On September the 5th, the "Sir John Carling" with Tully and Medcalf
hopped over to St. John's Newfoundland. The plane seemed to be working perfectly and the
weather reports for the 6th were "Atlantic route weather likely to continue moderate and
generally favourable with westerly winds, but advise keeping well south." One U.S. report

concurred saying visibility good, morning fogs, northwest winds 20 M.P.Fl. at 2,000 feet.
"Old Glory" took off early on the 6th and this news soon reached Tully and Medcalf. They
were loaded with 300 gallons of gas and reserve supplies of oil and at once took off.
British
and U.S. Naval Units and all ships at sea kept a watch for the planes. But both planes com-

pletely vanished. The Windsor flight was abandoned. All that day the weather continued
good and seemed favourable. Bits of wreckage of the "Old Glory" were found at sea but no
trace of the "Sir John Carling" was ever found.
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London to London Flight - Walter R. Plomish
LONDON TO LONDON FLIGHT
AUGUST 29, 1927
WAS THE ONLY SURVIVING ENVELOPE FRANKED WITH THE LONDON TO LONDON 25
CENT STAMP EVER ACTUALLY FLOWN OR WAS THE ENVELOPE JUST SIMPLY A
SOUVENIR FAVOUR CANCELLED BY POST OFFICE PERSONNEL?

A review of documents on file at the National Archives in Ottawa - RG3 Volume 651, File
109706 reveals the following chain of events:

1

Letter dated August 16, 1927 from the London, Ontario Postmaster to the Postmaster
General outlining particulars of the flight and of the special die hub reading: [fig. 2]
AIR MAIL
London, Ontario - London, England
1927

2.

Letter dated August 17, 1927 acknowledging permission to use promoters "sticker
which in addition to regular postage will be attached to letters flown on the London to
London flight. [fig. 3]

3.

The Globe Toronto Saturday August 20, 1927 Newspaper Clipping. [fig. 4]

4.

Letter dated August 31, 1927 from the Postmaster at London, Ontario to the
Postmaster General in Ottawa. Of particular interest is the passage: "The despatch of
mail referred to with the seal intact is now in the vault at the London Post Office and
will again be delivered to the pilots accompanied by fresh Letter Bills showing date and
hour of despatch immediately preceding their next attempt
THIS DESPATCH CONSISTS OF 42 FULLY PREPAID ITEMS ALL FOR LONDON,
ENGLAND AND POINTS IN THE BRITISH ISLES. [fig.5]

5.

Letter dated September 1, 1927 from the postmaster London, Ontario K. .A. Murray
to the Postmaster General describing how the London to London mail was handled.
"I personally opened the bag of mail and stamped on each of the items therein the
date and hour when the bag was finally closed." [fig.6]

In light of the above facts gleaned from the Post Office Official Records in the Canadian
National Archives Ottawa, Ontario the question arises:
Was the only known envelope franked with the London to London "sticker" removed from the
sealed mailbag at the time London, Ontario Postmaster K.A. Murray opened, handstamped
the envelopes, and resealed the mailbag. Or is the only surviving envelope a product of a
favour cancel by a London, Ontario post office employee and was never in fact, part of the
official despatch.
( Continued )
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London to London Flight of 1927 by Walter R. Plomish - continued:

Careful scrutiny of the documents of record clearly evidence that the later is true. It would be
most unlikely that the Postmaster would remove a prepaid franked envelope from the
despatch and then reseal the bag one envelope short. This would be most unlikely, as once
an envelope is posted it then becomes by law the property of the post office and must be
delivered to the addressee. It would be an illegal act to remove a piece of royal mail from the
bag and as such, we can safely say Postmaster Murray did not do so.
With respect to the comment by Holmes in his catalogue, that the envelope was overlooked
and not placed in the bag after it was hand stamped for the second time: I find this an
unlikely scenario, as the Postmaster would have reported this to Ottawa and there is no report
to that effect.
I have not personally examined this envelope, but as you can see the address seems to have
been cut out and replaced at some point in time. [ another factor to consider]
I believe the envelope was never flown on the first flight and was a product of a favour cancel
by a post office employee. I think it extremely unlikely the Postmaster would overlook placing
1 of only 42 items back into the mail bag. In addition even if he had, he would have noted
a discrepancy in the weight of the bag with 1 letter missing, as he notes, " A fresh mail bag
label was also attached, as well as new way bills. "

Another interesting observation is the fact, only 42 letters were in the despatch: this
leaves 58 "stickers" left over. The rarity of these "stickers" gives rise to the question, what
happened to the remaining "stickers" not accounted for? Were they destroyed or are they
"squirrled away" somewhere just waiting to be found?
Many Collectors and Dealers of the day wrote to the Canadian Post Office inquiring on how
they could purchase some of the London to London "stickers." The archive file contains
requests ranging from one stamp up to A. C. Roessler's request for $500.00 worth of the 25
cent "stickers."
In a September 14, 1927 letter at the end of the file, Postmaster Murray writes to the
Postmaster General in response to a request for 100 copies of the London to London Flight
Sticker stating the following:
"My information is that only one hundred of these stickers were issued, after which the plate
was immediately destroyed."
"How many of them, if any, are now in Mr. Bums [the promoter of the flight] possession or
what disposition he has made of them, I have no way of knowing, but I am informed that one
of these stickers was purchased from Mr. Bums by a philatelist for $25.00.

The archive file also documents the disposition of the following London to London "stickers"
as follows:
Letter dated August 27, 1927 signed by Arthur Webster Secretary, Post Office Department.
" I beg to Acknowledge the receipt of six copies of the special airmail sticker which it is
proposed to use on mail carried on the air flight from London, Ontario, Canada, to London
England."

WALTER R. PLOMISH

CAS MEMBER #163

Dated January 22, 1995
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London to London Flight of 1927 by Walter R. Ploaish - continued:
POST YOUR MAIL EARLY AND ENSURE EARLY HANDLING

NO

1.6
The Postmaster General,

For Secretary,

3-5-g

IN ANY FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE

Votq

ffice,

ON THIS SUBJECT PLEASE QUOTE
ABOVE NUMBER.

• London, Canada,
August 16th, 19274LomiNisTRArivc soANnH
1\11r; 1 7 I.

Ottawa, Canada.

e„FFIQF OV=1,-r.

Sir,Receipt is respectfully acknowledged of your . confidential communication # 109706-38 of the 13th instant, advising
that the Department has granted the request of Mr. Charles
Burns, promotor of the London to London air flight, to forward
mail addressed to certain notables in England, and as directed
by the Department a despatch on London, England will be made
up at this office to include any such mail turned over by Mr.
Burns and the bag will be handed to the pilots immediately
prior to the departure of the plane.
The special die hub reading,AIR MAIL
London,Ontario - London,England.
1 9 2 7
advised in your letter and received at this office will be used
to cancel all mail in this despatch. Accompanying the despatch
will of course be the usual Letter Bills and the regular procedure will be followed in every particular, as well as swearing
in the pilots as Mail Couriers.
/ On receipt of your letter I immediately had an interview with Mr. Charles Burns and he desired that the velEht of
the despatch including the bag should not exerted faurmounds
or lighter if possible. In this connection I would suggest
that the Department furnish us at the earliest possible date
with a bag not weighing more than 1* pounds and that this bag
be stencilled to road,Air Mail
From London, Canada,
to London, England,
1 9 2 7.
-v.
The objective of the pilots is the Croydon Air Field at
London, England, but should the plane be forced to land at
any other point the pilots will turn the bag over to the nearest
British Post Office.
This mail bag will be a valued souvenir of a most momentous
occasion, at least in the eyes of the citizens of London, Ontario,
and the surrounding district and if it will be possible to have
it

FIGURE 2
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London to London Flight of 1927 by Walter R. Plomish - continued:

(2)
it returned by the British Postal Authorities in time to be
∎ *included in our Exhibit at the Western Fair it will certainly
prove a great drawing card to the patrons of the Fair and I
certainly hope this can be arranged.
Mt. Burns states that the flight is scheduled to start
about 5.00 A.M. next Sunday or r. onday, August 21st of 22nd,
and further developments will be advised the Department.
I have the honor to be
Sir,
Your obedient servant,

Postmaster.
FIGURE 2a

The Stinson SM-1, "Sir John Carling" and its crew before setting off from London, Ontario in September
(IF. McNulty Coll.)
1927.

i Photograph from 125 Years of Canadian Aeronautics: A Chronology
1940-1965, published by the Canadian Aviation Historical Society.)

)K
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London to London Flight of 1927 by Walter R. Plomish - continued:
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POST YOUR MAIL EARLY AND ENSURE EARLY HANDLING

NO

"1.6

IN ANY FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE

at

The Postmaster General,
For Secretary,
Post Office Department,
Ottawa, Ont.
Sir

3-5-2 '

ffice,

ON THIS SUBJECT PLEASE QUOTE

London, Canada,
August 17th, 1927

ABOVE NUMBER.

ADMINISTRATIVE 0 rZANO,-4

AUG 1 8
POST OPPICe

DEPT.

,-

We are in receipt of your communication of the 15th

instant notifying that the promotors of the proposed flight
from London, Ont. to London, England, have prepared a sticker
reading "London, Canada, to London, England", which in addition
to the regular postage will be attached to letters sent by this
speoial air service, and as directed by you, ouch matter will
be accepted.

have the honor to be,
( Same ending and signature as Figure 2.)

FIGURE 3

cci,ondon

to i'p
Flight

ft:Qat Correspondence of The Jlobe.I

LONDON, Ont., Aug. 18. Otfawa has officially sanctioned
a special air, mail; to be carried on the London, Ont., to London.
Eng., 3,9001mile, non-stop flight when Terry Tully and Jimmy
Medcalf iittke' off, in quest of the $25,000 Carling Erize next week.
The mail will beam the stamp herewith reproduced, \khowing Tully
at the left, and Medcalf right.
It will be cancelled at the post- ,
—

FIGURE 4:

oficehrbyaspln-

&tk
RC

,

)171PREYt 6Ic

° "71tAT,,

n

11Z:1

.06
Trcl,

lion die ordered by Ottawa, with
the inscription: "Canada Air Mail.
■ti.
v
London, Canada, to London.
,
England, 1927." On arrival in
London the mail . will be againcancelled a) the General Postoffice.
The specially built: bag, supplied by the Postoffice Department, with
its select package; of,letters will weigh less than four pounds. Included among the,epistles will be letters from the Governor-General
and Premier King to King George.
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London to London Flight of 1927 by Walter R. Plomish - continued:
1

POST YOUR MAIL

.__

150,000-27-9-28

EAI'(L Y AND ENSURE EARLY HANDED

It

;
\ ma`
c

1. 6

No

IN ANY FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE

13 ipt , ifice,
‘'i \

The Postmaster General,
For Secretary,
Ottawa, Canada,
Sir,-

••

3-5-2
ON THIS SUBJECT PLEASE QUOTE
ABOVE NUMBER.

London,
nada,
Augt t 31st, 1927

V
LReferringto our telegram of the 29th instant

advising despatch of mail via the London, Canada, to London,
England, non-stop flight at 5.55 A.M. that date.
As you are no doubt aware from Press despatches the
Pilots on this Plane were forced back to London by rain and
fog after going as far east as Kingston, Ontario and will
not attempt a second take off until weather conditions improve.
The despatch of mail referred to with seal intact is
now in the vault at the London Pout Office and will again be
delivered to the Pilots accompanied by fresh Letter Bills
showing date and hour of despatch immediately preceding their
next attempt.

This despatch consists of 42 fully prepaid

items all for London, England and points in the British Isles,
the gross weight of bag and contents being 2 Lbs, 1 ounce.
Sample impressions of the die-hub used in cancelling
the stamps on the mail are herewith en.closed. The Department
will be promptly advised when the next flight attempt is made.
I have the honor to be,
Sir,
Your obedient servant
mosso""'

P 0 etmaeter •
FIGURE 5
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London to London Flight of 1927 by Walter R. Plosish - continued:
POST YOUR MAIL EARLY AND ENSURE EARLY HANDLING

NO

Pot

ffice,

KAU

N AN 4 PltiPlitUt FAITznii•SPerekri&E
p lfpfr uor.
ON THIS
'ABOVE NUMBER.
POST

DEPT.

London, Ontario,
September let, 1927

Postmaster General,
for Secretary,
Ottawa, Canada.

Sir:

Adverting to previous correspondence regarding the
despatch of ordinary mail from this office via the London,
Canada, to London, England, flight.
As advised in our communication of the 31st ultimo,
the pilots on the plane "Sir John Carling" were forced to
turn back on their initial flight on the 29th instant, owing
to adverse weather conditions, since which time the mail for
this despatch has been in the office for safekeeping.
Early this morning, when official word was received
by me arrangements were made for a take-oft at day-break, I
personally opened the bag of mail and stamped on each of the
items therein the date and hour when the bag was finally
closed. A fresh bag label was also attached, as well as new
WA.y bills, and the bag was again handed to the pilots within
a few minutes of the take-off at 5.32 o'clock this morning
and a discharge received from them for same.
I have the honor to be,
( Same ending and signature as Figure 5.)
FIGURE 6

has already stimulated
Walter's research
Editor's afterword:
considerable discussion, particularly since the remaining London
to London cover is going to be auctioned on April 30th. (See
page 6 of this newsletter for details.)
A key question seems to be one that Walter raised above:
if the dispatch only contained 42 letters, not "about 90 covers"
American Air Mail Catalogue states, what happened to the
as the
other stamps?
Any additional information that members can provide would
be most welcome.
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The Conundrum of Western Canada Airways' Gold Pines
to Favourable Lake First Flight
Derek Rance
One of the better known Western Canada Airways covers is the June 4, 1928 first flight, which
was flown between Gold Pines and Favourable Lake, by "Punch" Dickins. This flight began and
ended at Rolling Portage (Hudson), with a refueling stop at Gold Pines, where the first flight
covers received the Gold Pines postal cancellation. The reason for this strange procedure is that
W.C.A. had applied for, and received, official Post Office permission to fly air mail between
Gold Pines and Favourable Lake.
The permission for this mail route was published in the April 1928, Supplement of the Canada
Official Postal Guide that stated:
Airmail Service to Favourable Lake, Ontario.- Permission has been granted the Western Canada
Airways Limited, operating a special airmail service between Gold Pines, Ontario, and Favourable Lake,
Ontario to convey such mail as is offered for conveyance by this service, provided that the sender assumes
all risk.

As was usual when announcing a "sticker" service air mail route, the actual start date of the
service was unstipulated; this decision being left to the airline. In this particular instance, the
first "official" air mail flight was delayed by two months following the receipt of Post Office
permission. This was uncommon, as in this era, the first flight usually occurred prior to the
published notification in the Monthly Supplement of the Canada Official Postal Guide. The
Monthly Supplement was published and distributed prior to the month in question, as its
purpose was to inform postmasters of all the changes to postal rates, routes and services that
would occur during the designated month.
A second unusual feature of this Post Office permission is that there was no established Post
office at Favourable Lake at that particular time. (This was also the case with the Pickle Lake
and Cat Lake airmail permissions.) It can be questioned as to why W.C.A. would apply for
official permission to fly air mail to this location, as in 1928, the only residents in Favourable
Lake were some 30 prospectors and developers, and 10 to 12 nomadic Indian families, whose
dialect was a mixture of Cree and Saulteaux. The nearest H.B.0 post was at Deer Lake, some 25
miles to the South.
In 1928, Favourable Lake was the scene of active prospecting and limited development. As it is
situated 235 kilometers north of Red Lake, all goods and supplies, were transported either by
canoe, dog team, or by air. There were four canoe routes into Favourable Lake. The route from
Red Lake, up through the Chukuni and Dowling Rivers to the Berens River, involved major
portages and so was little used. Access to the area commonly used rivers that flow into Lake
Winnipeg. The most used route was through the Berens River, a nine-day journey, but with 74
portages. Other routes from Lake Winnipeg were the Poplar River route, a ten-day journey with
52 portages, or the three week long journey via Norway House with 44 portages.
The cost of transportation to Favourable Lake by any means was expensive. The estimated price
of canoe transport of supplies and equipment from Lake Winnipeg, by any of the above water
( Continued )
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Western Canada Airways' Gold Pines to Favourable Lake First Flight by Derek Rance - continued:

routes was about 25 cents per pound. As air travel from Gold Pines took only two hours, it was
the preferred means of travel, but it was not cheap. In 1928, air transport costs were as follows:
Passenger rates: Gold Pines-Favourable Lake, Single Fare, $145.
Favourable Lake-Gold Pines, Single Fare, $75.
Express rates: Gold Pines-Favourable Lake, 50 cents per pound.
Favourable Lake-Gold Pines, 30 cents per pound
Charter rate: $50 per day for the plane, plus $1.00 per traveled mile
It may be wondered why W.C.A. would stage its air service from Gold Pines, which lies 301
kilometers south of Favourable Lake, instead of the more closely situated Red Lake. The main
reason is that fuel for the aircraft could be barged from the railhead at Hudson up Lac Suel to
Gold Pines. Whereas to further transport fuel from Gold Pines to Red Lake required the crossing
of six major portages for which purpose railroad machinery had not yet been established. Such
barge transportation was expensive, the going freight rate from Hudson to Red Lake, in 1928,
was $80.00 per ton. Another reason for staging the flights from Gold Pines was possibly caused
by the practice, at that time, for freight boat operators to take passengers free of charge on the
12-hour voyage between Hudson and Gold Pines.
The "official " first flight cover (Illustration 1) was stamped by W.C.A. with a violet coloured
horizontal diamond shaped first flight cachet, and was destination stamped with a violet circular
cancel emplaced at Favourable Lake. The CL 40 W.C. A. stamp is canceled with the Gold
Pines post office cancel. However it would appear that, while this June 4, 1928 flight was the
designated "official" first flight date; W.C.A. had, in fact, flown covers before this date.
As Illustration 2 shows, a cover was flown from Gold Pines to Favourable Lake on April 7, 1928.
This obviously philatelic cover was originated from Gold Pines, where it was front stamped,
flown to Favourable Lake, and returned the same day to Gold Pines as the back stamp shows.
This same day canceling is similar to that on the "official" first flight covers. The CL40 W.C.A.
stamp (correctly placed on the back of the cover) is canceled with the Gold Pines post office
cancel. Of particular note, is this cover was prepared and mailed by S. Tanner Green, a District
Superintendent of Postal Services in Quebec, an originator of many first flight covers.
Obviously the cause of this cover's preparation was the Postal Supplement's notification.
The question remains: Why did W.C.A. organise and proclaim an air mail first flight, fully two
months after W.C.A. had been carrying air mail to Favourable Lake? Perhaps the reason is that
W.C.A.'s publicity department, in their Winnipeg location, were so removed from events in the
field, that they did not realize the occurrence of prior mail flights. Communications during those
early years were very tenuous. Even if W.C.A. had wished to delay the flying of this cover until
the "Official" first flight, the Postmaster at Gold Pines would have certainly been in possession
of the notification in the Supplement, and he and the pilots could hardly have refused to carry
authorized mail, particularly where a Postal District Superintendent was directly involved. It
should be remembered that, unlike the Official Government First Flights where the first flight
date was pre-established on an official basis, with regard to these "sticker" flights the air mail
route became immediately valid on the date of Post Office authorization.
( Continued )
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Western Canada Airways' Gold Pines to Favourable Lake First Flight by Derek Rance - continued:
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POSTSCRIPT. On April 8, 1939 the Favourable Lake post office was inaugurated. Pilot
W.J. Buchanan of Wings, Ltd. made the first flight from Winnipeg, which flight carried all
mail regardless of the amount of prepayment. A total of 60 covers were carried each
way, to and from Winnipeg. This First Flight is listed in the AAMC as #625. However,
the AAMC 1990 Pricing Supplement, states that there are no known examples of this Air
Stage Service, and that the editors of the Supplement declined to set a cover price until
a legitimate specimen is reported, and verified. - Figure 3 below is a legitimate #625.
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FOLLOW UP - CANADIAN AIRMAIL FIRST DAY COVERS
Amid AMY All1Wrlir
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Figure 2.

The cover illustrated in the December Canadian Aerophilatelist,
Figure 1 above, probably came from a set made up by A.C. Roessler.He seems to have made up sets of sixteen covers, all identical, but
postmarked in different cities. Other cacheted covers are also known
for the C3 stamp, for example Figure 2.
No cacheted covers are known from before 1932.
A black cachet, same deign as Figure 1, was used by Roessler on a

First Day Cover of the C4 stamp.
For later issues, Trelle Morrow supplied the following information:
Various cachets exist in the War Issue F.D.C.'s using the

C7 and C8 stamps. Many of these could be construed as being
Patriotic covers however, as the Canadian Coat of Arms is
used quite profusely and also W.W. II cachet slogans are
used. The dating is significant even if the cachet is not
strictily reflective of the stamp issue. The same situation
exists for the Air Special Delivery stamps of the War Issue.
The C9 will be found with bath appropriate and non-appropriate
cachets. The use of a Philatelic Club logo for example
doesn't usually relate to the subject on the stamp so this
type of cachet would be second-best with some collectors.
In conclusion, it is highly unlikely that a full set of
cacheted Airmail First Day Covers exists. The scarce
and/or non-existant covers would be included in this list:
Cl cacheted, - reported only, not seen by the author
C2
- likely doesn't exist
C9a
- cacheted Booklet F.D.C. likely doeen'A
exist
CE4
- likely doesn't exist.
And, speaking of F.D.C.'s, those collectors working to

complete a set of Airmail First Day Covers without cachets
will have a formidable task.
Further correspondence on these cacheted Airmail F.D.C.'s
is welcome.
Trelle A. Morrow, 102 - 1370 7th Avenue, Prince George. BC V2L 3P1

Amor
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FOLLOW UP - AIRMAIL TO SIERRA LEONE, 1941?
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(Cover postmarked November 17th 1941 - No Backstamp.)

Walter Plomish provided the following observations on this cover:
1

The six cent Canadian postage stamp affixed to the envelope provided airmail
transmission in Canada only, surface means to destination. [ this rate applied to mail
addressed to military personal only]

2.

Envelope was flown to Base Post Office Ottawa and hence forwarded by surface
means to destination.

3.

However, it should be noted in late November 1941 the RCAF started their own
service. Mail for Canadians attached to the RAF was forwarded to RAF Records
Office, Ruislip, Middlesex England for onward transmission to RAF units.

4.

If Transatlantic Airmail Service was also desired the rate was 30 cents per half ounce.
This fee also included Airmail transmission in Canada.

5.

With the absence of backstamps or postal markings, it would be reasonable to
conclude the envelope was forwarded from England by surface means to destination.
However, it should also be noted that mail prepaid for surface means were at times
and where space permitted, on occasion forwarded by air England - Lisbon - Bathurst.
Obviously it would be impossible to make that distinction in the instant case.

The Canadian Military Posts,
Walter's information was based on
Volume 2 by W.Y. Bailey and E.R. Toop, published by the British
North America Philatelic Society.
Thanks Walter.
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FOLLOW UP - FOKKER AIRCRAFT IN CANADA
A listing of the types of aircraft used for First Flights, such as
Jacques Bot was seeking, does not appear to be available.
However, Patrick Campbell sent in the following information on
Fokker Aircraft in Canada:
Although the Fokker Super Universal is considered an extinct
species, bits and pieces of several of the type, plus a
completely new wing, are in process of being assembled in
Alberta. They will, in due course, fly. (See photograph
below.)
The
constructor
has
received
the
original
CF-AAM
registration. - This is probably the registration that the
basic airframe started out with, although that may have been
CF-AJC, which was another Canadian Vickers-built machine.The original registration is still being checked.
There were 15 Super Universals built in Canada by Canadian
Vickers in 1929 and 1930. (See Molson's Canadian Aircraft
since 1909). Quite a few more were built in the USA, and
Western Canada Airways (and successor Canadian Airways)
operated five Canadian-built and nine US-built versions.
They used either the Bristol Jupiter or the Pratt & Whitney
Wasp engine.
Patrick is author of
At the End of the Final Line, a history of
Canadian Vickers and Canadair, 1923-1984.
Thanks Patrick.

Sine 199'4 - The Fuselage of CF-ARM
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FOLLOW UP - THE STAMPS OF PATRICIA AIRWAYS AND EXPLORATION LTD.
Thanks to Derek Rance for sending in details of the varieties below.
If any other members have varieties that are not listed in the 1995
or by Trelle
Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps,
Canadian
Morrow or Murray Heifetz in the December 1994
Aerophilatelist, or by Derek above, please would they send details
of them to Murray Heifetz, (49 Ternhill Cres., Don Mills, Ontario
M3C 2E4), who is editor of the Semi-Official Air Mails section of
our forthcoming Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland. 1
25c perforated stamp - first issue.
Item #1 CL 13 proof yellow paper, perforated. No marginal inscriptions.

Item #2 CL 14 Broken first "Y" in Haileybury

Item #3 CL 16 Route tablet in blue-black
50c perforated stamp - second issue
Item 1/4 CL 18 proof white paper, imperforate. Violet frame, orange airplane,
orange route tablet and marginal inscriptions.

Item #5 CL 19 dropped "v" in via

25c rouletted stamp - third issue

Item #6 CL 25 overprint in black descending, 3rd "0" in LOOKOUT is malformed
Item #7 CL 25c buff paper with black inscription ascending
Item #8 CL 26 buff paper with black inscription ascending
Item #9 CL 26a buff paper with red inscription ascending
Item #10 CL 30 inverted airplane with green type D overprint ascending
Item #11 CL 30f horizontal misperforation

1. Note for new readers: Semi-official airmails are a class of
stamps that were produced by the companies that operated the first
airmail services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue
of these stamps, and sold them from post offices, but did not assume
responsibility for the airmail, nor did it help with the cost of the
airmail service.
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QUESTIONS?
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any
aspect of aerophilatelly, is invited to send it to the editor.I'll put the question into the next issue of the newsletter;
hopefully another member will know the answer and send that in; and
then I'll publish the answer in the following newsletter.

FIRST ENGLAND - AUSTRALIA AIRMAIL, 1929?
First t,nc„lana-Australia
Airmail.

V.G.Wilson
C/O Box 70 B.
G.P.O.
MELBOUhNE.
AUSTRALIA
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There is no mention of this flight in the
American Air Nail
Catalogue, and the dates don't seem to match any of the experimental
flights through the Middle East by Imperial Airways, yet the elapsed
time of one month suggests it did indeed go by air for at least part
of the route.
Can anybody identify the route and airline this cover would have
taken?
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REPRODUCTIONS OF COVERS AUTOGRAPHED BY CAPT. J. ERROLL BOYD, 1959?
The following advertisement was prepared in 1959, but Capt. Boyd was
in poor health at the time, and it is uncertain whether any of these
covers were actually produced. - If any member either purchased one
of these covers at the time, or has seen such a cover for sale,
please would they let the editor have details.

Souvenir Reproductions of
PRICELESS COVERS
Autographed by

CAPT.
J. E rroll
BOYD

Famous Pilot
Order one or more
of these Famous
Flight Covers
Autographed by
Capt. Boyd.

$ 00

of the Historic "COLUMBIA"
COLUitan rtIGHTS
Veva. 1....
...Prarano

Plaiff PN-STOP 1,161+1 .

'COLUMBIA' .
Haw V00114
NWITI • WalliaNOTON
Pa.01. • J. aanau. tiara
co.mor • WORM, a War.

glaa lamas a Yartea
Partmaraer
Fort fa

.
n

r. T. a .11,
a•a a4 .41a

r114

Wittlaaaaa

EACH
postpaid

Original displayed in Smithsonian Institute, Wash., D.C.

First air mail New York to Bermuda

6 for $5.00
Other covers not
shown: Flight to
England — Single
Stamp.
Double Stamps —
Flight to Haiti.

lialMawraan au.,

c

*1

CO411711341
J.TOWER BOYD
ICI BEDFORD ROAD
TORONTO, ONT.
CANADA

'',79$11011A1Antstyrfight

.

:19 Toronie; Canii4;
74trly I lita 1933 ,
ee.k
Ino,of boo, pro,

Two Cent Stamp —
Flight to England.
References,
Scott Stamp & Coin Co.
Edson 1. Fifield — 511 5th Ave., N. Y. C.
Sanabria's Air Post Catalog
American Air Mail Catalog .
F. W. Kessler, N. Y. C.
Signature guaranteed by Protex Check Writer Co.

owning a cover from
one of Capt. Boyd's famous
flights, that does not bear his
signature, may have it autographed free. It should be
sent to him via registered mail
and should include the cost of
its return via registered mail,
to insure its safety both ways.
Anyone

1960 catalog price $5,000 for block of four

First nonstop air moil New York to Toronto

Over a million dollars has been made from the hundreds of covers
and stamps invested to his care on his record flights on the
"Columbia." Yet, he never received any remuneration or profited
in any way, in spite of the risk to his life. However, others have
made money from the sale of these stamps and covers.
The "Columbia" held more records than any other plane In the world. Watch for Erroll Boyd's book
"Dead Stick Landing" to be published soon. Thanks to Col. Sam Taylor Moore for the title. Thanks
also, to G. M. Defiance, Designer of the "Columbia" making it all possible.

CAPT. J. ERROLL BOYD
Hamilton Station, P.O. Box 2974

Residence: 2400 Bay Drive • WHitehall 1-4947

POMPANO BEACH, FLORIDA
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale:
please create your own "advertisement", (preferably up to a single
page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready), and send it to the editor.

ICAO
This special First Day Cover, signed by Phillipe H.P. Rochat,
Secretary General of the International Civil Aviation Organization,
is one of the covers available from our Vice-President, Mike Shand.
- Cost is $5.00.
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The ICAO Staff Association
produced a variety of souvenirs for the
Anniversary, (key chains, T-shirts etc.,) and has also produced
many other items with the ICAO logo. - If you would like a list of
these items, write to: ICAO Staff Association, 1000 Sherbrooke
Street West, Suite 1551, Montreal, Quebec H3A 2R2.
Among the "business publications" of ICAO are a digest of Civil
Aircraft on Register, (publication DIG 402 covers 1992, has 157
pages, shows aircraft over 9,000 kg by type, and costs $24.00 U.S.),
and Fleet Statistics, (publication DIG 406 covers 1992, has 190
pages, "provides material on the number and types of aircraft
together with data on employees", and costs $29.00 U.S.). - These
publications, and/or a
Catalogue of ICAO Publications and Audio
Visual Training Aids can be obtained from the ICAO Document Sales
Unit, 1000 Sherbrooke Street West, Suite 1551, Montreal, QC H3A 2R2.
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MORE SALES AND WANTS:

AVIATION BOOKS
runs a mail—order
Swift
D'Alt
aviation book store. — He was a
large stock of hard and card _cover
books,
pocket
book
titles,
technical items, magazines,
journals, series and sets, some
First Flight Flown covers, and
airway manuals!
For a free copy of his list of
titles, write to:

From the Aeronautical Library of
D'Alton M. Swift

D'Alt Swift
Apt 811 High Park Gardens
22 Oakmount Road
Toronto
Ontario MbP 2M7

*********

**** ********* **** ********* **** ********* **** ********* **** ***

Seymour Rodman
P.O. Box 356
Chatham, New Jersey 07928
Phone: 201-635-6987 • Fax 201-635-3691

Seymour is currently preparing his mail bid auction #20, which will
be going forward sometime in August:
The new auction, 4120, will contain a great deal of
material that has. been flown aboard test planes
such as the X series, military and other test projects.
Most of these covers are signed by the pilots.
There is also a large selection of flown covers
(rocket mail) as listed in the EZ catalog.
I have
seen an updating on the EZ catalog and it will amaze
you how prices have escalated.
The auction will also
contain an almost complete collection of Swanson covers
from various bases all signed by him.
There is also a
tremendous selection of autographed crew covers, cosmonaut
covers and everything inbetween. One more large grouping
will consist of early space voyager covers as listed in
the new catalog as offered by Bill Davis.

Although the emphasis is on astro—postal history, there will also be
a large section of Aero—Philatelic, Aviation, Autographs, Aero—space
balloons, and balloon mail during the siege of Paris, 1870-71.
Seymour is offering a free copy of the catalogue to any of our
members: write to him at the above address.
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MEMBERS FORUM
This section of the newsletter is intended to give members an
opportunity to express and debate their opinions, which may or may
not correspond with those of the editor, or of the Executive
Committee of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.

Editor's note: It seems that the issues raised in the letters from
Walter Plomish and Murray Heifetz in the December Canadian
Aerophilatelist are not a major concern of most members. - I
received eight responses to these letters, and opinions among
the respondents were divided. (The majority of the responses I
received supported Murray's letter, but I also received another
letter from Walter in which he stated that he had "received some
favourable comments" on his original letter.)
Only two respondents wanted their letters published, but in view
of the "strong" language they used, I think it inappropriate to
publish them. - Instead, I will produce a short summary of the
debate drawing on all the responses received.
Most respondents supported the idea of publishing Walter's
letter, even if they disagreed with what he said.
On the topic of names, opinions varied. Some members supported
Walter, while others thought it was a matter of personal choice
whether a member used a military rank, middle initial, or
whatever. - I shall therefore continue my current practice of
using the same form of name as the member uses themself when
referring to them formally, (e.g. on the front page), and their
conversational name at other times.
Opinions also varied on the success of the mailing to members of
the American Philatelic Society. - Dick Malott's response was
"nothing ventured, nothing gained", and that at least there are
now many more collectors who have heard about our Society. (And
I would add that the APS members were only sent a letter, not a
copy
of The Canadian Aerophilatelist, so the response to the
mailing tells us nothing about the appeal of this newsletter.)
Some respondents supported
Walter's
suggestion
that the
newsletter shift its emphasis toward the study of Airmail
Postal History, but most supported Murray's defence of
philatelic and First Flight Covers.
In his second letter, Walter defends the judges who downgrade
exhibits containing First Flight Covers, as "the difficulty of
acquisition should be paramount when assigning an award".
However, I expect that any member who collects covers flown from
a particular location, or by a certain type of aircraft, would
claim that First Flight Covers can be just as difficult to find
as commercial covers with a particular rate or usage.
After reviewing all the responses, and my previous mail, I
believe that I should continue with my present editorial policy.
- I will continue to emphasize "Canadian content", as I think
such items are likely to appeal to the greatest number of our
members; but I will also try to include as wide a range of
material as possible, covering all aspects of aerophilately, in
order that the newsletter can fulfill the mandate of the
Society's letterhead, and appeal to "Aerophilatelists
everywhere".
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
72
136
157
207
174
194

Blau, Fred F.
Egger, Friedel
Meyer, Robert L.
Oakley, Charles W.
Poirier, Louis
Rance Derek C.

198
1.37
24
25
164

Angus, Donald F.
Bernier, D.
Hunter, Neil
LePotier, Jacques
Marshall, G. Richard

March 95-96
March 95-96
March 95-96
March 95-96
March 95-96
March 95-96
April 95-96
April 95-96
April 95-96
April 95-96
April 95-96

April 95-96
April 95-96
April 95-96
April 95-96

209
197
76
23

Pasmore, Godfrey S.
Post, Henk (Hank)
Richardson, W. Ross
Waldie, Gordon

121
79
27
49
30
200
138

Brice, Burt George
May 95-96
Brown, J.A.
May 95-96
Glashan, John
May 95-96
Johnson, Johnathan L., Jr. May 95-96
Laird, William P.
May 95-96
May 95-96
Pope, William Henry
May 95-96
Stibbe, Keith

In order to reduce postal costs, renewal notices will be printed in each issue of the The
Canadian Aerophilatelist. Members within a 3 month period of each issue of the
newsletter will be notified. Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment.
Final renewal notices will be mailed out to members who have not replied.
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders
etc. to be made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society. The Membership
Due is $10.00 Canadian per year.

Membership No.:

Renewal Month:

Name:
Address:

Mail notice to: Ron Mlyanishi, Secretary
124 Gamble Ave.
Toronto, Ontario
CANADA M4J 2P3

Secretary's Use Only
Date:
Payment::
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NEXT ISSUE
The Canadian Aerophilatelist

is produced quarterly in March, June,

September and December. - If you have anything you'd like to go into
the next issue, please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
by May 31st.
*

***************************************** ********************** ********
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society has approximately 150 members. - Its
objectives are:
- to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
- to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about
aerophilately among members;
to
represent
Canadian
aerophilatelists
at the national and
international levels;
- to promote and support aerophilatelic research in Canada.
Membership of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is open to all
interested individuals, including those living outside of Canada, and
new members are always welcome.
The annual membership dues are $10.00 Canadian.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and
send it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M4J 2P3
I hereby apply for membership in The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
POSTAL CODE
Collecting interests

If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number
American Philatelic Society membership number
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada number
For Secretary's use:

Date joined
Entered on mailing list

Amount of dues paid

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of AerophilatelyandAerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to

Aserican Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
Aserican Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateligues) - Club Neither

EEditor: Chris Hargreaves
4060 Bath Road
Kingston
Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:
Vice-President:
Immediate Past President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Malott, CD, MSc, BA, FRPSC
Major (Ret) R.K.
fel. and Fax: (613) 829 0280
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1
Mike Shand,
Tel: (613) 225 4254
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Wing Cotaander (Ret) E.P. Tat' Sloan, CD
Tel: (613) 72B 4275
P.O. Box 624B, Station %I', Ottawa K2H 1T4
Nelson Bentley,
Tel: (613) 733 6286
3044 Otterson Drive, Ottawa, Ontario K1V 7B6
Ron Miyanishi,
Tel: (416) 421 5846
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario N4J 2P3
=-

SI VOUS DESIREZ I:INFORMATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATELIE, CONSULTE2
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NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of

The Canadian Aerophilatelist:

welcome!

Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic
that combines flying and philately, including:
the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between
different places:
these usually bear special markings to
identify the flight, and are referred to as First Flight Covers;
a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and
services, and/or
of the airmail stamps issued for these
services;
commemorative stamps and covers, normally produced on the
anniversary of historically significant flights;
astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers
that trace the development of space flight. - Since very few
covers have been flown into space, this usually involves covers
associated with the ground support network: launch sites,
tracking stations, recovery ships, etc.
is the quarterly newsletter of The
The Canadian Aerophilatelist
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society. Each issue aims to contain news
items and articles on a wide range of topics. - It emphasizes
Canadian aerophilately, as that is the mutual interest of most of
our members, but international items are also included. 1
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
a library from which a variety of books and periodicals can be
borrowed by mail: for more details contact Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, Ontario K1R 7T7.
a translation service from French to English and vice versa:
contact Francois Bourbonnais, 58 Ste-Catherine, St. Polycarpe,
Quebec JOP 1X0.
a "sales department", with a variety of commemorative covers for
sale: for a full list contact Mike Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road,
Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
For more information on Canadian aerophilately the best sources are:
on Canadian airmail stamps and covers, the Canada Section in
Volume 4 of the
American Air Mail Catalogue. - Although this
volume is out of print, an authorized photocopy of the Canada
Section can be obtained from Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent,
Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1, for $8.00 including postage.
on the air mail stamps and covers of Newfoundland, Newfoundland
Air Mails: 1919-1939, by C.H.C. Harmer, which is one of the
publications of the American Air Mail Society, (see below).
Anyone interested in aerophilatelly is recommended, (by the editor),
to consider joining The American Air Mail Society. - It publishes a
very informative monthly magazine, The Airpost Journal; holds 5 or 6
excellent postal auctions each year, with many lots under $5; and
publishes some very useful books and catalogues. - Membership is $22
U.S. per year. For more information contact: Dan Barber, AAMS
Secretary, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing, MI 48909, USA.

1 Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is
welcome to do so. - Please acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist
as the source, and send a copy of any publication in which the
reprinted material appears to the editor.
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS

******44****************
AUCTION PRICES IN ASTROPHILATELY

The
prices
of
covers have increased
some
astrophilatelic
spectacularly. For example, the above cover was reserved at $12,000
in the December 1993 auction at Sotheby's of New York, but sold for
$123,500! - The cover was addressed to Cosmonaut Shatalow, and
carried by him on Soyuz 4. Soyuz 4 was launched on January 14th
1969, and docked in space with Soyuz 5, which was launched on
January 15th 1969. This cover was "handed over to the astronauts who
came over from Soyuz 5 after the two spacecraft docked in space".
This item was reported in the
F.I.S.A. Bulletin of February 1995,
"to draw attention to prices which are today achieved by space
covers, and to the comparative innocence of space collectors of the
values of their "treasures'".

SNOWBIRDS - 25TH ANNIVERSARY
Alan McLellan has designed three covers to be flown by the Snowbirds
during their 25th Anniversary Celebrations, and has arranged with a
company in Moose Jaw to have them colour-photocopied onto envelopes.
- More details to follow.

SANABRIA Airmail Catalogue
It was reported in the September 1994 Canadian Aerophilatelist that
the
SANABRIA Airmail Catalogue
was going to be re-issued.According to a report in the latest F.I.S.A. Bulletin, the catalogue
will now be published in September 1995.

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST IN INDIA!
I recently received a copy of the January Philatelic Times produced
by the Philatelic Club of India: it included a review of the
December 1994 issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist.

NEW MEMBERS
Welcome to the following new members who have joined us since the
last newsletter:
#223
#224

D'Alt Swift, Toronto, Ontario
Chuck Firby, Waterford, Michigan, U.S.A.
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CHANGES AT THE CANADIAN POSTAL ARCHIVES
Some major changes took place in Ottawa in January. - The most
important of these for visitors to the Postal Archives, is that the
library at 344 Wellington Street has been closed!
The collection of the Canadian Postal Archives has been moved to the
third floor of the main National Archives building at 395 Wellington
Street. However, only a small proportion of the collection, (mainly
recent periodicals and auction catalogues), is now on display.Most of the collection is "behind the counter", and can only be
viewed by filling out order slips. These slips are only collected
twice a day, at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.: the items requested are
retrieved within about half an hour.
More bad news is that there is no longer a self-serve photocopying
machine, so copies have to be ordered, and mine took about a week to
reach me through the mail.
Some good news is that the main Archives building is open until 11
p.m., so there is more time to study material once it has been
retrieved. - I was also most impressed that in spite of all the
turmoil they have gone through, the Archives staff were still
exceptionally helpful on my last visit to Ottawa: without their
help and good humour, my visit would have been a disaster.
Anybody planning to visit the Archives is strongly recommended to
call first, to establish what material is available, and what the
current procedures for obtaining it are. - Call 613 995 8085.

1934 EMERGENCY AIR MAIL SERVICE IN THE U.S.A.
In February 1934 President Roosevelt responded to charges of
corruption in the way in which contracts for carrying air mail had
been awarded, by cancelling all the contracts, and giving the task
of carrying the mail to the Army Air Corps. - After a series of
crashes, and the deaths of twelve Army pilots, civilian airlines
resumed carrying the mail on June 1st 1934.
A new study group of the American Air Mail Society is being formed

to: collect and review records of the change over
and change back to civilian contractors to give a more complete
catalog and schedule of all of the changes, first flights, and
accidents that affected the air mail service. Collectors can
participate with information, flown covers that verify when changes
occurred, and references. Contact William F. Turner, President of
MAPS, to find out more about the Study Group.
His address is P.O.
Box 5082, Greene, RI 02827-0082.
(MAPS = Metropolitan Air Post Society.)

NEW LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS
We have received a number of additional items, including:
Courrier Recupere/Recovered Mail - accidents d'avions/airplane crashes 1918 - 1978, Henri

L. Nierinck, Published by R-Editions - 1984c
The Airpost Journal, American Air Mail Society — Vol. 63, No. 8, August 1992 and Vol. 64, No. 2,
February 1993 to Vol. 66, No. 5, May 1995

For full details of our holdings and borrowing procedures, contact
Ivan W. MacKenzie, 2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON K1R 7T7.
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TREASURER'S REPORT
EDITOR'S NOTE:

As Mike Shand states early in his Report on the
Annual General Meeting, finances were "clearly the key issue
this year". - Nelson Bentley gave us a financial update at the
beginning of the General Meeting, and has also produced an "up
to date" Treasurer's Report for this newsletter, which sets the
scene for Mike's comments that start on the next page.

CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY TREASURER'S REPORT
31 May 1995
Bank Balance as of 31 December 1994
INCOME STATEMENT
Dues, new members
93.97
527.76
Dues, renewals & reinstatements
255.86
Sale of C.A.S. items by mail & by auction
23.00
Sale of C.A.S. items at ORAPEX-95
• • •
6.98
Commission on sale of AAMS books, ORAPEX-95
800.00
Transfer from Savings Account in January
353.85
Sale of CAPEX - 96 pins,due efforts R.K.Malott,Pres.
175.00
cost of Booth at CAPEX-96
Prepayment by AAMS for
400.00
Transfer from Savings Account in May
Interest on Account
$ 2.636.47

$ 544.46

2,636.47
$ 3,180.93

EXPENSE STATEMENT
Cheques to R.K.Malott,Pres. for discount mint

stamps,engraving 2 plaques,C.A.S.signs, typing
of newsletter,colour prints for CAPEX-96 pin,
$50.00 deposit Booth CAPEX-96,$25.00 License
fee for CAPEX-96 Logo
564.59
Cheques to Ron Miyanishi,Sec. for stationery &
97.14
postage
41.88
Cheque to C.Hargraves,Editor for stationery suppl.
251.60
Cheque to Mrs.A.Barker for discount mint stamps
Cheque to Rapid City Plus for newsletter copies,
price list, staples,plus extra copies of last
1,367.57
newsletter
60.00
Cheque to Air Command Heritage for "Dakota"covers
216.00
Cheque to Sparta 2002,Montreal,for 100 CAPEX-96 pins
Cheque to R.P.S.C. for 1995 Chapter ad in "The
16.05
Canadian Philatelist"
Service Charge on Account
$ 2,623.08

$

Savings Account
Transfer to Checking Account

Note#11 $1,313.95
1,200.00

13.95

April Interest

.97
14.92

4.80 Service Charges Jan.-May
$ 110.12
Note#2: $1,000.00 GIC at 7.5% Interest - 3 Nov.1994

.Signed
Nelson D. Bentley
Treasurer C.A.S.

2,623.08
557.85
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REPORT ON THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING - MIKE SHAND
The Annual Meeting of the C.A.S. was held on Sunday April 7,
inconjunction with ORAPEX. Five members attended (up 60% from
last year!) while Dick Malott and Pat Sloan being unable to
attend provided some prior input. Among the issues discussed:1) Finance. This was clearly the key issue this year as we
must balance the budget like all others. A major change
has been the loss of favourable duplicating and mailing
arrangements thanks to Dick Malott. All this must now
be paid for and Chris Hargreaves provided the meeting with
a very useful and interesting analyses of costs and this
is included with this Newsletter:

NEWSLETTER — PRINTING AND POSTAGE COSTS
Printing cost for a
32 page/16 sheet issue
@ 4 cents per page = $1.28
CANADA

U.S.A.

TOTAL

OVERSEAS

.86

1.13

2.20

2.14

2.41

3.48

ANNUAL COST OF 4 ISSUES:

$ 8.56

$ 9.64

$13.92

DUES PAYING MEMBERS
( 21 February 1995)
x cost of newsletter

88
x 8.56

22
x 9.64

16
x 13.92

126

$ 753.28

$ 212.08

$ 222.72

$ 1,188.08

5
x 8.56

6
x 9.64

20
x 13.92

31

$ 42.80

$ 57.84

$ 278.40

15
x 8.56

21
x 9.64

4
x 13.92

$ 128.40

$ 202.44

$ 55,68

Postage cost per issue:
Total cost per issue
(printing and postage):

TOTAL ANNUAL COST:
COMPLIMENTARY MEMBERS
( 21 February 1995)
x cost of newsletter
TOTAL ANNUAL COST:
PUBLICITY MAILINGS
TO EDITORS/PUBLICATIONS
( 2 April 1995)
x cost of newsletter
TOTAL ANNUAL COST:

$

379.04

40
$

386.52

REPORT ON THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING continues:
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REPORT ON THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING continued:

Concern was expressed

over the number of free memberships and complimentary
copies sent to various publications, associations, etc.,
which show little sign of interest. There also seems to
be many more photocopies than required.
A subsidiary concern was expressed over the number of
souvenir covers being produced which are difficult to sell
in such large quantities.
After considerable discussion, it was agreed by all
present that:a) The Newsletter being the prime (or only) benefit for
most members must continue at 32 pages, four times per
year. This size allows the most favourable rate of
postage. Anyone wishing to mail additional material
with the Newsletter must check first with the editor
to see how this will affect mailing costs while the
number of photocopies for each issue must correspond
closely with the number actually to be used.
b) The cost of membership must regretfully be raised to

$15 (Can) for all Canadian and USA members, and

to

$20 (Can) for overseas members because of mailing costs.

These rates will be effective with all renewals
after January 1 1996.
c) All editors, societies etc., now receiving a free
copy will receive a notice with the June Newsletter

to invite their continued interest in the Society
and to demonstrate such interest through membership
in it.

Otherwise, with regret, free copies can

no longer be mailed. (At present, 36 free issues sent).
d) The distinguished air mail specialists who also
recieve free membership (about 32 such) will also
be invited to send a membership fee to help defray
mailing costs of the Newsletter. Their interest in
the past has been most welcome and we hope this

will

continue. Occasional free copies may be sent from
time to time if in the opinion of the executive,
this will promote the interests of CAS.
REPORT ON THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING continues:
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REPORT ON THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING continued:

e) The sales potential of souvenir covers should be
carefully analysed and cost projections provided to
the treasurer before any new souvenir covers are
produced. A significant number of items from CAPEX 87
remain unsold and the same quantities must not be
produced for CAPEX 96.
In other business, good progress is being made by Ivan McKenzie
2)

in organizing the library and producing listings of
material available. (To be reported separately). It
was felt that a flat $2 fee should be charged to
cover shipping and handling of material being lent.
Additional photocopying costs, if incurred, to be
at the discretion of the librarian.

3) The desirability of publishing members' addresses was
discussed without a definitive conclusion. Any member
not wishing to have an address published or distributed
(To auction firms eta) should advise Ron Miyanishi.
Members may also wish to specifiy areas of collecting
interest upon renewal and Ron would assist contact if
addresses are no longer distributed.
4) No new information was available at the meeting as to the
Canadian Air Mail Catalogue. It is expected that Dick Malott
will continue to provide periodic progress reports.
Finally, it may be worth noting that the CAS Booth at ORAPEX
was most ably manned (or is that now personned) by Nelson
Bentley and was modestly successful with sales and giveaways. We would like to stress that running Booths is
something on which Ottawa members have no wish to keep a
monopoly. If there is a show in your locality why not
offer assistance. We can help but this is your Society too.
Any member who was unable to attend the Annual Meeting is
also most welcome to send additional comments to Dick
Chris or myself.

Mike Shand
Vice President CAS.

/
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THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
OrganizgpOi snjteRinterest of Aerophilate61 and Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

Dear fellow aerophilatelists:
A lot has transpired since the March 1995 issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist. The articles and
comments by Walter Plommish , Chuck Firby and our editor, Chris Hargreaves concerning the famous
London to London cover were timed most appropriately as Firby sold the cover for the Nickle Estate at his
recent 21 March 1995 auction for approximately $61,600.00 Canadian. Research is trying to confirm the
trail of this cover from the time it was prepared for cancellation until it was purchased at the auction by an
unidentified buyer from England. I was always under the impression after talking to Dr. L. Seale Holmes
of London, Ontario in the late 1940's while I was attending the University of Western Ontario, that the
cover was retrieved from the mail bag and acquired by Dr. Holmes as a souvenir of the flight. I have no
proof to support my statement other than as President of the Jeffries Stamp Club of the University of
Western Ontario I was granted the opportunity of speaking to Dr. Holmes on various philatelic subjects,
including the London to London cover. I have advised all concerned to check with the UWO for data from
its philatelic archives as a great deal of data was given to the University on this subject.
CAPEX'96 will soon be only one year away. The CAS needs the assistance of all of its members to make
the event a success for the CAS and the AAMS. Please let me know what you can do to help. At present
our secretary, Ron Miyanishi, is accepting names of members who will help look after our Society booth
in conjunction with the AAMS. Please contact Ron to let him know what amount of time you can spare to
help us. While at the booth you will have an opportunity to meet aerophilatelists from around the world,
as well as Canada and the USA. It will be a rewarding experience. We will have six lectures on
aerophilately/astrophilately. If you have a subject for presentation please let me know so that a good
selection may be made for the benefit of all attending. Our CAS/AAMS pins are selling well at $7.00
Canadian($5.00 US or 3.50 Sterling) . They are available from me. The CAPEX'96 pin in black, red, and
silver finish are available from CAPEX'96 Headquarters or myself at $5.00 Canadian ($3.50 US or 2.50
Sterling) Data on the hotel facilities are also available from either the CAPEX'96 HQ or myself
Arrangements for hotel accommodations at the Crowne Plaza Toronto Centre, 225 Front Street West,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5V 2X3 must be made personally directly with the hotel reservation office at
1-800-422-7969 or locally 416-597-1400. The rate is $135.00 Canadian per night, single or double
occupancy. Reserve now and ask for this special CAPEX'96 rate. The AAMS will have a hospitality suite
at the official hotel. The AAMS /CAS convention schedule will be released later .
The AAMS/CAS Convention dinner will be held at the Royal Canadian Military Institute (RCMI), 426
University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M5G 1S9 (Tel: 416-597-0286). Since the RCMI facilities hold 120
and our past two dinners had an average of 65 attending, one of our members, Col. Bill Robinson, who is
also President of the RPSC, suggested that members of other ROYAL Societies be invited to attend as
paying guests to find out what aerophilately and astrophilately is all about. . I have agreed to this idea and
in conjunction with the Executive Director of CAPEX'96 the following arrangements have been agreed to
for the evening. Those attending the dinner will also attend the RPSC President's cocktail reception at the
Convention Centre next to the Crowne Plaza and at the proper time buses will transport the diners to the
RCMI. All will proceed to the dinning room on the second floor of the RCMI led by a piper. A roast beef
dinner is tentatively planned with all the trimmings, including wines and port for the Royal Toast and to
other heads of state represented by those attending the dinner. The guest speaker will be Squadron Leader
Arthur Bishop, Second World War fighter pilot and the son of Canada's famous Billy Bishop, VC.. After
dinner special prizes will be allocated on the basis of ticket numbers. The RCMI will be open until 1 a.m..
Diners may leave whenever they wish by taxi for their accommodation or their automobile . At present the
total cost for the evening is estimated at $75.00 Canadian. CAS/AAMS members planning to attend are
requested to advise me now so that I can monitor the number who plan to attend. Payment will be
( Con tinued )
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT continued:
requested later payable in Canadian, American or U.K. Sterling. It is anticipated that this evening will be
as successful as our last two dinners at the RCMI during the last two CAPEX events.
Our next big happening is the scheduled book launching of "The Air Mails of Canada and
Newfoundland". We have 45 collectors, researchers and dealers working on this project with the first
deadline of 1 July 1995 for the planned content of the catalogue. Four sections are completed with several
more to come by 1 July 1995. Those working on this project are requested to meet this preliminary target
date to see what remains to be done. A final layout must be made and the photographs of material to be
shown selected. Canada Post has yet to approve the reproduction of their applicable air mail stamps and
others depicting aircraft. Three sections have yet to obtain a head - air mail rates, air mail facilities, and a
list of noted Canadian and Newfoundland aerophilatelists/astrophilatelists Are there three CAS members
knowledgeable in these areas who can compile the data for our catalogue? Please reply quickly as time is
fast fleeting. I do not wish to leave these areas out if at all possible. If you have names of collectors that
should be on this list please send the names to me with any available data. Thanks for your support.
I wish to thank Michael Shand, Vice-President of the CAS, for looking after our annual meeting during
ORAPEX'95 in Ottawa, 6 - 7 May 1995. The show was very successful again and more CAS activity
resulted. At the annual meeting it was approved to raise our yearly dues to $15.00 as of 1 January 1996. In
an attempt to cut our costs complimentary members are asked to join as paying members and less data will
be sent to the philatelic press. Fewer copies of "The Canadian Aerophilatelist" will be printed as the cost
of xeroxing is expensive. Other measures will be implemented to cut rising costs. This year we have
another special set of 9 autographed flown Snowbird covers from their flight over Ottawa on 7 May 1995
to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the end of the Second World War in Europe. There are 19 sets
available on Canadian War Museum special VE-Day size 10 envelopes canceled at the National Postal
Museum on 7 May 1995 with the assistance of our good friend Irene Landry. Captain Tana Beer,
Administration and Logistics Officer, 431 Demonstration Squadron (The Snowbirds), 15 Wing, Moose
Jaw, Saskatchewan is retiring from the Canadian Forces on 31 July 1995. In recognition of her support for
our projects for the last three years a CAS plaque for her contribution to the advancement of aerophilately
will be sent to her for presentation on 31 July 1995. Captain Shirley Grenier will replace Captain Beer.
One of our members, Cpl McLellan, is stationed at 15 Wing and is preparing special envelopes in
conjunction with the Squadron to be flown by the Snowbirds at the Moose Jaw air show in July. More data
will follow in the next issue of "The Canadian Aerophilatelist"
Awards for aerophilatelic/astrophilatelic entries at ORAPEX'95 and ROYALE 1995 ROYAL are as
follows: OREPEX'95: 6 -7 May 1995 (1)Canadian Crash Covers :Gold, RA STAMP CLUB (RA Plaque),
The Colin H. Bayley Memorial Trophy (Best Postal History - BNA) RK Malott; (2)Canadian Forces Postal
History:Forces Air Letter Forms: Vermeil: RK Malott; (3) Helicopter Mail in England : Bronze: Nelson
Bentley: (4) Rotor Wings - a Story (One Frame) Bronze: "Chopper".
ROYALE 1995 ROYAL: 26 - 28 May 1995 : (1) Canadian Crash Covers 1915 - 1978: Gold: RK Malott;
(2) A World of Pigeons (Thematic): Vermeil: Elmer W.A. Cleary: (3) Les Vols Orbitaux Habites 1961 1966 (Youth Philately): Silver-Bronze, CAS Plaque for Achievement in Aerophilately/Astrophilately:
Sebastien Lang. You can see that we need many more entries for aerophilately/astrophilately if these areas
of philately are to develop. Those eligible for entry at CAPEX'96 are encouraged to send me their
application by 30 June 1995. I have the forms if required as the National Commissioner for Canada.Enjoy
your summer.
Yours aerophilatelically,

(RK Malott) Major (Ret.) President Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
P.S.

An F.I.P. sanctioned International Exhibition, ESPAMER, will
be held in Seville, Spain, from May 4th to 12th 1996. The
exhibition will include "Aviation e Espacio", and is open to
entries from all Spanish speaking countries, plus North and
South America. Entries will be judged according to F.I.P. rules.
The entry fee is $10.00 U.S. per frame. Entry deadline is July
31st 1995! For more information contact Dick Malott.
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Further Study of the London to London Flight of 1927
Walter R. Plomish and Charles G. Firby
The sole surviving cover from the London to London flight was sold
by Charles G. Firby Auctions on April 30th 1995 for $40,000 U.S.,
if, one includes the buyers commission!—
which is $61,600 Canadian

This is a record for a Canadian air mail item, and may also be a
world record for a semi—official stamp.--2
Walter Plomish and Chuck Firby have been trying to clarify the
origin of this cover, and kindly sent me copies of their
correspondence. The key sections are reproduced below.
March 29,1995
From Chuck Firby to Walter Plomish:
Thank you for the research file on the London to London flight. You have obviously
done your digging to amass this hoard of information.
I have also recently read the C.A.S. article on the same subject. Truthfully, I am not
certain that I concur with your conclusions.
I have closely examined the cover and note that the cover also bears the August 29
machine cancel on the reverse. Is this the marking that the postmaster put on the cover just
prior to sealing the bag before the final departure?
Close examination also shows that the oval marking (which does not show up in the
photos) includes the following:

POSTMASTER
?? 2?, 1927
LONDON, ONTARIO
Is this the marking that the postmaster put on the cover just prior to the final take-off?
I believe this to be the case because there would have been no reason to apply such a
marking at the time of the first departure. He does, however, note giving special treatment by
adding a marking just prior to the final departure, in his letter.
If this is the case it points to the postmaster having removed this cover from the bag.
Why not? Perhaps he wanted a Souvenir. He did after all know of the demand, that was
going unfilled, for these stamps: Motive.
The nature of the mail bags contents should be examined to provide opportunity. The
covers were, after all, only souvenirs being sent to uppity ups who had no idea they were
even going to receive anything.
Was the London postmaster aware of this? Of course, he undoubtedly helped create
the list of recipients and knew that the odds of his being caught were nill.

( Continued )
This is one occasion when the term
Editor's note:
"Canadian" does not include Newfoundland. — In 1992, for example,
Harmers of London sold a "UNIQUE 1919 MANUSCRIPT MARTINSYDE
'RAYMORE' 2c. USED WITH UNOVERPRINTED 2c. ON COVER ADDRESSED TO
LONDON, ENGLAND" for 75,000 Pounds, which was about $180,000 with
commission!
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Further Study of the London to London Flight of 1927 - continued:

Now, why is it so hard to believe that the postmaster did not remove this cover just
prior to the final take off? There is no way he could have been caught until the item was in
-

the market.
Further examination of the cover shows that a piece of paper had been attached to the
cover to conceal the addressee. The tape marks show clearly in the photos. This piece of
paper having come off some time ago.
The address has not been cutout as you previously suggested.
Could it be that our postmaster had attached this label to conceal the fact that it may
have come out of his bag? An afterthought? Pang of conscience and fear of being found
out? I don't know and am certain that we never will. But I am equally certain that there
would be no reason for anyone else to place this label there. Surely not a philatelist - this
would be quite destructive, as we can see.
The only reason, to my way of thinking, is to conceal to whom the cover was to go.
This certainly points to the postmaster.
It is a darn shame that Ed Richardson and J.C. Cornelius are no longer alive. I would
bet that they knew the source that brought this piece to market, in which case the historical
story could be proven to be accurate. The story as we have it concurs with my hypotheses
excepting the name of the person from whence the cover came into the market. This absence
of fact also points to the historical story being accurate as the name of the postmaster would
surely never be divulged by the person fortunate enough to acquire the item. The story
would be passed along however and this old story has always pointed to the London
postmaster.
Chuck Firby

April 4,1995
From Walter Plomish to Chuck Firby:
Thank you for your most interesting letter, outlining your views on my CAS article and
hypotheses on the existence of the only surviving London to London flight envelope.
When I originally formed an opinion with respect to the existence of this envelope, unlike you
I did have the luxury of having examined the front and back of the envelope in person. In fact,
working from a rather poor black and white photocopy, I incorrectly came to the conclusion
the address had been cut out of the envelope and then taped back on.
Now that I have your auction catalogue in my possession, I see that by viewing the colour
photograph, you are quite correct in your reasoning, that something was taped onto the front
of the envelope at one time. You must understand, that by not being afforded an opportunity
to inspect the envelope personally, it has been most difficult to form an opinion.
However, the colour photograph is quite good and I am now prepared to offer an alterative
to your view on the existence of this envelope.
Based on the fact, the staining on the manilla envelope appears to extend up to and under
the bottom left hand portion of the stamp and the fact there is no damage or staining on or
about the perforations of the stamp, I therefore believe, it would be logical to conclude the
stamp was affixed after the tape was removed. Again, it is very difficult when one has not
inspected the envelope in person.

( Continued )
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Further Study of the London to London Flight of 1927 - continued:
To further support this theory, please note how close the bottom left hand corner of the stamp
comes to the typewritten word "Service." It appears to almost, but not quite touch the letters
i and e of the address. It is apparent by the placement of the London to London label on this
envelope, that it was slapped on in a most unceremonious manner and is in fact, step franked
over the bottom of the 3 cent Confederation postage stamp. In addition, the top right corner
of the 3 cent Confederation stamp is torn off.
This all leads me to believe, that I would rule out the possibility that this envelope was
manufactured by the London Postmaster. If in fact, he where to have made himself a souvenir
of this flight, he most certainly would have affixed an undamaged 3 cent postage stamp and
would have utilized an unstained envelope.
Taking into consideration the slightly rumpled condition of the envelope and the fact the
corners are rounded, it could be argued this envelope was placed into the mailbag, on at least
the first attempted flight. I believe the envelope for some unknown reason had tape applied
to the envelope front and at some later point in time, the tape was removed leaving the
present staining on the envelope.
I also believe the 42 flight envelopes, were prepared by post office staff, by pre-affixing 3
cent confederation issues onto the upper right hand corner of the envelopes. The envelopes
were then pre-addressed by a typewriter. Again, I have not inspected the envelope, but it
would be interesting to note, if the type is over the tape stain in and around the words "The
Controller of."
Just before the first mail bag was made up for the original flight, the London to London labels
were then affixed and cancelled with the special hand stamp and then placed in the mail bag.
Please take reference to document dated August 16, 1927 to the Postmaster General. In the
second paragraph, the postmaster notes, "Accompanying the dispatch will of course be the
usual Letter Bills and the regular procedure will be followed." This would provide for a record
of the dispatch upon arrival in England and it would then be noted, an envelope was missing.
As the same procedure was followed for the second attempt, I think it unlikely the London
postmaster purposely kept an envelope from the dispatch.
As noted in your letter, I agree that the London Ontario oval hand stamp was applied at the
time, the bag was re-opened, new way bills listing the 42 letters were made out, and the bag
was resealed.
This leaves us with only one real credible theory, while replacing the 42 newly hand stamped
envelopes back into the mailbag and replacing the seal, one envelope somehow did not make
it back into the mail bag. I do not think it was by design of the London Postmaster, but it was
attributable to human error. Everyone was probably at a high pitch of excitement at the time
the bag was opened and resealed. The answer to this mystery in my view, is really quite
simple. By the time the envelope was discovered, the flight had already left and whoever
found the envelope simply took it as a souvenir. For all we know, it may not have been
discovered until after it was known the flight was lost.
This is probably the most reasonable scenario, as once the flight was lost, the new owner
could not have publicly produced this envelope. I do agree with you inasmuch as, Ed
Richardson and J.C. Cornelius are concerned. They may have spoken to the London Ontario
Postmaster when he was still alive, and found that he was in fact, the individual who found
the envelope if it had not been placed in the mailbag in error due to the excitement of the

moment. Or conversely, he may have known who if anyone else had found the envelope.
There is also the very real possibility, that as you suggest the postmaster simply took it as a
personal souvenir. However, one would have to wonder if this was so, why he did not take
an envelope from the dispatch that was in better condition? [ tape stains - torn 3 cent stamp]
Between us, I think we have taken this as far as we can, given the present amount of
information available at this time.
Walter Plomish
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Message-carrier Rockets in the Spanish Civil War (1936-39)
Jose M. Grandela
Bureau FIP of Astrophilately
In the morning of February 12th, 1938, the londoners accompanied their breakfast
with a curious chronicle from Spain offered by the Daily Telegraph and Morning Post: "War
propaganda by rockets in Spain". The information sent by the Universal Talking News
correspondent, Mr. R. E. Jeffrey, reported that at that time both sides used for this purpose
a rocket with a range of a mile and a half, which scattered 1.000 pamphlets at a time.
Same year, on April 20th, the Swiss weekly magazine Schweizer Illustrierte Zeitung,
extended the information adding the picture shown in the front page of this issue of Cronica
■ \.\4, 3'i-c-.0.\-:0,
Filatelica.
After such unknown news, a long silence of many years fell, and the evidences of the
real existence of the message-carrier rockets vanished in the same way that they had
appeared, between the smoke hazes of the History. Suddenly they appeared again in the
World Philatelic Exhibition GRANADA '92 (Spain). An impressive astrophilately exhibit of Mrs.
Beatrice Bachmann was shown there having a propaganda leaflet of the Spanish Civil War
(identical to the one reproduced in the front page of this magazine), stating that it had been
spread over the enemy trenches by a rocket. Both mentioned chronicle and picture escorted
the leaflet.
Some members of the FIP Jury, together with specialists of the Spanish Civil War Spaniards and foreigners-, deeply discussed if the displayed propaganda leaflet could or could
not have travelled by rocket looking forward some unassigned addressees.
The final conclusion was negative, commenting the discussants present there, that
the leaflet could have never been sent by rocket because none of them ever heard of such
devices being used along the Spanish Civil War. Nevertheless they admitted the possibility
that the leaflet could have been spread by airplane, but in that case such propaganda item
should not be accepted in an astrophilatelic exhibit, according with the FIP Special
Regulations. (Errare humanum est!).
( Continued
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Message-carrier Rockets in the Spanish Civil War (1936-39) by Jost N. Grandela - continued:
I was witness on that discussion and at the end I got a serious doubt on who was
right. I then took the decission of start searching the truth about the carrier-messages rockets.
I asked to dozens of testimonies and only Mr. Felix Gomez-Guillamon, specialist of the
Spanish Civil War, was able to address me towards the 5th Regiment (militar unit created and
controlled byt the Communist Party) as one of the possible ways to start searching. All the
other historians and old soldiers to whom I referred to, discouraged me of continuing tracking
something that "never existed".
During two and a half years I have been crossing the military geography of Spain
from edge to edge, going under dozens of militar and civil files from La Coruna to Santa Cruz
de Tenerife (Canary Islands), or from Barcelona to Huelva, consulting large and small libraries
looking for books and news papers at Madrid, Paris, Rome, London and Frankfurt, now I can
guarantee that: Yes! The message-carrier rockets existed In the Spanish Civil War (19361939), and that they were extensively used by both fighting Armies to spread printed
propaganda over the enemy trenches!. (The attached reproduced documents worth more
than a thousand words).
The message-carrier rockets appeared for the first time in the Spanish Army in 1925: )"
The Reglamento para el Enlace y el Servicio de Transmisiones (Regulations for the Linkage
and Transmissions Service) was approved on August 1st, 1925, and included the messagecarrier rockets as one of the methods for transmission in the Army. It consisted of a small
cylindrical container of light metal in which the orders and messages to be sent to the own
advanced units in the front were introduced. That method could save the soldier lives in the
dangerous areas under the fire of the enemy. None of those who introduced the messagecarrier rockets in the Militar Regulations could have expected that a decade afterwards they
could become so relevant.
On July 18th, 1936 a militar uprising became into a craziness lasting one thousand
days. The own pecualiarities to every civil fight forced the use of the so called "psychological
war" by both "loyalists" and "nationalists", or "reds" and "fascists" as they used to address to
the others.
"Loyalists" and "nationalists" attempted by all means to discourage, scare and
cowardise their enemies, pressing them to come over their own lines. Loudspeakers and
printed leaflets were used between threnches, these last mainly used by rockets. Such
methods worked so efficiently, that both General Staffs made a daily counting of the enemy
soldiers -that following the instructions given by the oral and written propaganda-, were
running the risk of loosing their lives while deserting from one army into the other.
The Republican War Ministry (later National Defense) created on October 16th, 1936,
the Comisario General de Guerra (General War Politic Commisariat) that delegated on the
Subcomisaria de Agitacion, Propaganda, Prensa y Edicion (Subcommission of Agitation,
Propaganda, Press and Editions) all duties concerning the demolition of the rebelds morale.
Only 8 days after that, on October 24th, the first official reference of the use of the
message-carrier rockets or propaganda-carrier rockets appeared. It was published by the
news paper "Milicia Popular" del 5° Regimiento (5th Regiment), telling that they were: ...a
method to send leaflets to the soldiers on the enemy lines, giving them instructions to desert
from the fascists lines. The method consisted of launching them by rockets, so the leaflets
were spreaded like a rain of propaganda after the rocket bursting. ( The Commissioneer of

Agitation and Propaganda, informed to the War Ministry on April 1937, that not less than 80
million of propaganda leaflets had been thrown over the enemy in just six moths of activity).
The Nationalist Zone delayed much more the moment of organizing the propagandacounterpropaganda, and on April 16th, 1937 the 1st Section of the Cuartel General del
Generalisimo (General Franco's Headquarter) ordered to the Regimiento de Transmisiones
(Signal Corps Regiment): ...to create immediatly a Company with specialists in order to attend
the propaganda on the fronts, receiving for such purpose instructions from the State Delegate
for Press and Propaganda...

To strengthen the conviction that the message-carrier rockets were widely used, here
is the literal transcription of just two official texts found in the Servicio Historico Militar (Militar
Historical Service).
A) Republican Zone.- Report of the Subcommissioneer of Agitation and Propaganda. Valencia
July 31st, 1937.- For a better use of the propaganda labor over the enemy lines, the factory
in Godella (by Valencia city), seized by the War Ministry, could daily provide us with 1,500
rockets...

( Continued )
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Message-carrier Rockets in the Spanish Civil War (1936-39) by Jose M. Grandela - continued:
B) Nationalist Zone.- Report of the General in Chief of the 1st Army Corps, in Villa del Prado.
February 1st, 1939.- Launch of written propaganda over the enemy: Launch of rockets is
almost daily. A total of one thousand and twenty five rockets with different leaflets, have been
launched along this month over Toledo, Talavera and other areas.
The space limitation prevents me now of extending this subject any longer.
Nevertheless I believe that I have succeed indeed in my proposal to demonstrate the truth of
the use of message-carrier rockets along the Spanish Civil War. In a future issue of Cronica
Filatelica I shall enlarge the information announced herewith for the first time, adding more
precises facts about the message-carrier rockets, the militar units that launched them, and
about the own messages carried inside.
Once I have demonstrated that there were printed leaflets of different sizes, and even
newspapers flown by rockets in the Spanish Civil War, it is evident that those exceptional
items will become rare pieces in any Astrophilatelic exhibit, as most of them were destroyed
along the war and afterwards, and today is highly rare to find even a single sample of them.
The lucky collector that could find any of those leaflets, and could demonstrate as well
that were flown by rocket over the trenches, will be the owner of a real rarity that the expert
Juries will admire and evaluate accordingly following the FIP Guidelines for Judging
Astrophilatelic, Art. 3.4.b: Rocket mail. Such an exhibit should comprise flown items by
rockets...The exhibit may also include related material such as: ...leaflets and reduce
newspapers transported by rockets...
This article is just a brief synopsis of a huge bunch of documentation that I have
been able to find about message-carrier rockets, so I have decided to put it together in a jet
unknown book (having the same title of this article), for the general aknowledge of
astrophilately and postal history devotees. I hope that this release and some others that I
could publish in a near future, will add at least a piece of truth to the divulged story so it could
better suit with the real History.

***
Nacionalist leaflet reproduced on the cover:
Crossing from your lines to ours is a hundred times less dangerous than the fate that
is bound to come to your side.
Try it and save your life!.
Long live Spain!.

LEGIONARIOS!
Leaflet nr. 1 (republican):
What is Franco doing with Spain?

El .aimed de rrrrrr nue h.n insplent•de ley seiteraos nue
•nlignamente el uniform. de 4.46•4•1 on no Ejereibe .4.444
dado per roiyelyles y N•idere• ES UN SIGNO DE COBARDIA
Y DE DEBILIDAD.
Elle. yylben nue rrr el. en eu. Elay pep... es oldie., 7
••ill • p•••• • nuestre lade en <nem. pedals. Eau es le a6.. le.
da
Si denoestrila emend.. doclyien galena...mint, ye se ye .ter
...in • Nailed • null., PORQUE ELLOS SON UNA MINORIA.
I Apre..<la•41 ....4141.4454. de debilIdad pare p•s.. • nue•
Ite. 61.61

Leaflet nr. 2 (republican):
Legionaries!
The state of terror impossed by "dandies" indignantly using the uniform of officer in
an Army commanded by rebelds and traitors IS A SIGN OF COWARDICE AND
WICKEDNESS.
They know you are in their side because you are forced to, and that you shall come
to our side the moment you can. That's what they are afraid of.
If all of you, as a whole, show your decission, they will not dare to kill anybody,
BECAUSE THEY AREA MINORITY.
Take advantage of this situation of wickedness and come to our side!.
Leaflet nr. 3 (nationalist):
Either you come to us or we shall go over you!.

COMISARIADO DE GUERRA. MADRID

Av-3
0. to pasas
o p a s amos

For further information on this topic, contact:
Senor Jose M. Grandela, Commission for Astrophilately,
Dr. Federico Rubico, 12
28039 Madrid, Spain
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AEROPEX and the FISA FREE CLASS OF EXHIBITS
EDITOR'S NOTE: The requirements for aerophilatelic exhibits seem to
be a topic of ongoing interest and contention. One of
innovations taken to try and resolve this issue, is the
introduction of the "FISA Free Class of Exhibits", which was
tried for the third time at AEROPEX.
I asked several of our members who attended AEROPEX for
their observations on the "FISA Free Class", (and on AEROPEX),
and have compiled the following report from their replies":
1 - THE SETTING: AEROPEX, November 18 - 20 1995. - MIKE SHAND.
As many aerophilatelists will know, the big Aero exhibition of

1994 was Aeropex 94, held in Adelaide, Australia. The official
reason for this show was the 75th Anniversary of the first
England - Australia flight by Ross and Keith Smith, December 1919.
However a very important and well deserved secondary reason was
as tribute to Nelson Eustis, the senior (in every sense) aerophilatelist in Australia who was organizer, host, President and
inspiration for the show.
Adelaide is a very beautiful city in November with parks and river,
flowers blooming and vines sprouting although those from the
northern hemisphere have some mental adjustments to make when
encountering Santa Clauses and Xmas decorations in 30°C weather.
The fine old town hall where the exhibition was held, was hard
pressed to accommodate almost 500 frames of exhibits including
literature and many dealers doing a brisk business. As might be
expected there was some emphasis on Australian and Pacific
aerophilately but there was also a broad selection of aero exhibits
from Czechoslovakia, Sudan, Jamaica and other countries as well
as Astrophilately, rockets, zepplins and some excellent invited
material of Philippines, Papua New Guinea, Japan, India and
elsewhere by Jury members and others. In all, as broad and
interesting an assembly of air mail as one could hope for.
The two major awards went to Tom Frommer (Grand Prix) for:
"Australia's Contribution to the Development of World Airmails,
1919 - 1934" and to Greg Schmidt (Grand Prix International),
for: "Naval and Pan-Am flights, 1925 - 1941". The CAS plaque was
awarded to Eric Tawn of England for: "Scottish Airmails 1919 1950. As the only Canadian exhibitor (where are you all?) my
showing of New Zealand Airmails 1919 - 1940 picked up a vermeil.
In addition to the show itself, all associated events were managed
or presented in a first class way, from the pre—show reception

for judges and overseas visitors to the final Palmares with
barber-shop quartet (quintet when Nelson Eustis joined in) and

( Continued )
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continued:

other dignitaries from Australia Post etc. The New Zealand Air
Mail Society had a meeting which, although a member for some years,
was the first I had attended in person. It was a great pleasure
to meet Jim Stapleton, Ron House and others who have done so much
for NZ Aerophilately for so many years. The new Stapleton catalogue
was published in time for the show and is a 'must' for anyone
interested in flights with a NZ connection. It lists all internal
and external flights of NZ and can be had by contacting the AMS
of NZ at Box 29-144 Fendalton, Christchurch, NZ.
The AAMS also had a meeting, chaired by president Jonathan L.
Johnson Jr, who gave a talk on Sikorsky aircraft while Alex Newell
in his usual vigorous way, gave his views of exhibiting and
judging according to current establishment (FIP) thinking. Alex also
had some words on the relatively new FISA Free Class where more
latitude is given to develop for example thematic exhibits based
on aircraft type which are not then evaluated by judges in the
stricter way of more traditional air mail exhibits. It is also a
great place for first time exhibitors, who may feel intimidated
by all the rules, to try their hand at showing interesting material
and to get feedback on possible improvements. Are you listening
Capex '96 ? New exhibitors from Canada ?
There was also an auction of some 675 lots of airmail material, the
largest I have seen in quite a while, by Charles Leski (83 Riversdale
Road, Hawthorn, Victoria 3122, Australia.) Although again
concentrating mainly on the Austral-asian area because of this show,
other air mail material was also sold and Leski has periodic air
mail sales well worth looking at. A Canadian cover of 9 Oct 1919
from Passboro N.S. to N.Y. sold for $380.A. but the star item was a
1919 cover from Singapore with Ross Smith Vignette which after
spirited bidding went for $13,500.A. as opposed to a pre-sale
estimate of $4 - 5000. (Out of my league!)
The difference between a specialized show such as this and
a major International event such as Philakorea is quite
remarkable. This one was smaller, warmer, friendlier and of
course with everyone speaking english and sharing the common
interest of aerophilately was in many ways more enjoyable.
However this is not to say that if within your reach you should
give Capex '96 a miss. The CAS plans a number of events to
cater to the Aero fraternity within the context of the largest
show ever held in Canada. A visit (many visits if possible)
will be very rewarding but if the Australian Aerophilatelic
community can stage such a successful Aero event,why not us?

Mike Shand
( Continued )
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FISA FREE CLASS OF EXHIBITS

-

continued:

THE BACKGROUND TO THE FISA FREE CLASS — Alex Newall:
The idea behind it is to give people an opportunity to show whatever they wish without the usual restrictions based on strict
rules as prescribed by FIP. The single restriction is that whatever is shown should follow, the definition of Aerophilately,
i.e.
Aerophilately represents a study of the development of
airmail services and collection of documents relevant to
such development.
Stamps and postal stationery issued specifically for use on airmail form an intrinsic part of such documentation.
Following this premise, any exhibit is admitted as long as one
way or another it shows the development of airmail services.
This may be an exhibit of regular flights just as much as casual
mail carried in outlying parts of Australia, for instance, by
their extensive Flying Doctor service.
Of course, judging of such loose material cannot have hard and
fast rules, but the purpose of the exercise is to tell the exhibitor which part of his exhibit could qualify within the FIP
regulations, mark it in this territory and also reward any effort
within an aerophilatelic endeavour.

3 —

THE EXHIBITS AT AEROPEX — Mike Shand and Jonathan Johnson
The recent Airmail Show in Adelaide, Australia, officially
designated "A National Aero/Astra Philatelic Exhibition with
International Participation", offered exhibitors the opportunity
to display material in a "FISA Free Class". This was not listed
as a Class in the initial Bulletins, Entry Forms or other such
material nor, to the best of my knowledge was it anywhere defined
in pre-show publicity. Nevertheless, there it was.
Eight entries were submitted in this Class although both
National and International Sections invited exhibits showing
(as one sub-class) "Exhibits of one airline, aircraft type or
mode of air transportation': The Free Class exhibits were:

1

)

Recollections and Reflections of the De Havilland
DH84 Dragon
A nostalgic look at the first suggested ideas that brought
into fruition the 'Dragon' and includes covers of flights
by a retrieved aircraft that lived to 'fly another day'.

2 ) The MIPEX Hovercraft Mail
An experimental hovercraft mail was flown in
Melbourne in 1963 in connection with MIPEX.

3 ) A Commemmoration of the World's First International
Airmail Service (Vienna to Kiev, 1918)
Exhibit will describe the world's first international air
service from Vienna (Austria)'to Kiev (Ukraine) in
March 1918. It will include covers which travelled part
of the route (Vienna - Krakow - Lemberg (Luiv) - Kiev)
and also various anniversary artifacts (covers, special
cancels, stamps etc) issued by Austria, Ukraine and the
United Nations Postal Authority to commemorate the
flight. Lk re.
"0,

( Continued )
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AEROPEX and the FISA FREE CLASS OF EXHIBITS,

The Exhibits - continued:

4 ) Airlines Servicing Australia
A look at airlines serviceing Australia since 1945
through franking machines, postage paid imprints and
airline stationery. C3
cuw-e
5 ) World Wide Airmails
Airmail postcards (world wide),aerogrammes (world wide),
air covers used and mint (world wide), flight covers,
balloon flight, airmail labels used (world wide), airmail
postmarks (world wide). C3 C%-o.e.s .)

7 ) Commonwealth of Australia Airletters and
Aerogrammes Printed Privately under Licence
This exhibit (involving extensive research) shows
examples of airletter/aerogramme forms approved for
private manufacture by the Postal Authority. It was
mandatory to show the Licence or Aerogramme number
and make provision for affixing a stamp of the required
value on the front panel. (3 Cc-bA,•- e-t

8) A First Exhibit - Bits & Pieces C
b) Working Life of the DC-3
A short exhibit showing various DC-3s at work in times
of war and peace along with other relevant material.
F- co—se

A

further three exhibits entered in other classes were transferred

to Free Class by the judges. These were:

9 ) Airlines of the World
A collection of aeroplanes that belong to airlines of the
world, large and small, past and present, identified by
livery, registration or none as to their airline. Where
possible a cover carried by the airline, a picture in
airline livery and a passenger ticket. Also pre-stamped
aerogrammes showing airline ticket. (S"

10 ) Commercial Aviation
A collection of stamps, covers, meters etc showing the
use and type of aircraft from the first mail planes to the
supersonic. F

1 1 ) Indian Airmails 1911-47 (This last although transferred,was for some
reason, not available to judge).
The judging was not based on the traditional method to award medals,

V;eswere simply rated A,B & C.

Those with an 'A' were No. 2,4,7,

9, and 10 as above. Based on what I saw I would say these had
better material and had a more focussed theme than the others. (1' -‘:\c.c. SV-0•••••4--)

Numbers 3,

5, 6,

and 8 received a "B"; number 1 a "C".

4 — MEMBER'S OPINIONS:
FISA Free Class, don't know what Mike wrote you, I enjoy viewing exhibits
in which collectors are allowed to show a bit of history as well as covers.
This does not mean that they can depart from a continuing story, however
photos of aircraft, airline labels, tickets and other pertinent memorabilia
may be a way to increase viewing of exhibits and it may bring additional
exhibits from collectors not having the "big buck items" and not wishing +6 clef
their feet wet going up against traditional exhibits. In other words lets
have more exhibitors and hopefully more viewer of those exhibits.
Jonathan Johnson

( Continued )
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AEROPEX and the FISA FREE CLASS OF EXHIBITS, heaber's Opinions - continued:

Re the FISA Free Class - I looked at the S that
were in it, and thought they were interesting,
but in general they wouldn't have done very well
in a Competitive Class. From one of the meetings,
when Free Class was talked about, I got the idea
that Free Class was for people just getting into
Exhibiting.

NELSON BENTLEY
This was the first time such a Class had been judged in Australia
and it is understandable if not all the definitions and ground
rules are completely clear. In my view it is a very useful
addition to such an exhibition in allowing two types of entry
that might otherwise be discouraged. First there are certainly
those with virginal or limited exhibiting experience and who
would like to start somewhere. Judges are pledged not to be
overly critical but to give advice based on a real exhibit as
to what could be improved or added to. Secondly almost all
Aerophilatelists I know are interested in collecting collateral
material, photographs of planes or pilots, autographS,timetables
or the like. These are deeply frowned upon by traditional judges
so much fascinating material is never exhibited.
If the exhibitor could organize such material as it relates
to one aircraft or one airline significantly involved in the
delivery of mail, it would be interesting to see an imaginative
presentation along these lines in some future FREE CLASS.

MIKE SHAND

5 — THE FUTURE?
We have now had three very successful applications of FISA Free
Class and, forgetting anything else which happened, it added
at least a score to the ranks of true airmail collectors.
The next FISA Free Class will form part of the Swiss exhibition
in Kloten (near Zurich) later this year.
Should your Organising Committee consider adding it to CAPEX,
FISA would be prepared to help with further details, always
remembering that our approach at the moment must be rather pragmatic.

ALEX NEWALL
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CANADIAN AIRMAIL PERFING - Trelle A. Morrow
The collectors of Canadian Airmail who are looking for diversion
and expansion in material will find both challenge and interest
in the private perfins. The 0.H.M.S• perfins are well-known and
are covered quite extensively in Wrigley's catalogue, " Canadian
Postage Stamps Perforated and Overprinted".
The publication of interest to us in studying the Airmail Perfins
is, "Canadian Stamps with Perforated Initials", by Johnson and
Thomasson. The study of perfins generally has been carried on
with vigour for some years and certainly this work by the MAPS
Perfin Study Group is of•immense value to the specialists in
other areas such as Airmail to name just one avenue.
In the Handbook the format provides a listing of various
Companies that employed perfins together with the period of usage.
The number of Companies employing perfins in the Airmail issues,
1928 to 1946, is over 40.
Included in the Airmail section of the perfin h andbook are
listings for Scott s Cl, C3, C4, CS, C6, C7, C8, and C9. One
stamp, the Scott s - C2, is not listed so presumably no perfin
has been reported to date.
In conclusion, one can only say that preparation of a comprehensive Airmail perfin collection will call for a sharp eye.
Material of this nature will crop up unexpectedly in dealer
stock and general collections.
What is common? The Scott's C6 to C9 Airmails contain most of
the perfins. Commonly found initials include;
CPR
CNR
CMS
MLI S PS COG
Perfins in the Scott's Cl to C5 grouping will require diligent
searching.
-

lor .or Npv 1r -lor Nor lipr lir lor 'ler It, yr Nor Igr v' lir 'V lir lir Nor 11 Nor lovNerJvv•A ,

.

.AFTER FIVE1DAYS RETURN TO

VIA AIkf'

.loyal Insurance Company Ltd.
P n'

°

'-t4

30R7
Winnipeg Manitoba. ( c: /c.v. ,:s•

110. 1C

\N\-1?

Messrs. MoAra 13ros. Agencies,
Regina,
Saskatchewan.

ALAI, AL Alb: .41. /11.

Ak.

-4111.

Illustration shows an Airmail Registered cover from Royal &
Queens Insurance and franked with seven Cl perfin stamps.
( Continued )
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CANADIAN AIRMAIL PERFINS, Trelle A. Morrow - continued:
EDITOR'S NOTE:
If you're stumped regarding the origin of some of
the Perfins, so was I. - According to Trelle they are:
CPR
CNR
CMS
MLI
S
PS
CBC

Canadian Pacific Railway
Canadian National Railways
Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co.
Mutual Life Insurance
Swifts (in the meat packing business)
Province of Saskatchewan
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

Also note that the Royal & Queens perfin is inverted.

FOLLOW UP - FROM THE LAST ISSUE
FIRST ENGLAND - AUSTRALIA AIRMAIL, 1929?
First, t.nc,lana-Australia
Airmail.

all

V.d.Wilson seq.,
C/O Box 76 B.
_
G.P.O.
MELBOUhNE.

AUMTRALIA

QUESTION:
This cover was mailed from Dorking, Surrey, on the 8th
MAY 1929, and was backstamped in Melbourne on the 7th JUNE 1929.
- Could anybody identify the route and airline it would have
taken?
ANSWER:

From J.R. Hill:

By May, 1929 the Air Mail from Great Britain traveled all the way to Karachi, mainly by the old RAF
routes. Then the mail went by sea to Australia and then across Australia by land route. The air route in
Australia was initiated on 2 June, 1929. Information can be found in "Stamp Collecting" 21 Sept, 1972, PP
157-159 in an article by W. Dudley Edwards, "A Brief History of the UK-Australasia Air Route" and
details of the exact routing can be found in "The Postal History of the British Air Mails" by Edward B.
Proud.

Thanks James, and thanks also to Jack Ince and Mike Shand for
their replies.

REPRODUCTIONS OF COVERS AUTOGRAPHED BY CAPT. J. ERROLL BOYD, 1959?
QUESTION: An advertisement was prepared for these covers, but were
any actually produced? - Did any member see the advertisement,
and/or purchase one either at the time or since?
NO ANSWERS RECEIVED YET.

(But the editor is still hoping for one.)
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FOLLOW UP - continued
FOKKER AIRCRAFT IN CANADA
Jacques Bot has kindly supplied the following information:

I understand from Mr. Malott's note that your society is preparing a new
catalogue. Maybe you can use the following (probably incomplete)
information about Fokker aircraft and Canadian Philately (c/n
construction number):
1927
Western Canada Airways semi-official stamp
c/n 406
G-CAGD Universal
1927, February
Western Canada Airways "City of Toronto"
Canadian Airways (successor to WOO
1930, November 25
1931, December 17
H.R. MtConarchie
1932, September 22
Independent Airways
1928
Experimental Prairie Flights cachets
c/n 810
G-CASM Super Universal
1928, September 28
Western Canada Airways
1931, April 4
destroyed by hangar fire, Stevenson Field
1980 (?) vending machine booklet cover (in red and in violet)
c/n CV137
CF-AJB Super Universal
1929, September
Canadian Vickers (stored until 1934)
1934, February 28
Northern Transportation
1935, August 29
Starrat Airways
1942, November 6
broken up into spare parts
1982
bush aircraft stamp (60c)
c/n 803
G-CASK Super Universal
1928, August 17
Western Canada Airways
Dominion Explorers (chartered frail, WOO
1928, August 28
1930, November 25
Canadian Airways (successor to WOO
burnt during fuelling on ice, McMurray
1933, March 31

INFORMATION NEEDED FOR THE AIRMAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
AIR MAIL SERVICE AND AIR STAGE SERVICE SECTION — Dick McIntosh
What you soon find as you start to carefully update existing catalogues is that there are many
more questions that come to mind than. can be answered. As co-ordinator of the Air Mail
Service and Air Stage Services section. I would appreciate very much input on additions or
corrected information on existing listings in AAMS Vol. 5, or any covers proposed for listing .
Some people have already been very helpful.
There are a few specific questions for which the working group need answers. If you can help,
please let me know.
The following covers to 1930 are listed but we have no proof that they exist. If you do, please
advise us and send a photocopy if possible of front and back.
Dec. 25, 1927 La Mailbaie - Franklin #502a AAMS 5V4
Oct. 26, 1926 Victoria to Seattle, crash cover
(unlisted)
Jan. 11, 1928 Moncton Grindstone Island AAMS 5V4 #505. Any post offices other
than Grindstone or House Harbour
Covers exist from Leamington to Pelee Island (backstamped which is usually reserved only for
flown covers) in Oct. and Nov. 1927 when the first flight, #501, is noted on Dec. 14.
Explanation?
April 13, 1928 (or 1929) covers Postmarked Blanc Sablon and signed by the lighthouse

keeper who was part of Bremen Greenly Island escapade. Any explanation?

( Continued )
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INFORMATION NEEDED FOR

THE AIRMAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND

AIR MAIL SERVICE AND AIR STAGE SERVICE SECTION - continued
Experimental Prairie Flights Dec. 10-29, 1928.
This three-week service was flown as
weather and mechanical problems allowed. There were six interconnecting routes and all were
not flown each day and some points may have been overflown. Postmarks and backstamps reflect
late flights and tardy post office backstamps but we cannot differentiate which. Does anyone
have information on which days mail was actually flown and to which points - based on post
office or flying records?
Feb. 17, 1929 Newark -Montreal opening Newark Airport. Name of airline and pilot needed.
Sept. 14-17, 1930 Ford Reliability Tour in Canada. Covers known for most points. Anyone
have Sept. 16 Moosejaw, Sept. 18 Calgary, Sept. 19 Lethbridge?
Other covers listed in AAMS 5th edition but not actually seen include
(confirmation of existence and photocopies if possible would be appreciated.)
231 A
231 B
233
236 A

246 D
247 all legs
247 A

253
254 both legs

Varieties on places, dates and ships in Red Bay and Bradore Bay flights.
327
30
289 B
340 all legs
302 all legs
305 all legs
306 both legs
310 all legs
316
276

350, K, L
352 Only F, J, K seen
353
356, D only seen

640 all legs
544
614 all legs
601D & E
641 A
545
616 A
602 all legs
645 A
617 A
560 all legs
603 A
650 A
575 A
618 A
604 A
660 all legs
577, Only A and D seen
627 all legs
612 A
596
13A6 1938, July 9 -- January 27, 1940 -- Montreal to Edmonton via Fort Ross, N.W.T. & Coppermine, N.W.T. (First Arctic Experimental Mail Test North West Passage Route East to
West). Montreal-Edmonton
(50 pieces)
all legs
(3 pieces)
a. Other Points-Edmonton

628 A
661 all legs
662 all legs
663 A
664 A
670 A
'675 A
676 A
677A
That's enough requests for information for now. There may be more for the next issue of the
Canadian Aerophilatelic.
Please send information to:

Dick McIntosh
47 Aldenham Crescent
Don Mills, Ontario
M3A 1S3
or
phone: (416) 447-1579
( Continued )
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INFORMATION NEEDED FOR THE AIRMAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND

-

continued:

SEMI—OFFICIAL FIRST AND SPECIAL FLIGHTS — Murray Heifetz
In updating the listings in the current Volume IV of the AAMC there are a number of
items that have to be reverified. Some are because there is doubt about the current
information. Some are because they have not been seen recently. The list below
covers all items of concern. What we need urgently is for collectors who have or
know anything about the items to send me the information , hopefully with a
photocopy of the cover if they have one. Replies should be sent to 49 Ternhill Cres.,
Don Mills, Ont., Canada, M3C 2E4.
LAURENTIDE AIR SERVICE
Any cover with CL1 or CL2 dated Sep. 11, 1924
Any cover dated Sep. 16, 1924 (2 were reported in Marquis of Bute sale)
JACK V ELLIOT AIR SERVICE
Any covers posted with dates between March 7 and 9, 1926
Dates of any covers with either the single oval "Mining Division" or the double oval
"Gold District" cachet. Also, any usage of these cachets on covers flown by Western
Canada Airlines or Patricia Airways & Exploration
PATRICIA AIRWAYS & EXPLORATION
Covers or data for CL13 on Aug. 26,1926 Red Lake-Woman Lake or vice versa
Covers(need arrival pm) Mar. 31, 1927.Haileybury-Rouyn with CL14
Aug. 4, 1927 Ft. Hope-Sioux Lookout with either CL27 or CL28
Sep. 24, 1927 Red Lake-Lac du Bonnet with CL20
Any usage of CL19 or CL25 prior to June 25, 1927 (We know of one in May)
We need earliest dates of usage (send any you have) in 1927 of CL15, CL16, CL24,
CL26, CL28, and CL30 or any of the sub numbers of these groups. Most known
covers are flown in March 1928 by Patricia Airways.
WESTERN CANADA AIRLINES
July 24, 1927 Rolling Portage - Winnipeg
Feb. 27, 1928 Narrow Lake-Sioux Lookout - any earlier dates without routing via
Rolling Portage
.
Oct. 9, 1928 Lac du Bonnet - Long Lake with either the one line or two line Long
Lake overprint on the Western Canada Airlines stamp
July 19 or 20, 1929 Allan Water - Cat Lake and return
PATRICIA AIRWAYS
Any covers tied with semi official stamp dated between March 5 and March 9, 1928
Examples of covers dated between Feb. 4 and Mar. 9, 1928 franked with stamps of
Patricia Airways & Exploration also with their cachet
CHERRY RED AIRLINES
June 15, 1929 Price Albert - Lac la Ronge and return
July 3 and July 23 Rottenstone Lake - Prince Albert and return
Your cooperation will be most appreciated and is essential if we are to have an up to
date catalogue with many previous errors corrected. If you have any comments or
suggestions with respect to the catalogue not necessarily related to any of the
above,they will be most welcome in any case.
For your guidance, the catalogue numbers shown above are from the Unitrade
numbering system which we expect to be used in the new catalogue. The new 1995
catalogue is now available and it has a much improved semi-official listing as well as
a new updated listing of proofs and essays.
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QUESTIONS?
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any
aspect of aerophilatelly, is invited to send it to the editor.I'll put the question into the newsletter; hopefully another member
will know the answer and send that in; and then I'll publish the
answer in the following newsletter.

COLUMBIA TO TORONTO IN TWO DAYS - 1939!

VIA AIR MAIL - CORREO AEREO

zork ,-, /v /Ns

Backstamped:

r MAR 18 °
5 30 PM

939

0Arr p. si:z\0

This cover was mailed in Columbia on the 16th March 1939.
Does anybody know:
was FAM-5, which started in May/June 1931, still being operated
by Pan American Airways in March 1939?'-'.
what route from Panama City or Miami, was this cover carried on
to arrive in Toronto just two days later?

Note for new readers:
FAM is the abbreviation for Foreign
Air Mail Route, and refers to an international route awarded by the
United States Post Office. - The abbreviation CAM refers to a
Contract Air Mail Route, flown within the United States.

QUESTIONS - continued:
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THE OPENING OF KINGSTON AIRPORT - 1929.

VII

wwwmorm
VIA AIR MAIL

Dr. E. Hirrschoff,
United States Veterans Hospital
St. Cloud, Minn., U. S. A.

411111. All

■ MIL

Ailik 411111 ■

This cover is from one of four airmail flights organized as part of
the celebrations for the opening of Kingston Airport. - The regular
air mail flights from Toronto to Montreal, and from Montreal to
Toronto, both made special stops at Kingston that day.
The fact that the Canadian Post Office considered it worthwhile to
produce four different cachets, suggests that they thought the
opening celebrations would be a big event. The response of people
in Kingston, and aerophilatelists internationally, indicates they
were correct! - According to the headline in the
Kingston WhigStandard
the next day, "TEN THOUSAND PEOPLE SAW MOST INTERESTING
American
Air Mail
PROGRAM AT AIRPORT"; and according to the
Catalogue, a total of 26, 849 covers were carried on these flights.
Today, however, attitudes to aviation have changed, and this cover
was purchased by me for $2.00.
When it was prepared in 1929, this cover would have been mailed to
the Postmaster in Kingston, at a cost of 2 cents postage, and also
required a 5 cent stamp on the cover itself, for a total cost of 7
cents, which was approximately the cost of a quart of milk in 1929.
Today quarts of milk are no longer sold in Canada, but the
equivalent quantity, (1.16 litres), costs about $2.25!
This cover was therefore prepared by a collector, sent to Kingston,
flown to Montreal, returned to Minnesota, and presumably placed in a
collection as a valued item; to emerge some 65 years later at a time
when interest in aviation has waned, and be sold for less, (in
purchasing power), than the cost of the postage originally involved!
I think the attitudes of the collectors who prepared these covers is
an intriguing part of their history. - I would like to correspond
with anybody who prepared a cover for this flight, and hear their
opinions on the change in attitudes towards aviation and
aerophilatelly from 1929 to 1995.
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario

K7M 4Y4.
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale:
please create your own "advertisement", (preferably up to a single
page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready), and send it to the editor.

260 Adelaide St. E. # 33
Toronto, Ont., M5A-1NO
Phone or Fax (416) 635-1749

THE BULLETIN of CANADIAN AIRWAYS LIMITED or WESTERN
CANADA AIRWAYS LIMITED from the late 20's to the late
30's, to complete my research library.
THE COLLECTORS CLUB: New York, N.Y.
Vol. 33, May 1954, and Vol. 39, No. 4.

Nutirtin

ISSUED BY

Canadian Airways Lockheed "Elected' at Vancouver

-̀ etmabihrt
N70.7.11.1

sztirtintp

Ai;parl

TLimiteb
Dm.1.1936

( Continued )
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SALES AND WANTS - continued:
WANTED - BRITISH COLUMBIA AIRMAILS

J.A. (Jim) Brown

BOEING B-1

7936 SWANSON VIEW DRIVE, R.R.#1, PENDER ISLAND, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA, VON 2M0

Since I retired in 1984 I have endeavoured to obtain as much British Columbia air mail
history as possible plus my other specialty of FAM2.
I will gladly pay catalogue price for AAMC # 285-285q Edmonton-Fort St. John with
stops at Grande Prairie Dawson Creek and Peace River.
Also: AAMC #287a - Dawson-Whitehorse & return.
: AAMC #602-e - Whitehorse- Dawson.
: AAMC #614-c - Fort Nelson-Fort Liard and return.
: AAMC #628-a - Carcross-Atlin and return.
: AAMC #305-c - Kamloops-Fort St. John and return.(For these I will pay double!)
: AAMC #645-a - Whitehorse-Watson Lake and return.
: AAMC #352 k Vancouver-Prince Rupert and return.
-

-

I am also looking for covers on FAM2. the Victoria-Seattle route from 1920 to 1937. If you
mention this please ask if anyone has a cover or covers for sale they let me know the date
and time on the postmark and backstamp. I have just written a book about Eddie Hubbard
who had the run from 1920 to 1927 (he lost the contract for one year in this period) and
hope to have it published in the fall. This year is the 75th anniversary.
WANTED - RUSSIAN SPACE FLIGHTS

Alan McLellan is looking for any astrophilatelic material of Russian
space flights, particularly covers from 1957 to 1986, and also the
Apollo-Soyuz flight.
Alan's address is: 110 Hochelaga Street E.,
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan S6H ON7

0414** ********1040140414***** ********4041001010041040414*********
NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
The Canadian Aerophilatelist is

produced quarterly in March, June,

September and December. - If you have anything you'd like to go into
the next issue, please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
by August 31st.
MMMIIMM M MOMMMO(MM IM MMMMIII0110414 0
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
80
183
91
42
149
87
92
177
1.24
181
139

Paul Dinger
Robert A. Haslewood
James Ross Hill
Robert H. Jamieson
Frank Kendle
Roland F. Kohl
Robert W. Marcello
John Masella
Reuben A. Ramkissoon
John Bernard Trowbridge
G. A. Wilson

June 95-96
June 95-96
June 95-96
June 95-96
June 95-96
June 95-96
June 95-96
June 95-96
June 95-96
June 95-96
June 95-96

No member renewals for July
No member renewals for August

In order to reduce postal costs, renewal notices will be printed in each issue of the The
Canadian Aerophilatelist. Members within a 3 month period of each issue of the
newsletter will be notified. Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment.
Final renewal notices will be mailed out to members who have not replied.
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders
etc. to be made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society. The Membership
Due is $10.00 Canadian per year.

Membership No.:

Renewal Month:

Name:
Address:

Mail notice to: Ron Miyanishi, Secretary
124 Gamble Ave.
Toronto, Ontario
CANADA M4J 2P3

Secretary's Use Only
Date:
Payment:
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members. - Its
objectives are:
- to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
- to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about
aerophilately among members;
- to
represent
Canadian
aerophilatelists
at the national and
international levels;
- to promote and support aerophilatelic research in Canada.
Membership of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is open to all
interested individuals, including those living outside of Canada, and
new members are always welcome.
The annual membership dues are $10.00 Canadian.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and
send it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M43 2P3
I hereby apply for membership in The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
POSTAL CODE
Collecting interests

If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number
American Philatelic Society membership number
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada number
For Secretary's use:

Date joined

Amount of dues paid

Entered on mailing list
************************************************************************

EDITOR'S LAST WORD AND REMINDER
Please send all items for the next issue of The Canadian flerophilatelist
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NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of

The Canadian Aerophilatelist: welcome!

Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic that
combines flying and philately, including:
- the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between different
places: these usually bear special markings to identify the flight, and
are referred to as First Flight Covers;
- a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and services,
and/or of the airmail stamps issued for these services;
- commemorative stamps and covers, normally produced on the anniversary of
historically significant flights;
- astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers that trace
the development of space flight. - Since very few covers have been flown
into space, this usually involves covers associated with the ground
support network: launch sites, tracking stations, recovery ships, etc.
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society aims to provide a forum for the
exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in any aspect of
world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are
interested in Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through
this newsletter, which is published quarterly.'
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
- a library from which a variety of books and periodicals can be borrowed by
mail: for more details contact Ivan W. MacKenzie, 2411-420 Gloucester
Street, Ottawa, Ontario KIR 7T7.
- a translation service from French to English and vice versa: contact
Francois Bourbonnais, 58 Ste-Catherine, St. Polycarpe, Quebec JOP 1XO.
- a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale: for a full list
contact Mike Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
For more information on Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
- for general information on all Canadian airmail stamps and covers up until
American Air Mail
1950, the Canada Section in Volume 4 of the
Although this volume is out of print, an authorized
Catalogue. photocopy of the Canada Section can be obtained from Dick Malott, 16
Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1, for $8.00 including postage.
- for detailed information on early air mail flights, stamps, and airlines,
The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934, C.A.
Longworth-Dames, published by Unitrade Press, Toronto. (Semi-official
stamps were produced by the companies that operated the first airmail
services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue of these
stamps, and sold them
from post
offices, but
did not assume
responsibility for the airmail, or help with the cost of the service.)
- on the air mail stamps and covers of Newfoundland, Newfoundland Air Mails:
1919-1939, by C.H.C. Harmer, which is one of the publications of the
American Air Mail Society, (see below).
Anyone interested in aerophilately is recommended, (by the editor), to
consider joining The American Air Mail Society. - It publishes a very
informative monthly magazine, The Airpost Journal;
holds 5 or 6 excellent
postal auctions each year, with many lots under $5; and publishes some very
useful books and catalogues. - Membership is $22 U.S. per year. For more
information contact: Dan Barber, AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing, MI
48909, USA.

' Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome
to do so. - Please acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source,
and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material appears
to the editor.
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS

** 1141444**** * **** * 44** ** *
AEROPHILATELIC SYMPOSIUM IN TORONTO! - SUNDAY NOVEMBER 19th.
Murray Heifetz has organized a day of aerophilately, to be held at
the premises of the Vincent Greene Foundation, 214 Merton Street,
(in the basement).
The proposed program is:
10 - 11 am
11 - 12 m
12
2
3
4

-

2
3
4
5

pm
pm
pm
pm

Introductory remarks, mounted exhibit with 30 minute
talk, 5 - 10 minutes for viewing and questions.
either one frame exhibits or show & tell (30 minutes)
trading session (30 minutes)
lunch (or more trading)
second display and talk
exhibiting symposium
new catalogue discussion, business session, wrap up
and evaluation.

attend is
To help with arrangements, everyone who plans to
requested to advise Murray by November 12th. - 49 Ternhill Cres.,
Don Mills, Ontario M3C

JACK KNIGHT AIR LOG
Following the merger of the American Air Mail Society and the
Aerophilatelic Federation of the Americas, the AAMS now publishes
two periodicals. - It's monthly "magazine" The Airpost Journal; and
the quarterly Jack Knight Air Log, which compiles the newsletters of
various study groups, on topics such as "Balloon Post", "Mexican
Airmail", and "Women in Aviation".
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is an affiliate of the AAMS, and
we are arranging to include a summary of each issue of The Canadian
Aerophilatelist in the Jack Knight Air Log.
The purpose of this is twofold:
to keep AAMS members informed regarding the activities of the
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society;
to share with readers of The Jack Knight Air Log information
The Canadian
regarding some
covers sent
in to
of the
particularly for the "Question and Answer"
Aerophilatelist,
section, and to draw on the expertise of
Jack Knight Air Log
readers in answering some of the questions regarding these
covers.
I hope that the first of these summaries will appear in the October
issue of The Jack Knight Air Log.

LUPO 95 - ZURILAND EXHIBITION - F.I.S.A. CONGRESS & ANNUAL ASSEMBLY
These combined events will be held
in Kloten
near Zurich.
Switzerland, on October 5th to 8th 1995. - Further details can be
obtained from the editor.

Anybody who'd like to make the symposium into a weekend
of aerophilately, should note that there is a CSDA show at the Queen
Elizabeth Building, Exhibition Place, Toronto, that weekend. - 50
dealers; millions of stamps, covers, postcards, etc. - Open Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. For more information call (416) 489 4457.
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NEW MEMBERS
Welcome to the following new members who have joined us since the
last newsletter:
Don Stafford, Elora, Ontario.
David Granger, Wokingham, Berkshire, England.
Geert Weber, Ottawa, Ontario.
William J. McCann, Weston, Ontario.
Jack Revell, Maidstone, Kent, England.
Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame, Wetaskiwin, Alberta.
James W. Graue, Valleyford, Washington, U.S.A.
Gregoire Teyssier, Charny, Quebec.
Les Winick, Arlington Heights, Illinois, U.S.A.
Kevin O'Reilly, Yellowknife, Northwest Territories.
Dominique Tallet, Jouannet, Estillac, France.
John B. Wheeler, Sidney, British Columbia.

#225
#226
#227
#228
#229
#230
#231
#232
#233
#234
#235
#236

IN MEMORIAM
I regret to report that we have been advised of the death of two of
our members:
PAUL GLADBACH. - Paul was one of our international members. He lived
in Koln, Germany, and collected Canadian Semi-Official and First
Flight covers up to 1939.
D'ALT SWIFT. - D'Alt died on March 26th 1995. He operated a mailorder aviation book store from Toronto for many years, and was
always a pleasure to talk to and do business with.

POSTAL RATES INCREASE
Canada Post increased its rates on August 1st.
For the benefit of members outside of Canada, who may have wondered
whether their mail is delayed because it is not properly franked,
the new rates are:

Postal Rates-U.S.A., its Territories and Possessions
Up to and including

30 g

50 •

100 •

200 •

250 •

300 •

400 •

International Postal Rates
Up to and including

Lettermail and Postcards (Air)
Small packets - Air

1 k•

500 •

\
0.77 &
tandar 1 letters and 1 ostcards
$ 0.52
&
N\
N.
$
1.17
2.23
3.80
Oversize letters and postcards
4.85
I
3.60
Small packets - Air
1 $
Standard size letters are up to 245 mm x 150 mm, (9 5/8" x 5 7/8").

.•\

(excluding U.S.A. and its Territories and Possessions and St. Pierre and Miquelon)

20 g

>

$ 0.90

r$

50 g
1.37
2.20

500 g

1 kg

100 g

250 g

2.25

5.05

9.90 /

4.10

8.05

2 kg

1 16.10 I 26.80

1927 LONDON TO LONDON COVER
The sole
which was
again. Brochure
request".

surviving cover from the 1927 London to London flight,
sold in April for $40,000 U.S., has crossed the Atlantic
It is now listed in Harmers of London
Private Treaty
of "Rare Stamps & Covers of the World", at "Price on

8.55
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists everywhere
MmseuMmu mplyto:

Dear fellow aerophilatelists and aerophilatelists:
On 3 August 1995 the last of Canada's legendary bush pilots of the 1920's died in Toronto on 3 August
1995 at the age of 96. C.H. "Punch" Dickins' flying career commenced at the age of 17 when he and his
brother enlisted in the Royal Flying Corps during the First World War. He shot down seven German
aircraft. After the war he took up bush flying and became the most famous of the famous for his uncanny
flying abilities in Canada's northland . He flew several first air mail flights in the North and helped
develop commercial flying in Canada for passengers, freight and air mail. The CAS salutes a great
Canadian who has assisted in bringing great enjoyment to air mail collectors.

Work on the catalogue, "The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland" is progressing well. Only a few
sections remain to be placed on computer discs for final review and the addition of a numbering system
and pricing. I still need data on Canadian collectors of the past for a whose who for the catalogue. All
members are invited to send me their recommendations to place specific names on this list. If data are
available on the collector please include it. Noted collectors or dealers, living or deceased, connected with
Canadian air mails are eligible for inclusion in the list . We plan to submit our data to Dan Barber,
Editor-in-Chief, for review with his committee before final preparations. To the 50 dedicated collectors
working on this project I extend my sincerest thanks.
With this issue of "The Canadian Aerophilatelist" our complimentary copies are discontinued to all but 12
with whom the CAS exchanges Newsletters or data. Six recipients decided to join our Society and we
welcome them for their support and to enjoy fellowship in the CAS. To our other philatelic friends we will
be pleased to have you join our ranks when you feel that the CAS has something to assist you in your
aerophilatelic collecting.
In the preparation of our catalogue our hard working friend Cimon Marin discovered that the National
Postal Library/Archives did not have a complete set of "The Canadian Aerophilatelist", particularly the
earlier issues. Pat Sloan came to the rescue with a complete set except for Vol. 1, No.1 issued prior to
November 1985. Any member that may have issues prior to Vol. 10, No. 2 June 1994 are requested to
send them to our librarian Ivan W. MacKenzie, 2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, Ontario, K1R 7T7.
There have been 23 issues of our Newsletter, 18 edited by myself and 5 by our industrious new editor,
Chris Hargreaves of Kingston, Ontario. We wish to obtain a complete set for our CAS Library and any
extra will be made available to any members wishing to obtain them for the price of postage and a
nominal fee for the cost of producing them earlier.
There are only 10 months left before CAPEX'96 arrives at Toronto. There were 120 Canadian applicants
for entry into the competitive exhibits. The decision as to who will be allowed to exhibit will be made by
the selection committee later this fall. There were only four Canadian aerophilatelic applications and none
for astrophilately. As the National Commissioner for Canada for CAPEX'96 I wish all success. I am also
the National Commissioner for Canada for ESPAMER'96 and AVIACION y ESPACIO, in Seville, Spain,
4 to 12 May 1996. I submitted 11 applications for ESPAMER'96, three of which were aerophilatelic.To
assist our planning for our activities at CAPEX'96 we must receive names of volunteers to look after our
booth shared with our AAMS friends. Particularly those living in the Toronto area I urge you to contact
our secretary , Ron Miyanishi, 124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M4J 2P3 (Tel: (416) 421-5846)
and offer your time for a few hours during CAPEX'96. I would also like to learn who plan to attend the
CAS/AAMS dinner at the Royal Canadian Military Institute (RCMI), Toronto, on Friday, 14 June
1996. Please le me know if you plan to attend. Best wishes for the fall season to all.
(RK Malott) Major (Ret.) President CAS
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE CAS LIBRARY
1.

The Canadair North Star, Larry Milberry, Published by CANAV Books - 1982

2.

Typhoon and Tempest - The Canadian Story, Hugh A. Halliday, Published by CANAV
Books - 1992

3.

And I Shall Fly, Z. Lewis Leigh, Published by CANAV Books - 1985

4.

Jack Knight Air Log & AFA News - Volume 52, Number 1, January - March 1995

5.

The Bulletin, Metropolitan Air Post Society - Volume 9, Number 3, July - September 1994
and Volume 9 Number 4, October - December 1994

6.

Air Mail Northwest, The Northwest Chapter of the AAMS - Vol. 12, No. 4, Dec. 1994

7.

The CAMS Bulletin, Chicago Air Mail Society - Volume 13, Number 10, December 1994

8.

FISA Bulletin, International Federation of Aero-Philatelic Societies - 8 issues between 1983
and 1995 (62-3/1983, 64-October 1983, 67-December 1984, 68-May 1985, 70-March 1986, No.
95-July 1994, No. 96-October 1994 and No. 97-February 1995)

9.

Air Mail News, Journal of the British Aerophilatelic Federation - Vol. 37, No. 160, June 1994
and 3 Bulletins (No. 116, April-May 1994; No. 117, August 1994; and No. 118, October 1994)

10. Canadian Philatelist, Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Vol. 46, No. 1, Jan-Feb 1995 to
Vol. 46, No. 3, May-June 1995
11. American Philatelist, American Philatelic Society - Volume 108, No. 10, October 1994 to
Volume 108, No. 12, December 1994; Volume 109, No. 4, April 1995 and Volume 109, No. 6,
June 1995
12. Newsletter, World Philatelic Congress of Israel, Holy Land and Judaica Societies - No. 75-76,
September-December 1994
13. Philately in Japan, Japan Philatelic Society - Vol. 17, Nos. I, 2, 3 .and 4 - all 1994
14. The Shoe Box, Newsletter of the Lakeshore Stamp Club Inc. - Vol. 2, No. 2, Nov-Dec 1994
15. Various Auction Catalogues - Superior Stamp & Coin - 9-12 Jan 1995; Harmers of London 26 Oct 1994, 20 Dec 1994 and 21 Dec 1994; Abraham Siegel - 10 Dec 1994; and Channel
Island Stamp Co. - 30 Jun 95
(The above publications were received from Dick Malott and Nelson Bentley)
16. 3 German publications (pre-show announcement, show program and The Jury Report) relating to
the Europaische Luffpostausstellung "Lilienthal '91", which was held in Dresden, 16-25 August
1991
(Received from Horst Teichmann through Dick Malott and Ron Miyanishi)
For full details of our holdings and borrowing procedures, contact
Ivan W. MacKenzie, 2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON K1R 7T7.
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"LONGWORTH-DAMES" RE-PRINTED
This classic book has been expanded to include the early Canadian
The Pioneer and Semimail carrying flights, and re-published as
Official Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934. - It is now published by
Unitrade Press, 99 Floral Parkway, Toronto, Ontario M6L 2C4. Price
is $19.95.
The new edition includes more illustrations of stamps and varieties,
and some Company letterheads have been added as well.
The text on semi-officials seems to be basically unchanged, but
flights are now numbered sequentially for each Company, not
throughout the book. - There is also a new numbering system for the
stamps: e.g. the Cherry Red Airline stamp which is CL46 in
Scott/Unitrade catalogues, was #38 in the first edition of
Longworth-Dames, but is SO41 in the new edition.
Editor's quick review: Lots of information on the Companies, stamps,
flights, and aircraft; plus many illustrations. - A great book!

FEATURE FILM ABOUT AN AIR MAIL FLIGHT!
The first feature film to be shot in IMAX 3D, called WINGS OF
COURAGE, is about Henri Guillaumet, a pilot for the Aeropostale mail
service from France to South America in the 1930s. - The movie
focuses on an incident when Guillaumet was forced down on a frozen
lake in the Andes, and spent six days walking through the mountains
for help.
The film is shown on a screen eighty feet high and a hundred feet
wide. Viewers are given special headsets, and according to the
reviewer in Flying magazine:
No film that I've seen portrays the sensations and emotions of
flying the way this one does.
Editor's recommendation: while on holiday this summer, I saw an IMAX

3D movie. The three dimensional effect was absolutely amazing! I
am quite ready to believe the reviewer from Flying magazine, and
will definitely be going to see this movie if I get a chance.

WEST COAST ACCOLADES
One of our members, Jim Brown, gave a talk at PIPEX about the pilot
Eddie Hubbard, and FAM 2 from Seattle to Victoria. - This was
described in
Air Mail Northwest,
(newsletter of the Northwest
Chapter of the AAMS), as both "a wonderful talk", and "a great
program".
Editor reads between the lines:

this must have been quite a talk!

Congratulations Jim!

PACIFIC 97 - SAN FRANCISCO - 29th MAY to 8th JUNE 1997
A copy of the first bulletin for this World Philatelic Exhibition
can be obtained from: Clifford R. Guile, 342 St. Clair Avenue East,
Toronto, ON M4T 1P4. - Closing date for entries is January 1st 1996.

Note for new readers:
The abbreviation FAM refers to a
Foreign Contract Air Mail Route, which was an international route
awarded by the United States Post Office to an American airline.The abbreviation CAM, (for Contract Air Mail Route), refers to a
domestic route flown within the United States.
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COMMEMORATIVE STAMP REQUESTED FOR LEASIDE AIRFIELD

Stamp for Leaside airfield could be in the works
East York Councillor Tim Cholvat hopes the august
history of the Leaside airfield will garner its own stamp of
approval from Canada Post.
Cholvat recommended the East York's 200th Anniversary
Committee ask the Crown corporation to issue a stamp marking
the airfield as the first in North America to receive an
airmail delivery.
"We hope that the anniversary of the first airmail
delivery in conjunction with the 200th anniversary of East
York" will convince Canada Post to issue the commemorative
stamp, he said.
Reprinted from the

Leaside Advertiser,

June 29th 1995.

A commemorative stamp for Leaside airfield would be
Editor's note:
great, but many readers will have noticed an historical error in
the above newspaper story. - Leaside airfield was the endpoint
of the first air mail flight in Canada, not in North America.
According to the plaque erected at Leaside by the Ontario
Archaeological and Historic Sites Board in 1958:

In June, 1918 the Montreal branch of the Aerial
League of the British Empire persuaded postal authorities to sanction an air mail delivery to Toronto. A JN4
Curtiss aircraft from the Royal Air Force detachment
at Leaside areodrome was selected for the attempt.

Piloted by Captain B. A. Peck with Corporal C. W.
Mothers as passenger, it took of at 10:30 A.M. June
24th from Montreal's Bois Franc Polo Grounds. After
refueling at Kingston, Peck landed here with his
cargo of 120 letters at 4:55 P.M., thus completing
Canada's first air mail flight.

The letters were cancelled with a
special triangular cancellation.This is dated June 23rd when the
flight was first attempted. That
attempt was abandoned soon after
take off due to bad weather.

The mail was not the only cargo carried on that flight:

Quebec at that date was "wet,"
while Ontario was very "dry." A lieutenant in
charge of stores at Leaside was to be married,
and had asked Peck to bring back something
suitable for celebration. So when the plane
finally took off on Tuesday morning, Corporal
Mathers was sitting on a case of "Old Mull" in
the passenger seat and clutching the bag of
mail. Loaded also with full fuel tanks, the plane
was too heavy to be lifted quickly into the air.
Captain Peck had to duck under the telegraph
wires along the railway tracks which bordered

the south end of the polo field. Seeing more
wires ahead, the resourceful pilot banked
sharply and followed the railway right of way
just a few feet above the rails. With a bride
now coming at him fast, and wires all over tae
place, he banked out over the river spanned by
the bridge, and was at last in the clear, but the
machine almost settled down into the water.
The airman then followed along the river to the
Lake of Two' Mountains, going about five miles
before he reached a forty-foot altitude, which
then enabled him to turn overland and head
for Toronto.

from Frank Ellis,

Canada's Flying Heritage.

(The first official mail carrying flight in North America had
been made seven years earlier by Earl Ovington. - He flew from
Garden City to Mineola, New York, on September 23rd 1911.)
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BOOK REVIEW:

A PICTURE POSTCARD HISTORY OF U.S. AVIATION, Jack Lengenfelder
128 pages, 8 1/2"x11", soft cover, black and white illustrations
AVAILABLE FROM: ALMAR PRESS, 4105 Marietta Drive, Vestal,
New York 13850, U.S.A. - Price $12.95, plus postage
and handling: $3.75 outside USA, $2.75 inside.
This is a very informative and entertaining book!
It reproduces 217 postcards that trace the history of aviation in
United States, from the Wright Brothers to about 1975. - It
the
covers civil, military, and general aviation, but the emphasis seems
to be on civil.
Each illustration has a caption that describes the aircraft or
scene shown. - These captions combine basic historical information,
with "trivia" that makes the book great fun to read. For example:

Publisher: TWA ■
Value Index: E

■

Manufacturer: American Colortype, Chicago, IL

■

Type: Chrome

■

Postmark: Not Used

The Boeing 307 "Stratoliner" was America's first four-engined commercial aircraft with a pressurized passenger
cabin. The same wing and similar tail surface assemblies of the B-17 bomber were used in construction of the 307.
As had occurred with several other large aircraft, after the test flying of the prototype, the engineers decided that
additional vertical fin area was required. This modification was accomplished by reshaping the rudder and the fin to
include a dorsal extension along the top of the fuselage.
This aircraft was the first land-based airliner to require the services of a flight engineer to eliminate some of the
work load on the pilots. The first flight of the 307 was in December 1938, and only ten aircraft were built. Five of
the aircraft were purchased by TWA and three aircraft were purchased by Pan-American Airways and designated
"Stratoclippers".
One of the aircraft was acquired by Mr. Howard Hughes and fitted with a luxurious interior. It was known as the
"Flying Penthouse". The tenth aircraft was lost in a crash while being test flown.
These airliners were drafted into military service during World War II and returned to TWA and Pan-Am in late
1944. They were flown by these airlines until 1951.

One caution: although this book was described as "new" in the flyer
I received, it is a re-issue of a book first published in 1999.
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CAPT. J. ERROLL BOYD: PIONEER TRANS-ATLANTIC AIR MAIL PILOT

General Post Office
A limited number of letters not to exceed One
Hundred and Sixty will be accepted at the G.P.O. up
to 10.30 o'clock this Thursday morning for despatch
by motor car to Hr. Grace, thence by airship
"Columbia."
Letters must be addressed London, England, not
to exceed in weight one-half ounce each and be prepaid at Fifty Cents, for which a special stamp 'will
be overprinted. Cover should have inscribed the
words per air mail "Columbia", Hr. Grace to London,
England, September 1930.
W. W. HALFYARD,
sep25,1i
Minister Poets and Telegraph&

notice
for the
Official
in
flight,
reproduced
Harmer's
Newfoundland Air
Mai 1 s 1919-1939.

Block of four overprinted
.stamps, being auctioned by
on
Auctions
Firby
September 12th 1995:
estimate $20,000.

Editor's introduction: The stamps produced for this flight, and the
covers carried on it, are among the rarities of aerophilately.
by the Newfoundland Government.300 stamps were
overprinted
St. John's at 9 a.m. on September
252 were
placed on sale in
fifteen minutes! Most of the
25th, and all were sold within
remainder were reserved for mail from Harbour Grace.
it carried 100 letters
When the flight left
Harbour Grace,
franked with surcharged stamps, and 232 with ordinary stamps.
I was delighted to receive permission from Ross Smyth to reprint the following article, which first appeared in the Journal
of the Canadian Aviation Historical Society, and am most
grateful for the additional philatelic information he supplied.
The Canadian Aviation Historical Society is a
not-for-profit organization under a federal charter
with headquarters in Toronto. It has chapters in
Toronto, Ottawa, Regina and Vancouver, with a
current membership of over 1200 individuals, organizations, companies, libraries and other agencies throughout Canada and the world. Many
members are famous names in Canada's aviation
community.
The Journal of the Canadian Aviation Historical Society, containing articles dealing with a wide

range of subject matter pertaining to the history of
aviation, is published quarterly from the Society's
Toronto headquarters. Stories may be first-hand
accounts by those who have made Canadian aviation history: or thoroughly researched articles by
dedicated historians. Articles are of predominantly
Canadian content.
The Journal is profusely illustrated, often with
previously unpublished photos from private collections — as well as with material from official
sources.

For more information, a list of publications, and/or a membership application form, write to:

Canadian Aviation Historical Society
National Headquarters, P.O. Box 224, Station "A", Willowdale, ON, CANADA M2N 5S8
Phone (416) 488-CANS
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1930

ERROLL BOYD'S
TRANS-ATIANTW FLIGHT
Ross
Smyth

Although Flown
Hazardously Late in
the Year, the First
Canadian Flight
Across the Atlantic
Was a Well Planned
and Efficient
Operation
SR

n 1930, J. Erroll D. Boyd became the first
Canadian to fly an aircraft across the
tlantic Ocean.
Born into a prominent Toronto family in
1891, he went to England early in the First
World War and enlisted in the Royal Naval
Air Service. There he learned lofty under the
instruction ofJohn Alcock who later made
the first non-stop trans-Atlantic flight in
1919. As one of the earliest night flying pilots, Boyd was soon chasing German
Zeppelins. In 1915, following an air raid
from Dunkirk on German seaplane sheds in
Zeebrugge, Belgium, he was forced down in
Holland and interned. As early as 1916, the
press had reported his ambition to fly the
Atlantic some day.

14

oyd's
transAtlantic flight, an
ly precursor of
regular air service, revealed the hazards
and equipment limitations
yet to be overcome. For a
flight of its era, in an aircraft
then nearly five years old, it
was well planned and skilfully flown.
The high-wing Bellanca
monoplane, Columbia, renamed the Maple Leaf by
Boyd, was already famous
for shattering many world
records. For example. two
weeks after Lindbergh's
flight in 1927, the Columbia
set a distance record of
3,911 miles in 42 hours and
45 minutes when Clarence
Chamberlain with passenger Charles Levine flew
from New York to
Germany. It was powered
by a reliable Wright
Whirlwind J5 motor of 220
hp, fitted with a wooden
propeller.
The North Atlantic route
harbours some of the
world's worst flying weather. While several successful crossings were
made before Boyd's the earlier flights took
place under summer conditions which provided better weather and more daylight. The
autumn of 1930 proved to be very unfavourable for weather. As well, financial difficulties and court proceedings delayed the
take-off from Harbour Grace,
Newfoundland, until 9 October.
The owner of Columbia at at the time
was an eccentric New York millionaire and
former junk dealer, Charles Levine. Boyd
had planned a summer departure, but his efforts to lease or buy the aircraft were delayed through legal proceedings by pioneer
pilot, Roger Q. Williams, who claimed that
money was owed to him by Levine. A
CAHS JOURNAL
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Canadian court eventually ruled non-applicability in Canadian jurisdiction.
Charles Levine, in Paris contemplating the
sale of the historic Columbia to Boyd and
his backers, sent a cable to Boyd in
Montreal: "Surely you can raise $10,000
amongst your relatives and friends. This
amount is small compared to the actual value of Columbia..."
Errol Boyd chose the experienced sea
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navigator, Harry P. Connor of the US Navy,
as his navigator for this trip. Earlier in the
year, Connor had navigated Boyd and Roger
Q. Williams in the Columbia on a record
breaking New York-Bermuda-New York
non-stop flight of 17 hours, finding Bermuda
in low ceiling and rain. They dropped a bag
of airmail on the island that had no airport
for landplanes. Eight years later, Connor was
the navigator on Howard Hughes's recordbreaking 1938 round-the-world flight.
When Boyd took off from Ieaside Airport
in Toronto for Montreal on 1 September
1930, he appeared to be very happy with
the near accomplishment of his 14-year
dream. He showed reporters a newspaper
picture of him with his youngest (three-year
old) daughter, Virginia, who later told reporters: "My dad is a good flier. He won't fall
out of the plane."
A gasoline tank filled most of the cabin,
and two passengers to Montreal, J. A.
O'Brien and Joseph Rowan, had to lie flat on
the lower part of the gas tanks behind Boyd
and Connor.
On the morning following the lifting of
the legal attachment in Montreal, the Maple
Leaf described by Connor as the "good old
battlewagon," took off in overcast conditions

BOYD'S

TRANS-ATLANTIC FLIGHT, Ross Seyth

and light rain from St Hubert airport on 13
September, bound for Harbour Grace. With
stormy weather over Cape Breton Island and
darkness fast approaching, they turned_
around and landed at Charlottetown. Prince
Edward Island. While weatherbound on the
island for the next ten days, they were the
guests of Colonel J. S. Jenkins and family. It
is interesting to note that two years later
Louise Jenkins, as historian Frank Ellis has
written, became the first woman to fly in
Prince Edward Island
On 24 September, Boyd and Connor
reached Harbour Grace, Newfoundland.
where they were once again weatherbound
for a period of two weeks. Being technically
out of the US Weather Bureau's jurisdiction,
the crew had to forego the co-operation of
New York's Dr. J. H. Kimball. But they did
obtain weather reports through F. O'Donnell
of the Canadian Meteorological Service in
Toronto. The crew had made arrangements
through the Radio Marine Corporation in
New York to have liners at sea forward regular weather reports. They would carry a
chart showing the position of every vessel
crossing the Atlantic in both directions.
Knowing each ship's respective speed
would help them to check their position.
"Easterly winds and gales had been
blowing over almost the entire Atlantic for
nearly three weeks," Connor reported.
"There seemed to be no let up, and we
Heading, top: Harbour Grace, Newfoundland, Harry Connor
(L) and Erroll Boyd with their Bellanca still bearing US registration (NR237), the name "Columbia" and an American flag
on the rudder. L M. PARSONS PHOTO Heading, bottom: the
"Columbia/Maple Leaf" at Harbour Grace, tied down awaiting favourable weather for her flight. PARSONS Top: Erroll
Boyd in a studio photo taken about ten years after his historic flight. ASSOCIATED NEWS Left: at the start of its career.
the Bellanca flown by Boyd was used by the Wright company to demonstrate their new Whirlwind engine. WRIGHT
Below: the "Columbia," near Charlottetown, Prince Edward
Island, Sept '30. Boyd and Connor pose with their local
hosts, Col J. Jenkins, DSO, his wife Louise and their family.
via K. M. MOLSON
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were becoming quite discouraged...we decided to have our ship ready for a take-off
at the first sign of a decent break in the
weather."
On 7 October, Boyd and Connor received the first intimation of a break in the
easterly gales. On 8 October, they received
the following weather report from Toronto:
"Area of high pressure over Newfoundland
extends eastward over the Atlantic to about
longitude 30 degrees (the half-way point),
while a deep depression mentioned yesterday is centred over Scotland. A shallow depression is centred southeast of
Newfoundland at about latitude 33 degrees
and longitude 45 degrees. Conditions over
Eastern Atlantic and British Isles too stormy
to start today."
This report, combined with others from
ships at sea, appeared to the crew to be as
favourable as they could expect at that time
of the year, so they cabled Toronto for further information to verify the steamer reports. Meanwhile, they fuelled the ship for
a sunrise take-off the next day, 9 October.
The Canadian Meteorological Service in
Toronto replied: "Have nothing further to information given to you this morning. Atlantic
and European reports only received once a
day. Why not await tomorrow's report?"
The airport at Harbour Grace consisted
of a narrow sloping runway approximately
400 feet above sea level and facing almost
east and west. There was a hill at the eastern
end of the runway, which necessitated a
westerly take-off by a heavily loaded aircraft.
The runway was about 175 feet in width,
sloping at the sides, and the only good portion for take-off was about 3,000 feet in
length. Beyond this section was broken rock
and stone.
This airport at Harbour Grace, holds a
prominent spot in aviation history. Out of 20
trans-oceanic flights attempted from Harbour
Grace in the 1927-1936 period, 11 were successful, four were unaccounted for, two
crashed on take-off, two aborted their flights
for various reasons, and one crash-landed
off the coast of Ireland with the pilot being
rescued. Kingsford Smith, Wiley Post,
Amelia Earhart, and James Mollison were
some of the fliers using Harbour Grace during this period.
As for Boyd's planned sunrise take-off on
9 October, Harbour Grace was covered with
heavy fog that morning delaying the departure until early afternoon. With a light easterly wind on their tail, Boyd used almost the
entire length of the runway taking off at
16:18 Greenwich Civil Time (16:18Z) after a
run of 27 seconds, and headed eastbound at
600 feet altitude.
Connor wrote: "Erroll did the best job in
his life when he took that ship off, for I considered that the hardest part of the whole
flight, and I breathed easily once more when
60
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we were in the air."
Boyd later said: "I had hoped for an earlier start giving us the opportunity of using up
at least 100 gallons of fuel before darkness
which would have lightened the plane some
600 pounds making flying much easier during the long, dark hours ahead of us. With a
heavy fuel load the Columbia (Maple Leaf)
tends to hunt and fall off on either wing,
which would probably have sent the ship
spinning into the Atlantic."
Total fuel at take-off was 460 US gallons
(about 35 hours of flying) which represented
over half of the gross weight of 5,200
pounds. Connor's report said the gross
weight included 15 pounds of official mail
and Erroll's weight of 215 pounds. Due to
considerations of weight, no radio was carried. Radio equipment, weighing approximately 80 pounds, would have sacrificed 13
gallons of fuel or one hour of flying time.
The official air mail, consisting of some
300 letters, was the first ever to be carrjed
from Canada (Newfoundland) to Euro Its

The fliers declared their attempt was intended as a scientific venture and was "not
a hit or miss idea." Dr J. H. Kimball, the
trans - Atlantic weather expert in New York.
reported to the press that "the weather was
none too good," but he expressed confidence in the crew, having worked with
them on their earlier Bermuda flight.
The flight plan required flying east true
from St John's to 35 degrees west longitude,

potential value to collectors was so great that
forged overprints were produced. Shortly after the flight, a man purporting to be a film
company representative turned up in St
John's seeking stamps for a trans-Atlantic
flight movie. Since all bade been sold out he
persuaded a local printer to copy the surcharge on blocks of four and sold them to an
unsuspecting dealer in the US
While the crew were dressed in ordinary
business clothes, they wore the customary
helmets! They would be in the air nearly 24
hours before making an emergency landing
on the southwest tip of England. They were
seated on a 27 gallon oil tank which at least
kept the lower part of their anatomies warm.
"For many years, I've waited for this
opportunity," Boyd had said. "I've set my
heart on it. The Bermuda flight has been accomplished...as far as worrying goes — none
for me because I am navigated by an old
partner who knows his Atlantic. If we know
our Bermuda onions, why not our North

and then the great circle route to Swansea,
Bristol, and Croydon. An hour and 35 minutes after their take-off, they were sighted
and reported by the freighter Quaker City
"flying due eastward only 200 feet above the
water at a point approximately 100 miles
east-northeast of Cape Race, the eastern tip
of Newfoundland."
The afternoon weather remained good,
but Connor's observations showed them to
be making only 68 mph ground speed, with
an air speed of 93 mph. By sunset, their
ground speed had increased to only 70 mph
while maintaining "a low altitude of between
600 and 1,000 feet in order to take advantage of a better 'pull' and less head wind."
With the planet Venus and the stars,
Connor was able to check their position at
frequent intervals during the early part of the
flight although he reported "the old ship, still
with a heavy load, vibrated when I climbed
back of the main tank to take observations."
The observation hatch was fitted with a removable windshield to permit taking of 013-

"Whenever Boyd felt
sleepy, Connor held
an ice-water soaked
sponge to the back of
his neck."

Atlantic icicles?"
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Opposite: the Tolumbia,"— renamed the "Maple Leaf"
with an appropriate leaf depiction and the legend "Canada"
on the fuselage — secured on the narrow beach at Tresco,
Scilly Isles, 10-11 Oct 1930. via MOLSON Below: another
trans-Atlantic Bellanca, the "Liberty"(NR797W) in which
Horns and Hillig made a subsequent crossing. BELLANCA

he had learned in the '20s. With the aid of
a flashlight, he could see white particles of
ice forming on this strip. Immediately he descended on a southerly heading which he
held for a considerable time. Reaching an
area of warmer temperature, he climbed
hack into the clouds on a northeasterly
course calculated by dead reckoning.
They finally came out at 12,000 feet.
Boyd later said, "Believe me, that was the
best moon I ever saw!" They were tossed
around considerably, and tremendous
mountains of clouds extended upward from
this level. The weather continued extremely
rough throughout the remainder of the
night. They estimated that they were making
a ground speed of 138 to 140 mph although
the air speed only registered 90 to 92 mph.
Any accurate observations were impossible
under these conditions, and it was necessary
to weave in between the cloud mountains
for the remainder of the night. Since Connor
was not a pilot, Boyd had to do 100 percent
of the flying. Whenever Boyd felt sleepy,
Connor held an ice-water soaked sponge to
the back of his neck.
Glad to see dawn after a long ten and
one-half hours of darkness, they observed
three layers of clouds. Descending to 500
feet they found a 35 mph tailwind. But it

northward. Approaching longitude 40 degrees, they encountered cumulus and cumulo-nimbus clouds from 5,000 feet. The Sperry
artificial horizon proved an invaluable aid in
the night and blind flying, recording the
plane's actual attitude relative to the horizon.
This instrument, on its first trans-Atlantic
flight, had been installed by Canadian Wright
at St Hubert Airport.
After encountering rain, the crew were
unable to check their position or drift. A
short time later, they flew into some very
rough air which indicated that the wind had
freshened. By dead reckoning navigation,
they calculated by 03:30Z, that they had
reached 35 degrees west longitude. They
then changed their course northwards as
planned to allow them to follow the great
circle steamer track.
While climbing through the clouds, they
saw their outside thermometer drop to the
freezing mark. Boyd had painted a black
strip on the leading edge of the wing, a trick

was too rough at that altitude; so they
climbed back to 8,000 feet. After an hour,
they were able to fly safely at an altitude of
1,500 feet.
Due to the great refraction of light in the
early morning, the navigator was unable to
take a reliable observation by position lines
of the sun until 09:40Z. This new position at
47 degrees north, 18 degrees west put them
113 statute miles south of the steamer track.
On the course being steered, they were
heading for the Bay of Biscay, and it was
necessary to change some 25 degrees to the
left towards Land's End and London.
Because of aircraft noise, communication
between pilot and navigator was normally
by note. When Connor was shooting the sun
from the opening in the top of the aeroplane
at the rear of the main gas tank, he would
jerk a piece of string tied to the pilot's wrist.
One jerk was to change course 90 degrees
to the right. The second jerk of the string
was to reverse direction 180 degrees. This

servations all around the horizon. The windshield made it possible to hold a sextant
steady against the slip stream.
The vibration during take-off from
Harbour Grace had rendered the earth inductor compass dial unserviceable, making
it necessary to rely on the two magnetic
compasses. Connor praised Boyd who had
had ample practice on the earlier Bermuda
flight of steering an accurate course to the
nearest degree. After one and one-half hours
of night flying, battery failure required they
use the emergency flashlight to energize the
phosphorus material on the flight instruments. Later, in London, Boyd said, "Boy, it
was dark! I felt as though I was piloting a car
in a coal mine."
At about 22:40Z, our fliers passed over
the Cunard ship Lancastria and signalled her
by flashlight, spelling out the name
Columbia in Morse code. Approximately 440
miles from St John's, their average ground
speed had been only 72 mph. The easterly
winds gradually decreased and backed to
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enabled Connor to get an accurate shot from
two directions, the method used so successfully earlier on the Bermuda flight. They
then made the disconcerting discovery that,
due to a clogged line, the 100 gallons of fuel
from the main reserve tank would not pump
up into the gravity tank in the right wing.
About 560 statute miles from Land's End,
Boyd throttled back to reduce fuel consumption from 12 gallons per hour to about eight.
With a greatly reduced air speed, they relied
on very strong southwesterly winds south of
the low-pressure area over Ireland and the
British Isles.
Approaching the coast, they spotted numerous vessels, with the Scilly Isles slightly
off their port bow. They arrived over the
Scilly Isles at 16:02Z. The navigator was
making for Plymouth, England, because he
did not think that Boyd could make a good
landing on the islands. But Errol advised him
that he could land safely and that he did not
want to risk the last 23 miles of water between the Isles and Land's End.
As a precaution against fire, the dump
valve was opened, releasing the 100 gallons
of fuel from the reserve tank. Connor stayed
in the very back of the cabin to allow for a
better centre of gravity during the landing.
Although it was high tide, Boyd set the
Maple Leaf down on the sloping beach between two streams at Tresco, Scilly Islands,
stopping within a few inches of the water's
edge only 200 feet from where the landing
gear first touched the soft sand. About four
gallons of usable fuel remained!
Navigator Harry Connor later said, "I
didn't think any human being could land a
ship on that narrow strip of beach."
Tresco, second largest of the Scilly Isles,
is only two miles long by three quarters of
a mile wide. Workers from a nearby bulb
farm helped the airmen drag the plane higher on the beach and secure it for the night.
The governor of the islands, Major A. A.
Dorrien-Smith, hosted the airmen for the
night, and arranged for some fuel to be
flown in by seaplane from the Mountbatten
Air Force Station near Plymouth. He also set
about having the beach made suitable for
take-off at low tide the next afternoon.
The fliers departed from the small strip of
beach at Tresco on 11 October, at 13:02Z
and arrived at Croydon in less than three
hours at 15:55Z. Among the crowd greeting
them were Charles Levine, and Royal Naval
Air Service veteran E. A. Priest who recalled
Boyd's 1915 bombing raid on Zeebrugge.
Although the reception of Boyd and
Connor in London was slightly muted by the
R-101 airship disaster in France a few days
earlier, the Prince of Wales received them
and impressed them with his knowledge of
flying. He even asked if it was possible to fly
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from Montreal to his ranch in Alberta during
his next visit to Canada.
Prime Minister R. B. Bennett of Canada
and Premier G. Ferguson of Ontario, attending the Imperial Conference in London, invited Boyd and Connor to breakfast with
them at the Mayflower hotel. Boyd learned
from the conversation that they had been in
touch with his father in Toronto who had
asked them to dissuade the airmen from
their intention of flying home.
Among the many formal congratulations,
Sir Richard Squires, Premier of
Newfoundland, stated with pride that
Harbour Grace, famous departure point for
Atlantic flights, was his birthplace. War hero
Colonel Billy Bishop VC praised Boyd's
shrewd judgement in not carrying heavy
wireless equipment, the added weight of
which might have prevented him from
reaching land. Sir George Perley, acting
Canadian Prime Minister in Ottawa, had
helped Boyd get his transfer from the Army
and commission in the Royal Naval Air
Service some 15 years earlier, in World War
I, when Perley was High Commissioner for
Canada in London.
On arriving in London, Captain Boyd
was linked by phone to his excited family
in Toronto. They had anxiously followed
•MMER 1994
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the many reports on the Maple Leaf's
progress, some of which originated from
ships at sea. His parents, wife, and four
daughters were thrilled with the news of
Maple Leaf's safe arrival.
His mother recalled to reporters that
overcoming obstacles had always been her
son's specialty. The first prize he ever won
was an obstacle race at St Andrew's College
when he was eight years old. He could dive
off steamers at Muskoka at age four! A
mother's faith in her son helps him to do
greater things, she said. His more conservative father, an insurance executive, initially
opposed the flight.
This trans-Atlantic flight, much of it conducted at night and in instrument conditions, proved that Canadian Erroll Boyd was
one of the few experienced instrument pilots of his era. The weather conditions and
available daylight during turbulent October
differ greatly from May and June.
Boyd had gained much experience in instrument flight in Mexico two years earlier
while piloting Fairchild 71s, mainly over the
"Hump" between Tampico and Mexico City.
"This experience in Mexico was probably
the greatest a pilot could ever hope to have
in those days," he later wrote, preparing him
for the October ocean hop.

In a syndicated article from London,
Captain Erroll Boyd and Lieutenant Harry
Connor stressed the experimental nature of
their trip — to further the science of aviation
and to sell the potential of trans-oceanic flying. While believing that the Maple Leaf was
quite capable of making the round trip, they
did mention the dangers of attempting the
flight with only one engine. But, they stated,
they would not hesitate in making the trip
if they were provided with a suitable multiengine aircraft. Boyd and Connor were true
pioneers in the development of trans-oceanic flight.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The author, Ross
Smyth, was in the first group of TCA/Air
Canada flight dispatchers assigned to the
Trans-Atlantic Route in 1945. As a boy, he
knew Erroll Boyd from whom he had won
an airline flight from Buffalo o Miami in
1938. At the time, the author was a member
of an organization called the Aviation Scouts
of Canada which had been founded by
Erroll Boyd who was then an aviation editor
with the Toronto Star.
R. Smyth
8965 Tolhurst St.
Montreal, P.Q.
H2N 1W9.
CAHS JOURNAL

* The statement: "the official air mail, consisting of some 300
letters, was the first ever to be carried from Canada
(Newfoundland) to Europe", is an interesting one, since Hawker and
Grieve made the first attempt to carry airmail from Newfoundland
to Europe on May 18th 1919, and Alcock and Brown were the first to
succeed on June 14th/15th 1919.
The statement is, however, taken from the draft of Erroll Boyd's
autobiography:

The timing= Newfoundland goverment had issued a surcharged stamp to commerate our flight.
I knew little or nothing regarding the value of the stamps . I was sworn in as a postman )
only, to make this the firat official Air Mail across the Atlantic, by heavier thaniname
air machines, and was presented with two blocks of four stamps, presumably one for me and
one for Harry.
Before Boyd could take–off from Newfoundland, several bills had to
be paid, including one of $180 for fuel to "the Archibalds".–
Boyd also wrote in his autobiography that:

I offered them my block of four in
payment of the $180. due. Besides being airport managers of sorts, they evidently had a
flair mm for philatelics, and readily accepted my offer. The ironyos that this same block
of stamps was purdhased two we ks later by Edson Fifield, of the world renowned Scott
Stamp & Coin Co., for $1,800.00.
( Continued )
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CAPT. J. ERROLL BOYD: PIONEER TRANS-ATLANTIC AIR MAIL PILOT - continued:
Three years later, on J une 10th 1933, Boyd made the first nonstop flight from New York to Haiti, with Robert G. Lyon, (copilot), and H.P. Davis, (writer-observer). The aircraft used was
again the Columbia.
Haiti issued a speciall y overprinted stamp for the return flight
to New York, which gave Boyd the distinction of being the only
aviator to have stamps issued by two different countries for his
flights!
Boyd, however, seems to have become quite bitter about what he
referred to as "the stamp and cover racket". - The following
column was submitted by him to the Miami or Miami Beach press:
December 16, 193
WINGS OVER MIAMI
)

By Erroll Boyd
Aviation Editor

More about the stamp and cover racket:
A reputable stamp dealer will tell you (Scott's catalog,

1933) that a

block of four of the Columbia stamps issued on behalf of my flight with
Lieut. Harry Connor from Newfoundand in 1933 is now worth $2,750; a single
unused stamp, 4500; a used one, torn off its cover, $300; a used one,
still on its cover, 4375.
In other words, a few people made small fortunes on the stamps we carried.
The pilots who risked their lives, got nothing.
Let's go on with the story of Lieutenant Connor's block of four.
After our return from Europe, we still owelmoney for our trip. I told
Connor that we would have to get the stamps back. But while I was still
in Florida, Mr. O'Brien, our manager, intrigued Connor into turning
them over to him.
O'Brien promptly sold them for something more than 42,000, and with
the money, which he took for granted was due him, opened a speakeasy
in New York.
His reasoning is interesting, in view of the fact that our preliminary
arrangements had definitely stated that any profits accruing from our
trio should be divided, 20 percent to O'Brien, 30 percent to Connor and
50 percent to me.
But this is only one instance of the way the racket works.
( Continued )
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CAPT. J. ERROLL BOYD: PIONEER TRANS-ATLANTIC AIR MAIL PILOT - continued:
Frequently I have received letters enclosing stamped envelopes, carrying
ordinary United States air mail stamps. With them will be a request that
I autograph the envelopes, and sometimes as many as 10 of them will
arrive in a bunch. Sometimes the envelopes are not stamped.
A few years ago I would usually have complied with these request.
I didn't know then what happens to these envelopes.
After they have been autographed, they are stamped and sent over one of
the regular air

=a

mail routes, and ba ck to the sender. To the

uninitiated, it looks as if I was the pilot who had carried the letter.
Even now I will occasionally have a cover mailed me with the request
that I inform the sender whether or not my signature has been forged.
Usually it hasn't been. And yet the whole implication of it, the definite
point on which it has probably been sold, is that I have flown the letter
which is not true.
It is usually easy to detect this type of cover. For it is not difficult
to ascertain whether the postmark has been stamped over the signature,
or the signature written over the post-mad.
My experiences in thisAeneral line are by no means unique. With the
exception of a few flights--(some of those of the Graf Zeppelin, some
of those of Amundsen, in which stamps were used in a carefully organized
plan to defray some of the expenses of the flight)--most aviators have
fared the same. I'll venture to bet that Lindbergh, de Pinedo, Xiley
Post and many others have found the rackdjust as I have described it.
Anyone who has ever collected stamps knows that many governments make
thousands an*ousands of dollars by bringing out occasionally new
stamp issues, which are sold outright to dealers.
Is it any wonder that there are men in the stamp collecting game who see
ways of capitalizing on unusual aeronautical feats?
Floyd died in 1960, before his book was completed. - He had become a
US citizen in 1941, having married an American musical dancer and
friend of Al Jolsen, and retired to Florida.
Ross Smyth, who kindly supplied the information for this feature,
commented that:

I knew Boyd in 1938-1940 as a very honest man helpful to youth.
If any of your older collectors knew him, I would appreciate
their recollections.
Thanks again for all the information Ross!
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PATRICIA AIRWAYS & EXPLORATION LIMITED - "DEFORMED 0" OVERPRINTS
Murray Heifetz
In the current Unitrade catalogue there is listed a variety on the Patricia Airways & Exploration issue to which
little attention was previously paid. I refer to the "deformed 0" in the 5 line overprint group. The catalogue
numbers are respectively CL 15d, CL20d, and CL25d. Quite aside from the purpose of my present note, it should
be noted that the description of the variety in CL20d and CL25d is in error. The deformity appears in the second 0
of Lookout, not the third.
In going through my own collection of these overprints, I have found another similar variety which I don't believe
has been previously reported. This does occur in the third 0 of Lookout. It is not a singular occurence as I have
three different covers with this variety. My three are all on the overprint in green in descending position. I have no
idea as to whether this also exists in the other colour overprints or in the ascending position. What makes this
variety worthy of serious consideration is that while two of the covers are 0. W. It Smith covers posted on the
same date, albeit from different post offices, the third cover is a Davis cover posted two months later so there must
have been several sheets at least printed with this variety.
It should also be noted that neither this variety, nor the deformed 0 are constant. I have several sheets in the
different colours and positions in which neither variety occurs. However this new variety, which we could call the
"blocked 0" seems as worthy of listing as the "deformed 0". I am enclosing photocopies of the 3 covers. Two are
postings March 9, 1928 between Sioux Lookout and Red Lake. The third is a posting May 2, 1928 from Rolling
Portage to Red Lake. The first two were flown by the later Patricia Airways. The third was flown by Western
Canada Airways.

Kr. O.N.E. Smith,
oio Patrioia Airways Ltd,
Sioux Lookout, Ont.

COVER 1

COVER 2

Y/F.141 Tj —i CANADA
"-AIRWAYS LIMITED.
.

.

•

f44 Y. 2 1928

RED LAKE,

o-nrr.

COVER 3
( Continued )
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COVER 1

COVER 2

COVER 3

PATRICIA AIRWAYS & EXPLORATION LIMITED - 'DEFORMED D' OVERPRINTS, Murray Heifett - page 2.

•
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A COVAL COVER: FROM THE PHILIPPINES TO THE NETHERLANDS IN 10 YEARS!
Jacques Bot
This cover was mailed in Manila on the 30th June 1941, and
backstamped in New York on 6th July 1941, but arrived in Amsterdam
on 11th October 1951!
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A COVAL COVER: fro. the Philippines to the Netherlands in 10 years!, Jacques Sot - continued:
I sent it
when I received a copy of the above cover,
directly to Jacques Bot in the Netherlands, and asked him if he
could:
translate the typed inscription on the back;
aangehouden
voor
lading"
"Commissie
the
translate
handstamp, and explain what this signified;
suggest where this cover was likely to have been kept
since 1941, and why it was not released until 1951.

Editor's note:

Jacques supplied the following information:
The abbreviation COVAL was unknown to me until I read your questions about
the Philippines FDC. I found 2 articles (in Dutch) about this subject, fran
which I mention the following points:
During 144 II, the British authorities seized mail to and fran
(territory occupied by) Germany, containing currency. Stamps were
considered currency; international philatelistic mail was thus seized.
COVAL was a carmittee installed by the Dutch Government. This
comittee received the seized mail in 1951 and returned it to the
senders.
Each COVAL letter received a typed label and an arrival cancellation
dated October or November 1951. The arrival cancellation was usually
partially placed on the typed label.
Your questions about the Philippines FDC can be answered as follows:
The (verbatim) translation of the description reads:
Piece after seizure by the
British authorities recovered through intervention of the
COVAL (Committee for Arrested
Loads) in Amsterdam.
The translation of "Ccurnissie voor Aangehouden Lading" is: "Camrrittee
for Arrested Load". Note the small difference with the name in the
typed inscription.
The date of the Amsterdam backstarrp is 11th October 1951 (10 AM),
although the year is hardly readable on the photocopy.
The letter was seized by the British authorities on Bermuda. These
letters were found fortuitously in 1951 and returned to sender.

Thanks Jacques.
WWWW100410101414********0141414041 001000004*****0414***********

AEROPHILATELIC LITERATURE
ASTROPHILATELIC MAGAZINE
COSMOS is a very comprehensive bi-monthly magazine, pub lished, in
English, by the Belgian Philatelic Association. - The July 1995
issue was 28 pages long, and included a description of scheduled
launches in various countries; a cut-away drawing of the MIR space
station; the fact that 325 astronauts have now travelled in space;
and illustrations of many space covers, including some tha t were for
sale.

For subscription details contact:
B-9070 Destelbergen, Belgium.

Georges Lauwers, Belgielaan 97,
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AEROPHILATELIC LITERATURE

-

continued:

In addition to the information on COVAL flights, Jacques Dot kindly
supplied me with some information regarding the major sources he has
used in obtaining information about Fokker aircraft on stamps:

Mr. Dietmar Steidel faun Germany informed me that he is a co-author of a
Thematic Aviation Stamp Catalogue (in German). I let him know that I
earlier purchased this catalogue and found new information in it. It is,
however, not a flight cover catalogue. I also purchased the recently issued
Stanley Gibbons' Thematic Catalogue "Collect AiruLdft on Stamps". Note that
the German catalogue lists stamps about aviation (including aircraft,
aviators, airports, aviation organisations, etc.) without illustrations;
the Stanley Gibbons catalogue lists only stamps depicting aircraft and is
well illustrated. Another interesting catalogue is the AEROTHEK from the
Trans World Philair Club in Germany; this is a database containing
information about first flight covers (since 1950), faun which selections
(in catalogue or in stocklist format) can be requested. I include
photocopies concerning these 3 catalogues.
(Jacques obtained a list from the Trans World Philair Club, of
world-wide First Flight Covers carried by Fokker aircraft: a
listing they produced of First Flight Covers to or from Canada
since 1950, was included in our September 1994 newsletter.)
In my letter that was published in your journal I mentioned the Air Nail
Encyclopaedia, written by Hans and Hennie TSchroots and issued by the Dutch
Aerophilately Society "De Vliegende Hollander" ("The Flying Dutchman").
This book gives details about air mail connections (including air mail
rates), based on official (Dutch) PTT directions. This means that not only
direct, but also indirect, connections with The Netherlands are described.
This makes it interesting to aerophilatelists all over the world. Part 1
(until the year 1935) was issued in 1990 and received various high
international philatelic awards. Much attention is given to the Amsterdam Batavia / Bandung air nail connection, but also to e.g. SCAM% flights and
Zeppelin flights. Fran the enclosed photocopies you can see that also North
American air mail connections are listed I am sure that, in spite of the
Dutch language (a short Dutch - English dictionary is included), many of
your members will be interested in this work. The prices mentioned in the
enclosed pamphlet include postage. Part 2, which will probably contain
information about COUAL letters, will appear in a few years.
ONTWIKKELING PER JAAR: 1932
Nr.

I

Vertrek

CiIirerstertleden 1932

Vertrek

kg

stuks

Ix per week

Bandoeng Amsterdam

Dagen

Arrectenlyn

Poet

07-01

17-01

11

235

20115

PR-AID Duif

14-01

24-01

11

230

19052

PH-AFR Raaf

3(- 7 1411
01-01/31-12

U

59
60

ONTWIKKELING PER JAAR:

Aankomst

461
Dagen

Post
kg

!auks

Bllsonderheden 1 932
lx per week

08-02

10

233

PH-AFS Specht

15-02

11

240

MI - AFR Rear

1935

Dienst XXII-1935 New York-San Francisco • aansluitingen
a. New York-Cleveland-Chicago-Iowa City-Omaha-CheyenneRock Springs-Salt Lake City-Elko-Reno-SacramentoSan Francisco v.v. lx daags

Editor's Note:
Collect Aircraft on Stamps is available through
Lighthouse Publications (Canada) Ltd., 255 Duke Street,
Montreal, Quebec H3C 2M2: price $55.00.
If you would like to see the photocopies Jacques mentioned,
which include prices and ordering addresses for the other
publications, please contact me.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA AIRWAYS - COMMERCIAL MAIL

Posted on August 17, 1928 at Victoria, B.C.
To Tacoma, Washington U.S.A.
Commercial message on card very scarce
These items were sent in by Walter Plomish.
According to Longworth-Dames' The Pioneer and
Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934:
In 1927 a new company was formed at Lansdowne Field, Victoria, with the title
British Columbia Airways Limited. While negotiations were underway with the
Post Office to obtain a contract to carry mail between Victoria and Vancouver, the
company commenced operations by forming a flying school, and placed an order
with the Stout Metal Airplane Company of Dearborn, Michigan, for a Ford 4-AT-B
Tri-motor passenger aircraft in order to open an air service between the cities of
Vancouver, Victoria and Seattle. The airliner was delivered by the company's senior
pilot, Harold Walker, via Seattle on July 23 and later that day made the first passenger carrying flight between Victoria and Vancouver.
A twice daily service was flown between Victoria and Vancouver from August 3
until the aircraft was lost on August 25. Departing Victoria at 10:15 am, the aircraft
arrived at Vancouver 45 minutes later. The return flight left at 3 pm.
Airline safety was poor, with the company often carrying more passengers than
the twelve seats available, and flying in weather conditions that were often poorer
than the accepted limits. The eventual result was that on August 25, 1928, the Trimotor was lost when it plunged into the Strait of Juan de Fuca, near Port Townsend,
while flying through dense smoke from a forest fire. The pilot, Harold Walker, the
co-pilot, R.L. Carson, and five passengers were all killed in the crash.

Mail after August 3rd is very scarce due to the
short time period service was available, and
because most mail
wa s carried between
commercial premises rather than between private
residences.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any
aspect of aerophilately, is invited to send it to the editor.I'll put the question into the newsletter; hopefully another member
will know the answer and send that in; and then I'll publish the
answer in the following newsletter.

FURTHER FOLLOW UP: FIRST ENGLAND - AUSTRALIA AIRMAIL, 1929?
First &nc land-Australia
Airmail.

V. G. Wilson /LK. ,

C/O Box 7o H.
G.P.O.
MELBOURNE.
AU6VALIA

This cover was mailed
from Dorking, Surrey, on 8th MAY
1929, and was backstamped in Melbourne on the
7th JUNE
1929: what route and airline would it have taken?
This question continues to intrigue some of our members. - Further
research since the last newsletter, has raised questions about the
routing of mail across Australia in June 1929.
According to the CANADA OFFICIAL POSTAL GUIDE, JULY SUPPLEMENT 1929:
Australian
Postal
Authorities
that effective
advise
immediately air mail may be dispatched to Australia for
conveyance over the weekly Air Service in operation between
Adelaide (South Australia) and Perth (West Australia).
However, later sources indicate that external mail was not carried
on this route until December 1929! - An article from 1972 states:
On March 30th, 1929, starting from Croydon, an Imperial
Airways plane made the first flight across Europe to Alexandria and, from there, followed the old RAF route across
the desert to Baghdad and Basra, continuing on via Bushire
and Jask, to Karachi. At last, India was in direct air contact
with the United Kingdom. Mails for Australasia continued
on their way by sea, but the time elapsing between posting

and receiving had been considerably shortened.
In Australia, too, things were happening. On June 2nd,
1929, the first east-west mail flight took place, and the return
flight was on June 4th. At first, this service was restricted to
internal mail, but on December 10th, of the same year, West
Australian Airways commenced to operate under its new
contract, which allowed them to carry external mails.

From: A Brief History of the U.K.-Australasia Air Route,
W. Dudley Edwards, (Stamp Collecting, September 21st 1972).
It therefore seems that this cover went by air from London to
Karachi, using the service that Imperial Airways had started a month
earlier, and did not travel by a "First England-Australia Airmail".
However, if the information received/distributed in Britain was also
in error, the sender may have been mislead into thinking it would!

▪
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FOLLOW UP - COLUMBIA TO TORONTO IN TWO DAYS - 1939!

This cover was mailed in Columbia on the 16th March 1939.
It was backstamped in Toronto at 5.30 pm 18th March 1939.

DIAGRAM OF SCHEDULES
QUESTIONS ASKED: - was FAM-5,
which started in May/June 1931,
still being operated by Pan
American Airways in March 1939?
- what route from Panama City or
Miami, was this cover( carried
on to arrive in Toronto just
two days later?
ANSWERED: The air mail service
from Barranquilla, Columbia, to
Miami, was still operating as
part of FAM-5: see map.

Se. Pages 21-24 for Diagram of all Latin American Services
Intermediate Stations not shown below appear in corresponding tables

TABLES 5, SA, Si
U.S.A.—CUBA
,AMAICA—COLOMBIA
CANAL ZONE—ECUADOR
PERU-110LIVIA—CHILE
ARGENTINA

MIAMI
tott.

HAVANA
CA.

I.

KINGSTON
0

CRISTOBAL. C.Z.

T. VENEZUELA
• 10.m.
BARRANOUILLA

16th March 1939 was a Thursday.

z

1. INTERIOR

CALI

This cover could therefore have
travelled:

Sew Tali. 10 • I

— GUAYAOUIL

17 March
08:15 Depart Barranquilla,
(Pan American)
17:10 Arrive Miami.

0
LIMA

21:00 Depart Miami,
(Eastern Airlines).
18 March

AREOUIPA

05:20 Arrive New York,
(Newark).
08:45 Depart New York,
(Newark). - FAM-1.
11:15 Arrive Montreal.

GLA PAZ
Mt.*

ARICA

? Montreal - Toronto.

U.

Many thanks
to
Johnathan L.
Johnson for this information.

BUENOS AIRES
SANTIAGO

5:6,!AT.

WE,

•
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INFORMATION NEEDED - DUAL FRANKED AIR MAIL TO CANADA?
QUESTION: Does mail exist from other countries prior to 1930 that has
both stamps of originating country and Canadian postage to
pre-pay carriage in Canada by Canadian airline services.

VIA U.:S.A

H.Bedford-Jolies
1209 S. ilisiiversity
Ann itrbor, Michigan
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Background: The agreement of the Universal Postal Union, as of July 1 1930 allowed
for the first time to have mail that would be flown by another country, to be
pre-paid in stamps of the originating country only. Before that, stamps of both
countries were required.
Figure 1 shows mail from NZ with additional USA postage for a flight from San
Francisco to Chicago (b/s May 16). Surely mail was carried by Trans Canada air
routes also in the late 1920's? I have not seen any such.
Figure 2 shows by comparison the first mail after the 1930 agreement from NZ (July 29)
by sea to Vancouver, by rail to Calgary, by Western Canada Airways to Winnipeg, by
rail to Toronto, air to Quebec and ship to England. All for 5p in NZ postage.
A bargain but what about such mail before 1930?
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INFORMATION NEEDED - LONDON TO SOUTH AMERICA, 1938?

J

o

Cancelled: LONDON N.C. - 8AM, 19 AUG 1938
with boxed EMPIRE EXHIBITION
Backstamped: CORREIO AEREO - 24 VOL 38 - SAO PAULO
QUESTION:
"I enclose a 'mystery' cover on which there is no
indication of routing nor of carrier which is surprising. There
must have been a lot of mail which justified bagging it all. The
Germans usually gave their S. American mail (even from London) a
special handstamp. Could it have gone by French or Italian
airline?"

14 0 004****14*** * ****t********* 14 **Mt******* * ***04******** * *****
SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale
to the editor. - Create your own "advertisement" if you like, up to
a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

WANTED: CANADIAN POLAR-FLIGHT COVERS
We have received an enquiry from an Italian collector, who is
looking for:
CPA First POlar-Flight Covers Vancouver to
Amsterdam June 3. 1955; and other Canadian First POlar-Flight
Covers, domestic and no.
If you can help, please reply directly to:

CARLO CARMAGNANI
VIA PIO X, 5
37051 BOVOLONE, ITALIA

SALES AND WANTS - continued:
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PHILATELIC LITERATURE: WANTED AND FOR SALE
NONE o R Fff
4 1 4- (035 - 17I49

JOSEPH BERKOVITS
YORK TORONTO P.O. BOX 33
260 ADELAIDE ST. EAST
TORONTO, ONT., CANADA
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SALES AND WANTS - continued:
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FOR SALE: CANADIAN FLIGHT COVERS

A number of flown Canadian air covers have been donated to CAS. These are
available for $2.00 each but orders of less than $20.00 should include $3.00
to cover post and packing. Over $20, free. Send to Mike Shand, 1183 Agingourt
Road, Ottawa K2C 2H8.
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WANTS - continued:

D'ALT SWIFT - AVIATION BOOK DEALER
The sad news of D'Alt's death was reported earlier in this
newsletter. He died on March 26th, so any members who responded to
his advertisement in our March newsletter are unlikely to have
received a reply. I had written to D'Alt, with an order, on March
19th: my cheque was returned on August 23rd by Canada Trust. They
also informed me that:
The Canada Trust Company has been named Executor of his Estate.
We are in the process of arranging to auction his extensive book
collection. Please advise me if you would be interested in
attending the auction and I will notify you in advance. Due to
the sire of the collection and the nature of the auction, we are
not in a position to fulfill specific requests for books.
Signed: Rachel Bayley, Trust Officer, Estate and Trust Services.
Canada Trust, 110 Yonge Street - Ste.1400, Toronto, ON M5C 1T4.

WANTED: P.E.I. RELATED FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
AAMS No.

Flight Date

Description

21a
225b
225d
225e
229f
229g
229h
229k
330
330a
640
640a
640b
640c
640d

29 Sep 1919
24 Jan 1929
23 Jan 1929
24 Jan 1929
02 Jul 1929
02 Jul 1929
02 Jul 1929
02 Jul 1929
01 Jul 1944
01 Jul 1 944
06 Feb 1941
06 Feb 1941
06 Feb 1941
06 Feb 1941
06 Feb 1941

Charlottetown - Truro
Charlottetown - Summerside
Moncton - Charlottetown
Charlottetown - Moncton
Moncton - Charlottetown
Moncton - Sydney
Moncton - Saint John
Saint John - Moncton
New Glasgow - Charlottetown
Charlottetown - New Glasgow
Charlottetown - Havre Aubert
Charlottetown - Entry Island
Harve Aubert - Entry Island
Entry Island - Charlottetown
Havre Aubert - Charlottetown

Ivan W. Mackenzie (CAS 201)
2411-420 Gloucester Street
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
k 1 R 7T7

NEXT ISSUE - XMAS SPECIAL
I would like to give the next i.55ue a 5ed5ondl empha5i5 1 and am

inviting all members to contribute. - Please make up a one page
display featuring a favorite cover from December of any year;
include a description of the cover/flight; add your name/address/
Season's Greetings as you want; get the best photocopy of your page
you can; and send it to:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
by November 30th. Thanks.
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
96
202
168
95
158

Michael P. Codd
Ross Herrington
Robert A. Lee
Michael F. Painter
Thomas J. Watkins

Sep 95
Sep 95
Sep 95
Sep 95
Sep 95

3
203
55
211
199
210
40
122
212
53
4
5
12
9
15
213

Nelson Bentley
John H. Bloor
J. M. Ellis
Carl Freund
Frank G. Jones
Andre Lafond
Jeffrey Lodge
Peter Muggier
Harold J. Petoskey
Alex C. Ross
Mike Shand
Pat Sloan
Melville Smith
Geoffrey Thompson
Graydon H. Veinotte
William R. Wallace

Oct 95
Oct 95
Oct 95
Oct 95
Oct 95
Oct 95
Oct 95
Oct 95
Oct 95
Oct 95
Oct 95
Oct 95
Oct 95
Oct 95
Oct 95
Oct 95

62

Gary Coates

Nov 95

59
182
61
168
214
56
187
519

T. W. Cummings
Robert Foottit
Dr. M. Goldberg
Edward Lettick
Trelle A. Morrow
Col. William G. Robinson
B. H. Saunders
Gibson B. Stephens

Nov 95
Nov 95
Nov 95
Nov 95
Nov 95
Nov 95
Nov 95
Nov 95

63
37
103
145
130
133
215
42
132
54
21
155
170
81
189

Paul Barbatavicius
Joseph Berkovits
Kasmir Bileski
Francois Bourbonnais
Basil S. Burrell
Eric Grove
Jack Ince
Robert H. Jamieson
John I. Jamieson
Norbert E. Krommer
Dr. D. Mercer
Larry Milberry
Kenneth G. Mitchell
Stephen Reinhard
Jacky Stoltz

Dec 95
Dec 95
Dec 95
Dec 95
Dec 95
Dec 95
Dec 95
Dec 95
Dec 95
Dec 95
Dec 95
Dec 95
Dec 95
Dec 95
Dec 95

In order to reduce postal costs, renewal notices will be printed in each issue of the The Canadian
Aerophilatelist. Members within a 4 month period of this issue of the newsletter will be notified.
Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment. Final renewal notices will be mailed
out to members who have not replied.
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders etc. to be
made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society. The Membership Due is $10.00 Canadian for 1995.
As a result of rising costs, the membership fee will increase in 1996 to $15.00 Canadian in
Canada and the USA, $20.00 Canadian for members Overseas.
Membership No.:

Renewal Month:

Name:
Address:

Mail notice to: Ron Miyanishi, Secretary
124 Gamble Ave.
Toronto, Ontario
CANADA M4J 2P3

Secretary's Use Only
Date:
Payment:
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members. - Its
objectives are:
- to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
- to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about
aerophilately among members;
national and
at
the
aerophilatelists
- to represent Canadian
international levels;
- to promote and support aerophilatelic research in Canada.

Membership of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is open to all
interested individuals, including those living outside of Canada, and
new members are always welcome.
The annual membership dues are $10.00 Canadian for 1995. - As a result
of rising costs, they will increase in 1996 to $15.00 Canadian in Canada
and the U.S.A., $20.00 Canadian for members Overseas.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and
send it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M43 2P3
I hereby apply for membership in The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
POSTAL CODE
Collecting interests

If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number
American Philatelic Society membership number
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada number
For Secretary's use:

Date joined

Amount of dues paid

Entered on mailing list

04 004tOokti414***ttti(00 400000000041414W000(t M040040(WOMItttt

EDITOR'S LAST WORD AND REMINDER
Please send all items for the next issue of the newsletter to:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
by November 30th.

2;

AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY

THE C •

Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilate47and Aerophilatelists everywhere
American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Fedtration Internationale des Socitt%s Aerophilattligues) - Club Member

Editor: CRP454Hylotimmerto:
4060 Bath Road
Kingston
Ontario K711 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:
Vice-President:
Immediate Past President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Major (Ret) R.K. 'Dick' Malott, CD, MSc, BA, FRPSC
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1
Tel.
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Tel:
Wing Commander (Ret) E.P. 'Pat' Sloan, CD
P.O. Box 6248, Station 'J', Ottawa K2H 1T4
Tel:
Nelson Bentley,
3044 Otterson Drive, Ottawa, Ontario K1V 786
Tel:
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, East York, Ontario M4J 2P3
Tel:

and Fax: (613) 829 0280
(613) 225 4254
1613) 728 4275
(613) 733 6286
(416) 421 5846

SI VOUS DESIRE/ L'INFORMAT1ON EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATELIE, CONSULTE/
FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS, 58 STE-CATHERINE, ST. POLYCARPE, QUEBEC JOP 110
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NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of

The Canadian Aerophilatelist: welcome!

Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic that
combines flying and philately, including:
- the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between different
places: these usually bear special markings to identify the flight, and
are referred to as First Flight Covers;
- a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and services,
and/or of the airmail stamps issued for these services;
- commemorative stamps and covers, normally produced on the anniversary of
historically significant flights;
- astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers that trace
the development of space flight. - Since very few covers have been
flown into space, this usually involves covers associated with the
ground support network: launch sites, recovery ships, etc.
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society aims to provide a forum for the
exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in any aspect of
world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are
interested in Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through
this newsletter, which is published quarterly.l.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
- a library from which a variety of books and periodicals can be borrowed
by mail: for more details contact Ivan W.
MacKenzie, 2411-420
Gloucester Street, Ottawa, Ontario K1R 7T7.
- a translation service from French to English and vice versa: contact
Francois Bourbonnais, 58 Ste-Catherine, St. Polycarpe, Quebec JOP 1X0.
- a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale: for a full list
contact Mike Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
For more information on Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
- for general information on all Canadian airmail stamps and covers up
until 1950, the Canada Section in Volume 4 of the
American Air Mail
Catalogue. - Although this volume is out of print, an authorized
photocopy of the Canada Section can be obtained
from Dick Malott, 16
Harwick Crescent, Nepean, ON K2H 6R1, for $8.00 including postage.
- for detailed information on early air mail flights, stamps, and airlines,
The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934, C.A.
Longworth-Dames, published
by Unitrade Press, Toronto. (Semi-official
stamps were produced by the companies that operated the first airmail
services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue of these
stamps, and sold them
from post
offices, but
did not assume
responsibility for the airmail, or help with the cost of the service.)
- on the air mail stamps and covers of Newfoundland, Newfoundland Air
Mails: 1919-1939, by C.H.C. Harmer, which is one of the publications of
the American Air Mail Society, (see below).
Anyone interested in aerophilately is recommended, (by the editor), to
consider joining The American Air Mail Society. - It publishes a very
informative monthly magazine, The Airpost Journal; holds 5 or 6 excellent
postal auctions each year, with many lots under $5; and publishes some very
useful books and catalogues. - Membership is $22 U.S. per year. For more
information contact: Dan Barber, AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing,
MI 48909, USA.

Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome
to do so. - Please acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source,
and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material appears
to the editor.
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
************************
REPORT ON THE SOCIETY'S AEROPHILATELIC SYMPOSIUM IN TORONTO:
As previously announced, a symposium was held on Sunday November 19th, in Toronto, at the premises
of the Vincent Greene Foundation. The location was very suitable as free meter parking was available on
Sunday. A pub for lunch was just a few doors away and was open on Sunday. The premises themselves
have 13 permanent 16 page frames mounted on the walls which makes displays very easy to mount and
to view. There are also tables .for display of available literature and covers for sale or for trade. Seating is
available for up to 40 persons.
11 persons attended. While the number was a little lower than hoped, it has to be considered as
reasonable bearing in mind the competition - the 3rd day of a concurrent major stamp expo, the last day
of the Royal Winter Fair, the Santa Claus Parade, and the Grey Cup Festival. There were 7 persons
from the Toronto area and four from other parts of Ontario.
After some introductory remarks and personal introductions of those attending, we were treated to some
very interesting displays by Neil Hunter, Dick McIntosh, Bob Jamieson, Murray Heifetz, and Harry Pope.
It was a treat to see a few of Harry Pope's items - the only known mint block of four of the Newfoundland
Columbia airmail stamp and the same stamp on a flown cover, and the Newfoundland DO-X with
inverted overprint - truly aero gems.
Dick McIntosh gave a report on the progress of his section of the forthcoming Canadian Airmail
Catalogue which comprises all the various flown covers - first flight and others - presently listed in the
AAMC under the government flight and stage section. This is a monumental undertaking and Dick was
looking for help in locating some of the more esoteric places for which postmarks on flown covers are
known but which no longer appear on any maps.
Murray Heifetz used three displays to illustrate a talk on exhibiting and judging guidelines in
aerophilately. A three frame exhibit of the Patricia Airways & Exploration semi-official airmail stamp was
used to show how one could develop an appropriate exhibit of airmail stamps and also showed some of
the pages that would be used properly in a Canadian Airmail exhibit in contrast to an exhibit of stamps. A
display of flown covers in the 1923 German inflation period was used to demonstrate a one frame
exhibit. Another selection of covers showing cachets commemorating historic Canadian flights was used
to suggest caution in using certain types of material that may be personally very satisfying but dangerous
in exhibit.
The meeting finished about 4.00 pm with those in attendance expressing a desire for more such
meetings and saying they would come again. Perhaps the most effective part of the meeting was not the
program itself, but the opportunity for members to meet with each other and begin a "network" - very
important for those who do not live in large metropolitan areas.

Editor's Note: Many thanks to Murray Heifetz for organizing this
symposium, and for providing the above report. The best measure of
the symposium's success is that those of us who attended want to get
together again, perhaps in April 1996. Everybody else will be
invited to join us: more details in the next newsletter, (I hope).
NORWEX 97:
This will be a Specialized FIP World Exhibition, limited to
Aerophilately and Postal History exhibits, and is being organized as
part of the celebrations of the 350th Anniversary of the founding of
Norway Post. - It will be held in Oslo from the 16th to 21st April
1997, and there will be 1,500 frames for the competitive classes.
More details can be obtained from the Canadian Commissioner: Denis
Hamel, Suite 2109, 15 Maitland Place, Toronto, Ontario M4Y 2X3.
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REMEMBERING RITCH TOOP:
30 October 1995
Major (Ret.) E.R. -Ritch" Toot). CD. FRPSC. BNAPS Order of the Beaver

1923-1995
The philatelic community has good reason to dislike the date of Friday, 13 October 1995. On that date we
lost our dear colleague, Major "Ritch" Toop, an icon to the Canadian military postal history community.
"Bitch's" philatelic activities were varied and numerous, both as an avocation and as a hobby.
"Ritch" was a doer and shaker. He contributed to the advancement of all the philatelic organizations to
which he belonged. On most, at one time or another, he served as a Director, and in several Treasurer.
Editor of society publications, office manager, and chairman of study groups. He was a most
successful exhibitor of his well-researched military exhibits and highly rated reference texts at all three
competitive levels - local, national and international. His last award was a FIP large silver at
SINGAPORE'96 for his book done in conjunction with LCol. Bill Bailey, " Canadian Military Post
Offices to 1993" (2nd edition).
For his dedicated work as Secretary of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) for over
seven years he received the "Recognition of Contribution to Aerophilately Award" from the CAS in the
early 1990's.
"Ritch" was aware of his pending demise from the cancer that he withstood for many years. He struggled
,

to the end to finish his many projects. He was the first to complete his two sections on Canadian Forces
Air Letter Forms for the new CAS catalogue to be, "The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland". A
-

-

dedication to his memory will be published in this catalogue along with his excellent research work.

Major (Ret.) RIC Malott

NEW MEMBERS
Welcome to the following new members who have joined us since the
last newsletter:
#237
#238
#239
#240
#241
#242

Michel Brisbois, Ottawa, Ontario
Cheryl Ganz, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.
Brian Asquith, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey, England
Abraham Siegel, Long Island, New York, U.S.A.
J.W.T. Wannerton, Kenilworth, Cape Province, South Africa
Jacques Bot, Amstelveen, Netherlands
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT

fHE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilate6 , and Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

To All Members of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
Re: President's Comments for the December 1995 Issue of The Canadian Aerophilatelist

On behalf of the Executive Committee of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society I extend best wishes for the
festive season and the New Year 1996 to all of our members and many friends in other aerophilatelic
organizations. I trust that despite all of the difficult times experienced by our members the relaxation of
our aerophilatelic activities brings relief. The friendships formed over the years through our hobby is an
added bonus from our collecting activities. It is thus a sad time for those of us who knew and worked with
our departed colleague Major "Ritch" Toop, an icon in the field of Canadian military postal history.
Elsewhere in this issue of "The Canadian Aerophilatelist" a tribute to "Ritch" is presented.
The countdown is proceeding at a hastened rate for the opening of CAPEX'"96 and all of its fascinating
activities. The aerophilatelists/astrophilatelists have a full program slated for the last three days 14, 15,
and 16 June 1996, including a judging seminar by three leading international aerophilatelists, the XXXV1
Congress of FISA, annual general meetings of the CAS and the AAMS, seminars, the launching of our
new catalogue, "The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland", and a dining-in-night for aerophilatelists/
astrophilatelists and friends at the Royal Canadian Military Institute (RCMI) on Friday evening , 14 June
1996. Anyone wishing further details are invited to contact me at their convenience. We are also
requesting members who plan to attend CAPEX'96 or those who live in the Toronto area to contact our
Secretary, Ron Miyanishi, at 124 Gamble Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M4J 2P3 and offer some time to help
host our combined booth with the AAMS. It is imperative that we do our share at making our
aerophilatelic/astrophilatelic guests welcome to CAPEX'96. May we count on your support.
-

The work is progressing well on our catalogue with at least 75% of the data on computer discs ready for
perusal by the Editor of AAMS publications. There are four more sections to be received and then the
final details will be finalized. As an example of the catalogue's contents there will be 33 pages of data
from Cimon Morin, Chief of the National Postal Archives and Library on reference material for the
various sections of the catalogue. The Canadian Pioneer Section by Ray Simrak, the Canadian SemiOfficial Section by Murray Heifetz, the large Government Flights Section by Dick McIntosh, and the
Newfoundland Section by John Butt have been updated and corrected. Smaller sections have been
completed also on helicopter flights by Nelson Bentley, Canadian Crash Covers by myself and Henri
Nierinck, several sections by Trelle Morrow, my back-up as Coordinating Editor, and others. At the book
launch various Section Leaders will be there to autograph the book if requested.
Canadian aerophilatelists /astrophilatelists are still hesitant to exhibit their material. At regional and
national exhibitions in Canada there are often no aviation exhibits at all. If fortunate perhaps the
exhibition committee will receive two or three aviation entries. If you wish to develop your collection
exhibit sections of it to obtain new ideas on presentation, to contact individuals that have material useful
for your collection, and to receive recognition for your work . I am looking for exhibitors for AEROFIL'96
an all aerophilatelic/astrophilatelic exhibition to be held in Buenos Aires, Argentina, 30 August to 8
September 1996. If you are interested please contact me for information on this new event. As yet I have
not received data on whose exhibits have been accepted for ESPAMER'96 and AVIACION Y ESPACIO,
and CAPEX'96. Data on the latter event should be released before Christmas. To all who have helped
make the CAS function during 1995 my sincere thanks.

(RK "Dick" Malott) Major (Ret) President Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
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SANABRIA - THE WORLD AIRMAIL CATALOGUE
NORTH AMERICA
a review by Murray Heifetz
Stephen Datz, the publisher of the new Sanabria Airmail Catalogue, has now issued the first
section which covers North America, including Canada. This is the first Sanabria revision of
Canada in 30 years. The definitive airmail and airmail special delivery stamps, SCADTA "CA"
overprints, and Canadian pioneer and semi-official stamps are included.
In reviewing the catalogue for collectors of Canadian airmail, it must be emphasized that the
catalogue attempts to cover airmail items in greater depth than found in standard catalogues such
as Scott or Gibbons, and in this respect, I think it is quite successful. It includes some of the
varieties found in the definitive airmail stamps and also includes a section of proofs, essays, and
specimens.
If it falls down anywhere, it is in the more detailed elements of the semi-official stamps. It does
not have anywhere near the detail found in the Unitrade catalogue. For those specializing in these
semi-officials, or those just beginning to collect, there are a number of errors and omissions which
limit the value as a specialized aid. Among the major problems are valuations of stamps on covers,
perforation descriptions, and omitted listings of some stamp overprint types.
It is however a very useful air for generalists and, most of the problems, not unusual for a first
edition, will likely be corrected in the next revision. The major faults have been brought to the
attention of the publishers. I recommend it as a nice addition to any aerophilatelist's library.

AWARDS

Congratulations to all our members who have won awards recently.Those who have come to my attention are:
At the SINGAPORE '95 Stamp International Exhibition:
Stephen Reinhard - Large Gold - U.S. Pioneer Airmails 1910-1916.
Dick Malott - Large Vermeil - Canadian Crash Covers 1915-1978.
William G. Robinson - Vermeil -

Canadian Participation in the
Anplo-Boer War 1899-1902.

Jack Ince - a Large Gold in the Literature Section, and THE JOHN
GARTNER LITERATURE AWARD, for The Postal Services of
British Nigeria to 1914, (with John Sacher).
As already mentioned on page 4, the late Ritch Toop won a Large
Silver for Canadian Military Post Offices to 1993.
At the
1995
BNAPS
Convention
the CANADIAN
in
Edmonton,
AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY'S ACHIEVEMENT AWARD was presented to John
Wannerton, for his exhibit Canada: Pioneer and Semi-Official Airs. 7-*

Note for new readers: BNAPS is The British North America
Philatelic Society.
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CANADIAN AIR MAIL COLLECTORS CLUB - JACK KNIGHT AIR LOG
The CANADIAN AIR MAIL COLLECTORS CLUB used to be a Full Supporting
Club within the AFA, (Aerophilatelic Federation of the Americas).
It's major activity was producing the Canada Air Mail Notes that
appeared in the quarterly Jack Knight Air Log.
As part of the merger between the AFA and the American Air Mail
Society, (AAMS), a number of the AFA Clubs, including the CANADIAN
AIR MAIL COLLECTORS CLUB, became Study Groups of the AAMS.
Rather than start a new section of Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
Notes in the Jack Knight Air Log, it was suggested that I take over
as editor of the existing Canada Air Mail Notes.
I have agreed to do this, starting with the January 1996 issue of
the Jack Knight Air Log.

AMERICAN POSTAL RATES TO CANADA:
Is anybody else perplexed by the US postal rates, and wondering how
much postage to put on a Stamped Addressed Envelope? - I recently
discovered that not only did the US rates increase in July, but the
weight categories changed too!
The new rates to Canada are: up to 0.5 oz - $0.46; 1.0 oz - $0.52;
1.5 oz - $0.64; 2.0 oz - $0.72.
Postcards are $0.40.
Another change is that all mail to Canada now goes First Class, but
should be endorsed AIR MAIL.

OBITUARY - ROBERT LOGAN, 103, EXPLORER AND PILOT:
Robert A. Logan, a resident of
Rice Lake Road, died Tuesday,
Sept. 26, 1995, in Chris Jensen
Nursing Home. He was 103.
He was born in Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Canada. He was a
photographer,
surveyor, author, writer,
linguist and
pilot.
Mr. Logan
was a veteran
of World War
I and World
War IL He
was a prisMr. Logan
oner of war
from 1917 until 1919 in Germany
He was commissioned to the British Royal Flying Corps by the
Duke of Connaught. He served in

the Royal Canadian Air Force
from 1940 until 1942. He was the
recipient of the first Air Navigator Certificate in Canada and the
British Empire.
He was on the Arctic expedition in 1922. Mr. Logan worked
for Fairchild Map Making in New
York from 1923 until 1925. He
married Daisy Barrett on Nov. 2,
1925, in Reading, Pa. He lived in
South Africa from 1927 until
1929. He explored the North Atlantic in 1933 with Charles Lindbergh. He worked for Pan
American Airways from 1930
until 1938 in Brazil and Argentina. He also developed a gold
mining operation in Nova Scotia.
Mr. Logan became a citizen of
the United States in 1937. He
worked for Irish Government
Airlines in 1938. He retired from

the U.S. government as a lieutenant colonel in 1944. He lived in
Halifax from 1948 until 1962,
when he moved to Duluth.
He was a member of the Explorers Club in New York, Canadian Institute of Surveying,
Retired Officers Association,
VFW in Boston and the Epigraph
Society. He was an honorary
member of Provincial Land Surveyors Association of Nova Scotia. He wrote and published a
dictionary for the Cree Indians.
He is survived by a nephew,
Robert Power Logan of British
Columbia; and three nieces, June
Logan Tyler of Palm Springs,
Calif., Frances Logan Higgins and
Eva Logan Macdonald, both of
Nova Scotia.

This obituary was received from Dick Malott, who added that Robert
Logan's many achievements included translating the Holy Bible into
the Cree language!
Dick also provided copies of two covers relating to Robert Logan's
achievements, which are reproduced on the following pages:
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ROBERT LOGAN: 1892 - 1995

Balloon Mail From the Canadian Government Ship "Arctic" August 1922
Major R.A. Logan, Canadian Air Force member of the Canadian Government
Arctic Expedition of 1922, was the official surveyor on board the C.G.S.
"Arctic". On 2 August 1922 he released a message in a balloon. His diary
entry for that date reads: "I wrote a letter to the Secretary of the Air
Board showing progress to date, and with it an envelope addressed to myself
care of the Air Board, Ottawa, Canada. These with a note asking the finder
to please forward to Ottawa, collect, were placed inside a pilot balloon
blown up to about 6 inches in diameter and securely tied and placed inside a
similar balloon which was blown up by lung power to about 24 inches in
diameter and very securely tied and then thrown overboard in the hope that
the strong north wind would blow it south and that it might be picked up".
The letter was picked up, turned over to Danish officials in Greenland
on 4 September 1922 and eventually delivered to Ottawa. The envelope and the
instructions to the finder are depicted on this page.
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ROBERT LOGAN: 1892 - 1995

Location of Canadian Airports in the Canadian Arctic, August 1922
In August 1922 the site of the world's most northerly air strip was marked on Ellesmere Island, 830 miles from the North Pole, and 2200 miles north of
Toronto, Ontario, by Major R.A. Logan of the Canadian Air Force. Major Logan,
a member of the Canadian Government Arctic Expedition of 1922, a oualified surveyor, was responsible to investigate flying conditions, and to take readin7s
to stake out possible sites for future Canadian aviation requirements.
To mark the event of the first site location on Ellesmere Island at Latitude 76 degrees and 11 minutes North, on 27 August 1922, Major Logan cacheted
a few envelopes with the wording, "Craig Harbour, Ellesmere Is."7::!.'". "The envelopes were cancelled at Ottawa, Ontario on h October 1922 after the Exnedition's return to Ottawa. This envelope was not flown over the route but it records the official founding of the first landing site or aircraft in the Canadian Arctic. The postage required for the envelope was two cents.
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embers Dumber Cans
Thanks again to all the members who sent in covers for this section.
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TANFORAN PARK AVIATION MEET-SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA DECEMBER 25-29, 1912 Aviator
Roy N. Francis flew official United States mail during this meet held at the Tanforan
Park Race Track. Souvenir cards were dropped to the crowd from Francis' plane and then
addressed, stamped, and submitted to the Aviation Post Office on the field, where they
were postmarked and given back to Francis for the official flight. Two types of
double-ring rubber stamp postmarks were used. Type 1 used the words "Aviation Post
Office No. 1." Type 2 included the words "Aviation Postal Station."
Although mail could have been flown on any of the five days, only four cards are known:
this December 25th card with type 1 postmark, a December 25th card with type 2
postmark, a December 27th card with type 1 postmark and a December 29th card with type
1 postmark.
Although not presently listed in the Pioneer Section of the American Air Mail
Catalogue, these will be listed as Pioneer #66 in the new Sixth Edition and valued at
$ 1,500 each.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year from Stephen Reinhard, the owner of the above card.
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DECEMBER 1921
*************
Season's Greetings from David Granger in England.
I am a new member and among my special interests are the Pioneer
and Semi-Official airmails of Canada.
However the cover I have chosen is from the proposed special mail
flight to Halifax, NS, of December 1921. The flight was to be a
trial which, if successful, would lead to a contract to deliver
mail between Botwood and St. Anthony.
The 35c red stamp of the 1897 Cabot issue was overprinted for use
on the flight.
10th December 1921 Attempted flight Botwood to Halifax, NS
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Mail for the flight was assembled at St. Johns until November 26,
and the following day sent by rail to Botwood. The flight by Major
Cotton was due to depart for Halifax on November 30, but the
floats on the De Havilland were faulty and before they could be
repaired the bay was icebound. A storm then drove the ice into a
solid wall between the hangar and the bay, which then prevented
the flight leaving until December 10.
Engine problems forced the plane to land at Deer Lake after only
95 miles. The following day in starting the engine Major Cotton
met with such a severe accident that he was forced to return to
St. Johns for treatment. Captain Bennett went to Deer Lake to fly
the plane back to Botwood but he crashed near Grand Falls.
Finally on January 28 1922 the flight was abandoned. The mail was
transferred by rail and steamer reaching Halifax on February 4.
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THE FIRST QUEBEC NORTH SHORE MAIL FLIGHT: DECEMBER 25, 1927.
******************rns**************************************
RETURN IN 5 DAYS

A. C. ROESSLER
140 SOUTH PARKWAY
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED

Cancelled:

LA MALBAIE
DE 24
27

r
Backstamped:

Editor's introduction: The above cover is one of my favorites,
because of the history behind it.
In 1927, the Canadian Government budgeted money for air mail
services for the first time. - Five services were operated
during the winter of 1927-28, bringing mail to communities that
were otherwise cut-off. They are described dramatically in Frank
Ellis's invaluable book Canada's Flying Heritage.
On December 25th 1927, the first flight was made from La Malbaie
on Murray Bay, (approximately 130 kms east of Quebec City on the
North Shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence), to Seven Islands,
(which has since been renamed Sept Isles.)
According to Frank Ellis, "deliveries were made at various
points en route, mostly by parachute"; and according to the
American Air Mail Catalogue, Shelter Bay was one of the places
where mail dropped.
However, I have often wondered: if this cover had to be airdropped to Shelter Bay on December 25th, how did it get back to
La Malbaie on December 27th?
I was delighted to receive the following article from Derek
Rance, which examines a number of questions regarding this First
North Shore Flight.
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THE FIRST QUEBEC NORTH SHORE MAIL FLIGHT - DECEMBER 25, 1927
by Derek Rance

Air mail historians have noted the substantial difference between the historical account of the
first air mail flown from La Malbaie to Seven Islands, and the air mail cover cancellations that
resulted from this flight. In particular, both outbound and return flights were supposedly both flown
on December 25, 1927, yet the Seven Islands return covers are front stamped December 25 and back
stamped December 26. (and back stamped at Quebec on December 27.)
Frank H. Ellis (Canada's Flying Heritage) and Romeo Vachon's spouse Georgette Vachon
(Goggles Helmets & Airmail Stamps) are the two main sources of the accepted history of this flight.
According to their accounts: Early in the morning of December 25, 1927, Romeo Vachon, flying
G-CAIP, left the Canadian Transcontinental Air Services base located at Lac Ste-Agnes (14 kms
WNW of La Malbaie), carrying 763 lbs of mail, that consisted mainly of parcel post and
newspapers. Flying alone in very adverse weather, Vachon parachute-dropped mail at various
villages along the route, At Seven Islands he landed his ski-equipped aeroplane on a sheltered
snow-covered part of the bay, where he was met by the village postmaster in order to exchange
postbags. Vachon then returned to Lac Ste-Agnes, that evening, landing ten hours after his initial
departure.
Apart from the aforementioned problem with the Seven Islands' return mail date, this
conventional history does pose a number of questions. These are:
1. How could a solo pilot fly a plane in adverse weather, yet single handedly drop large. bulky
mail at the eight en-route villages? In reality, parachutes were not used - the mail was jettisoned
through the plane's floor hatch by the flight engineer, as the pilot flev,
oN.er a flag marked drop
zone, that was usually located near the Post Office.
2. At many of the points where the outbound mail was dropped. the mail is back stamped with
a date differing from that of December 25. A full listing of these intermediate points, and dates are:
Town
Betsiamites
Pointe aux Outardes
Baie des Cedres
Godbout
Baie de la Trinite
Penticoste River
Shelter Bay
Clarke City

(Modern Name)

Franquelin
Baie-Trinite
Riviere Penticote
Port-Cartier

1st Back stamp date 2nd Back stamp date
Feb. 05
Dec. 25
Dec 26
Jan 03 (Betsiamites)
Jan 7
Dec. 27
Jan 6
Dec. 25
Dec. 26
Dec. 25
Dec. 26 Dec 27

While the back stamp dating of Dec. 26 may be explained by the local postmaster not wishing
to open his Post Office on Christmas day, the later date stamps are most indicative of later flights,
and/or deliveries.
( Continued )
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THE FIRST QUEBEC NORTH SHORE MAIL FLIGHT - DECEMBER 25, 1927, Derek Rance - continued:

3. The landing at Seven Islands was supposedly made on skis on the snow covered bay. At this
time of the year the bay at Seven Islands is still not frozen, so the December 25 landing, if made on
snow with skis, would have had to been on the beach in front of the village, not on the bay.
4. As December 25 is one of the shortest days of the year, and as no aerial night navigation
aides then existed on the Quebec North shore, the pilot would not have tarried on the flight. The FC2W aircraft had a flight cruising speed of about 125 kms/hr. Considering the distance flown, the
round-trip should have taken eight, not ten, hours.
5. Romeo Vachon was a prolific signer of first flight covers. No pilot signed covers from this
flight exist.
Considering all of the above evidence, it is doubtful that this first flight as described by Ellis
and Mrs. Vachon, was the December 25 first flight from La Malbaie to Seven Islands. In all
likelihood the flight they described was the February 2, 1928La Malbaie - Port Merrier, or the
December 22, 1928 Quebec - Seven Islands first flights, both of which were flown by Romeo
Vachon.
Who then flew the first flight? A Quebec newspaper LE SOLEIL on the 22 December under the
headline "Le service de la poste aerienne" recorded the delivery, the day before, of the Canadian
Transcontinental Air Services FC-2W from Farmingdale NY, via Quebec, at which city a sack
containing 150 to 200 letters had been dropped, before the plane had flown on to La Malbaie. Capt.
Charles Sutton piloted the plane, with Dr. Louis Cuisinier as a passenger and observer. The listing
in the Canadian Air Board Aircraft Register confirms the delivery date of G-CAIP to La Malbaie
was 21. P. 27.
Also, a 27 December LA PRESSE article entitled "La Cote Nord recoit son courier aerien"
briefly states that the aeroplane left La Malbaie (Lac Ste-Agnes) at 10:00 a.m. December 25 and
landed at Seven Islands at 2:00 p.m., and that mail packages had been dropped by parachute by Dr.
Cuisinier. Nothing was said about the return to base, or the pilot's name. This newspaper article
is most significant in-as-much as if the landing time at Seven Islands was stated correctly, the plane
could not have flown back the same day. as it would have had to land at Lac Ste Agnes in total
darkness, an almost impossible feat, with an unlighted landing area.
Georgette Vachon relates a very dramatic tale in her book, whereby after the delivery of GCAIP to the Lac Ste-Agnes base, a flight was made to Seven Islands (according to her, prior to the
first mail flight) by Capt. Sutton with Dr. Cuisinier as a passenger. Dr. Cuisnier had been a pilot
during World War 1, and was a Director of C.TA.S. (He was also arrested as a German spy during
World War 2). According to Mrs Vachon, halfway to Seven Islands the flight ran into a violent
snowstorm. Visibility was reduced to zero, so Charles Sutton decided to turn the plane back to base.
Dr. Cuisinier, fearing the inability to prove that winter aerial mail delivery was a viable proposition,
ordered him to continue on. Sutton, claiming authority refused. A tussle ensued over the airplane's
controls, which was finally resolved when Dr. Cuisinier drew a gun and forced Sutton to continue
with the flight. The plane finally landed on the water (in Seven Islands' bay), but the plane began
to wind drift in the waves and was in danger of capsizing, which imperiled the two aviators. They
( Continued )
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THE FIRST QUEBEC NORTH SHORE MAIL FLIGHT - DECEMBER 25, 1927, Derek Rance - continued:

were finally rescued by some fishermen. According to Mrs. Vachon, they then flew back to the SteAgnes base the next day, where Capt. Charles Sutton promptly resigned.
I recently met with Georges Blouin, who in 1926 had been appointed the Seven Islands
Postmaster and Customs Officer. When I asked him if he remembered the Christmas mail flight of
1927; he remembered it in vivid detail, as he had recruited, and led the two fishermen - Jean
Levesque and Dan Ferguson, in the rescue of the plane. The reason that the plane was drifting was
that it had run out of fuel after landing. He remembered the "Englishman pilot" who was frozen half
to death on the float, trying to cast the plane's anchor with about ten feet of anchor line in an area
which is now the Iron Ore Company of Canada's dock which has a water depth of 57 feet at low
tide. Not having a motor available, the three men had rowed out to the plane with an anchor and 100
feet of line. Blouin remembers that there was a moderate North wind which was blowing the aircraft
toward the islands which give Seven Islands its name. The plane was not in danger of capsizing, but
if it had run into the rocky shores of these islands, it would have foundered. They anchored the plane
and rowed the pilot and Dr. Cuisinier back to shore. The next day, they procured a motor and, during
high tide, towed the plane back to the sand beach which fronts Seven Islands. The reason why
Blouin had been in the position to see the plane's landing, is because he was waiting for it, having
been ordered by telegraph to await the plane's arrival.
With this evidence, there can be no question that the pilot of the December 25, 1927 first
airmail flight on the Quebec North Shore was Captain Charles Sutton.
Georges Blouin recalled that the plane left Sept-Iles two days later, during the late morning.
The reason for this delay is that great difficulty had been experienced in trying to start the plane's
engine after the plane had been brought to shore and refuelled. This was finally achieved by using
heating pots under a tarpaulin thrown over the engine. Blouin's recollection of the return date fully
coincides with that of Ian C. Morgan, who in his "Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Airmails 1931 - , lists the return flight as on December 27.
In this catalogue, Morgan states that most return flight covers were back stamped at Quebec,
and a few at Malbaie (both on December 27). He lists return mail as having occurred from Seven
Islands, Shelter Bay (about 40 covers) and Betsiames. These latter two origins are not listed by the
AAMC. Some of the covers carried on the outbound flight were carried on the return flight to La
Malbaie and Quebec. These returned covers have December 27 receiving back stamps.

Returned
Outbound Covers

Date stamped at - La Malbaie, Dec. 27
- Ouebec. Dec. 27
Shelter Bay
Seven Islands
Penticost River*
Baie de la Trinite*
* These cover addressed to Ian C. Morgan (His catalogue, however, does not list return flights
from these villages.)
In order for the return flight to have carried the mail to La Malbaie, the plane must have landed
at the above villages. The return air mail could not have been land transported in time from any of
these locations to Seven Islands, as the distance, even from Shelter Bay, would have been too far
( Continued )
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THE FIRST QUEBEC NORTH SHORE MAIL FLIGHT - DECEMBER 25, 1927, Derek Rance - continued:

to transport by dogsled in a single day. There is the possibility that the plane on its return flight did
land at Shelter Bay, as a cover is known to have been postmarked both at Shelter Bay and at La
Malbaie on December 27, 1927. This dating on this particular cover is unlike the other La Malbaie
to Shelter Bay and return covers, which are date stamped at Shelter Bay for return on December 26,
1927. When I questioned Georges Blouin with regard to the possibility of the plane having landed
at these villages on its return flight, he was adamant that it did not. He states that when the plane
left Seven Islands, it was sufficiently late so as to be hard pressed to complete its journey to Lac Ste
Agnes within daylight hours.
Georges Blouin remembers preparing a small mailbag for the return flight, which was stuffed
in the rear of the aircraft. Notably only the Seven Islands return mail was back stamped at Quebec.
Blouin insists that the last mailboat sailed in early December, so unless there was a private boat
sailing which favour transported the mail, this means of carrying the mail can be ruled out. When
I showed the return covers to Blouin, his feeling was that these covers had received favour
cancelling in La Malbaie. Earlier in our conversation he had related just how poorly paid these
village postmasters were, so favour cancelling for pay could be a very likely answer to this puzzle.
If a plane had to drop deliver mail at these villages, it is unlikely that it would then land at this same
point to pick the mail up. In particular, Shelter Bay has a very small harbour area, and it would have
posed a difficult landing site. As stated previously, Morgan did not list in his catalogue, the covers
that were addressed to him from Penticost River and Baie de la Trinite, so this gives some credence
to the possibility that, in fact, these same covers were favour cancelled in La Malbaie at some later
date.
There is the curiosity of the date stamping of the Franklin (Baie des Cedres) and Godbout
covers. Presumably it was in this area that Sutton and Cusinier ran into the blinding snowstorm, and
so the mail was not dropped on that day. Presumeably the Godbout covers were dropped on the
return flight. The usual bad fog conditions on the North Shore may have delayed delivery of the
Franklin covers until the next flight. Blouin stated that it was two weeks before the next mail flight
occurred, which would co-incide with the date of the Baie des Cedres cancellation. Or, in this case,
the Franklin mail could have been dogteam delivered.
Other interesting points that were raised during my conversation with Georges Blouin were:
That the dropping of mail at local postoffices, apart from the first flight was really not practised
until the Sept-Iles - Natashquan service was started on December 14, 1933. Up until that time the
mail was usually flown to Sept-Iles, and dogteam transported from there to the North Shore villages.
Also Blouin, who knew Romeo Vachon well, states that he never flew once during the course of
that first Winter to Seven Islands. The first time he arrived was a year later when the mail was flown
from Quebec to Seven Islands, on December 22, 1928. (This could be the flight that Georgette
Vachon actually described in her book). This information certainly strengthens the theory that the
La Malbaie - Mernier flights of February 2, 1928 were conducted by two aircraft, with Romeo
Vachon flying the direct route while "Duke" Schiller flew the other plane via Seven Islands.
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The first airmail delivery to Ile a La Crosse occured on Christmas
day of 1929. Pilot Ted Holmes (note his signature cancelling the
Cherry Red stamp) flew the nearly 800 km round trip from Prince
Albert, stopping at Montreal Lake and Lac La Ronge to pick up
some additional pieces of mail. Although he returned with mail
from Ile a La Crosse for both La Ronge and Montreal Lake,
there was none addressed for Prince Albert.
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(Please note the break in chronological order.)
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IAN C. MORGAN,
8482 PEEL ST -IEET,

MONTREAL,
CANADA.
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Cancelled: Victoria, 10th December

1928.

TWO INTERESTING EXAMPLES OF THE B.C. AIRWAYS LTD. STAMP AFFIXED TO
COVERS FROM VICTORIA AND VANCOUVER LATER IN 1928 THE TOP ONE OF
WHICH WAS FLOWN BUT THE BOTTOM WAS STOPPED BY THE POSTAL INSPECTORS
AND NOT ALLOWED TO FLY AS THE COMPANY'S PLANE HAD BEEN LOST AND THEY
WERE NO LONGER IN OPERATION.

Cancelled: Vancouver, 23rd October 1928.
( Continued )
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DECEMBER 1928 continued:
1141(*********************

THESE COVERS WERE SENT IN BY BOB JAMIESON, AS A FOLLOW-UP TO THE
ITEM ON BRITISH COLUMBIA AIRWAYS IN THE LAST NEWSLETTER.
THANKS BOB.

Cancelled: Dead Letter Office, Vancouver, October 24th.
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FLYING GHOSTS OF CHRISTMAS PAST: NEW ZEALAND 1931 & 1932.

1931
Airmail was slow to
develop in NZ, so
when the New Zealand
Air League got
approval from the
Post & Telegraph
Dept. to "cover the
whole of NZ with a
network of air mail
services on Xmas Eve':
this was a most
ambitious project.
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In fact, pilots and
planes could not
cover all that was
planned but 16,763
items of Xmas mail
were carried over
the 73 different
legs of the route.
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The Postal Dept reprinted the current air design with the
colour changed to green and overprinted "FIVE PENCE" to
cover the 3d air fee and 2d postage (letter rate).
1932
In 1932 the experiment
was repeated with a
colourful Maori TIKI used
as a cachet in different
colours depending on point
of departure.
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In spite of the Postal
rate going down (are you
listening Canada Post?) to
ld (still 3d for air) only
6,694 letters were flown
over the same 73 stages.
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Conveying Christmas greetings
from ,Nevo Kealand

The scheme was not repeated in 1933 and not till
1936 was there a more or
less complete network of
air services in NZ.

WELLIN

.1!

In both 1931 and 1932,
letters were not only
posted but also delivered
on Xmas Eve. Any bets u
delivery times within
Canada, this Xmas Eve?
MERRY XMAS!
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DECEMBER 1936
iklittrn*****#

IMPERIAL AIRWAYS AFRICAN SERVICE and WEST AFRICAN FEEDER SERVICE
ACCELERATED MAIL by Telegram to Airport in Nigeria

In 1900 a facility had been agreed with the Lagos Government,
whereby individuals could send letters over the official telegraph
system to the Lagos Post Office, and from there they would be
dispatched by ordinary mail on the next mail boat. This facility was
later extended to other places abroad, but then cancelled at the
outbreak of hostilities in August 1914.
With the advent, early in 1936, of a regular airmail service to
London, the mixed postal and telegraph service was reintroduced.
According to the Nigerian Gazette of 31st October 1936:
- for forwarding by airmail, the word PAM (per air mail) had to
precede the address when handed in at the telegraph office;
- for registered airmail, the word PAMR was to be inserted;
- for forwarding by seamail, the word POST was to be inserted.
In each case the appropriate postage was to be paid at the time of
handing in of the telegram.
The above cover is the only known example where the word PAM was
retained in the address, so identifying the method of transmission.
It is a brown-orange "Telegram Nigeria" cover; with a manuscript
address in Stuttgart, Germany, preceded by PAM; and is franked 9
pence. - The postage rate at the time was 6d. per 1/2 oz. for
airmail to the U.K., plus 3d. to other countries such as Germany.
It was flown by flight WAN46 from Kano (18th Dec.), to Khartoum (21
Dec.), to Brindisi (22 Dec), and thence by rail to Stuttgart.
Season's Greetings from Jack Ince.
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This cover was cancelled in Victoria on December 6th, and (according
to a note on the back) was delivered in England on December 24th.It is endorsed "Via Trans-Atlantic Air Lines", but which air line(s)
was it carried by?
Of the three Trans-Atlantic services that started in 1939:
Imperial Airways was now part of the British Overseas Airways
Corporation, which was referred to as BOA at that time.
BOA
made eleven Atlantic crossings in 1940, but the last of these
was on October 10th.
Pan American Airways did not operate on their "northern" transAtlantic route, (New York - Shediac - Botwood - FoynesSouthampton), in either 1940 or 1941, due to the U.S. Neutrality
Act.
Pan American continued to fly the "southern" trans-Atlantic
route, from New york via the Azores, but with Lisbon as the
European terminus.
This cover probably continued from Lisbon to England by K.L.M.,
which operated a service for the Allies from Lisbon to Bristol.
(Bristol had replaced Croydon Aerodrome as the base for British
landplane services at the beginning of the war).
An alternative route from Lisbon to England would have been by BOA,
which operated a flying boat service from Poole to West Africa,
which included a stop at Lisbon. (Another result of the war was that
Southampton had been replaced by Poole Harbour as the base for
flying boat services). However, this service was only operated at
ten day intervals, and was mainly used for the transport of
military personnel and equipment, so I think it more likely that
the cover went by K.L.M.
Very best wishes to all members for Xmas and the New Year,
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CANADA

DECEMBER 1958
*************

DICK MALOTT
**maws*

AIRMAIL FLIGHT COVERS
CANADIAN CRASH COVMS

Prestwick. Scotland 25 December 1954: British Overseas Airways Corporation
This damaged and repaired airmail envelope mailed from Manchester,
England to the Fairey Aviation Company of Canada, Limited in Dartmouth, Nova
Scotia received the two of the three known salvaged cachets in purple. Most
salvaged envelopes received only the three-lined rectangular cachet:
"SALVAGED MAIL/ AIRCRAFT CRASH/PRESTWICK 25-12-54". This first cover received
the other two-lined cachet in purple reads: "SALVAGED MAIL/PRESTWICK 25-1254", as well as the boxed cachet.
The second cover fran Manchester, England dated 23 December 1954
addressed to Montreal, Quebec is the only known example of the one-inch purple
three-lined cachet, "Salvaged Mail/Prestwick/25/12/54".
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FOLLOW UP - COMMENTS ON STAMPS AND COVERS IN THE LAST ISSUE
PATRICIA AIRWAYS AND EXPLORATION LIMITED - "DEFORMED 0" OVERPRINTS:

Oct. 6, 1995
Dear Chris,
Mea Culpa!
In the current CAS bulletin, you printed my letter of May 5 with comments on the "deformed 0"
of the Patricia Airways issue. I may have made an error here and in doing so, incorrectly referred
to an error in the Unitrade catalogue.
I was reasonably sure that I had seen this stamp with the second 0 in a slanted rather than upright
position and that this is what the Unitrade catalogue was referring to. Unfortunately, I was going
by memory and did not have a photocopy or other reference of this item. Bob Jamieson has
correctly pointed out that the "blocked 0" in the third 0, which is what I submitted, is what was
actually listed in the catalogue and is therefore correct. Bob has examples of this in all three styles
i.e. the yellow perf, black perf on green paper, and yellow roulette. He further has the roulette in
red descending found on plate 11 and in the green descending found on plate 12. This answers
the question I raised as to whether it appears on other colour prints and also explains why, in the
roulette style it is not constant as it appears only on the sheets of the one plate number.
Bob further points out that the initial report of this variety, though up to now unlisted in
catalogues, was made some time ago by the late Don Cox. To correct the error, I was appreciate
it if you would include this correction in the next bulletin.

Murray Heifetz
Editor's note:
I have also received an article on these overprints
from Bob Jamieson, which will be included in the next newsletter.

QUESTION ANSWERED - AIRMAIL FROM LONDON TO SOUTH AMERICA, 1930:
The cover shown on page 27 of the last newsletter was carried to
South America by AIR FRANCE. It was aboard a Farman 2200 aircraft
which crossed from Dakar to Natal on the night of 22/23 August. The
Chief Pilot was Captain Espitalier, and the crossing took 17 hours
and 33 minutes. - More information can be found in
Reportoire des
Traversees Aeriennes de L'Atlantique Sud by Pierre Labrousse.
It is suggested that the backstamp on this cover actually reads 24
VIII 38. - A photocopy of another cover from this flight, and the
backstamp, is shown on the next page.
It was also mentioned that the Italian flights to South America did
not commence until December 1939.
( Continued )
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AIRMAIL FROM LONDON TO SOUTH AMERICA. 1938 — continued:

SOUTH ATLANTIC AIRMAIL
Air France

1938 - FRANCE TO BRAZIL

PAR AVION

Monsieur RODOLPHE W E I L
Casa Hanau

........

CAIXA POSTAL

kV -5-

a
S AA0 -PAULO
BRESIL.
tY •
•,r

•■•■

•••.

•-•

oNsanriaatraiREILICSEMEMORIF
--

AmtmouEDumrDmammmymmumm
MA. AIR FRANCE
_

•

August 19 - 24 - Biarritz - Marseille - Dakar - Natal - Sao Paulo
MAILED

Biarritz, France, 19 August 1938

BACKSTAMP

Sao Paulo, Brazil, 24 August 1938

Thanks to Frans van Beveren, James Graue, and Pat Sloan
answering this question, and to Pat for the above cover.

for
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any
aspect of aerophilately, is invited to send it to the editor. - I
will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following
newsletter.

CANADIAN INTER-CITY AIR MAIL: 1932 to 1938?
At the beginning of 1932, the Canadian Government cancelled both the
Prairie air mail service, and that from Toronto to Windsor, as part
of its Depression-era economy measures.
According to a speech by Prime Minister R.B. Bennett:
"with 300,000 of the population receiving some form of
relief, there was very little gratification in seeing an
aeroplane passing by day after day when the unfortunate
owner of the soil could hardly see the aeroplane because his
own crop had gone up in the dust."'s
Six years later, Trans-Canada Air Lines began experimental air mail
services between Winnipeg and Vancouver.
However, the following covers were all mailed during this six-year
gap. - Can somebody provide information on:
-

what inter-city air mail services were available in Canada
between 1932 and 1938?

-

was the Canadian Government paying a fee for air mail service
by American airlines, after it had cancelled the contracts with
Canadian airlines?

AFTER

Five DAYS Fic -runrii To

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED

AT POINT OF MAILING

Mr. WALTER H. DICKIE,
TRAFFIC MANAGER,
IMPERIAL OIL LTD.,
&6 CHURCH STREET,
TORONTO 2, ONT.

( Continued )

Quoted in
It Seems Like Only Yesterday - Air Canada: The
First 50 Years, by Philip Smith, page 23.
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CANADIAN INTER CITY AIR MAIL: 1932 to 1938
—

—

continued:

Please send information to the editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7N 4Y4, Canada.
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INFORMATION NEEDED - CALGARY TO MEXICO CITY AIR MAIL, 1931?

per vr r ■■• 1.1.•

•rvir
C.

AFTER FIVE DAYS RETURN TO

VIA JENNE °LIS

FI

UGH
NEXICO

td.14P I. 0 •

H.H.Kenyon.Esq;
Canadian Airways Ltd;
CALGARY.
CANADA.
POVASTER

CALGARY

Pilot

AdIZ

■ ALA. AL.

Machine cancel (with boxed slogan): Calgary 8:30PM, Feb 1 1931.
Hammer cancel: Calgary 2PM, Feb 1 31 (on lower two stamps).
No backstamps.
QUESTION: This "mystery" cover, with routing and address typed on a single typewriter, was flown as "First Through Flight Calgary-Mexico City via Minneapolis"
The cover is signed by pilots of Western Canada Airways - A.H. Farrington,
A.E. Jarvis & Roy Brown. Also by A.R. McEwing Jr. (an American pilot?) As
well the cover is signed by the Calgary Postmaster - N. Hargreaves. (Note
that this signature is partially covered by the two lower stamps). It is
addressed to Herbert Hollick-Kenyon a W.C.A. pilot who had joined Canadian
Airways. The cover is philatelic, still sealed and has no contents.
Does anyone have any information with regard to this flight?

INFORMATION NEEDED: AIR MAIL FROM CEYLON & INDIA TO CANADA, 1944.
The covers on the next page were sent with a note that they had been
purchased from an American dealer visiting London, England, in
October 1995. - They were from a Canadian R.A.F. officer, writing to
his wife in California:

I assume the "CANADA" handstamp was to direct airmail
within Canada and US (though only in US in this case), and in one case (or
in both?) the air letter seems to have gone off by surface. But where was
this marking applied? Perhaps the earlier cover, from Ceylon, went initially
to India, and the marking was applied there. Have you any idea about it;
or can you refer it to someone who might be able to help?
( Continued )
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AIR MAIL FROM CEYLON & INDIA TO CANADA. 1944. — continued:
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Please send information to the editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7H 4Y4, Canada.

tItk
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale
to the editor. - Create your own "advertisement" if you like, up to
a single paqe 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

POSTAL HISTORY
PUBLIC AUCTION SALES:
3000 to 5000 lots of
UNITED STATES
Britain & Colonies
and,General Foreign
are offered bl-monthly.

Lots sell from $2 each qp
to many thousands of $$$

Over 1000 are photographed.
FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST.
PLEASE LET US KNOW
EXACTLY WHAT YOU COLLECT.
FDC's 6 Topical&
are also included.
PRIVATE TREATY SALES:
Specialised Collections
Large Box Lots
Dealer Stocks
We buy outright and
accept consignments.

What do you have for sale ?

ABRAHAM SIE:GEL.
P. O. BOX 6603 - AVC
Long Island City, N.Y. 11106-6603
Tel: 718-392-4855 Fax: 718-786-1341

********************************************************************
NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
The Canadian Aerophilatelist is

produced quarterly in March, June,

September and December. - If you have anything you'd like to go into
the next issue, please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
by February 29th.
VIMMMiltiotilltiolutM$MMIHIMMOVIMMMOVICIMIIMI
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
193
191
14
173
111
171
109
106
17
65
219
105
13
217
218
19

J.P. Gadoury
Tony Giancola
Murray Heifetz
G. Bill Kaufmann
James Larry Kobelt
Albert N. Leger
Gary J. Lyon
Maurice G. Malenfant
Richard J. McIntosh
Ian Mowat
William C. Noble
Dr. Gordon L. Ralph
Janice E. Weinstock
Cecil G. Stoner
Roy Shuker
Ray Simrak

Jan 1996
Jan 1996
Jan 1996
Jan 1996
Jan 1996
Jan 1996
Jan 1996
Jan 1996
Jan 1996
Jan 1996
Jan 1996
Jan 1996
Jan 1996
Jan 1996
Jan 1996
Jan 1996

69
135
172
180
67
220
221
222

Don Amos
Beatrice Bachmann
Ivan R.W. Burges
Elmer W.A. Cleary
Robert North, Sr.
Richard Whalley
W. Arnold Stearman
Douglas M. Smith

Feb 1996
Feb 1996
Feb 1996
Feb 1996
Feb 1996
Feb 1996
Feb 1996
Feb 1996

In order to reduce postal costs, renewal notices will be printed in each issue of the The Canadian
Aerophilatelist. Members within a 2 month period of this issue of the newsletter will be notified.
Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment. Final renewal notices will be mailed
out to members who have not replied.
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders etc. to be
made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
As a result of rising costs, the membership fee will increase in 1996 to $15.00 Canadian in
Canada and the USA, $20.00 Canadian for members Overseas.

Membership No.:

Renewal Month:

Name:
Address:

Mail notice to: Ron Miyanishi, Secretary
124 Gamble Ave.
East York, Ontario
CANADA M4J 2P3

Secretary's Use Only
Date:
Payment:
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
THE CANADIAN AREOPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members - Its objectives are:
-to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
-to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about aerophilately among members;
-to represent Canadian aerophilatelists at the national and international levels;
-to promote and support areophilatelic research in Canada.
Membership of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is open to all interested individuals, including
those living outside of Canada, and new members are always welcome.
The annual membership dues are $15.00 Canadian in Canada and the U.S.A., $20.00 Canadian
for members Overseas. Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and sent it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Ave., East York, Ontario CANADA M4J 2P3
I hearby apply for membership in The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society:
Name:
Address:
City:

Province/State:

Postal Code:

Country:

Collecting interests:

If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number:
American Philatelic Society membership number:
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada membership number:
For Secretary's use:
Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

Entered on Mailing List:

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO • • • • • • • • OOOOOOOO • • • • • • • • OOOOOOO • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

EDITOR'S LAST WORD AND REMINDER
Please send all items for the next issue of the newsletter to:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario Canada K7M 4Y4
by
29th February 1996

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of AerophilatelyandAerophilatelists everywhere
PkaseaddirssneplYto ,

American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FiSA (Federation Internationale des Societts Aerophilattligues) - Club Member

EEclitor- : Chris Hargreaves
4060 Bath Road
Kingston
Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:
Vice-President:
Immediate Past President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Major (Ret) R.K. 'Dick' Malott, CD, MSc, BA, FRPSC
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1
Tel.
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Tel:
Wing Commander (Ret) E.P. 'Pat' Sloan, CD
•563 Broadview Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario K2A 2L6
Tel:
Nelson Bentley,
3044 Otterson Drive, Ottawa, Ontario K1V 786
Tel:
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, East York, Ontario M4J 2P3
Tel:

and Fax: (613) 829 0280
(613) 225 4254
(613) 728 4275
(613) 733 6286
(416) 421 5846

SI VOUS DESIRE? L'INFORMATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATELIE, CONSULTE2
FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS, 58 STE-CATHERINE, ST. POLYCARPE, QUEBEC JOP 110
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NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of

The Canadian Aerophilatelist;

welcome!

Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic that
combines flying and philately, including:
- the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between different
places: these usually bear special markings to identify the flight, and
are referred to as First Flight Covers;
- a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and services,
and/or of the airmail stamps issued for these services;
- commemorative stamps and covers, normally produced on the anniversary of
historically significant flights;
- astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers that trace
the development of space flight. - Since very few covers have been
flown into space, this usually involves covers associated with the
ground support network: launch sites, recovery ships, etc.
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society aims to provide a forum for the
exchange of information among Canadians who are interested in any aspect of
world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are
interested in Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through
this newsletter, which is published quarterly. 1The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
- a library from which a variety of books and periodicals can be borrowed
by mail: for more details contact Ivan W.
MacKenzie, 2411-420
Gloucester Street, Ottawa, Ontario K1R 7T7.
- a translation service from French to English and vice versa: contact
Francois Bourbonnais, 58 Ste-Catherine, St. Polycarpe, Quebec JOP 1XO.
- a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale: for a full list
contact Mike Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
For more information on Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
- for general information on all Canadian airmail stamps and covers up
until 1950, the Canada Section in Volume 4 of the
American Air Mail
Catalogue. - Although this volume is out of print, an authorized
photocopy of the Canada Section can be obtained from Dick Malott, 16
Harwick Crescent, Nepean, ON K2H 6R1, for $8.00 including postage.
- for detailed information on early air mail flights, stamps, and airlines,
The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934, C.A.
Longworth-Dames, published by Unitrade Press, Toronto. (Semi-official
stamps were produced by the companies that operated the first airmail
services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue of these
stamps, and sold them from post
offices, but
did not assume
responsibility for the airmail, or help with the cost of the service.)
- on the air mail stamps and covers of Newfoundland, Newfoundland Air
Mails: 1919-1939, by C.H.C. Harmer, which is one of the publications of
the American Air Mail Society, (see below).
Anyone interested in aerophilately is recommended, (by the editor), to
consider joining The American Air Mail Society. - It publishes a very
informative monthly magazine, The Airpost Journal; holds 5 or 6 excellent
postal auctions each year, with many lots under $5; and publishes some very
useful books and catalogues. - Membership is $22 U.S. per year. For more
information contact: Dan Barber, AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing,
MI 48909, USA.

1 Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome
to do so. - Please acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilate1ist as the source,
and send a copy of any publication in which the reprinted material appears
to the editor.
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NEWS — NEWS — NEWS

******* *** **********
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

The 1996 AGM of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society will be held
at 8.00 a.m. on Saturday June 15th as part of CAPEX in Toronto.
SNOWBIRDS - 25th ANNIVERSARY COVERS

Flown By The Snowbirds
25th Anniversary Final Show
15 Wing CH3 Moose Jaw,
14 July 1995
Wing Position No.

r

tev

Congratulations to Alan McLellan for designing and producing
these covers, and for arranging for them to be flown by the
SNOWBIRDS.
Some of the covers have been autographed by the pilots, some
have been signed by the flying technician crews, and some have a
cachet cancellation.
The covers are #10 envelopes, and priced at $5.00 each or $40.00
for a set of 9, (postage included). - They can be ordered from
Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K21-1 6R1.

SECRETARY'S REPORT
Welcome to the following new members who have joined us since
the last newsletter:
#243
#244

Jim Miller, Kamloops, British Columbia
James A. Thompson, Perris, California, U.S.A.

We now have a total of 156 members: 94 Canadian, 27 in the
U.S.A., 20 overseas, and 11 Complimentary. - This is a very
satisfactory increase from the 126 paying members we had at this
time last year.
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TREASURER'S REPORT
31 December 1995
Bank Balance as of 31 May 1995

$

557.85

INCOME STATEMENT
276.35
707.95
89.29
268.77
700.49
25.00

Dues, new members
Dues, renewals & reinstated members
Pins, CAS & CAPEX-96
Sale of CAS items by mail & auction
Sale of CAS Snowbird covers
Ad in"The Canadian Aerophilatelist"
Copies of Canada and Newfoundland section of AAMS,

Volume 4
Donations from a member
Interest on Account

28.00

25.00
.32
$ 2,121.17

$ 2,121.17
$ 2,679.02

EXPENSE STATEMENT
Cheques to R.K.Malott,Pres. for postage,engraving,
copies, Sherwater Air Show covers & discount
postage
Cheques to R.Miyanishi,Sec. for postage & suppl.
Cheques to C.Hargraves,Editor for post. & suppl.
Cheques to L.Scullion, typing for Can.& Nfld. A.M.
Catalogue
Cheques to Rapid City Plus,copies & staples for
Newsletter
Swiss Franc M.O. for FISA membership
RPSC Chapter dues
AAMS Chapter due s
Cheque to Elmer W.A. Cleary for D.Koelewijn book
for Library
Service Charges on Account

646.59
94.55
138.74
408.16

1,073.73
90.66
20.00
12.48

20.84
10.03
2,515.78

$ 2,515.78

$
Note #1: $110.12 - 31 May
6.30 - Service Charge
3103.82
.13 - Interest
$103.95
Note #2: $1,000.00 GIC at 7.5% due 3 Nov.1997

Signed
Nelson D. Bentley
Treasurer C.A.S.

163.24
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilate6landAerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

Greetings to all members and friends of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society. It is a great time to be a
philatelist, particularly an aerophilatelist/astrophilatelist, in Canada. CAPEX'96 is only three months
away with all of its wonderful benefits of meeting old and new friends, visiting the different society and
dealer booths, attending lectures and annual society meetings, and of course viewing and studying the
fabulous philatelic exhibits. There will be over 600 exhibitors of all types of philatelic material, including
our major areas of interest - Aerophilately and Astrophilately. I urge all members to make a maximum
effort to visit CAPEX'96 for as many days as possible.
The last three days will be of major interest to our Society for all three days, 14 - 16 June 1996, as a FIP
judging seminar, the FISA XXXVI Congress, the CAS/AAMS dinner at the Royal Canadian Military
Institute (RCMI), the annual meetings of the CAS and the AAMS, the long awaited book-launch of "The
Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland", at least one aerophilatelic lecture (more time was requested for
lectures but at present only one hour has been allocated), and the annual AAMS Sunday morning
breakfast and auction will be held. Editor Chris Hargeaves will enlarge elsewhere in "The Canadian
Aerophilatelist" concerning the activities at CAPEX'96. Also enclosed is a return survey form for all
members to read, fill in, and return to me by 15 April 1996 for review to determine what our attendance
will be at the various functions. Do not forget to volunteer an hour or two at the CAS/AAMS booth to help
spread interest in our hobby - Aerophilately -Astrophilately. If you have any surplus aerophilatelic items
why not bring them to the booth to pass on to interested young people who may wish to start collecting
aviation themes.
Through the cooperation of our members the CAS has made excellent progress since its beginning in
1986. Past President Wing Commander Pat Sloan and I, the present President, extend our thanks for your
individual support over the years. We trust that each of you have obtained guidance in the development of
your individual collections. Our greatest achievement will be witnessed on Saturday, 15 June 1996, when
our new catalogue, "The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland", will be launched at the CAPEX'96
Toronto Convention Centre. There were 42 collectors, dealers, and researchers who assisted in this
challenging project over the last four years. In the preface of the catalogue I pay tribute to each of these
hard workers. Chris Hargreaves will review the content of the catalogue and name the main contributors
in our next newsletter. The catalogue will be 350 - 400 pages and priced in the $25.00 - $30.00 US
range.
Only through the cooperation , leadership, and hard work by Dan Barber, Editor-in-Chief of the American
Air Mail Catalogue, and the Executive of the American Air Mail Society over the past four years has this
project been made possible. The CAS provided the labour and some funding, and the AAMS provided the
bulk of the finances and the technical knowledge to produce our catalogue. Our mutual cooperation has
been most beneficial to all concerned. Our work has just started, however, as there will be many new facts
to incorporate into our next edition to be published within three to five years. If you are present at
CAPEX'96 on Saturday, 15 June 1996, and if you are interested in the air mails of Canada and
Newfoundland, plan to attend the book launching. Most of the main contributors to the catalogue will be
present and all will be pleased to autograph copies purchased at that time.The opportunity to meet world
famous Aerophilatelists and Astrophilatelists on your doorstep will not come again for many years. Plan
to attend CAPEX'96 and to advance the pleasures of your hobby. See you at CAPEX'96.

(RK Malott)
Major (Ret.) President Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
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SPANISH/SWEDISH TOURIST AIRMAIL !!!
Tourists Fly With Their Own Mail?

What would you call stamps that are
printed in.one country, 'Ohly sold in adother country, are only valid for mail to
a fe v select countries and are available
through your travel agent?
The philatelic press the world over is
talking about tourist stamps made in
Sweden for Swedes on vacation in the
Canary Islands.
Apparently some travel agencies got
the idea that tourists were fed up with
how long the mail takes to get from the
Spanish administered islands to friends
at home (long after the vacationers get
home). So on December 13, 1994, four
agencies began selling "stamps" to validate mail sent on charter planes from
the islands and then placed in the regular mail stream at Arlanda Airport.
Apparently three of the four agencies are from Sweden and one from
Norway. Sweden Post is picking up the
tab.; Delivery is made only to Sweden,
Norway, Denmark and Finland.

The stamps come in booklets printed
by Rondos i yckerier in GoteLorg. A single stamp franks a postcard, tw•rank
a letter. Sweden Post isn't selling these
stamps in Sweden.
So far I haven't heard what the Spanish Post Office thinks about this, Does
the UPU have any postal conventions to
cover this? Looks like a global marketplace for mail delivery to me, except
that it is, at least" for now, a kind of
".perk" from the travel bureaus.
The booklet cover reads (in Swedish): "Postage for your vacation greetings." Now Swedish tourists, at least in
the Canaries, can use their own stamps
while catching rays closer to the Equator than the Arctic Circle.
Of course there are four face different stamps in a configuration so that
you have to buy three booklets of twelve
stamps to get the set. (I received information from both Lizabeth Stamp Co.
and Rolf Gummeson..) — J.L.

This item is reprinted from
✓ .A.M.S., the newsletter of the
Chicago Air Mail Society: it originally appeared in Posthorn,
which is published by the Scandinavian Collector's Club.
As the author asks in the first paragraph, what do you call
these stamps?

NEW BOOK: BERMUDA BY AIR
The Bermuda Catalog Project announces the release of Bermuda by Air: A Handbook and Catalog of Bermuda
Aerophilately, compiled and written by Charles E. Cwiakala and edited by Robert W. Dickgiesser.
The complete aerophilatelia of Bermuda is listed, numbered and priced, with many of the entries being documented
in philatelic literature for the first time. The listings begin with the 1919 U.S. Navy's exhibition flights over the
islands, and continue through the 1995 first flights by Kiwi Airlines, USAir, and Germany's Condor Airlines. Many
lesser-known but notable flight events are included: the American, Canadian, British and French pioneer flights of
the 1920's-1930's, the various FAA and Imperial Airways commercial survey flights of the 1930' s-1940' s, and the
World War H trans-Atlantic military flights of Royal Air Force Ferry Command. A chronological index of all flights
affords an easy reference to any items in question.
The book is 160-page, 81/2" x 11" format, hard-bound with close to 100 illustrations.
Orders to: Robert W. Dickgiesser, P.O. Box 475, Derby, CT 06418-0475
Price, including postage and handling, is $69.00 U.S.
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A LUNCH FOR AEROPHILATELISTS AT ORAPEX
ORAPEX 1996
Ottawa's National Stamp Exhibition
35th Annual R.A. Stamp Club Exhibition and Bourse
Hockey Rink
R.A. Centre
2451 Riverside Drive
Ottawa, Ontario
Saturday May 4, 1996 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday May 5, 1996 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Free Admission and Parking

It has been suggested that members visiting ORAPEX might like to
get together for lunch at noon on Sunday May 5th, and talk about
aerophilately/whatever.
If you are interested, please contact Mike Shand for more
details, tel: 613 225 4254.

SECOND AEROPHILATELIC SYMPOSIUM IN TORONTO
Another all–day symposium is being planned for November, and
will probably be held on the same weekend as the CSDA Fall show.
It is hoped that everybody who attended last year's symposium
will participate again, together with many members who didn't.
More details should be available in the next newsletter.

BOOK REVIEW: THE GOLD MINES OF RED LAKE
THE GOLD MINES OF
RED LAKE
D. F. (Don) Parrott

Published 1995 by the author, 6" X 9",
255 pages, hard cover, maps, photographs,
bibliography, $35.00 (postpaid, GST incl)
available from the author at 204 - 120 S
Cumberland St, Thunder Bay, ON, P7B
5R7
Why review a book on mining in an aviation-oriented publication? In this case there
are several reasons, the most obvious being
that, of the 200 or so pictures that rather
lavishly illustrate the book, almost half are
of aircraft and their crews. And aeroplanes
have featured very prominently not only in
prospecting but in setting up many mining
operations.

Author Parrott describes how such
unlikely machines as the Curtiss JN-4 and
the Curtiss HS-2L were pressed into service
during the very earliest Red Lake activities.
Happily they were soon succeeded by
more practical Fairchild, Fokker, Bellanca,
Junkers, Waco, Lockheed, Beech, de
Havilland and Stinson types as well as the
early Norseman. Operators included Jack V.
Elliot Air Service, Patricia Airways, Western
Canada Airways, Canadian Airways, Starratt
Airways, Wings Ltd and others. Among the
pilots were such storied names as A. H.
(Harold) Farrington, H. A. (Doc) Oaks, C.
H. (Punch) Dickins, A. E. (Jock) Jarvis, A.
N. (Westy) Westergaard, Art Schade. W. E.
(Bill) Catton, Stuart McRorie, F. R. (Roy)

Brown, M. E. (Milt) Ashton, H. HollickKenyon, Z. L. (Lewie),Leigh, Rex Kitely and
many more. During the summer of 1936,
Red Lake was demonstrably the busiest airport in he world.
While the text deals exhaustively with
the discovery and development of the
many mines in the area the casual reader
will be intrigued by the hardy, resourceful
and often colourful men (and women)
who were involved. The author was one of
them. Although Don Parrott has retired to
Thunder Bay, most of his life was spent in
Red Lake, mining — he can speak with
authority. This is his fifth book on the subject. He is also one of the very earliest
CARS members.
WILUA ► . J. WHEELER

This review originally appeared in the C.A.H.S. Journal, which
is the very informative quarterly magazine of the Canadian
Aviation Historical Society. – For more information regarding
the C.A.H.S. contact The Membership Secretary, P.O. Box 224,
Willowdale, Ontario M2N 5S8.
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CHALLENGER JET ON NEW CANADIAN STAMP
A set of four stamps commemorating High-Technology Industries in
Canada were issued on February 15th 1996. - Featured are:
Aerospace Technology, Biotechnology, Information Technology, and
Ocean Technology.
The aerospace stamp highlights three major
products of the industry: propulsion systems,
integrated aircraft design and manufacturing,
and avionics. The stars allude to space-related
projects like satellites.
The left side of this stamp features a photograph of the blade of the PW305 turbofan
engine manufactured by Pratt & Whitney

Canada of Longeuil, PQ for medium-sized jet
aircraft produced by several manufacturers,
including Learjet. The aircraft shown on the
stamp is a Canadair Challenger 601-3R. The
right side features an avionic screen display
created by Canadian Marconi Company
specifically for the stamp.

There seem to have been some late design changes for this stamp,
as the stamp issued is different from the illustration in Canada
Post's Canada's Stamp Details for January/February 1996:

Issued

Illustrated

A NEW COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROGRAM TO CREATE ALBUM PAGES.
" My Album "is a user friend computer software package that lets you create, from scratch, the
album to fit your collection. Easy to master. In a very short time you will be creating the pages you
want on which to display your correction. " My Album "also lets you keep a detailed inventory, by
country or theme. The categories can be further divided into sub categories as you wish.

Ply Album requires "a 386 computer with Windows 3.1 or Windows
95", and costs $160.00 U.S. - For more information contact:
Robert Drummond, Drummond House of America Inc., 212 Raymond
Road (Unit - 3), Nottingham, New Hampshire 03290, U.S.A.

OBITUARY: DOUGLAS (WRONG WAY) CORRIGAN.
Dled: U.S. folk hero Douglas (Wrong
Way) Corrigan, Saturday in Orange, California. He was 88. In 1938, Corrigan
"mistakenly" flew solo acmes the
Atlantic. U.S. aviation offcia1:; in New
York had forbidden Corrigan to make a
transatlantic hop, saying his plane —
which he bought used for $310 and

modified for long-distance flight —
wouldn't be safe weighted down with all
that fuel. Corrigan said he would fly back
to Long Beach, California. But somehow
the 31-year-old pilot landed in Ireland.
"My compass froze," he said. "I guess I
flew the wrong way." He stuck to that
story all his life..

OTTAWA CITIZEN, 13th December 1995.

OBITUARY: FERDI VOLK, MONCHENGLADBACH.
Ferdi Volk prepared many of the flight covers by Lufthansa from
Germany to Canada and return.
He died on the 20th August 1995.
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OFIEX+96, - A GUIDE FOR AEROPHILATELISTS
WHERE - METRO TORONTO
CONVENTION CENTRE,
on Front Street, a
five minute walk
west of Union
Station and subway
station.
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•
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0 CENYER111
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CENTRE.

y156140A

10‘1"4 ∎ 0*..1

GARDINER EXPRESSWAY

„,..,91,./EcAys OUAY WE

s

(z■-•T o

AR EOURF,80,NT

CROWNE PLAZA TORONTO CENTRE

-

Iv- SUBWAY ROUTE

SHOW HOURS / HEURES D'OUVERTURE

WHEN -

June 8 juin 1996

Saturday / Samedi

10:00 to/a 18:00 hrs

June 9 juin 1996
June 10 juin 1996

Sunday/ Dimanche

10:00 to/a 18:00 hrs

Monday / Lundi
Tuesday / Mardi

10:00 to/a 18:00 hrs
10:00 to/a 18:00 hrs

June 11 juin 1996
June 12 juin 1996

Wednesday / Mercredi 10:00 to/a 18:00 hrs

June 13 juin 1996

Thursday / Jeudi

10:00 to/a 20:00 hrs

June 14 juin 1996
June 15 juin 1996

Friday / Vendredi

10:00 to/a 18:00 hrs

Saturday / Samedi

10:00 to/a 17:00 hrs

June 16 juin 1996

Sunday / Dimanche

10:00 to/a 16:00 hrs

HOW MUCH -

ADMISSION PRICES / PRIX D'ADMISSION
Adults /Adultes
Seniors / A/nes
Children / Enfants

$8.00
$4.00
$4.00

Three Ticket Pack* / Livret de 3 billets * $21.00
Beaver Club Membership
Carte de membre du Club "Beaver"
$100.00

* Available only by mail order at the CAPEX '96 Office and only until May 31, 1996.

OFFICE / BUREAU
MAILING ADDRESS / ADRESSE POSTALE
P.O. Box 204, Station Q
Toronto, Ontario

CAPEX'96@PARRASSOC.COM or/ou
CAPEX-96@GENIE.GEIS.COM

M4T 2M1 CANADA

Telephone:
Facsimile:

E - MAIL ADDRESSES / ADRESSES E-MAIL

+ (416) 482-1996
+ (416) 482-8182

WORLDWIDE WEB LOCATION

SITE INTERNET

FOR GENERAL INFORMATION

POUR RENSEIGNEMENTS GENERAUX

http://www.interlog.com/-parrasoc/capex.html

Toll Free (North America) 1-800-946-9696

WHO TO TALK TO -

ADMINISTRATION
Executive Director / Directeur executif
General Manager / Directeur general

Denis Hamel
Andrew D. Parr

Systems Programming / Programmeur Analyste
Research / Recherche

Daryl Oliver
Gregoire Teyssier
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CAPEX - A GUIDE FOR AEROPHILATELISTS - continued:

CAPEX: THE AEROPHILATELIC EXHIBITS Australia's Contribution to the Development of World Airmails
1914-34
New Guinea and Papua 1927-1949
Pioneer Australian Airmails
Airmails of New Zealand 1919-1940
Yukon Airways and Exploration
•
Sinkiang Air Postal Service Collection (1931-1949)
Zeppelin Air Mail
Vuelos Precursores en Colombia
Scdta el primer Correo Aero de Colombia
Czechoslovakia - Airmail Stamps 1920-1939
Egypt Airmail, 1926-1946
1870-1920: 50 annees de poste aerienne et son evolution
chronologique
Deutsche Luftpost nach 1945
USA Zeppelin-Post
Luftpost Indien 1911-1938
Indian Airmails-Its Development and Operation (1911-1942)
Air Mail of Iran, Covers 1922-1945
Airship "Hindenburg" Mail
Interrupted Airmail
Regional Airlines of New Zealand to 1947

The Use of OAT Cachets on Air Mail
Les pionniers de fair et les debuts de la poste aerienne en
Roumanie
Airmail to the USSR
I South African Airmails
I Flugpost in der Regio Basillensis 1913-1948
I Thai Aerophilately
Crash and Interrupted Mail of USA and Canada up to 1945
Scottish Airmails 1919-1950
I Commercial Zepplin Mail on the South American Route
British External Airmails
Uruguay y Europa Unidos por Vuelso Catapultados
United States Airpost 1910-1939
U.S. Government Flights, 1918-27
Via the Red Skies - The Development of the Soviet Airmail
Service
Interrupted Air Mail Flights in the United States 1918-1938
Rocket Mail Pioneers
From Rocket Mail to Space Mail
From Astronomy to Space Station
Der Weg zum Mond/U.S. Mondlandemissionen
De la Investigacion de la Estratosfera a la Conquista del
Espacio
Experimental Rocket Mail, 1931-1939

Editor's Note: This is a preliminary listing, as the entries are
still be finalized. — The names of the exhibitors were not
provided by the CAPEX organizers "due to security reasons".

CAPEX: THE AEROPHILATELIC EVENTS There will be a combined Society booth for the AAMS and CAS. Members of the
Federation Internationale de Philatelie (F.I.P.) Commission for Aerophilately/Astrophilately as well as the
Executive of F.I.S.A., the International Federation of Aerophilatelic Societies, will be present to meet
other aerophilatelists from Canada, the USA, and elsewhere.
Friday June 14th
1. 0800 - 1200 CAS Aerophilatelic seminar lead by the F.I.P. Aerophilatelic Commission President, Mr.
Egil H. Thomassen of Norway and assisted by the President of F.I.S.A., Mr. Roland Kohl of Switzerland:
and Mr. Alex Newall, Senior Aerophilatelist of the United Kingdom and the Honourable Editor of the
F.I.S.A. Journal. Candidates for becoming a qualified F.I.P. aerophilatelic judge must have attended and
passed the requirements of such a course as well as serving as an apprentice judge at an international
F.I.P. exhibition. This is a chance-of-a-life-time to achieve this one qualification right in your own
country. Anyone interested in attending this seminar for achieving judging qualifications, or for learning
the rules and regulations of F.I.P. aerophilatelic judging are invited to write to Major (Ret.) RK Malott,
Convention Coordinator for AAMS/CAS at CAPEX'96, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H
6R1, Canada (TeUFax: (613) 829-0280).

Please note — this seminar is open to all aerophilatelists:
both judges and exhibitors are welcome to attend.

( Continued )

CAPEX - A GUIDE FOR AEROPHILATELISTS - continued:
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CAPEX: THE AEROPHILATELIC EVENTS

-

Friday June 14th continued:
2. 1400 - 1700 F.I.S.A. Annual Meeting and XXXVI Congress for F.I.S.A. representatives and members.
3. 1800 - 2330 CAS/AAMS Aerophilatelic dinner at the Royal Canadian Military Institute (RCMI), 426
University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, MSG 1S9 (Tel: (416) 597-0286) Cocktails 1800 - 1900. Dinner
1900 - 2230. After dinner socializing 2230 - 2330. Guest speaker S/L Arthur Bishop, noted military
historian and author, World War II fighter pilot, son of the famous Canadian World War I Ace, Air Vice
Marshal Billy Bishop, VC. The dinner will feature the culinary art of the RCMI chefs. Cost $75.00
Canadian payable to the Convention Co-ordinator , Major Dick Malott, by Canadian or US cheque or
Money Order by 22 April 1996. This will be the third CAPEX dinner held by the CAS/AAMS , the other
two being held during CAPEX'76 and CAPEX'87..

Saturday June 15th

1. 0800 - 0900 CAS - Annual Meeting
2. 0930 - 1030 AAMS - Annual Meeting
3. 1200 - 1300 CAS/AAMS Book Launch, "The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland" . Forty-two
aerophilatelists/astrophilatelists have worked for four years gathering and compiling data on all aspects of
the air mails of Canada and Newfoundland. This 350 page (Estimated) catalogue will be separate from the
AAMC edition but still part of the family of AAMS sponsored aerophilatelic books and catalogues. This
exciting programme has allowed 42 collectors and researchers to pay back to their hobby a dividend of
love and dedication to assist those collectors that follow in their footsteps. Over 21 sections are presented
in this tome of aerophilatelic/astrophilatelic data. The selling price has yet to be established, At the book
launch participants will be present to sign their applicable sections if desired by the purchasers. As the
coordinating editor of this project I greatly appreciate the work contributed by so many to produce this
landmark publication in Canadian/American aerophilatelic cooperation.
4. 1300 - 1400 AAMS Lecture: "The History of Scottish Air Mails" by Richard Beith of the United
Kingdom.
5. Other lectures will be programmed if time is available from the CAPEX'96 organizing committee.
6 CAPEX'96 PALMARES. Data to be released later.

Sunday June 14th
0830 - 1000 AAMS - Annual Convention Breakfast and Auction. This event will take place in the
Convention Centre. Breakfast will be a choice of one of two juices, scrambled eggs, the choice of ham,
bacon, or sausage, pan fried potatoes, toast, jam, tea or coffee. The price is $20.00 Canadian all inclusive
of taxes and gratuities and payable by 22 April 1996. American members should pay Phil McCarty, the
AAMS Convention Chairman, 1214 Carlson Lake Lane, Eagan, Minnesota, 55123, USA. Canadian
participants should pay Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1.

Editor's note: many thanks to Philip McCarty, the American Air
Mail Society Convention Coordinator, and to Dick Malott for
organizing these events, and to Dick for providing this
summary.
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AEROPHILATELIC EXHIBITING - THE FIP REGULATIONS
The following essay was sent in by Trelle Morrow, who described it
as well worth reading". With CAPEX coming up, it is a very timely
item for this newsletter.
The essay was written by Alex Newall, who will be assisting at the
Aerophilatelic Judging Seminar. at CAPEX on June 14th. - It was
written in 1990, but the source publication was not recorded.

AN AIR MAIL COLLECTOR'S THOUGHTS ON THE
EVALUATION OF AN AEROPHILATELIC EXHIBIT.
(or an

Aerophilatelist's Guide to FIP)

by Alexander S. Newall, FRPSL

The biggest contribution to the creation of a comprehensive system of evaluation of any philatelic effort
has been made by the International Philatelic Federation (FIP).
A number of individuals and philatelic organizations have gone into print with a wholesale criticism of
the system.
There is, no doubt, much room for Improvement.
There are individuals who usurp the right of interpreting without having a vestige of ability to do so.
There exists however, I repeat, only one comprehensive system of evaluation of a philatelic exhibit: that
of the International Philatelic Federation.
All well-meaning philatelists, interested in the creation and maintenance of a truly international basis
of their hobby, can and should offer their opinions. The last issue of FIP's "Flash" does actually invite
positive suggestions.
It is unbecoming of an American National Judge and his "Crocodile Dundee" friends to dismiss such a considered, mature and voluntary effort of a number of accomplished philatelists.
What follows is a re-affirmation of the work already done and as a basis for discussion of, what we believe
to be, necessary changes. In the first place it is meant to apply to the Aerophilately.

FIP

has produced a set of regulations which endeaver to cover every kind and level of philate c efforts.

These comprise:
General Regulations of Exhibitions

GREX

General Regulations of Evaluation

GREY

Special Regulations of Evaluation

SREV

and Guidelines.
Various sets of regulations take precedence over Guidelines which, submitted by individual Commissions,
are meant to contain practical hints to collectors

GREX

within a particular philatelic discipline.

are meant, in the first place, for the organizers of an Exhibition. They are only of marginal interest to

a collector and exhibitor.

GREY refer to an evaluation of any philatelic effort.
SREV instruct collectors within

a specific philatelic discipline.

The Regulation contain criteria on which an evaluation is to be based, as wel; as a point system to quantify to the degree to which the requirements of such criteria are met.

( Continued )
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AN AEROPHILATELISTS GUIDE TO THE FIP REGULATIONS

by Alex Newall - continued:

Leaving, for the moment the point system aside, let us concentrate on the criteria as applied to an aerophilatelic exhibit.
TREATMENT and IMPORTANCE.

These are:

KNOWLEDGE and RESEARCH.
CONDITION and RARITY.
PRESENTATION.
Before trying to Interpret the above,

it is essential that we define the subject to which they are meant

to be applied.
Thus:

AEROPHILATELY REPRESENTS A STUDY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF AIRMAIL SERVICES AND COLLECTION OF DOCUMENTS
PERTINENT TO THE ILLUSTRATION OF SUCH DEVELOPMENT.

ADHESIVES ISSUED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE USE ON AIR MAIL, FORM AN INTRINSIC PART OF SUCH DOCUMENTATION.
1.

TREATMENT

of an Aerophilatelic Exhibit:

The evaluation of treatment depends to a large degree on the exhibitor having understood the rules and
on his willingness and capacity to follow them.

a. Introductory Statement.
FIP Regulations require every exhibit to have an 'Introductory Statement'. This, according to SREV,
should contain:
'A clearly laid out plan or concept of the Exhibit'
Such a requirement is obviously not satisfied by any terse titles like 'Early South African Airmails' or
'Swiss Pioneers' or 'Zeppelin'. An Exhibitor is expected to state what field he is trying to cover and
by what means he proposes to do so, possibly drawing attention to some important items. He is further
expected to enlarge on the significance of his particular theme.
A responsible judge will spend some time on studying this page, if only to see how far the Exhibitor
has fulfilled his promise. A well laid out and followedintroductory page is the first step to a higher
award.
b. Completeness.
As an aerophilatelist supposed to illustrate a development. it is necessary that he covers every important aspect of it within the scope of his theme. Should, however, a particulat document be unattainable,
it is better to mention or illustrate the event in some other way than to disregard its existence. This
will not score points but, at least, it will confirm the exhibitor's knowledge of the subject.
A jury often reaches its conclusion by considering not what is shown but also by what should be there
and is not.
c. Balance.
As in other walks of life, in aerophilately some events are more significant than others. The less important ones should be illustrated sparringly, as if mentioned marginally, preparing the ground for the
really significant. With the frame space at a premium, a properly balanced exhibit can increase its own
scope and allow for better coverage of the subject.
2. IMPORTANCE of an aerophilatelic exhibit.

The FIP definition reads:" Importance is the general significance of the subject in terms
of the scope and philatelic intere s t of the exhibit."
This is unfortunately one of those 'reversible' definitions. All that remains is to define 'general significance'

for the circle to be complete.

Emphatically, importance does not lie only with the significance

of the subject.

( Continued )
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AN AEROPHILATELISTS GUIDE TO THE FIP REGULATIONS by Alex Newall - continued:
We are dealing here, at least in the opinion of this writer, possibly with the most significant criteria.
Importance of an aerophilatelic exhibit depends on the significance of its subject, its contents and on
the mode of their illustration. Clearly, this criterion does not only refer to the possible importance of
the individual covers or their value, nor only on the significance of the subject; every exhibit must be considered important if only in the eyes of the exhibitor. Thus, in considering an exhibit's aerophilatelic
importance, the judge will ask:
How much effort lies behind the production?
How significant is the theme

to the development of

airmail service in

an area, a country, or the entire world?
How significant and original is the material used?
a. Effort.
In the first place, the effort of the exhibitor lies in the study of As (hers) subject (which leads to
a correct choice of the material), and then in obtaining the most suitable examples of it.
Illustrations of the development of a particular aspect of airmail services is not satisfied by

an ac-

cumulation of chronologically arranged covers.
b. The significance of the chosen theme.
We must never forget the basic freedom of a collector to express his personal taste, both in the material

and

the mode of its display. We must, however, remember also, at least in

an

aerophilatelic exhibit, that

we are trying to incorporate into our display the social and historical aspects of the announced theme.
The development of airmail services in the USA, Britain or Germany has a profound influence on the total of
world-wide written communications. It should be obvious that it is likely to be considered more important
than airmail services of, say, San Marino. This may be an extreme example, but it should convey clearly this
aspect of importance of an aerophilatelic exhibit.
The development of airmail services does naturally follow that of aviation. First the pioneer efforts in
both are therefore of foremost interest to an aerophilatelist. They usually refer to the first and second
decades of this century.

In the scale of importance, national airmail collections of countries with a 'pio-

neer period' rate higher than those without.
Apart from airmail stamps there exists two main groups of airmail collections.
Documents chronologically illustrating important events in the development of national or international
airmail services. (First flights between countries or continents, first crossing of oceans or deserts,
opening flights of important routes).
Documents showing the development of a particular kind of airmail service. (Zeppelin, Scadta, Catapult)
or of a particular aircraft used (DeHaviland, Fokker, Handley Page) or of a particular airline (Imperial
Airways, KLM, Lufthansa, etc.) or of a particular airport or landing place.
Statistically, higher awards are received by the first group; the reasons for this would bear some inves tigation. Are they more important?
c. The significance and originality of material used.
A cover carried on the first airship to cross the Atlantic is significant. A similar cover containing a
report of the airship's radio - operator is also original.
Covers illustrating events which show how starting from carrying a few, sometimes personal letters airmail became responsible for up to ninety percent written communications of the Western Wolrd are significant.
Original are covers which illustrate the events further by adding some pertinent details.

(vo

further aspects could be considered

under this heading:

Continued )
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AN AEROPHILATELISTS GUIDE TO THE FIP REGULATIONS by Alex Newall - continued:
d. '1'hilatelic' or 'prepared' covers.
Covers prepared to be carried on a specific flight are often criticized as being less important, than
those used for normal business or private correspondence. Such generalization is wrong.
Reverting to the definition of aerophilately, we must acknowledge that there exist a number of flights
which were not scheduled to carry normal correspondence and yet represent important steps in the development of written aerial communications.
On occasions, private letters and documents carried on such flights represent the only existing means of
illustrating such events. "Commercial" covers should be considered as preferable to "philatelic" ones
only as long as the former are available.
e. The 'postal' nature of a document (cover).
We believe that Article 3.1 of FIP's Special Regulations for the Evaluation of Aerophilatelic Exhibits
(SREV) is misconceived , at least as far as the use of the word 'postal' with reference to aerophilatelic material is concerned.
The Guidelines hardly repair the damage by replacing the the exclusivity of 'postal' covers with making
a majority of them mandatory (Guidelines Definition 2a).
With very few exceptions, it took a long time before postal authorities world-wide agreed to entrust
aircraft with the transport of official mails.
The period before this took place, belongs to the most important and (to tne collector) the most gratifying periods of an aerophilatelic study. This field of collecting is much too expensive to rely on creating a system of exceptions from the announced definition.
We should also look carefully at the documentation carried on important flights and posted on arrival.

*** UNFORTUNATELY THERE SEEMS TO HE A PAGE MISSING ***
*** AT THIS POINT FROM TRELLE'S COPY OF THE ESSAY. ***
There exists an ideal balance between the amount of text and the information it conveys, although there are
no rules to quantify it. The exhibitor must beware of copying sheaves of information from catalogues.

In-

formation provided should be necessary and sufficient. The covers should ne mounted cleanly, they should
follow, if at all possible, the same line across the frame. No special advantage is likely to be gained by
sophisticated copper plate write-up. On the other hand, a judge wnc
Jitably impressed by the birc h sta - dard of presentation, has at his disposal a number of ways in which he can express his appreciation.

Editor's note: Alex has provided such a clear and logical essay on
the FIP regulations, that it is easy to forget they are quite
controversial!
Readers may have noticed, for example, that the FIP definition
of aerophilately is much narrower than the one used in "Notes
For New Readers" on page 2 of this newsletter, and excludes many
popular items such as the Snowbird Anniversary covers.
Another major concern, (which Alex may have addressed where the
page appears to be missing), is the content of aerophilatelic
exhibits. - At present they are expected to consist almost
entirely of philatelic items, (stamps and covers). There has,
however, been a continuing correspondance in The Airpost Journal
by people who would like to see a greater emphasis on the "aero"
component of aerophilately, and for more maps of routes and
photographs of aircraft to be allowed in exhibits.
Any comments from members regarding these regulations, and/or
the exhibits at CAPEX, are most welcome.
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PATRICIA AIRWAYS & EXPLORATION LTD. - MALFORMED "0" VARIETY
R.H. (Bob) JAMIESON & DONALD COX
Type "B" Overprint with malformed third "0" in Lookout Row 4 Stamp 1
or position 7 LL corner of pane. Appears on all three issues of P.A.& E.
for identification by catalogue. CL15d PL 1, CL20d PL 1, CL25d PL 11,
CL25e PL's 12,13. The Variety appears in the same location on all the
above issues.
This variety was first identified by the late Donald Cox of Tighes
Hill,Newcastle, NSW, Australia.The variety was exhibited in a Semi-Official Air Mail Exhibit in Sydney some years ago.The Exhibit was awarded
Gold.
Don Cox was a very active collector in the various fields of AeroPhilately.His collections of Pioneer Airmails,Semi-Official'Airs,First
Flight and special flights of Canada, Australia, New Zealand & South
Africa were also in major collections and exhibits. As well, Don was a
member of B.N.A.P.S.
The illustrations shown of his exhibit focus on the Rouletted Third
issue, CL25d, CL25e. Due to the scarcity of CL15d & CL20d, they were
probably not available to him. It was my pleasure that Don's Canadian
Airmails were given to me to arrange for them to be auctioned off in
North America, by his Executors. Upon reviewing the collection I came
across the P.A. & E. Ltd. group of "Malformed 0" stamps. I decided to
do some research on the 1st & 2nd perforated issues. I discovered a
pane complete of CL15d with the same variety, and in the same position.
And I located a single of CL20d.You will note the heavier printing of
the descending printing of the perforated issues, thus causing a heavier
filling of the "0".
NOTE: Catalogue numbers used are from the 1995 Unitrade Specialized
Catalogue of Canadian Stamps.

I would appreciate hearing from memberswho may be able to add
information re: the above. I have not been able to determine if the
variety exists on Type B Black Printing descending on CL15, CL20.
Also any plate numbers from t ie panes of 8 of CL15,CL20 and CL25.
with the "Malformed 0 variety. We also welcome any comments or additional information re: the Pioneer and Semi.Official Airmails listed in the 1995 Unitrade Canada Specialized Catalog.
R.H.Bob Jamieson
Tel: 905-764-3856
Box 518

Thornhill, ON L3T 5W1

Fax: 905 - 881 - 9490

Editor's note:
the exhibit sheets shown on the next two pages were
prepared by Don Cox. - The CL15d Pane of 8 and stamps showing
all four numbers, reproduced on pages 19 and 20, are from Bob

Jamieson's collection.
( Continued )
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MALFORMED "0" VARIETY

by Bob Jaaieson & Don Cox - continued:

--IPATRICIA AIRWAYS & EXPLORATION L . p,„
SEMI-OFFICIAL AIR MAIL STAMPS.r

c'-

ga7;-21

:,SURCHARGED:"Special Air Service/Sioux Lookout/and/Red Lake District/5 Cents":
Type 3: Surcharged in Large Type.
Photographic Enlargements of the Variety:
Malformed Third "0", in "Lookout".
(Row 4:Stamp 1-In the Sheets of the Printing in
which it occurs.)

Upper Photograph:From Red Overprint: :Lower Photograph:From Green Overprint.
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( Continued )
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MALFORMED "0' VARIETY

by Bob

Jamieson & Don Cox - continued:

PATRICIA AIRWAYS & EXPLORATION LTD.
SEMI-OFFICIAL AIR MAIL STAMPS.
SURCHARGED:"Special Air Service/Sioux Lookout/and/Red Lake District/5 Cents".
in Five Lines.
Type 3: (a) Surcharged in Large Type.

4,658 Copies were Surcharged in Green: 11th June 1927.
Plate No. 13. Complete Sheet of Eight Stamps.

Overprint Tilted to Left.

----0000000----

a
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,

APEPT417—
4r •
' P

It.F4

CL25e Plates 12, 13
Variety: Row

4: Stamp 1: Malformed Third "0", in "Lookout".
k

Continued
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PATRICIA AIRWAYS 4 EXPLORATION LTD. - MALFORMED "0° VARIETY by Bob Jasieson & Don Cox - continued:

j ;71

Air

or,

AuAtricia Affrways
Eatkinli

Oil

CL15d Plate It 1

continuea )
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PATRICIA AIRWAYS & EXPLORATION LTD. - MALFORMED '0' VARIETY by Bob dasieson & Don Cox - continued:

gifiCiti Airways
.41.EaptIV:111011"-"°
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CL15d Plate #1
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CL25e Plate
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* **** ******************************* *****

STAMP SHOW & SALE
North Toronto Stamp Club - 53rd Annual Exhibition & Bourse

Saturday March 30, 1996 - 10 am to 6 pm
Sunday March 31, 1996 - 10 am to 5 pm
Civic Garden Centre - Edwards Gardens
777 Lawrence Ave. East at Leslie St., Doi= Mills
TTC: Leslie (#51) Lawrence East (#54) Buses from Eglinton Subway Station

FREE PARKING - FREE ADMISSION
Exhibits - 22 Dealers - Sales Circuit - Refreshments - Wheelchair Access
Information: Ben Marier (416) 492-9311
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FOLLOW UP - THE USE OF "AIR MAIL DELETIONS" TO DETERMINE A ROUTE.

This cover was illustrated in the September 1995 newsletter, (page
26), and its routing described as:

by sea to Vancouver, by rail to Calgary, by Western Canada Airways to Winnipeg, by
rail to Toronto, air to Quebec and ship to England. All for 5p in NZ postage.
The first part of this routing is well documented. - According to
Mike Shand, a New Zealand Post Office notice of June 23, 1930 says:
"From the 1st July 1930, letters, postcards . . . may be posted
in New Zealand for dispatch by Air Services in Canada and
U.S.A., such postal packets will also be accepted for Great
Britain and Europe by the air mail service . . . to be indicated
on the address side of the envelope ,by, e.g. By USA air mail'".
Ships from New Zealand alternated between San Francisco one sailing
and Vancouver the next: this cover was on the first ship from
Auckland to Vancouver after July 1st 1930, which left on July 29th.
The cover could not fly out of Vancouver, as there was no air mail
at that time, but Western Canada Airways were operating the Prairie
Air Mail service from Calgary to Winnipeg, and the endorsement
presumably routed it through that service.
After Winnipeg the routing is less certain. (Mike states that
according to the New Zealand Air Mail Society, "even with intense
research, it has not been possible to determine the Atlantic
seaboard city from whence the mail for U.K. was shipped".) - The
suggested route of "rail to Toronto, air to Quebec" is consistent
with the endorsement, as it maximized the use of "Canadian Air
Services".
HOWEVER, FRANS VAN BEVEREN HAS POINTED OUT THE DELETION BARS THROUGH
THE AIR MAIL LABEL AND ENDORSEMENT! - These were routinely applied
in the United States to indicate the end of air mail transmission,
but there is no evidence of them ever being applied by a Canadian
post office at this time!
FRANS ALSO ASKED ABOUT THE COLOUR OF THE DELETION BARS, - It turns
out they are violet, which indicates they were applied in New York!
So rather than flying to Quebec, this cover would have flown from
Montreal to Albany using the Canadian Colonial Airways service,
continued by air to New York, and then gone on by sea to the U.K.
Thanks to Frans and Mike for their analysis.
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FOLLOW UP - CALGARY TO MEXICO CITY AIR MAIL, 1931?
■ 11Pr
■■■■
4411 4 IR AltaPR
-LIL7- T
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AFTER FIVE DAYS RETURN TO

V:ORK ra E
tdI4PLOY

1931

VIA MINNE OLIS
---,
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UGH
-MEXICO 'CITY------

li.H.Kenyon.Esq;
Canadian Airways Ltd;
CALGARY.

cP0ST ASTER

CANADA.
Pilot

AZA. A.A.

A■

Machine cancel (with boxed slogan): Calgary 8:30PM, Feb 1 1931.
Hammer cancel: Calgary 2PM, Feb 1 31 (on lower tw stamps).

This cover would have flown by the Prairie Air Mail Service from
Calgary to Winnipeg, to connect with the First Flight south from
Winnipeg to Pembina: AAMC 246, (Volume 4 page 1698). 72 - The cover is
signed by A.H. Farrington and Roy Brown: they were both pilots of
Western Canada Airways, so may have flown this service on Feb. 1st.
The service to Pembina was scheduled to start on February 2nd, but
postponed to Feb. 3rd due to fog. - Covers postmarked in Winnipeg on
Feb. 2nd received a commemorative cachet: covers added to the flight
on Feb. 3rd were not cacheted. The flight was flown by A.E. Jarvis
who has signed this cover.
At Pembina it connected with CAM 9, and continued to Minneapolis on
flight 9S28, (AAMC volume 2 page 660). - This flight was flown by
A.R. Mensing, who signed the cover on the right hand side.
The next part of the route is uncertain as there are no
- CAM 9 went through to Chicago, and on to Atlanta. In
cover may have been transferred to CAM 3 to Dallas/Ft.
from Dallas/Ft. Worth it may have continued by
Brownsville, Texas.

backstamps.
Chicago the
Worth., and
CAM 22 to

From Brownsville the cover would continue by FAM 8 to Mexico City.A new schedule had been introduced on FAM 8 effective February 1st
1931, with a daily flight leaving Brownsville 8.45 a.m., arriving
Tampico, Mexico at 11.00 a.m., and in Mexico City at 1.45 p.m.
Thanks to Johnathan L. Johnson and Kendall Sanford for supplying
this information.

1- 2 Note for new readers:
AAMC = AMERICAN AIR MAIL CATALOGUE - see page 2 of this newsletter
for more information;
CAM
= CONTRACT AIR MAIL ROUTE - a service flown within the United
States.
FAM
= FOREIGN CONTRACT AIR MAIL ROUTE - an international service
contracted by the United States Post Office.
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FOLLOW UP - CANADIAN INTER-CITY AIR MAIL in the 1930'5
The following clipping and photograph from the VICTORIA TIMES,
6th 1936, were sent in by Jim Brown. Thanks Jim.
Vic Tiefes

April

PIPArr- 4,014

so•

Thts photo wag taken Just before Premier Pat I 'alto 14(.111,41 Intti a Ca na:Iritirw•ra Limited aeaplane at t ho
I:aquialt
:m
plane hart on Mato day afternoon on the f trot leg of Inc Ts
to the (Mend capital. After traveling by plane as far as Itutfaln;
the Premier was In Ottawa jprliiy, forty hours after leaving Victoria.
tot he it let ore are: Anne and Bel 11 Cnlllann, oloughters of Mr...atCtl Mex. C. P. Colllann. 805 Newport Avenue,
and gratIddnuglitera of the Premier: Ilan. John Hart, MInlatretif nuance: Wollner G. Courtney, local agent for
the Canadian airways; Maurice NI r.S;r6 or, pilot, and Premier

citrons.

VICTORIA NOSY
ON AIR. ROUTE
Letters Posted Here One . Afternoon Will Reach New
York Following Evening
Victoria Is now the Pacific
Northicent terminus of transcontinental air linen, and a
er
posted here In the ml
a of the
afternoon will r
Los Angeles
the follo•l
morning and .New
York
following , night, It has
announced at--the post
office.
In the past air mail from Victoria I
has been delayed by the fact that it
had to go from here to Seattle by ,
steamer, missing the evening plane
departure from Seattle to the east
and the south..

A letter post here at 9.25 o'clock 1,----Eastern•Canadlan mail takes Clittle
in the afternoon will goI-boardI longer to reach its destination. LetCanadian Airways plane for Vancouyer ters posted here In the afternoon will
will be transferred there to a Seattle , reach Montreal at 7.50 o'clock the
piwor■t reachlogleaAtle at 6,913 o'clock, second morning; Quebec at 2 o'clock
There is will be put aboard a plane the second afternoon, and Ottawa
for its destination.
5.25 o'clock the second afternoon. St.
• Passengers will also be handled the John, Halifax and Charlottetown are
same day anirwIll take the regular three days' distant by plane.
transcontinental mail planes out of
Mail for Winnipeg, leaving Victoria
Seattle.
one afternoon, will arrive at its desMall and pissengerileavIng herd In tination at 1.25 o'clock the next atthe late afternoon will reach Portland ternoon.
at 10.20 o'clock that evening: San
Francisco at 2.45 o'clock the tollOwing mornln,g; Loa,. Angeles et 540

t :7.20 otlOck.
Alr mall poeted•Iti Victors one day
will arrive In Chicago at 10.40 o'clock
the next morning; in Detroit at 4.30

:Aft

o'clock the next afternoon, and In
New York at 8.40 o'clock the next
evening.
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FOLLOW UP - BOA or BOAC?
I received a very interesting letter from Kendall Sanford, which
began:

I would like to make a few comments on various items in the December 1995 issue of "The Canadian
Aerophilatelist".
December 1940 cover carried by British Overseas Airways Corporation (BOAC). You mention that BOAC
was referred to as "BOA". I have lots of books and references on BOAC and in none of them is that airline
referred to as "BOA". One of the best books on the airline is "Pictorial History of BOAC and Imperial
Airways", by Kenneth Munson, published in 1970 by Ian Allan Ltd, Shepperton, Surrey, England. All
references to the airline use all four letters "BOAC". I would be interested to know where you got the
information that is was referred to as "BOA".
My information came from an article on "U.S.-Bermuda Air Services"
in the November 1983 Airpost Journal, which stated in part:
In spite of these difficulties with British censorship, Pan Am remained
optimistic about profits on its transatlantic routes. But when America enentered the war as a combatant at the end of 1941, the possibility of conduct.
ing scheduled airline service between Europe and America diminished.
Three of the Boeing B-314 aircraft on order had by then been sold to the
British Overseas Airways Corporation (then called BOA), with the others
eventually being loaned to the military. (The November 1941 APJ records
that the first of these aircraft, BOA's "Bristol-G-AGBZ," left New York
for its first transatlantic flight to Foynes, Northern Ireland, on May 22, 1941.)

However, Kendall makes a very good point, as since making my comment
in the last newsletter, I have been uncomfortably aware that nobody
else appears to use the term BOA!
I have no personal experiences from 1940 to fall back on, but would
like to know:
-

is the statement in The Airpost Journal correct?
if so, when and why was the change from BOA to BOAC made?
assuming The Airpost Journal article is correct: if I was to
write this cover up for an exhibit, will I be better off using
the technically-correct name BOA, or the incorrect but
generally-used name BOAC?

Any information that other members can provide on any of these
questions will be much appreciated.

FOLLOW UP - DECEMBER 1954 BOAC CRASH COVER
Kendall also commented that:

Re Canadian Crash Covers, BOAC crash at Prestwick, Scotland 25 December 1954. It is stated that the
second cover from Manchester to Montreal "....is the only known example of the one-inch purple three-lined
cachet "SALVAGED MAIL/PRESTWICK/25/12/54". This cachet is shown in Henri Nierinck's book
"Recovered Mail" and the example shown is slightly different, so the one shown in "The Canadian
Aerophilatelist" is not the only known example.
Thanks Kendall.
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QUEST I ONG
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any
aspect of aerophilately, is invited to send it to the editor. - I
will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following
newsletter.

INFORMATION WANTED - YUKON AIRWAYS AND EXPLORATION in 1934?

AIR MAIL— Care of YUKON AIRWAYS & EXPLORATION CO., LTD., WHITE HORSE

Backstamped: WHITE HORSE, April 30th 1934 -

This cover is described as "with out a doubt philatelic in nature".
It uses a Yukon Airways & Exploration AIR MAIL strip, but that
company closed down in 1930.
The cover is also underfranked, not just for air mail (6 cents in
1934), but also for surface mail, yet there are no Postage Due
markings on it!
Can anybody "provide any information as to either how or why this
cover bears the Yukon Airways strip in use when they were in
operation, four years after their closing down," or explain why it
was sent in April 1934?
Please send information to the editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario KlM 4Y4, Canada.
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INFORMATION WANTED - ALASKA-WASHINGTON AIRWAYS OVERPRINTS
Enclosed are some interesting courtesy covers covers flown by Alaska-Washington
Airways of British Columbia. October 16, 1929 they commenced a passenger service from
Vancouver to Victoria and Victoria to Seattle.
They used a Fairchild 71 between Vancouver and Victoria piloted by Hal Wilson. Between
Victoria and Seattle a Lockheed Vega was piloted by Floyd Keadle. Both were on floats.

J. A. GAYLORD

4016 COURTLAND PLACE
SEATTLE, WASH.

• Cgra-14 ,5,---- ,

<r)°
'ALASKA-WAS7:::::i:rfONt0

\71cist

AIR WA VS
ib
rek

/

AT
VANCOUVER
ALAS—WASHAIR
1.1.11■111M1

ALASKAN

The three covers are all from Vancouver to the same address in
Seattle, and identical except for the stamps. - On the above cover
someone named Smith has autographed all four stamps; the second
cover has a pair of 2c stamps, both autographed by Smith; the third
cover was franked with four lc stamps, none of which were signed.
Does anybody know who Smith was?

********************* **** ********************** **** *****************
SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale
to the editor. - Create your own "advertisement" if you like, up to
a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

WANTED: AUCTION CATALOGUE FOR THE CORNELIUS COLLECTION
Auction catalogues for the John C.Cornelius collection of Air Mails,
auctioned by J.N.Sissons Ltd. of Toronto, between October 1971 and
November 1972. I am willing to purchase or take photocopy from
the originals. Replies please to Ken Mitchell, member #170.

56 Downswood, Reigate, Surrey, England RH2 OJH
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FOR SALE: COVERS - 60th ANNIVERSARY SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS
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Mr B Lutman
Senior Manager
for Western Cape
Southern Life Building
Cnr Lower Burg and
Riebeeck Streets
Thibault Square
CAPE TOWN

8001

Johannesburg Cape Town/Kaapstad

Two collections of covers produced for the 60th Anniversary of
South African Airways have been generously donated to our society.
The covers are all to different destinations, with from one to three
aircraft stamps on each. The covers all have different multicoloured cachets on the front, and also different cancellations, for
example:

Most of the covers have a signature on the back, (probably by the
pilot), and a short history of South African Airways.
Both sets are in padded note books.
One collection is complete collection with 45 covers. The other has
44 covers: it is missing the "60" cancellation shown above.
Anybody interested in purchasing either one of these sets, or
individual covers, should make an offer to
Nelson Bentley, 3044 Otterson Drive, Ottawa ON K1V 7B6.
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POSTAL HISTORY AUCTION

ABRAHAM SIEGEL
P. O. BOX 6603 - AVC
Long Island City, N.Y. 11106-6603
Tel: 718-392-4855 Fax: 718-786-1341
PUBLIC AUCTION SALES:
3000 to 5000 lots of
UNITED STATES
Britain & Colonies
and General Foreign
are offered bl-monthly.
Lots sell from $2 each up
to many thousands of $$$

FDC's & Topicals
are also included.

PRIVATE TREATY SALES:
Specialized Collections
Large Box Lots
Dealer Stocks

Over 1000 are photographed.

We buy outright and

FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST.
PLEASE LET US KNOW
EXACTLY WHAT YOU COLLECT.

What do you have for sale ?

accept consignments.

(Editor's note: this is our first paid/repeating advertisement.)

FOR GALE' CANADIAN PLIGHT COVER COLLECTIONS
45 F.F.C.'s, 1931-1935, all addressed to Dr. L.S. Holmes,
very clean collection. 8 covers franked with C2 stamps,
37 covers franked with C4 stamps.
price 11C0.00
Collection of 15 F.F.C.'s, all Central B.C. cancels, and
all addressed to Col. George P. Vanier, Sec'y to the High
Commissioner in London. C5 franking.
price 140.00
Town collection of C3 F.D.C.'s. 10 covers from Charlottetown
to Edmonton, all different. Feb 22, 1932.
price $40.00
Autograph covers for Trade: Have Roy Brown, Wop May,
Hollick Kenyon and others. WANTED: Don Maclaren cover.
Shipping:

To the above quoted prices add 15.00 for postage.

Trelle A. Morrow,
102 - 1370 7th Avenue,
Prince George, B.C.,
V2L 3P1

COMMEMORATIVE AND FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
The January 1996 issue of Benham Cover News offers for sale First
Day Covers produced by Benham for British stamps, a wide variety of
souvenir covers, older covers, and Pan-Am First Flight Covers.
For more information contact: Benham Covers
Ltd., Benham House,
Folkestone, Kent CT20 1SD, England.
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FOR SALE: FAM 2 75th ANNIVERSARY COVERS
52

Canada
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size
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ALL 3 BOEING AIRCRAFT FLEW MAIL ON FAM2

76th ANNIVERSARY UNITED STATES FOREIGN
AIR MAIL ROUTE No.2 - VICTORIA, B.C. - SEATTLE,WA.
PILOT EDDIE HUBBARD - OCTOBER 15,1920.
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'
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ALL 3 BOEING AIRCRAFT FLEW MAIL ON FAM2
76th ANNIVERSARY UNITED STATES FOREIGN
AIR MAIL ROUTE No.2 SEATTLE,WA - VICTORIA, B.C.
PILOT EDDIE HUBBARD - OCTOBER 16,1920.

Reduced size:

I have prepared 75th Anniversary covers for United States
Foreign Air Mail Contract No.2 from Seattle to Victoria. The
service commenced October 15,1920 and was discontinued June
30,1937. A reproduction of the Victoria and Seattle Post
Offices' handstamps are on the anniversary covers. all three
Boeing aircraft that were used on the air mail service are
shown on the cover. On the first flight Eddie Hubbard, who
had the contract, used Bill Boeing's personal seaplane,the
C1-4S. A month or two later he purchased the Boeing B-1
flying boat and used it almost exclusively until he
relinquished the contract June 30,1927. The contract was
flown until 1937 with a Boeing B1-E Flying boat. I am selling
the covers in pairs at $7Cdn and $5US. J.A.Brown,7936 Swanson
View Drive,R.R./1 Pender Island,B.C.VON 2M0.

FOR SALE: VARIOUS COMMEMORATIVE FLIGHT COVERS
A revised listing is being made of all the covers that The
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society has for sale. MANY PRICES ARE
BEING CUT. The new list will be available at CAPEX, or will be
mailed as soon as it is ready to anyone sending $2.00, (for
postage), to:

Mike Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C

2H8

(Please note that all the Canadian covers advertised in the
September newsletter have been sold.)
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FOR SALE: CANADIAN FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
A letter from Fred Eggett has been passed on to me, and is
reproduced in part below:
I have a number of first flight's am enclosing a
photo copy of some of them if you would be interested
in these please advise what you would pay for them.
Read your ad in the Maloneys Antigue Book

VIA AIR MAI L
FOND DU LAC)SASI-C.
F UE i

T CHIPEWYAN)AL

_

•

--- FIRST OFFICIAL FLIGHT
FOND DU LAC-FORT CH IPEWYAN

If any reader is interested in purchasing these covers, please
contact Fred directly. - His address is: P.O. Box 161, Anola,
Manitoba ROE 0A0

******************* *** ********************* *** ********************* *
NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
Publication of the June i55Lie of

The Canadian Aerophilateli5t will

be slightly delayed, in order that reports on CAPEX '96 can be
included. - Please send all items for the June issue to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
by June 21st.
WICIMMVIMMMICIMMOMMCIVIM MIIMMIHIMMIMCI
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
MARCH 1996
BLAU, Fred F
72
73
TISCHLER, Kurt
136 EGGER, Friedel

MAY 1996
GLASHAN, John
27
TURK, Jim 0
29
BARBER, Dan
31

157 MEYER, Robert L

22

174 POIRIER, Louis
194 RANCE, Derek C
207 OAKLEY, Charles W

JOHNSON Jr, Jonathan L
49
VERGE, Chales J
78
79 BROWN, J A
121
BRICE, Burt George
138 STIBBE, Keith
200 POPE, William Henry
201 MacKENZIE, Ivan W

APRIL 1996
23
WALDIE, Gordon
24
HUNTER, Neil
76
RICHARDSON, W Ross
137 BERNIER, D
197 POST, Henk (Hank)
198 ANGUS, Donald F
224 FIRBY, Charles G

BARTLETT, Bill

In order to reduce postal costs, renewal notices will be printed in each issue of the The Canadian
Aerophilatelist. Members within a 3 month period of this issue of the newsletter will be notified.
Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment. Final renewal notices will be mailed
out to members who have not replied.
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders etc. to be
made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
As of 1 January 1996, all new membership dues and 1996 renewals are $15.00 Cdn for
Canada and the US and $20.00 Cdn for Overseas addresses.

Membership No.:

Renewal Month:

Name:
Address:

Mail notice to: Ron Miyanishi, Secretary
124 Gamble Ave.
Toronto, Ontario
CANADA M4J 2P3

Secretary's Use Only
Date:
Payment:
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
THE CANADIAN AE,ROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members - Its objectives are:
-to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
-to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about aerophilately among members;
-to represent Canadian aerophilatelists at the national and international levels;
-to promote and support areophilatelic research in Canada.
Membership of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is open to all interested individuals, including
those living outside of Canada, and new members are always welcome.
The annual membership dues are $15.00 Canadian in Canada and the U.S.A., $20.00 Canadian
for members Overseas. Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and sent it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Ave., East York, Ontario CANADA M4J 2P3
I hearby apply for membership in The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society:
Name:
Address:
Province/State:

City:
Postal Code:

Country:

Collecting interests:

If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number:
American Philatelic Society membership number:
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada membership number:
For Secretary's use:
Date joined:
Entered on Mailing List:

Amount of dues paid:

• • • • • • • • • * **** • • • • • • • • • • •041 • • • • 160 11 • • • •0 411 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 410,

EDITOR'S LAST WORD AND REMINDER
Please send all items for the next issue of the newsletter to:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario Canada K7M 4Y4
by
21st June 1996
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Addendum to THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST - March 1996

PLEASE DETACH AND RETURN TO DICK MALOTT:
SURVEY FOR ACTIVITIES OF THE CAS/AAMS AT CAPEX'96

To All Members of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
Re: Attendance at CAS/AAMS CAPEX'96 Activities
To ensure arrangements are satisfactorily made for the various CAS/AAMS activities at CAPEX'96
please fill in this survey and return it to Dick Malott, President, CAS, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean,
Ontario, 1{2H 6R1, Canada by 26 April 1996.
1. Name :
2. Address :

3. Telephone/Fax Numbers :
4. Do you plan to attend CAPEX'96?

Yes

No

5. Do you need hotel data?

Yes

No

6. Do you need data on CAPEX'96?

Yes

No

Maybe

7. If attending what days and what length of time can you donate to help look after the CAS/AAMS booth
(8 - 16 June 1996) ?

8. Do you plan to participate in the FTP aerophilatelic judging seminar on Friday, 14 June 1996, 8 am to
12 noon?
Yes
No
9. If you are a qualified delegate to the XXXVI FISA Congress on Friday, 14 June 1996, 2 pm to 5 pm do
you plan to attend?
Yes
No
10. Do you plan to attend the CAS/AAMS cocktail hour and dinner at the Royal Canadian Military
Institute (RCMI), 426 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Friday, 14 June 1996, 6 pm to 10:30 pm ?
The cost per ticket is $75. Business suit, mess kit, or tuxedo required. Space available for 120.
Yes

No

11. Do you plan to attend the following events on Saturday, 15 June 1996?
a) 8 am - 9 am CAS Annual Meeting Yes
b) 9:30 am - 10:30 am AAMS Annual Meeting

No
Yes No

c) 12 noon - 1 pm CAS/AAMS Book Launch "The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland"
Yes
No
d) Do you plan to purchase a catalogue (cost to be $25.00 - $30.00 US) and to obtain autographs of the
Section Authors?
Yes
No

( Continued )
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e) Do you plan to attend the AAMS lecture by Richard Beith of London, England on "The Development
of Scottish Air Mails"?
Yes
No
f) Do you plan to attend the CAPEX'96 Palmares Reception and Banquet, 6 pm to 10 pm? Location
and cost to be advised by CAPEX'96 Headquarters. Yes
No
12. Do you plan to attend the annual AAMS Breakfast and Auction on Sunday, 16 June 1996, 8:30 am to
10 am at the Toronto Convention Centre ?
Yes
No
13. Are you an exhibitor at CAPEX'96?

Yes

No

14. If yes, what is the title of your exhibit?

15. For the records of the CAS Secretary would you please indicate to which aerophilatelic and philatelic
societies you belong. Please indicate your membership number also.
a) American Air Mail Society (AAMS)
b) Royal Philatelic Society of Canada (RPSC)
c) British North America Philatelic Society (BNAPS)
d) American Philatelic Society (APS)
e) Postal History Society of Canada (PHSC)
0 British Aerophilatelic Federation (BAeF)
g) Canadian Forces Philatelic Society (CFPS)
h) Metropolitan Air Post Society (MAPS)
i) Canadian Philatelic Society of Great Britain (CPS of GB)
j) Other
k) Other
16. Please indicate the areas of your aerophilatelic interests:

(Signature)

(Date)

:17
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NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of

The Canadian Aerophilatelist:

welcome!

Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic that
combines flying and philately, including:
- the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between different
places: these usually bear special markings to identify the flight, and
are referred to as First Flight Covers;
- a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and services,
and/or of the airmail stamps issued for these services;
- commemorative stamps and covers, normally produced on the anniversary of
historically significant flights;'
- astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers that trace the
development of space flight. - Since very few covers have been flown into
space, this usually involves covers associated with the ground support
network: launch sites, tracking stations, recovery ships, etc.
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society aims to provide a forum for the exchange of
information among Canadians who are interested in any aspect of world-wide
aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter,
which is published quarterly.'
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
- a library from which books and periodicals can be borrowed by mail: for
details contact Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston ON K7M 4Y4.
- a translation service from French to English and vice versa: contact
Francois Bourbonnais, 58 Ste-Catherine, St. Polycarpe, Quebec JOP 1X0.
- a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale: for a full list
contact Mike Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
For more information on Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
- for general information on all Canadian airmail stamps and covers up until
1950, the Canada Section in Volume 4 of the American Air Mail Catalogue.
- This volume is now out of print, but an authorized photocopy of the
Canada Section can be obtained from Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent,
Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1, for $8.00 including postage.
The Pioneer
- for detailed information on early air mail flights and stamps:
and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934, C.A. Longworth-Dames,
published by Unitrade Press, 99 Floral Parkway, Toronto ON M6L 2C4.
(Semi-official stamps were produced by the companies that operated the
first airmail services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue
of these stamps, and sold them from post offices, but did not assume
responsibility for the airmail, or help with the cost of the service.)
- similarly detailed is Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919-1939, by C.H.C. Harmer,
published by the American Air Mail Society, (see below).
- two very useful "general histories" of Canadian aviation are Canada's
Flying Heritage by Frank Ellis, which is the classic on aviation up to
the 1930's; and
History of Canadian Airports by T.M. McGrath, which
describes 143 airports with many references to the airmail services that
used them. - Both are available from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave.,
Toronto, Ontario M4E 3B6.
Anyone interested in aerophilately is recommended, (by the editor), to consider
joining The American Air Mail Society. - It publishes a very informative
monthly magazine, The Airpost Journal; holds 5 or 6 excellent postal auctions
each year, with many lots under $5; and publishes some very useful books and
catalogues. - Membership is $22 U.S. per year. For more information contact
Dan Barber, AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing, MI 48909, USA.

Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do
so. - Please acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a
copy of any publication in which the reprinted material appears to the editor.
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REPORTS ON UPDC96©
I had a great time at CAPEX, and would like to
EDITOR'S ACCOLADES:
use my editor's prerogative to pre-empt the detailed reports
which follow, and offer some personal CONGRATULATIONS:
to DICK MALOTT who received two awards for his contributions to
aerophilatelly in Canada: the FISA Gold Medal for 1996: and
appointment to the American Air Mail Society's Aviation
Hall of Fame;
to DICK McINTOSH and DAN BARBER who were presented with Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society plaques in appreciation of their
work on the Airmails of Canada and Newfoundland.
I would also like to offer MANY THANKS on behalf of all our members:
to RON MIYANISHI and CORINE CRATHORNE who did an outstanding job
running the Society's stand at CAPEX;
to DAN LUSSKY who ran the AAMS auction with professionalism, wit
and tact - it was a highpoint of CAPEX for many of us;
to PHIL McCARTY, the AAMS Convention Coordinator, and DICK
MALOTT for organizing the weekend's aerophilatelic events;
and to NELSON BENTLEY who has "retired" after many years of
service as Treasurer of the CAS.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
If you were not able to visit CAPEX'96 and participate in the three day convention of the CAS/AAMS you
are most unfortunate. CAPEX'96, in my opinion, had all of the necessary ingredients to make it a first
class FIP international philatelic exhibition. Canada Post and the RPSC gathered outstanding philatelic
exhibits, technical displays, authentic vehicles depicted on the transport commemorative stamps of the last
four years, outstanding honourary and competitive philatelic exhibitions and a very active bourse. There
were several first day of issue events and at least six FIP exhibition hosted receptions for upcoming FIP
exhibitions in 1996, 1997, and 1998.
The three day convention of the CAS/AAMS was most successful . The lounge of the two societies was
supervised for the whole week by our industrious secretary, Ron Miyanishi, assisted by his equally
competent friend Corine Crathorne. They handled all aspects of the lounge including selling special
aviation covers, aerophilatelic books and catalogues, dinner and breakfast tickets and memberships. Al
least nine new members signed up for the CAS. All present appreciated the fine work of Ron and Corine
who were guests at the RCMI Dinner on Friday, 14 June. Sixty-seven names were signed in the CAS
guest book (CAS and AAMS members and guests) during the nine days of operation.
As the National Commissioner for Canada, a full time consultant aerophilatelic judge, and coordinator of
the three day CAS/AAMS convention I was kept very busy. Ron and Corine saved the day assisting
whenever required. On Friday morning, at 8 am, 14 June, the FIP aerophilatelic judging seminar
commenced. Twenty-six members attended. It was conducted by Egil Thomassen of Norway, the President
of the FIP Aerophilatelic Commission. He was assisted by Roland Kohl of Switzerland, President of FISA,
and by Alex Newall of England, Editor of FISA's magazine, the "Bulletin". A thorough review of the FIP
rules for exhibiting and judging was held to the benefit of all attending. Egil was very pleased with the
results of the four hour judging seminar and he will advise the FIP Headquarters accordingly.
(

Continued )
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT continued:

In the afternoon the XXXVI Congress of FISA was held under the able leadership of the President of
FISA, Roland Kohl, and the Secretary General, Jackie Bekaert. The 20 to 30 present discussed various
aspects of aerophilately and astrophilately world wide. Cooperation among all the aerophilatelic societies
of FISA was praised. President Kohl and all of the FISA Executive were reelected for another term of
office. I was awarded for aerophilatelic services to Canada and international aerophilately the gold medal
of FISA for 1996. I was honoured to accept the FISA award on behalf of all the members of the CAS.
In the evening 90 aerophilatelists/astrophilatelists and guests attended the dinner at the Royal Canadian
Military Institute (RCMI). After a pleasant cocktail hour guests were piped to their respective seats by
Pipe Major John Wakefield. An excellent four course roast beef dinner was enjoyed prior to the
entertaining and informative speech by S/L Arthur Bishop, who spoke about RCAF personnel that he
knew who helped develop the air mail services in Canada. Anyone wishing a copy of Arthur's speech may
write to me for a copy. At the end of the evening a draw was held to present to lucky ticket holders 12
aviation books and 30 aircraft prints drawn by Bob Bradford and other Canadian aviation artists. This was
the third RCMI dinner held by CAS/AAMS members. In 10 years time we hope to hold another. Souvenir
menus with a cancelled Canadian aviation stamp on the front (dated 14 June 1996) are available from
Mike Shand at $2.00 each.
On Saturday, 15 June, the annual general meeting of the CAS was held, followed by that of the AAMS. A
copy of the minutes of the CAS meeting recorded by Ron Miyanishi appear in this issue of "The Canadian
Aerophilatelist". There were 28 members present. It was announced that Nelson Bentley, our treasurer
from the beginning of the CAS was retiring from the position and was to be replaced by our present
librarian, Ivan MacKenzie of Ottawa by 1 August 19961 The Editor of "The Canadian Aerophilatelist",
Chris Hargreaves of Kingston, is to take over the duties of librarian and retain the editorship of the CAS's
newsletter. Having the reference library close at hand will greatly assist Chris in his duties as editor.
It is a privilege to serve as president of the CAS when such dedicated volunteers are available to assist in
the activities of the CAS. At an appropriate time a special plaque will be presented to Nelson in
recognition of his eleven years of service as treasurer of the CAS. Anyone who may have observations on
the contents of the minutes of the annual general meeting are invited to write to me, the secretary or the
editor of "The Canadian Acrophilatclist".
LAN -ca. s

-r

At a noon time meeting on Saturday, 15 June, all attending were informed that the long awaited
NEWS catalogue, "The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland" was not yet ready for publication as some

sections still required revision, the advertising had not yet commenced, an index had to be prepared, and
final editing by Dan Barber was held up due to personal U.S.Post Office duties and his obligations as
secretary of the AAMS. It was agreed that it would be best to hold up the printing of the catalogue until all
aspects were finalized so that as good a product as possible would be produced. The size is expected to be
500 plus pages. The cost to the collector is yet to be determined. The work of 43 collectors over a three
year period was recognized by all present. Special plaques of recognition for the work done so far were
presented to Dick McIntosh who had the largest section to do pertaining to all government and
commemorative air mail flights from 1925 to the present, and to Dan Barber, Editor-in-Chief of the
AAMS Catalogue and other AAMS publications.
During the last two days two aerophilatelic lectures were presented and well received. On Saturday
afternoon Richard Bcith of the United Kingdom presented a slide program and lecture on "The History of
Scottish Air Mails" and on Sunday afternoon Fred Blau presented his exceptional slide program and
lecture on "The Mails of the Airship Graf Zeppelin to and from Palestine." The air mail exhibits were
varied with the best selected being "Indian Airmails - The Development and Operation (1911-1942)" by
Pradip Jain of India. This exhibit was awarded the AAMS special prize, a large Seiko Quartz clock.
Two CAS plaques were awarded for recognition for achievement in exhibiting: (1) "Pioneer Australian
Air Mails" (Small Gold) to Nelson Eustis of Australia; and (2) "Rocket Mail Pioneers" (Small Gold) to
"CHASTE" (Pseudonym) of Australia. Our Vice-President, Mike Shand attained a Large Vermeil for the
first time for his excellent exhibit, "Airmails of New Zealand, 1919 - 1940". He is now entitled to exhibit
8 frames internationally. William Topping of Vancouver received a Small Vermeil for his excellent
exhibit on "Yukon Airways and Exploration". A few copies of the CAPEX'96 catalogue arc available
from the CAS at $5.00 per copy post paid. Contact me if you are interested.
( Continued )
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There were 50 present for the very substantial AAMS breakfast followed by their auction. At the breakfast
special awards were announced and presented. Once again I was honoured, this time by the AAMS , by
being appointed to the Aviation Hall of Fame at State College, Pennsylvania. This award was presented
for work done on behalf of promoting aerophilately in Canada . Fellow aerophilatelist Bob Outlaw, a past
president and tireless worker for the AAMS, was also appointed to the Aviation Hall of Fame. All of the
awards, presented by Cheryl Ganz, Chairman of the AAMS Awards Committee, will be listed in the next
issue of the "Air Post Journal".
Many things happened during the annual convention. There were four new publications made available "The Air Mails of Ireland" at $22.50 Canadian; "The Balbo Flights" at $15.00 Canadian; "Collecting Air
Mails" at $3.00 Canadian; and the special Canadian June issue of "The Air Post Journal" at $2.00
Canadian in which the editor, Jim Graue, published several Canadian air mail subjects. Well done Jim!
I attended the Spanish FIP Exhibition, ESPAMER'96 and AVIACION Y ESPACIO'96 in Seville, Spain,
1 - 15 May 1996 and I will be going to the air mail exhibition, AEROFIL'96 in Buenos Aires, Argentina,
28 August - 8 September 1996. In Spain I served as the Canadian Commissioner and as an aerophilatelic
judge. In Argentina I will serve as the Canadian Commissioner. In my next report I will advise you about
these two exhibitions.
(RI( Malott) Major (Ret.) President CAS

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE CAS
The Annual Meeting of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) was held at the Metro Toronto
Convention Centre during CAPEX '97 on Saturday, June 15 at 8:00 AM. The meeting was
attended by 30 members of the CAS and the AAMS. All the members of the Executive attended
except for Pat Sloan (Immediate Past President).
Treasurer Report:
The CAS acquired several expenses - the production of the Air Mail Catalogue and the CAPEX '97
booth. The Society is in a deficit position and trying to hold off paying some bills. The incomes
coming in to the Society are from the membership dues and the sale of covers.
Dick Malott has been covering; through his business, some of the extra expense to the Society; for
example, additional typing for the Air Mail catalogue. Also he was able to reduce mailing costs by
purchasing postage stamps at 60% reduced cost.
Nelson Bently at the meeting has announced his retirement as Treasurer and Ivan MacKenzie will
become the new Treasurer of the CAS.
Secretary Report:
As of 21 March 1996 the CAS had 156 members, out of that, 141 are paid memberships and 15
complimentary. There was total of 94 members in Canada with the membership concentrated in
Ontario, BC and Quebec. There were 27 members in the US spread out with the largest number in
Illinois with 6 members. Internationally there are 20 members with the largest number in England
and Switzerland.
Murray Heifetz suggested to send copies of the new American Air Mail Society publication
"Collecting Airmail" along with application forms to each Secretary of the various chapters in the
RPSC to recruit new members into the CAS.
Vice-President Report:
The Vice President who is also the Sales Coordinator made note that there is a new list of covers
available for sale from the CAS. He also mentioned that 2 plaques were made from the sale of the
Concorde covers.
( Continued )
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE CAS continued:

Editor Report:
Dick Malott thanked Chris Hargreaves for the excellent work he has done as Editor for "The
Canadian Aerophilatelist." Chris announced that the Newsletter has won a Silver/Bronze at
COLOPEX '96 Stamp Show during April 12-14 1996. Cheryl Ganz mentioned a Silver/Bronze is
quite good for a working Newsletter and should look at other Silver/Bronze publications and
publications with a higher awards as a reference. It was also mentioned that a Silver is a peak for a
working Newsletter. Muray Heifetz suggested that the publication should not be a working
Newsletter.
Alex Newall offered to Chris to reprint any material from his Newsletter (FISA Bulletin). As
Editor, Chris took an approach of introducing a wide range of material - international and Canadian
to appeal to all the members.
Librarian Report:
Ivan has been Librarian for the CAS for 2 years and has a good collection of Air Logs and
Journals. Most of the collection contributed by Dick McIntosh, Pat Sloan, Basil Burrell and
Nelson Bentley. At the meeting a decision was made to transfer the library from Ivan to Chris for
his research as Editor.
President Report:
Appreciation was given by Dick Malott to the executive from the BAeF and AAMS for their
cooperation.
The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland Catalogue:
The catalogue was not ready for it's planned release on 15 June 1996. The delay will allow time to
produce a better catalogue. The catalogue involved 43 people and took 3 years to create and it
contains 350-5(X) pages. The catalogue will be different containing everything for the collector of
Canadian airmail.
Any new material or information would be published in a supplement. It was passed that the
supplement would be a softboind book produced, if not by the AAMS, then by the CAS to prevent
any delays and with the acknowledgment that the AAMS owns the copyright of the original
catalogue material.
Other Business:
Murray Heifetz, who organized the CAS Toronto Symposium, suggested the next symposium
should not be held in Toronto the second time. The next meeting should be held in a area to give
access to other who do not live in major urban areas; such as, Ottawa or Kingston. Chris
interjected he would still like the meeting in Toronto.
Finally, an appreciation was given to the CAPEX executive in the organizing of the event. Pat
Sloan who could not attend the meeting sends his best wishes. Bill Bartlett was thanked and
recognized for his work canceling the menus for the Dinner. The next CAS Annual meeting will be
in Ottawa at ORAPEX '97.

Ron Miyanis
Secretary, CAS 21 June 1996
* * * L JST AND 1= C3 ID 21( * *

During the last day at CAPEX, a CAPEX PROGRAMME BOOK with some early
ads related to flying was found. - The owner can claim it from Ron
Miyanishi, 124 Gamble Avenue, East York, Ontario M4J 2P3.
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SECRETARY'S REPORT
Welcome to the following new members, nine of whom joined
#245
4246
#247
#248
4249
#250
4251
#252
#253
#254
#255
4256

at CAPEX:

Cal Bricker, Edmonton, Alberta.
John Jarvis, West Palm Beach, Florida, U.S.A.
Stanley Sibley, Calgary, Alberta.
Francois Ouellet, St-Emile, Quebec.
David E. Flett, Waterford, Ontario.
Major John R. Bright (Rtd), Orangeville, Ontario.
Charles Wm. McEvoy, Kitchener, Ontario.
Scott Mitchell, La Grange, Illinois, U.S.A.
Robert L. Hunter, Tillamook, Oregon, U.S.A.
John Webster, Huttonville, Ontario.
Jorg Kiefer, Frankfurt, Germany.
M. Bernard Abouchard, Paris, France.

TREASURER'S REPORT
31 May 1996
Bank Balance as of 31 December 1995

INCOME STATEMENT
Dues, new members
Dues, renewals & reinstated members
Sale of Snowbirds cr•ers
Sale of C.A.S. items by mail
Sale of C.A.S. at CRAP:X-96
Donations from members
Eooks for flyer in Newsletter
iransfered from Savings Account

60.00

892.1 4
414.01
10.00
64.00
10.00
25.00
50.00
$ 1,527.31

S 1,;2 - . 1 1
3 1,690.55

EXPENSE STATEMENT
Cheque to Ivan MacKenzie,Librarian
for 4 magazine files
!que to R.P.S.C. for C.A.S. advertisment .
C',..er..ue to Lynda Scullion,typing.newsletter etc.
C!.eoue to Ron Miyanishi,Sec. for postage . .
Witrldrawn from Account for C.A.S. cheques . .
:hepue to Ron Miyanishi,Sec. for 1000
-^ ,,,,bersin cards
-. ,- e- ,)e to Rapid Copy Plus for copies & staples
7equr returned NSF
,, eque to ;.S/Cpl Allen McLellon, Snowbird prol.
I. ,,7•0. 1;e 7-,o Ron Miyanishi,Sec.,post.& supplies.
-:- ecuo to Rapid Copy Plus for copies,Suppl.etc.
S.21—].ce Charges on Account

59.76

16.05
112.00
20.01
14.20
149.50
387.60
20.00
338.54
53.01
475.88
5. ,;5

C

51.652.50

38 .05
.

103.95 55.00

15 .^..95
-5.70

-

31 Oct
7 March

deposit

- Service Charges

153.25
• .1 4

- Interest

1 53.39

-50.00

- 29 May transfer

103.39
:lotei!21

GIC at 7.5% due 3 Nov 1997
Signed

7/(l/

2,1

NELSON D. 2ENTLEY
Treasurer C.A.S.
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT - RECENT ACQUISITIONS
Library Items Received from Dick Malott, Pat Sloane and Basil Burrell
1. Courrier Recupere/Recovered Mail - 1937-1988, Henri L. Nierinck
2. Forty Years 1953-1993 - Canadian Forces Base Baden Soellingen, West Germany
3. Sanabria Airmail Catalogue - North America 1995, Sanabria Inc. - 1995
4. Geschiedenis van de Duivenpost van de Oudheid tot 1989 (Pigeonpost) - D. Koelewijn, Waddinxveen - 1990
5. The Canadian Aerophilatelist, The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society - Vol. II No. III 10 Oct 86; Vol. VI No. 2
01 Nov 90; Vol. VIII No. 2 14 Aug 92; Vol. IX No. 1 15 Feb 93 and No. 2 01 Dec 93; Vol. X No. 1 15 Apr 94
No. 2 Jun 94 No. 3 Sep 94 and No. 4 Dec 94; and Vol. XI No. 1 Mar 95 and No. 2 Jun 95
6. The Airpost Journal, American Air Mail Society - Vol. XVII No. 3 Dec 45; Vol. XVIII No. 4 Jan 47 to Vol.
XXIII No. 5 Feb 52; Vol. 29 No. 3 Dec 57 and No. 10 Jul 58; Vol. 32 No. 3 Dec 60; Vol 35 No. 10 Jul 64 to
Vol. 65 No. 12 Dec 94 (Missing Vol. 39 No. 6 Mar 68); and Index to Volumes 1 to 50
7. Membership Directories, American Air Mail Society - Jun 1948; Jun 1975; and May 1979
8. The Aero Philatelist Annals, American Air Mail Society - Vol. XIX No. 1 Jul 75 to Vol. XXV No. 2 Jan 1982
(Missing Vol. XX No. 1 Jul 1976); and Index to Volumes 1 to 25
9. Jack Knight Air Log & AFA News - Vol. 23, No. 2, May 66 and No. 4, Nov 66; Vol. 30, No. 2, Apr-Jun 73;
and Vol. 35, No. 1, Jan-Mar 79 to Vol. 52, No. 2, Apr-Jun 95
10. The Bulletin, Metropolitan Air Post Society - Vol. 8 No. 1 Jan-Mar 93, No. 4 Oct-Dec 93; Vol. 9 No. 1 JanMar 94, No. 2 Apr-Jun 94; Vol. 10 No. 2 Apr-Jun 95
11. Air Mail Northwest, The Northwest Chapter of the AAMS - Vol. 5, No. 1, Mar. 87
12. The CAMS Bulletin, Chicago Air Mail Society - Vol III, No 4 Apr and No. 6 Jul 86; Vol IV Jan-Feb-Mar 87
and Apr-May-Jun 87

13. F1SA Bulletin, International Federation of Aero-Philatelic Societies - No. 87, Dec 91; No. 88, Apr 92; No. 95,
Jul 94 to No. 99, Oct 95

14. Air Mail News, Journal of the British Aerophilatelic Federation - Vol. 13, No. 72, Winter 72 to Vol. 17, No. 90
Summer 76 (Missing Vol. 14, No. 78, Summer 73) Also Francis J. Field, R.D.P. Souvenir Booklet 19 Jun 71
15. American Philatelist, American Philatelic Society - Vol. 96, No. 5, May 82 (976) to Vol. 110, No. 1, Jan 96
(1140) - Missing Vol. 97, No. 10, Oct 83 (993); Vol. 100, No. 5, May 86 (1023); Vol 101, No. 5, May 87
(1036); and Vol. 109, No. 10, Oct 95 (1137)

16. Newsletter, World Philatelic Congress of Israel, Holy Land and Judaica Societies - No. 77-78, Mar-Jun 95
17. Philately in Japan, Japan Philatelic Society - Vol. 15, Nos. 1 and 2, Mar and Jun 92; Vol. 18, Nos. 1, 2 and 3,
Mar, Jul and Sep 95

18. Canadian Forces Philatelic Society Bulletin - Vol. 11, No. 2, 85/86; Vol. 16, No. 4, 90/91; Vol. 17, No. 1, 2,
3, & 4, 91/92; Vol. 18, No. 1, 2, 3 & 4, 92/93; Vol. 19, No. 1, 2, & 3, 93/94; Vol. 20, No. 1, 3 & 4, 94/95
19. Military Postal History Society Bulletin, American Philatelic Society - Vol. XXXI, No.1, 2 & 3, 91/92; Vol.
XXXII, No. 1, 2, 3 & 4, 93; Vol. 33, No. 1, 2, 3 & 4 94; Vol. 34, No. 1 & 3, 95
20. The Forces Postal History Society Newsletter (British) - Vol. XXIII, No. 5 (225), Autumn 95
21. The Canadian Connection, A Journal of Canadian Philately - Canadian Study Unit - Vol. 4, No. 4, 90; Vol. 5,
No. 1 & 4, 91; Vol. 6 No. 1, 2 & 4, 92; Vol. 7, No. 1, 3 & 4, 93;Vol. 8, No. 1, 94; Vol. 9, No. 1, 95
22.

Several aeronautical/aerophilatelic related publications and photocopies of articles and papers, e.g., enRoute,

Inflight, US Air Magazine, Aeropex 94 (7 documents), Concorde in Canada by Al Starkweather (16 pp-Photocopy)
23. Numerous Auction Catalogues - From many of the philatelic auction firms in Canada, United States, Great Britain
and Europe

To borrow any of these items, or to find out about our other
holdings, contact Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston.
Ontario K7M 4Y4.
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"NEW BOOKS"
YUKON AIRWAYS & EXPLORATION CO. LTD.

A PIONEER AIR MAIL COMPANY
by - WILLIAM TOPPING, FRPSL
A history of Yukon Airways and Exploration Company Limited
from its incorporation in May 1927 to the crash of its last
plane, the Northern Light, on November 29, 1929. All major
flights are discussed in detail as well as other important
events in the history of the company. The work includes a
listing of all flights for which covers have been reported.
Artists sketchs, approved and rejected stamp designs, cross
sheet panes and printing details are illustrated. Unlisted
constant plate varieties and the major re-entry are shown.
The book contains over 60 pages of detail on Yukon Airways
and is based on the author's collection as shown at CAPEX.
This book is being offered at a pre-publication price of $25.00,
($20.00 U.S.), for orders paid before September 15th 1996.
Orders should be sent to: William Topping, 7430 Angus Drive,
Vancouver, B.C. V6P 5K2.
ON AIR MAIL DURING WORLD WAR II:

Report on the Progress of Civil Aviation 1939-1945 or The Wartime
Postal History Collector's Answer to a Thousand Questions. Selected
data from the Civil Aviation Authority's Annual Reports during WWII.
Edited by John Wilson. Year by year and route by route analyses of
British civil aviation throughout the Empire. Includes associated services
operated by KLM, SABENA etc. A4. 122 pages. (1994)
£22.00
I'm told that this book is a veritable goldmine of information!
It can be obtained from Richard Beith, 14 Middlecroft, Guilden
Sutton, Chester, England CH3 7HF. - Richard will gladly supply a
price including postage, and/or a free catalogue of all the books
he stocks.
ON CANADIAN AIRMAIL:

History of Canadian Airports by T.M. McGrath, is available again
from CANAV Books. - It includes individual histories of 143
airports, with many references to the airmail services that used
them, and over 200 photographs.

the classic account by Frank Ellis of
Canada's Flying Heritage,
Canadian aviation and air mail up to the 1930's, is also available
from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4E 356.
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CANADIAN HERD-TELEPHONE CARDS '
that telephone cards have received in some
Given the massive hype
s
seems an appropriate time to state that:
telic
magazines,
thi
phi la
1 - A IR CANADA has issued the first Canadian Aero-Telephone cards.
2 - I have NO intention o f mentioning telephone cards again in this
n ewsletter, unless t here is a deluge of mail from members who
t kink I should!
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COMOX AIR FORCE MUSEUM
istorically Comox has been the much cherished
home of seven RCAF/CAF squadrons.
In 1943 the station was opened as an RAF aerodrome and served as a Transport Operational Training
Unit during WWI I. It closed in 1946 and was
reopened in 1952. There are many fond memories of
the aircraft flown in the early years - the Dakota, the
Expeditor and the Lancaster.
CFB Comox expanded quickly in the "Golden Years"
with the advent of the Jet Age, and today is home to
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Special theme exhibits are featured in our Temporary
CAMPBELL
RIVER

An Annual Exhibit Series may include a Gulf War display, an Aviation Art Show or a feature display on a par-
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COMOX
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ticular aspect of RCAF history.
There will always be something of interest to come
and see at the Comox Air Force Museum.

comox ttp*AlliPc4

4k\

three squadrons and one detachment.
Exhibit Area to compliment our Permanent exhibit.

M USEUM

VANCOUVER
ISLAND

NANAIMO

VICTORIA

The Museum also has a Gift Shop which sells a wide variety of
badges, clothing, decals, coffee mugs, pins, etc.
Gift. Shop
For more information regarding the Museum, and/or a
Catalogue, contact: Comox. Air Force Museum, CFB Comox,
Lazo, BC VOR 2KO. (Phone/Fax 604 339 8162.)

"INVERTED JENNYS"
As one of the special exhibitions to celebrate the 150th Anniversary
of the Smithsonian Institution, the National Postal Museum in
Washington D.C. is creating a display on the "Inverted Jenny", that
will include a "reunion" of as many of these stamps as possible.
This exhibit will be open from July 30th to September 30th 1996.

PRICE CHANGES — MY ALBUM:
As a result of "various changes and good sales", the price of
Album has been reduced to $69.00 Canadian / $49.95 U.S.

My

For more information on this computer software program to create
album pages, see page 8 of the last newsletter, or contact:
Robert Drummond, Drummond House of America Inc., 212 Raymond
Road (Unit — 3), Nottingham, New Hampshire 03290, U.S.A.

NOVAPEX 97
The NOVA SCOTIA STAMP CLUB will be celebrating its 75th Anniversary
by hosting a Provincial Stamp Exhibition: "a showcase of stamps,
postal history, and dealers".
NOVAPEX will be held on May 9th, 10th and 11th 1997, at the
Dartmouth Sportsplex, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.
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ATTEMPTED NON-STOP FLIGHT ACROSS CANADA - 1932
Neil Hunter
MONTREAL, P.Q. — VANCOUVER, B.C.
Date: July 4, 1932
Carrier: Premier Air Transport, Vancouver
Pilots: Lieuts. Bruce Ronald, and R. H. Storer
Type of Aircraft: Waco ATO CF ASJ P.A.T. No. 1 "Vancouver Sun"
Postage Rate: 5 cents
Authorized:
(n1)

Covers: July 4 Montreal P.Q. — Vancouver B.C.
(120 pieces)
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Montreal P.Q. - Vancouver B.C.

July 4, 1932 (n1)
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( Continued )
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ATTEMPTED NON-STOP FLIGHT ACROSS CANADA - 1932 by Neil Hunter - continued:

Cettelettrea PourrePonse
046 revive par .rapidetAllisez
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Montreal P.Q. - Vancouver B.C.

July 4, 1932 (n1)

The flight was scheduled to take off on June 21, but was delayed
The goal was a non-stop trip to Vancouver - 2,445
until July 4.
miles in 21 hours with in-flight refueling.
The refueling
arrangements broke down as no suitable planes were available on
the Prairies. The revised plan called for fueling stops at
Winnipeg and Lethbridge.
The plane took off at 1:34 am E.S.T. from St. Hubert Airport in
Montreal with Ronald at the controls. The plane reached Regina,
Sask. the first night after a forced landing at Coppercliffe,
Ontario due to a broken oil line over Sudbury which required inair repairs by one of the pilots. The plane next landed at
Lethbridge at 1:30 pm and then flew through Crows Nest Pass to
Grand Forks where the pilots were forced to spend the second
night due to bad weather. They left Grand Forks at 9:25 am and
arrived at the Vancouver Club Airport on Sea Island at 1:15 pm on
July 6th.
There were 120 covers on board to be mailed at the Vancouver
post-office on arrival. This cover appears to have been prepared
by Bruce Ronald. He appears to have mailed it in Montreal on
June 29, then had it cancelled at the St. Hubert airport on July
4th before taking off. He remailed in in Vancouver upon arrival.

Sources: Vancouver Sun - July 4th 6th, 1932 (4th
pg. 1, 5th pgs. 1 & 4, 6th - pg. 1)
125 Years of Canadian Aeronautics, The Canadian Aviation
Historical Society pg. 175
-

-
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SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS CRASH OFF MAURITIUS - 1987

Kendall Sanford
Most collectors of air crash covers are familiar with or heard about the crash of the
South African Airways Boeing 747 "Helderberg" early in the morning of 28 November
1987, off the Island of Mauritius in the Indian Ocean. The Captain, Dawie Uys, was a
personal friend of mine, and this was to be his last flight before retiring from South African
Airways.
The flight originated in Taipei, Taiwan, and was destined to Johannesburg, South
Africa, with a stop a Mauritius. When the aircraft was about ninety kilometers from
Mauritius, Captain Uys radioed to the Mauritius Control Tower: "There is smoke coming
into the cabin. I think we have a fire." Apparently, he attempted, for about fifteen
minutes, to bring the aircraft down to the water to attempt a ditching, but the aircraft was
completely on fire by then and it exploded just before it hit the water, broke up quickly
and sank in a depth of about 12,000 feet. All 160 people onboard died. The cause of the
fire was never determined, even though there were a number of theories about it. One
was that there was a shipment of fireworks, another that there were watches with lithium
batteries which could easily ignite, and another was that the door to the maindeck cargo
compartment (it was a combo aircraft with a main deck cargo compartment) was
unlocked, a passenger went into the cargo compartment to smoke, and somehow started
the fire in the cargo. Another possibility was that there was a bomb onboard. None of
these theories were ever proven.
According to an article in "The Times" of London on 26 December 1994 (based
on an original report in "The Weekend Star" of Johannesburg), the fire was started by a
shipment of American made rocket fuel that ignited in mid-air and began to burn
uncontrollably. The cargo (considered as "dangerous goods," which must be declared and
specially packaged) had been labeled "tropical fish." It is believed that passenger aircraft
were used to transport dangerous cargo during the sanctions era. The reports were that
the rocket fuel, super mercuric cyanate, a granular compound, had been stolen from a
weapons manufacturer in the Western United States earlier in November 1987. It is
claimed that it was shipped under false documentation to Japan, and then to Taiwan,
where it was loaded onto the "Helderberg," disguised as sludge at the bottom of fish
tanks.
The speculation is that one of the fish tanks ruptured when the aircraft encountered
strong turbulence over the Indian Ocean, and the rocket fuel ignited when it came into
contact with air. Even though less than one percent of the wreckage was recovered, what
was recovered was enough to determine that temperatures of up to 700' (1300 f) had been
generated by the fire onboard.
Two bags of mail were recovered from the "Helderberg." One was a parcel post
bag from Japan, and the other was a regular air mail bag from Taiwan. According to an
item in the "SA Philatelist" of December 1988, the Postmaster General, Mr. Johan de
Villiers, advised that the mail was damaged and was soaking wet. It was dried out for a
period in the Johannesburg GPO during February 1988. Postal officials then patiently set
about the painstaking task of having the mail delivered. About 125 pieces of mail,
( Continued )
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SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS CRASH OFF MAURITIUS - 1987

by Kendall Sanford - continued:

including some registered letters, were recovered and subsequently delivered to the
addressees, mostly in South Africa. Three pieces, one of which is shown below, are
known to be in the hands of collectors.
Deer Sir

The accompanying postal article was included in • mailbag which was
aboard the ill-fated Helderberg aircraft.
A few of the mailbags were retrieved and forwarded to Johannesburg for
disposal of the mail matter contained therein.
ter
Unfortunately the enclosed article was soiled and damaged by
but is nevertheless forwarded in the hope that the contents is still
legible.
It is regretted that'the delivery of the item has to be associated with
very tragic circumstances and that it could not have been delivered
in good time.

Yours faithfully
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Registered cover from Tokyo, Japan to Capetown, South Africa. The cover
was processed in Johannesburg and forwarded with the explanatory notice
4:.
This article first appeared in La Catastrophe, the quarterly journal
of The Wreck and Crash Mail Society, which is devoted to the study:

of all aspects of delayed and/or damaged mail and interrupted mail services. Currently, the Society
is composed of three study groups; namely, the Air Crash Study Group. the Railroad Wreck Study Group
and the Ship Wreck Study Group. A fourth study group, the Suspended Mail/Conflicts Study Group is
being organized.
Annual dues are $15.00 U.S. or 10 Pounds British. - For more
information contact: Henry J. Berthelot, 132 Livingston Pl. W.,
Metairie, Louisiana 70005, U.S.A.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AT MIRABEL AIRPORT
In 1975, Mirabel Airport opened amid fanfare, great financial
expectations, and a variety of commemorative covers.

COMMEMORATIVE ENVELOPE
ENVELOPPE COMMEMORATIVE
Al,, :..AIL • PAR AVION

"M!

OMR

Its performance, however, failed to meet the expectations, and
transatlantic flights are going to be transferred back to Dorval:
MONTREAL — By next April, people who want to fly to Paris will no
longer drive north of the city to get
there.
Aeroports de Montreal, the private
company in charge of administering
Dorval and Mirabel airports, announced Tuesday night it will transfer
all transatlantic flights from Mirabel
to Dorval by Apri11997.
Jacques -Auger, president of ADM,
said work will begin next month on a
temporary jetty at Dorval airport that
will accommodate European departures and that a perrnonent jetty
would be completed by April 1999.
Both installations would have the capacity to accommodate eight wide-bodied long-haul jets.
The project will cost $185 million and
will be financed by an airport maintenance fee which, beginning in October,
will 1•e charged to passengers using
Dorval to get to Canadian, U.S. or European destinations.
And if travellers might be paying a
little more to get out of Dorval, Auger
promised local residents they won't
hear the difference. .
"We have to base our decision on

some scientific evidence," he said, referring to computerized projections on
the potential noise pollution posed by
engines of the long-haul jets.
"We have, for the past three-and-half
years, been ... trying to manage noise
around the airport. And one measure
of success is that we are now below 60
complaints a year while Toronto gets
3,000 to 6,000 a year.
"Our experts tell us that ... you cannot see the difference between the current (noise) situation of 600 flights a
day and the additional 20 (European
flights) we will have. Certainly there
will be a small difference but we say it
won't be significant"
The ADM also announced that
Mirabel will be used exclusively for
cargo and charter flights and that negotiations would be undertaken with
customs officials to eventually convert
the site into a free trade zone.
Dorval handles about 5.8 million passengers annually while Mirabel, built
to handle 10 million, actually serves
about two million a year
The change in the airports' roles will
see an additional 383.000 charter passengers processed at Mirabel while
one million passengers formerly using

Mirabel would catch their flights at

Dorval.
Auger said Mirabel's cargo-handling
facilities would be expanded, enabling
it to handle four 727 and two 747 jets simultaneously
Once the transatlantic service is operational at Dorval, the airport would
find itself under an average of 10 additonal flights a day, Auger said.
Auger said the decision to move the
transatlantic flights was made necessary by the lack of inter-flight transfer
facilities at Mirabel and the 'decision
by several transatlantic carriers to

move their business to Toronto.
"We lost Canadian, we lost Alitalia,
we lost TAP and we lost Lufthansa.
Our studies showed that if we didn't
change. things we'd have lost half our
flights . . . from 72 to 35.
"The main thing that was lacking (at
Mirabel) was synergy between domestic and international flights . . . you
have to have quick connections — 20 or
30 minutes. They can do it in Toronto
and they can do it Detroit.
"It breaks my heart when someone
from Quebec City has to take a flight to
Toronto to get a plane to Paris and then
take:, a return flight to Mirabel."

The Ottawa Citizen, We. -!n:sday, February 21, 1996

Editor's note: If anybody finds or creates covers for these "Repeat
First Flights" from Dorval, please would they let me know.
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WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS LTD. - PRE-LABEL COVER
Bob Jamieson
28TH JANUARY 1927.
This date is noted as the Earliest known for a Western Canada Airways
marking by the Study Group for Canadian Semi-Official Air Mail Stamps
of the British North American Philatelic Society.
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this cover was part of Bob's display at the CAS
Symposium in Toronto last year. Ten members attended that
Symposium, and all enjoyed it.

Editor's Note:

We hope to have another Symposium in Toronto this year, probably
on a Sunday in late November, to which all members are invited.
- There should be full details in the next newsletter.
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FOLLOW UP -

PATRICIA AIRWAYS & EXPLORATION LTD. - MALFORMED "0" VARIETY
R.H. Jamieson,
Box 518,
Thornhill, ON,
L3T 5W1
Dear Bob,
Further to your article on Patricia Airways in the March
Aerophilatelist, I enclose xeroxes of what I have of the damaged 0 in Lookout.
As you see I only have it on CL25, the yellow rouletted
stamp. I have it with green overprint, descending, plate 13,
and red overprint, descending, plate 14. And I have something
that could be a different stage of the error. On plate 15 with
black overprint, descending, the same 0 on row 4 stamp 1 has a
rather uneven and enlarged centre. However, instead of being
black it is missing the overprint colour. I've made an enlargement of it to show it a little more clearly.
I would be inclined to call it a different error except it
is rather a coincidence that it occurs on the same letter on the
same part of the plate. Because of that, I wonder if it is in
some way connected? An earlier or later stage?
I'm copying this to Chris Hargreaves for information.
Regards,
-/,
L:y.t\.;

Mike Painter

Patricia Airways \
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FOLLOW UP - PATRICIA AIRWAYS & EXPLORATION LTD. - MALFORMED "0* VARIETY continued:
11")

PA TRICIA A IRWAYS & EXPLORATION LIMITED
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CL25 black overprint, P1. 15.
(see enlargement)
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CL25 red overprint, Pl. 14.

Thanks for sending in this information Mike.
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FOLLOW UP - AIR MAIL via WINNIPEG-PEMBINA, 1931
Mike Painter also sent in the following cover which would have used
the Winnipeg-Pembina connection between the Canadian and American
air mail services:
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FIVE DAYS RETURN TO

VIA MINNEAPOLIS

ARY TOR-61175.7 -----

H.H.Kenyon.Esq;

Canadian Airways Ltd;
CAICARY.
/ POSTMA STER

CALGARY

1

• CANADA
-

Here is another cover similar to the Clagary/Mexico City one on page 22
of the March Aerophilatelist. However, this one has "FIRST THROUGH FLIGHT
CLAGARY TORONTO" and has a backstamp Winnipeg Manitoba 2:30PM Feb 7 1931.
Since it says "VIA MINNEAPOLIS" and is signed by A.R. Mensing, I assume
it went Calgary, Winnipeg, Pembina, Minneapolis but - from the backstamp not on the first flight on February 3 to Pembina.
Three questions:
1. How would it get from Minneapolis to Toronto?
2. If the Mexico City cover caught the February 3 flight to Pembina,
why did this cover get hung up in Winnipeg until February 7?
3. Being addressed to Hollick-Kenyon in Calgary, yet having no transit
marks beyond Winnipeg and no redirection from Mexico City or Toronto back to
Calgary, were these covers actually in the mail or could they just have been
carried by the various pilots as a favour cover?
If anybody can provide information on Mike's questions, please send
it to the editor - 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, ON K7M 4Y4.
( Continued )
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FOLLOW UP - MAIL via WINNIPEG-PEMBINA, 1931 - continued:
As well as the covers which used the Winnipeg-Pembina connection to
go south, a number used it to go north. - This cover was mailed in
Halifax on January 31 1931, endorsed:

Via Air Mail
Halifax - Toronto - Windsor
Pembina - Winnipeg - Edmonton
and backstamped EDMONTON, FEB 5 2.30 PM 1931.
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While most signed First Flight Covers are autographed by the pilot,
and some by the postmaster, this one is signed by Miss Halifax!Does anybody know if there is a story behind this? The cover appears
to have been created by John McHale of Halifax.

MM***Mt*****1014***************MM*********M*******M****
ABRAHAM SIEGEL
P.O. BOX 6603 -CAN
Long Island City, NY 111-06

POSTAL HISTORY
of
CANADA
and thousands
of other U.S.A.
and Foreign
lots offered
in our
PUBLIC AUCTIONS.

WE ARE BUYERS OF
ALL POSTAL HISTORY.
WHAT DO YOU HAVE
FOR SALE ?

FREE CATALOG
UPON REQUEST.

Tel: 718-3924855
Fax: 718-786-1341
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FOLLOW UP - COMMEMORATIVE STAMP FOR LEASIDE AIRFIELD?
The East York Council is still waiting to hear from Canada Post
regarding their request for a stamp to commemorate the First Airmail
Delivery in Canada, and the 200th. Anniversary of East York.=
In the meantime, Barry Countryman has kindly sent me a copy of a
commemorative postcard from a re-enactment of the delivery in 1967.
- A helicopter carrying 250 pieces of mail landed in Thorncliffe
Park at 12.30 p.m. on June 24th 1967.
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BOROUGH OF EAST YORK.
550 MORTIMER AVENUE,
TORONTO 6, ONT.

We are pleased to send >to tyou in this, Canada's Centennial Year, the
wording on the Historical Plaque.erkted to commemorate Canada's First Air Mail.

"In June, 1918, the Montceni tioranch of The Aerial League of the
British Empire persuaded postal authorities to sanction an air mail
delivery to Toronto. A JN4 Curtiss aircraft from the Royal Air Force
detachment at Leaside aerodrome was selected for the attempt piloted
by Captain B. A. Peck with Corporal C. W. Mothers as a passenger.
It took off at 10:30 a.m. June 24th from Montreal's Bois Franc Polo
Grounds. After refueling at Kingston, Peck landed here with his
cargo of 120 letters at 4:55 p.m. thus completing Canada's first air
mail flight."
This card will be delivered by helicopter, which will land close to the
original site as a re-enactment of Canada's First Air Mail.
Yours sincerely,
BOROUGH OF EAST YORK
Centennial Committee.

The original Historical Plaque was erected in 1958, but disappeared
several years ago. - A replacement Plaque was unveiled last year.

= See page 8 of the September 1995 newsletter for more details.
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FOLLOW UP: AEROPHILATELIC EXHIBITING - THE FIP REGULATIONS
The essay by Alex Newall in the last newsletter, was originally
published as a supplement to the FISH BULLETIN in 1990.
There was as suspected a page missing, and I am grateful to Alex for
sending me a complete copy. - The missing part is reproduced below,
but for ease of reference I am giving the complete "end" of the
essay, starting from the top of page 15 in our March newsletter.
d.

'Philatelic' or 'prepared' covers.
Covers prepared to be carried on a specific flight are often criticized as
being less important than those used for normal business or private
correspondence. Such generalisation is wrong.
Reverting to the definition of aerophilately we must acknowledge that
there exists a number of flights which were not scheduled to carry
normal correspondence and yet represent important steps in the
development of written aerial communications.
On occasions private letters and documents carried on such flights

represent the only existing means of illustrating such events.
"Commercial" covers should be considered as preferable to
"philatelic" ones only
as long as the former are available.

e.

The 'postal' nature of a document (cover).
We believe that Article 3.1 of FIP's Special Regulations for the

Evaluation of Aerophilatelic Exhibits (SREV), is misconceived at least
as far as the use of the word 'postal' with reference to aerophilatelic
material is concerned.
The Guidelines hardly repair the damage by replacing the exclusivity of
'postal' covers with making a majority of them mandatory. (Guidelines.
Definition 2a).
With very few exceptions it took a long time before Postal Authorities
worldwide agreed to entrust aircraft with the transport of official
mails.
The period before this took place belongs to the most important and (to
the collector) most gratifying periods of an aerophilatelic study. This
field of collecting is much too extensive to rely on creating a system of
exceptions from the announced definition.
We should also look carefully at documentation carried on important
flights and posted on arrival. The 'postal' element here is incidental,

important to an aerophilatelist only as a confirmation of the time and
place of a mail carrying aviation event.
The significance of the flight on which a cover was carried is likely to
influence its importance, the degree of its "postality" is not.
3.

KNOWLEDGE (person's range of information).

Ideally, an aerophilatelic exhibit represents a means by which the exhibitor
tries to convey the extent of his knowledge to the onlooker. This criterion
should reduce the impact of the monetary value and appease the critics of
'deep pocket' or 'dollar' collections. Unfortunately this does not always work
in practice.
Knowledge is often shared by a number of people who can afford the best
means to display it.
The displayed aerophilatelic knowledge is of two kinds.
a.
The first of them obtains the information by gathering it straight from
the available catalogues.

b.

The second delves deeper into the subject, draws also from
background sources and adds the exhibitor's own conclusions.

It must be pretty obvious which of the two the jury is likely to find more
meritorious.

( Continued )
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AN AEROPHILATELISTS GUIDE TO THE FIP REGULATIONS by Alex Newall - continued:
4.

RESEARCH
According to FIP, we are dealing here with 'personal research'. It is supposed
to be shown in the exhibit by the way in which the facts related to the
chosen subject are developed.

Showing the development of events relating to the chosen subject represents
the very definition of any aerophilatelic exhibit. Surely 'personal research'
must ask for something more?
Research is, in the first place, an endeavour to discover facts by reasoned
scientific study.
It's results can indeed be used to display an, so far little or totally unknown
aspect of the development of the chosen subject.
Aerophilatelic research may include visiting libraries, airfields, airline offices,
interviews with pilots, postal authorities and workers.
It covers also comparing data which appeared in past publications.
Above all, it must apply strict rules of a logical argument.
It may, on occasions, advance a personal opinion of the researcher, but only
as long as it is clearly declared as such.
5.

CONDITION.
This refers to the quality of the displayed material, taking into consideration
the standard of the existing material for the chosen subject.
The standard of quality of the existing aerophilatelic material varies widely.
Some of it was carried on aircraft without any storage container or cache.
Some was carried for weeks in the pocket of the pilot.
Some, being flown in an open cabin, suffered from exposure to rain or sun.
Therefore the operative word in the above definition is:
"in consideration of the existing material".
Which sentiment should apply also to mail recovered after a crash.
A perfect example of the importance of jury's knowledge and experience.

6.

RARITY and relative difficulty of acquisition.
Rarity of aerophilatelic documents could be described as a quantative
relationship between the number of them sought by collectors and the
number of them on offer.
The difficulty of acquisition naturally follows this ratio.
Whilst the exhibitor can expect that the jury will be aware of such a

distinction, he may, to be on the safe side, judiciously underline the rarity of
particular items in his display. No reference should be made to the
document's cost or monetary value.
7

PRESENTATION
This last, and judging by the number of points it commands, least important
of the criteria, merits, all the same, careful attention. It covers clarity of the
display and the text, as well as the overall esthetic appearance of the display.
There exists an ideal balance between the amount of text and the information
it conveys, although there are no rules to quantify it. The exhibitor must
beware of copying sheaves of information from catalogues. Information
provided should be necessary and sufficient. The covers should be mounted
cleanly, they should follow, if at all possible, the same line across the frame.
No special advantage is likely to be gained by sophisticated, copper plate
write-up.
On the other hand, a judge suitably impressed by the high standard of
presentation, has at his disposal a number of ways in which he can express
his appreciation.

Alexander S. Newall F.R.P.S.L.
338 City Road, London EC1V 2PX
February 1990.

Thanks Alex .
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FOLLOW UP - BOA or BOAC?
In the last newsletter I asked for help in verifying whether a
statement that "the British Overseas Airways Corporation had been
referred to as BOA in the early 1940"s" was correct.
The consensus of opinion is that the British Overseas Airways
Corporation was always officially known as BOAC, and that this
abbreviation wa s always used in Britain and Europe.
In North America, however, the airline was sometimes referred to as
BOA, perhaps to bring it into line with TWA, TCA, PAA, etc.
For example: an article from the March 1940 issue of Canadian
Aviation,
titled
Nations Seek Supremacy In Atlantic Air Service,
begins:
P THROUGH the storm-clouds
of war and into the comparatively placid sub-stratosphere
of the Atlantic, the big aircraft of four
nations will climb during this spring
and summer as the peaceful and industrious contest for international air
trade routes resumes.
The British north Atlantic service
will be renewed as soon as the harbor
at Botwood, Newfoundland, is freed
from ice. Pan American Airways,
operating continuously with passenger
service from New York via the Azores
to Lisbon, has applied for C.A.A. permission to increase the schedule from
two to six flights per week.
The French, having completed successfully, and with some secrecy, a
sub-stratosphere south Atlantic crossing, now plan a passenger service on
the southern route and a mail service
on the northern route. Meanwhile, In
the battle for South American trade,
the Italian Ala Littoria is operating
across the south Atlantic between
Rome and Rio. The Germans have not
yet resumed Lufthansa's trans-southAtlantic operation.

U

B.O.A. Schedules Service
Transocean air communication linking Canada with the hub of the Empire originated in the summer of 1930
with arrival at St. Hubert Airport,
Montreal, of the airship R-100. No
British airship has since crossed the
Atlantic. The R-101 perished in flames
at Beauvais; the R-100 was destroyed
and sold for scrap. The enthusiasm
which greeted this first effort was revived when the 24-ton flying boat,
Caribou, 19 hours and 30 minutes out
of Foynes, Ireland, landed at Botwood
at 9.30 a.m., Aug. 6, 1939.
Commanded by Captain J. C. Kelly
Rogers and a crew of four, the Caribou
continued to Montreal (6.11 p.m.) and
finally to Port Washington. In this
flight, and the regular weekly schedules continuing to the end of last September, plans for establishing a British
air mail service between the old world
and the new were fulfilled and an
important new link was forged between Canada and England.
Schedules were not interrupted by
the outbreak of war and the resumption of operation this spring is con-

sidered to be of the utmost importance
as a wartime communication line. It
will facilitate Empire co-operation in
the form, for instance, of the Empire
pilot training plan; it will offer rapid
mail service between Canadian homes
and soldiers on the Western Front.
British Overseas Airways (consolidation of Imperial Airways and British
Airways) will operate the service this
summer and the company's transatlantic operations director, Neil Richardson was reported in Newfoundland
on April 1 ready for action.
Before the war, Imperial Airways
intended to carry paying passengers
across the north Atlantic in 1940. For
this purpose the "G" Class flying boats
—the Golden Hind, the Golden Fleece
and the Golden Horn — would have
been used. The war has delayed delivery, however. The "G" Class boats
(52,000 lb. gross) may be in service
later in the year but it is doubtful
whether any of them will carry
passengers.

One can, in fact, still find the term BOA used occasionally. - For
example, in the April 30th 1996 issue of Canadian Stamp News, during
his article on the late Don McPhee's crash cover collection, Ian
Robertson wrote that:

. Don's collection included another crash cover from
1954, which was found in the wreckage of a British
Overseas Airways (BOA) passenger plane that overturned and burst into flames while landing at Prestwick Airport near Glasgow on Christmas morning.
The crash of the Stratocruiser claimed 28 of the 36
people aboard. Seven of the crew escaped when the
nose broke off and. the lone surviving passenger
jumped free of the fuselage when it split open upon
impact.
Thanks to Jack Ince, Alex Newall, Kendall Sanford, and Mike Shand,
for their contributions to this "Follow tip".
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QUEST I ONS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any
aspect of aerophilately, is invited to send it to the editor. - I
will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following
newsletter.

INFORMATION WANTED - TWO TRANS-ATLANTIC AIRMAIL COVERS

Cover 1: cancelled LONDON.F.S. AIR MAIL - 1.15 AM 7 AUG 1935
no backstamp
This cover was found in a dealer's box, with an "old" description:
821 1935 "EXPERIMENTAL TRANSATLANTIC AIRMAIL", #194 pays the 5d
airmail rate to VANCOUVER/BC, dated
LONDON-FS-AIRMAIL/ENGLAND machine cancel AUG7/35, early
commercial cover, file fold and a few minor opening tears at top, still scarce
and VG-F

Is this description accurate? - If so, how did it cross the
Atlantic?
The date does not seem to correspond with any trans-Atlantic
flights, yet the combination of sea mail across the Atlantic / air
mail across the U.S.A. was hardly "experimental" in 1935.

( Continued )
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INFORMATION WANTED - TWO TRANS-ATLANTIC AIRMAIL COVERS continued:

—
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Mr.Chas.B.Hill-Tout.,
1115. Collineon Street
Victoria. B.0
CANADA.
1.6

COVER 2: cancelled SUTTON COLDFIELD B'HAM - 11.30 AM 14 APR 1939
backstamped VICTORIA CANADA - 7 AP 22 39
(there is also a small "rubber stamp" on the back of
three lines:
GUARANTEED
BCM/AIRFIELD
LONDON.)
This cover has a manuscript endorsement:
1st. Acceptance for flight across USA

but since mail had been flown across the USA for several years, what
was special about the flight it was accepted for?
ANY MEMBER WHO CAN HELP WITH THESE QUESTIONS IS REQUESTED TO SEND
INFORMATION TO THE EDITOR - 4060 BATH ROAD, KINGSTON, ON K7M 4Y4.

********* ***** ********** **** *********** **** ********** ***** ****141414
SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale
to the editor. - Create your own "advertisement" if you like, up to
a single page e 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

FOR SALE: FAM 2 75th ANNIVERSARY COVERS
The price for a pair of these very eye-catching covers, illustrated
or
$4.00 U.S.
on page 29 of the last newsletter, is in fact $5.00 Canadian

They can be ordered from: Jim Brown, 7936 Swanson View Drive,
R.R.#1 Render Island, BC VON 2M0.
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SALES AND WANTS CONTINUED

ASTROPHILATELY - B.F.V. COSMOS
DO

YOU

KNOW

B.F.V.

COSMOS

??

It is the BELGIAN ASTROPHILATELIC CLUB C 0 S M 0 S.
It publishes its informative BI-MONTHLY BULLETIN in ENGLISH.
The BULLETIN provides timely worldwide information related to worldwide
ASTROPHILATELY / SPACE EVENTS occurring in China, Japan, Russia,
U.S.A., etc....
CLUB MEMBERSHIP FEE which includes 6 issues of the COSMOS BULLETIN is
only US$

20 per calendar year (January-December).

To join send £ 13 or $ 20 in CASH (bank charges are too high to accept
bankchecks) or settle the amount by INTERNATIONAL POSTMONEY ORDER.

For further information contact :
LAUWERS Georges, Belgielaan 87, B-9070 DESTELBERGEN - BELGIUM.
Telephone & Fax : 00 32 / 09 / 228 68 66.
B.F.V. COSMOS also prepares and sells commemorative
covers for Russian and European space flights.

Editor's note:

And, thanks to reading their Bulletin, I was recently able to
impress one of my
daughters with how much I knew about the
medical problems
caused by prolonged weightlessness! - Among the
problems are:

DE-CALCIFICATION: in orbit our organism is constantly loosing calcium. A part of this loss is being
compensated by daily performance of 2hour-exercises, together with the intake of extra calcium-rich food.
However, the loss will never be totally compensated.
The positive reaction of the human body lies in the fact that after some time back on Earth the calciumlevel is back to normal.
spent 437
(It is estimated that it will take Valeri Polyakov, who
days in space in 1994 95, at least 15 months to return to normal.)
-

Tests have shown that the DISTRIBUTION OF LIQUIDS within the human body undergoes changes as
well.
Under weightlessnes conditions, the hart becomes lazy, mainly due to that distribution of liquids within
the body.
The re-adaptation to gravity conditions is far more dangerous than originally thought. It can be measured
through the blood pressure in the lower parts of the body.
An astronaut/cosmonaut who, upon his return to Earth, would try to stand up too soon after his flight,
would risk dizziness, :,ranting , blood circulation problems, even the risk of fainting.
Prior to their return to Earth, the cosmonauts must wear a special suit (from the waist down also) like
a piece of underwear, called the KARKASS.
Upon their return they have to lay down immediately and keep wearing the suit for another 3 days. At
the same time this has a positive effect on the deshydratation of the body. Some 3 weeks prior to the
wearing of the KARKASS, the cosmonauts have to start drinking pure water. On the last day of their
flight, they have to drink up to 40c1 of water with each meal and have an injection with NaCl.
The american "recipe" is almost identical; only they take NaCL-tablets together with 90c1 of water.
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SALES AND WANTS CONTINUED

430 Squadron 50th ANNIVERSARY COVERS
The following information was sent to Ron Miyanishi this April:

MAIL POSFE

1E9CADRON 430 SQUADRON 'FAUCON°
50te.

ANNIVERSAIRE

-

50".

ANNIVERSARY

1943-1993

E 0.4 5E
201247

szmr\i-J

1/4V\cj

j-j

CANADA

M. Ron Miyanishi
Canadian Aerophilatelic Society
124 Gamble Avenue
Toronto ON M4J 2P3
5. Lde 500

430 Squadron was formed
50 years ago on the 1st of
January 1943 at Hartford
Bridge, Surrey, England. In
order to commemorate this
event, a limited edition of
500 envelopes has been
produced. The envelope highlights the aircraft that was
principally used by the
Squadron during the war, the
P-51, and the one presently in
use, the Kiowa. It also
displays the first CO's
signature as well as that of
the current CO's.
The colours chosen are gold in recognition
of the 50th anniversary, an powder blue whiCh has been 430 Squadron's distinctive
colour since the mid-1950's.
If other members of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society are interested in
purchasing similar envelopes, they may do so by contacting me and a cheque or money
order for $1.00. In return, I will send them a numbered envelope and register their name
in the Squadron's envelope register.

430 Tactical Helicopter Squadron
Canadian Forces Base Valcartier
Courcelette QC GOA 1R0

chard
Captain
Unit Public Relations Officer
For Commanding Officer
(418) 844-6550
Fax (418) 844-6607
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EXCHANGE OF COVERS:
half-Peter funschmann
ilerophi7atelie
Bautzener Sir. 80 1 02826 Corlilz
Germany - tel/fax (08581)8088 N
have a sixteen yeras old SOB,

flay I introduce my self lrn la years old married and
I want to corresponding with aerophilateists in your country.

lin a collector of Aerogramms from all countries, Air flail ft/quo/les and Air
Baggage /abler; overseas flights and other /lights by balloon, roc/re/ or glider. Another main
interest are Antarctic and Air flail from Canada (expeditions bases, ships flights covers)
tin interested in exchanging for any things lVe told you before and can offer
a wide range of First Flights from Furope and other countries.. I have an extensive supply of
firs/ flight covers from LUFTHANSA and HEWN which will exchange. I also can exchange
stamps from Germany.
I would be very pleased to receive, a reply of members of CAS to exchange
with me. would He to Amor what you need so that / can send material for exchange.

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
The Canadian Aerophilatelist is

September and December.

-

produced quarterly in March, June,

If you have anything you'd like to go into

the next issue, please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 40b0 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
by September 1st.
)41141041014141104M00001111101141000111M141104141141401041 00

STOP PRESS !
I have just received a copy of a letter from Greg Schmidt, President
of the American Air Mail Society, to Dick Malott, which says:

On behalf of the American Air Mail Society, I wish to thank you and the Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society for all the effort in hosting the American Air Mail Societies 1996 Annual
Convention. Countless hours go into planning the meetings and social gatherings and you should
all be commended for a job well done.
The members and officers of the American Air Mail Society salute you and the Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society.
Thanks Greg.
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
JUNE 1996

AUGUST 1996

91
James Ross Hill
92
Robert W. Marcello
98
Cpl. Alan McLellan
124 Dr. Reuben A. Ramkissoon
139 G.A. Wilson
149 Frank Kendle
176
Bill Harrington
177 John Masella
225 Don Stafford
226 David Granger
227 Geert Weber

230 Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame
231 James Graue
232 Gregoire Teyssier
234 Kevin O'Reilly

JULY 1996

SEPTEMBER 1996
Ron Miyanishi
93
Michael F Painter
95
158 Thomas J Watkins
168 Robert A. Lee
186 Chris Hargreaves
202 Ross Herrington
235 Dominique Tallet

142 J Don Wilson
228 William J McCann
229 Jack Revell
In order to reduce postal costs, renewal notices will be printed in each issue of the The Canadian
Aerophilatelist. Members within a 3 month period of this issue of the newsletter will be notified.
Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment. Final renewal notices will be mailed
out to members who have not replied.
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders etc. to be
made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
As of 1 January 1996, all new membership dues and 1996 renewals are $15.00 Cdn for
Canada and the US and $20.00 Cdn for Overseas addresses.

Membership No.:

Renewal Month:

Name:
Address:

Mail notice to: Ron Miyanishi, Secretary
124 Gamble Ave.

Toronto, Ontario
CANADA M4J 2P3

Secretary's Use Only
Date:
Payment:
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members - Its objectives are.
-to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
-to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about aerophilately among members;
-to represent Canadian aerophilatelists at the national and international levels;
-to promote and support areophilatelic research in Canada.
Membership of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is open to all interested individuals, including
those living outside of Canada, and new members are always welcome.
The annual membership dues are $15.00 Canadian in Canada and the U.S.A., $20.00 Canadian
for members Overseas. Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and sent it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Ave., East York, Ontario CANADA M4J 2P3
I hearby apply for membership in The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society:
Name:
Address:
City:

Province/State:

Postal Code:

Country:

Collecting interests:

If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number:
American Philatelic Society membership number:
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada membership number:
Other:
For Secretary's use:
Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

Entered on Mailing List:

EDITOR'S LAST WORD AND REMINDER
Please send all items for the next issue of the newsletter to:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario Canada K7M 4Y4
by
1st September 1996

American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Federation Internationale des Societt!s, Aerophilateliques) - Club Member

EEciitor: Chris Hargreaves
4060 Bath Road
Kingston
Ontario K7K 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:

Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick' Malott, CD
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON KIR 7T7
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, East York, Ontario M4J 2P3

Vice-President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Tel. and Fax: (613) 829 0280
Tel: (613) 225 4254
Tel: (613) 235 8361
Tel. and Fax: (416) 421 5846
E-Mail: sgueak@interlog.com

SI VOUS DESIREZ L'INFORMATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATELIE, CONSULTEZ
FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS, 58 STE-CATHERINE, ST. POLYCARPE, QUEBEC JOP IXO
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NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of

The Canadian Aerophilatelist:

welcome!

Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic that
combines flying and philately, including:
- the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between different
places: these usually bear special markings to identify the flight, and
are referred to as First Flight Covers;
- a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and services,
and/or of the airmail stamps i s sued for these services;
- commemorative stamps and covers, normally produced on the anniversary of
historically significant flights;
- astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers that trace the
development of space flight. - Since very few covers have been flown into
space, this usually involves covers associated with the ground support
network: launch sites, tracking stations, recovery ships, etc.
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society aims to provide a forum for the exchange of
information among Canadians who are interested in any aspect of world-wide
aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter,
which is published quarterly. 1
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
- a library from which books and periodicals can be borrowed by mail: for
details contact Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston ON K7M 4Y4.
- a translation service from French to English and vice versa: contact
Francois Bourbonnais, 58 Ste-Catherine, St. Polycarpe, Quebec JOP 1X0.
- a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale: for a full list
contact Mike Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
For more information on Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
- for general information on all Canadian airmail stamps and covers up until
1950, the Canada Section in Volume 4 of the American Air Mail Catalogue.
- This volume is now out of print, but an authorized photocopy of the
Canada Section can be obtained from Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent,
Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1, for $8.00 including postage.
- for detailed information on early air mail flights and stamps:
The Pioneer
and Semi-Official Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934, C.A. Longworth-Dames,
published by Unitrade Press, 99 Floral Parkway, Toronto ON M6L 2C4.
(Semi-official stamps were produced by the companies that operated the
first airmail services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue
of these stamps, and sold them from post offices, but did not assume
responsibility for the airmail, or help with the cost of the service.)
- similarly detailed is Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919 1939, by C.H.C. Harmer,
published by the American Air Mail Society, (see below).
- two very useful "general histories" of Canadian aviation are Canada's
Flying Heritage by Frank Ellis, which is the classic on aviation up to
the 1930's; and
History of Canadian Airports by T.M. McGrath, which
describes 143 airports with many references to the airmail services that
used them. - Both are available from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave.,
Toronto, Ontario M4E 3B6.
-

Anyone interested in aerophilately is recommended, (by the editor), to consider
joining The American Air Mail Society. - It publishes a very informative
monthly magazine, The Airpost Journal; holds 5 or 6 excellent postal auctions
each year, with many lots under $5; and publishes some very useful books and
catalogues. - Membership is $22 U.S. per year. For more information contact:
Dan Barber, AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing, MI 48909, USA.

1 Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do
so. - Please acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a
copy of any publication in which the reprinted material appears to the editor.
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A DAY OF AEROPHILATELY IN TORONTO - NOVEMBER 17th 1996
The C.A.S. is organizing its SECOND SYMPOSIUM from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on SUNDAY NOVEMBER 17th. - It will be held at the Vincent Greene
Foundation, 214 Merton Street: this is close to DOWNTOWN TORONTO,
(near Yonge and Eglington), and easy to get to by car or public
transport.
The symposium will include talking, trading, and a break for lunch
at a nearby restaurant. - Everyone who came last year had a great
time, and ALL MEMBERS ARE INVITED TO BOTH ATTEND AND PARTICIPATE
this year: please bring a one frame exhibit, (16 sheets), or a "show
and tell" (or ask) item; plus any material you'd like to trade.
Please contact DICK MCINTOSH, 47 Aldenham Cr., Don Mills, Ontario
M3A 1S3, (telephone: 416 447 1579), for more information, and/or to
let him know if you're likely to be attending.
Anyone who is interested in making this a philatelic weekend, should
note that there is a Canadian Stamp Dealers' Association show on at
the Queen Elizabeth Building, Exhibition Place, Toronto, from
November 15th-17th. - For more information call 416 489 4457.
NXCN'
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NEXT NEWSLETTER - A SEASONAL SPECIAL
All members are invited to contribute to the
December issue of

The Canadian Aerophilatelist.

Please prepare a one page display featuring any
stamp or cover you've acquired this year, and a
brief description of the item/flight; add your
name/address/Season's Greetings to other members
as you want; include any other information you
like, such as your collecting interests/items
you'd like to find or trade; and send a photocopy
of it to:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
by December 1st.
P.S. Other contributions are welcome at any time.
...,:„s.
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HAPPY ANNIVERSARY TO US!
According to our letterhead, 1996 is our Tenth Anniversary. However,
when I asked around to get some information for a commemorative
article, I discovered that we are in fact twelve years old!
The C.A.S. was formed during CANADA 84, which was held at Place
Bonaventure in Montreal, from October 25th to 28th 1984. - I'm told
by Patrick Campbell, who is our member #1, that:
The American Air Mail Society had a table, and I think Ken
Sanford was running that. . . At some point the formation of
a Canadian society was suggested and we all trooped off to a
bleak concrete room where the subject was discussed at
length. Eventually I got up and asked "where do I sign" so
someone produced a piece of paper and I was the first to
sign. . I guess I wanted to get back to the show.
Dick Malott became member #2, and Nelson Bentley #3. - Nelson
recalled that:
somebody said "Will you look after the money, Nelson" and I
was Treasurer! I think it was Ken Sanford that said it.
Ken seems to have been a major force in the formation of the C.A.S.!
He signed up as member #6, and was the Society's first Secretary.
(Mike Shand, our current Vice-President, was #4; and Pat Sloan, our
first President, #5).
The first issue of our newsletter, edited by Dick Malott, was
produced on July 1st 1985; and our constitution was authorized on
September 1st 1996, which is where the date in our letterhead comes
from.
On behalf of all the more recent members, I would like to thank our
early members for getting the C.A.S. started, and to congratulate
everybody who has contributed to its expansion and activity.

SPECIAL CAPEX ISSUE OF THE AIRPOST JOURNAL
The cover story of the June 1996
Airpost Journal,
was a very
detailed and informative article by Jim Kraemer on Canada's First
Airmail Stamps, (C1 to C4).
Other articles in this special "Canadian issue" were:
Detroit to Windsor 1929. the first mail flown by glider on the
North-American Continent: Simine Short.
The
Mystery
and
Pleasure
of
Editing
The
Canadian
Aerophilatelist: Chris Hargreaves.
New Zealand Airmail: The Canadian Connection, 1930 and 1931:
Mike Shand.
Collecting
RCAF/Canadian
Forces
Philatelic
Covers:
Ron
Miyanishi.
An Overview of
Canadian
Astrophilately:
Dr.
Reuben A.
Ramkissoon.
These items were assembled by Dick Malott, and the magazine was
edited by James Graue with his usual style and professionalism.

The Airport Journal is the monthly magazine of the American Air Mail
Society. - A copy of this issue can be obtained for $2.00 U.S. from
Dan Barber, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing, MI 49909, U.S.A.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilate6landAerophilatelists everywhere
The President's Report

Please address reply to:

Greetings to all members of the CAS. I trust that everyone has recuperated from the aerophilatelic
excesses of CAPEX'96. It was indeed a great World Philatelic Exhibition. The CAS and the AAMS
participated fully in the event. I am pleased to announce that our booth and the two special events - the
dinner at the RCMI on Friday, 14 June 1996 and the AAMS annual convention breakfast on Sunday, 16
June 1996 did very well in attendance and financially. Despite some hefty Convention Centre invoices for
equipment and refreshments we were able to make a reasonable profit which will cover earlier bills for
postage and printing of our newsletter, The Canadian Aerophilatelist. Our success was mainly due to the
continual presence of our secretary, Ron Miyanishi, and his reliable assistance Corrine Cawthorne.
Thanks Ron and Corrine for your dedicated assistance at CAPEX'96. Our retiring treasurer, Nelson
Bentley, will prepare a financial statement for CAPEX'96 for the information of all of our members. I
presume that the report will be available for the next issue of our newsletter.
Chris Hargreaves is commemorating the 10th anniversary of the founding of the CAS. Some records
indicate that our beginning was in 1984. Whether it is our 10th or 12th anniversary the success of the
CAS has been in its contributing membership from the beginning. One of the first aerophilatelists to get
the CAS going was the energetic Ken Sanford. Member No.6. Ken was living in the Montreal area
working for ICAO. I believe that he was also the President of the AAMS at the time. A sincere thank you
Ken for your efforts to promote aerophilately in Canada, in the USA, and internationally. At PACIFIC'97
the CAS will officially recognize Ken's contribution to aerophilately in all of its aspects. The contribution
of our one and only Past President, W/C Pat Sloan, must not be forgotten as Pat guided the CAS through
its formative years. He was ably assisted by four Secretaries, - Ken Sanford, Ken Johnson, the late Major
ER Ritch Toop, and Ron Miyanishi. Our one and only Treasurer has been Nelson Bentley who kept our
meager finances in proper order. Nelson is retiring soon to be replaced by our present Librarian, Ivan W.
MacKenzie. After my struggling efforts as the Editor of The Canadian Aerophilatelist , I was saved by our
present very talented Editor, Chris Hargreaves. Through Chris's efforts the CAS is now on the map for
aerophilatelic recognition. Chris also writes the Canadian aerophilatelic news for the Jack Knight Air
Log. To all those mentioned and to those overlooked, my deepest appreciation and thanks for making the
CAS a success in only 10 ( or 12 ) years. Happy anniversary to all!
Another great happening will be the launching of a revitalized National Postal Museum in the Canadian
Museum of Civilization , Hull, Quebec in mid-June 1997. The selected theme will be the contribution of
aviation to world communication, and in particular air mail. I have been asked to serve as a consulting
curator on this project. A letter from the National Postal Museum hopefully will appear in this issue of our
newslette4I urge all members to support this project that will highlight our favourite hobby aerophilately.
I am preparing this message on Wednesday, 28 August 1996. In six hours I will be flying to Buenos Aires,
Argentina to attend AEROFILA '96, 30 August - 9 October 1996, as the Canadian Commissioner. I have
five Canadian exhibits and two aerophilatelic literature entries. I will have a report on the event for the
next issue of our newsletter. On 23 September 1996 I leave to attend ISTANBUL '96, 28 September - 6
October 1996, as the replacement Canadian Commissioner. Jim Kraemer, due to family illness, is unable
to attend and thus he asked me to fill in for him with the approval of the RPSC and the ISTANBUL '96
Committee. Thus I will have two FIP World Philatelic Exhibitions to report on to our membership.
Cheers!

Dick Malott President CAS 28 August 1996
See next page.
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NEW CANADIAN POSTAL MUSEUM - AIR MAIL EXHIBIT
00""■■■■■•••••• MUSEE NATIONAL

DE LA POSTE
NATIONAL
POSTAL MUSEUM

100, rue
C.P. ;too, succursale B
Hull (Quebec) J8X 4H2

roo Laurier Street
P.O. Box Poo, Station B

Hull, Quebec J8X 4H2

--- MUSE CANADIEN CANADIAN MUSEUM
s. DES CIVILISATIONS OF CIVILIZATION

Canada

In June 1997, the Canadian Postal Museum (CPM) will be opening its permanent
exhibition space at the Canadian Museum of Civilization. The exhibition on the air mail
service, which is to be the feature element of the new CPM, will be presented from June
12, 1997 to September 30, 1998.
We are pleased to have the collaboration of Major Richard K. Malott as guest philatelic
curator for this exhibition. Acting on behalf of the CPM, Mr. Malott will be contacting
collectors to borrow philatelic items which might be included in the exhibition.
This exhibition is particularly concerned with the heroic age of Canadian postal aviation.
This flourishing era began in 1918 with the opening of the Toronto-Montreal mail route
and ended in 1948 when "all-up service" was introduced. The themes to be explored are
the beginnings of air mail in Canada (1918-1926), the operation of the trans-Canada air
mail route (1927-1948), and the development of air mail in remote areas, together with the
life of the bush pilot.
We will also be presenting the Canadian postal adventure in an international context.
Most notably, we will be using the example of the French company Aeropostale to
describe the early days of this era. Such an approach will allow us to make direct
connection between the exhibition and the showing of the Imax film Wings of Courage.
The CPM would like to display philatelic items for the Canadian portions of each theme.
The CPM wishes to thank the aerophilatelists, members of the Canadian Aerophilatelic
Society and other collectors in advance for their participation and contribution to the
success of this exhibition.

Bianca Geudreau
Curator

Hull, August 26, 1996

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA PHILATELIC SOCIETY - AIR MAIL STUDY GROUP
This group's August 1996 newsletter contained article= on a wide
variety of topics, including: the Newfoundland Wabush-Katsao Flight,
1932: more information on the Yukon Airways semi-official air mail
stamp; the story behind the barrel shown on the First Flight cachet
from G rin d s t on e. I=lanH to Charlottetown;, 1932; an examination of the
RAMC catalogue descript i on of the first flight from Rolling Portad=.
a b ou t some emerdencv aircraft
to Narrow Lake, 1928: and a tale
repairs carried out by Leigh Britnell in 1927.
For more information on the BNAPS study group contact Basil & rr=, 1 1 ,
911 Huckleberry Lane, Glenview, Illinois 60025-2301, U.S.A.
■
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THE BRITISH AEROPHILATELIC FEDERATION
One very pleasant result of CAPEX, is that a newsletter exchange has
been arranged between the CAS and the BAeF. - This will provide an
increased flow of information to the members of each society, and a
wider audience for the "questions and answers" in each newsletter.
The BAeF also holds a number of regional meetings throughout
Britain, to which any CAS members visiting Britain have been
invited. - For a schedule of these meetings, please contact: Richard
Beith, 14 Middlecroft, Guilden Sutton, Chester, England CH3 7HF.

SECRETARY'S REPORT
Welcome to the following new members, who have joined us since the
last newsletter:
#257
#258

Ron Hyde, Chelsea Stamps, Richmond, B.C.
Edward J Bizub, Clark, New Jersey, U.S.A.

E-MAIL ADDRESSES
Our secretary, Ron Miyanishi, now has an E-Mail address:
squeak@interlog.com
Would any other members who have or get E-Mail addresses please send
them to him, so that he can add them to our address list.

"ON LINE" PHILATELY
On July 1st 1996, the WebZine Publishing Group launched NetStamp:
"the first electronic magazine for the hobby and business of
philately. It will have no subscription fees to enter and
participate, with costs to be covered by advertisers.
"Our editorial approach will be to cover the world of stamps
and stamps of the world. We will offer serious philatelic
articles, as well as breaking news. . . we can have a news
story into the computers of our readers in less than a day!
"Articles will be presented almost as individual works of
art, with our requirement that all articles include colour
illustrations.
"We will be offering a Chat Room that will permit the reader
to look at an article and respond immediately. . . Questions
can be answered. Information can be shared. We can all
learn."
The group is currently seeking philatelic articles, "for which
payment will be made on acceptance".
For more information on this project, contact Richard L. Sine,
Managing Editor, The WebZine Publishing Group,
E-Mail:
rsine@ix.netcom.com
or write: P.O. Box 1316 ° Fort Mill, SC 27916, U.S.A.
Editor's Note: I am not yet "on line", but would be pleased to
receive comments on NetStamp and similar sites from any members
who are, and to include them in a future newsletter.
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THE ASTRO SPACE STAMP SOCIETY
You are invited to join collectors from all over Britain, Europe, Russia, Australia and the U S. A, who enjoy
and profit from membership of the British based Astro Space Stamp Society - establkhed since 19S6.
Patron: Cosmonaut Georgi Grechko
.

ORBIT is the official quarterly publication of The Society, full of illustrations and informative space stamp
and space cover articles. postal auctions, space news, and a new issues guide. It has a semi-professional
editor, and regularly has around 30 A4 pages, often accompanied by special supplements. Collectors and
dealers advertising keep members up to date on market values and assist obtaining needed stamps, covers,
post-cards, autographs and all space related collectables.
Annual U.K.and Europe dues are just £7.50 and outside Europe only £12.50. Life membership is £75 Our
junior section (age 11-21) has membership dues of £6.50 (15K/Europe) and £11.50 elsewhere.
Gifts of stamps kindly provided by The Crown Agents and The Australian Stamp Bureau are given on
joining. New members will also receive a free copy of the check-list of stamps featuring spacecraft, Halley's
Comet, Earth stations, astronomers and astronomy together with the latest update of the index which won
a Silver Award at the 1994 Philatelic Literature Fair held in the USA and which is produced exclusively for
members of the Society
As a member you will be invited to receive regular Postal Packets, to buy/sell Astro space/stamps and
covers, have your name and collecting interests published in our Directory supplement to Orbit, updated
March 96.
For more information send an SAE or 2 IRCs to: Brian Lockyer,
21 Exford Close, Weston-super-Mare, Avon, England B823 4RE

A CENTURY OF WAR DATES, 1859-1959 by THEO VAN DAM
"A Century of WAR DATES and More!" gives comprehensive coverage of a hundred year period,
starting with the Italian War of Liberation, through the U.S.Civil' War - the FrancoPrussian War - the Russo-Turkish War - the Sino-Japanese War - the Spanish-American War the Boer War - the Russo-Japanese War - the Balkan Wars - World War I - the Spanish CiVil
War - World War II - the Korean War - the Suez War and the major conflicts, colonial wars,
revolutions in between up to the Vietnam War, with background and aftermath until 1990.
In addition, this book presents the major political events and new nations established
during this period, listed by their date of independence, including lesser known countries
such as Hatay, Kashgaria, the South Moluccan Republic, Stellaland, Western Ukraine and
others.
The United States and Possessions are covered first, followed by the Latin American
republics and then the balance of the world by country in alphabetical order. Colonies,
protectorates etc. are listed with their mother country. This is followed by four
Appendices: The Balkan Wars 1912-1913; World War I Battlefronts, such as the Caucasus,
Eastern and Western Fronts etc.; Peace Treaties and Aftermath, including Plebiscites and
League of Nations Mandates; and World War II Allied and Axis Campaigns, from the German
invasion of Poland until the surrender of Japan.
This soft cover, spiral book has 206 pages. Approximately 250 countries are listed

(including colonies etc.); it contains more than 7,000 data, 44 maps and a 22-page index.
Price: $28.00 postpaid in the'United States and Canada; Overseas add $2.00
Available from: POSTAL COVERS, P.O. Box 8809, Anaheim CA 92812, USA
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EARLY AIR MAIL SERVICE IN THE RED LAKE DISTRICT, 1925/1926

Derek Rance
The claims that started the Red Lake Gold Rush were staked on July 25, 1925. As the prospector brothers,
Lorne and Ray Howey, had been grubstaked by different backers, they compromised this conflict in interest,
by roughly dividing their gold discovery into two parts. Ray Howey staked the southern nine claim portion
for his backer McIntyre-Porcupine Mines, while brother Lorne staked the thirteen claims to the north for
themselves and their Haileybury backers. (Thirteen claimed Lorne Howey later was his lucky number)'
After the discovery, the two brothers and their two partners, spent the next five weeks digging 15 crosstrenches with a total length of over a thousand feet, to expose the gold vein for sampling. 2
In early September, they departed Red Lake by canoe, as Lorne Howey said "to record our find, and tell our
friends".' One of the friends they contacted was Jack Hammell. Their acquaintance with Hammell had
started when he was a bartending in Cobalt. While there he had begun to deal in mining claims. From this
modest beginning, he had become an extremely successful mine promoter (best known, at that time, for his
success with the copper-gold-zinc deposits at Flin Flon). After the Howeys had described their find,
Hammell immediately journeyed to Red Lake, arriving there in late September. He was deeply impressed
with the prospect's showings.. Consequently, on returning to Toronto, he formed the Howey Gold Mines
Syndicate, in order to acquire, and finance, the northern group of claims staked by Lorne Howey.
It was now October and freeze-up was approaching fast. Hammen, with his financing in place, had great
need, prior to the winter snows, to bring in men and equipment to surface explore these newly syndicated
claims,. He made a unique decision - one that forever after would change prospecting transportation.
Eschewing the use of the steam and motor boats then plying Lac Seul, and thereafter using canoes from Pine
Ridge to Red Lake, he decided on air transport.
Fortunately at that time, Canada's largest fleet of flying boats was based at nearby Sioux Lookout. These
were the Curtiss HS-2L's of the Ontario Provincial Air Service (O.P.A.S.). This service had been formed in
1924 as a division of Ontario's Department of Lands and Forests. In reality the formation of O.P.A.S. had
simply been a transfer of the personnel and planes to the Ontario Government, from Laurentide Air Service
Ltd. The first Director of O.P.A.S. was Roy Maxwell, who was Vice President and an owner of Laurentide
Air Service, Ltd. Initially he had flown with the Laurentide Co. as a pilot. In 1922, when the Laurentide
Company decided to divest itself of its forestry air service, Maxwell had been encouraged by his superiors to
offer to buy this flying service. This he had accomplished, in conjunction with a former business associate,
H.D. Wiltshire, together with the financial support of Thomas Hall. The resultant company was named the
Laurentide Air Service Ltd. Most of the air service work this new company acquired were the non-tendered
forest patrol contracts, that were granted in 1922 and 1923, by Ontario's Department of Lands and Forests.
After the completion of the second contract, the Ontario Government decided to call tenders for future
services. Both Laurentide Air Service and the then newly formed Jack V. Elliot Co. submitted tenders, with
Elliot being the low bidder. However, ultimately neither offer was accepted, as the Ontario Government had
calculated that it could save at least $250,000 annually by flying its own aircraft. Faced with this contract
loss, Jack V. Elliot promptly offered to sell 13 flying boats to this fledgling Provincial air service. The
aircraft so offered were surplus U.S. Navy Curtiss HS-2L's, specially modified for civilian duty, priced at
$7500 per machine. This offer, although non-tendered, was accepted. The deal, however, fell through when
the U.S. Government stepped in and stopped the sale under a new law, that it had just passed on September
23, 1923, which forbade sales of surplus military equipment to "foreign governments" 4. Ontario then turned
to Laurentide to supply the HS-2L aircraft. These were supplied at a sale price of $5500 apiece. Ironically,
Maxwell, ten years later, was forced to resign his position as Director of O.P.A.S. when it was disclosed that
he, as one of the owners of Laurentide had purchased these planes from U.S. surplus for as little as $3000
each, and that 6 of the 13 "new" aircraft, and their engines, had been in use for over a year s

( Continued )
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Jack Hammett managed to persuade the Ontario Provincial Air Service to lease to him five of the nine Sioux
Lookout based HS 2L flying boats. These airplanes were then flown to the operations base that had been
established at Minaki. This base, situated on the C.N. railroad, was selected because it had the shortest flying
distance to Red Lake. It should be noted that the Curtiss HS-2L was not an ideal transportation aircraft as its propensity for mechanical failure caused it, almost routinely, to go overdue on flights. Also, it was
hampered by its cumbersome flight performance, often requiring the combined efforts of both the pilot and
the engineer to control the aircraft - and as for its speed, pilots joked as to how they took off, cruised and
landed at one speed, 65 m.p.h.. Never-the-less, with each plane carrying a load of 650 lbs. (people and
freight), the transportation of the seven prospectors and fifteen tons of supplies was completed by late Fall,
at which time freeze-up finally curtailed further flights. The senior pilot in charge of the operation was J.R.
Ross. Other pilots were R.C. Guest, T.M.G. Stephens, Romeo Vachon and most notably Harold "Doc"
Oaks. As Oaks was a graduate mining engineer it was not altogether surprising that he, and his flight
engineer Hugh Bain, took full advantage of one of the seven flights they had made into Red Lake 6, as each
man took the opportunity to stake a claim. 7
Considering the size of the Howey prospecting effort, and that there were three other prospecting parties
active in the area, it would be most surprising if mail had not been flown by the supply aircraft. Such mail
could be readily identified by a Minaki P.O. October 5-25, 1925 postmark and an appropriate addressee.
Activity in Red Lake, during the late Fall and early Winter of 1925, was relatively sporadic as news of the
discovery was slow to leak out. The first news item was published in the Ottawa Journal - October 10, 1925,
which briefly described the Howey discovery and the winter work envisaged. This news did not generate
much excitement - and most of the work continued to be conducted by Lorne Howey's friends - the closeknit Haileybury circle. Interestingly, on November 2, 1925, a claim K1509 was staked by a mail carrier from
Allanwater, the entrepreneurial William Brown, who on March 27, 1926 would become Red Lake's first
resident postmaster.
After Christmas, with gold fever rapidly spreading, the trickle of prospectors started to become a flood.
Ironically by the end of January, after which greenhorns by their hundreds would join in the rush - all of the
gold mining properties that would eventually go into production had already been staked, with the single
exception of parts of what is now Placer-Dome's Campbell mine.
It is believed by many, that the person mainly responsible for causing the Red Lake Gold Rush was Major
Cunningham-Dunlop - scion of a prominent mining family. As Coniagas' Chief Exploration Engineer, he had
first traveled to Red Lake in November. Impressed by what he had seen, he had resigned from Coniagas to
form not one, but three, exploration syndicates, which he led in well organized fashion to Red Lake in early
January. In late January he had returned to Toronto where he gave a series of colorful interviews, stating in
one "That there has never been a rush of prospectors to a new gold district since the discovery of the
Klondike". 8

It was the Cunningham- Dunlop interview in the Hamilton Spectator, that Jack Elliot later believed that his
father had shown him9, which had prompted his starting the Red Lake air service. However, his recollection
was faulty, as on the day The Hamilton Spectator published this particular article, both he and Farrington
were traveling on a CNR train en-route to Sioux Lookout.
Harold Farrington later claimed that it was he who had shown Elliot, in early January, a Toronto newspaper
article, with the suggestion they start an airline service. m Indeed on January 8, 1926 an article had appeared
in The Toronto Daily Star which stated "The interest taken in the Red Lake District is increasing by leaps
and bounds daily. - - many well known mining companies are financing prospecting parties to stake on the
snow with all speed - - these parties do not hesitate to take this long, expensive and hazardous trip - - and
the number of claims recorded will undoubtedly exceed the number already staked in the new gold fields of
Quebec."

( Continued )
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If it was indeed this article that triggered Elliot's decision to start a Red Lake air service - certainly the
assurance that prospectors had the financial backing of "well known mining companies" and the "expensive
— trip" would have triggered the Elliot entrepreneurial chord. Unquestionably Elliot knew of the Northern
Air Service summer flight service to "the new gold fields of Quebec", and that as their aircraft fleet were
flying boats, that they could not extend this service to Red Lake during the winter.
On deciding to form an airline service, the first task was to find out just where Red Lake was. On consulting
a map, its location was found to be one thousand miles west of Hamilton. To preserve the aircraft engines, it
was wisely decided to rail freight the aircraft to a suitably located flying base. According to both Elliot" and
Farrington, 12 they promptly ordered a freight car from the C.N.R., which arrived the next day. However,
after dismantling the two Curtiss JN4 Canuck aircraft that would fly the service, it quickly became apparent
that the aircraft fuselage was too long to be maneuvered through a conventional boxcar door. So a boxcar,
with end doors, had to be specially constructed on a flatcar base. The interior of this boxcar had special
retaining sections to secure delicate structures, like wings, to prevent transit damage. Taking advantage of
this delay, Elliot had the planes' wings strengthened by gluing and screwing one by one and a half inch
spruce strips to the wing's rear spar. This enabled the Canucks load carrying capacity to be increased from
209 pounds to 332 pounds. As well an additional 4 1/2 gallon fuel tank was added to the top section of the
wing, to augment the Canucks standard 20 gallon fuel capacity. 13
Elliot knew that Laurentide .Air Service and Northern Air Service had both conducted an air mail service.
He approached the Post Office for a similar permission. Receiving a favorable initial response, a formal
application was then submitted detailing information on the
company, its equipment, personnel and the proposed service and
schedules, together with a printer's proof of the proposed semiofficial stamp. This proof (Fig. I ) had been designed by the
printers of The Toronto Daily Star. It was composed from
printer's type and ornaments and lithographed in blue on white
paper. These proof sheets were left imperforate. On the stamp
face a 25c price was printed. (This was the price as charged by
both Laurentide and Northern Air Services) As displaying a
price on the face of the stamp transgressed both the then
International and Domestic postal regulations - which forbade
Figure 1
stickers to "bear numerals or indications of value", the proof
was summarily rejected.
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The Toronto Daily Star then created a new proof, again by
using printer's types and ornaments - this time the stamp was
without value. The design had red characters on a printed
yellow wavy line background. (Fig.2). Again in its proof form,
this stamp was left imperforate. After Post Office acceptance of
the design, it was printed by lithograph, using the "work and
turn" method. This produced a tete-beche sheet of eight stamps
to each side, with a half inch gutter in between. The sheets were
perforated 11 1/2 and separated.
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Figure 2

At that time there was no post office in Red Lake, (although the contemplation of one had been announced
on March 1, 1926 14). Jack Elliot, in conjunction with his air mail canying application, also applied to be
appointed to the position of Red Lake Postmaster. Although the appointment was granted almost
immediately, it was only publicized on March 5, 1926.' 5
Although Elliot was now the official postmaster, there was no post office in Red Lake to work from - and
Elliot had no intention to spend his time in Red Lake to acting one. A potential solution to these problems

( Continued )
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emerged, in late January, when the Ontario Department of Mines made the announcement of its intention to
open a Mine Recorder's Office in Red Lake." Opportunistically, Elliot requested a meeting with the
Ontario Minister of Mines, Charles McCrea. This meeting occurred on
February 16th, and resulted in McCrea's approving that the Mining
1
Recorders' office in Red Lake could also be used as a post office. (the
Hamilton Spectator wrongly interpreted the purpose of the meeting as
securing approval for the proposed air service.)' ? So Herbert E. Holland,
the newly appointed Red Lake Mining Recorder, busy on that date,
moving his equipment and supplies from Kenora to the Redditt station
t3
on the C.N.R. - unknowingly was seconded as the de facto postmaster
of Red Lake. Elliot, as a result of McCrae's concession, had an oval
Figure 3
cancellation stamp prepared (Fig. 3). (The Kenora wording refers to the
Kenora Mining District.)
"4
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Elliot had a third problem to overcome. If the airline service was to be continued into the Summer, water
based aircraft would be required. The only operational aircraft Elliot had at his disposal were three Curtiss
JN-4's. In 1925 he had purchased an Aeromarine 40-F flying boat. Unfortunately this plane, most unpopular
with pilots, had overturned in a windstorm and been badly damaged, just six weeks after its purchase. At
that time it was still inoperable. The JN-4 was not capable of being fitted with pontoons, as its 90 h.p. OX-5
engine had insufficient power to get water hugging pontoons up into the air A.
His ability to find a suitable water-based plane in Canada was very limited as, in 1926, there were only 44
licensed aircraft operable". But, there were 202 commercially licensed pilots." After the closure of the
Laurentide Air Services in 1925, one of the largest companies then owning flying boats was the Fairchild
Aerial Surveys Co. (of Canada) Limited. Elliot contacted this company with his air service plans - and this
encounter led to an eventual partnership that was formed in March 1926. It was during these early meetings
with the Fairchild Co. that the concept of combining air and water transport during the Summer had
evolved; as the March 1 4 The Toronto Daily Star stated that "Provision has also been made for high-class
boats to be shipped into Hudson so that summer transportation already seems to be provided for. The
airplane service will put on a number of large hydroplanes, and will not only operate from Hudson to Red
Lake, but also a fast and cheaper service from the end of Lac Seul (Pine Ridge dock) to Red Lake carrying
mail, light freight and express.""
On February 18 th, Elliot, accompanied by Harold Farrington, left Hamilton by passenger train for Sioux
Lookout. The purpose of their journey was to scout for a suitable airbase. They quickly rejected the
trackside hamlets of McIntosh and Quibell, despite their closer location to Red Lake, in favour of the village
of Hudson. The reason for this choice was that Hudson had become the prospectors' principal departure
point for Red Lake. The route from Hudson, although much longer than any of the alternatives, was
advantaged in that the major portion of the journey to Red Lake lay over the frozen surface of Lac Seul,
which made for easy traveling. Jack Elliot reasoned that, by closely following a land route, should a forced
landing occur, help would be close at hand
Two days after Elliot's departure from Hamilton, his two planes, G-CAEI and G-CADW, were shipped
They arrived at Sioux Lookout on February 26th. This rail shipment also contained parts of G-CACP B.

A A seaplane version of the "Jenny", known as the Curtiss N-911, had been built as a trainer for the U.S.
Navy. This airplane was designed for a single main float with wing float outriggers. The seaplane
conversion required extensive modifications to be made to the aircraft. The wingspan was lengthened by
nearly ten feet, control surfaces were enlarged and the aircraft was repowered with a 150 h.p. V8 HispanoSuiza. Model A engine.
B This JN-4 had previously belonged to B and B Air services of Niagara Falls Ont.. It had suffered a severe
accident in April 1924, and consequently was decertified. Elliot had purchased the wreckage for parts. After
Elliot had returned to Hamilton, from Red Lake, in May 1925, this aircraft was then fully rebuilt and
recertified in July 1925, only to yet again crash and be totally demolished one month later.
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Upon arrival at Sioux Lookout, the two planes were assembled, and then test flown on February 28 th and
March l st by the Department of Transport, Civil Aviation Branch Inspector - Major Tom Crowly. After their
acceptance on March V', the two airplanes were flown to their new Hudson base, on Lost Lake. 21 The
Toronto Daily Star prematurely announced that the air service would commence on March 1", but the
inspections, and the then ensuing bad weather, delayed the actual start to March 3, 1926.
Jack Elliot was not been the only person to recognize the potential for a commercial air service to Red Lake.
On February 25 th, The Toronto Daily Star headlined "Major Thompson and Capt. Oaks purchase WrightBellanca monoplane. Winner at New York races - to inaugurate air service into Mining District March 10 th".
After the cessation of season's flying by O.P.A.S., "Doc" Oaks had persuaded Major G.A. "Tommy"
Thompson, Superintendent of Operations of O.P.A.S. into joining him to form an airline to service the Red
Lake area. Needing financial backing, Roy Maxwell, Director of O.P.A.S., had advised them to talk to Frank
E. Davison, an old Yukoner, turned Toronto mining promoter. Having gained Davison's financial support,
they had started the search for a suitable aircraft. Although, for patriotism's sake, they later claimed that
Canadian manufacturers "could not give delivery of a plane at a date early enough for their purpose." 22, in
reality at that time no Canadian manufacturer made a plane that could operate off both floats and skis. It was
claimed that "a Vickers machine (Vedette) made at Montreal, will, however, be added to the Thomson-Oaks
fleet as soon as it can be delivered by that firm" 23 - a commitment not kept.
The most promising plane they found, was the Wright-ilellanca monoplane which had won the Efficiency
Trophy at the October 1925 New York Air Races. "This machine showed 53 per cent higher efficiency combined speed, comfort and safety - any other competitor" 24 . After they had test flown the plane at New
York's Mitchell Field, negotiations for its purchase started, but no firm delivery date could be obtained.
Leaving the negotiations temporarily in abeyance, they traveled up to Hudson to survey a suitable airline
route and scout for suitable landing sites. Oaks during the interim had persuaded S.A. Tomlinson, a flight
engineer, to leave O.P.A.S. and join ther fledgling venture, so Tomlinson joined them on this trip. While at
Hudson, they organized a dog team, and traveled to Red Lake to stake claims. They returned to Toronto on
February 24th, and concluded negotiations to purchase the Wright-Bellanca. Delivery of the airplane was
promised at the Mitchell field on March 9 th. History does not record what caused the deal to fall through,
nor why Thompson shortly thereafter left the Company to return to O.P.A. S.. In any event Oaks soldiered
on, to eventually purchase a Curtiss Lark instead of the Wright-Bellanca
.

On March ri , the skies over Hudson finally cleared. Elliot's two planes were prepared for flight and took
off for Red Lake, piloted by Elliot and Farrington. Their two passengers were J. Adair - promoter of
Huronian Belt Mines Ltd and his Chief Engineer, J.C. Rodgers. The airfare these two were charged was one
dollar per pound of weight, which weight included themselves, the clothes they wore and their baggage.
These two passengers had been particularly selected for the first flight, as both men had previously traveled
to Red Lake by dogsled. It was thought, therefore, they could aid in navigation. Otherwise the only map
available to the two pilots was a sketch map from a C.N.R. timetable. Unfortunately, once in the air, both
passengers, due to the different perspective, immediately became lost. Fortunately, the trail made in the
snow by the passage by dog teams proved an excellent guide. The two planes landed together on Red Lake's
Howey Bay, and were soon surrounded by the local population. "Surrounded" may be a euphemistic term as apart from scattered prospectors' tents around the shores, the entire town of Red Lake then consisted of
four tents, one being that of the Mining Recorder's Office, the others belonging to the Dome Syndicate. 25
Jack Hammell, accompanied by his financial assistant Charles Hamilton, was then in Red Lake overseeing
the progress being made on the Howey property. Prior arrangements had made for them to be flown out on
the first flight. 26 The return flight was delayed because the deep snow on Red Lake prevented the planes
from taking-off. Constable Carr (who had arrived with Mining Recorder Holland, to be the law in Red Lake)
soon solved this problem by rounding up the stragglers to tramp out a runway with their snowshoes.
Hammell and Hamilton boarded the aircraft, each man clutching a large frozen lake trout, and were flown
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back to Hudson without incident. On arrival, Hammel] telegraphed the Minister of Mines Charles McCrae to
say that the first commercial airline flight had been made from Red Lake to Hudson. 27
With the commencement of the airline service, there was now the mail service to start. On March 1' 1, The
Toronto Daily Star stated; "It will be possible to make public announcement this week of an arrangement
that the airplane service have already made with the dominion government postal authorities to carry mail
from Rolling Portage P.O. (Hudson), to Red Lake for 25c per letter, which will, probably be affixed in
stamps at sending end.(italies mine) The three times per week mail service is thought to be sufficient for the
present. A post office is contemplated for Red Lake immediately". On the same date it was reported 28 that
-the 25-cent air mail stamp - - - is now being printed" which if reported factually, is the probable reason why
the stamps were to be affixed at the "sending end".
On March 5th, a Canadian Press Despatch29 reported that "Friday, March 5, will witness the inauguration of
a mail service to the mining camp. More than a thousand letters are awaiting delivery". The Globe also
reported3° "(Elliot) has forwarded to the Minister (of Mines) 100 air mail stamps for use in sending mail by
plane - - - A few of these stamps will be available to the general public at the Parliament Buildings". This
was the first, and probably only, time that a Provincial Legislature would sell private company air mail
stamps. On the same day (March 5 th) The Toronto Daily Star pictured the Jack V. Elliot Air Service stamp
and announced "The stamps are on sale in the Star office" - again this is probably the only time that a
newspaper would sell private air mail stamps.
It is likely that when A.U. Berberich of Kitchener, Ontario, had tried to obtain these stamps directly from the
Jack V. Elliot offices in Hamilton, the regular stamps being unavailable, the rejected proof copies were
mistakenly sold in their stead. When this misstamped mail reached Elliot's air base in Hudson, these proof
copies were either torn from the cover, and replaced by a proper sticker, or a sticker was simply pasted over
the proof to obliterate it.
When processing this mail, a set-back had occurred. Elliot had arranged with the Minister of Mines that Red
Lake Mining Recorders office would act as the temporary post office. However, on his first flight into Red
Lake, Holland had told him "the Recorders office at Red lake is working overtime" 31 and so the mail could
not be processed by him or his staff
Consequently, Elliot and his crew processed the mail at the Hudson base. Although the first mail flight had
originally been scheduled for March 5th 32- this flight was now postponed to March 6 th. The cause of this
delay was due to the amount of mail involved - the letters being reportedly "more than a thousand in
number" 33 . The preparation of this mail also had posed a second problem - Elliot had commissioned only
one type of cancellation stamp (Fig. 3) As Red Lake had no post office, it had no cancellation stamp. In a
rather ingenious fashion, this problem was solved by using the bottom half of the Elliot cancellation stamp
(which reads "Red Lake") as the Red Lake cancellation, and the full stamp to cancel the semi-official stamp
at the back of the cover.(Fig. 4) The effect would have been better - if this solution had been applied in a
fully discriminatory fashion, but unfortunately, regardless of the direction of mailing , the front stamp is
always the half-stamp reading Red Lake.
from .led Lake
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Figure 4 (Note the rectangular boxed private cachet, that is typical on these O.W.R. Smith covers.)
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Although Elliot's cancellation stamp was dated March 6 th, it can be presumed, that due to the volume of mail
that the mail was actually prepared on March 5 th. Early on March 6th the covers would have been canceled
at the Rolling Portage post office c. The mail was now prepared, ready for the inaugural air mail flight.
There was only one problem - there were no planes available to fly it. On March 5 th , Elliot who had stayed
behind to prepare mail, had watched his two planes take off for Red Lake at 10:30 a.m.. Harold Farrington
led the way in G-CAEI. Howard Watt, making his first flight to Red Lake, followed closely in G-CADW.
The take-off time, originally scheduled for 9 a.m., had been delayed due to problems with starting the
planes' engines on that sunny, but bitterly cold, morning. 34 Nearing Red Lake, black storm clouds had
appeared and soon the two planes were engulfed in a blinding blizzard. With Farrington leading, and Watts
closely following - too closely according to Watts' passenger Ernie Rivers, who claimed that at one stage
the two planes had come within inches of each other - the two planes circled looking for a place to land.
Finding a temporary lull in the storm, and seeing a lake surface below, Farrington landed. Unfortunately his
landing site was too close to an island, so Farrington's plane crashed headlong into the undergrowth on the
shoreline. Watts was no less unfortunate. Just prior to landing , his plane's engine had started to splutter, as
snow had got onto his engine's sparkplugs. Moments later his engine died completely, forcing Watts to
make a deadstick landing. The plane's skis ran into a snowdrift, causing the plane to abruptly nose over.
Watts' passenger, Ernie Rivers, was catapulted out of the plane into the snow. Luckily he was not injured.
The two pilots, and their passengers, after collecting themselves, both had set out to look for the other
plane, and shortly met up with one another. By great fortune, both planes had alighted on Red Lake's
Howey Bay, about a mile away from the Dome camp, so help was readily at hand. The people at the Dome
camp had caught sight of one of the planes, but as it had not landed in the usual place, they sent out a dog
team to investigate. Using this dog team they got their possessions back to the Dome camp.
Red Lake Plane After Forced Landing

1.1NOWMAain ArreP LAND114101. INOWaromm

Figure 5. The Toronto Daily Star, March 13, 1926. This
photo was taken by Frank Holmes "within a few seconds
after the machine came to a stop."

. Farrington's plane was extracted from
the bush and the slush near the shore,
with a great deal of difficulty. Its lower
wing had seventeen holes punched into
it, and its leading edge was badly dented
in several places. Watt's aircraft had
suffered a cracked propeller and a
broken undercarriage A horse was used
to tow both planes to the Dome camp
for repairs. The two pilots worked on
Watts' aircraft to tape and dope the two
cracked propeller blades. Two Finn
workmen cut down a spruce tree, and
from it fabricated a replacement strut
for the undercarriage. Meanwhile,
Farrington's passenger, Frank Holmes,
a Fox News cameraman, who had flown
to Red Lake to film the Gold Rush, was
put to work, on the other plane sewing
fabric patches on the holes Assisting in
the repairs was Constable Carr, who
had been an airforce pilot during WW I.

By Sunday March 7th, the temporary repairs to Watts' plane were completed. It was decided that Farrington
would fly Holmes back to Hudson in G-CADW, taking a chance on the taped propeller. Unfortunately,
while taxiing the plane back onto the lake, the plane ran off the trail and got stuck in the slush at the lake's
edge. This time the propeller received severe damage. Again they had to laboriously extricate the plane from
C The reason why Hudson's post office was named Rolling Portage, is that there was a pre-existing town in

Quebec, situated just west of Montreal, with the same name of Hudson.
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the slush, and get it back to shore. On Monday, March 8 th it was decided, that despite its damaged wings, GCAEI should be flown out. A second storm threatened, so the plane's planned departure that morning was
delayed. Finally when the weather cleared in late afternoon, Farrrington and passenger Holmes took off to
arrive back at Hudson late in the day' <"Your ship looks battleworn ", remarked one of the bystanders ,
when the plane taxied in. "it was the battle of Red Lake" replied Farrington.>
On March 9th, after proper repairs had been made to his aircraft - Farrington took Bob Hodges, the aircraft
mechanic, to Red Lake, with a spare propeller and a new undercarriage strut. 35 After G-CADW had been
repaired, normal air service resumed on March le
So dispelling the myth that the first J.V. Elliot flight was flown on March 6, 1926 - just when was the first
mail flown? It is believed that on the first flight to Red Lake, on March 3" 1, that Elliot personally carried
some mail3', which he left with the Mining Recorder. Farrington told his biographer Don F. Parrott, that he
carried mail on the March 4th and 5* flights. 37 A letter with the J.V. Elliot Air Service stamp sent by H.E.
Holland, Red Lake Mining Recorder, was received by the Ontario Department of Mines on March 10 th . This
letter was probably brought out by Farrington on March 4 *, and mailed on March 6th . Due to the plane
accidents, definitely no air mail was flown from March 6 * to 8*.
The amount of mail that was supposedly flown is also in dispute. The press at that time stated that there was
"More than a thousand pieces of mail awaiting delivery." 38 . Other aero-historians claim lesser amounts,
down to as low as three hundred pieces. It can be safely inferred that the majority of this mail was philatelic,
as at that particular time, most of the very few long term residents in Red Lake "have now left the place, to
get a few days in the outside world before the Spring break-up blocks all the trails." 39 Most of the
prospectors then flocking up the trail, had little immediate need for correspondence. This philatelic mail
would have been easily identifiable, and so when Elliot's planes did not return on March 6 th, it is more than
likely that these already canceled covers were simply returned to their sender, without ever being flown.
There is some speculation" that a mail flight occurred on March 9th - but there are no covers to support this
supposition. It is more than likely that this belief results from misinterpreting the date of Farrington's return
to Hudson after his Red Lake crash.
On March 10*, an amount of mail was canceled in Rolling Portage - all of it still bearing the blue KENORA
- March 6 1926 oval hand stamp. As both of Elliot's planes were serviceable on this date - it is likely that
this was the actual start date of the semi-official air mail flights. Most of the March 10 th canceled covers are
addressed to towns other than Rolling Portage. It is most likely that these covers had been flown to Red
Lake during the March 3' d to 5* period, in preparation to their being "officially" flown from Red Lake on
the First Air Mail Flight.
From March 10* on, air mail was carried at intervals, probably in accordance
with the original concept that "The three times per week mail service is
thought to be sufficient for the present." 41 . On March 13 th (probably
realizing the deficiency of the KENORA oval stamp), Elliot introduced a new
postal cancellation stamp. This stamp was in the form of a double oval with the inter spaced wording Jack V. Elliot Air Service / Red Lake Gold
Dislrici. (Fig. 6). It should be noted that the designation district is erroneous
as it refers to land registration boundaries. The correct designation is
division which refers to judicial areas (i.e. as being under The Mining Act)
-

Figure 6

D

This chronology totally differs from that of other historians (with the single exception of Ken Molson). Its
creation requires careful reading of the interview of Frank Holmes by William J. Scott, published in The
Toronto Daily Star, Tuesday March 9, 1926. In particular, examination of his other news reports, clearly
establishes that all of these are written in real time. i.e. all dates are referenced to the date of the article's

publication, not to the supposed date of writing.
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The receiving stamp of Mining Recorder H.E. Holland was also used to
cancel mail. This stamp was single oval shaped and worded Red Lake/
PtcLivED v
Received/ Mining Divisioa(Fig. 7). Previously, Red Lake had been a Kenora
mining sub-division, but while Holland was en-route to Red Lake, an orderin-council had made it a full mining division. This cancellation was used on incoming mail addressed to Holland. On March 25' 1' it was also used to cancel
vmso orns\o'
the out-going mail processed by the Recorder's office. In any event - with the
opening of the Red Lake post office on March 27, 1926 42 , the true postal
Figure 7
function of both cancellation stamps became obsolete. However, subsequent
usage of both cancels on mail is known, particularly the double oval cancel, on March 30 th air mail flights.

LA„

(4. 0

MAR 25 1926

One of the initial problems faced by the Semi-Official air mail service was the severe lack of availability of
the Jack V. Elliot Air Service stamps. Except for the initially announced outlets of The Toronto Daily Star
and the Ontario Department of Mines, any air mail for Red Lake required that the letter be accompanied
with an appropriate postal order, so that the Elliot stamp could be affixed at Hudson. This situation was

redressed somewhat when The Globe ran a short article which "announces that stickers were available at the
(Toronto) Adelaide St. P.O. and at Bay, and Front St. Terminal "A". 43 Four days later a J.V. Elliot news
release announced "The air service stamps may be purchased from the following post offices: Toronto,
Hamilton, Winnipeg, Montreal, Ottawa, North Bay, Sudbury, Cobalt, Haileybury, Temiskaming and Rolling
"44
Portage, or direct from us at Hamilton or Rolling Portage.
With the increased number of post offices, a second stamp
printing was required. However, the plate used to print the
yellow wavy background had developed a progressively
worsening large white spot flaw in position 8.(Fig. 8)
Consequently a substitute plate, was introduced. This plate
had an interlocking swastika design. (Fig.9). The printing date
of this second issue is not known, but it was first used on
March 25 th air mail.

406!

Figure 8. The white dot can be seen
above SERVICE.
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After Elliot had prepared the March 6 th air mail to Red Lake,
he had immediately left Hudson by train to meet again with
Fairchild. (It is possible that it was Elliot's absence that
caused the inaction regarding the undelivered air mail until
March 10th.) At this meeting, held in Ottawa, the two men
agreed to create a new company, the Elliot-Fairchild Air
Service, Ltd. Fairchild was appointed President, and Elliot,
Vice President and Managing Director. The company was
capitalized at $100,000 and incorporated under a Dominion
Charter. The signing date of the Articles of Incorporation was
March 11, 192645 . The corporate functions of these two
signatories, gives strong indication as to which party would
supply the venture's major financing.

Figure 9
As part of the agreed on capitalization of the venture, Fairchild would supply an Aeromarine All Metal AMC
No. I flying-boat powered by a Liberty L-IL engine. This flying-boat had been operating with Aeromarine
Airways in the West Indies. 46 Elliot presumably was to transfer his two planes G-CADW and G-CAEI to the
new company. However, the only transfer Elliot made was G-CADW, the plane that was destroyed in a
crash on take-off from Hudson on March 26, 1926.
• Although the Elliot-Fairchild company was formed on March 11, it is curious that Elliot, in a news release,

on March 16th , still referred to the company as the Elliot Air Service. On this occasion, a reduced airfare,
effective as of March l5 th, was announced. This reduction was: That instead of charging one dollar per
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pound carried, passengers would now pay a one-way fare of $100, and baggage would cost 50 cents per
pound47
Because of the merger , Elliot had the Toronto Daily Star print a
new stamp (Fig.10) which, with its swastika background, in its
&it design, closely resembled the first two issued stamps. This new
cc.;
111.c stamp was released on March 21, 1926, and was first used on the
'0, :!1144.r.111/1 1 Al ' March 30th Red Lake air mail flight.
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Elliot, after having assured his financing, launched into a heavy
period of construction. Arrangements were made to build
M( warehouses, living quarters, offices and wharves, both at Hudson
4$11f044k;',A'A,Aq-471,-and at Pine Ridge." Problems were encountered particularly at
too /1/26:14,44kal.;(4,:, Hudson where other construction was also ensuing. Consequently,
as material supplies at Hudson, had become almost non-existent,
Elliot
was forced to procure these, at considerable expense, from
Figure 10
much further away.
,

Elliot now had the flying boat he needed for summer operations. Early on (March I st ), Elliot had announced
what he believed to be the ideal economical solution for the transport of people to Red Lake. By using a
boat to first ply passengers over Lac Seul from Hudson to Pine Ridge, and then flying these same passengers
over the last 40 miles to Red Lake, a number of advantages would be gained. Passenger fares would be
reduced, and aircraft usage would be maximized as it would only fly one-third of the journey's distance. He
was sure that passenger acceptance would be good as the flight would obviate the need for passengers to
laboriously traverse the six portages that lay between Pine Ridge and Red Lake!' Also, although the time for
the journey would take longer, "the complete trip from the railway to Red Lake (would be) made in one
day" 49
•
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Elliot lost no time in promoting this new scheme. He had the
Toronto Daily Star print a new stamp - which used the same
swastika background print as the previous issue - but which
depicted a Curtiss JN4 flying over a motor boat (Fig. I I). It is
likely that both the aircraft and motorboat were stock
illustrations as these do not represent the actual intended
transportation units. The date of issue is uncertain, but this
stamp was used on an April 5th cover, so the issue date was
probably prior to this. The stamp has one noticeable feature in
that a superfluous "s" was added to the Elliot Fairchild name,
portrayed on the wing of the plane.
The Jack V. Elliot Air Service's first real setback occurred on
March 26,. Howard Watt, shortly after taking off in G-CADW

Elliot's attraction to the concept of supplying a boat service, as an adjunct to the airplane service, is not
surprising. Elliot, earlier in his career had prospered sufficiently to own several boats. His pride was the
Baby Doris a 60 m.p.h. speedboat that unfortunately did not quite match in performance the others in its
class. Never-the-less he had become Commodore of the Hamilton Motor Boat Club. In this capacity he had
befriended the Commodore of the Toronto Motor Boat Club, Frithiof G. Ericson, who from 1915 through
most of the 20's was probably the best known person in Canadian civil aviation. In August 1922 Hamilton
was the host city for the motorboat Gold Cup races. Elliot had been appointed to marshal the races from his
speedboat Miss Hamilton. However, Elliot decided to impress his influential New York friends, and so
acquired a Curtiss "Jenny" aircraft from Ericson in exchange for what was described as "a fast racing car".
This acquisition enabled Elliot to marshal the races from aloft. The airplane so acquired, after it was
-

registered to Elliot, as G CADW, in September 1922, was the plane that started the J.V. Elliot Air Service.
-
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from Hudson's Lost Lake, crashed five miles later on. The aircraft was destroyed. Pilot Howard Watt
suffered a broken jaw and lost four front teeth, while his passenger, Jack Hill, who was seated in the front,
broke his arm and nose. Watt later stated that the plane's crash was due to a severe down draft - but the
official inquiry attributed the crash to stalling at low altitude, following power failure, and with overloading
being a contributing factor."
This left Jack Elliot with only one aircraft to continue his service. Some historians believe that G-CAEX,
registered on 21 January, 1926, was then pressed into service. However, no evidence exists that this plane
was actually flown in the Red Lake area. Also some publications carry a picture of Elliot's three seat GCAFS, claiming that this picture was taken at Red Lake. As this particular plane was only registered on
August 18, 1926, this is highly unlikely.
The consequence of the G-CADW crash was to encourage the MacDougall brothers and George Wardrope
to start their horse-drawn sleigh service, which ran until breakup. "We called the conveyance the "Haywire
Express" and charged twenty cents a pound for everything we carried. This applied, without discrimination,
to baggage and men.""
In the meantime, the Toronto Daily Star had switched its aviation attention to the just purchased Curtiss
"Lark". This aircraft was owned by the newly formed Patricia Airways and Exploration Company. This
company's executive consisted of Frank E. Davison, President, James N. McKensie, Vice President, R.E.
Campbell, Treasurer and H. A. Oaks, Director. 52 Oaks reputedly had bought into the venture by selling the
mining claims that he had staked in Red Lake. It has been suggested that Roy Maxwell was a silent partner
in the venture.

As publicity for this new airline, two public relations ploys were brought into play. The partners made the
flight from New York to Red Lake a highly publicized event, as they persuaded the Toronto Daily Star to
provide full coverage of the air journey with an on-flight reporter - Frederick Griffin. Also, they coerced the
Canadian Postal Department into declaring that official mail would be carried on the flight from Toronto to
Red Lake, as well as from the intermediate stops. Unwisely, however, in their planning they did not pay due
heed to the old adage "March goes out like a lion".
Although the "Lark" was ready to start its long flight from Long Island (New York) to Red Lake on March
19'6, bad weather delayed this departure until March 21 4." When the plane finally took off, headed for
Buffalo, it was piloted by Charles "Casey" S. Jones, with Capt. Roy Maxwell, the Director of O.P.A. S., and
Frederick Griffen as passengers. At Buffalo, Maxwell took over the piloting of the plane. They expected to
reach Toronto the next day, but the flight was further delayed by weather until March 25 th. The originally
intended flight route to Red Lake was to fly by way of Sault Ste. Marie, Orient Bay and Sioux Lookout. But
break-up was then occurring in Ontario's south, so the flight plan was rerouted via Sudbury, Biscotasing and
Oba.54
Once more, in Toronto, the flight became delayed. It had been originally intended to fit skis to the "Lark" at
the Leaside airport. However, this was prevented by bare ground conditions, and so the skis were shipped to
Sudbury to be fitted there." The plane finally took off from the Leaside airport at four o'clock on Sunday,
March 281. Amongst the crowd who watched the departure was Jack Hammell. F Roy Maxwell piloted the
"Lark", with S.A. Tomlinson - aircraft engineer, and Frederick Griffen as passengers. At Sudbury, the plane
landed on wheels on the ice-covered surface of Lake Ramsay. 56
Yet again in Sudbury., there was a five day delay. Finally taking oft', using the "iron compass", (the CPR
railroad), as a guide, they Clew to Lake Pogamasing. Here, once more, the weather closed in to entrap the
plane, and its members, for a further three days. They at last took off and fought storms all the way until
F Jack Hammell's fascination with aircraft would be culminated, when in February 1928, he would finance
(with James Richardson as a minority partner) "Doc" Oaks into forming the Northern Minerals Aerial
Exploration, Ltd. (N.A.M.E.)
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being forced down on uninhabited Lake Como, near Chapleau,. Here they slept the night in the plane. They
continued to battle on, with a stop at Amyot on Lake Negwazu, and then on to Nipigon House, (at that time
the oldest Hudson Bay Post in existence). Again, blizzard conditions forced their departure to be delayed for
yet another three days. Finally, flying the last leg to Sioux Lookout, a broken oil line once more forced the
plane down at Lake Wobinoh to make repairs. However, Sioux Lookout was reached that same evening."
As Griffin wrote, the twenty-four day odyssey contained an "actual flying time from that New York suburb
to Sioux Lookout, including time taken in detours skirting snowstorms has been exactly 15 hours and 17
minutes". "Considerable time in days, due to atrocious weather and other irritating causes, has elapsed". 58
Theplan,oitsfgrmSuxLoktReda,pilby"DocOksreahdtnApil
12'h, at 4.05 p.m. 59
The day after Howard Watt crashed, Jack Elliot lost his tenure as the Red Lake Postmaster. The official Red
Lake post office opened on March 27, 1926 with William Brown as Postmaster. Brown had previously been
the Postmaster at Allenwater. In February 1926, he had been asked to survey, and report on, the postal
requirements of Red Lake. He had traveled to Red Lake by dog team, and had subsequently issued a
favorable report on the need for the establishment of a post office. As a consequence he was appointed
Postmaster and Royal Mail Carrier.
On March 30th, the first airmail bearing the Red Lake post office cancellation was flown. This was also the
first occasion that the new Elliot-Fairchild stamps with the swastika background were used.
With break-up approaching fast, the hectic pace by all means of transportation increased in intensity.
Ominously though, for Jack Elliot's enterprise, others also had enacted plans for transportation services after
the break-up. Captain J. M. Clark announced the establishment of a new air service - Central Canada
Airlines Limited, which would fly a Kenora - Red Lake route. Lac Seul Transport Company took delivery
of its new motor launch, "Prospector", which was launched at Kenora, on April 7 th, 1926. This 60 H.P., 40
foot long boat could carry twenty passengers. Ole Gustafson, who had built this boat, entered the market by
buying, with Wilfred Wright, the Triangle Fish Company, with its boat the "Triangle", and acquiring the
steamboat, the "Kale". The MacDougall brothers and George Wardrope, not to be outdone, had formed the
Red Lake Transportation Company and had bought the "Piper", a passenger boat licensed for fifteen
persons. The Hudson Bay Company, acknowledged experts in northern transportation, deployed an
additional three tugs to their regular Lac Seul tug, the "Hulacapi". These were the "Hupine", "Hurila" and
"The Blue Nose". These tugs towed York boats, usually crowded with passengers and freight.
Jack Elliot's efforts to obtain a boat was not proceeding as well. He had ordered, or intended to order, a 50
passenger boat from the Weir family of boat builders, in Hamilton. 6 ' This deal fell through and so he settled
on a twin engine, 48 foot cabin cruiser, the Trilon, from Hamilton, "which would convey 15 people in
staterooms and about 50 altogether". 62 It was further stated that "an all - metal plane would convey them on
to their destination (Pine Ridge to Red Lake) seven at a time". 63 The plane obviously being referred to was
the Aeromarine All Metal AMC No. 1, that supposedly was being supplied by Fairchild.
By mid April, break-up had started in earnest, leaving the portages bare in many places. The Fairchild Elliot air mail from Rolling Portage to Red Lake, on April 15, was stamped with the newest plane motorboat stamp. Many of these covers, flown on this date, had the older Elliot - Fairchild stamps torn off
and replaced with the newer stamp. It can be surmised, that this unnecessary action was done in an attempt
to greater publicize the proposed Elliot-Fairchild summer service. This practise of overstamping with the
newest stamp continued until the company's dissolution. The return flight from Red Lake was made on
Saturday, April 17th. By this time the ice on Lost Lake at Hudson had started to become totally unstable and
so Elliot - Fairchild flying stopped. The Patricia Airways and Exploration Lark continued to fly out of Sioux
Lookout for a few more days . 64 This was probably a calculated gamble, as the plane, after its arrival, had
accumulated only a few revenue days in which to fly, and its owners were probably feeling the cash pinch.
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Farrington claims that he made 23 round trips to Red Lake, logging 4,600 miles. 65 Elliot later filed a return,
stating in 1926, his company had carried 587 passengers, 2,000 pounds of freight and 800 pounds of mail. 66
Thesfigur,cotmhaveinlud"joyfghts,cndueiHamltor.If
Farrington's statement, with regard to the number of flights he flew is correct, the maximum number of
passengers that would have been carried in the Red Lake Gold Rush would have been less than 100.
Toward the end of the 1926 winter flying season Jack Elliot had met with A.G. McLerie, manager of the
Fairchild Aerial Survey, in Ottawa. After this meeting Elliot announced, "We also intend starting an airline
service from Haileybury to Rouyn as soon as the ice leaves Lake Temiskaming. This plane will be a five
passenger one and it has already been shipped to be on hand as soon as the weather will permit trips." 67 The
plane he was referring to, from its description, was obviously the ex U.S. Navy Curtiss HS-2L which would
eventually be registered as G-CAFI.
Elliot had forecast that his air service would be reactivated on May I Oth,68 but in reality, his air service in the
Red Lake area was never to fly again.
The first flight after breakup into Red lake occurred on May l m when P.A. & E. flew Dr. W. S. Fitzpatrick
into Red Lake as the new resident doctor. On May 12 th Lac Suel was reported to be free of ice. However
no word of transportation activity was being heard from the Elliot - Fairchild Air Service Co.. The reason is
in the interim that there had been a bitter falling-out between Jack Elliot and Sherman Fairchild. The true
cause of the dispute remains unknown. "Fairchild, who was asked about it a few years later, merely said that
he felt that Elliot was much too concerned with looking after his own interests." 69 While Elliot, in 1955,
said that, "They (Fairchild) left me high and dry - - - flat broke" 70. Many theories have been put forward as
to why the dissolution occurred. However it can be speculated, that as Elliot did not transfer ownership of
any of the Jack V. Elliot assets to the Elliot-Fairchild Co. (G-CAEI, and the two buildings under
construction at Hudson and Pine Ridge) coupled with the fact that these buildings were being built with
Elliot-Fairchild funds, on land personally owned by Jack Elliot - could have triggered Fairchild's animosity.
Elliot, despite the set-back of the non-formal dissolution of the company, and having to personally assume
the debt of the non-transferred assets, persevered on. The Triton, on the 19'h and 20th of May, made its first
voyage from Hudson to Pine Ridge carrying 32 passengers. Among these passengers were the directors of
Dome Mines, coming to inspect the property now incorporated as The Howey Gold Mine Ltd. This
company had a seventy-five percent interest in the claims of Jack Hammell's and Lorne Howey's Red Lake
Prospectors' Syndicate and The Howey-Red Lake Syndicate. Also, among these passengers, was Mr. Ennis,
General Manager of the McIntyre-Porcupine Mines Ltd., (for which company Ray Howey had staked). 71
It is claimed by many historians that, after disembarking at Pine Ridge, the Triton passengers were then
flown to Red Lake by sea-plane. However, the Curtiss HS-2L flying boat that was presumably now
earmarked for this duty in place of the Aeromarine AMC No. 1, was only readied to fly, at Hudson, on May
29th, (10 days after the Triton's first voyage). The presumed flights therefore could not have occured. Part
of the Triton's load on that first voyage were eight canoes, that were stowed on her deck. 72 It is obvious

that these canoes were being carried in order to further the transportation of the passengers to Red Lake.
In hindsight, the vast over-supply of boats on Lac Seul that summer, caused Fairchild's concept of boat
haulage to be doomed from the start. As an example of the fierce competition that had ensued, the Triangle
Fish Company finished their first summer making a loss. This loss was so bad, that the Triangle's crew each
were compensated 1000 shares of the company, as there was not enough money to pay their wages. 73
With the de facto dissolution of the Elliot - Fairchild company, the necessity to reduce its indebted liability
became of prime concern. The two main assets that had been purchased by the Elliot-Fairchild company
were the Triton cabin cruiser and the Curtiss HS-2L flying boat. There is no record of by what means the
Triton was disposed of, but the Curtiss HS-2L flying boat was sold to Central Canada Airlines Ltd.
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In February, 1926, Jack Modder Clarke, together with air engineer, L. T. Palmer had been in New York City
attempting to promote the concept of an air service between Winnipeg and Chicago. Word of this proposed
venture had got back to William M. Noble - a Winnipeg lawyer. He contacted Clarke and interested him
instead to create an air service for the newly discovered Red Lake gold fields. Clarke had enthusiastically
followed up on this lead and, in early April, announced the incorporation of Central Canada Airlines Ltd. 74
BeingarlySp,hsticrafdeobmuntflasreyingbot.Ochk
with Fairchild Aerial Surveys, he found that they had a surplus Curtiss HS-2L flying boat available, which he
promptly purchased. On May I 7 th he engaged a pilot, Wilbert M. Emery, and two air engineers, Graham
Longley and T. H. Cressy. As two aircraft engineers were being employed , it is apparent that it was
Clarke's intention to pilot the aircraft. This was despite the fact that he did not have a Canadian commercial
pilot's certificate, only a British Private Pilot's License No. 789. 75
The Curtiss HS-2L was delivered by train to Hudson, where it was assembled and static inspected by flight
lieutenant A. T. N. Cowley, on May 29 th. The plane supposedly was to be tested on the next day but there is
no record of its certification at that time. Temporary certification of the plane as G-CAFI had been applied
for on May 26th, 1926 in the name of the Elliot - Fairchild Air Service, Hudson, Ontario. 76 Full certification
of the plane was not applied for until many months later. A possible reason for this is that, after being test
flown in Hudson, the plane was then flown to Kenora, by A. G. McLerie, Manager of Fairchild Aerial
Surveys, and delivered to Central Canada Airlines. Unfortunately, immediately after delivery, McLerie had
suffered a heart attack and had died 77.
Central Canada Airlines conducted its operations in the period from June to October, 1926. During that
Summer of 1926, James A. Richardson became the principal financial backer of the company. He
subsequently became disillusioned with Clarke and as a result canceled his financial agreement thus causing
the financial failure of the company, and the cessation of flying operations. Richardson took total possession
of all the assets of Central Canada Airlines and utilized these in his new air service venture, with "Doc" Oaks
- Western Canada Airways, Ltd.`'
After the secession of flying by Elliot - Fairchild Air Service, there were no organized air mail flights during
the Spring months of 1926. Consequently, air mail kept, piling up at the Rolling Portage post office until
June 27th . On this date the postal authority took an unprecedented, and never repeated, step of paying the
Patricia Airways and Exploration air service, 25 cents for each airmail letter carried. The post-office paid
airmail flights were conducted between June 27 th and July 6th. After this date, Patricia Airways and
Exploration was granted permission to issue its own stamps, and carry air mail for a fee.

During the period, May 1" to June 26 th, there is evidence that air mail was carried "by favor", Such mail is
usually franked with the Elliot - Fairchild "airplane and motorboat" stamp. As most of these covers were
carried during May, they could have only been transported by the Patricia Airways and Exploration "Lark". It
is somewhat of a mystery as to why such covers were "favor carried" as the addresses on the covers give no
indication as to the reason, or the importance, of their carriage.(Fig. 12)
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Figure 12. Registered mail flown from Red lake to Sioux Lookout, and transported to Winnipeg by train.
The Curtis HS-2L seaplane G-CAFI was not transferred to Western Canada Airways, Ltd. Finally, in May
1928, it was sold to Patricia Airways, Ltd.
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Editor's Note: It was my decision to reduce the site of print for this bibliography. - Derek included the
footnotes to substantiate his interpretations of events, and would welcome comments on thee.
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LOCKHEED ELECTRA CF-TCC FLIES AGAIN
This aircraft was originally refurbished by Air Canada in 1986. It
made a 30—day cross—Canada flight in March and April, and was then
displayed at Expo 86 in Vancouver. — This was
one of the first
events in a year of commemorations, that lead
up to Air Canada's
actual birthday on April 10th 1987.
sets of commemorative covers were produced
this flight:

5,000

The 50-stop, month-long
transcontinental flight, to be
undertaken by Lockheed 10-A,
CF-TCC marking Air Canada's 50th anniversary, will
coincide with the issuance of
a souvenir package of 50 commemorative covers prepared
for the airline by the Canada
Post Corporation.
Air Canada active and
retired employees have the opportunity of participating in the
offer first, before the public is
made aware of it.
The philatelic issue is probably the smallest ever offered
in Canadian postal history as
only 5,000 sets of 50 enve-

To commemorate 56 years
Of airmail, passenger
and cargo services

lopes will be available for sale.
At $50 per series of 50 envelopes, orders will be restricted
to a maximum of three series
per collector.
The package will feature a
cancellation from each of the
50 stops made by the 10A. The
flight will depart St. Hubert
Airport, near Montreal, on
April 10, proceed to St.
John's. Newfoundland and
then work its way westward to
its final destination of Vancouver by May 10. See the
10A schedule published in
February 14 Horizons.
The commemorative covers
will be blue, similar to the

COMMC1110:.1!,09

in conjunction with

original airmail envelopes, and
will feature 49 first class Canadian stamps and one from the
United States.
Air Canada has arranged
with the U.S. postal authorities, a special cancellation to
note the Seattle stop on the last
leg of the coast-to-coast
journey.
The Canadian stamps used
will be the 34-cent one to be
issued March 7, 1986 commemorating Expo 86 and
showing the Canadian pavilion. A second 34-cent stamp
will be issued to coincide with
the opening of Expo 86 on
May 2, 1986. Cancellations

for the airport stops made after
that date will bear the second
stamp.

1 jr

he services he poste,
passages et fret aeriens
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The article on the previous page is from a 1986 issue of Air Canada
Horizons, which also advertised a 50th anniversary, special plate
collection by Wedgwood Canada. — In spite of this issue being
"probably the smallest ever offered in Canadian postal history",
these covers have hardly risen in value, and sets often sell today
for $50 — $75.
Electra CF—TCC is still in flying condition, and earlier
helped commemorate the 50th anniversary of regularly
international flights to Chicago:

this year
scheduled

50 years of world flights
to Chicago celebrated
By Phat X. Chiem
TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

Coming into Chicago, the first
international flights offered by
Trans-Canada Air Lines in 1946
must have been like this: a deafening, bumpy ride in a tiny airplane where every seat had a
spectacular view of the city below.
With planes such as the
1937-vintage Lockheed 10A, TransCanada, now called Air Canada,
became the first foreign carrier to
begin regular service to Chicago
on July 1, 1946. To commemorate
the 50th anniversary of international service, Air Canada flew a
10-passenger Lockheed 10A into
Meigs Field Monday.
When Air Canada began offering international flights, its planes
landed at the Chicago Municipal
Airport, now Midway Airport,
because the city had no such
thing as an international airport
at the time. The flights to Montreal took 2 hours and 35 minutes
and cost $43.33. Today, that same
flight would take 1 hour and 20
minutes and cost about $250.
O'Hare International Airport
now has 31 airlines flying to international destinations on a regular
basis, with an average of 161
flights in and out of Chicago per
day. That kind of service has
turned Chicago into an
internationally-recognized hub of

Tribune photo by John Lee

An Air Canada 1937-vintage Lockheed 10A takes off from Meigs
Field Monday for a 40-minute flight to commemorate the 50th anniversary of regularly scheduled international flights to Chicago.

business and culture, said city
officials.
"Infrastructure is critical," said
Dorothy Coyle, deputy director of
the Chicago Office of Tourism.
"Being able to have so many
international flights into the city
allows us to promote the city.
We're able to attract visitors all
over the world because they can
get to Chicago easily."

the availability of international
service.
"A typical company wants to
know how easy it is for their vice
presidents to get back and forth,"
he said. "They're looking for these
cities that have a high frequency
of direct flights."
Chicago is the fourth largest
international gateway in the
nation, Barrett said.

Murphy Barrett, director of
marketing for the Chicago Aviation Department, said global companies often decide where to
locate their businesses based on

Allan Lever, consul general of
Canada, said Air Canada's historic flights in 1946 were "the
beginning of closer relationships
between Chicago and the rest of
Canada"

Chicago Tribune,

Thanks to Don Lussky for sending in this article.

July

2nd 1996.
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FOLLOW UP - TRANS-ATLANTIC COVERS FROM THE LAST NEWSLETTER

Nr.Chas.B.Bill-Tout.,
1115. Collins= Strout
Victoria. B.0
CANADA.

COVER 1:
COVER 1 had been described as:

COVER 2:
821 1935 "EXPERIMENTALTRANSATLANTICAIRMAIL", 8194 pays the5c1

airmail rate to VANCOUVER/BC, dated
LONDON-FS-AIRMAIL/ENGLAND machine cancel AUG7/35, early
commercial cover, file fold and a few minor opening tears at top, still scarce
and VG-F

The question was whether this description was accurate, since
the date did not seem to correspond with any trans-Atlantic
flights, and the combination of sea mail across the Atlantic /
air mail across the U.S.A. was hardly "experimental" in 1935.
The answer, according to Richard Beith, is that:
Your comm,:;:lt about lack of transatlantic flights is quite correct, this must have gone
by sea to North America. (Think about the franking, when Pan American and Imperial got going
in 1939, the all the way by air fee was 1/3d per half ounce!) If you look in Proud (Postal History of
British Air Mails) he quotes the "by sea to New York and OAT (Onward Air Trasmission) to
Canada" rate as 5 Ind for the first half ounce, plus 4ind for each additional ounce from 23 February
1931 to 11 April 1939. However, rates given in the British Post Office Air Mail leaflets about this
time seem less. The presence of an air mail etiquette probably resulted in the use of the LONDON
FS cancel. So not an experiment and not particularly scarce!
COVER 2 - Cancelled "SUTTON COLDFIELD B'HAM" on 14 APR 1939;
Backstamped "VICTORIA CANADA" - 7 AP 22 39.
The cover has a manuscript endorsement
1st. Acceptance for
flight across USA, but as mentioned above, mail had been flown
across the USA well before 1939. - This might therefore have
been dismissed as another wrongly described cover, but the
origin and addressee indicate it was a "philatelic" cover,
(produced by Francis J Field), so why was it sent in April 1939?
It turns out that although the Trans-Canada Airline and air mail
service was inaugurated on March 1st 1939, there was some delay
before a connection between this service and sea-mail from
Britain was organized. - This was the First Flight by U.S. and
Canadian air mail, but with a poorly worded endorsement:
Proud tells us that 12 April 1939 saw the
introduction of a by sea to Canada/USA service followed by OAT on the Montreal-Vancouver air
service. The first despatch was by the SS Queen Mary sailing on 15 April '39. Baldwin (British
Air Mails 1784-1946) gives: April 14: "First acceptance for Canada to benefit by onward
transmission by air via USA services, letters 5d, postcards 3d". Under April 20, Baldwin gives:
"First acceptance of mail for Canada to benefit by onward transmission via the newly opened
trans-Canada air service; letters 5d, postcards 3d."
Thanks to Richard Beith and Dick McIntosh for their information.
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QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any
aspect of aerophilately, is invited to send it to the editor. - I
will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following
newsletter.

INFORMATION WANTED - ST. JOHN'S to HALIFAX FLIGHT, 1921

NOV 21r--- 1
tp11 30 AM

/97V

This is flight #9 in the Newfoundland section of the
Mail Catalogue, where it is described as follows:
9

American Air

1921, December 10 - Atten.0t. Flight, Botwood-Halifax. For this flight the Newfoundland Post Office Department overprinted the 35-cent red value of the "Cabot"
series with the words "Air Mail-to Halifax, N.S.-1921" in three lines. There are
no less than six varieties of the overprints. The flight was originally intended
to take place about November 30 and mail was sent by rail to Botwood on November
27 and a small supplementary mail added, dated December 6 or 8. After delays,
on December 10 the plane covered 95 miles and landed near Deer Lake on the
Humber River. After further delays, the flight was abandoned and the mail reached
Halifax on February 4, 1922, being forwarded by surface means. Covers are cancelled St. John's November 16 to 26, 1921; all are backstamped Halifax, N.S., February 4, 1922.
St. John's-Halifax
100.00
a. Botwood supplementary mail
200.00
(Varieties of the overprint are worth a premium depending on rarity.)

Dick McIntosh is doing some research on this flight, and would like
to hear from anybody who has covers from it postmarked November
16th, 19th or 20th. - Please send information to the editor, or
directly to Dick at 47 Aldenham Cr., Don Mills, Ontario M3A 1S3.

For more information on this flight, see David Granger's
description in the December 1995 Canadian Aerophilatelist, page 11;
or C.H.C. Harmer's Newfoundland Air Mails, which is listed on page 2
of this newsletter.
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INFORMATION WANTED - AIR MAIL FROM EMPIRE EXHIBITION, JOHANNESBURG
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Postcard from Johannesburg to Vancouver:
franked with a 1 pence special overprinted stamp "JIPEX 1936",
Scott 73. (There was also a 1/2 pence overprint, Scott 72).
cancelled "JOHANNESBURG INTERNATIONALE FILATELISTIESSIE LENTOON
TELLING", 2 XI A36; and handstamped "FIRST DAY OF ISSUE".
Backstamped MONTREAL / 11 AM / NO 21 / 36 / CANADA.
This card would have been carried from Johannesburg to London by
Imperial Airways flight AN 392, arriving in Croydon November 12th.
Then by sea across the Atlantic, presumably to Montreal where it was
backstamped. - How did it then proceed to Vancouver?
The card says Affix a halfpenny stamp to this card, post it at the
Exhibition, and it will be sent BY AIR MAIL to any part of the
world: did this only apply to "continuous" services from South
Africa, or would it include air mail through the United States?
The air mail etiquette was not cancelled in London, indicating it
would continue to receive air mail treatment, but if it was going to
travel by U.S. air mail, why was it sent to Montreal?
Also, are there other examples of a reduced international air mail
rate being offered for special events?
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INFORMATION WANTED - "BREMEN" RESCUE FLIGHT, 1928

I enclose a photocopy of front and back of a cover reputed to be on
board the rescue flight of the Bremen on April 18, 1928. RAMC no.
208 describes a similar cover from Clarke City to Quebec with a
different inscription and the signature of pilot Duke Schiller and
notes the existence of only 3 covers.
The enclosed cover has the right dates but a different inscription,
a Murray Bay backstamp and no signature.
Where does my cover fit in ? I take it would have been on the same
flight but on the first leg of it ?
If you can help with any of the questions in this newsletter, please
send information to the editor: 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, ON K7M 4Y4
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale
to the editor. - Create your own "advertisement" if you like, up to
a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

WANTED - "UNOGIL" AIRLETTER

J.-L. Emmenegger, P.O. Box 110, CH-1009 Pully, Switzerland, collects
"envelopes and airletters sent to Canada by Canadian military
personnel (officers or soldiers of contingents) or officers acting
as "observers" on duty for United Nations Peace-Keeping Forces or
Missions". He has been looking for a UNOGIL airletter like the
illustration above "for 10 years". - If anybody can help, please
contact him directly.

********************************************************************
ABRAHAM SIEGEL
P.O. BOX 6603 -CAN
Long Island City, NY 11106

POSTAL HISTORY
of
CANADA
and thousands
of other U.S.A.
and Foreign
lots offered
in our
PUBLIC AUCTIONS.

WE ARE BUYERS OF
ALL POSTAL HISTORY.
WHAT DO YOLK HAVE
FOR SALE?

FREE CATALOG
UPON REQUEST.

Tel: 718-3924855
Fax: 718:-786-1341-
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
October 1996

November 1996

December 1996

1
2
4
5
6
9
12
15
40
53
55
97
99
122
199
203
212
213
240
241

20
56
59
61
62
86
163
182
204
214

42
54
63
81
103
129
130
132
145
170
188
189
215
239
242

Patrick Campbell
RK Malott
Mike Shand
Pat Sloan
Ken C. Sanford
Geoffrey Thompson
Melville Smith
Graydon H. Veinotte
Jeffrey Lodge
Alex C. Ross
JM Ellis
Gary Hayashi
Piet Steen
Peter Muggier
Frank G. Jones
John H. Bloor
Harold J Petoskey
William R. Wallace
Abraham Siegel
JWT Wannerton

Gibson B Stephens
Col. William G. Robinson
TW Cummings
Dr. M. Goldberg
Gary Coates
John R. Fagan
Walter R. Plomish
Robert Foottit
Dr. Maurice A. Mishkel
Trelle A. Morrow

Robert H. Jamieson
Norbert E. Krommer
Paul Barbatavicius
Stephen Rienhard
K. Beleski
Allan Steinhart
Basil S. Burrell
John I Jamieson
Francois Bourbonnais
Kenneth G. Mitchell
Dyson H. Webb
Jacky Stoltz
Jack Ince
Brian Asquith
Jacques Bot

In order to reduce postal costs, renewal notices will be printed in each issue of the The Canadian
Aerophilatelist. Members within a 3-4 month period of this issue of the newsletter will be notified. Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment. Final renewal notices will be
mailed out to members who have not replied.
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders etc. to be
made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
As of 1 January 1996, all new membership dues and 1996 renewals are $15.00 Cdn for
Canada and the US and $20.00 Cdn for Overseas addresses.
Membership No.:

Renewal Month:

Name:
Address:

e-mail:

Mail notice to: Ron Miyanishi, Secretary
124 Gamble Ave.
Toronto, Ontario
CANADA M4J 2P3

Secretary's Use Only
Date:
Payment:
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members - Its objectives are:
-to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
-to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about aerophilately among members;
-to represent Canadian aerophilatelists at the national and international levels;
-to promote and support areophilatelic research in Canada.
Membership of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is open to all interested individuals, including those
living outside of Canada, and new members are always welcome.
The annual membership dues are $15.00 Canadian in Canada and the U.S.A., $20.00 Canadian for
members Overseas. Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and sent it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario CANADA M4J 2P3
I hearby apply for membership in The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society:
Name:
Address:
City:

Province/State:
Country:

Postal Code:
Telephone:

Fax:

e-mail:

Collecting interests:
If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number:
American Philatelic Society membership number:
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada membership number:
Other:
For Secretary's use:
Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

Entered on Mailing List:

EDITOR'S LAST WORD AND REMINDER
Please send all items for the next issue of the newsletter to:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario Canada K7M 4Y4
by
1st December 1996

Mill11111O1

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists every where
Please address re ply to:

American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Federation Internationale des Societes Atrophilateligues) - Club Member

Ecli -tor: Chris Hargreaves
4060 Bath Road
Kingston
Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:

Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick" Malott, CD
16 Marwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON KIR 717
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, East York, Ontario M4J 2P3

Vice-President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Tel. and Fax: (613) 829 0280
Tel: (613) 225 4254
Tel: (613) 235 8361
Tel. and Fax: (416) 421 5846
E-Mail: sgueakilinterlog.co ■

SI VOUS DESIRE/ L'INFORMATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATELIE, CONSULTE7
FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS, 58 STE-CATHERINE, ST. POLYCARPE, QUEBEC JOP 110
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NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of

The Canadian Aerophilatelist:

welcome!

Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic that
combines flying and philately, including:
- the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between different
places: these usually bear special markings to identify the flight, and
are referred to as First Flight Covers;
- a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and services,
and/or of the airmail stamps issued for these services;
- commemorative stamps and covers, normally produced on the anniversary of
historically significant flights;'
- astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers that trace the
development of space flight. - Since very few covers have been flown into
space, this usually involves covers associated with the ground support
network: launch sites, tracking stations, recovery ships, etc.
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society aims to provide a forum for the exchange of
information among Canadians who are interested in any aspect of world-wide
aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter,
which is published quarterly. 1
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
- a library from which books and periodicals can be borrowed by mail: for
details contact Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston ON K7M 4Y4.
- a translation service from French to English and vice versa: contact
Francois Bourbonnais, 58 Ste-Catherine, St. Polycarpe, Quebec JOP 1X0.
- a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale: for a full list
contact Mike Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
For more information on Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
- for general information on all Canadian airmail stamps and covers up until
1950, the Canada Section in Volume 4 of the American Air Mail Catalogue.
- This volume is now out of print, but an authorized photocopy of the
Canada Section can be obtained from Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent,
Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1, for $8.00 including postage.
The Pioneer
- for detailed information on early air mail flights and stamps:
and Semi Official Air Mails of Canada 1918 1934, C.A. Longworth Dames,
published by Unitrade Press, 99 Floral Parkway, Toronto ON M6L 2C4.
(Semi-official stamps were produced by the companies that operated the
first airmail services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue
of these stamps, and sold them from post offices, but did not assume
responsibility for the airmail, or help with the cost of the service.)
- similarly detailed is Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919-1939, by C.H.C. Harmer,
published by the American Air Mail Society, (see below).
- two very useful "general histories" of Canadian aviation are Canada's
Flying Heritage by Frank Ellis, which is the classic on aviation up to
the 1930's; and
History of Canadian Airports by T.M. McGrath, which
describes 143 airports with many references to the airmail services that
used them. - Both are available from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave.,
Toronto, Ontario M4E 3B6.
-

-

-

Anyone interested in aerophilately is recommended, (by the editor), to consider
joining The American Air Mail Society. - It publishes a very informative
monthly magazine, The Airpost Journal; holds 5 or 6 excellent postal auctions
each year, with many lots under $5; and publishes some very useful books and
catalogues. - Membership is $22 U.S. per year. For more information contact:
Dan Barber, AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing, MI 48909, USA.
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do
so. - Please acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a
copy of any publication in which the reprinted material appears to the editor.
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
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C.A.S. AEROPHILATELIC SYMPOSIUM IN TORONTO - NOVEMBER 1998
This meeting was attended by ten members, and enjoyed by all
According to Jack Ince:
When you write a report of the meeting for the newsletter, I
suggest you incorporate a comment such as "those not present
missed a most informative occasion for our hobby, and a
very congenial time of fellowship".
That sums it up!

FUTURE REGIONAL MEETINGS
Would all members who are interested in attending a regional meeting
next Spring in one or more of the following locations:
Vancouver,
Kingston (which hopefully will appeal to members in Toronto,
Ottawa and Montreal),
Montreal,
please contact Mike Shand: 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, ON K2C 2H8
(tel. 613 225 4254) by January 31st, and he will act as coordinator.

CANADIAN POSTAL MUSEUM
The NATIONAL POSTAL MUSEUM in Ottawa has officially changed its name
to the CANADIAN POSTAL MUSEUM, and will be moving in June to a new
permanent exhibition space in the Canadian Museum of Civilization.
The first exhibit will be on the development of air mail service in
Canada from 1918 to 1948: please see Dick Malott's report on page 6
of this newsletter for more information.

PROBLEMS WITH SPACE FLOWN COVERS
The latest issue of COSMOS magazine, (#133), includes information
regarding:
covers described in a California auction catalog as "flown"
which had not been flown;
covers flown to the MIR space station in February 1996, which an
expertiser in Germany later claimed were fake, but which have
now been verified as genuine.
More information can be obtained from:
Georges Lauwers, Belgielaan 87, 8-9070 Destelbergen, Belgium.

ROYAL PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF CANADA
Raymond
Ireson
Chapter
has
been appointed "Co-Ordinator of
Relations" for the RPSC, and is trying to address the problem of
declining membership.
He would like to hear from anybody who has dropped their membership
of the RPSC, to find out the reasons why.'- He can be contacted at
86 Cartier, Roxboro, Quebec, H8Y 108.
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AEROPHILATELIC COFFEE MUGS?
Coffee mugs decorated with enlarged, full colour reproductions of a
variety of Canadian stamps are being sold in some post offices.
Barry Countryman noticed a mug with the 17c "Avro Lancaster" c7
November 1980, (Scott #874), in the "Atrium on Bay" post office,
across from the north end of the Eaton Centre in Toronto: price
$8.49, "Authorized Limited Edition of 300"). However, this was not
among the mugs being sold at the post office in Kingston.

CANADA POST OFFICE LOSSES CAUSED BY FIRE 1009-1917
The only study confirming Dates of Reported Post Office Losses, Caused by Fire, and

replacement Pritchard & Andrews handstamps. An unknown Canadian Postal History
discovery requiring further examination!
Not aerophilatelic, but an intriguing source of information! — For
more information contact: Sue Sheffield, c/o Keyboard House
Publishing, C.P.C. 67039, Edmonton, Alberta T5R 5Y3.

IN MEMORIAM - ALLAN STEINHART
Allan Steinhart was a well known Toronto—based dealer and postal
historian, and a member of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society since
December 1989. — The following obituary for Allan was published on
the front page of the October 1st issue of the Canadian Stamp News:

POSTAL HISTORY EXPERT DIES
Toronto dealer, author and exhibitor Allan Steinhart's gold medal
passion was the philately of British North America
By TONY SHAMAN
Allan L. Steinhart, a well-known Toronto stamp dealer,
who specialized in Canadian postal history since 1975 died
at home September 6 at age 56. A dedicated philatelist, he
authored three hooks on a variety of philatelic topics including a unique study of censored mail entitled Civil Censorship in
Canada During World War I. This authoritative work has provided collectors with a
treasure-trove of information that is difficult to find elsewhere.
A member of the British North America
Philatelic Society since 1963, Steinhart held
a variety of posts in the organization including assistant editor, chairman of the
ethics and handbook committees, and chairman of the board of governors. For his unselfish devotion of time to the society, he
was inducted into the Order of the Beaver, the highest honour that the organization can bestow on a member. Steinhart was also a Fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society of
Canada, the country's largest philatelic organization.
Not one to shirk responsibility, Steinhart also found time
to 'ssume a number of posts with the Postal History Society
of Canada, including the positions of president, vice-president and director. His invitation to serve on the expertization committee of the American Philatelic Society provides
some indication of his extensive knowledge on a wide variety of philatelic topics.

His frequent buying trips across Canada, the United
States and Europe to obtain those difficult-to-find and elusive items for his many customers earned him one of the
most loyal clienteles in the business. His death occurred
during the fall Philex Show in Toronto — only days after his
return from the BNAPS Convention in Texas.
Besides his professional career as a dealer in postal history covers, Steinhart was also a serious collector. His 17th
and 18th century Canadian covers were the finest in existence and were consistent Gold medal winners at international-level shows. At the recent CAPEX '96 exhibition his
entry was one of only four exhibits of Canadian material to
be awarded a Gold medal.
His many informative articles and monographs in
Canada's leading philatelic journals earned him the respect
of all collectors with an interest in the stamps and postal
history of British North America. He was a columnist for
Canadian Stamp News when the publication was launched
20 years ago.
For relaxation, Steinhart sorted through thousands of
commercially used Klussendorf covers to find those scarce
strikes, and the odd, one-of-a-kind cover, that he dutifully
reported to fellow collectors in a newsletter that he co-edited
for several years. Steinhart was also a keen fan of tradi-

tional Appalachian folk music.
He will be missed by his friends and colleagues throughout the philatelic community. He is survived by his mother
,sister, brother-in-law, niece and nephews in Toronto. 0
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DICK MALOTT - PRESIDENT'S REPORT
9 December 1996
Dear Fellow Aerophilatelist:

It has been an exciting year for aerophilatelists what with the outstanding CAPEX'96 EXHIBITION in
Toronto, Ontario from 8 - 16 June 1996, and three other international FIP Exhibitions - ESPAMER'96
and AVIAION Y ESPACIO'96 in Seville, Spain, 4 - 12 May 1996; AEROFILA'96 in Buenos Aires,
Argentina; and ISTANBUL'96 in Istanbul, Turkey, 27 September - 6 October 1996. All were interesting
to attend and to view the excellent aerophilatelic and astrophilatelic exhibitions. The exhibitions in Seville
and Buenos Aires featured aerophilatcly and astrophilately, while the exhibitions in Toronto and Istanbul
featured all classes of philately. Unfortunately we did not have too many aerophilatelic exhibits from
Canada but those that did exhibit received awards from large vermeil to bronze. I attended all four as the
Canadian National Commissioner on behalf of the RPSC or as a judge also.
There were three competitive philatelic entries and three literature entries in ESPAMER'96 but no
aerophilatelic entries except my non-competitive Canadian Crash Cover exhibit. The Seville exhibition
was well planned, well attended, and exhibited excellent material. The Buenos Aires exhibition was much
smaller but still well planned and fairly well attended as it was in the large lobby of the main post office of
Buenos Aires. There were five aerophilatelic exhibits from Canada and they were awarded as follows Large Vermeil to Mike Shand and Dick Malott; Vermeil to Bill Bartlett; Silver to Chris Hargreaves for
"The Canadian Aerophilatelist"; and Bronze to Nelson Bentley .The Istanbul exhibition was in palatial
surroundings with wonderful exhibits but many plans came apart at the seams. Observations state less
than 500 non-philatelists visited the exhibition due to the exhibit being in a military compound in the
heart of the city. Next door was a fabulous military museum visited by many commissioners and
exhibitors but not so for the exhibition by citizens of Istanbul. Half of the exhibits were not mounted at the
time of the opening. Commissioners rallied to help our Turkish colleagues and the job was finished in one
day. The only Acrophilatelic award was a Large Vermeil plus a special prize to Dick Malott. The other 13
Canadian entries were philatelic and literature. It is hoped that CAS members will strive to reach a
national vermeil level to qualify for future FIP exhibitions, particularly those featuring aerophilatcly and
astrophilately.
The next FIP exhibitions in 1997 are NORWEX'97 in Oslo, Norway, 16 - 21 April 1997; PACIFIC'97 in
San Francisco, 29 May - 8 June 1997; MOSCOW'97 in Moscow, 30 August - 8 September 1997; and
INDIA'97 in New Delhi, 8 - 14 December 1997. Applications arc still being accepted for MOSCOW'97
and INDIA'97 until 31 December 1996. For Canadian philatelists PACIFIC'97 will be the place to be in
1997. The CAS will hold a two day convention on 5 and 6 June at the Moscone Convention Centre. More
details w ill be in the next issue of "The Canadian Aerophilatelist". 2
Everyone connected with the preparation of the CAS catalogue, "The Air Mails Of Canada And
Newfoundland" were disappointed that due to production problems the catalogue was not ready for release
at CAPEX'96 . Dan Barber, the AAMS Editor-in-Chief , has been overloaded with AAMS Secretarial
work and AAMS publication duties. I suggested to him that a new release date be set during PACIFIC'97
and that the CAS members working on the catalogue were prepared to assume other responsibilities in
getting the publication ready for release - preparing an index, soliciting advertising, and final proof
reading. I am awaiting a reply to these recommendations. As President of the CAS I am determined to sec
this project completed successfully.

( Continued )

A note to travellers: United Air Lines is offering a
special discount for anybody flying to San Francisco for PACIFIC'97.
— More information can be obtained from Murray Heifetz, c/o Corson
Travel Service (1993) Ltd., 491 Eglington Avenue West, Toronto.
Ontario M5N 1A8.
Tel: H416) 482 2440. Fax: (416) 488 9422.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT continued:

CAS members are aware of the welcome message from Bianca Gendrcau, Curator at the Canadian Postal
Museum concerning the special Air Mail Exhibit to be presented at the museum from 12 June 1997 to 30
September 1998. Bianca needs 40 Canadian Aerophilatelic covers or stamps to depict the development of
air mail services in Canada. As the guest acrophilatelic curator for this exhibit I urge all members to
cooperate in this project. I would appreciate receiving before Christmas a xerox of the covers or stamps
that you may be able to loan for the exhibit, along with a two line caption concerning the significance of
the cover or stamp being offered. This is our chance to promote and advertise our aerophilatelic hobby.
Please act to-day.
I was shocked but not surprised to find out this year that Canada Post Corporation and Air Canada are
cooperating with foreign airlines in producing first flight covers to and from Canada. I am sending to our
editor three examples of known first flight covers produced in 1996 for Canada. In the past I have been
refused such cooperation from Canada Post Corporation and the various Canadian airlines. The three
flight covers are very attractive and carry appropriate post marks and cachets. They are (1) Bucharest Zurich - Toronto for CAPEX'96 on 8 June 1996; (2) Vancouver - Zurich via Calgary 15 June 1996; (3)
Calgary - Zurich non-stop 15 June 1996. I have a small quantity of these covers available at $25.00
Canadian per set of three covers. Those wishing to purchase a set should send their order to me at 16
Hanvick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario, K2H 6R1. Personal cheques or Canada Post Money orders may be
used for payment made out to The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society. 3
I am pleased to make available also to our members the 1996 flown and autographed set of nine covers
flown by our illustrious Snowbirds Acrobatic Team. These cacheted covers (an example will be shown in
this issue of "The Canadian Aerophilatelist") were flown on the last flying demonstration of the 1996
Snowbird Team at Canadian Forces Base Moose Jaw ( 15 Wing) on Saturday, 19 October 1996. Of the 25
sets flown, 10 are returned to the pilots as a souvenir of their last flight of the season and as a thank you
from the CAS for their continued support of our activities. The other 15 sets are available to CAS
members on a first come, first served basis for purchase. The set of 9 autographed, cackled and flown
covers, along with a Snowbird decal and 1996 brochure is $45.00 Canadian. Payment may be made as for
the set of three flown covers mentioned earlier. Funds raised pay for the covers, postage and cachets and
also provides a small profit to the CAS treasury. The support of the CAS members in these endeavours
would be appreciated. fr`
It is hard to believe that another year is almost gone. The pleasures of aerophilately do not come to you via
the CAS without a great deal of work by certain members of the Society. I wish to thank our VicePresident Mike Shand for his continued support and for looking after our cover sales; Nelson Bentley our
past Treasurer for at least eleven years of service as our treasurer; Ivan MacKenzie for accepting the
responsibility of Treasurer; Ron Miyanishi who does a magnificent job as our Secretary and who looked
after our AAMS/CAS booth at CAPEX"96 with Corrine; Francois Bourbonnais who looks after FrenchEnglish translations; Chris Hargreaves , our indomitable Editor of "The Canadian Acrophilatclist", who
keeps us all in contact with aerophilately; and all of our dedicated acrophilatelic and astrophilatelic
members who constitute our Society.
It is a privilege and an honour to serve as the President of "The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society". To all
of our members, their families, and friends best wishes for the festive season and the New Year - 1997.

(RK Malott)
Major (Rct.)
President Canadian Aerophilatelic Society

See page 29 of this newsletter for illustrations of
these covers.
'4 See page 28 of this newsletter.
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TREASURER'S REPORT
Now that our CAPEX'96 financial dealings are finished, Nelson
Bentley and Ivan MacKenzie have completed the hand-over of the
treasurer's duties from Nelson to Bentley. - They sent in the
following statement of our finance's at the time of hand-over:

TREASURER'S REPORT FOR THE PERIOD 1 JAN TO 18 OCT 1996
December 31, 1995
Balance - CAS checking account (CIBC - Billings Bridge)

163.24

Balance - CAS savings account (transferred to checking account)

147.19
310.43

310.43

1996 Income
Dues - new members

261.29

Dues - renewals and reinstated members

1,227.55

CAPEX'96 - sale of books, pins, covers, etc.

1,830.62

CAS Covers - Snowbirds, etc.

584.48

Other Sales - books, pins, advertising, etc.

153.00

Donations - from members

32.00

Overpayment by R.K. Malott - members dues paid at CAPEC'96

30.00

Interest - checking account

0.16
4,119.10

4.119.10
4,429.53

1996 Expenses
Dues and Advertising - other philatelic organizations

133.46

Philatelic Covers - postage, envelopes, etc.

338.54

Office Supplies

126.06

Postage - newsletter, covers, books, etc.

198.37

Printing and Photocopying - newsletter, catalogue, etc.

1,434.26

Typing - new "Air Mails of Canada" catalogue

112.00

Service Charges - checking account (includes 0.95 for Oct 96)
CAPEX'96 - books and engraving

48.25
1.091.24
3,482.18

3 482 18

947.35
Notes
1. Savings account (CIBC - Billings Bridge)
Balance 31 Dec 95

102.05

Interest

0.24

Deposit

55.00
157.29

Service charges

10.10

Withdrawals (to checking account)

147.19

Balance (account closed)

(0.00)

2. GIC at 7.5%, due 03 Nov 97 (CIBC - Billirgs Bridge)

1,000.00

3. Accounts payable to R.K. Malctt - stamps, overpayment, etc.

1,017.46

Thanks again for all your work over the last
Good luck Ivan!

12

years Nelson!
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EXTRA INFORMATION ON PATRICIA AIRWAYS & EXPLORATION LTD.?
While doing some research in the Ontario Provincial Archives in
downtown Toronto, Barry Countryman discovered that they contain a
variety of information regarding Patricia Airways & Exploration Ltc -...
that may not have been consulted by aerophilatelists.
He summarised the sources as follows:
Finding aid F1339 Frank E. Davison Papers, president of Patricia
Airways & Exploration Ltd.
Reference code:
MU818, Box 1 - photos; passenger & freight receipts, 1926
file "Aerial" - list of shareholders, May 10/27;
MU819,
plane photos in scrapbook
MU823, Box 6 - one of 3
scrapbooks
has
1926-7 newspaper
clippings, including "The Patricia Herald", 1927,
photos, posters, and the proof(?) shown below:
imperf, no gum, yellow plane on white paper
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Vol 4 - map folder no. 2 - "Red Lake Gold Area showi;-, g
location of Patricia Airways property & other
Patricia Airways maps"

Thanks for passing this on Barry.
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GOVERNMENT REPORT ON CANADA POST
Canada Post has been told to
shape up and concentrate on
delivering the mail after a government-appointed review
biasted it for being unfair and
out of control.
Public Works Minister Diane
Marleau said yesterday the post
office will stop delivering "economy unaddressed admail" —
unrequested flyers dropped off
by people who aren't letter carriers — and will look into "costeffective" ways of improving
regular letter service.
"Unaddressed admail, or junk
mail as it is commonly called, is
an irritant across the country
and Canadians simply do not
understand why it is delivered
by their post office," Marleau
said at a press conference.
Acting with unusual speed to
the 151-page review of Canada
Post by George Radwanski, a
former Star editor, the minister
announced several immediate
steps. Marleau:
■ Ordered Canada Post not only to stop sending out workers
on contract to deliver junk mail,
but to look into eliminating junk
mail delivered by regular letter
carriers, too.

■ Imposed a moratorium on the
closing of any more rural post
offices.
■ Rejected calls by Radwanski
to raise first-class postal rates to
50 cents and to slap new taxes
on couriers or newspapers that
also deliver flyers.
■ Told Canada Post chairman
Andre Ouelett to come up "costeffective plans for improving
service" and to take "immediate
corrective action" in cases
where the post office has been
acting unfairly toward competitors.
Radwanski's one-member
commission, which held hearings across Canada during the
past year, heard a litany of complaints about Canada Post from
individuals, businesses and
competitors such as couriers,
newspapers and privately
owned mailbox stores.
He issued five "findings"
about the post office and 31 recommendations, backing up
many of the most serious complaints.
It should take only one day to
deliver a tette, within a city, two
days between maiw cities and
three to most iecnote areas —
from

BOOK REVIEW

-

standards the post office now
doesn't meet, Radwanski said.
The post office would be
more profitable if people knew
they could rely on it for fast delivery, he told The Star in an
interview.
In his findings, Radwanski
said Canada Post is far from
breaking even and there's no
confidence that things will get
better the way it is now •being
run. The post office is moderately profitahle so far this year,
but has lost money during nine
of the past 14 years and in 1994
and 1995, it was $339 million in
the red.
He said Canada Post's attempts over the past decade to
act like a business instead of a
government service have sent it
astray from its main purpose, to
be Canada's mail service "and
have gravely distorted its corporate culture."
"The years of emphasis on
competition have produced
more distractions and problems
than financial successes," Radwanski said.
"Canada Post should concentrate on excellence in its core
lettermail responsibilities."

THE TORONTO STAR,

October 9th 1990 .

THE AUSTRALIAN AIR MAIL CATALOGUE, Nelson

Eustis.

Published by:
Hobby Investments Pty Ltd, GPO Box 954, Adelaide, South Australia.
Review by Mike Shand:
This new edition of the Eustis catalogue comes six years after
the previous (fifth) version and has been significantly expanded,
Pages are increased from about 300 to 400,
improved and amended.
covering in addition to Australian air mails up to May 1996, the
Rocket, Pigeon and Balloon mails of Australia and new sections on
The
Fiji, French Polynesia, New Caledonia, Pitcairn and Wallis.
former Papua/New Guinea section is also revised.
There are also many price changes based in large part on recent
auction sales by Charles Leski of holdings by Ernie Crone and
(The Ross Smith air stomp goes from $12,000 to $15,000
others.
for those with some spare change and the first Pacific crossing
by Kingsford Smith in 1928 goes from $4000 to $6500. Those who
try in vain to understand questions of supply and demand as they
affect prices should note that there are some 50 Ross Smith stamps
available to collectors but only 4 Kingsford Smith items.)

( Continued )
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BOOK REVIEW -

THE AUSTRALIAN AIR MAIL CATALOGUE, continued:

In addition to having had the benefit of expert guidance from
Nelson Eustis, the catalogue also reflects the significant research
efforts of Tom Frommer, Arthur Bergen and Frederic Angleviel.
Those who attended CAPEX will recall the Gold Medal exhibits of
Australia by both Nelson and Tom.
This catalogue is indispensible to anyone interested in the
aerophilately of Australia, New Zealand and south Pacific islands.
The price tag of some $60 or so is steep but not out of line with
what other comparable catalogues are asking.
Thanks Mike!

REVIVAL OF BISSETT, MANITOBA

FIRST OFFIC:AL FUGHT

WINNIPEG- 3ISSETT

The name "Bissett" is probably more familiar to aerophilatelists
than to any other group of people outside Eastern Manitoba!
Bissett was a stopping point on some of the earliest flights by
Western Canada Airways, though at that time it was called Rice Lake.
(AAMC 91, which was the first airmail service in Manitoba); and on
the first regular air stage service financed by the Canadian
Government, (AAMC 500 - October 4th 1927).
However, it is best known from First Flight cachets like the one
above, for the inauguration of the Winnipeg - Bissett - WadhopeBeresford Lake - Diana service in December 1934, (AAMC 561); and the
earlier Great Falls - Bissett - Wadhope service in 1933, (AAMC 542).
The town's economy was based on gold mining, but the mines closed
over the years, and Bissett's population dropped to about 150.
In September it was announced that $50 million of financing had been
arranged to re-open one of the abandoned gold mines. - The mine is
expected to eventually produce 80,000 ounces of gold a year, and to
create nearly 900 jobs in the region.

▪
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f-acins Arrctinods
Many thanks to all

LH: H,t, m,

tho sent in items for this section.

M011010(000000(011(trOtOt0(10(00(0001MCOMMOMM IIM
EARLIEST KNOWN C ANADI AN POSTCARD Will I DIRIGIBLE TI IFML

Posted from Niadawaska, Out. to Dover, N.H. Sept. 5, 1906
Best regards
z
-

Editor's
prolific

Note:
postcard

f

er'r

Murray

cep= n-ind of this Century was a period of
se -dind.
41,000.000
million postcards ',Jere

mailed in

Canada in
and o ,.er 60.000,000 in 1913, yet according
to the census, the population of Canada in 1911 was 7,206,643!

This card was part c' a discia of early aviation postcards, given
by Murray Heifet: at the
symposium in Toronto.
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FIRST UNITED KINGDOM AERIAL POST, 1911

•

*
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The first official airmail flown in the United Kingdom occurred in September of 1911, in honor
of the coronation of His Majesty George V. A series of flights took place between Londop and
Windsor beginning on September 9th. The first return flight occurred on September 17th: •
The piece shown above is a label that was applied to a newspaper wrapper for a newspaper flown
on the first Windsor-London flight of the 17th. It is a "privileged" piece, in that the cachet is the
violet one used only on privileged mail. It was in the first bag of mail prepared for a return flight
and was flown by Clement Greswell at 5:15 PM on the 17th, arriving at Hendon Aerodrome in
London 20 minutes later.
The Cricklewood backstamp of 12:15 AM on the 18th is proof that it was flown on the 17th.
The Windsor Die 1 postmark was used only on privileged mail flown by Greswell on the first
flight.
This is one of the fine items that made 1996 a great aerophilatelic year for me. May 1997 be
equally as :zood each and every one of you. Merry Christmas and Happy New Year from
Steve Reinhard. P. 0. Box 110, Mineola, NY 11501 USA.
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GREETINGS FROM 83 YEARS AGO - by Mike Painter

or

Conine-crating the
TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY
the First Flight in Canada by a Woman

ALYS McKEY BRYANT
VANCOUVER, 8. C.
July 31st, 1913

me nf: first. flight. Cover 25 years later (contents below'.

'hot

To that friendly group of Canadian neighbors, the Philatelists of Vancouver, B. C., i wish to express my Sint....
cere gratitude for the Air Mail cachet with which you commemorate the 25th anniversary of the first flight made in
_
. Canada by a woman.
..

•

During the late autumn of 1912 at The Palms, California, I rebuilt from wreckage a Curtiss type pusher plane:

and it was there-I taught myself to fly and the following year made exhibition flight in Washington, Oregon, Idaho
and Caned*, the first woman flyer to invade that part of the world.
lb; -Canadian Bight, were a part of the entertainment for H. R. H. The Princes • of Wales and his younger. brother, H. it H,Th. Dane of York, who visited Vancouver and Victoria duxincj itlieisise. on H. M. battleship -. the NOV

4.7t1;f11'.

7.4111.11.1+1.

"49-

•

dri Thursday, July '51rt,. 1913, a! approximately 3 o'clock I made my first C.anadiZIEgiit

••

Minoru Park,

•. Vancouver, and flew again on Friday and Saturday as did my husband, John Milton (Johnnylltrjant who, on August .

lost hi We while flying al Victoria during the water carnival, leaving a widowed bride of brrtnrt weeks.'
_

GE1,;-.

During the t5 years that have slipped away I have never lost my interest in aviation, Alllie

bave given use overt-thing—and have taken from me—everything but my own life—my love for them hainsistirk.d.1 - " - minished and now my. one thought—one prayer—is that WINGS may be used
more friendly and understanding relations between the nation, of the earth.

—

NOT for destruction, but for
-.•

•

To the EARLY BIRDS -the inenear flyers of the world-GREiTINGSII There is between us a bond incompir•' ..:,
able, '.or eve;.

wasrdaide wdh tho , thoughl and hope of making at least ONE person AIRMLNDED

. , • and w a
ALYS HARRISON McKEY
(Mrs. John Milton Bryant)

EARLY BIRD
1
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Greetings for Christmas and the New Year
from David Granger of Berkshire, UK.
Winter Flights
Moncton - Prince Edward Island - Grindstone Island
February 19 - March 11, 1928

The cover below comes from one of the winter flights undertaken on
a route including Moncton, Sackville (NB) through Charlottetown
(PEI) to Grindstone Island.
This service was operated by Pilot E.J. Cooper of Canadian
Transcontinental Airways. Details are somewhat obscure, but it is
believed that the first flight took place from Moncton on February
19 1928, with further flights on March 3, 10 and 17.

ccossolnams.% • reiTontssa....!
CANADA r .

_s

S4

-

s

•

a!imi

■ qii, a

a

March 3, 1928 Sackville to Charlottetown

On this day 110 items are recorded as having been flown from
Sackville to Charlottetown. The cover illustrated was one of only
ten known to have been cancelled at Middle Sackville.
,
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1928 - ANOTHER "SEMI-BREMEN" COVER?
Editor's note: This cover was shown to me by Dick McIntosh at the
C.A.S. symposium in Toronto, as a "follow up" to the first "semiBremen" cover shown in the last newsletter, (page 29).

There was also a newspaper/magazine clipping with the cover, which
stated:

An "Almost Bremen" - When Colonel Fitzmaurice left
Greenely Island for the U.S. he carried no mail,
but some was prepared. We have covers postmarked
"Clarke City, April 26, Que." Each one is
inscribed "Col. James C. Fitzmaurice, c/o Plane
"BREMEN" Seven Islands, P. Que." in red. These
covers were not carried in the plane as the dogsled made poor time, and the fliers had been
rescued by Duke Schiller when the sled got to
Greenely Isle, but are the best you can get as a
souvenir of the Bremen. Our thanks are due to the
P.M. of Clarke City for handling this mail for us.

Your editor's perplexed! The typeface and handwriting on this cover
suggest it was prepared by Roessler, and the clipping sounds
like it came from his newsletter.
However, the cover in the last newsletter was addressed to
Roessler, so why would he say this cover was "the best you can
get", if he also had covers like that in the last newsletter,
which claimed to have been carried by the aircraft "TAKING
COMMANDANT JAMES FITZMAURICE TO MURRAY BAY"?

IHL CANADIAN iickUPHILAIELISI

uecesoer
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ORB CANCELS ON FLIGHT COVERS

WINNIPEG
DE 10/28
receiver
on AAMC
#219i
from
CALGARY
6/DE 10/28
SON on #C1

Per Special A
Plight -

G.10.8AINBMOGE
.4545 ESTN AVENUE

WEST

VANCOUVER. B. C.

CALGARY

IMO

Mail

DEC 7
cWI37510

John W. Haarer Esq.,
207 West St. Joseph St.,
•

LANSING

_--

. .7. - .,. .--- . .
- - - -_.-,, -_,
.,.-_ ,
."------ - - -_-.-_,._.,.-.----,----\
..., , ,_,. .„. :
\.,tz.,. . .) , IA. ."
-

. ;', A-.)

Lich.
C

D

-,

i 1 .N.. ,,i,..L.'4

' .4,Y. 2.•

■--'• • ..'

I collect orb cancels on all covers, but on flight covers they are
particularly prized since most have something unusual about them. Can you
add to my list of AAMC listed flights? This includes receiving backstamps.
WINNIPEG
WINNIPEG
WINNIPEG
WINNIPEG

DE
DE
DE
FE

10/28
10/28
10/28
2/31

AAMC
AAMC
AAMC
AAMC

#219
#219c
#219i
#246

OTTAWA
OTTAWA
OTTAWA
OTTAWA

AU
28
FE
DE

24/28
JAN/29
3/29
1/38

AAMC
AAMC
AAMC
AAMC

#215b
#226
#226e
#295b

I'll welcome all correspondence, especially with photocopies! Seasons
V2C 6B7
greetings! Jim Miller, Box 3005 MPP, Kamloops, BC

'Fifth
Official
Flight'
of AAMC
#226,
OTTAWA
6/FE 13/29
St. JOHN NB
receiving
backstamp
17/FE 13/29
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1932 - NEW ZEALAND

(The above is reduced to 3/4 original size)
One of the more interesting items recently obtained was this
original drawing (essay) by James Berry of New Zealand (1906Berry not only designed hundreds of stamps for NZ over
1980).
45 years (some 150 were accepted and issued) but also designed
stamps for Tonga, Cook Is, Bermuda and elsewhere. His coin and
medal designs were accepted by NZ, Australia, UK, USA and
elsewhere.
His first Post Office accepted design was the 1933 Health issue
(pathway to health) but in 1932 the Post Office had a competion
for an issue of air stamps. Some 75 competitors (including Berry
using the pen name 'Rangatira') submitted 219 designs but in the
end the Post Office with usual bureaucratic dithering abandoned
the whole idea.
Berry eventually designed the winning drawings for the 1935 issue
of air stamps but the item shown is notated by him to be "My first
A historic piece of New Zealand philately.
stamp design efforts".
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Mike Shand
1183 Agincourt Road
Ottawa ON K2C 2118
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A Favourite Cover — Ivan W. MacKenzie, Treasurer
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The reasons why this is one of my favourite covers are several including the fact that I was born and lived on The
Island" for the better part of my life and that, in addition to my aerophilatelic collecting, I have a respectable
collection of P.E.I. town cancels. More specifically it is franked with a nice block of the 1927 two cent "Fathers of
Confederation" stamp; it is signed by Col. J.S. Jenkins, M.D., owner and developer in 1931 of Upton Field — the first
Charlottetown airport; by his wife Louise Jenkins — the first P.E.I. lady flyer who learned to fly in Montreal in 1931;
and by Capt. Walter Fowler — pilot of the Canadian Airways Ltd. flight; it was carried on the inaugural flight of the
first regular winter service between Charlottetown and Grindstone Island.

Editor's discussion with Ivan: Ivan's research suggests that the
flight on February 6th may have been made to clear a backlog of
"commercial mail", particularly parcels. This would make room
flight on
inaugural
on the official
for "philatelic mail"
February 7th, which is listed as RAMC 541.
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1935 - NORWAY HOUSE

Seasons Greetings to all C.A.S. members
This cover was prepared for the
First Air Stage Air Mail Flight
between Cross Lake and Norway
House in northern Manitoba. The
sender of this cover was Elmer
Stobart, who was an inveterate
collector of postmaster and pilot
signatures. Consequently after
receiving the cacheted cover, he
sent it to the Cross Lake postmaster,
J. Denton for his, and pilot Alvin
Keith, signatures. Unfortunately, in
the meantime, Alvin Davis Keith
had crashed at Kanauchin Falls in
Northern Manitoba, on February
24, 1935, and was killed. The
reason for the crash apparently was
not established.
What I find so interesting, is the
poignant note that was written on
the back of this cover by Denton
which graphically illustrates the
isolated and lonely existence that
these pioneers led.
Like Stobart, I also collect pilotsigned covers. I have a number of
these for swap. Send your list of
duplicates to 905 Arnaud Cres.
Sept-Iles, Qc., G4R 4C6, and I'll
send you mine.
I wish all of you a joyous holiday
season and a happy new year
.

Sincerely,

Derek Rance

THE CAN-:.:v AEROPHi'.;TELIS7
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CHRISTMAS 1936

This postcard was produce: by the Condor Airline in Argentina,
inscribed "Happy Christ7as
Prosperous New Year", and designed to
carry seasonal greets
air to Europe at the reduced rate of 35
cen ts ,
On the address side
ls ins:ribed as being solely for use on the
flightS to Europe (4 the LH seaplane and landplane service) of 2,
9, 16, 23 and 30 Decer7or
and 6 January 1937.

BEST ',IGHES FOR 1997
FROM RICHARE BETH
AND T E L_ITISH AEROPHILATELIC FEDERATIO\
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1941 - AIRMAIL TO KINGSTON, ONTARIO
KrieRsgefan:cenenpost.
Prisone°a

"'" FM

........ •

1().11pt

\-9kiv
KaDitanleutnant
Friedrich SCHILLIN G.
German Prisoner of War in Canada.

kAt4A,

Serial Nr. 37427,

■-av„

cidic

Cam
Base Army Pos

fice.

Ottawa/ Canada.

)Uhrenfrei.
;take
ourpt

3/2_
This cover was mailed from BAD NEUEWAHR, GERMANY on 20.8.41. - It
was addressed, as required for all prisoner of war mail, to BASE
ARMY POST OFFICE, CANADA, and sent postage free as provided for
under the International Convention relating to prisoners of war.
It was later endorsed Mit Luftpost nach NordAmerika, and charged
80Rpf Postage Due in the same handwriting. (Can anybody tell me why
it was charged Postage Due, rather than being sent surface mail, and
whether or not the Postage Due charge would have been collected?)
The letter
arrival in
Censor in
forwarding

was censored in Germany, and sealed on the back. - On
Canada it would have been censored by the Chief Postal
Ottawa, then returned to the Base Post Office for
to CAMP F, which was at Fort Henry in Kingston.

I was offered the cover at ORAPEX this year, (by John Frith of
Sudbury Stamps, who had both identified and remembered it as a
"Kingston cover"), and was delighted to add it add to my "hometown
collection" of airmail to or from Kingston.
I would
also be delighted to hear from anybody with other
interesting airmail items to or from Kingston, that they would like
to trade or sell. (Or who is visiting Kingston, and would like a
tour of Fort Henry.)

Season's Greetings,

Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
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THE AMERICAN AFRICAN FERRY
PAN-AM SERVICE FAM22
WESTBOUND - GAMBIA to USA - then UK
DECEMBER 1941

13Y AIR MAIL

1941

MR DOLBY

Anteritin--Atr:can Ferry

BRITISH OVERSEAS RWAYVdaffidGION
FIRST

FLIGHT

GRAND SPA HOT
CLIFTON
BRISTOL
4

%

ENGLAND

First Airmail
Bathurst,Gambia to England
Via U,S.A.'

Gambia adhesives tied by cds BATHURST / 8DE / 41 / GAMBIA
Backstamped MIAMI FLA / JANB / 9PM / 1942 / REC'D
Due to the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour Gambia was bypassed on the first outward flight and mail from Bathurst was not
therefore carried until the second return flight on 30 Dec. As the
c.d.s. of 8th Dec was prior to the scheduled arrival date of the 1st
flight (with all the philatelic mail) the cover was handled in the
normal course of post - as confirmed by the application of the
censor stamp which was not applied to the philatelic mail. This
censor H/S (WASC Type 5) is the earliest application recorded.
The cover was carried by FAM22 to Miami (8th Jan); thence by
U.S. internal air service to New York; thence by FAM10 to Lisbon,
Portugal; thereafter possibly by BOAC/KLM to England.
This cover is a classic example of one being carried twice
across the Atlantic due to wartime conditions, in order to arrive at
its destination.
Season's Greetings from Jack Ince,

Decesper 14V6,
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Collateral Airmail Material.

The Christmas Season may provide an opportunity for
us to reflect on our collecting interests and consider some
options for diversification. Collateral material for an
airmail collection is fairly abundant and offers much color
and interest to the album. There are various types of
endorsements observed on airmail material; rubber stamps,
postal slogans, postal labels, airline promotional labels
to mention the more obvious. The Airline labels illustrated
here were popular in the 1930's and 1940's as airmail was
being developed and competition for air services was keen.
There are other Company labels available in addition to
these illustrated, and one can find several foreign airline
labels on cross-border mail where F.A.M.'s existed.

CA.MADIAN PACIFIC AIR LINER,

LIMITED

DIZTUICT

c7F)NiIo/ JAN
8 1'1'

ED MO MTINI.
NTON.
Alden,

4

6 IPM

k

Mr. W. Haldane,
Canadian Pacific Air Lines, Limited,
Room 164, Royal Alexandra Hotel,
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

..........

- '"TAIDANAC STAFF HORSE_
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Correspondence on this subject is invited;
Trelle A. Morrow,
102 - 1370 7th Avenue,
Prince George, B.C.,
V2L 3P1
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CANADIAN AIR MAIL IN THE 1990'5?
This was one of the topics of Arthur Bishop's speech at the CAS/AAMS
Dinner at CAPEX'96. His comments, (on this topic), were that:
I said at the start that my experience with air mail was by association. And it is. My
niece Lois Aylen is a pilot with Purolater. I asked her if she would be good enough to
note for me what today's air mail service is all about. She did - at the controls of a
Boeing 727 at 33,000 feet between Winnipeg and Mlrabcl 3,00 a.m. Toronto timc. I
was fast asleep while she wrote the following:

Canada Post Corporation uses all major Canadian Air Carriers and many smaller
companies to transport domestic mail within Canada. Major carriers include Air
Canada, Canadian and all their subsidiaries. Appriximately 100 smaller companies are
used for flying northbound mail from the major southern centres. This operation is
known as Northern Airstage and is vital because many of those communities lack
road or rail capabilities. Aircraft as small as single-engine Ccssnas and floatplancs arc
used. Many Indian reservations are served three times a week as are Fort Severn and
Uranium City and other smaller northern communities.

Priority Courier guaranteed overnight service and Express Post two day guarantcd
service are the first priority for air mail. It the service is not met the customer can get
a refund. Purolater aircraft are used for this. And because Canada Post owns 60 per
cent of Purolater they have rights to space in the fleet.

Kelowna Flightcraft operates a fleet of ten Boeing 727 dedicated Purolater aircraft
for ovenight service through the major Canadian centres.
The use of so many organiuzation s and planes is essential to keep the mail moving
under any circumstances. If one company runs into problems another is there to pick
it up.
The deciding factor is whether to send the mail by ground or by air. This is known as
Service Standard. Mail routings have a service standard that has to be maintined.
For example from Halifax to Winnipeg the Service Standard is four days. Canada Post
usually tries to better that by one. If that isn't possible by surface mail then air
service is utilized.

The mail is met at the airport by a ramp officer or a transport control officer who
oversees the co-ordination of the mailbags. The mail can also be met by a shuttle
contractor or mail service courier who deal with the actual delivery of the mail and
load movement.
That's the end of Lois's 33,000 foot altitude memorandum.

( Continued )
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CANADIAN AIRMAIL IN THE 1990's continued:

I think this memorandum was describing the service standards and
options for parcel post, even though it referred to "air mail" in
general. However. in view of the time that my letters often take to
travel between Provinces, I'm wondering what the current status of
our "All-Up" air mail service is?
( According to the American Air Mail Catalogue:
ALL•UP SERVICE, 1948
In 1948 ALL-UP service was inaugurated in Canada. All First Class Mail weighing up
to one ounce, originating in Canada for delivery in Canada, was to be carried by available air
service when air transmission would expedite delivery. In 1954 this was increased to 8 ounces. )

Shortly after getting the transcript of Arthur Bishop's speech, I
received the following note from Mike Shand:

QUESTION(S)
Does anyone follow current Canadian Post Office airmail routings?
I recently had to mail a small packet from Ottawa to New Jersey
(the covers we have for sale: list $2.00). I was asked whether
the routing should be by air or surface and although I paid for
air, I dont know how this would actually go (neither did the
postal clerk.)
The Post Office folder on US rates says small packets up to 300g
are $3.60 by air and $2.30 by surface. Did my packet fly from
Ottawa to perhaps New York? At one time I understood that all
out of Canada air mail went to New York. Is this still so. If
this packet had been mailed in British Columbia would it actually
have flown from Vancouver to New York city? Is there such an air
mail link? Did any of the recent new routings from Ottawa direct
to other American cities have any affect on air mail routing?
Does anyone keep track of such things or are we waiting for
another 50 years so that postal historians of the future have
something to do?
Good questions! - Can anybody answer them, and/or tell me what has
happened to "All-Up" mail?

I would like to publish a report on current

Canadian air mail practices in this newsletter,
and would welcome all contributions towards it.Please send any information you can provide to the
editor: 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, ON K7M 4Y4.
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BOA or BOAC - The Ghost of Christmas Past?
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VIRGILIO NETTO,
Poste Restante
DURBAN
South Africa

I received a copy of the above cover from Murray Heifetz, following
an interesting discussion at the symposium in Toronto.
British Overseas Airways Corporation was established on November
24th 1939 under the
BOAC Act, which merged Imperial Airways and
British Airways, and officially took over from these companies on
April 1st 1940. - This cover therefore commemorates the first day
of operations of the new company.
Two things intrigue me about this cover.
-

one is that people were preparing First Flight Covers in the
middle of a war!

-

the second, is that the cover is endorsed by "British Overseas
Airways", not "by British Overseas Airways Corporation"! - This
relates back to the debate over the use of BOA rather than BOAC,
that began in the last "Seasonal Special" newsletter. 5

Does anybody else have "First Flight Covers" from British Overseas
Airways Corporation flights during the Second World War? - I would
like to find out how many were produced, and how they were endorsed.
Please send photocopies to the editor, (4060 Bath Road, Kingston,
Ontario K7M 4Y4), and I'll follow up in a future newsletter.

December 1995 - page 22.
March 1996 - page 24.
June 1996 - page 25.
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QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any
aspect of aerophilately, is invited to send it to the editor. - I
will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following
newsletter.

INFORMATION WANTED - THE TORONTO AIR MAIL SOCIETY, 1940
THE AMERICAN AIR MAIL SOCIETY
ARE THE GUESTS OF THE

TORONTO AIR MAIL SOCIETY
ON THE OCCASION OF THEIR
er:

ir.t1—

SIR f

TOPC

VIA AIR MAIL

ELEVENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION & EXHIBITION
at the Royal York Hotel,

AUGUST P. HUESGES
96 NEDRO AVENUE,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Toronto

AUGUST 16th, and 17th, 1940

PAR
AVI n

Dear Readers of CAS,
According to the Airpost Journals of the 1940's, Toronto formed
Chapter 14 of the American Air Mail Society, which was called the
Toronto Air Mail Club. It hosted the Eleventh Annual Convention and
Exhibition of the ARMS, August 16-17 1 940 at the Royal York Hotel.
Does anyone have any recollections of this event, beside the
August and September 1940 issues of the
Airpost Journal, or the
convention covers?
The Canadian Post Office produced presentation booklets of
stamps of Columbian blue cloth, the cover stamped in silver with
the Coat of Arms of Canada, with seventeen stamps including air
mails in the 1940 period. Has anyone seen, or is owning, one of
these?
Hopefully, someone out there could tell me what happened to the
Toronto Air Mail Club personal record papers, if they existed.

Joseph Berkovits,
260 Adelaide St. East, Toronto, ON M5A 1N0
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INFORMATION WANTED:

MAIL CARRIED BY BOEING 314A FLYING BOATS OF B.O.A.C.
Can anybody help with the following question from the Bulletin of
the British Aerophilatelic Federation:
Q 142 E Menne Larsen from Denmark reminds us of the three Boeing 314As which
BOAC operated during WWII. It has always been said that these planes were not allowed
to carry ordinary mail.
Indeed, John Wilson in his recent text based on the British Civil Aviation Authority's
annual reports during WWII, notes that: These flying boats were intended primarily for
the route to West Africa, but had to visit Baltimore for overhaul after 120 hours flying,
these flights constituting an intermittant transatlantic service. The carriage of
commercial traffic on these flights was precluded by the terms of the permit issued by the
United States Authorities for the use of the facilities at Baltimore.

Can any member throw any more light on whether or not Bristol, Berwick or Bangor ever
carried any Post Office mails during the war period?

Please reply to Richard Beith, 14 Middlecroft, Guilden Sutton,
Chester CH3 7HF, England.

SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale
to the editor. - Create your own "advertisement" if you like, up to
a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

FOR SALE - SNOWBIRD COVERS
CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY

Last Flying Program for 1996
431 (AD) Squadron
The Snowbirds
15 Wing. Moose Jaw. Saskatchewan
19 October 1996
Flown in Canadi::t CT-114 Tutor Jet Position No. /

Set of 9: $45.00 - Single covers: $5.00
Available from Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, ON K2H 6R1
Please make cheques payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society"
See page 6 of this newsletter for more information.
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SALES AND WANTS continued:

FOR SALE — 1996 FLIGHT COVERS
AIR CANADA

VANCOUVER - ZURICH
VIA CALGARY

FIRST FLIGHT IN COOPERATION WITH
MMS..WirAIL7

Iro•16fillmor

AIR NIA',L
AIR CANADA

CALGARY - ZURICH
FAST FLIGHT IN COOPERATION WITH

swissaira7

g.-.011/1$162.-1
. ■ <-^
96-0E0u<
'4 GARy. NJ.6

I`r III All I I!,
Posin rnstar-,

_

■"ii440 ,,14

AIR MAIL

■11■111,

EXPOZITIA MONDIALA
DE FILATELIE

P EX 96

1960 -1996
Al XXXVI-leo CONGR ES

14.06.96

8-16.06.96

PRIN AVION LA 7 IUNIE 1996

AITAPIIM

Bucure?ti - Zurich
RO 353 / SR 461 - A 320

swissairACT
ZLIrich - Toronto
SR 136 / AC 879 - B 747
AIR CANADA

E),

DENIS HAMEL - EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CAPEX98
P.O.BOX 204 TORONTO, ONTARIO CANADA

1111.01■

Set of 3: $25.00 - Single covers: $9.00

Available from Dick Malott, 16 Harwich Crescent, Nepean, ON K2H (SRI
Please make cheques payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society"
See page 6 of this newsletter for more information.

SALES AND WANTS continued:
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KENDALL SANFORD - AEROPHILATELIC LITERATURE
Kendall now has an Internet Web Site:
The URL is:
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/Ken_Sanford/
I have listed there some recent additions to my list of aerophilatelic books,
and some nice crash covers for sale.
I also have links to other aerophilatelic web sites, and to Joe Luft's site,
which has links to over 400 philatelic sites.

CANADIAN FIRST FLIGHT COVERS FOR SALE
1
1
10
5
2
3

IRELAND to SHEDIAC
SHEDIAC to ENGLAND
HAILEYBURY to MUD LAKE
MACHIN to KENORA
GOLDEN ARM to RED LAKE
GOLDEN ARM to COLE

1
1
10
6
3
2

SHEDIAC to IRELAND
ENGLAND to SHEDIAC
MUD LAKE to HAILEYBURY
KENORA to MACHIN
RED LAKE to GOLDEN ARM
COLE to GOLDEN ARM

Contact: Fred Aschbacher, 2215 Washington, Wilmotte, IL 60091, USA.

10011100000000Mtiqt00000000004tttilloOtttilti(04000001M1101
ABRAHAM SIEGEL
P.O. BOX 6603 -CAN
Long Island City, NY 1-1106

POSTAL HISTORY"
of
CANADA
and thousands
of other U.S.A.
and Foreign
lots offered
in our
PUBLIC AUCTIONS.

WE ARE BUYERS OF
ALL POSTAL HISTORY.
WHAT DO YOU HAVE
FOR SALE ?

FREE CATALOG
UPON REQUEST.

Tel: 718-3924855
Fax: 718-7864341

140000000001t0410001004101000101011411111000001100001MOltilttt

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST i5 produced quarterly in March, June,
September and December. - If you have anything you'd like to go into
the next issue, please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
by March 1st 1997.
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
January 1997

February 1997

March 1997

13
14
17
19
65
105
106
109
111
171
173
193
216
218
219

67
69
135
172
180
220
221
222
243
244

72
136
157
174
194
207
208
236

Janive Weinstock
Murray Heifetz
Dick McIntosh
Ray Simrak
Ian Mowat
Dr Gordon L Ralph
Maurice G Malenfant
Gary J Lyon
James Larry Kobelt
Albert N Leger
G Bill Kaufmann
JP Gadoury
Barry Strong
Roy Shuker
William C Noble

Robert North Sr
Don Amos
Beatrice Bachmann
Ivan RW Burges
Elmer WA Cleary
Richard Whalley
W Arnold Stearman
Douglas M Smith
Jim Miller
James A Thompson

Fred F Blau
Friedel Egger
Robert L Meyer
Louis Poirier
Derek C Rance
Charles W Oakley
Kevin John Cabbage
John B Wheeler

In order to reduce postal costs, renewal notices will be printed in each issue of the The Canadian
Aerophilatelist. Members within a 3-4 month period of this issue of the newsletter will be notified. Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment. Final renewal notices will be
mailed out to members who have not replied.
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders etc. to be
made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
All new membership dues and renewals are $15.00 Cdn for Canada and the US and
$20.00 Cdn for Overseas addresses.
Membership No.:

Renewal Month:

Name:
Address:

e-mail:
Mail notice to: Ron Miyanishi, Secretary
124 Gamble Ave.
Toronto, Ontario
CANADA M4J 2P3

Secretary's Use Only
Date:
Payment:
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members - Its objectives are:
-to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
-to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about aerophilately among members;
-to represent Canadian aerophilatelists at the national and international levels;
-to promote and support areophilatelic research in Canada.
Membership of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is open to all interested individuals, including those
living outside of Canada, and new members are always welcome.
The annual membership dues are $15.00 Canadian in Canada and the U.S.A., $20.00 Canadian for
members Overseas. Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and sent it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario CANADA M4J 2P3
I hearby apply for membership in The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society:
Name:
Address:
Province/State:

City:
Country:

Postal Code:
Telephone:

e-mail:

Fax:

Collecting interests:
If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number:
American Philatelic Society membership number:
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada membership number:
Other:
For Secretary's use:
Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

Entered on Mailing List:
• • • • •

O

OOOO • • • • • • • • • OOOOOOO

O

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO OOOOO

41

000• OOOOO

O

EDITOR'S LAST WORD AND REMINDER
Please send all items for the next issue of the newsletter to:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario Canada K7M 4Y4
by
1st MARCH 1997

OOOOO EDO*

10

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilateiyand Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

Aserican Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
Aaerican Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateligues) - Club Member

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:
Major (Ret) R.K. 'Dick' Malott, CD
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1
Vice-President:
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Treasurer:
Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON KIR 717
Secretary:
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gaable Avenue, East York, Ontario M4J 2P3

EEditor: Chris Hargreaves
4060 Bath Road
Kingston
Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993
Tel. and Fax: (613) 829 0280
Tel: (613) 225 4254
Tel: (613) 235 8361
Tel. and Fax: (416) 421 5846
E-Mail: sgueak@interlog.co ■

SI VOUS DESIRE1 L'INFORMATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATELIE, CONSULTEZ
FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS, 58 STE-CATHERINE, ST. POLYCARPE, QUEBEC JOP 110
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NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of

The Canadian Aerophilatelist: welcome!

Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic that
combines flying and philately, including:
- the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between different
places: these usually bear special markings to identify the flight, and
are referred to as First Flight Covers;
- a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and services,
and/or of the airmail stamps issued for these services;
- commemorative stamps and covers, normally produced on the anniversary of
historically significant flights: .
- astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers that trace the
development of space flight. - Since very few covers have been flown into
space, this usually involves covers associated with the ground support
network: launch sites, tracking stations, recovery ships, etc.
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society aims to provide a forum for the exchange of
information among Canadians who are interested in any aspect of world-wide
aerophilately, and for collectors from around the world who are interested in
Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter,
which is published quarterly. 1.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
- a library from which books and periodicals can be borrowed by mail: for
details contact Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston ON K7M 4Y4.
- a translation service from French to English and vice versa: contact
Francois Bourbonnais, 58 Ste-Catherine, St. Polycarpe, Quebec JOP 1X0.
- a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale: for a full list
contact Mike Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
For more information on Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
- for general information on all Canadian airmail stamps and covers up until
1950, the Canada Section in Volume 4 of the American Air Mail Catalogue.
- This volume is now out of print, but an authorized photocopy of the
Canada Section can be obtained from Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent,
Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1, for $8.00 including postage.
- for detailed information on early air mail flights and stamps:
The Pioneer
and Semi Official Air Mails of Canada 1918 1934, C.A. Longworth Dames,
published by Unitrade Press, 99 Floral Parkway, Toronto ON M6L 2C4.
(Semi-official stamps were produced by the companies that operated the
first airmail services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue
of these stamps, and sold them from post offices, but did not assume
responsibility for the airmail, or help with the cost of the service.)
- similarly detailed is Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919-1939, by C.H.C. Harmer,
published by the American Air Mail Society, (see below).
- two very useful "general histories" of Canadian aviation are Canada's
Flying Heritage by Frank Ellis, which is the classic on aviation up to
the 1930's; and
History of Canadian Airports by T.M. McGrath, which
describes 143 airports with many references to the airmail services that
used them. - Both are available from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave.,
Toronto, Ontario M4E 386.
-

-

-

Anyone interested in aerophilately is recommended, (by the editor), to consider
joining The American Air Mail Society. - It publishes a very informative
monthly magazine, The Airpost Journal; holds 5 or 6 excellent postal auctions
each year, with many lots under $5; and publishes some very useful books and
catalogues. - Membership is $22 U.S. per year. For more information contact:
Dan Barber, AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing, MI 48909, USA.

Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do
so. - Please acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a
copy of any publication in which the reprinted material appears to the editor.
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NEWS — NEWS — NEWS
*

*
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The 1997 AGM of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society will be
held on Sunday April 27th at 2 p.m- in conjunction with ORAPEX
at the RA CENTRE, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa_

Allmembers who are interested in getting together for lunch
beforehand, should meet at the CAS table at 12 noon.
ORAPEX is the 36th ANNUAL RA STAMP CLUB EXHIBITION AND BOURSE, and
also features CANADA'S FOURTH NATIONAL PHILATELIC LITERATURE
EXHIBITION. - It will be open from 10:a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Saturday
April 26th, and 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Sunday April 27th.
Admission and parking are free.
For more information please contact Mike Shand, (his address is on
the front cover).

FUTURE REGIONAL MEETINGS
There will be a meeting of the CAS at PACIFIC'97 in San Francisco on
June 5th and 6th. - For more information please contact Dick Malott
at the AAMS/CAS society table at PACIFIC '97.
It is also planned to hold another CAS Symposium in Toronto at the
end of November.
Mike Shand will co-ordinate additional regional meetings if there is
interest in them. However, he only received three responses to the
notice in the last newsletter regarding meetings in Vancouver,
Kingston, or Montreal, so no such meetings are currently planned.

CAS RESEARCH AWARD to be presented to DEREK RANCE
Among the various articles that have been published in The Canadian
Aerophilatelist, one that stands out is the research by DEREK RANCE
on THE FIRST QUEBEC NORTH SHORE MAIL FLIGHT: DECEMBER 25 1927.
This research was:
first published in the December 1995 CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST.
reprinted by the BRITISH NORTH AMERICA PHILATELIC SOCIETY - AIR
MAIL STUDY GROUP in their April 1996 newsletter.
included in the articles submitted by the CAS to the AMERICAN
AIR MAIL SOCIETY for the special Canadian/CAPEX issue of THE
AIRPOST JOURNAL, and published in the November 1996 issue.
translated by LA SOCIETE D'HISTOIRE POSTALE DU QUEBEC, and
published in the Winter 1996 issue of their BULLETIN.
In recognition of this unique achievement, Derek will be presented
with a special CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING
RESEARCH at our Annual General Meeting.
Derek has also been nominated by the CAS for a FISA RESEARCH AWARD.
- These were created at the XXXVth CONGRESS in 1995, when F.I.S.A.
declared 1996 the FISA YEAR OF AEROPHILATELIC RESEARCH.
Congratulations Derek!
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SECRETARY'S REPORT
Welcome to the following new members:
#259
#260
#261

John Hopkinson, Water Valley, Alberta.
Fred Dietz, Panama City, Florida, U.S.A.
James Walsh, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

and 13 complimentary
dues-paying members,
have 148
We now
memberships. - This is a nice increase from 145 dues-paying members
in March 1996, and 126 in March 1995.

Membership Breakdown: (Province/State/Country)
Canada:
Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Newfoundland
Northwest Territories
Ontario
Quebec
Saskatchewan

8
11
3
3
1
1
53
13
3

Total

96

USA:
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Illinois
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Oregon
Texas
Washington
Wisconsin

3
1
2
4
7
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2

Total

31

International:
Cayman Islands
England
France
Germany
Netherlands
New Zealand
South Africa
Switzerland

1
7
2
3
1
1
1
5

Total

21

Total active membership:

148

In addition, 13 complimentary memberships are
carried on the mailing list:
Australia
Belgium
Canada
England
Germany
India
Norway
Switzerland
Turkey
USA

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
3

Total

13

Ron Miyanishi
Secretary, CAS

TREASURER'S REPORT
There was a detailed Treasurer's Report in the last newsletter, and
Ivan MacKenzie will be producing an update for the Annual General
Meeting. The new report will be printed in the next newsletter.
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please address reply to:

I have five important matters to bring to your attention concerning activities of the CAS. The first is the
status of our CAS catalogue, The Air Mails Of Canada And Newfoundland. After a seven month delay
after the cancellation of our catalogue launch at CAPEX'96 the AAMS Board of Directors' have agreed to
return all of our discs and data to our dedicated secretary, Ron Miyanishi, who has volunteered to check
all that has been done, make all necessary corrections, and work with the publisher, Edwards Brothers
Book Publishing Company in Ann Arbour, Michigan. This is the company that has published all of the
more recent AAMS catalogues and reference books. Their representative goes to Toronto as required to
discuss any preparation problems. The AAMS will provide in writing their agreement to pay for the
production of 2,000 catalogues and more if sales warrant it. The CAS will have complete control of the
preparation of the catalogue, including arrangements for illustrations, maps, and ads.
I will be inviting dealers, auctioneers, collectors and well wishers to purchase ads in the catalogue. The
requirements for ad specifications have yet to be finalized but the rates in US dollars will be as follows:
full page $350.00; 1/2 page $200.00; 1/4 page $110.00; 1/8 page $60.00; 1/8 page for greetings from well
wishers $50.00. Those interested in an ad should contact me immediately for ad specifications. Camera
ready ads are preferred. Payment must be in US dollars made payable to the AAMS. Here is a chance for
CAS members to become part of aerophilatelic history. It has been 17 years since an update of the
Canadian and Newfoundland air mail catalogue has been done. After we publish who knows how soon
again! Place your best wishes ad now.
Our schedule is to launch the catalogue in San Francisco at PACIFIC'97 on 6 June 1997, the last day of
the CAS Convention and the first day of the AAMS Convention. The CAS has two days allocated for
activities - 5 and 6 June with three one hour periods allocated - one for a meeting, one for a lecture on
Canadian pioneer flights, and one for the book launch. The AAMS has invited the CAS to share their
Society table complimentary and to help look after its activities. The AAMS annual convention will be
from the 6 to 8 June 1997 inclusive. Any of the CAS members attending PACIFIC'97 are invited to help
at the AAMS/CAS Society table during the exhibition, 29 May to 8 June inclusive. Any important news
will be disseminated to our members before the commencement of PACIFIC'97. Our plan is to submit our
completed data to the publishers by 1 April and to receive the completed catalogues for the launch in San
Francisco by 2 June 1997. We expect to have 500 to 550 pages for this hard cover catalogue. A price has
not yet been set but we hope for a final cost to the collector at $35.00 to $45.00 US. If we have a successful
ad campaign the price will be nearer $35.00 US.
The second event is the opening of the Canadian Postal Museum's permanent location in the Canadian
Museum of Civilization (CMC)in Hull, Quebec on 11 June 1997. I have been asked to be a guest curator
to assist in the preparation of the air mail material for the exhibition, Courrier du ciel - Winged
Messenger. I have seen the magnificent plans for this 15 month exhibition which will feature air mail
achievements in Canada, France and various foreign destinations. The Canadian War Museum has agreed
to loan the first official mail bag used by Captain Brian Peck on his historic flight on 23/24 June 1918
from Montreal to Toronto, the air mail envelope and letter sent by his mother on the flight, and a
marvelleous 1/72 inch scale model of the JN-4 Flying Jenny aircraft. We are arranging an air mail flight
from the Rockcliffe Flying Club to the front of the CMC by a seaplane. A special envelope will be
prepared with an appropriate cachet for the souvenir air mail covers. Those responsible for the creation
and development of this excellent exhibition are to be heartily congratulated for the originality of the
exhibits that will be presented. Those responsible at the Canadian Postal Museum are Chantil Baril,
designer; Denise Corbett, interpretation officer,; Danielle Goyer, project officer; and Bianca Gendreau,
( Continued )
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curator. A second book launch for our catalogue will be an integral part of the official opening on 11 June
1997 with plenty of publicity for our catalogue. If at all possible plan to attend this opening event. When
has an aerophilatelic Society ever had such an opportunity to publicize its activities?
The third item is the sale of our souvenir covers through our Vice-President Mike Shand. Our latest items
are the autographed set of nine Snowbird covers flown on the last performance at 15 Wing, CFB Moose
Jaw, Saskatchewan on 19 October 1996 ($45.00) or singles at $6.00 each; Malaysian Airlines first flight
from Kuala Lumpur to Vancouver, B.C. on 3 November 1995 ($10.00); and a set of three first flight
covers for $25.00 - TAROM (Romanian Airlines) and Swissair Bucharest-Zurich-Toronto for CAPEX'96
on 14 June 1996; and Air Canada and Swissair Vancouver - Zurich and Calgary - Zurich on 15 June
1996. New Canadian related first flight covers are few and far between. Is it not typical of Canadian
bureaucratic organizations such as Canada Post Corporation, Air Canada, and Canadian Airlines
International that foreign airlines and philatelic organizations can obtain these special first flight covers,
but a Canadian Society, such as the CAS, have been resolutely refused permission to prepare first flight
covers for new flight routes coming to and going from Canada. With these four new covers as examples as
to what is being done I will be requesting Canada Post Corporation and the two major Canadian airlines
to allow the CAS to prepare first flight envelopes in the future for the benefit of collectors and to raise
much needed funds for the CAS.
The fourth item concerns our finances. Our income is a result of our dues($15.00 per year for residents of
Canada and $20.00 for the USA & other countries to help cover the extra postage rates) and from the sale
of first flight covers. Our major cost is the production of our excellent newsletter, The Canadian
Aerophilatelist, edited by Chris Hargreaves of Kingston, Ontario. We usually have 250 copies of our 32
page newsletter run off by Rapid Copy Plus of Bells Corners, Nepean, Ontario at a cost of .04 cents per
page. There is actually 16 double sided pages prepared and the cost includes the white bond paper
provided by Rapid Copy Plus. The cost equals approximately $370.00 per issue - $320.00 for printing,

plus $22.40 for GST, and then 8% on all this for the PST of $27.39. We obtain our postage at a 20%
discount to cover the postage rate of .90 cents for Canada; $1.17 for the USA; and $2.25 for other foreign
destinations. The last issue (December 1996) cost of postage was approximately $228.24 less 20% for a
sum of $182.59. The approximate cost of each issue is approximately $553.00. Our Treasurer, Ivan
MacKenzie will show us in his first quarterly report for 1997 our financial position. We do not wish to
increase our dues so are there members of the CAS who would be interested in donating $5.00 or $10.00
to help out in covering our newsletter costs for 1997? I will start the ball rolling by donating $10.00.
There are no gift tax receipts. What you receive is the satisfaction of promoting our excellent newsletter,
The Canadian Aerophilatelist. Only in the direst of need would I wish to see the newsletter reduced to
three issues per year. If you are inclined to assist please send your donation to our Treasurer, Ivan
MacKenzie, 2411 - 420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, Ontario, K1R 7T7. Thanks.
The fifth item is to remind all in the Ottawa area that the CAS will have a table at ORAPEX'97 at the RA
Centre Curling Rink, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Saturday, 26 April 1997, 10:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m., and Sunday, 27 April 1997, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Admission and parking are free. This event is
the 36th Annual RA Stamp Club Exhibition & Bourse and Canada's Fourth National Philatelic Literature
Exhibition. Although I am the Publicity Officer for the event I will not be present as I will be on a
month's holidays in Naples, Florida, 11 April to 12 May 1997 and at PACIFIC'97 in Los Angeles, 26
May to 10 June 1997. Our Vice-President, Mike Shand will look after ORAPEX'97 CAS events. At this
exhibition the contributions of Nelson Bentley, our Treasurer for 12 years, and Derek Rance for his
Canadian aerophilatelic research will be acknowledged. Support the CAS at ORAPEX'97!
(RI( Malott)
Major (Ret.)
President CAS
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IN MEMORIAM: LEWIS LEIGH, first pilot of TCA
`Lewie' Leigh led life of high endeavour

Taken from
notes made by
SquadronLeader
Noel (Buzz)
Ogilvie RCAF
(retired) for the
eulogyhe gave at
the funeral of
Group Captain
Zebulon Lewis
(Lewie) Leigh
RCAF (retired).
Lewie Leigh
died at the age of
91 December 2Z
1996 at West
Lincoln Memorial
Hospital, Grimsby,
Ontario.

From barnstormer to bush pilot to
commercial pilot to RCAF Group Captain.
Zebulon Lewis (Lewie) Leigh had four flying
careers that spanned Canadian aviation from its
infancy into the modern age.
He flew everything from Gypsy Moths to
Sabres, landed them on water, ice, dirt and
tarmac, launched the national airline, logged
the equivalent of nearly two years in the
cockpit, and loved every minute of it.
After retiring from the RCAF, he moved to
Grimsby, and became a fruit farmer.
A number of years ago he got together with
some of his old bush pilot pals, and as guests
of another old bush pilot, Max Ward, they
new to England and then to France to pick up
one or the biggest and certainly the most
expensive awards of his career. In Toulouse,
France, at the factory of Airbus Industrie
Consortium, Mr. Ward, owner of Ward*,
took delivery of his first A310, a $75 million
state-of-the-art jetliner.
In recognition of a long and distinguished
career, the name given the sleek new machine
was the Z. Lewie Leigh. After spending some
time in the cockpit of the A310 on the flight
back to Canada, Group Captain Leigh
pronounced it a "magnificent machine. A
jewel."
Certainly it was far removed from the late
'20s when young Lewie Leigh flew canvascovered biplanes across the dusty prairies, or
the early '30s when he piloted ski-planes into
the Arctic and helped the Mounties get their
man. At this time he was sharing the airways
with such aviation pioneers as Punch Dickins,
Wop May, Walter Gilbert, and Grant

McConachie.
In 1937 he was hired as the first pilot of the
fledgling Trans Canada Airline, charged with
the task of training other pilots and mapping
out the range stations.
Two years later, with a co-pilot, one
stewardess and a handful of paying passengers,
he flew a brand-new twin-engine Lockheed 14
from Winnipeg to Vancouver, and helped to
inaugurate the airline that would evolve into
Air Canada. After the rough and tumble of
piloting in the bush, the TCA post, complete
with tailored uniforms and heated aircraft,
came as "a change. A comfortable change."
In 1939, the Royal Canadian Air Force
called him into active service with the rank of
Flight Lieutenant, and the task of organizing
anti-submarine patrols with convoys off the
east coast. Later he was charged with
establishing the overseas mail service for
Canadian forces.
After the war he continued to head up
Transport Command, and in 1946 he received
the nation's highest aviation award, the
TransCanada McKee Trophy.
Typically he was at his best when the odds
were worst. Forthright, often blunt, in his
early days he was always ready to challenge
authority the moment it looked pompous,
thinspun or synthetic. He cared nothing for
personal consequences which might flow from
such criticism, and his promotion in the
RCAF suffered because of it.
In his life, straightness, ability and
leadership were the torch which lit the way.
His was a life of high endeavour. He was truly
a determined and courageous man.

This obituary is reprinted from the Spring 1997 issue of THE FLYER.
This is the newsletter of CANADA'S AVIATION HALL OF FAME, which is a
charitable organization that aims to preserve the aviation heritage
of Canada by honoring individuals and their accomplishments. — For
more information contact: Canada's Aviation Hall of Fame, Box 6360,
Wetaskiwin, Alberta T9A 2G1.
"Lewie" Leigh wrote a very readable autobiography, AND I SHALL FLY,
which includes a lot of information regarding his civilian flying
activities. It can be obtained from CANAV books: see page 2.
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IN MEMORIAM: W/C HARRY BRYANT CD, 1910-1996
Harry was born in Innisfail, Alberta, July 21, 1910. As a young
man, he moved to Vancouver and found work in a box factory.
In March 1927, he saw a small - advertisement in the Vancouver
Sun "Young men wanted in RCAF. Apply in person to CO
Jericho Beach."Harry signed up, was given his serial number
-2-19 - and shipped out to Camp Borden as a Rigger. Thus
began a military career that spanned three decades and
embraced the adventure that the new technology offered.
After earning his Pilot Wings in 1929, Harry was posted to
Jericho Beach. During this time, he flew at the official opening
of the Vancouver International Airport and completed the first
instrument flying course offered in Canada. During the Ottawa
Conference in 1932, Harry flew the first Air Mail in North
America - flying from Ottawa to ships in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence. In 1934, Harry married his beloved Laura and
whisked her off to Dartmouth, NS where Harry was on loan to
the RCMP chasing rum runners off the Atlantic coast. By 1936,
Harry was the first NCO flying instructor rated A-1 in the
RCAF.
During the Second World War, Harry earned his commission
and was the Chief Flying Instructor at #10 SFTS (Moncton)
and at #6 SFTS (Dunville). Later, he commanded the #6 SFTS.
In 1942, he was posted to the Empire Flying School in England
as a test pilot. Given a choice between ferrying Mosquitos to
France or flying transport in the Mediterranean, he chose the
latter ending as CO RAF Station Rabat, Morocco. Ironically,
he was the senior British officer in Rabat although he was
Canadian.
Following the war, Harry was the CO who closed Jericho
Beach, the CTO RCAF Station Namao (Edmonton), and then in
1952 he re-opened RCAF Comox as CTO. While in Comox, he
flew with the 407 Squadron.
Wing Commander Harry Bryant, CD retired to Comox in 1959.

IN MEMORIAM: WELDY PHIPPS, 1922-1996
WELDY PHIPPS, the Canadian bush pilot who has died
aged 74, made the Arctic
accessible all year round by
fitting his light aircraft with

oversized wheels and lowpressure tyres which
enabled it to land on shale
outcrops and tundra during
summer.
In the winter the most
remote stations and field
parties could be served by
light aircraft on skis. But
before 1956, when Phipps
took off in his specially
adapted Piper Super-Cub at
Pelly Lake, North West Territories, operations often had
to be halted during the fourmonth summer.
Phipps shows off his big wheels

Welland Wilfred Phipps
was born on July 23 1922 and
went to school in Ottawa.
During the Second World
War, he served as a flight
engineer in bombers with
405 and 409 Squadrons,
RCAF, and was shot down
over Essen. He was captured
in Holland but seized the
opportunity to escape while
being marched between two
prison camps.
Phipps gained his pilot's
licence in 1946 and after
going into partnership set up
his own company, Atlas Aviation, which transported
merchandise, newspapers
and films and emergency
doctors from his base at
Resolute.

Weldy Phipps was awarded the TransCanada McKee Trophy for 1961.Another accolade is that this is part of an obituary that appeared
in a British newspaper: The Daily Telegraph, 30th December 1996.
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ROYAL PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF CANADA
Members of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society have been invited to
apply for membership of the RPSC. - The RPSC provides a variety of
services to its members: I asked Raymond Ireson to summarize these,
and he suggests that "three good reasons" for joining the Royal are:

1] for members residing "off the beaten track", the Society's mail circuit sales
department could prove to be a God-send, plus, this is a great way for such members
to dispose of their duplicates or unwanted material.
2] for members having valuable philatelic holdings the Society has an insurance
programme ... you must know that most regular insurance companies refuse
applications for stamp collection coverage, so the Society's programme is a definite
plus of membership.
3] I personally believe The Canadian Philatelist has improved very considerably in
content since the current Editor, Steve Thorning, took over. I find the journal to be
very readable ... but it is only available to RPSC members.
Annual dues for the RPSC are $25Cdn. for Canadian residents, $25US
for American and overseas residents, plus a $5.00 admission fee.For more information and/or an Application Form, contact: Raymond
Ireson, 86 Cartier, Roxboro, Quebec, H8Y 168.

THE AEROGRAMME SOCIETY
The Australasian Aerogramme Society has changed its name, to reflect
its growing worldwide membership and focus.
Write Tuslpg

:erogr:mme, of course]

for your 17 FL6E .Newsletter lod:y1
•

The Aerogramme Society was formed In 1996 as a

`PO 'Pox 380 'Mitchell

study group for collectors of aerogrammes
•

Australia & Los Angeles, USA
•

The 'AerogrammeR . newsletter to be produced
quarterly [Feb, May, Aug & Nov) each year

•

Current members are from Australia, USA, New
Zealand, Malaysia, India, South Afica & Iraq

•

Features of the Newsletter are: new world-wide Issues, Internet resources, thematics Itopicals], auction review, and we have a feature aerogramme
each issue all this is then professionally bound with
colour cover with permanent acid-free paper to
keep for a life time

•

Revt, $ryo

Editorial Committee currently based in Canberra,

The AerogrammeR will in future have sections on
publications L catalogues, readers letters and comments, members sale/exchange and dealers ads

2911 Austr:112

ere to ilud us:

1 you 11\% anywhere on this map then you are
more than -welcome to join the Aerogramme
s ociety. We vim to be an :?ccessibLe, LtArt77:2 Vve, interactive & processional study group.
you h ave an Interest LI')
aerogrammes & irLetters & -wish to be involved in this exciting
& new venture then JOIN

rfo4DAY!

The annual membership
fee is $20Australian, ($10 [A or NZ] for
Australian and New Zealand residents). - North American enquiries
can be sent to: Jerry Kasper, 1754 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
90024, USA; (E-mail: kasper@telhub.com)
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PHILATELIC EXHIBITING - CAPEX 1 96
The judging at CAPEX'97 produced a flurry of comments, both at the
exhibition, and in the philatelic press afterwards. – The following
analysis by Robert P. Odenweller includes some interesting
statistics to put the CAPEX results in a wider perspective:
CAPEX — From the Judge's Side.
Another CAPEX has come and gone, and
with it a new batch of results for those
planning for Pacific 97. Many should be
happy, some may be disappointed. There
were a total of 138 U.S. exhibits, which
included 21 literature entries. For 53 of the
exhibits I had a previous history of their
results at international shows, which were
compared with their results in CAPEX.
There were also 25 national results, but
they are usually not very helpful, since a
national gold could be anywhere from an
international silver to a large gold. A few
statistics about the 53 for which 1 had previous international history may be of interest:
Deviation from Previous Number of Exhibits
-4
1
-2
2
-1
7
0
22
+1
19
+2
+3

1
1

Jury regulations prevent discussion of
the specifics of deliberations. As general
observations, however, my examination of
the three that were more than one level
below previous results showed that the
larger deviation exhibit was very probably
not appreciated by the team due to its
modern nature and method of mounting,
whereas one of the two level difference
exhibits was probably closer to its actual
level than its previous showing.
One level differences can result from as
little as a single point or as much as nine
points. In the relatively short time available during the judging process, I managed to look at all of the exhibits (except
the literature) from U. S. exhibitors, but in
some cases was not able to do so before
the results had been finalized, which for
all exhibits below the gold medal level
coincides with the "first reading." The
total of U. S. exhibitors amounted to three
times the number of exhibits that I was
responsible for in the two categories that I

was assigned, which had few U. S.
exhibitors.
In a number of cases it was possible to
offer additional reasons for appreciation of
exhibits and to obtain more equitable
results for them. In others, I realized that
the exhibitors may have had exceptional
material, but they had failed to make an
exhibit of it. In the long run, the latter
seemed to be the biggest failing of a number of U. S. exhibitors. In my discussions
with the judges from the other teams, however, I found that they usually had very
sound and defensible reasons for their
findings, whatever the previous results
may have been.

This analysis is reprinted from The Philatelic Exhibitor, quarterly
journal of the AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PHILATELIC EXHIBITORS. –
The American Association of .'hilatelic Exhibitors has been formed in order to share and discuss ideas and techniques
geared to improving standards of exhibit preparation, judging and the management of exhibitions. We exist to serve the
entire range of people who work or have an interest in one or more of the these fields; whether they be novice, experienced
or just beginning to think about getting involved. Through pursuit of our purposes, it is our goal to encourage your
increasing participation and enjoyment of philatelic exhibiting.

Annual dues in the AAPE are $18.00US. – For more information and/or
a membership application form, please contact: Dr. Russell V.
Skavaril, Executive Secretary AAPE, 222 E. Torrence Rd., Columbus,
OH 43214, U.S.A.

IBRA 99 - GERMANY
IBRA 99 will be the first FIP sanctioned stamp
show with all exhibiting classes to be held in
Germany since IHRA 73 in Munich in 1973.
IBRA 99 will be held in Nuremberg from April
27th to May 4th 1999. It is planned to have
more than 4,000 exhibit frames, and over 200
dealers.

INTERNATIONALE
BRIEFNIARKEN
WELTAUSSTELLUNG

Bulletin No.1
can be obtained from Dick
Malott, 16 Harwick Cres., Nepean ON K2H 6R1.
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SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN CIVIL AVIATION

More U.S. airlines to fly to Toronto
WASHINGTON (AP) — Four airlines
were awarded the rights to begin service from U.S. cities to Toronto next
year; the Transportation Department
announced Friday.
The award allows the airlines to begin two daily, round-trip flights to
Toronto beginning Feb. 24.
The new services are part of a phasein of the Open Skies agreement befrom

tween the U.S. and Canada.
Continental Airlines will conduct
the service from Newark, New Jersey:
Delta Air Lines from Atlanta; Midway
Airlines from Raleigh-Durham, North
Carolina; and Northwest Airlines from
Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Continental, Delta and Northwest already serve Toronto, and the new
rights will permit additional flighis,^

THE OTTAWA CITIZEN, 16th November 1997.

Profits up, but not from passengers or cargo
By Allan Swift
MONTREAL/The Canadian Press

Ft., ..otha..1.4\Codek'

A
Canadian Airlines and higher fuel
costs depressed Air Canada's operating

BRUISING PRICE WAR WITH RIVAL

income in 1996, but the carrier saved
its bottom line by selling its investment
in a U.S. airline.
Operating income, which excludes
taxes and extraordinary items, dropped to $215 million from $275 million
in 1995, the Montreal-based airline reported yesterday.
"What you see is a company not
making much money carrying either
people or cargo," said analyst Fred
Larkin, with Bunting Warburg.
from

Operating revenues increased eight
per cent to $4.8 billion.
"No, we were not happy with our operating income," chief executive Lamar
Durrett admitted in a conference call.
Durrett added that 1997 will be better but he refused to be specific.
A 12-per-cent increase in fuel prices
added $100 million to costs in 1996.
Price wars with Canadian Airlines on
domestic routes hurt both airlines, and
Durrett said the domestic market "will
continue to be extremely difficult"
He said Air Canada's share of the combined market in 1996, based on tickets

sold by travel agents, grew by one percentage point to 57 per cent compared
with 43 per cent for Canadian.
Canadian Airlines reported this week
that ridership was up in January, as
passengers scared off by the airline's financial crisis in December appeared to
be coming back.
Air Canada plans to hire 1,100 employees, mostly flight attendants, this
year as new flights are added to U.S.
and foreign destinations. The airline
employed an average of 19,900 last
year

THE KINGSTON WHIG–STANDARD. 22nd February 1997.

Capt Saudamini Deshmukh with her crew of an all-women Indian
Airlines Airbus flight between Bombay and New Delhi in June 1995.
"Express photo", reproduced in the

F. I.S.A. BULLETIN May 1996.
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JERICHO BEACH
AND THE WEST COAST FLYING BOAT STATIONS
THE OFFER

THE BOOK
JERICHO BEACH And The West Coast Flying
Boat Stations - approximately 300 pages.
A chronological history of Jericho Beach. Includes
• first hand recollections, original photographs, crests
and other memorabilia provided by the airmen who
contributed to this exciting period of BC history.
• charts detailing aircraft flown on the west coast
from 1920 to 1947.

A Special. purchase for Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society members $35.00 per book + $4.00 shipping
& handling. Your book is inscribed
"1 of 1,000" and signed by the
author; cheque for $39.00 payable
to-Chris Weicht, at address below.
OFFER VALID TO MAY 15th 1997:
please mention CAS when ordering.

COMPANION SET

A book and signed artist's proof of the
original watercolour created for the
cover by Michael Dean.
The print, (16" x 13"), depicts Curtiss
HS-2L, G-CYGA, on the slipway at Jericho
Beach on January 6th 1925.
There is a limit of 50 sets, price $160.

P.O. Box 85, Chemainus, British Columbia VOR 1K0

CHRISTOPHER WEIC HT

Tel: (250) 246-1203 .0- Fax: (250) 246-1205
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THE FIRST OFFICIAL CANADIAN AIRMAIL DESIGNATION - 1928

Murray Heifetz
ti iA AIR MAIL

-

FlifS MAIL WAS CARRIED BY
POSTAL AIRPLANE

ziz z 6pA_.t

TO TORONTO
J

Since the first regular airmail service began in 1918, various methods were used to designate this mode for
transmission of the mail. The vast majority of these were private, although U.P.U. agreements in 1924 and 1928
established sonic uniform concepts. Hence we find use of etiquettes; the words "Via Airmail" or "Par Avion" either
typed, written, or handstamped; blue and red lozenges or stripes on envelopes, and specific stamp issues valid only
for airmail service.
The Canadian postal service had no need to create specific rules until late 1927 since, until that period, it had no
contracts for carriage of mail by air. From 1927 to mid 1928 it authorized a series of experimental flights to

demonstrate the feasibility of mail transmission by air, culminating with the introduction of the 5c airmail rate in
August and the issuance of the first airmail stamp in September.
On May 5, 1928, the Toronto Postmaster's office issued a letter advising of the inauguration of an airmail smice
between Toronto and Montreal with a connection link to Rimouski. The initial frequency was to be twice weekly in
each direction. On each eastward trip there was to be a close connection at Rimouski with an outgoing mailcarrying transatlantic liner. The airmail service would initially carry only first class and special delivery mail.
On the same date, a letter was issued from the Ottawa Postmaster's office advising of the inauguration of once
weekly service between Ottawa and Montreal. From Montreal there was a similar letter in French. However this
letter was dated May 2, amde no mention of connection with Rimouski or frequency of service and merely noted
the potential interest and importance of the first flight cover in which it was enclosed.
( Continued )
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THE FIRST OFFICIAL CANADIAN AIRMAIL DESIGNATION -

1928 by

Murray Heifetz - continued:

According to these Postmaster letters, the May 5 departure from Toronto was"to connect with the Empress of
Scotland sailing from Rimouski. The May 12 flight was to connect with the Laurentic. However, the Toronto Star,
on May 5, reported that mail from Toronto to Rimouski May 5 "destip€d for the steamer Regina"
The Empress
of Scotland was due to dock on May 5 coming westbound, and matl from
i this ship was to be carried on the return
flight from Rimouski via Montreal to Toronto on May 5 . However, to Empress was delayed by fog in the Gulf of

St. Lawrence and was not expected to dock until early Sunday May . Mail from this ship was picked up and flown
to Montreal and Toronto but, being Sunday, the Postmaster advised that there would be no delivery until Monday
May 7 except for special delivery mail which, on phone advice from the Post office, could be picked up. Mail and
parcels for the May 5 flight from Toronto to Rimouski could be delivered to the Adelaide St. post office up to 10.40
a.m. and at Union Station up to 11.00 a.m.. From there it would be stamped, checked, put into bags, and then
trucked to Leaside aerodrome. Up to 800 lbs. of combined mail and parcels could be accepted.
The air mileage from Toronto to Montreal was 310 miles and from Montreal to Rimouski 350 miles. The flying
time Toronto to Montreal was 3-1/2 hours and from Montreal to Rimouksi 4-1/2 hours. The previous time required
by rail was 21 hours from Rimouksi to Montreal - a saving of 13 hours. The first flight from Toronto to Montreal
on May 5 was by J. H. St. Martin of Canadian Transcontinental Airways in a Fairchild aircraft. The first flight
from Rimouksi to Montreal on May 6 was by Romeo Vachon.
Presumably in anticipation of these new services, the Post Office ordered cachets to indicate the carriage by air.
This study of the cachets or markings has revealed a number of curious things for which no explanation is
presently available. The cachets all had the same general wording - "THIS MAIL WAS CARRIED BY POSTAL
AIRPLANE TO MONTREAL (or Ottawa or Toronto)". The strikes were proofed in Ottawa in April 1928. As will
be subsequently detailed, there are two distinct varieties of strikes - one with a "wide" vertical spacing and one with
a narrower spacing. The proof strikes reproduced in the Robert Lee publication are only the wide spacing yet the
narrower spacing is by far the more common.
The question of how, when, and by whom these strikes were applied is also uncertain.. It is assumed that the Post
Office issued specifications as to size which local postmasters in the three cities could then have reproduced.
Because of variation in the size of the markings, this seems to fit better than the idea of the markings all having
been made by one source in Ottawa and then distributed. There is a question of how the markings were applied. In
most cases, the strike would indicate a hand held device. The letters are probably made of metal as there is very
little variation in the lettering of the kind expected if they were a rubber stamp. The rectangular border is a little
more difficult to judge. Here, one finds slurred strikes of the type that would result from uneven pressure on a hand
held rubber stamp. However, even the assumption of a hand held device is uncertain. Covers are known with a
strike in the left portion of the envelope and a piece of the same strike overlapping the right side of the envelope as
though the strike were applied by a roller or machine with fixed spacing between strikes. Beyond the qustion of
where and how, there is also a question of 'when'. Many covers are known carried on these services, including the
first flights, which did not receive the marking. There are several possibilities. The marking could have been
randomly applied. It is possible that the covers were bundled and only the top of the bumdle received the marking.
These are however only speculations. This writer has not yet found any clue as to when it was applied.
To date, three distinct types of markings have beem identified:
Type I - The "Narrow" spacing, best descibed by the rectangular width - 20 mm.
Type IT - The "Wide" spacing, described by the rectangular width - 23 mm., with period after the city name.
Type III - The "Wide" spacing with no period after the city name. This type has so far been found only on the
Montreal marking. The length of the enclosed lines in type II for Montreal is greater than in type
III and is in excess of the size shown on the proofed markings.
In addition to variation in types, there is variation in colours of ink used. In the vast majority of cases, the strike is
in black or a grayish black. Colour variations are very rare but are known in violet, blue, and a blue-gray. One
cover is known with a double strike on the front. There are several with a strike on both front and back. The length
of the three lines within the rectangle are the same for both the wide and narrow spacing types except for Toronto,

where the bottom line in the narrow spacing is 2-3 mm longer than in the wide spacing.

( Continued
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THE FIRST OFFICIAL CANADIAN AIRMAIL DESIGNATION - 1928 by Murray Heifetz - continued:
The time saving in this Rimouski route did not apply only to mail from incoming transatlantic ships. The
"Maritime Express", operated by CNR from Halifax is know to have been routed such that mail from Halifax and
other maritime cities on its route were offloaded at Rimouksi and put on the flight to Montreal and Toronto, thus
saving about 13 hours in mail delivery from the Maritimes. Covers are known posted at Halifax 9.30 a.m. May 7
and Moncton 9.00 pm May 14 that were delivered using this route.
The complete range of dates during which the marking was used has not yet been established. My earliest 1928
dates are from the UK westward dated from Perth, Scotland April 26th (via Montreal). My earliest eastward cover
is from Toronto dated May 4 (flown May 5). My latest date is Oct. 11, 1928 from New York (to Montreal). In 1929
my westbound covers are April 24 from London and June 5, posted at sea, - both to Toronto. I also have one cover
from Rimouksi to Montreal May 9 without the cachet.
in many other aspects of this marking, one can only speculate about its ending. Lack of usage between October
1928 and April 1929 can be associated with cessation of ocean traffic up the St. Lawrence. On October 1, 1928
regular scheduled service on contract mail started between Toronto and Montreal and on Jan. 28, 1929 between
Montreal, Ottawa, and the Maritimes. Hence there was little purpose in specifically distinguishing the 3 routes for
which the cachet had been used. Also, in April, May, and October 1928 a new marking had been proofed - a
smaller rectangular box enclosing the words "AIR MAIL" without any city reference. This was the marking that
was used from 1929 well into the modern period to designate carriage of mail by air and evidently replaced the
earlier cachet. It is likely that the continued usage in 1929 applied only on westbound mail offloaded from
incoming ships at Rimouski and continuing by flight to Montreal or Toronto.
As

The basic marking is shown below. Various key dimensions are noted as a means of distinguishing between the
various types. Dimension "K" is the important one to separate the wide and narrow spacing types.
In summary, based on the covers in the collections of the writer and a few friends, there is presently known 3
major types distinguished by size, 3 and possibly 4 colours of ink used for the marking , application by hand stamp
and possibly by machine or roller , and with an earliest date of posting April 26, 1928 and latest date June 5,
1929. If there are any known covers which will expand the range in any of the above categories, or add anything
new to the present knowledge, please send this to Murray Heifetz, 49 Ternhill Cres., Don Mills, Ont. M3C 2E4 or
send it for publication in a future issue of the CAS Bulletin to Chris Hargreaves.
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THE "BREMEN" RESCUE - 1928
Derek Rance
Questions were asked in the September, and December, 1996 issues of the Canadian Aerophilatelist with
regard to supposed Bremen Rescue related covers. As one of these covers was flown on April 18, 1928 from Clarke
City to Murray Bay (La Malbaie), it was wondered whether this cover corresponds to those listed in AAMC #208.
Before answering this inquiries, it should be noted that many accounts exist of the Bremen Rescue.
Unfortunately, but not unusually, many of these histories contain serious distortions.
The most accurate accounting of the Bremen Trans-Atlantic Flight was published by the three Bremen pilots
Kohl, Fitzmaurice and von Huenefeld in their book "The Three Musketeers of the Air". This publication contains
each individual pilot's account of the flight. The following chronology emerges:
April 12, 1928. The Bremen takes off from Baldonnel, Ireland at 5:15 a.m.
April 13, 1928. After flying through a gale, the Labrador coast was reached 36 1/2 hours later. As most of the flight
had occurred in clouds with severe wind buffeting, the aviators became lost. Consequently they decided to
land at the first habitation they saw. This was the Greenly Island lighthouse in the Strait of Belle Isle. The
landing was made on a lagoon on the island. However, break-up was then occurring. As the plane was on
wheels, not skis, the wheels broke through the lagoon's thin crustal ice. The plane nosed over, damaging the
propeller and wheels and breaking the axle. After making the aircraft secure, the fliers were taken in by the
lighthouse keeper, Le Templier..Using the Long Point of Blanc Sablon telegraph station, which was located
on the mainland, 2 miles North of Greenly Island, telegrams, requesting help and spare parts, were sent.
April 14, 1928. To aid the Bremen flyers the Quebec Government promptly chartered the two Fairchild aircraft of the
Canadian Transcontinental Airways. "Duke" Schiller with Dr. Louis Cuisinier as passenger, took off from
Lake St. Agnes at 10:45 a.m.. They reached Seven Islands that afternoon. Here they refueled the plane and
spent the night. The flight to Greenly Island was not continued that day, as the destination could not be
reached before nightfall.
April 15, 1928. At 5:15 p.m. Schiller and Cuisinier landed on the frozen sea at Greenly Island, after having again
refueled at Natashquan. On the same day, Romeo Vachon, with four reporters on board, left Lake St. Agnes
for Greenly Island.
April 16, 1928. In order to meet with Miss Herta Junkers (daughter of the manufacturer of the "Bremen") who had
flown to Lake St. Agnes to provide assistance, as well as to organize the rescue effort for the plane,
Fitzmaurice was selected to fly back to Lake St. Agnes with Schiller. They left Greenly Island that noon, but
due to having to fight headwinds, they were forced to land at Natashquan in order to spend the night.
April 17, 1928. The pair left Natashquan at 12 :30 p.m. and flew to Seven Islands. They were met by P.L. Collier,
manager of the Clarke Company, who persuaded them that they would spend the night in greater comfort if
they flew the seven miles to Clarke city, which had the area's only hotel . This they did, landing at 5 p.m.
April 18, 1928. Schiller and Fitzmaurice left Clarke City at noon and landed at the Lake St. Agnes base late that same
afternoon. Here, after first meeting with Herta Junkers, Fitzmaurice then stayed at Murray Bay (La
Malbaie)in order to organize delivery of the parts needed to repair the Bremen.
April 20, 1928. A Ford Tri-Motor, which had been chartered from Commander Byrd, by the New York World and
North American Newspaper Alliance, left the Detroit airport. Its pilot was Floyd Bennett, who en-route,
become ill, and so had to leave the plane at Quebec. He died, in hospital, five days later, of pneumonia.
April 22, 1928. Fitzmaurice with the crew of the Ford Tri-Motor, and a Junkers' mechanic, flew directly back to
Greenly Island.
April 26, 1928. After it became apparent that the Bremen could not be rescued at that time, the crew of the Bremen
left Greenly Island in the Ford Tri-Motor. They reached Lake St. Agnes the same evening and overnighted
in Murray Bay.
April 27, 1928. The Bremen crew continued with their flight to New York in the Ford Tri-motor. Their routing on
this final day's leg overflew both Quebec and Montreal. In New York, the Bremen pilots were given a
heroes welcome, with a massive 5 th Avenue ticker-tape parade, lamp post decorations and banquets.
( Continued )
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THE 'BREMEN' RESCUE - 1928 by Derek Rance - continued:

The three Schiller signed covers that are described in AAMC Vol. 4 #208, page 1688, are a conundrum, inas-much as the typewritten inscription on the Schiller covers "Carried on plane carrying Comm. Fitzmaurice,
Clarke City to Quebec" is incorrect. The photograph below (copied from the book) is clear proof that Schiller and
Fitzmaurice landed at Lake St. Agnes. As this was the base of operations of Canadian Transcontinental Airways, the
plane would not have then continued with the flight. The reason why the covers were backstamped in Quebec, is that
after North Shore air mail had been flown into Lake St. Agnes, the mailbags were taken 8 miles by road to Murray
Bay (La Malbaie), to be placed on the train that ran to Quebec for sorting and processing. According to Georges
Blouin (who was the Seven Islands postmaster at that time), without exception, all North Shore mail was sorted at,
and forwarded from, Quebec, as this was the regional post office Even mail that was addressed to La Malbaie was
first sent to Quebec, to be sorted there, and then subsequently returned on the train to La Malbaie.
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(This caption is in error. Very clearly the
plane that is landing is a Fairchild FC-2W,
not a Ford Tri-Motor)

Not having examined the Schiller signed covers, it is possibly unfair to be judgmental. However it must be
wondered why these souvenir covers had a Clarke City origin, rather than being prepared at Long Point of Blanc
Sablon, or even Natashquan. If these covers are genuine, the Quebec backstamp should carry the date of April 19 th.

The cover that is illustrated in the
Canadian Aerophilatelist (Fig. 1) is very
questionable. The sender of the cover was Topping,
who, at that time, was the Clarke Company
employee in charge of the company's post office.
(Clarke City then was a true "company town" in all
respects.) Favour canceling - at La Malbaie - had
definitely taken place, three months earlier, on the
first air mail flight to Quebec's North Shore. Also it
should be noted that this is a Roessler cover. It is
certainly not inconceivable that this cover was
contrived at some later date, in order to cash in on
the fame and glamour of the Bremen flight.
Certainly the opportunity and means to do so was
readily available, if there was connivance between
the two postmasters. This connivance probably
occurred, as if the flight cover was genuine, it
would have been processed, and forwarded to
Roessler, from Quebec, not from La Malbaie.

Figure 1
( Continued )
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THE 'BREMEN' RESCUE - 1928 by Derek Rance - continued:

With regard to the "Almost
Bremen" cover (Fig. 2), this cover was
obviously prepared by postmaster
Topping. This can be demonstrated by
comparing the type face on the two sets
of letters. The statement in the
newspaper / magazine that these covers
were prepared so as to be taken by
dogsled to Greenly Island is clearly a
case of Roessler's overheated
imagination. The date of this cover is
April 26, 1928. This was the date that
the Bremen crew flew from Greenly
Island to Lake St. Agnes. Topping (the
Clarke City postmaster) would have
Figure 2
known of this departure through the
telegraph that ran along the Quebec Northshore. A kindly conjecture is that Topping prepared these covers
in the belief that the plane carrying the Bremen aviators would have to stop at Seven Islands for refueling.
If the plane had been a Fairchild FC-2W this would have been a necessity. However the plane flying the
aviators was Commander Byrd's Ford Tri-Motor, which was fitted with extra fuel tanks for prolonged
flights. Consequently the plane overflew Seven Islands, and for this reason the covers did not connect with
the Bremen flyers. A more cynical viewpoint is that these covers, like those described above, were merely
contrived.
It is very possible that the more kindly explanation is correct. Certainly this answers the question
as to why Roessler would claim in his newsletter that these covers were the "best that you can get as a
souvenir of the Bremen." Probably these were the first covers that he had for sale. Subsequently Roessler
probably had the James Fitzmaurice covers manufactured when it came to light that genuine Bremen
covers did exist, or possibly as a consequence of a high demand for commemorative material.
REFERENCES:
Koelhl, J.C.Fitzmaurice, von Huenefeld. The Three Musketeers of the Air. The Knickerbocker Press, 1928
Msgr. Rene Belanger. Conquering The North Shore by Air. Les Editions Le Liberte, 1978

Author's Note: Shortly after writing this, just before New Year, Georges Blouin who had been so

instrumental in providing me with the real history of the Quebec Northshore mail, died. Georges,
although 87 years old, had an amazing recall of the events that had occurred seventy years ago. When I
first interviewed him, I was somewhat skeptical that anyone could, with such total accuracy, remember in
such minute detail, occurrences of that long ago. However, everything he stated could always be
absolutely verified from other sources. He was born in Sept-Iles, where his father was the lighthouse
keeper, and together with his large family, lived here all his life. He was only 16 years of age when
appointed postmaster of the village of Seven Islands. This appointment was due to his good education, a
rare achievement at that time in these remote coastal fishing villages Fiercely independent, despite
crippling arthritis, and well respected by all, he will certainly be missed.
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HISTORICAL INACCURACIES ON SOME SPACE STAMPS
Yuri Kvasnikov
This article is reprinted from the September 1996 issue of
the journal of the Astro Space Stamp Society.

Data Incorrect
Prospective member Yuri Kvasnikov of Moscow picks up the
theme of the July Editorial on space stamp design and warns
readers, "Do Not Trust Your Eyes I" In fact this subject could
make a small collection all of its own (See references given
below if you want to try it.)

Philatelists collecting stamps about memorable space flights
are well aware that they contain a lot of useful information,
including images of spacecraft with dates of respective
launches and landings. There are even stamps that inform you
about peculiarities of some space missions. Unfortunately,
sometimes they are erroneous.
Actually quite a few postage
stamps about Soviet and
Russian cosmonautics contain
incorrect data. A TV
documentary released just after
Voshkod 2's flight showed
plainly that A.Leonov started
off his space walk from an
airlock chamber, wearing a
white suit. However numerous
stamps issued by the USSR,
Hungary, German D.R. and
Cuba show the spacecraft
without any airlock chamber,
sometimes even with an open
hatch and Leonov either in red
or orange clothing. A stamp
from Burundi pictures him in a
yellow suit with a photo camera
in his hand. Mongolia issed a
stamp showing the cosmonaut
wearing a suit with a control
panel in the middle of it, which
never existed. Some stamps display Leonov operating a
portable camera, which was not used in reality. A Hungarian
stamp paints the
cosmonaut in space over
Italy, despite his
spacewalk having been
conducted entirely over
the territory of the Soviet
Union.
-

ORBIT,

During the whole flight
in 1964, the Voskhod 1
crew were not wearing any special heavy suits, just simple
uniforms. However, Bulgarian, Romanian and even Soviet
stamps depict Komarov, Feoktistov and Egorov in sophisticated
thick garments. The Soyuz 11 crew members would have been
a little surprised at seeing themselves in absolutely improper
clothes in a
stamp issued by
Poland where
all three are
jacketed
in
heavy
suits.
Cuba came out
with stamps
where
MONGOLIA • MOHr0/1 WUHL1AH 6O
Dobrovolosky a representative of the Air Force - is embellished with RED tabs
(I) and in a stamp from Equatorial Guinea civilian cosmonauts
V. Volkov and V.Patsaev are wearing military uniforms.
A great many stamps about Soviet cosmonauts were devoted to
the ASTP programme and most are correct in detail but we
managed to find some exceptions. Mongolian stamps show
docking modules with four "leaves" instead of three whilst
those from Equatorial Guinea do not show any docking
modules at all. The postal service of the Cook Islands
distributed stamps with portraits of Leonov and Kubasov in
suits of a vintage type, dating back to 1965, whereas in reality
the cosmonauts wore much more advanced garments in 1975.

A very common error for stamps is to bear innaccurate dates for
launches and landings. Almost everybody knows the the first
satellite (Sputnik) was sent into space on 4th October 1957, but
an Albanian stamp reports this event taking place on October
1 1 th. Yuri Gagarin became "the first in space" in 1961 but
designers in Djibouti think he did it in 1960 while a block
printed in Bulgaria in 1987 postponed the event until 1964.
The automatic probe Luna-3 took pictures of the dark side of
the Moon on 7th October but a stamp from Guinea states it was
on the 5th whilst a Soviet one says the 6th. The probe was
launched not on September 12 as we can see from a stamp
printed in the Yemen A.R. but on October 4th. Romania also
issued a series of stamps about the Moon exploration with the
time of milestones detailed in minutes. Unfortunately these are
not correct either because the Luna 16 probe flew in September
1970, not in October.
( Continued )
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HISTORICAL INACCURACIES ON SOME SPACE STAMPS by Yuri

Kvasnikov - continued:

An Equatorial Guinea block devoted to the cosmonauts who
died in accidents gives some dates incorrectly, including
Gagarin's plane crash (should be March 27 instead of 28) and
Komarov's death (should be April 24, not 23.) The
information about the last event is also erroneous in a series of
Hungarian stamps. The Soyuz 9 mission lasted from lst-19th
June 1970 but a Mongolian block says 1-10th.
The inaccuracy of term of time varies greatly. For instance a
Hungarian stamp dates Luna 2's achievements as being on
22:02:34 (Mid Europe time.) In actual fact it was ten seconds
earlier. This is probably the smallest error of all that I could
find. Anyway the absolute record belongs to a Mongolian
stamp with the error in Venera 8's flight being as much as ten
years !
Another sort of trouble comes
in the form of misleading
captions. A stamp from
Yemen A.R. incorrectly
• swopped the legend Luna 10
and Venera 3. Romania
depicted Venera 3 but
designated it Venera 1. In
1973 Cuba and in 1974 Hungary issued stamps with Mars 1
depicted, but calling it Mars 2 and Mars 3 respectively, despite
the vehicle specifications being quite different. Nicaragua
printed Venera 1 but called it Mars 1 and Equatorial Guinea
twice pictured two Soyuz spacecraft with the caption
suggesting it was Soyuz 11 docking with Salyut. Cuba
pictured the Lunokhod 1 instead of Lunokhod 2.
Discrepancies can take place anywhere. For instance
Czechoslovakia misprinted the initials of V.F.Bykovsky on a
postage stamp and Hungary did the same presenting
V.M.Komarov as V.L.Komarov. South Yemen abuses
Vladimir Shatalov by calling him Aleksandr. Stamps from
Czechoslovakia and Mongolia added some more "unfolded

leaves" to the four that
were actually fitted to
the Luna 9 probe. In
1976 North Korea
reduced the number of
wheels of the
Lunokhod from 8
down to 4. In Aueust
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everything
wrong here !
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1962 there were two spacecraft in orbit, Vostok 3 and Vostok
4 but the Mongolian postal service is sure they were Vostok 2
and 3. In that very same postage stamp we can see the
spacecraft in orbit with the last booster stages attached. In
reality the latter had to be detached before deployment of the
payload. Because the two spacecraft had been launched with a
one-day interval the booster
stages could not have been seen
attached to both vehicles at one 3 C.,
time. Cuba pictured Valentina
Tereschkova near a Soyuzclass vehicle despite her flying
a Vostok.
In conclusion I would like ask
stamp designers to pay more
attention to the curious and incorrect information their stamps
sometimes contain.

References to the stamps given in Mr Kvasnikov's article are given by Michel/Scott catalogue number:

Leonov USSR 3032/3015, Hungary 2120/c251, German Democratic Republic
1140/794, Cuba1008/946, Burundi 402/237, Mongolia 573/557, North Korea 708/-,
Hungaria 2306/1807.
Voskhod Bulgarian1651/1525, Romanian2374/1716, Soviet 2969/2956.
Soyuz 11 Poland B.53/1980 Cuba1766/1692 Equatorial Guinea B.52/ASTP Mongolia929/c74 Equatorial Guinea B.172/-, Cook 455/429 '
Albania 663/621, Djibouti293/c144, Bulgaria B.174-1/3295-1, Guinea324/401, USSR
B.341-, YAR 907/-, Romania 82/C181-82, Equatorial Guinea B.52/-, Hungaria B.63/c275
Mongolia B.23/599, Hungaria 1626/1262, Mongolia 1516/C159
YAR 926/-, Romania 2509/1845, Hungaria 2932/2274, Cuba 1869/1794,
Nicaragua2822/-, Equatorial Guinea 331,193/-, Cuba 2291/c279, Czechoslovakia
1470/1240, Hungaria2305/1809, South Yemen 185/171, Czechoslovakia 1654/1425,
Mongolia 1734/1478, North Korea B.24/-, Mongolia 618/602, Cuba 2550/2401.
( Continued )
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HISTORICAL INACCURACIES ON SOME SPACE STAMPS by Yuri Kvasnikov - continued:
Editor's note: this article DATA INCORRECT also appeared in COSMOS.
the bi-monthly magazine (in English) of the Belgian
Astrophilatelic Club.

ORBIT and COSMOS are both very interesting magazines, with a lot
ORBIT seems to have a
of information on astrophilately. greater emphasis on the historic aspects of spaceflight; while
COSMOS seems to concentrate on recent spaceflights, and also
offers a variety of covers for sale.
For more information on ORBIT and The Astro Space Stamp Society
contact: Jeff Dugdale, c/o Elgin High School, High School Drive,
Elgin Moray, Scotland 1V30 3YU.
For more information on
COSMOS and The Belgian Astrophilatelic
Club contact: Georges Lauwers, Belgielaan 86,
B-9070 Destelbergen, Belgium.
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AEROPH1L
Kerrlall C. Sanford
5 Ntaison du Vi germ
CH-1266 Duillier (Vaud), Swit7Prland

Kendall has some new books available, including GRAF ZEPPELIN POLAR
AIRWAY LETTERS TO AND
POST by John Duggan & Gisela Woodward; and
FROM BELFAST - INCLUDING AIR "RAILEX" LETTERS by William J. Murphy.
For a complete list of his books, send 2 international reply coupons
to the above address.
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ABRAHAM SIEGEL
P.O. BOX 6603 -CAN
Long Island City, NY 11106 .

POSTAL HISTORY
of
CANADA
and thousands
of other U.S.A.
and Foreign
lots offered
in-our
PUBLIC AUCTIONS.

WE ARE BUYERS OF
ALL POSTAL HISTORY.
WHAT DO YOU HAVE
FOR SALE ?

FREE CATALOG
UPON REQUEST.

Tel: 718-3924855
Fax: 718-7864341
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BOOK REVIEW: HUBBARD - THE FORGOTTEN BOEING AVIATOR by JIM BROWN

THE FORGOTTEN
BOEING AVIATOR

-
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Eddie Hubbard had a remarkable career: he spent his early life in an
orphanage in San Francisco, but left an estate worth $1,200,000 when
he died at age 39!
This book is the result of eight year's research by CAS member Jim
Brown, and describes Eddie Hubbards's aeronautical career, from his
time as the first student in the Aviation School of the Northwest in
1915, until his death in 1929. (He died from an infection following
a stomach ulcer operation.)
Among the "airmail highlights" of Eddie Hubbard's career, were that:
-

he and William E. Boeing flew the first
North American
International airmail, from Vancouver to Seattle, in March 1919.

-

he had the United States Post Office Foreign Air Mail Contract
(FAM2) from Seattle to Victoria from 1920 to 1927. - He made
almost 1,000 flights between the two cities in every kind of
weather, and never lost a piece of mail.

-

in 1927 he convinced Bill Boeing to bid on the air mail contract
from San Francisco to Chicago. They submitted a bid of $1.50 per
pound of mail: this was so much lower than the closest competing
bids, ($2.24 by Western Air express, and $2.64 by Stout Air
Service), that the Post Office demanded a $500,000 bond to
insure performance of the contract, before awarding Boeing Air
Transport the contract! However, Boeing "made money in the first
month and never looked back", partly because Hubbard had
correctly anticipated that the popularity and amount of air mail

was going to increase.
-

Hubbard suggested that Boeing upgrade a 1925 prototype, (the
Model 40), and mass produce 25 for the air mail route. - This
was the company's first mass produced commercial aircraft:
previously Boeing had only mass produced military planes.
( Continued )
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BOOK REVIEW:

HUBBARD - THE FORGOTTEN BOEING AVIATOR by

JIM BROWN - continued:

This is a very "professional" looking book of 229 pages, which
includes numerous reproductions of photographs, newspaper clippings,
and airmail covers.
It includes a lot of background information on the airmail flights
in which Hubbard was involved, such as the Victoria-Seattle service:
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The United States Post Office called the route Foreign
Air Mail Route No.2 (FAM2). In reality it was the first of many
foreign air mail routes. The second route started fifteen days
later between Miami and Havana and was designated as Foreign Air Mail Route No.4. Somewhere along the line the numbering did not reflect the order of coming into being. Foreign
Air Mail Route No.1 (FAM1) between New York and Montreal
did not commence until October 1, 1928.
The first contract was from October 15, 1920 to June
30, 1921. Hubbard's successful bid was as follows:
- to carry mail between Seattle and Victoria at
not more than 600 pounds a trip.
- not to exceed an average of ten round trips a
month at the rate of $200 a round trip.

The contract placed some interesting conditions on Eddie:
- he must carry the mail in a safe and secure
manner, free from wet or other injury
- not to commit the care or transportation to
any person under sixteen years of age nor to any person undergoing a sentence of imprisonment at hard labor.
- he must post a $2,000 bond.

The Post Office wanted to expedite United States mail
to and from the Far East. Mail for the Far East arrived in Seattle by train from the eastern states and often the train was
late. As a result the mail missed a ship, which had just left

Seattle, bound for the Orient via Victoria, B.C. This would
( Continued )
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BOOK REVIEW:

HUBBARD - THE FORGOTTEN BOEING AVIATOR by JIM

BROWN - continued:

mean the delay of a week or more until the next ship left Seattle. The President Line and various Mani ships leaving Seattle for the Far East, stopped at Victoria to pick up passengers, cargo and mail. With the start of flying mail to Victoria,
the late mail from the East was able to catch ships in Victoria
and not have to wait in Seattle until the next Orient bound
liner.
Conversely, ships from the Far East stopped at Victoria
to discharge passengers, cargo and mail. This included Canadian Pacific Empress Liners on their way to Vancouver, B.C.
All United States mail carried by C.P. Empress ships went by
train from Vancouver to Seattle, another day's delay. In many
cases Seattle-bound ships did not arrive at their destination
until a day or two after docking in Victoria. By flying the Orient mail to Seattle, importers received shipment invoices allowing them to contact their brokerage firm and obtain the
necessary paperwork expediting clearance of their incoming
cargo by one or two days. Silk shipments with a value of six
million dollars were common. The record silk cargo was eleven
million requiring 25 rail cars to take it to the eastern market. A
saving of one or two days was worth a great deal of money to
the importers. This air mail service was so important to importers it lasted until June 1937.
4 .•
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Eddie also flew local mail both ways between Seattle
and Victoria and like the Far East mail there was no extra cost
to the sender other than the existing surface postage rates. A
few years later when air mail flights went from Seattle to other
parts of the United States, American air mail stamps were required. To facilitate this, the Post Office in Victoria sold American air mail stamps. By 1927 the volume was forty dollars a
month, mostly for letters to California and New York.
I found this a very interesting book, and so have many other people:
it is already in a second printing!
Autographed copies can be ordered from Jim Brown, 7936 Swanson View
Drive, R.R.2, Pender Island, BC VON 2M2, price $24.95Cdn + $3.00
shipping. - Regular copies can be ordered from Peanut Butter
Publishing, 226 2nd Ave W, Seattle, WA 98119, for $19.95US + $3.00
shipping, (plus 8.2% sales tax for Washington residents); or from
any bookstore by giving the ISBN number 0-89716-651-5.
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FOLLOW UP - WORLD WAR II P.O.W. MAIL "TAXE PERCUE"
KrieKsgefanEenenpost.
Prisoner of JarMail.
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I received several very interesting and much appreciated responses
to my write-up of the above cover in the last newsletter.
Those members who thought, like I did, that this was a postage-due
cover, were as perplexed by the markings as I was.
However, Michel Brisebois and Roland Kohl both informed me that the
TAXE PERCUE handstamp actually means POSTAGE PAID. (Also, the
postmark is in fact from BAD NEUENAHR: the full city name is BAD
NEUENAHR-AHRWEILER, and it is just south of Bonn.)
It therefore appears that this cover was first prepared with the
proper address and markings for free-postage to Prisoners of War;
and then taken to a Post Office where an additional fee for airmail
to North America was paid. (8ORpf = 80 Reichspfennig. This was a
double rate cover: the standard airmail rate was 4ORpf for 5 grams.)
The cover was then stamped TAXE PERCUE with the fee paid written in,
and endorsed by the same "clerk" both MIT LUFTPOST NACH NORDAMERIKA
and PAR AVION.
Thanks again to everybody who responded to my questions.

TRANS-ATLANTIC FLYING BOATS - 1939
The February 1997 issue of the
British Aerophilatelic Federation
Bulletin contains a listing of all the trans-Atlantic airmail
flights, by both PAN AMERICAN and IMPERIAL AIRWAYS, from May to
October 1939. - The list includes published departure and arrival
dates, terminals, and the names of the flying boats involved.
For a copy of this listing, and/or more information regarding the
RAeF, contact: Richard Beith, 14 Middlecroft, Guilden Sutton,
Chester CH3 7HF, England.
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QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any
aspect of aerophilately, is invited to send it to the editor. - I
will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following
newsletter.

INFORMATION WANTED - VANCOUVER to VICTORIA to ENGLAND, 1931

Addressed to NORWICH, ENGLAND
This cover is backstamped "VICTORIA - 15 AU 1 31" which confirms
it was carried on the First Flight from Vancouver to Victoria.
It was then probably flown from Victoria to Seattle, and across the
U.S.A. by the American airmail service. (The two deletion bars [in
violet] across the AIR MAIL sticker are characteristic of mail
processed in New York.) Then it would have continued to England by
sea
But what is the significance of the large number "2"?

INFORMATION WANTED - AEROPOSTALE FLIGHTS
Michel Brisebois writes that:
I am very interested in the French Aeropostale flights to
North Africa and South America in the 1920's and 1930's,
but I cannot find a reference book on them. I saw a
reference to Muller in a catalogue, but I don't know what
the title is. Can somebody give a lead on this topic?
If you can help with either of these questions, please send
information to the editor at 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, ON k7M 4Y4.
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INFORMATION OBTAINED - "LANCASTRIAN AIR MAIL"

Cancelled JERUSALEM, probably 10 07 47
Endorsed "By Lancastrian Air Mail"
Questions: Does "Lancastrian" refer to an aircraft or an airline?
When, where, and why did this service operate?
Answers - from information provided by Fred Blau:
The cover was posted in Jerusalem, but as Jerusalem did not have
an airport at that time, it went by van to Lydda Airport, (now
Ben Gurion airport).
It was then flown by a Lancastrian aircraft of British Overseas
Airways Corporation from Lydda to London. - B.O.A.C. had reintroduced an airmail service from Palestine on June 4th 1945,
though at that time overseas flights to England terminated at
Hurn airport near Bournemouth: they were transferred to Heathrow
in 1946.
The Lancastrian was a conversion of the Avro Lancaster bomber,
but Fred added that it was "very roomy and comfortable for
passengers."
Thanks Fred.
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These multi-colored labels were issued courtesy B.C. Oil Co. They
are perforated and gummed, indicating a potential mail usage. The
biographical information accompanying these labels suggests a date
of issue around 1940.
Can anyone add further history to these labels? And, does anyone
have any on cover? We are interested in hearing more!
T. A. Morrow, 102-1370 7th Ave., Prince George,

B.C., V2L 3P1
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale
to the editor. - Create your own "advertisement" if you like, up to
a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

FOR SALE - MALAYSIA AIRLINES FFC to VANCOUVER

Fir•t Flight • Pon nnnnnnnn Forlorn..

3 NovombIsr 1995

The Area Manager,
Malaysia Airlines,
Vancouver,
1030-885,
West Georgia Street.
VANCOUVER D.C.
V6C 3E8
CANADA

REDUCED SIZE ILLUSTRATION: actual size is 9 1/2" x 4 1/4".
This flight was made from Kuala Lumpur to Vancouver on November 3rd
1995. Vancouver is Malaysia Airlines' first destination in Canada.
The flight was made by a Boeing 747-400, and inaugurated a twice
weekly service via Taipei.
Covers are $10.00 each (including postage)
from Dick Malott.Please make cheques payable to The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.

AEROPHILATELIC LITERATURE AND COVERS
I have received a letter from Hans Disma, informing me that he
purchased the complete collection of aviation books of the late
D'Alt Swift.
He is in the process of disposing of part of the collection, and
invites enquiries regarding specific books that might be available.
- If they are, he will reply with a price.
He also has a variety of RAF Museum commemorative covers for sale,
and "a very interesting collection of flown sailplane mail".
His address is:

Hans Disma, Vincent van Goghlaan 6,
3735 LR Bosch en Duin. The Netherlands
(Tel 030-6916145:
Fax 030-6915222.)

430 Squadron 50th ANNIVERSARY COVERS
Cheques for these covers should now be made payable to "430 Squadron
Kit Shop"
as Captain Richard has been posted. - For an illustration

and description of this cover, see the June 1996 newsletter or
contact the editor.
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FOR SALE: REPRODUCTIONS OF PIONEER ZEPPELIN POSTCARDS

This is one of a set of 6, full colour reproductions of rare cards,
produced by the ZEPPELIN STUDY GROUP. - The originals were produced
in 1909: the other scenes depicted are:
Enthusiastic greeting of the LZ 4 over Strassburg on 4th August 1908,
during its attempted 24 hour endurance flight.
The LZ 4 over Mainz, late at night on 4th August 1908, during its attempted
24 hour endurance flight.
Crown Prince Heinrich greets the Kaiser from the LZ 3 over
Donaueschingen on 7th November 1908.
On 2nd April 1909, the LZ 3 landed at Oberwiesenfeld, Miinchen, in front
of Prince Regent Luitpold.
On 31st May 1909, after a flight of 37 hours, the LZ 5 landed at Goppingen
where it sustained damage.
The sets cost 3 Pounds ($4.5OUS) each, including postage, from:
John Duggan, 55 Thornhill Road. Ickenham. Middx U810 eSQ, England.
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NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is produced quarterly in March, June,
September and December. - If ygq have anything you'd like to go into
the next issue, please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
by June 1st 1997,
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
April 1997

May 1997

June 1997

23 Gordon Waldie
49 Jonathan L Johnson Jr
76 W Ross Richardson
197 Henk(Hank) Post

24 Neil Hunter
27 John Glashan
31 Dan Barber
32 Bill Bartlett
79 JA Brown
124 Dr Reuben A Ramkissoon
137 D Bernier
138 Keith Stibbe
198 Donald F Angus
200 William Henry Pope
201 Ivan W MacKenzie
224 Charles G Firby
245 Cal Bricker
246 John I Jarvis
247 Stanley Sibley

87 Roland F Kohl
92 Robert W Marcello
139 GA Wilson
149 Frank Kendle
176 Bill Harrington
177 John Masella
183 Robert A Haslewood
226 David Granger
248 Francois Ouellet
249 David E Flett
250 John R Bright
251 Charles Wm McEvoy
252 Scott Mitchell
253 Robert L Hunter
254 John Webster
255 Jorg Kiefer
256 Bernard Abouchard

In order to reduce postal costs, renewal notices will be printed in each issue of the The Canadian
Aerophilatelist. Members within a 3-4 month period of this issue of the newsletter will be notified. Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment. Final renewal notices will be
mailed out to members who have not replied.
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders etc. to be
made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
All new membership dues and renewals are $15.00 Cdn for Canada and the US and
$20.00 Cdn for Overseas addresses.
Membership No.:

Renewal Month:

Name:
Address:

e mail:
-

Mail notice to: Ron Miyanishi, Secretary
124 Gamble Ave.
Toronto, Ontario
CANADA M4J 2P3

Secretary's Use Only
Date:
Payment:
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members - Its objectives are:
-to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
-to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about aerophilately among members;
-to represent Canadian aerophilatelists at the national and international levels;
-to promote and support areophilatelic research in Canada.

Membership of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is open to all interested individuals, including those
living outside of Canada, and new members are always welcome.
The annual membership dues are $15.00 Canadian in Canada and the U.S.A., $20.00 Canadian for
members Overseas. Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and sent it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario CANADA M4J 2P3
I hearby apply for membership in The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society:
Name:
Address:
City:

Province/State:

Postal Code:

Country:

Telephone:

Fax:

e-mail:

Collecting interests:
If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number:
American Philatelic Society membership number:
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada membership number:
Other:
For Secretary's use:
Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

Entered on Mailing List:

EDITOR'S LAST WORD AND REMINDER
Please send all items for the next issue of the newsletter to:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario Canada K7M 4Y4
by
1st JUNE 1997

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists everywhere
American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
Tel. (613) 389 8993
FISA (F6d6ration Internationale des Societes Aerophilateligues) - Club Member
E-Mail: hargreave@king.igs.net

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:

Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick' Malott, CD
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON KIR 717
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, East York, Ontario M4J 2P3

Vice-President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Tel. and Fax: (613) 829 0280
Tel: (613) 225 4254
Tel: (613) 235 8361
Tel. and Fax: (416) 421 5846
E-Mail: sgueadinterlog.com
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NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of The Canadian Aerophilatelist: welcome!
Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic that combines flying and philately,
including:
the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between different places: these usually bear special
markings to identify the flight, and are referred to as First Flight Covers;
a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and services, and/or of the airmail stamps
issued for these services;
commemorative stamps and covers, normally produced on the anniversary of historically significant
flights;
astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers that trace the development of space
flight. - Since very few covers have been flown into space, this usually involves covers associated
with the ground support network: launch sites, tracking stations, recovery ships, etc.
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among
Canadians who are interested in any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around
the world who are interested in Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter,
which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
a library from which books and periodicals can be borrowed by mail: for details contact Chris
Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
a translation service from French to English and vice versa: contact Francois Bourbonnais, 58 SteCatherine, St. Polycarpe, Quebec JOP 1X0.
a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale: for a full list contact Mike Shand, 1183
Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
For more information on Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
for general information on all Canadian airmail stamps and covers up until 1950, the Canada Section
in Volume 4 of the American Air Mail Catalogue. - This volume is now out of print, but an authorized
photocopy of the Canada Section can be obtained from Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean,
Ontario K2H 6R1, for $8.00Cdn including postage.
for detailed information on early air mail flights and stamps: The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails
of Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. Longworth-Dames, published by Unitrade Press, 99 Floral Parkway,
Toronto ON M6L 2C4. (Semi-official stamps were produced by the companies that operated the first
airmail services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue of these stamps, and sold them from
post offices, but did not assume responsibility for the airmail, or help with the cost of the service.)
similarly detailed is Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919-1939 by C.H.C. Harmer, published by the
American Air Mail Society, (see below).
two very useful "general histories" of Canadian aviation are Canada's Flvina Heritage by Frank Ellis,
which is the classic on aviation up to the 1930's; and History of Canadian Airports by T.M. McGrath,
which describes 143 airports with many references to the airmail services that used them. - Both are
available from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4E 3B6.
Anyone interested in aerophilately is recommended, (by the editor), to consider joining THE AMERICAN
AIR MAIL SOCIETY. - It publishes a very informative monthly magazine, The Airpost Journal - holds 5 or
6 excellent postal auctions each year, with many lots under $5; and publishes some very useful books
and catalogues. - Membership is $22 U.S. per year. Further information can be obtained from Dan Barber,
AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing, MI 48909, USA; or from the AAMS website at:
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/aams/
The AAMS also produces an excellent guide to aerophilately called Collecting Airmail. This can be
purchased for $4Cdn/$3US postpaid from Chris Hargreaves (address above), or downloaded from the
Internet at: http://pantherbsc.edurspezzill/colair.html
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please
acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication
in which the reprinted material appears to the editor.
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
********************

SECRETARY'S REPORT
Welcome to the following new members:
#262
#263
#264
#265

ESJ van Dam, Bridgenorth, Ontario.
Louis K Levy, Youngstown, Ohio, U.S.A.
Mati Tivel, Willowdale, Ontario.
Ron Kitchen, Gloucester, Ontario.

A full list of members can be obtained from the Secretary.

EDITOR'S ADVENTURES IN CYBER-LAND
As some readers may already have guessed from my e-mail address on
the front page, and/or the revised layout of page 2, I now have
access to both a new computer system and the Internet.
Since I am "time-sharing" this with my wife and daughters, my plan
was to draft this newsletter on my old system, and then print it on
the new system. - That sounds simple enough, but in practice it
turned out to be quite complicated! (So far our new system has
demonstrated both the potential that cyber-believers rave about, and
all the bugs and problems that "luddites" are wary of!) The next
couple of issues are therefore likely to have a variety of page
formats, while I master the new system.
For the benefit of cyber-spectators, who are wondering how much
"computers and
hype for
substance there is behind all the
philately", my impression so far is that you're not missing much!
- Surfing the Internet can be wonderful entertainment, but I get
bored with it quite quickly, as the content of the "philatelic
sites" I've found is basically the same as that of regular
lots
about
catalogues:
and
auction
philatelic
magazines
stamps/countries I don't collect, little about aerophilately.
I also tried to use the Internet to get "hot news" about PACIFIC '97
in San Francisco. - It opened on Thursday May 29th, and on Saturday
May 31st I found nothing! On Sunday there was one, excellent report
Collectors, at:
on NetStamps - The Internet Magazine for Stamp
http://www.netstamps.com During the next week this report was
the newsgroup
items at
updated, and I found several short
rec.collecting.stamps which mainly commented on the line ups.
So: the "believers" can triumph that I know much more than I'd have
done without the Internet; the "luddites" can point out that this is
a lot less than is likely to be written in the regular philatelic
press over the next couple of months; and the "spectators" can form
their own opinions.

FUN AND FELLOWSHIP AT THE CAS ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
You don't normally see the term "fun" used to describe Annual
General Meetings, but I really enjoyed the lively discussions with
fellow aerophilatelists at this meeting, which was held at ORAPEX on
April 27th. - So did the ORAPEX photographer, who stayed for the
whole meeting, and joined the Society afterwards!
A full report is given by Mike Shand on the next page.
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REPORT ON THE 1997 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
The annual meeting of the society was held April 27 at the RA Centre,
Ottawa in conjunction with ORAPEX. The turn-out was larger than
usual and we were especially glad to see out of town members.
Two presentations were made: a) to Derek Rance of Sept-Isles for his
excellent research work on early Canadian Airmails which has been
published in our newsletter and elsewhere, b) to Nelson Bentley of
Ottawa for many years of dedicated service to the society as treasurer,
book seller, booth manager and other roles. Both received a suitably
engraved CAS plaque and aviation book. Congratulations to both.
The CAS welcomes nominations for future awards.
The main topic of discussion was the uncertain state of Society
finances. Both CAPEX and the forthcoming catalogue have created
unusual revenues and expenditures such that actual costs and forecasts
are difficult to assess. A major continuing expenditure is the
production of this newsletter which comes to about $700 per issue.
At 4 times a year, this is close to $3000 per year for about 150
members. All were agreed that 4 issues should continue so there is
the alternative of a $20 fee for Canadian members. It was recommended
that there be tighter control over photo-copying and mailing "free"
copies to non members. The editor will discuss this with Dick Malott
and a decision wilt be made later this year as to a fee increase.
Comments from other members are welcome.
It was also recommended that
over the production and sale
reporting it is not possible
or loss for the society. The
Malott.

much tighter control be exercised
of covers. From present financial
to tell if such activities make a profit
Treasurer will discuss this with Dick

There was some discussion of CAS library holdings which were recently
transferred from Ivan MacKenzie to Chris Hargreaves. It was agreed
that the production and distribution of a complete listing would
not he cost-effective. Chris will publish a listing from time
to time in the Newsletter of any significant additions and welcomes
queries from members as to what is available..
Some members have asked about Society auctions and while many other
societies do this, a lot of work is involved with little return to
the society. However if anyone wishes to volunteer, this would be
considered. Meantime, members can continue to have published at no
charge, on a space available basis, a list of wants or sale items.
Contact Chris on this.
The meeting then concluded. Congratulations to all who exhibited
(list elsewhere in newsletter). Now is the time to start your
aerophilatelic exhibit for next year.

44_
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CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY TREASURER'S REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DEC 1996 AND FOR THE PERIOD ENDED 25 APR 97
31 Dec 96
Balance - CAS checking account

163.24

Balance - CAS savings account (transferred to checking account)

147.19
310.43

25 Apr 97
705.69

705.69

Income
Dues - new members

276.29

51.86

Dues - renewals and reinstated members

1,968.24

806.33

CAPEX'96 - sale of books, pins, covers, etc.

1,830.62

CAS Covers - Snowbirds, etc.

1,021.48

Other Sales - books, pins, advertising, etc.

422.43

252.44

Donations - from members

32.00

Overpayment by R.K. Malott - members dues paid at CAPEC'96

30.00

Interest - checking account

65.00

0.47

0.08

5.411.54

1.345.70

5,721.97

2,051.39

Dues and Advertising - other philatelic organizations

169.51

83.56

Philatelic Covers - postage, envelopes, etc.

589.42

138.86

Office Supplies

142.36

97.49

Postage - newsletter, covers, books, etc.

503.49

727.03

1,841.68

504.40

112.00

304.09

66.58

3.00

Expenses

Printing and Photocopying - newsletter, catalogue, etc.
New "Air Mails of Canada" catalogue
Service Charges - checking account (includes 0.95 for Oct 96)
CAPEX'96 - books and engraving

1,091.24

Debt Reduction - R.K. Malott

500.00

AAMS - books

33.33

Telephone - long distance

45.04

Exhibit Fees - CAS newsletter

62.00

Engraving - presentation plaques

14.72
5,016.28

2.013.52

705.69

37.87

Notes
1. Savings account (CIBC - Billings Bridge)
Balance 31 Dec 95

102.05

Interest

0.24

Deposit

55.00
157.29

Service charges

10.10

Withdrawals (to checking account)

147.19

Balance (account closed)

(0.00)

2.a RBC checking account opened 21 Oct 96
2.b CIBC checking account closed 29 Oct 96
2.c Transferred from CIBC to RBC
3. GIC at 7.5%, due 03 Nov 97 (CIBC - Billings Bridge)
4. Accounts payable to R.K. Malott - stamps, overpayment, etc.

947.35
1,000.00

1,000.00

517.46

517.46

Ivan W. MacKenzie
Treasurer, CAS
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Dear aerophilatelic/astrophilatelic colleagues:

There is much to report on this time and I hope that the two pages allocated to me will suffice. The first
item of importance is the official reopening of the Canadian Postal Museum on Wednesday, 11 June
1997, at the Canadian Museum of Civilization located at 100 Laurier Street, Hull, Quebec. The Director
of the CPM, Ms. Francine Brousseau, and her dedicated staff, have presented to the Canadian public and
all stamp collectors, particularly aerophilatelists, two special exhibits, The Value of Error in Philately and
Winged Messenger. I estimated that over 2,000 guests were present for the official reopening of the CPM.
I hope that most were stamp collectors. In the morning a special seaplane flight flew approximately 500
special cackled and pilot autographed covers. Through the kindness of Ms. Brousseau a complimentary
flown cover and two informative pamphlets concerning the CPM and the Winged Messenger exhibit will
be enclosed with your copy of this newsletteAVinged Messenger is on display until 30 September 1998.
Be sure to see it! Several CAS members loaned covers for the exhibit including Ivan MacKenzie, Murray
Heifetz, Dick McIntosh, Francois Bourbonnais and myself. The exhibit is composed mainly of Canadian,
French and USA material. It is interesting to note that Air France is the sponsor of Winged Messenger.
Let us hope that Canadian Airlines International and Air Canada will do something for the CPA in the
future.
PACIFIC 97 has come and gone. I attended for the 11 days and thoroughly enjoyed the experience. The
Moscone Centre was spacious, well lighted, temperature controlled, and offering all the necessary
facilities. Long line-ups for entry, the purchase of the two new souvenir sheets of the Franklin and the
Washington stamps, their cancellation, the purchase of Hong Kong stamps and the Canadian imperforate
souvenir sheets of the Year of the Ox stamps tried the patience of many. It was not uncommon to wait in
line for two to three hours on certain days to purchase stamps and to obtain cancellations. Brave indeed
were those attempting to fill in the philatelic passport in one day. The Canada Post stamp booth did over
$125,000 US in sales. To help add colour to the booth and to maintain crowd control their were two redcoated mountics on duly ( one of each sex). They also assisted selling stamps with a smile. One of our
CAS members, Bill Bartlett, was the booth manager. I'm sure that he will have interesting stories to tell
about the sale of the souvenir sheets.
There were no special cachets during the 11 days for aerophilately or astrophilately. The American
Aerophilatelic Society (AAMS) held a very active three day convention. Their society table was thronged
with members all of the time. The CAS observed two days of activities overlapping with the AAMS. Over
200 AAMS members signed the attendance register. I estimate at least 25 CAS members (mainly USA
members) were in attendance. There were 50 at the annual AAMS general meeting and 35 at the annual
AAMS breakfast and awards presentation. Nelson Bentley, our past Treasurer, received a well deserved
AAMS Presidential plaque for his 12 years of service to the CAS and AAMS. Ken Sanford, our first
Secretary and the AAMS President who strongly supported the creation of the CAS, received the CAS
plaque for his contribution to the development of aerophilately. As chairman of the AAMS Awards
Committee I had the honour to announce and to present three prestigious awards - (1) The Conrath Award
for outstanding contribution to aerophilately by an AAMS member was awarded to James W. Graue,
Editor of The Airpost Journal for the past 8 years; (2) and (3) Two aerophilatelists were inducted into the
Aerophilatelic hall of Fame for 1997 - Dr. Theodore Dahinden, recently retired Director and VicePresident of the Federation Internationale de Philatelic (FIP) responsible for the FIP Commission on
Aerophilately and the Sub-section Astrophilately, from Switzerland; and the late W. Don Thomas of the
USA. Don was the long-time coordinator of collecting and writing about air mail labels, air line baggage
labels and other air mail collectable items to supplement air mail cover collecting.
(continued)
*EDITOR'S NOTE: Unfortunately the two pamphlets weighed 50 grams, and
to mail them both would increase our postage costs by approximately
$180! - Instead I have reduced the length of this newsletter to 24
pages, in order that the Winged Messenger can be included at no
additional cost. The pamphlet on the Canadian Postal Museum is not
being mailed out, but can be obtained by writing to the Canadian
Postal Museum, 100 Laurier Street, P.O. Box 3100, Station B, Hull,
Quebec J8X 4H2.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT continued:
The CAS /AAMS catalogue on The Air Mails Of Canada And Newfoundland was not ready for
publication for PACIFIC 97 since there were many corrections to be made as discovered in the first proof
reading by myself and Stephen Reinhard, Treasurer of the AAMS. There are now three doing the second
proof reading. At present there are 515 pages of texts and illustrations. These pages are to be augmented
by 35 more pages of primarily cachet and cover illustrations. Ron Miyanishi , the CAS Secretary, is
coordinating the computerization of the catalogue. Lectures were presented by myself to interested
collectors twice at PACIFIC 97 and once at the Canadian Postal Museum on Philatelists Day, 14 June
1997. Many requests were submitted for a copy of the catalogue when launched. The price for this 550
page catalogue is estimated at $40.00 US. A specific price and launching date will be released when
known. Canada Posts' Stamp Month in October 1997 is our planned for launch data in Canada. Our 43
members working on the catalogue have been very diligent in their undertaking of this voluntary work of
love for aerophilately/astrophilately. We will be elated when this long awaited event comes to fruition.
Although the present six volume set of AAMS catalogues has not been revised since 1980 there have been
several separate specialist books issued. Three new aerophilatelic books were released during PACIFIC 97
and another recently released book was available for sale from the AAMS Society Table. The books are :
(1) "CORREIO AEREO: A History of the development of Air Mail Service in Brazil" by William Victor
Kriebel 1996. (2) "The Pioneer Period of Hungarian Airmail" by Victor G. Berecz, Jr. 1996. (3) "Aerial
Mail Service : A Chronology of the Early United States Government Air Mail : March - December, 1918"
by A.D. Jones 1993. (4) "PAN AMERICAN'S PACIFIC PIONEERS: A Pictorial History of Pan Am's
Pacific First Flights 1935 - 1946" by Jon E. Krupnick 1997. The first three are $11.00 US plus applicable
taxes each and the last is approximately $40.00 US. For further data contact the AAMS at P.O. Box 110,
Mineola, New York, 11501-0110, USA.
There were 28 aerophilatelic and six astrophilatelic entries in competition at PACIFIC 97. There were 4
large golds, 6 small golds, 6 large vemeils, 9 small vermeils, and 8 large silvers. and one disqualified
astrophilatelic entry because the exhibitor had not removed or identified forgeries in his exhibit previously
identified to the owner I identified 5 aerophilatelic literature publications which received 3 small silvers,
one large bronze for The Canadian Aerophilatelist by Chris Hargreaves, and one bronze.. My five frame
exhibit of Canadian Forces Air letter Forms was transferred to the Postal History section and it received a
small silver award. The four large gold recipients were Roland Kohl from Switzerland (96 plus a special
prize-the AAMS Seiko Clock) for Air Posts of Switzerland 1870-1946; Pradip Jain from India (96 points
plus Jury Felicitations) for Indian Air Mails - The Development and Operation 1911 - 1942; Egil H.
Thomassen from Norway (95 points plus special prize-the CAS Plaque for Achievement in Competition
plus two Canadian Aviation books from Larry Milberry of CANAV Books of Toronto) for Airmails of
Norway 1920-1945; and Oded Eliashar of Israel (95 points) for Pigeon Post. To all aerophilatelic/
astrophilatelic winners at PACIFIC 97 - congratulations. There were no aerophilatelic entries in the
Championship Class that is now very expensive to enter.
The Grand Prix d'Honneur was awarded to John H. Birkinbinc II of the USA for Confederate States of
America, 1860-1865; the Grand Prix International was awarded to Pichai Buranasombati of Thailand for
Great Britain : Early Line Engraved Issues (97 points plus Special Prize) ; and the Grand Prix National
was awarded to George J. Kramer of the USA for Across the Continent ( 97 points plus Special Prize).
The next two FIP philatelic exhibitions are in Moscow, Russia in September 1997 and in New Delhi,
India in December 1997. There are five main FIP exhibitions in 1998 with the one in Milan, Italy
specifically for Aerophilately and Postal History. For 1999 I have been appointed the Canadian
Commissioner for IBRA 99 in Nuremberg, Germany to be held in May 1999. Anyone interested in
Bulletin No.1 and an application for entry are invited to contact me for the data.
Dick McIntosh is attempting to make permanent arrangements to obtain Canadian cacheted first flight
covers flown to, from and within Canada. We all wish him success. Best wishes to all for a pleasant
summer.

.6 /.47d47-9.

(RK Malott) President CAS
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"NEW" CANADIAN FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
At the same time that Malaysia Airlines was inaugurating the Kuala Lumpur - Vancouver
service reported on page 29 of the March 1997 newsletter, CANADIAN AIRLINES was
inaugurating a Vancouver - Taipei - Kuala Lumpur service.
"Unofficial" First Flight Covers were produced for these flights:
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The CAS has obtained one copy of each cover. - They are approximately the size of #10
envelopes in "postally used" condition, (slightly battered but clean, with a "return to sender"
slip taped to the top of the cover to Taipei). These two covers can be purchased for $10 each

(including postage) from Mike Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
Advance notice of these covers was given in the bulletin of the Trans World Philair Club, D65765 KELKHEIM, P. Box 1563, Germany.
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EXHIBITION RESULTS
ORAPEX '97, Ottawa:
Dick Malott
Mike Shand
Nelson Bentley
Chris Hargreaves

Canadian Military Air Letter Forms: 1942-1974 Vermeil, and The E.R. Toop
Award for Best Postal History Exhibit (Military).
The U.S. Military Flies the Pacific. Silver.
Helicopter Covers - England and Europe. Silver-Bronze.
Postal Archaeology: A History of Trans-Atlantic Flight. Bronze.

C4NPLE - Canada's 4th National Philatelic Literature Exhibition:
The Canadian Aerophilatelist. Silver Bronze.
NORWEX '97, Oslo, Norway:
Canadian Aviation Crash Covers. Vermeil.
Dick Malott
Congratulations!

1997 F.I.S.A. CONGRESS
The 37th F.I.S.A. Congress will be held during BLAGNAC '97, which is taking place in
Blagnac/Toulouse, France, from 18th to 21st September 1997.
BLAGNAC '97 will include a non-competitive Aero Et Astrophilatelic exhibition, for which the CAS
has been invited to send 2 or 3 entries. - If any member is interested in attending and/or participating
in this exhibition, please contact the editor as soon as possible, and I will send you a copy of the
information I have received.

SPITFIRE SUPPORT CLUB of the CANADIAN WARPLANE HERITAGE
This group is raising funds for the acquisition, restoration and maintenance of a flying Vickers
Supermarine Spitfire which will be hangered at the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum (near
Hamilton, Ontario) as a tribute to all Canadians in Fighter Command that flew, fought and died in the
service of their country while flying and maintaining this and other magnificent aircraft".
For more information contact the CWH Spitfire Support Club, c/o Canadian Warplane Heritage
Museum, 9280 Airport Road, Mount Hope, Ontario LOR 1WO.

FOKKER SUPER UNIVERSAL CF-AAM
The Spring 1997 Journal of the Canadian Aviation Historical Society contains an extensive, well
illustrated article on the history and restoration of this aircraft. (The restoration project was described
briefly in the March 1995 issue of this newsletter.)
For a copy of this issue, ($5.00 including postage), and/or more information regarding the Canadian
Aviation Historical Society, write to: CAHS National Office, Box224, Station A, Willowdale, Ontario
M2N 5S8.

IN MEMORIAM: ORIAN GREEN, 1900 - 1997
Orian Green was an active aerophilatelist for over 50 years. - He received many awards for his
Canadian Semi-officials, Early Air Mail Covers, Pioneer/Governmental covers and California Airport
Dedication Covers; and also ran mail bid sales.
His son Dale Green, (who now runs the mail bid sales), commented that his father:
was an accumulator, perhaps reflecting his age and upbringing. He attempted to have
collections of CAM's, FAM's, Canadian Semi-Officials, airline Post Cards, First Days, Air
Baggage Labels, Literature, etc. . .. He simply enjoyed collecting, and I think quantity was
something of value to him.
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A HISTORY OF AEROPHILATELY - Part 1
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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION:

It seems to me, who was born after the above
cover was produced, that aerophilatelly in the "1930's" had three
key components:
covers were prepared by or for a collector,
to be flown on a First Flight or at a special event,
and received a special cachet or cancellation.
Reviewing the current literature on aerophilately, however, it
always strikes me that the "special cachets and cancellations"
are very well documented; and the details of the flights
sporadically documented; but there is hardly any information
about the collectors who prepared the covers - why they created
covers, how they got information about future flights, why
public interest in aerophilately declined, and so on.
I mentioned this during some correspondance with Richard Sanders
Allen, after he commented that he had been "born (1917) and
brought up in upstate New York (Saratoga Springs) in time to be
part of the great 'Lindbergh era', when people ran outside
should an airplane pass over", and that he had also been
"briefly an aerophilatelist". - I asked if he would provide me
with some reminiscences about aerophilately at that time, and
was delighted to receive the article that starts on the next
page.
Richard Sanders Allen is a research consultant living in
Lewiston, Indiana. He specializes in Pre-1900 Bridge Building &
Iron Industry, and 1920-1940's aviation, and has written several
books including Revolution in the Sky about Lockheed. Richard is
currently working on an article about the Bellanca "Columbia",
and her various flights and owners.
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MEMOIR OF AN AEROPHILATELIC BOYHOOD
Richard Sanders Allen
Your Editor has asked for a few words on "aerophilately in the old days." As a retired researcher/writer
on industrial and aviation history I find that, after six decades of living, I can recall events of 1930 better
than what I was doing last week. And what I was doing then was "collecting air mail stamps."
I grew up in a small resort town in upstate New York, from which my father worked as a consulting civil
engineer. As the youngest in the family, I was very much aware of my older brothers' sports and social
activities, and their leisure time collection (or better, "accumulation") of postage stamps. From them, I
began to learn that stamps taught one geography, art, language, monetary systems and history, to name
a few things, and the learning wasn't repetitious and boring, like school. Knowing the stories behind the
stamps was fun.
Eventually, I succeeded to both my bothers' collections, plus those of two cousins who went off to
college. They all had big red-bound Scott's albums, which were sold with the precise that one could
actually fill all those intriguing blank squares and rectangles with the used postage stamps of the world.
You steamed old stamps off correspondence, you traded your "dupes" for different new ones, you sorted
and arranged, and laboriously mounted your stamps with peelable paper hinges. You sent away and got
"penny approvals," picked out some that especially appealed to you. But with a meager allowance you
just couldn't afford them all, and reluctantly returned batch after batch to the stamp dealers. I guess that's
where I learned thrift and sales resistance.
All the while, those empty spaces stared you in the face every time you opened an album.
Other kids I knew who "saved stamps" seemed fascinated with the idea that they'd come upon some
fabulous rarity. One went carefully thru the old South American correspondence of his great-grandfather
in hopes of turning up a British Guiana "penny black", then the world's rarest stamp. (He hand-peeled the
stamps off hundreds of registered packets from Chile and Bolivia, before we had thought of saving whole
covers.) One boy hounded the local post office clerks to search for loose items in the cracks of their
stamp drawers. He was rewarded with a mint copy of the 1918 bi-colored 24-cent Air Mail, but of course
NOT one with inverted center.
Simultaneous with being boy stamp collectors, our generation was engulfed in a huge wave of public
awareness and avid interest in all things pertaining to aviation.
It is hard to believe that people once dropped whatever they were doing and ran outdoors when they
heard an airplane engine. A barnstormer landing on the edge of town would attract big crowds, and
scores of envious kids who wished they had a five-dollar bill, "to go up." We read books and magazines
for the "latest" on what our aerial heroes of the "Lindbergh era" were piloting, and where they'd be flying
off to next. We built models, and learned to differentiate between a Ford and a Fokker, a Waco and a
Stinson, as easily as between a Chevy and a Chrysler. The aviation mania touched nearly every
neighborhood.
So, with double enthusiasms, is it any wonder that boys (and girls) of the so-called "Golden Age " of
aviation expanded their embryo stamp collections to include ANYTHING that had to do with "Air Mail"?
I had in mind to get one of the special 10-cent Air Mail stamps commemorating Lindbergh, that was
issued in 1927. But the line at the post office window stretched out to the street, and I only had a lone
thin dime.
Like regular stamps, there were soon albums on the market devoted entirely to airmail stamps, but
filling all those blank spaces still seemed an impossible deal. What to do? Specialization was of course
the answer.
(Continued)
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MEMOIR OF AN ABROPHILATELIC BOYHOOD by Richard Sanders Allen - continued:
At first, I attempted to acquire an air mail stamp from every country that had issued them. (Over a
decade I gathered a sample from perhaps 80% of the nations that flew their mail.) Then I discovered
"covers"; entire envelopes being carried on new air mail routes and special flights, with a story behind
every one to be thought about and savored.
The post office clerks let us read the "Postal Bulletin" which announced the inauguration of contract air
mail routes, (CAM'S), and the cities to be served. We could, and did, prepare our own self-addressed
envelopes (always with a printed slip of paper inside), to an ever-growing number of cities that would
supply a first-flight cachet. Older collectors looked down their noses at our hand-lettered efforts on long
envelopes, and dealers were just beginning to mass-produce elaborate printed cachets and first-day
covers. But we had a lot of fun seeing ours show up in our mail boxes, and mounting them with adhesive
hinges in loose-leaf note books.
I subscribed to "Stamps" weekly magazine, and remember seeing "Mekeel's" and "Linn's" in the library.
They had all the current aeronautical event announcements, and were loaded with enticing "ads" for
things you never could hope to get.
We sent for first-days, and first flights, and airport dedication cacheted covers. We sent off and waited
for months for covers from the 2nd Byrd Antarctic Expedition in 1933. (We liked to believe they'd been
flown over the South Pole!)
Then there was Roy Amble's aborted global flight, and the equally no-show "US-USSR Trade
Recognition Flight". Much of the sending out covers was simply what suited your fancy, and what aspect
of aviation interested you most at the moment. You were collecting scattered souvenirs; and feeling you
had a little piece of what was going on during these years of rapid advancement in aviation.
But always, in depression-gripped America, there was the sobering cost of Air Mail stamps. (I don't
remember even THINKING then, that I could buy a set of "Graf Zeppelins'!) "Spotty" was the best
description for "Allen's Air Mails".
I traced the flight paths of the "Graf" and the "Hindenburg" poring over maps and atlases, and sketched
out the routes of the world's airlines, as they existed pre-WWII. Since they were relatively inexpensive, I
made a collection of air mail labels (etiquettes), and then one of Air baggage labels (they found good
use in illustrating my books, some fifty years later. Eventually I even joined the American Air Mail
Society (Member #1551). But girls, the U.S. Army Air Corps, and the necessity for making a living, soon
turned my attentions elsewhere.
I have always maintained that my boyhood air mail collecting activated a desire to learn and a "need to
know", and the process was invaluable in my later historical research.
Today, I have just the remnants of things that have survived seventy years; a shoebox of old covers. I
have a flown Zeppelin cover, one from the "Akron", and three authentic "crash covers." There are a few
from when the Army flew the mails temporarily in 1934. And, since they appealed to my sense of the
remote, there is a set of Canadian bush country first-flight covers. I still have the Air Baggage labels,
which make a colorful display of world airline history.
Aerophilately may someday become a closed chapter, but not for those who once did, or continue to,
derive pleasure in thinking about how the world grew wings.

EDITOR'S INVITATION: I would be delighted to run a series of articles on the "History of Aerophilately", and
to receive an article/letter from any reader about their own aerophilatelic memories and experiences.
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BOOK REVIEW: THE CURTISS HS FLYING BOATS
K.M. Molson and A.J. Shortt

Cover from the FIRST SCHEDULED AIRMAIL SERVICE IN CANADA,
operated by LAURENTIDE AIR SERVICE from Lake Timiskaming to the Rouyn goldfields in 1924.
Addressed to: MESSRS. F.J. FIELD LTD., SUTTON COLDFIELD, WARWICKSHIRE, ENG.
Indistinct cancellation - ROUYN LAKE - October 27th 1924
CURTISS HS-2L flying boats played a major role in the early
development of both aviation and airmail in Canada. - They were,
for example, used by Laurentide Air Service for the HaileyburyRouyn service described above, and an HS-2L aircraft was depicted on
the semi-official stamp issued for that service.
This book is the first in a series to be produced by the National
Aviation Museum in Ottawa about the aircraft in its collection, and
is a treasure-trove of information on the design, development,
production and operation of the Curtiss HS flying boats.
Topics covered include the early research of Glenn Hammond Curtiss,
the development of the HS-1L and HS-2L for anti-submarine service in
World War 1, the sale and worldwide operation of surplus HS-2L's
after the war, and the recovery and restoration of G-CAAC by the
National Aviation Museum from 1968 to 1986.
( Continued )
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THE CURTISS HS FLYING BOATS continued:

This book is 9"x11", 156 pages, and includes numerous photographs
which are reproduced with excellent quality on the glossy pages.
There are also three—view drawings, and extracts from contemporary
reports, including the following prepared for the Ontario Provincial
Air Service in 1926:
A large flying boat requires, as a general rule, a fairly large lake
to alight in to permit taking off again and getting high enough
for safety before making a turn or getting over the land. This
eliminates many lakes that would make good landing grounds
for a smaller machine with a quicker take off and better climb
than an HS-2L: In the warmer weather of July and August when
the HS-2L is heavily laden it often takes a mile [1.6 km] or more
before leaving the water and owing to the humidity the climb is
very slow so a lake of 3 to 5 miles [4.8 to 8 km] in length and at
least a mile [1.6 km] or more in width is necessary for the comfortable handling of the machine. The time taken to reach an
altitude sufficiently high to start a patrol varies considerably with
weather conditions but the average rate of climb with full load is
about 3,000 ft [goo m] in 30 minutes. There have been occasions when machines have not reached that height within an
hour.
Although an HS-2L has reached an altitude of 8,000 ft
[2 400 m] its best average height is about 4,000 ft [I 200 m]
with its effective operating load. In consequence, the HS-2L on

patrol is always flying at its maximum service ceiling. This is
very essential in the interests of safety as the higher the machine
is flying the better the chance of gliding to a lake to make a forced
landing and, also, the farther the range of vision for observation
purposes. The HS-2L is comparatively slow as its average speed
is about 65 mph [105 km/hr]. The machine has a steep gliding
angle and the speed necessary to maintain good maneuvering
control without the engine is slightly more than the average level
speed with the engine on. Owing to the steep gliding angle and
low serviceable ceiling of the machine the margin of safety
maintained is governed by the route followed to ensure remaining in gliding distance of a lake. This very often means long
detours to avoid dry country and, of course, an unavoidable waste
of fuel and time.
It is necessary to carry an air engineer on operations particularly owing to the size and unwieldiness of the HS-2L on the
water and the difficulty in approaching and tying up to docks or
shorelines in awkward wind conditions.

Bookstore price for
THE CURTISS HS
FLYING BOATS
is $24.95
(Canadian). — It can also be obtained from CANAV BOOKS, 51 Balsam
Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M4E 3B6.
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FOLLOW UP - INFORMATION ON AEROPOSTALE FLIGHTS
I received two most useful responses to the request in the last newsletter for sources of
information on "the French Aeropostale flights to North Africa and South America in the 1920's
and 1930's", and for more information regarding "a reference to Muller in a catalogue".
Richard Beith wrote that:
Muller is, or rather was, Catalogue des Aerogrammes du monde entier by Franck Muller,
published in Paris in 1950! There have been two reprint editions but these are now also out of print,
by FISA in the '70s (?) and a hardback by Sinais (Paris) in 1991. It was very much a one line per
flight listing for the whole world. No detail.
The only modern text covering the French South Atlantic line (in considerable detail) is a
splendid book by Gerard Collot and Alain Cornu: Ligne Mermoz, Histoire aerophilatelique:
Latecoere, Aeropostale, Air France 1918-1940. This was published in 1990 in an edition of 1,000
copies, cover price French Francs 420. This hardback has over 300 pages, some illustrations in
colour (reproductions of old posters, etc) and includes a complete listing of all French South
Atlantic Flights to the fall of France in summer 1940. It is now just about out of print, but a few
copies may be in dealers stocks.
I have a couple of copies left, list price in my book catalogue (including UK postage) is £52.95, even
more to Canada, I'm afraid!

For a free copy of Richard's catalogue of aerophilatelic books for sale, write to him at 14
Middlecroft, Guilden Sutton, Chester, England CH3 7HF. - Tel/Fax 01244.300777).
The second reply was from Gregoire Teyssier, who sent in a copy of an extensive bibliography
on Aeropostale that he prepared last year for the Canadian Postal Museum. - Contact the editor
if you would like a copy of this.
Many thanks to Richard and Gregoire for their help.

FOLLOW UP - HISTORICAL INACCURACIES
The article by Yuri Kvasnikov in our last issue, about "Historical Inaccuracies On Some Space
Stamps" has attracted considerable interest. - It was first published in Russia in 1991, and has
since been translated and published in Czechoslovakia, Germany, Austria, Switzerland,
Netherlands, Poland, Great Britain, and Belgium, as well as Canada!
One of the errors that Yuri mentioned, was the wrong country in the background during a
spacewalk. This, however, is sometimes a deliberate decision of the country issuing the stamp
to feature itself, rather than "an error".
An interesting example of this "wrong background" phenomenon, (from long before the space
age), has been pointed out by Trelle Morrow. -He wrote a very comprehensive article for the
January 1996 issue of The Canadian Philatelist on "Daedalus: The Canadian Airmail Stamp of
1935". Although the stamp "illustrates the escape of Daedalus from the Island of Crete", the
background in the design "represents a view across the Strait of Georgia near Victoria"!
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FOLLOW UP - EARLIEST WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS COVER?

This cover was illustrated in our June 1996 newsletter, with the
following "write up":
28TH

JANUARY 1927.

This date is noted as the Earliest known for a Western Canada Airways
marking by the Study Group for Canadian Semi-Official Air Mail Stamps
of the British North American Philatelic Society.
Derek Rance has raised a number of points regarding this cover:
In the June 1996 Canadian Aerophilatelist a "Pre-Label Westem Canada Airways cover is
illustrated, with the notation that the BNAPS Canadian Semi-Official Air Mail Stamp Study
Group considers this cover (which has no receiving backstamp) as being the earliest known.
I own an exactly similar cover to that illustrated - but have always considered it to be a contrived
fraud. Here are my reasons:

H The cover is philatelic - as a number of similar covers exist.
❑ 'There is no apparent reason for this cover's creation. PA&E, at that time, not only held the air
mail franchise, but was actively flying mail.
I I When Western Canada Airways flew mail prior to May 10, 1927 - it was usually carried a Jack
V. Elliot, or a PA&E stamp, which was usually canceled with a green two line WESTERN
CANADA AIRWAYS - RED LAKE, ONT. rubber stamp.

( Continued )
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FOLLOW UP - EARLIEST WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS COVER? - continued:
[]The earliest verifiable usage I own of the four line cancellation - similar to that on this cover
on which the four line W.C.A. cancellation date is verified by a Rolling Poilage post office-and
backstamp, is May 19, 1927.

I 1 As far as ( know, earlier covers with the four line W.C.A. date stamp are never addressed so as
to acquire a receiving backstamp that would verify the mailing date. This is certainly true of the
Red Lake to East Orange N.J., Roessler covers; usually autographed by William Brown,
supposedly mailed on the F.F. date of May 10, 1927. (These covers were probably
"manufactured" to order.)
If this W.C.A. Red Lake rubber four line stamp existed as early as January 28, 1927, then why
was the two line stamp used thereafter? And why was there no corresponding four line W.C.A.
Rolling Portage stamp - seeing that W.C.A.'s main airbase was located there?
11 The recipient of this mail - J. S. Davis is well known for the covers that were mailed with
PA&E stamps after that company had gone out of business. Why was there such a lengthy hiatus
between this set of covers and the numerous 1928 PA&E mailings?
1_1 William "Bill" Brown was very entrepreneurial. His prior career had been extremely checkered.
As the Red Lake postmaster he became very close to A. C. Roessler - as evidenced by the Snake
Falls - Red Lake F.F. covers. Unquestionably he certainly would have not been above "creating" a
cover. As the cover clearly shows - all of the hand writing on it is that of W. Brown, which means
that he was not given these covers to mail by some third party - as is normally the case with mail.
With all this negative evidence, it is my opinion that W.C.A., at some later date, for convenience,
had given W. Brown the Four Line Red Lake Canceler. 1-1e misused this canceler to create
salable covers. It should be noted that a hallmark of all of these "manufactured" covers, is that
they were always addressed to locations where a receiving backstamp would not be applied which would have exposed the fraud. 'this supposes that these covers were actually mailed.

DEREK RANCE

I sent a copy of Derek's letter to Bob Jamieson, who agrees with the
points Derek made.
The cover was purchased by Bob from the collection of the late Don
Cox, who did the write up for it.
The BNAPS "Canadian Semi-Official Air Mail Study Group" ceased to
exist in 1992, and the new "Airmail Study Group" has no records to
substantiate the claim that this was "noted as the earliest known"
date for a Western Canada Airways marking.
Does anybody have any information regarding the old BNAPS SemiOfficial Study Group's "noting" of this cover, and/or comments on
Derek's reservations about it? - Please send any information you can
provide to the editor: 4C)60 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.

********************
EDITORIAL NOTE: the "new" BNAPS AIR MAIL STUDY GROUP is now about
five years old and flourishing. - For more information on it contact
Basil Burrell, 911 Huckleberry Lane, Glenview, Illinois 60025-2301.
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QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any
aspect of aerophilately, is invited to send it to the editor. - I
will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following
newsletter.

INFORMATION WANTED: A "PARACHUTE COVER" FROM MONTREAL

Cover postmarked "ST.LAMBERT P.O." AM 17 AU 31 on front,
and "MONTREAL CANADA" with large S 2PM AU 17 31 on front and back.

Addressed to N. TORONTO, ONT.
Signed by
"Geo Bennett, Parachut jumper, 1023" and four other people.
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INFORMATION WANTED: A "PARACHUTE COVER" FROM MONTREAL continued:
QUESTIONS: - who are the people who signed this cover?
- is this cover listed in any catalogue?
- what does the large S signify?
A PARTIAL ANSWER: This seems to be a "souvenir cover", carried on a
parachute jump by George Bennett and posted afterwards, and
therefore not listed in any of the "First Flight" catalogues.
The handwritten date and postmarks suggest a link to the following
entry in 125 YEARS OF CANADIAN AERONAUTICS - A CHRONOLOGY 18901965 (published by the CANS, see page 9 of this newsletter):
15-16 AUGUST, 1931. The 3rd Canadian Air Pageant was held at
St. Hubert Airport, Montreal, Quebec.
Ref: Montreal Daily Star, Montreal, Que., 18 August, 1931.

George Bennett seems to have
a
"public"
parachute
been
jumper. - I came across a copy
of an article on the TransPageant
Canada
Air
from
Canadian
Aviation,
February
which
included
the
1932,
photograph to the right, but
did not mention him in the
article.

G•orge Bennett about to land
within the "charmed circle."

imr4:,--‘,et-ii.,

(The Trans-Canada Air Pageant
was organized by the Canadian
Flying Clubs Association during
1931, to stimulate interest in
private flying at a time when
many clubs were in economic
difficulties during the
Depression.)

..4010110

A

However, this "partial answer" also generates more questions:
- what was the connection between George Bennett, the Trans Canada
Air Pageant, and the "3rd Canadian Air Pageant"? - J.R.K. Main
gives a route for the Trans Canada Air Pageant in Voyageurs of
the Air, and Montreal isn't mentioned:
Twenty-six major and several minor displays were given at the
principal centres in Canada from Vancouver, B.C., to Sydney, N.S. From
Hamilton the Pageant proceeded to Windsor, St. Paul, Minn., Winnipeg.
Brandon, Regina, Moose Jaw, Calgary, Lethbridge, Grand Forks, Vancouver,
Edmonton, North Battleford and Fort William. This was the route covered
by Section I of the Pageant.
Section II worked eastward visiting Toronto, Ottawa, Saint John,
Halifax, Sydney and Moncton.
The final show was staged at London, Ont., on September 15 —
two-and-a-half months after the opening event, during which time a
distance of over 10,000 miles had been covered.

- what does George Bennett's number 1023 refer to?
- is the 6 cent franking significant?
If anybody can provide more information regarding this cover,
please send it to the editor.
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INFORMATION WANTED - WINNIPEG to ENGLAND via CALGARY?

Postmarked WINNIPEG - 2 AM - AUG 18 1930

Addressed to MIDDLESEX, ENGLAND
Stamped AIR MAIL - deletion bars probably applied in New York
QUESTION: Can anybody suggest why this cover was endorsed "VIA
If you can help, please send information to the editor.
CALGARY"?

SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale
to the editor. - Create your own "advertisement" if you like, up to
a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

COVERS FOR SALE
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( Continued )
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COVERS FOR SALE continued :
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If you are interested in any of these covers, please reply directly
to: Capt. J. Walsh CD, 124A Danbury Bay, Winnipeg, Manitoba R2Y 1A5.
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WANTED - P.E.I. RELATED FIRST FLIGHT COVERS
Ivan W. MacKenzie (CAS 201)
2411-420 Gloucester Street
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
K1R 7T7
Tel: (613) 235-8361

AAMS No.

Flight Date

Description

21a

29 Sep 1919

Charlottetown - Truro

225b

24 Jan 1929

Charlottetown - Summerside

225d

23 Jan 1929

Moncton - Charlottetown

225e

24 Jan 1929

Charlottetown - Moncton

229f

02 Jul 1929

Moncton - Charlottetown

229k

02 Jul 1929

Saint John - Moncton

330

01 Jul 1944

New Glasgow - Charlottetown

330a

01 Jul 1944

Charlottetown - New Glasgow

640

06 Feb 1941

Charlottetown - Havre Aubert

640a

06 Feb 1941

Charlottetown - Entry Island

640b

06 Feb 1941

Harve Aubert - Entry Island

640c

06 Feb 1941

Entry Island - Charlottetown

640d

06 Feb 1941

Havre Aubert - Charlottetown

141(0141000KMMM1110001414141(M111410 1 1(MMMI11401010kMMt

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN APOPHILATELIST in normally produced quarterly in

March, June, September and December. However, the next issue may be
produced slightly earlier or later than scheduled, in order to
report on the publication of THE AIRMAILS OF CANADA AND
NEWFOUNDLAND. All items for the next issue should therefore be sent
to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
as soon as possible.
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
The following names are due for membership renewal:

July 1997

August 1997

142
228
229
233

230

J. Don Wilson
William McCann
Jack Revell
Les Winick

232
234

September 1997

Canada's Aviation Hall
of Fame
Gregoire Teyssier
Kevin O'Reilly

93
95
158
168
186
202
235
237
238
257
258

Ron Miyanishi
Michael F Painter
Thomas J Watkins
Robert A Lee
Chris Hargreaves
Ross Herrington
Dominique Tallet
Michel Brisebois
Cheryl Ganz
Ron Hyde
Edward Bizub

Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment. Final renewal notices will be mailed
out to members who have not replied.
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders etc. to be
made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.

All new membership dues and renewals are $15.00 Cdn for Canada and the US and
$20.00 Cdn for Overseas addresses.
Membership No.:

Renewal Month:

Name:
Address:

e-mail:
Mail notice to: Ron Miyanishi, Secretary
124 Gamble Ave.
Toronto, Ontario
CANADA M4J 2P3

Secretary's Use Only
Date:
Payment:
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members - Its objectives are:
-to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
-to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about aerophilately among members;
-to represent Canadian aerophilatelists at the national and international levels;
-to promote and support areophilatelic research in Canada.
Membership of The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is open to all interested individuals, including those
living outside of Canada, and new members are always welcome.
The annual membership dues are $15.00 Canadian in Canada and the U.S.A., $20.00 Canadian for
members Overseas. Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and sent it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario CANADA M4J 2P3
I hearby apply for membership in The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society:
Name:
Address:
City:

Province/State:

Postal Code:

Country:
Fax:

Telephone:

e-mail:

Collecting interests:
If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number:
American Philatelic Society membership number:
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada membership number:
Other:
For Secretary's use:
Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

Entered on Mailing List:

OOOOO • •

• • • • • • • • • • OOOOO • OOOOOOOOOOO

OOOOOOOOO • OOOOO • • • • • • •

••••••••••

EDITOR'S LAST WORD AND REMINDER
The Canadian Aerphilatelist is issued four times a year.
Please send all items for the next issue of the newsletter to:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario Canada K7M 4Y4
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THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists everywhere
American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
KiNiston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
Tel. (613) 389 8993
FISA (F6deration Internationale des Societes Atrophilateligues) - Club Member
E-Mail: hargreave@king.igs.net

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THL CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:

Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick" Malott, CD
16 Marwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON KIR 7T7
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, East York, Ontario M4,1 2P3

Vice-President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Tel. and Fax: (613) 829 0280
Tel: (613) 225 4254
Tel: (613) 235 8361
Tel. and Fax: (416) 421 5846
E-Mail: •ueak@interlog.com
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NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of The Canadian Aerophilatelist: welcome!
Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic that combines flying and philately,
including:
the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between different places: these usually bear special
markings to identify the flight, and are referred to as First Flight Covers;
a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and services, and/or of the airmail stamps
issued for these services;
commemorative stamps and covers, normally produced on the anniversary of historically significant
flights;
astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers that trace the development of space
flight. - Since very few covers have been flown into space, this usually involves covers associated
with the ground support network: launch sites, tracking stations, recovery ships, etc.
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information among
Canadians who are interested in any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from around
the world who are interested in Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this newsletter,
which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
a library from which books and periodicals can be borrowed by mail: for details contact Chris
Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
a translation service from French to English and vice versa: contact Francois Bourbonnais, 58 SteCatherine, St. Polycarpe, Quebec JOP 1XO.
a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale: for a full list contact Mike Shand, 1183
Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
For more information on Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
for general information on all Canadian airmail stamps and covers up until 1950, the Canada Section
in Volume 4 of the American Air Mail Catalogue. - This volume is now out of print, but an authorized
photocopy of the Canada Section can be obtained from Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean,
Ontario K2H 6R1, for $8.00Cdn including postage.
for detailed information on early air mail flights and stamps: The Pioneer and Semi-Official Air Mails
of Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. Longworth-Dames, published by Unitrade Press, 99 Floral Parkway,
Toronto ON M6L 2C4. (Semi-official stamps were produced by the companies that operated the first
airmail services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue of these stamps, and sold them from
post offices, but did not assume responsibility for the airmail, or help with the cost of the service.)
similarly detailed is Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919-1939 by C.H.C. Harmer, published by the
American Air Mail Society, (see below).
two very useful "general histories" of Canadian aviation are Canada's Flying Heritage by Frank Ellis,
which is the classic on aviation up to the 1930's; and History of Canadian Airports by T.M. McGrath,
which describes 143 airports with many references to the airmail services that used them. - Both are
available from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4E 3B6.
Anyone interested in aerophilately is recommended, (by the editor), to consider joining THE AMERICAN
AIR MAIL SOCIETY. - It publishes a very informative monthly magazine, The Airpost Journal; holds 5 or
6 excellent postal auctions each year, with many lots under $5; and publishes some very useful books
and catalogues. - Membership is $25 U.S. per year. Further information can be obtained from Dan Barber,
AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing, MI 48909, USA; or from the AAMS website at:
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/aams/
The AAMS also produces an excellent guide to aerophilately called Collecting Airmail. This can be
purchased for $4Cdn/$3US postpaid from Chris Hargreaves (address above), or downloaded from the
Internet at: http://pantherbsc.edurspezzill/colair.html
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please
acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any publication
in which the reprinted material appears to the editor.
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
A 3rd DAY OF AEROPHWATELY 1N TORONTO - Sunday November 30th
The C.A.S. will be holding its third annual symposium from 10am to 4pm at the Vincent Greene
Foundation premises, 214 Merton Street. (These are close to the Davisville subway station, and
there are also lots of parking spaces on the street.)
The Symposium includes talking, trading, and lunch at a nearby restaurant. - All members are
invited to participate, and to bring a one frame (16 sheet) exhibit, and/or a "show and tell" (or
"show and ask") item if they like. Guests are also very welcome.
1 have really enjoyed the two previous symposiums, and so have the other participants! - Please
contact Dick McIntosh, 47 Aldenham Cr., Don Mills, Ontario M3A 1S3, (telephone 416 447
1579), for more information, and/or to let him know if you're likely to be attending.

OTHER REGIONAL MEETINGS?
If anybody is interested in organizing a regional meeting outside of Toronto, please contact our VicePresident Mike Shand, (address on front page), and he will help with contacting other members, etc.

NEW MEMBERS
Welcome to the following members, who have joined since the last newsletter:
#266 John F. Church, Pointe Claire, Quebec.
#267 James H. Parker, Topeka, Kansas, U.S.A.

AIR MAIL ANNIVERSARIES IN 1998
Joseph Berkovits is starting a project to recreate some of the Pioneer Air Mail events in Canada:
80th ANNIVERSARY:

70th ANNIVERSARY:

Montreal to Toronto
Calgary to Edmonton
Toronto to Ottawa and return
Toronto to Ottawa and return
Toronto to Ottawa and return
Moose Jaw to Winnipeg

24th June 1918
9th July 1918
15-17 August 1918
26-27 August 1918
4th September 1918
17th August 1928

Joseph would like to see special flights, souvenir sheetlets, air mail covers, etc. - He is making contacts
with the Canadian Aviation Historical Society, and invites all CAS readers who wish to participate to
contact him. Joseph's address is: P.O. Box 33, 260 Adelaide St. East, Toronto, Ontario M5A 1N1.
(Fax: 416 635 1749).

FISA YEAR OF AEROPHILATELIC RESEARCH AWARDS
Earlier this year, the C.A.S. entered Derek Rance's research on "The First Quebec North Shore Mail
Flight, 1927" in this contest. - This work was first published in the December 1995 Canadian
Aerophilatelist, and subsequently re-printed in three other journals!
Copies of all four articles were sent to FISA, and I strongly believe that this work would be a worthy
winner of ANY contest for aerophilatelic research. - I was therefore most chagrined to be informed
that "the awarding of the prize has been postponed since only two applications were received".
Readers can draw their own conclusions from this announcement regarding the state of Aerophilatelic
Research and/or FISA.
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1927 - LONDON TO LONDON FLIGHT COVER
The only surviving cover from Tully and Medcalf s unsuccessful attempt to fly the Atlantic in 1927, set
a record price for a Canadian air mail item when it was sold for $40,000US by Charles G. Firby
Auctions in April 1995.
The cover was on display at the Cherrystone Auction booth at PACIFIC 97, and offered in their June
18th sale. - It was listed with an estimate of $75,000US, but failed to attract a winning bid over the
$60,000US reserve.

GERMAN "TAG DER BRIEFMARKE 1997" - POSTAGE STAMP DAY
The "Postage Stamp Day" is organized every year on the last Sunday in October, which this year is
October 26th. On that day, the Federation of German Philatelists, in cooperation with Deutsche Post
AG, draws attention to the hobby of stamp collecting by staging central events, stamp exhibitions,
publicity campaigns and exchange days in all the Federal states. The main theme of this year's events
will be "40 years of space travel".
A special souvenir sheet will be issued on October 26th, showing "historic mail transportation":

The value of 440 + 220 Pfennigs is equivalent to $5.65 Canadian. - The proceeds from the surcharge
will go to the "Foundation for the Promotion of Philately and Postal History", to support various
events including the exhibitions and activities on "Postage Stamp Day".

PACIFIC 97 RESULTS
The Grand Prix d'Honneur was won by Surajit Gongvatana of Thailand, for "Siam: The 19th Century".
- There was an error in the report in the last newsletter.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT FOR SEPTEMBER 1997
I trust that all members of the CAS enjoyed a pleasant summer and are now ready for fall and
winter aerophilatelic activities. PACIFIC'97 has come and gone. Those that were able to attend
have a wonderful FlP Exhibition to remember. I have plans to attend two other philatelic events in
1997 - the first at the annual RPSC Convention in Calgary, Alberta, 19 -21 September and the
second at the fall meeting of the AAMS at FLOREX'97 in Orlando, Florida, 14 - 16 November.
The interests of the CAS will be promoted at these two events.
Through the dedicated effort and computer talent of Ron Miyanishi, Secretary of the CAS, the
CAS/AAMS catalogue, The Air Mails Of Canada And Newfoundland, is ready to go to the
printers for preparation of the proofs. Forty-five aerophilatelic and astrophilatelic colleagues have
worked on this catalogue for six years. Although we did not meet our schedule for publication in
time for neither CAPEX'96 nor PACIFIC'97, the delay has proven beneficial as new data
appeared during and after PACIFIC'97. Our group deemed it essential to prepare as complete and
as accurate a catalogue as possible,.and thus we incorporated new data and a revised layout for
ease of reading, We are nearing 550 pages for this hard-cover catalogue, The actual price and the
date of release are yet to be determined. Anyone who may wish to purchase a catalogue is invited
to send me their name and address and as soon as the data are known I will send the relevant
information to them. The perseverance of CAS members and other Canadian and Newfoundland
aerophilatelic collectors awaiting the publication of this catalogue is sincerely appreciated. The
receipt of this catalogue as a Christmas present by many of our members might be a good idea.
Mention this fact to your family and to Santa Claus and hope for the best!
One of our members from Toronto suggested that a series of articles be written for The Canadian
Aerophilatelist on early Canadian and US aerophilatelic dealers. A great deal of the data is in the
Canadian Postal Archives in Section 4 in the Richard Kenneth Malott Collection of archival data
on Canadian and Newfoundland Air Mail. Any volunteers for this challenging assignment! There
are many interesting characters among the early dealers, collectors, and air mail pilots. A long list
of such individuals will appear in the catalogue but an expansion of the data is needed.
Another set of nine Snowbird flown and autographed covers is available at a cost of $45.00. In
addition, all nine pilots signed 30 souvenir CAS size 10 envelopes valued at $15.00 each. Each
envelope was flown on 8 August at the Abbotsford International Air Show. The envelopes were
flown back to 15 Wing, Moose Jaw and cancelled by the Base Postmaster Shauna Wright at
Bushell Park, Saskatchewan on 18 August 1997. Each envelope has the CAS logo and two five
line cachets, one in English and one in French describing the action. Anyone wishing to order a set
is invited to write to me with the cheque for the appropriate amount made out to me. Since our
funds are low at present I have undertaken to pay all of the costs for this project and after
expenses are met any profit will be turned over to the CAS Treasurer, Ivan MacKenzie. Despite
comments to the contrary the annual Snowbird project has always met costs and turned a profit.
There are 30 sets prepared with 9 sets allocated to the pilots, one set for the Postmaster, and the
last 20 sets for CAS members. Send your order in to-day !
Best wishes to all.

(RK Malott) Major (Ret'd) President CAS
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YOUR EDITOR'S CONTINUING ADVENTURES IN CYBER-LAND ...
It has been pointed out that in my comments regarding PACIFIC 97 in the last newsletter, my term
"hot news" was ambiguous. - I was actually referring to "anecdotes and scuttlebutt", but the term can
also be used for "official, up-to-the-minute news".
For the speedy distribution of "official, up-to-the-minute news", PACIFIC 97 had an excellent web site
that gave lists of exhibitors, dealers, and meetings, as well as the hours of the show, floor plans, and
even travel information. This website was updated regularly, and the list of awards was added to it on
the same day that the awards were announced, which was a very impressive and useful achievement.
Regarding events since PACIFIC 97, my "prediction" that I would learn more about the show in the
regular philatelic press was initially correct. - All the magazines had reports, but I particularly liked
those written for the Canadian Stamp News by our member Charles Verge.
Recently, however, the "hot news" in both senses of the term, has been the mammoth debt incurred
by PACIFIC 97. - The cyber-media excelled in reporting this: it appeared on both NetStamps - The
Internet Magazine for Stamp Collectors, ( http://www.netstamps.com ) and the newsgroup
rec.collecting.stamps at the beginning of August. This was several weeks before it was front page news
in the August 25th issue of Linn's Stamp News, and as I write this in mid-September, I have not yet
read about the debt in the Canadian Stamp News.
(For readers who haven't yet heard about this: the PACIFIC 97 organizers have confirmed that the
show made a loss, but the actual amount is not yet clear. - According to Linn's, (September 8th), "The
U.S. Postal Service says PACIFIC 97 went $642,714.13 in the hole, according to calculations
submitted to the USPS by the show's sponsors . . . But (a PACIFIC 97 vice-president) said: 'At this
point in time the deficit is less than $250,000' ". The causes of the debt are also unclear, but both
Netstamps and Linn's have focussed on the fees paid to FIP (the International Federation of Philately)
as a contributing factor, so this debt may lead to significant changes affecting all future international
exhibitions. - According to an editorial comment in the August 25th Linn's: "The demands made by
FIR freeloaders, both financial and otherwise, are legendary. It's time they were made public."

... IN NORTHERN ONTARIO ...
The history of Canadian Air Mail largely mirrors the growth of the operators, from bush flying to
airlines. When I visited Muskoka this summer, I was interested to note the large number of small "bush
flying" companies that were operating, and offering sightseeing flights, fly-in fishing, fly-in canoe
adventures, air-taxi services, etc. - It almost seemed as if every town had its own air service.

Parry Sound Air
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... AND AT THE CANADIAN POSTAL MUSEUM.
There really is a Canadian Postal Museum, but I did not see any signs to it when I visited the Canadian
Museum of Civilization in Ottawa-Hull. In fact there were very few signs for anything in the Museum,
which contributed to my impression that it was mainly designed as a place for children to run about
on wet afternoons, and that the exhibits were scattered around to keep adults amused as they
followed after their children.
The most noticeable feature of the Postal Museum once I found it, was the lack of "stamps". - This is
not a "philatelic museum", but a history of the postal service as part of Canadian Civilization, just like
"The Doukhobors" and "The Painted Furniture of French Canada 1700 - 1840" in the galleries beside
it.
I am, however, glad that I did find the Postal Museum, as the displays were very interesting.

CANADIAN WARPLANE HERITAGE FLOWN COVERS

WORT. NOMOCP.01 PIARVAMO

Crew

714,14 c.ime
Canaba's 'Ming 'Museum

Between 1976 and 1978 Canadian Warplane Heritage (CWH) produced a number of flown covers featuring the
FAIREY FIREFLY V naval fighter. Many of these covers were subsequently flown in other aircraft: B25 MITCHELL FG!
CORSAIR and the SPITFIRE and flown to various destinations.The series was discontinued after 1979
In ! 989 a new series of CWH Museum covers were produced, flown In and featuring the `MYNARSK1' LANCASTER,
and this has continued sporadically until 1996 These covers were few in number and contained stamps from various
countries; so long as each stamp contained an image of a Lancaster.
The CWH Museum has now decided to create a new series of covers. These new covers will feature such aircraft as
the ANSON, LANCASTER,TIGER MOTH, CHIPMUNK, FG I CORSAIR, HARVARD, FIREFLY, DC-3 and the 825 MITCHELL
Each cover will feature a photograph of the aircraft and flight information on the front and a three-view line drawing on the
reverse. Each cover will contain a insert with a general history of the aircraft which the cover was flown on.
Six covers are now on sale at $4.50 each or $23.30 for a set of six in Canadian funds. The DC-3 and Firefly covers will
be flown later this year and the Tiger Moth in the summer of 1998. When ready these last three covers will go on sale at
$4.50 each or $11.70 for the set of three.The complete set of nine covers will be offered at $35.00 Canadian. Postage and
mailing for mail orders will be $1.00 per order.
For mail orders please contact MaiorW. Randall, Lancaster Support Club. 9280 Airport Road, Mount Hope, Ontario
LOR IWO Canada.

RENEWED INTEREST IN AVIATION HISTORY?
Maybe! - I noticed in my local bookstore that Bush Pilot with a Briefcase by Ronald Kieth has been reissued. (This is a very interesting and sometimes hilarious biography of Grant McConachie, founder
of various "airlines" in the 1930's, and later president of Canadian Pacific Airlines.)
And ... Jim Brown's book Hubbard - The Forgotten Boeing Aviator, (which was reviewed in the
March 1997 issue of this newsletter), is now in its third printing! Congratulation Jim!
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POST OFFICE ANNOUNCEMENTS OF CANADIAN FIRST FLIGHTS 1928 -1939
The August 1997 newsletter of the AIR MAIL STUDY GROUP of the BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
PHILATELIC SOCIETY included the following item on "POST OFFICE ANNOUNCEMENTS":

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT OF CANADA: During the 1920's and 1930's the
Post Office issued "ANNOUCEMENTS" from Ottawa that were sent to cover
collectors who wanted to get First Flight Covers. The Announcement
told why the flight was being made and when. They gave the rates and
the information about cachets. They told where to send covers with
the stamps on them and how much to pay for the service.
With the thought that some of you might like to have a copy of
these sheets a listing of those in hand follows. The originals are
on 81/2 x 14 inch sheets. These have been reduced to 81/2 x 11 so that
they will better co-exist with your album pages.
Flight numbers from Volume Four of 5th Edition AAMC on hand:
215
219
216
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
235
245
246
248
257
280
281
286
291
301
519
520
528
529
530
535
536
537
541
542
543
546
547
548
556
555
557
558
559
561
562
563
570
571
574
572
576
573
578
579
580
585
587
590
789
597
591
595
598
599
600
601
610
611
FAM 1, Fam 15, CAM 27E40, FDC notice for Scott # 195 - 201.
Kinko charges me 7t a page and one can get 4 pages to the ounce
for 32C US or 46C Cdn address. Thus page x 7 + 32C per oz.

I have found these announcements to be a great source of information.

If you would like to get copies of some announcements, and/or more information regarding the Air
Mail Study Group, contact Basil Burrell, 911 Huckleberry Lane, Glenview, Illinois 60025-2301.

CABOT ANNIVERSARY FLIGHT - JUNE 1997
Mail was carried by helicopter from Gaeta to Rome, and then

flown from Rome to Toronto by Alitalia. A special postmark
showing Cabot and his ship the MATTHEW was used.
The translation of the inscription is JOHN CABOT /
MAIL CARRIED ON THE SPECIAL FLIGHT TO TORONTO /
5TH CENTENARY OF THE DISCOVERY OF CANADA.
Thanks to John Peebles, editor of The Canadian Connection, for this information. - (The Canadian
Connection is the journal of the Canadiana Study Unit, which is interested in all stamps with a
"Canadian Connection". For more information contactRobert A. Haslewood, 4416 Harvard Ave.,
Montreal, Quebec H4A 2X1.)

ARE BIG PRIZES THE WAY TO GET CHILDREN INTERESTED IN STAMP COLLECTING?
Apparently not! - Earlier this year the American Philatelic Society announced a youth essay contest,
with a first prize of $5,000. According to a report in the September 8th Linn's Stamp News, there
were only 150 entries!
The essay theme was "Stamps: a country's messengers". The winner was 11 year old Rachel Karch of
Seattle, who "chose Mongolia as her subject and illustrated her essay with 68 Mongolian stamps
mounted on computer-generated pages." - Although the total number of entries were low, the extract
in Linn's indicates a high calibre winning entry.
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CANADIAN FIRST FLIGHT COVERS 1995 -1997
It seems that First Flight Covers have been produced for a number of new international services over
the last two years, but with very little publicity. - A list of these flights is given below: if anybody knows
of additional First Flights, or can provide more details regarding these flights, please send information
to the editor. (The references are to previous reports in The Canadian Aerophilate/ist.)
1-

1995,NOVEMBER 3: KUALA LUMPUR - VANCOUVER.
Malaysia Airlines, Flight MH098: Boeing 747-400. (March 199Z page 29).

23-

1995,NOVEMBER 3: VANCOUVER - TAIPEI
1995,NOVEMBER 3: VANCOUVER - KUALA LUMPUR
Canadian Airlines International, (joint service with Malaysia Airlines):
Boeing 747-400. (June 1997, page 8).

4-

1996,APRIL 7:
VANCOUVER- NAGOYA
Canadian Airlines International.
(Joint service with JAL):
DC
10.
Cachet: see right.
Backstamped: "NAGOYAKUKONAI AICHI
-8.IV.96.12-18 JAPAN"
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76-

1996,JUNE 15:
VANCOUVER - ZURICH
1996,JUNE 15:
CALGARY - ZURICH
Air Canada, (joint service with Swissair): Boeing 767-300 ER. (December 1996, page 29).

7

1997,JUNE 16:
FRANKFURT - HALIFAX
Lufthansa, (joint service with Air Canada), Flights LH6856/AC875/: Boeing 767.

01313 -41/42aW
tratflug 1
FrankfurtLH 6E356 /AC

767

LUFTHANSA
ALAFAx

16.-6.1997 3047

Ar Air Ar Ar

f Lehnlgk
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11. S.
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Backstamped by Canada Post in Halifax: same cancellation as flight below.

8-

1997,JUNE 16:
HALIFAX - FRANKFURT
Air Canada, (joint service with Lufthansa), Flights AC874/LH685.
Airbus A340.
Backstamped by Canada Post in Halifax:
Also backstamped FRANKFURT AM MAIN FLUGHAFEN
17.-6.97-14
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THE FLIGHT OF THE "ROYAL WINDSOR"
Murray Heifetz
In 1927 an attempt was made to fly from Windsor, Ontario to Windsor, England. Mail from this
attempt exists, and for some unknown reason, has never received the respect it deserves as a
major rarity in pioneer Canadian airmail. It is not in the Canadian section of Volume IV of the
last AAMC. It will be included in the forthcoming Canadian Airmail Catalogue.
This article will provide as complete a story as is presently known. There have been other articles
over the past few years, including one by this writer in the Airpost Journal, and research by Alex
Newell in England, but they have been bits and pieces.
The person behind the flight was an American pilot - Phil Wood. One can speculate as to why he
wanted to make the flight but very likely, the motivation was related to the highly publicized flight
from London, Ontario to London, England sponsored by the Carling Brewery. Carling had
offered a prize of $25,000 for the first Atlantic crossing from North America to Europe but it was
limited to Canadian and British pilots. Terence Tully was chosen to fly the "Sir John Carling" and
the cover and stamps associated with this attempt have become the most prized in Canadian
aerophilately. It may be that Wood was either upset or jealous because he couldn't be selected.
The element of competitiveness with the London - London flight is almost a certainty because
Wood obtained a Stinson-Detroiter aircraft, the same type as the "Sir John Carling", and his
departure from Windsor was on September 1, 1927, the same date as Tully left. He named the
aircraft the "Royal Windsor" and was accompanied on the flight by C. A. "Duke" Schiller. Unlike
the London - London flight, no permission was obtained, and we don't know whether it was ever
requested, for a special stamp to be used for mail on the flight. My guess is that whereas the
London - London flight was intended to carry 90+ covers, or 42, depending on the accuracy of
Plomish research, (see the Canadian Aerophilatelist March and June 1995) and might warrant use
of a special stamp, Wood was to carry very few covers.
The flight left Windsor on September 1. After a forced landing in Quebec, it arrived at Old
Orchard, Maine. From there the flight went to Harbour Grace, Nfld., arriving on Sept. 7. At this
time, no news had been heard from the Sir John Carling and after unsuccessful searches, it was
presumed lost at sea. Wood and Schiller decided to abort their attempt and, whatever mail they
had carried, was forwarded to destination by sea.
The number of letters originally carried on the Royal Windsor, and the number still existing, is not
known. Identification is relatively easy because all known mail received two cachets. One was a
31mm x 25mm rectangle enclosing the words "Trans Atlantic Air Mail" in 4 lines. The other was
a 76mm x 29mm rectangle enclosing the words"Phil Wood & Duke Schiller/Royal Windsor
Monoplane/Windsor, Canada /to/Windsor, England" in 5 lines. This writer has been tracking the
known mail for several years and, to date, 5 covers have been recorded.
If anyone has information about the flight to add to the above, please contact Murray Heifetz,
49 Ternhill Cres., Don Mills, Ont. M3C 2E4.
CONTINUED
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THE FLIGHT OF THE "ROYAL WINDSOR" by Murray Heifetz - continued:

PHIL WOOD ICAUKE SCHILLER
ROYAL WINDS9R MONOPLANE
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TO
WINDSOR, ENGLAND
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THE FLIGHT OF THE "ROYAL WINDSOR" by Murray Heifetz - continued:
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My dear Girls
I am asking `Sr. C.A.Schiller
a Canadian Aviator who is flying over to London ,
England , to mail this to you when he gets over.
Be sure and send him- a nice "souvenir " to
show him your appreciation when you receive this
let ter .
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Cover II - This originated in Detroit: letter inside.
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THE FLIGHT OF THE "ROYAL WINDSOR" by Murray Heifetz - continued:

Cover III - reproduced from an auction catalogue.

Cover IV - reproduced from an auction catalogue.
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Cover V - This is different from the other known covers, as it appears to be
an actual commercial cover still containing an order of goods from the sender.
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A HISTORY OF AEROPHILATELY - PART 2
Jack Ince
The reminiscences of Richard Sanders Allen in the June newsletter struck a sympathetic note,
and I would agree that the older one gets, the easier it is to recall the distant rather than the recent
past.
One of the earliest sounds attributed to me was my own special version of the "boom boom"
of guns firing at a Zeppelin, which shortly afterwards crashed in flames not far to the north of my
childhood home. I doubt it was carrying mail as well as bombs!
Later I had the privilege of a brief flight with Alan Cobham, (before his knighthood), at Clactonon-Sea, England. The "flying circuses" went around the more popular seaside resorts in the peak
holiday month of August, and gave thrills to all by their stunts as well as "short flights over the bay
AND right over the sea". My flight cost five shillings, (one dollar), and was I think in 1930.
This was followed by a longer experience in a club bi-plane with my cousin: we navigated our
way home by following the railway track. - A more traumatic experience was the never-to-beforgotten sight of the ill-fated airship R.101 lumbering, it seemed, just above our heads, through the
rain-sodden storm clouds over the school soccer field, bound for N.W. France where she crashed in
flames only two to three hours later.
If there was no aerophilatelic interest in the foregoing, there definitely was on three
experimental flights, all while I was still at school.
1.

Imperial Airways - Experimental flight Cairo - Kano -Cairo, Oct/Nov. 1925.

raCPEZUHENTAL FLIGHT. CAIRO TO KANO.
.z

,

qr
BRIG-GENERAL R. RIDGiAY C.B.,

-cesimmor-

5, CAIRDEN HILL SQUARE,
LONDON, W. 8.
ENGLAND

Following a ground survey 3 R.A.F. planes, (D.H.9A's), from No.47 Squadron under the command of
Sqn.Ldr. (later Air Marshall) A. Coningham left Cairo on 27th October arriving Kano, N. Nigeria, on
3rd November. On this outward flight 65 letters were carried and posted, with Nigerian adhesives, on
arrival Kano. All these envelopes, and 85 letters carried on the return flight, were initialled by
Coningham "A.C."
CONTINUED
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A HISTORY OF AEROPHILATELY - PART 2 by Jack Ince, page 2:
2.

Imperial Airways - Pioneer Flight for Africa route, Khartoum (Sudan) - Kisumu on Lake Victoria
(Kenya) March 1927.

Following survey flights, two official flights were undertaken in Feb/Mar. 1927 between
Khartoum and Kisumu, by the Blackburn Aircraft Co. in a Fairey HID seaplane on loan from the R.A.F.
At the outset of the return flight on 13th March, the plane was wrecked on take-off from L. Victoria.
Early in March the G.P.O. London had announced the inception of an official airmail service
Cairo to East Africa for a special fee of 6 pence, the latest day of posting in London being 10th March.
However, before this mail reached Cairo, advice was received of the plane's crash on Lake Victoria. Of
necessity the mail had to be forwarded by surface route - hence the late date of arrival of 4th April on
the backstamp.

3.

Nigerian Experimental Air Service, November 1931.

This service between Lagos and Tiko (Camerouns) via Port Harcourt and Calabar, was
advertised in The Nigerian Gazette to start on 6th November. The service, if successful, would be
weekly at a cost of 6 pence per ounce.
However the carrying aircraft, a Junkers 13 twin float-plane of the British Aero Development
Co., broke down at Port Harcourt on the outbound flight, and the experiment was abandoned, mail
then being carried by surface route to destinations. (NOTE: although 6th Nov. was the scheduled date,
all mail was apparently cancelled on 5th Nov.)

Although these covers are now in my collection, at the time they were flown I knew nothing

of them. Airmail as such was, (at least in the United Kingdom and amongst schoolboys), if not an
unknown quantity then at least a rarity.
CONTINUED
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A HISTORY OF AEROPHILATELY - PART 2 by Jack Ince, page 3:

One was far more interested in other advances in aviation, and British advances at that. We
all knew about the R.34 airship, the R.100, and of course the ill-fated R.101. We knew all about the
Schneider Trophy, Jim and Amy MoUison, Sir Alan Cobham and other pioneer flights to open up the
Empire air routes, especially to the Middle and Far East and Africa. There were pictures in the paper
of each of the new Imperial Airways planes as they appeared - the Hannibal class comes to mind
especially.
It was all very exciting, but had (as we then thought) little to do with stamp collecting. We all,
as children, collected from an early age, (and were jealous of my elder brother being given my father's
collection). For us, stamp collecting tended to be "Empire" stamps, mounted in Gibbons' albums. We
reckoned our collections largely in total numbers, and what we thought they were worth when related
to the Stanley Gibbons catalogue.
By the time I left school in December 1933, stamp collecting was losing place in my priorities:
against playing soccer for the school Old Boys; playing tennis (mixed!); working for exams ... until
in 1935 I spent one month's money, all of five pounds, ($20), to purchase the complete mint issues
of King George V's Silver Jubilee, and carefully mounted them in the special album one could buy. In
fact my first airmail cover was posted from Malaya with these King George V stamps by my future
brother-in-law, whose Royal Navy ship, H.M.S. Sheffield, was paying a courtesy visit to Penang.

EDITOR'S FOOTNOTE: thanks for sharing these memories Jack!
In reading them, I was struck by both similarities and differences between Jack's reminiscences,
and those of Richard Sanders Allen in the last newsletter. - They're very similar in that aviation
and stamp collecting were major parts of both their boyhoods, but also quite different in that
Richard's activities included "aerophilately" and Jack's didn't.
There were also many similarities between Jack's youthful experiences, and my own boyhood
in England some 30 years later. - Most schoolboys still collected stamps, (and were primarily
interested in the catalogue value of our collections); and there was still a magic to aviation, (test
pilots were heroes, and we would dream about taking an airline flight across the Atlantic, or
to the Far East.) But aerophilately was not part of my childhood either: although I was an avid
stamp collector, and went to big exhibitions in London like STAMPEX, I do not remember ever
seeing a First Flight Cover in my youth!

I would like to continue this series of articles, and invite all readers to send in a letter or
article about their own aerophilatelic memories.
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AN UPDATE ON DUAL-FRANKED AIR MAIL TO CANADA
QUESTION - from the September 1995 Canadian Aerophilatelist:

With effect from July 1st 1930, an agreement of the Universal Postal Union allowed
that mail to be flown by another country, could be pre-paid in stamps of the originating
country only. Before that, stamps of both countries were required.
Does mail to Canada exist from prior to the 1930 agreement, franked with stamps of
both the originating country and Canada, in order to pre-pay carriage in Canada by Canadian
airline services?
Since this question first appeared, I have had some very interesting correspondance with Murray
Heifetz, Derek Rance, and Jack Ince, that has yielded additional information on this topic. - This article
is a review of what's now known, and what it would still be nice to find out.

lia :.1:,.t.abeth A. rent
2245 Central Are.
Aleatede
C;Glifornia,

Cover from SQUAMISH, B.C. - AM JUN 30 27 - addressed to ALAMEDA, CALIFORNIA.
Backstamped SAN FRANCISCO CO. CALIF - 5PM JUL 2 1927.

The key word in this question seems to be SERVICE, i.e. an acceleration in delivery time. - The sender
of the above cover was able to accelerate its delivery by sending it via CAM 8, ( the American Contract
Air Mail route from Seattle to Los Angeles), that had opened on September 15th 1926. The franking
on the cover meets the requirements described in the August 1927 Canada Official Postal Guide
Supplement:
(9)
United States Air Mail Fee should be prepaid by United States postage Stamps. It has
been reported that various post offices in the United States are receiving ftom Canadian post
offices air mail marked for transmission by United States air mail services on which United
States air mail has been prepaid by Canadian postage stamps contrary to the instructions
contained in Section 394 ofthe 1927 Postal Guide. Such letters are endorsed by the United
States postal service "Insufficient payment for airmail service" and are forwarded as ordinary
mail.
Postmasters are requested to instruct persons wishing to send mail from Canada for
transport on United States air mail services to prepay the United States air mail fee by means
of United States air mail stamps.

Up until September 1927, however, the only air mail SERVICES in Canada which could have offered
an acceleration of mail delivery, were the privately operated routes to remote areas. - It seems
probable that there were Americans working in some of the mining camps, so possible that
private/commercial mail was sent to them dual-franked with American postage and a Canadian semiofficial air mail stamp, but there are no recorded examples of such a cover!
If anybody has a commercial cover dual-franked with American postage and a Canadian semiofficial air mail stamp, from any year, please will they send a copy of it to the editor.
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AN UPDATE ON DUAL-FRANKED AIR MAIL TO CANADA - page 2:

The first Canadian Government air mail service was the Rimouski - Montreal link to trans-Atlantic
steamers, that began in September 1927. This was followed by several other services, but no
additional postage was charged. Dual franking was therefore not required on these early services, as
this cover from Derek Rance's collection shows:
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This cover was flown in the early days of
the Toronto - Montreal air mail service
that commenced on May 5, 1928. It was
posted on May 25, 1928 at Evanston
(just outside of Chicago) and carried by
train to Toronto, at a surface postal rate.
As attested by the boxed cachet, it was
then flown from Toronto to Montreal.
As the postage rate for the TorontoMontreal Canadian Air Mail Service
(which started on May 5, 1928) was the
14 per ounce surface mail rate, it is
apparent that the 2cr USA franking was
accepted as proper payment.

The first time that the Canadian Post Office made an extra charge for air mail, was for the special
flights for the Golden Jubilee of the Canadian National Exhibition in August 1928. - Since these were
special flights, and mail was collected by postmasters before the flight, they would rarely have offered
an acceleration of SERVICE to Canada, but their handling is significant to this topic.
The Post Office Announcements for these flights were issued on August 1st 1928. 1 They not only set
a higher rate for the flight, but allowed for it to be paid in U.S. stamps. The announcement was similar
for each flight: that for the Quebec City - Montreal - Ottawa - Kingston - Toronto flight stated in part:
The Postmasters at Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa and Kingston will be furnished each with a
different special cachet whioh will be impressed on all properly prepaid covers reaching them
for inclusion on the flight. However, this special cachet will be used only on such covers as are
sent to the different Postmasters bearing Canadian Postage Stamps.
All covers so prepaid and marked will be date stamped by the receiving postmaster, i.e.
at Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, or Kingston, and back-stamped at Toronto in addition to the
special cachet in commemoration of the occasion.
If you are interested in first flight covers and are anxious to secure the special cachets
it would be advisable to prepare your covers as far in advance of the day of the flight as
possible and forward them under cover to the Postmaster at the point at which you desire
your covers to enter the flight with the request that they be held until the day of the flight.
All covers handled in this manner must bear the necessary Canadian Postage Stamps or
should be accompanied by a money order for the correct amount of postage.
All other Covers bearing the correct amount of postage in U.S.A. stamps reaching any
of the above stopping points on the flight in the ordinary mail from points in the U.S.A. in time
to connect with it will also be included but will not bear the special cachet..
CONTINUED

I obtained copies from Basil Burrell: see page 8 of this newsletter.
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At this time, however, Canada and the United States were negotiating an agreement under which each
country would accept stamps from the other country on the airmail routes in both countries. - This
agreement had been reached on July 20th 2 , and came into effect on August 7th 1928. 3
Although the requirement for dual-franking had ended by the time the C.N.E. Golden Jubilee flights
were made, some dual-franked covers had been prepared. - According to the following letter from
the Postmaster in Montreal, 40 were carried from Montreal to Toronto, though it is not clear whether
these were covers from the USA with additional Canadian stamps for the flight to Toronto; or covers
starting from Montreal with additional U.S. stamps for speedy forwarding after Toronto.
Geo. Herring, Esq.,
Chief - Rural Services,
Post Orrice Department,
OTTAWA.

Herring,-

Dear

As instructed previously, I beg to
inform you that the air mail letters of the Special
Air Mail Flight consisted of:-

TO TORbNTO -

A

Special Delivery
Lettere prepaid with Canadian
and U.S. stamps
Exhibition Grounds
Canada
U. S. A.
Toronto City

10 letters.
40
27
363
1930
990
308
302

TO OTTAWA
TO KINGSTON
TOTAL

"

3970 letters.

I hope that everything will be found
satisfactory insofar as this. ofrUcls is concerned.

The first time that an additional fee was required for a regular air mail service in Canada, was on
October 1st 1928 when the Montreal - Albany, and daily Montreal - Toronto flights began.
By this time Canada had issued its first air mail stamp, (on September 21st), and the franking
requirements as described in the Post Office Weekly Bulletin of September 15th 1928 were:
This special airmail stamp should be used to prepay all classes of airmail at the rate of 5
cents for the first ounce and 10 cents for each additional ounce for conveyance over the
following airmail routes: Monteal-Toronto daily, except Sunday; Montreal-Albany, USA daily,
except Sunday; and over any airmail route in the United States.
Ordinary Canadian postage stamps may also be used in Canada to prepay airmail for
conveyance over any airmail route in Canada or the United States, but in all cases covers
should be conspicuously endorsed "Via airmail."
This airmail rate covers ordinary postage, but fees such as registration, etc., are additional.
CONTINUED

2

Jim Kraemer, CANADA'S FIRST AIRMAIL STAMPS, p230, in The Airpost Journal, June 1996.
Walter Plomish, CANADIAN PARTIALLY FLOWN MAIL TO EUROPEAN DESTINATIONS 1928 TO 1931,
p.24, in BNA Topics, March-April 1992.
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So: the reason why dual-franked covers from the U.S.A. to Canada are not to be found, is that there
was never a period when it was required in order to obtain Canadian Post Office air mail SERVICE.
However, there is still the issue of dual-franked mail from other countries to Canada, in the period
between the imposition of the air mail fee on October 1st 1928, and the implementation of the
U.P.U. treaty on July 1st 1930?
Returning to the concept of SERVICE, the type of mail for which accelerated delivery by air is most
likely to have been required, and on which dual-franking is therefore most likely to be found, is air mail
from Europe to Southern Ontario.
The Rimouski - Montreal air connection operated each summer after 1927, with no extra fee being
charged for the flight to Montreal. But what happened after Montreal?
Was an extra fee required for air mail service beyond Montreal to Toronto? (And what about
air mail to Hamilton, London, or Windsor, after the Montreal - Toronto service was extended
to these cities in July 1929?)
If an additional fee was charged, was dual-franking required to pay for it?
It seems likely that dual-franking was not required, as:
1)
no dual-franked covers have been reported from the period 1st October 1928 to 1st July
1930:
2)
the cover below was endorsed for airmail service from London to Berlin, but the postage was
paid in Canadian stamps:

Cancelled KINGSTON, 11 AM JUN 4 1929 - Backstamped BERLIN C 13.6.29 13-14

This suggests a reciprocal agreement, but that also raises questions about how many such agreements
there were, and who they were with? 4
Can anybody provide further information regarding the handling of "air mail" from Europe to
Ontario, from October 1st 1928 until the implementation of the U.P.U. treaty on July 1st 1930?
CONTINUED

4

Walter Plomish has found correspondance indicating that in March 1929, Canadians were able to utilize air
mail services from London, England via Imperial Airways to the European continent by prepaying such air fees
in Canadian postage. He believes that this situation applied since January 1928, but cannot find the charges
for such air mail service mentioned in the Canadian Post Office Guide until March 1st 1930! - The March
1930 rates were 13c for air mail in North America then surface to destination, additional 6c for air mail from
London, and Walter believes these rates also applied earlier. He illustrates his article mentioned earlier with a
September 25th 1929 cover from Kitchener, Ontario to Czechoslovakia, endorsed "Air Mall Toronto to
Montreal and England to Czechoslovakia", franked 19 cents. Why the cover shown above is franked 10
cents is another mystery.
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A final mystery regards some covers which were mailed to Canada after the U.P.U. Treaty came into
effect in 1930, but are double-franked:

Franked: Cuba - Scott 300 and C1 = 7c, PLUS U.S.A. - Scott C12 = 5c.
2 cancellations from HABANA, FEB 28 1931 - Unclear, probably "hollow oval" cancellation on U.S. stamp.
Backstamped DUPUY, P.Q. - MR 3 31

This cover is franked with a CANAL ZONE AIR MAIL STAMP, (SCOTT C10), but this and the Canadian stamp
appear to cover up a printed VIA AIR MAIL endorsement on the envelope!
Cover cancelled: CRISTOBAL, CANAL ZONE - AUG 22 1939. No backstamps or return address on the back.

Both covers have been opened, and are not obviously philatelic. - Can anybody explain why they
were double-franked?
If anybody can provide information regarding any of these questions, please contact the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
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FIRST FLIGHT: SEPT-ILES - WABUSH KATSAO, July 1933.
Derek Rance
The AAMC incorrectly states that, during a flight from St. John's to Wabush, a
stop was made in Sept-Iles at which point Canadian mail was taken on the plane.
Further it is incorrectly stated that the covers were backstamped at the Gold
Concessions on July 18. In fact, the covers were frontstamped in Sept-Iles on
this date, and backstamped at the Gold Concessions on July 20. The mail
originating in St. John's was shipped to Sept-Iles by sea, and then flown by W.
Woollett of Canadian Airways on July 20 to the Wabush Katsau Goldfields. A
description of the covers that originated from Newfoundland is attached.
267 Sept-Iles - Wabush Katsau: 100 covers. Pilot W. Woollett. Cover is pilot signed.
110
lqr
,q, lor lr

Ippor

,

AFTER FIVE DAYS RETURN TO

1,„1110,

lip„qpr

11,„401,

VIA AIR MAIL
(cr)

18

I

3!
r

This cover
is B/S
Wabush Katsou
July 20 33
Sept Iles
July 23 33

All covers have a special
handstamped cachet "Air Mail
First Flight To Wabush-rKatsao
(Gold Concessions) Labrador Via

Seven Islands, Que." A special
backs tamp also marks each cover
(in blue): "Wabusb Katsao Gold
Concessions PM Jul. 20, 1933."
Many covers also carry a
special rubber stamp cachet
showing, a map of the area. The

FIRST FLIGHT.
.

• AIR MAIL
FIRST FLIGHT
•.o.
WABUSH—:KA r<Ao
(COL. Crngel•••,..si

LABRADOR
VIA

SEVEN ISLAND., Due,

The Wabush Katsao area is
in the western part of Labrador
near the Quebec border. In the
early 1930s, this was a quite isolated area with no regular road or
rail links with the south. The
interest in this area was minerals,
with much exploration being done.
In 1932 a gold find was made
in the Wabush area. It was expected that in the spring of 1933

there would be significant prospecting activity in the area. In
response. the Newfound land government decided to begin airmail
service to the area.

The proposed route was to
carry mail by surface to S ep t Isles,
Quebec and from there by air to
Wabush Katsao (from New-

foundland Air Mails 1919-1939,
by Harmer). The postal rate for

the route would be 600. or 7 00 if
registration were desired (Harmer). The first flight was on July
20, 1933 and the first return flight
was on July 23, 1933.
Covers carried on this first
flight to Wabush Katsao have a
number of consistent features.
Mail was gathered in St. John's
for shipping to Sept Isles, so covers were pos tmarked in S t.John' s.

cachet for thereturn flight was the
same as the inward flight except
the "to" was replaced with a
"from." Many stamp combinadons exist for this flight but almost
all have some combination of
Newfoundland Scott #C13-C17.
In later years Wabush became
a major •mining area in Newfoundland. One can only speculate as to whether these early air
services contributed to the developmentof Labrador.

VERNON VALLEY LODGE NO. 18 INDEPENDENT ORDER OF ODD FELLOWS
(THE "SOCIETY")
RELEASE, WAIVER AND INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT
THIS IS FULLY INTENDED TO BE A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT, READ CAREFULLY BEFORE
SIGNING.
WARNING
BY SIGNING THIS AGREEMENT YOU ARE AGREEING TO WAIVE
CERTAIN RIGHTS ON BEHALF OF YOURSELF AND OTHERS.
In consideration of receiving permission to use and occupy your campsite facility situate near the Village of Lumby
on the lands described as PID 013-624-741, The Fractional West 'A of Section 33, Township 43, ODYD, Except (1)
Plan B3938 (2) Part of SW 'A Shown on Plan 35824 (the "Campsite"), I hereby RELEASE and agree to save
HARMLESS AND KEEP INDEMNIFIED the Society and its officers, directors, agents, servants and
representatives from and against all claims, actions, costs, expenses and demands in respect to death, injury, loss,
damage, loss of employment, economic loss and future loss of income to person or property that I may suffer,
howsoever caused, arising out of or in connection with any activity associated with the Campsite, and
NOTWITHSTANDING THE SAME MAY HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO OR OCCASIONED BY THE
NEGLIGENCE OF THE SOCIETY OR ITS DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, AGENTS, SERVANTS OR
REPRESENTATIVES.
I FURTHER ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SAFETY OF MY CHILDREN, GUESTS OR ANY
OTHER PERSON OR PERSONS OCCUPYING THE CAMPSITE WITH ME, OR UNDER MY
GUIDANCE OR IN ASSOCIATION WITH ME, AND UNDERTAKE TO SAVE HARMLESS AND KEEP
INDEMNIFIED THE SOCIETY AND ITS DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, AGENTS, SERVANTS OR
REPRESENTATIVES, NOTWITHSTANDING THAT THE SAME MAY HAVE BEEN CONTRIBUTED
TO OR OCCASIONED BY THE NEGLIGENCE OF THE SOCIETY OR ITS DIRECTORS, OFFICERS,
AGENTS, SERVANTS OR REPRESENTATIVES.
I am of the full age of nineteen (19) years and have read and understand this Agreement before signing it. I am
aware that by signing this Agreement I am waiving certain legal rights including all rights to sue on my own behalf
or on behalf of my child or others.
It is understood and agreed that this Agreement is to be binding upon myself, my heirs, next-of-kin, executors,
administrators and assigns, as the case may be.
It is understood and acknowledged that the person signing this Release, Waiver and Indemnification Agreement will
be signing in his/her personal capacity or in his/her capacity as a signing officer and responsible person if he/she
represents a organization or as a signing authority for a corporation if he/she represents a corporation.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunder set my hand and seal this
day of
, at the City of
, in the Province of British Columbia.

Name( if an individual)
Print Name:

Witness - Signature
Witness - Print Name

Signing Officer and Responsible Person
(fan organization)
Print Name:

Signing Officer (f a Corporation)
Print Name:

k:IcorpcomIdpn116390.0011odd fell release.doc

Witness - Address
Witness - City, Province
Witness — Telephone Number
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THE SINKING OF U-341 - A TRAGIC SEQUEL
50e Anniversaire de la decouverte du B-24D Liberator a Saint-Donat do Montcalm

1944-646 71 ;.''

- 11 1/.11
T .16R7
nor

C. P. 949

A

I

Saint-Donat
tQuebec) JOT 2C0

Monsieur Norman R Drummond
109 Breslay
Pointe-Claire, Qc.
H9S 4M8

At a recent Philatelic Study Group Meeting, Norman
Drummond showed this interesting cover he received in
the mail, and wondered if anyone knew the story behind
the event being commemorated. Pat Campbell undertook
to research the history of the aircraft shown in the cachet
and presented his findings at a subsequent meeting.
Thanks to Norman and Pat, our Cover of the Month has
quite a tale to tell!
The cover marks the 50th anniversary of a tragic air
accident which resulted in the greatest loss of life
recorded up to that time. It concerns a Consolidated
Liberator B-24D; USAF No. 41-24236, delivered on
September 29, 1943, which then became Serial No.
3701H of the RCAF #10 (BR) Squadron. On October 19,
1943, the aircraft took off from Gander, Newfoundland,
for a typical cross-country training flight to Chatham,
New Brunswick with a compliment of passengers
and crew numbering 24. Adverse weather conditions
prevented her from landing at her destination and she
was diverted to Dorval airport in Montreal. Nothing
further was heard from 3701H until some years later,
when her wreckage was found in June of 1946 on Black
Mountain, near Saint-Donat de Montcalm, Quebec. All
onboard had perished in the crash.

Among the passengers were Flight Lieutenant R.F. Fisher
and his crew who were going on leave after sinking a
German U-Boat. F/L Fisher, in the #10 (BR) Squadron
Liberator Serial No. 586A, took part in a
four-day battle against a pack of U-Boats which were
attacking a convoy. After being air-borne for three hours
they sighted U-341 on the surface, some 450 miles
south west of Iceland. They commenced a stern attack,
descending from 3,000 feet. The submarine stayed on the
surface and sent up a heavy barrage of anti-aircraft flack
against the Liberator, with some success as the aircraft
was hit and sustained some damage. But Fisher and his
crew pressed the attack. Continuing to descend, they
came around again and released six depth charges from a
height of barely 50 feet. Four more depth charges
delivered the coup-de-grace and U-341 sank in less than
one minute! F/L Fisher and the crew of 586A had scored
the first victory for #10 (BR) Squadron.

Jh

This article is reprinted from The ShoeBox - newsletter of the Lakeshore Stamp Club - June 1997.
The Lakeshore Stamp Club meets in Pointe-Claire/Dorval, at 7.00 p.m. on the 2nd and 4 th
Mondayofeachmonth(exceptJulyandAugust),atKarnakHal,3 50SourcesBoulevard,Dolard
des Ormeaux, Quebec. - For more information contact Ray Ireson, 86 Cartier, Roxboro, PQ H8Y
1G8. (Tel. 514 683 9687).
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FOLLOW UP: 1931 "PARACHUTE COVER" FROM MONTREAL

Cover postmarked "ST.LAMBERT P.Q." AM 17 AU 31 on front,
and "MONTREAL CANADA" with large S 2PM AU 17 31 on front and back.
Addressed to N. TORONTO, ONT.
Signed by "Geo Bennett, Parachut jumper, 1023" and four other people.

QUESTIONS arising from the last newsletter:
was this cover from the 3rd Canadian Air Pageant at Montreal in 1931?
what was the connection between the "3rd Canadian Air Pageant" and the Trans-Canada
Air Pageant?
who are the people who signed this cover?
what does George Bennett's number 1023 refer to?
what does the large S on the postmark signify?

EDITOR'S ECSTASY: I have hit the "editor's jackpot" with this cover! - Terry Judge of the Canadian
Aviation Historical Society recognized the name on the cover, and put me in touch with Ted Hill who
created it! Ted Hill wrote to me as follows:

Terry Judge kindly phoned me yesterday to ask about an airmail "cover" from 1931,
which was addressed to me. I believe he had obtained a Xerox copy about it from you. He
sent me a copy too, requesting information about the cover, and wondering if I was the
original addressee. The answer was "yes", so here's such "gen" as I can offer.
CONTINUED
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2

I hadn't seen the cover, or heard anything about it since it was delivered to my friend,
Mrs. Ashby, in Toronto. As I dimly recall, she asked me then what to do with it, and I
suggested she do with it whatever she wanted to do. Perhaps she sold it. I notice someone
marked a price of $40 on the cover. I'd be surprised if it ever brought such a price.
In the Summer of '31, I was working at St.Hubert Airport, Montreal, as a greasemonkey for the Montreal Light Aeroplane Club, in return for flying time. In August, the
Third Canadian Air Pageant was coming up, and George Bennett turned up a few days
early. At my request, he drilled me on how to make my first parachute jump. At the
appointed day, our C.F.I. vetoed the arrangement, on the grounds he knew I had had a
hernial repair. Anyway,
Bennett accepted this cover I had prepared, put it in his jumpsuit pocket, after
autographing it, with his jump number (indicating this was the 1023rd parachute jump he
would make), and proceeded to make a successful descent.
Our M.L.A.C. was VERY busy in connection with the show then going on, so I never
got another chance to speak with Bennett. Only now have I learned that he obviously took
the cover around, soliciting more autographs before he dropped it in the mail. On the
front, at the top, appears the signature of J.A. Wilson, Controller of Civil Aviation,
probably the most important person in Canadian civil aviation before W.W.II. On the
back is the signature of Fowler M. Gobeil (RCAF.), who was then a lowly F./0., but also
one of the famed aerobatic team then displaying their skills in Armstrong-Whitworth
"Siskinsm, with their wingtips linked by rubber cords (the highlight of this Air Pageant).
During W.W.II , Gobeil became a Squadron Leader, and C.O. for a time
of No. 242 Sqdn., R.A.F. Some time later he was one of the pilots of a glider, which was
towed across the Atlantic by a "Dakota". Incidentally, in 1932, he became one of the
earlier Canadian members of the "Caterpillar Club".
Unfortunately, I can't offer any information regarding Maude Tait, and I can't read the
third signature on the back of the cover.
Incidentally, I dreamed up the idea of a commemorative "cachet"for this pageant, and
drew the design for it. I was 15 years old at the time. Took the plan to the Montreal Board
of Trade, and they accepted it, supplied a handstamp from my design, and applied it to all
covers sent to them for forwarding to the Post Office. George Bennett knew nothing of
this scheme, which is why this cover does not have the cachet. You may have noticed one
of the stamps on the cover is from an issue of King Edward V11; the reason was simply
that I have been a stamp collector since my teens
411111/
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FOLLOW UP: 1931 "PARACHUTE COVER" FROM MONTREAL - page 3

Terry Judge also confirmed that the Third Canadian Air Pageant, was one of the stops of the
Trans-Canada Air Pageant. - The name was changed as there had already been Air Pageants in
Montreal in 1929 and 1930.
The Air Pageant involved a variety of spectacles, as can be seen in Sunday's programme:

SYNOPSIS OF FEATURES

Air Pageant Programme
SUNDAY, AUGUST 16, 1931

-

INVERTED FLYING
CRAZY FLYING

-

, -

SPEED DEMONSTRATION -

PUSS MOTH

Capt.

-

•

J. H. Saunderson

Capt.

Bernard Martin

Robert Hall of Granville Bros. Inc.

DEMONSTRATION

- Two Gee Bee Sportsters

DUAL AEROBATICS
POWER GLIDER DEMONSTRATION
TRANSPORT

SHIP

DEMONSTRATION

- Capt. Frank Hawks in Texaco 13

SPEED FLYING •
DUAL

PARACHUTE DROP

AUTOGIRO DEMONSTRATION
ROUND-THE-WORLD FLYERS
FORMATION FLYING •
FORMATION FLYING AND GROUP AEROBATICS
BOM BING THE

Capt.

BABY

Wiley Post and Harold Gatty
First Pursuit Group, U.S. Army Air Corps
- •

R.C.A.F. Siskins-

AUSTIN

J. D. Parkinson and Gethen Edwards on Curtiss Reid Ramblers.

DEMONSTRATION

• - Canadian Cub Monoplane

CONTINUED
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FOLLOW UP: 1931 "PARACHUTE COVER" FROM MONTREAL - page 4

A detailed article on the Trans-canada Air Pageant was published in the CAHS Journal in 1981.
According to the author, Ray Crone:
By 14 August all the Pageant aircraft were together again at
Montreal. Several American airmen joined in the aerial show at
that point on 15 and 16 August. Al Williams in a special
Curtiss Hawk put on a solo aerobatic display followed by a
3-plane formation spectacle of the U.S. Army Air Force in
their Boeing "pursuit" biplanes. Frank Hawks again visited
Canada with his red and white monoplane. His flashing demonstration of the Travel Air "Mystery Ship" capabilities gave
the military biplane pilots portents of the future. There were
two G B Sportsters from the United States who showed what
direction the American manutactuers were pursuing in their
quest for faster flight. Though Lite military pilots may have
envied those monoplane fliers it would be almost a decade
before biplane fighters were declared obsolete.
Not to be outdone, the Trans-Canada Air Pageant pilots
gave their best performances of the Tour and the huge crowd
of Montrealers went home satisfied with the aerial show. One
hundred thousand of them had been entertained by the
Canadian and American airmen.

Regarding the people who signed the cover, Terry Judge commented that:
There has been very little published about George Bennett. He has been described as
a 'Hamilton fireman", and was the official parachute jumper for the TCAP,

parachute jumps at low
According to Ray Crone, George Bennett "thrilled the spectators with
altitude at each airfield". (And Ted Hill mentioned that George Bennett signed the cover with his jump
number, so this cover adds considerably to the information known about George Bennett!)
Fowler Gobeil had an eventful career in the R.C.i..F. - He is listed in Canada's Flying Heritage as one
of the eleven members of the Caterpillar Club up to the end of 1939. - The Caterpillar Club was
organized by the Irvin Air Chute Company of Buffalo, N.Y., for people who had made an emergency
jump wearing an Irvin parachute! (The word 'caterpillar', and the gold badge/lapel pin depicting a
silkworm presented to members, were trade-mark features of the Irvin Air Chute Company.)'
Some of Gobeil's wartime exploits are mentioned in Larry Milberry's Aviation in Canada:
On May 23, 1940 the RCAF recorded its first successful aerial combat when S/L F.M.
Gobeil, flying with 242 Sqdn. RAF, destroyed a Bf 109 over France. Two days later he
downed a Bf 110 over Belgium.2

Following his experiences with No. 242 Squadron, Gobeil was on the strength of RCAF Overseas
Headquarters, London (19 to 30 July 1940) and then of RCAF Headquarters, Ottawa (to 7 December
1940). He was then posted to No.4 Bombing and Gunnery School, Fingal (to 31 July 1942), followed
by a posting to Ferry Command, Dorval.
CONTINUED

See page 2 of this newsletter for more information on Canada's Flying Heritage.
2

Available from CANAV Books: address on page 2 of this newsletter.
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While at Dorval, in the summer of 1943, Gobeil was co-pilot of the glider for the first tug-andglider crossing of the North Atlantic from Canada to the United Kingdom. He was awarded the Air
Force Cross for this flight the citation mentions that the glider carried a load of nearly one and a half
tons, including serum and vital aircraft spares; that the flight involved landings in Newfoundland,
Greenland and Iceland; that "adverse weather was encountered at times", and that "as the glider could
not ascend higher than 13,000 feet, the aircraft were frequently buffeted about and might have
broken adrift but for the skilful flying of the glider pilots". 3
Gobeil stayed in the RCAF after the war, and retired as a Wing Commander on April 1st
1956. 4
With regard to the letter S in the postmark, Jim Kraemer has provided the answer:
T he parachute jumper cover - is most interesting. The
Montreal (Duplex with the "S" surrounded by wavy lines is not
a suo post nT r ice marking. W.M.C. Wilicock in BNA Topics.
Vol. 1B. iSo1
"rage 306-7 describes the Montreal duplex
letter cancels allocated to different post offices in
Montreal. These letter duplex cancellations used the

letters

to "H" inclusive plus the letter "3" with straight bars
surrounding the letter. i4illcocks goes on to say that
."Later . about "i9 3 5 the letter "S" with wavy bars'.---- and
two letter "C"s in the dater between the words MONTREAL
and l.H1VHLH was reported used in the Montreal main cost

"

office on Airmail and Special Delivery mail. Later it was
reported that this "S" duplex was used as early as 1931. The
F ar ac flute cover dated August 17, 1`131 was posted in St.
Lambert, Due. and Processed Tor distribution in Montreal
on the same date. It is an early useage of the Montreal "S"
duplex.

Many thanks to Hugh Halliday, Ted Hill, John Jarvis, Terry Judge, Jim Kraemer, Dick McIntosh, Larry
Milberry, and Jerry Vernon, for their help in collecting information for this article.

Postscript - Cover Wanted: Ted Hill added a note that: "I no longer have a cover bearing my cachet
from the 3rd Air Pageant at St. Hubert Airport, and would like to buy one as a souvenir." (The
illustration on page 25 was taken from a photocopy). If anybody can help, please contact him
at: 2206 Folkestone Way - Apt. 12, West Vancouver, BC V7S 2X7.

Gobeil wrote an account of this flight for the Spring 1976 Journal of the Canadian Aviation Society. For more
information on the CAHS and/or this issue, contact the CAHS at P.O.Box 224, Willowdale, ON M2N 5S8.
4

This information was provided by Hugh Halliday, author of 242 Squadron: The Canadian Years. - Hugh
mentioned two data bases on the Internet which could be most useful for research:
HTP://www.ACHQ.DND.CA/Awards/Index.HTM : this deals with awards to former members of the

RCAF for second World War services.
HTP://www.ACHQ.DND.CA/Postwar/Index.HTM : this deals with postwar awards for air or air-related
duties up to 1970.
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FOLLOW UP - VANCOUVER to VICTORIA to ENGLAND, 1931

QUESTION from the March 1997 newsletter: what is the significance of the large number "2"?
ANSWER: it is a Postage Due marking, indicating 2 cents to be paid. - The Post Office announcement
for this flight is dated "June 1931", and states that the special cachet will be used on covers
"bearing Canadian postage at the air mail rate, which is 5c for the first ounce ..." However,
the air mail rate was raised lc to 6c on July 1st 1931, so by the time this cover was flown, it
was short paid 1 cent!
Thanks to Basil Burrell and Jim Kraemer for their help with this answer.

FOLLOW UP - EARLIEST WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS COVER?

Derek Rance analyzed this cover in the June Canadian Aerophilatelist, and doubts its authenticity.
Mike Painter has found a copy of Canadian Semi-Official Airmails - A report of the Study Group of the
British North America Philatelic Society - 1985 which makes the following comment regarding this
cover:

Ts,e earliest known date for a destern Canada Airways
marking is January 28, 1927. :t bears the Red L a ke date
stamp of that date and manuscript endorsement "DespatcbeA
by Air M,i1. No Air Mail Stamps Available" and sicned by
the Rostmaster at Red Lake.

Mike adds that there is no information as to how this cover got into their report, whether there was
a group consensus, or whether there was corroborating evidence. Mikeconcluded his letter: "Derek
Rance makes a persuasive case for it being a contrived fraud". - Nobody has defended this cover:
does anybody wish to do so?
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NEW BOOKS - Ken Sanford
INTRODUCING COMBI-MAIL - AEROPOSTAL HISTORY, by Frans J. van Beveren. Published by
Detail Topical Stamp Catalogues, Groningen, Holland, 1997, 256 pp., AS size. ISBN 90-75536-13-5.
Hard cover. US$33.00 plus $3.50 postage.
The author is well known in aerophilatelic circles for his articles and promotion of the concept
of "Combi-Mail". Much of his research and articles have been compiled in this book on
combi-mail—covers which have been carried partly by air and partly by surface. Combi-mail is about
postal markings, which are usually only found on commercial or private airmail, markings showing
special postal service treatment.
Part I covers added postal marking indicating airmail service for the entire route not possible,
or no connecting flight available (surface transport faster), and many other variations, such as:
obliterated airmails labels, missed connections, mail showing dual modes of transportation, insufficient
prepaid postage, surface air-lifted, propaganda for airmail, and "Air Transit" markings.
There is a useful Appendix of illustrations of covers by country. At the back is a Supplement
I, "An Indonesian Combi-Mail Adventure", which shows many varieties of combi-mail covers to and
from the former Dutch colony. And, finally, there is a Supplement 2 which shows many combi covers
in color, so one can see the colors used for the cancellation bars across the airmail labels and stamps.
The following is listed in the table of contents but with the heading "NOT COVERED IN THIS
BOOK": Interrupted or suspended service due to unforeseen circumstances; Censored, including
currency control; Mail between warring nations directed through neutral channels; Miscellaneous
markings. It is not explained if these will be covered by a future volume or why they have been left out
of the book.
One or two covers are shown on each page, and under each cover is a short explanation of
the markings shown.
The book is an interesting study of this growing and popular aspect of aerophilately.

THE TRANS-PACIFIC ROUTE 1942-1945, by R.M. Startup. Published by Chavril Press, Perth,
Scotland, 1997, 28 pp, A5 size. ISBN 1 872744 13 3. Soft cover. US$13.00 including postage.
This is the third book in the series on Wartime Airmails published by Chavril Press (the first
two were The Horseshoe Route and Great Britain - Transatlantic & Beyond). It describes the airmail
services across the Pacific between North America and Australia/New Zealand flown by the U.S.
Army Air Force, U.S. Naval Air Transport & Royal Air Force Transport Command during the
1942-1945 wartime period. The book provides descriptions of the various airmail services operated
by the different military services which were operating aircraft in the Pacific Theatre. There are maps
showing each of the areas of airmail operation, but unfortunately only two illustrations of covers.
Additional cover illustrations would have enhanced what is otherwise an interesting study of this little
know aspects of wartime airmails.

PAN AMERICAN'S PACIFIC PIONEERS by Jon E. Krupnick. Pub. by Pictorial Histories Publishing
Co., Missoula, MT - USA, 1997. 320 pages, 9x12 inch format. US$39.95 plus $4.50 postage.
A pictorial history covering 1935-1946. Includes 50 survey flight and first flight covers shown in
colour, as well as aircraft photos, poster/baggage label/timetable art, etc. A fantastic book.
(All these books are available at the prices quoted from: AEROPHIL

5 Maison du Vigneron, CH-1266 Duillier Vaud), Switzerland.

Editorial Addition: I found this an excellent book.
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor. - Create your own
"advertisement" if you like, up to a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.
FOR SALE - SPECIAL OFFER

Flight Cover of 16th June 1994, flown on F-117A "Black Assassin" of the FLYING KNIGHTS at
Holloman AFB, New Mexico. Signed by pilot GREG SEMBOWER. - $6.00 including postage: 2 for
$10.00 - Write to Mike Shand, 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
WANTED - RECENT AUSTRALIAN or NEW ZEALAND FIRST FLIGHT COVERS

To trade or buy. - Contact John Venskus, 6805 So. Talman Ave, Chicago, Illinois 60629-1823, U.S.A.

ABRAHAM SIEGEL
P.O. BOX 6603 -CAN
Long Island City, NY 11106

POSTAL HISTORY
of
CANADA
and thousands
of other U.S.A.
and Foreign
lots offered
in our
PUBLIC AUCTIONS.

WE ARE BUYERS OF
ALL POSTAL HISTORY.
WHAT DO YOU HAVE
FOR SALE ?

FREE CATALOG
UPON REQUEST.

Tel: 718-3924855
Fax: 718-786-1341

NEXT ISSUE - THE SEASONAL SPECIAL
All members are encouraged to contribute a page to the December newsletter,
Just prepare a page ceatuting any cavoutite stamp or cover that you've acquired this
year, Cot- in any other year); add your name and address, andlor a Seasonal
Greeting to other members; include any other incormation you like, such as your
collecting interests, or items you'd like to Ind or trade, or a business
announcement; and send a photocopy ol it to the editor by November (5th.
Please note the new "advanced" deadline, earlier in the month oc issue,

hoping to get the newsletter out
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members - Its objectives are:
-to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
-to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about aerophilately among members;
-to represent Canadian aerophilatelists at the national and international levels;
-to promote and support areophilatelic research in Canada.
The annual membership dues are $15.00 Canadian in Canada and the U.S.A., $20.00 Canadian for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and sent it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario CANADA M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:
City:

Province/State:

Postal Code:

Country:

Telephone:

Fax:

e-mail:

Collecting interests:
If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number:
American Philatelic Society membership number:
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada membership number:
Other:
For Secretary's use:
Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

The following names are due for membership renewal:
October 1997
1
Patrick Campbell
3
Nelson Bentley
4
Michael Shand
5
Pat Sloan
6
Ken C. Sanford
9
Geoffrey Thompson
12
Melville Smith
15
Graydon H. Veinotte
40
Jeffrey Lodge
53
Alex C. Ross
55
J.M. Ellis
97
Gary Hayashi
199
Frank G. Jones
203
John H. Bloor
211
Carl Freund
213
William R. Wallace
241
J.W.T. Wannerton

November 1997
28
Edward Lettick
56
Col. William G. Robinson
59
T.W. Cummings
62
Gary Coates
86
John R. Fagan
182
Robert Foottit
187
B.H. Saunders
204
Dr. Maurice A. Mishkel
214
Trelle A. Morrow

December 1997
21
Dr. D. Mercer
37
Joseph Berkovits
54
Robert E. Krommer
63
Paul Barbatavicus
99
Piet Steen
103
K. Bileski
130
Basil S. Burrell
132
John I. Jamieson
133
Eric Grove
145
Francois Bourbonnais
155
Larry Milberry
170
Kenneth G. Mitchell
188
Dyson H. Webb
215
Jack Ince
239
Brian Asquith
242
Jacques Bot
259
John Hopkinson

Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment. Final renewal notices will be mailed out to members who have not replied.
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders etc. to be made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
All new membership dues and renewals are $15.00 Cdn for Canada and the US and $20.00 Cdn for Overseas addresses.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
EDITOR'S LAST WORD AND REMINDER
The Canadian Aerphilatelist is issued four times a year.
Deadline: November 15, 1997
Please send all items for the next issue of the newsletter to:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario Canada K7M 4Y4

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIErt
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists everywhere
American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateliques) - Club Member

Editor: Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993
E-mail: hargreave@king.igs.net

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:
Vice-President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick" Malott, CD
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2H 6R1,
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON K1 R 7T7
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, East York, Ontario M4J 2P3

Tel. and Fax: (613) 829 0280
Tel: (613) 225 4254
Tel: (613) 235 8361
Tel. and Fax: (416) 421 5846
E-Mail: squeak@interlog.com

SI VOUS DESIREZ L'INFORMATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATELIE,
CONSULTEZ: FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS, 58 STE-CATHERINE, ST. POLYCARPE, QUEBEC JOP 1X0
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Please note: would all members who have not yet paid their membership dues because of the Postal
Strike, please send them to the secretary as soon as possible. - Would all members who are not sure
when their dues are due, be sure to check the back page of each issue.
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NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of The Canadian Aerophilatelist: welcome!
Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic that combines flying and philately,
including:
the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between different places: these usually bear
special markings to identify the flight, and are referred to as First Flight Covers;
a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and services, and/or of the airmail stamps
issued for these services;
commemorative
stamps and covers, normally produced on the anniversary of historically significant
flights;
astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers that trace the development of space
flight. - Since very few covers have been flown into space, this usually involves covers associated
with the ground support network: launch sites, tracking stations, recovery ships, etc.
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information
among Canadians who are interested in any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from
around the world who are interested in Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this
newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
a translation service from French to English and vice versa: contact Francois Bourbonnais, 58 SteCatherine, St. Polycarpe, Quebec JOP 1X0.
a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale: for a full list contact Mike Shand, 1183
Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
a small library from which books and periodicals can be borrowed by mail: for details contact Chris
Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
For more information on Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
for general information on all Canadian airmail stamps and covers: the Airmails of Canada and
Newfoundland. - This can be obtained from Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario
K2H 6R1, for $50.00Cdn + $5.00Cdn postage; or from AAMS Publications (address below) for
$35US plus $2.50US postage within the U.S.A./$3.50US postage elsewhere. (Members of the
CAS or AAMS may purchase one copy for $40.00Cdn or $28US.)
for more detailed information on early air mail flights and stamps: The Pioneer and Semi-Official
Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. Longworth-Dames, published by Unitrade Press, 99 Floral
Parkway, Toronto ON M6L 2C4. (Semi-official stamps were produced by the companies that
operated the first airmail services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue of these stamps,
and sold them from post offices, but did not assume responsibility for the airmail, or help with the
cost of the service.)
also detailed is Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919-1939 by C.H.C. Harmer, published by the AAMS.
two very useful "general histories" of Canadian aviation are Canada's Flying Heritage by Frank Ellis,
which is the classic on aviation up to 1940; and History of Canadian Airports by T.M. McGrath,
which describes 143 airports with many references to the airmail services that used them. - Both
are available from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4E 366.
Anyone interested in aerophilately is recommended, (by the editor), to consider joining THE AMERICAN
AIR MAIL SOCIETY. - It publishes a very informative monthly magazine, The Airpost Journal - holds 5
or 6 excellent postal auctions each year, with many lots under $5; and publishes some very useful
books and catalogues. - Membership is $25 U.S. per year (for Canadians). Further information can be
obtained from the AAMS Secretary, P.O. Box 23055, Lansing, MI 48909, USA; or from the AAMS
website at: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/aams/
The AAMS also produces an excellent guide to aerophilately called Collecting Airmail. This can be
purchased for $3US postpaid from AAMS Publications, 1978 Fox Burrow Court, Neenah, WI 54956,
or downloaded from the internet at: http://pantherbsc.edurspezzill/colair.html
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please
acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any
publication in which the reprinted material appears to the editor.
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
Greetings to all of the members of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society! At long last I can
officially report to all of our members and to all :.ether aerophilatelists that our catalogue, The Air
Mails Of Canada And Newfoundland, has been printed and by the time you receive this message
via Chris Hargreaves' The Canadian Aerophilatelist, you will have received your copy if you
were one of the 45 contributors to the preparation of the catalogue, or if you had sent in an order.
What a Christmas present to all of us who had worked on this project for six years.
Data on ordering the catalogue and its price will be located elsewhere in The Canadian
Aerophilatelist. It is my pleasant duty to thank all of my 45 colleagues who worked so diligently
on their respective sections. These collaborators are prominently listed in the catalogue including
their individual sections. I was strongly supported by all, and in particular by Trelle Morrow of
Prince George, B.C., who served as a section writer and as my second-iil-command. Dick
McIntosh of Don Mills who put into shape the largest section of the catalogue, the various types
of Canadian Government flights, had a horrendous assignment correcting and adding the myriad
of data applicable to his section.
We dedicated our catalogue to many great aerophilatelists of Canadian and Newfoundland air
mail, the main one being the late Jim Sissons, a Canadian stamp dealer extra ordinaire who
assisted so many collectors, including me, to national and international exhibition success. We pay
particular homage to the late Major "Ritch" Toop, who prepared so meticulously the section on
Canadian Forces Air Letter Forms. "Ritch", who served the CAS for many years as our Secretary,
knew that due to his bout with cancer, his time was limited. He was the first of our group of 45 to
complete his section. I regret that "Ritch" did not live to see this catalogue completed but his
contribution is there for all to study and to use as a guide in developing their own collection of
CFALF's. Thanks "Ritch".
Our catalogue would not be if it had not been for the foresight and total cooperation of the
American Air Mail Society who approved of the concept of a separate catalogue for Canadian and
Newfoundland air mails. The catalogue was not only labour intensive, but also very expensive
estimated at $50,000.00 US for 2000 of the hard cover, 552 glossy-paged catalogue. The AAMS
unhesitantly guarantied the required funding. Although the various AAMS Presidents and Board
Members of the AAMS over the past six years supported our project, there have been two
stalwart supporters for our catalogue - Dan Barber, Editor-in-Chief, of AAMS publications and
catalogues, and Steve Reinhard, the AAMS Treasurer. Dan was first to suggest the project after I
complained about the reduced amount of data in Volume IV, 5 th Edition for the Canadian and
Newfoundland Sections. Dan guided our group through the first four years and directed us to the
recording of all our data on computer discs. Without Dan's untiring efforts, and despite his other
responsibilities as the AAMS Secretary, as an employee of the US Post Office, as a father and
husband, Dan kept our group on a steady path of development. Thanks Dan for your faith in our
project.
Steve Reinhard has the responsibility of keeping the AAMS solvent and steadily improving the
CONTINUED
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT continued:

2-

financial status of the AAMS. Steve too had financial faith in our project and I am confident that
the response of the applicable collectors will substantiate his faith. Without Steve's interest in our
project ( he also proofed read our catalogue twice with two other proof readers) we would not
have our catalogue to-day. Thanks Steve for your faith in and financial backing of our project. We
are also grateful to Greg Schmidt the immediate Past President of the AAMS who is also the
officer- in- charge of the distribution of AAMS publications. We wish you lots of activity Greg in
getting our catalogue mailed out to eager customers. Thanks, Greg, for your dedicated support.

We had collectors not only from Canada (and Newfoundland) working on our project, but also
collectors from the USA, England, Belgium, France and the Carribean. To all our sincere thanks
for a job well done.
Last but not least is the unbelievably dedicated work of Ron Miyanishi of Toronto. Ron
succeeded "Ritch" Toop as the CAS Secretary. With his exceptional knowledge of computers and
all the soft wear that goes with them Ron stepped into the responsibilities of our Secretary and as
the coordinator of the very successful CAS/AAMS booth at CAPEX'96. When concentrated
effort was needed to pull our catalogue together and to finalize the sections on to CD's, Ron
volunteered to do the work. From 1 January 1996 to the present, Ron has diligently kept our
project on track and on time. His efforts have been the deciding factor in bringing our catalogue
to completion. Thanks Ron for providing the expertise to produce for the benefit of all collectors
of Canadian and Newfoundland air mails our catalogue, The Air Mails Of Canada And
Newfoundland
The CAS continues to grow thanks to the efforts of the members of the CAS Board of Directors
and the membership. To all concerned thank you for supporting the activities of the CAS. For
those acquiring our catalogue I request a favor. Please advise me of any type of correction or
addition that you feel should be implemented in our catalogue, including typing errors. A record
of all observations will be maintained and when the time comes for a reprint, the observations will
be implemented if found correct. Members of our group of 45 collectors who worked on the
catalogue have agreed to stay on to work on future catalogue editions. To all of my colleagues
thank you for your dedicated contribution to Canadian and Newfoundland aerophilately.
Another festive season will soon be upon us and a New Year. To all the members of the CAS and
to our friends, wherever they may be, best wishes for Christmas and the New Year.
Dick Malott
President CAS
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THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
Page

Section

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

28.

24
CANADIAN PIONEER FLIGHT COVERS 1848-1928
S.C.A.D.T.A. SOC1EDAD COLOMBO - ALEMANA DE TRANSPORTES AEROS 34
37
CANADIAN SEMI-OFFICIAL STAMPS & VIGNETTES
FIRST & SPECIAL FLIGHT COVERS
78
AIRSHIP POSTS - BLIMP TO ZEPPELINS
89
GOVERNMENT & OTHER AIRMAIL COVERS OF CANADA 1926 - 1997
Including First Flight Covers, Historical Fight Covers,
Airport Dedication Covers, Commemorative Flight Covers
FIRST FLIGHTS FOR WHICH NO COVERS ARE KNOWN
256
INTERRUPTED & CRASH COVERS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND 264
BALLOON COVERS
275
CANADIAN GLIDER FLIGHT COVERS
283
HELICOPTER FLIGHT COVERS
288
CANADIAN AIR MAIL & AVIATION ANNIVERSARY COVERS 1968 - 1984
299
CANADIAN FORCES COVERS 1956 - 1996
315
including Canadian Warplane Heritage Covers
AIRMAIL PERFINS OF CANADA & NEWFOUNDLAND
337
CIVILIAN AEROGRAMS OF CANADA & NEWFOUNDLAND
343
CANADIAN FORCES AIR LETTER SHEETS
380
CANADIAN AIRPORT & AIR MAIL FIELD CANCELS
392
CANADIAN AIR MAIL RATES, DOMESTIC & INTERNATIONAL
411
CANADIAN AIR MAIL ENDORSEMENTS
418
Rubberstamped Markings, Post Office Labels, Slogan Cancels,
Courtesy Markings and Airline Etiquettes
JUSQU'A MARKINGS
427
ASTROPHILATELY IN CANADA
431
PIGEON POST
454
AIRCRAFT ON CANADIAN STAMPS
458
The Aviation Stamps of Bob Bradford
NEWFOUNDLAND AIR MAIL STAMPS
466
NEWFOUNDLAND FIRST FLIGHT COVERS 1919 - 1947
474
MARITIME AND NEWFOUNDLAND AIRWAYS
496
AIR MAIL PILOTS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
499
BIBLIOGRAPHY
516
Air Mail Articles & Books; Aviation, Airline & Aeronautic Books;
Canadian Archives of Aviation & Air Mail Collections
CROSS REFERENCE INDEX
542

Ordering Instructions:
In Canada:

Price $50 CAN - CAS members may order one copy for $40 CAN
Plus $5.00 CAN for postage.
Order from: Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, ON K2H 6R1

In U.S.A. and elsewhere:

Price $35 US - CAS members may order one copy for $28US
Pius postage: S2.50US within the U.S.A., $3.50US elsewhere.
Order from: Greg Schmidt, 1978 Fox Burrow Court, Neenah, WI 54956.
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OTHER NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
CANADIAN POSTAL STRIKE
This began on November 19th. It was ended by back-to-work legislation on December 4 th, but on
December 12' I was still receiving mail posted at the beginning of November.
I hope that I have now received all the items mailed to me for this issue of the newsletter, and that
most members will receive it during December.
For the information of readers who did not receive news of the dispute on a daily basis, the main issues
involved are:
-

Canada post made a profit of $110 million last year;
the postal workers, who have not had a raise for several years, therefore want a pay increase;
but Canada Post says that in order to remain competitive it must reduce its costs by $200
million a year, and wants to do this by reducing jobs and increasing workloads.
That's a "simplified" account of the situation, which doesn't explain why the former chief negotiator
for Canada Post was accused of punching the union leader of the postal workers, (and has resigned!)
The back-to-work legislation awarded the postal workers a pay increase of 5.15% over three years,
and referred the other issues to arbitration.

THE 3rd CAS DAY OF AEROPHILATELY IN TORONTO - Sunday November 30th
This was another small but very enjoyable gathering.
A number of members produced some interesting and varied displays. - Murray Heifetz showed his
entry of CANADIAN AIR MAIL that won a Gold medal at Moscow 97; Chris Hargreaves showed one
frame on AERIAL MAIL TO AND FROM KINGSTON, ONTARIO; Mike Shand showed THE HUMAN
SIDE OF ENTERPRISE with an emphasis on people rather than postage; Jack Ince displayed AIR MAILS
OF TANGANYIKA; and Dick McIntosh showed a variety of items, including NEWFOUNDLAND AIR
MAIL.
Ron Miyanishi gave us the latest news on the catalogue; Bob Jamieson showed me a draft article on
the Laurentide Air Service stamps that I'm looking forward to publishing it a future newsletter; Joseph
Berkovits passed around some fascinating AIR MAIL GUIDES produced by the Canadian Post Office
in 1939; and Charles Oakley was a stalwart of the trading session.
We are all looking forward to a fourth symposium next year, probably at the end of October, and
hope that many other members will join us.

1998 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
This will be held during the afternoon of Sunday April 26 th , as part of ORAPEX at the RA Centre in
Ottawa.

NEW MEMBERS
Welcome to the following members, who have joined since the last newsletter:
#268 Walter Silvestri, Courtenay, B.C.
#269 Stuart McDougall, Vancouver, B.C.
#270 Earle L. Covert, Calgary, Alberta
#271 Nino Chiovelli, Edmonton, Alberta
#272 John J. Venskus, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.
#273 Denice C. Guimond, Belleville, Ontario
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IN MEMORIAM
RON KITCHEN was the photographer at ORAPEX who enjoyed our last Annual General Meeting so
much that he stayed to the end, and then joined the CAS. Ron was also a member of the RA
Stamp Club, and the Canadian Forces Philatelic Society.
BERNICE SCHOLL served in many capacities for the Space Unit, and was their Treasurer for the last
twenty years. The Space Unit has created The Bernice Scholl Award in her memory, to be
presented each year for excellence in astrophilatelic writing in the Astrophile.

DEVELOPMENTS AT THE CANADIAN POSTAL MUSEUM.
A new exhibit, WISH YOU WERE HERE, celebrating the centennial of the picture postcard in Canada,
opened in November. - In 1871 Canada had become the first country outside Europe yo use first-issue
postcards, and in 1897 an amendment to the Post Act allowed private companies to produce picture
postcards. Postcards caught on quickly: Canadians sent 27,000 postcards in 1900; 41 million in 1908;
and 60 million in 1913. (The population of Canada in 1911 was 7.2 million!) This exhibit will be open
until November2, 1998.
The Museum has also launched STAMPVILLE, which it describes as:
a brand-new interactive CD-ROM. Bilingual, beautifully illustrated and user-friendly,
STAMPVILLE contains hundreds of pages on the history of mail in Canada and around the
world . . . a complete interactive catalogue of Canadian postage stamps from 1851 to 1996
. . . (and) a panoply of activities, games, stamps and stories that will entertain and educate
children 8 years and over, not to mention the whole family. (Price $34.95).

The Museum is also hoping that many people will become Members of the Canadian Museum of
Civilization, (where the Canadian Postal Museum is located), in which case they receive free admission
to the Museum, invitations to special events, a calendar of events, and other benefits.
More information on any of these items can be obtained from the Canadian Postal Museum, 100
Laurier Street, P.O. Box 3100, Station B, Hull, Quebec J8X 4H2

YOUR EDITOR'S CONTINUING ADVENTURES IN CYBER-LAND
I recently had an interesting conversation with Jack Ince about using the Internet for research. He
posted an enquiry regarding 1927-36 ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY - SHIP TO SHORE air mails, that
I saw on the rec.collecting.stamps newsgroup. - Alas, he received no responses to his enquiry!
Now to see if pre-cyber research methods (such as newsletters) do any better:
If anybody has St. Lawrence Seaway Sip-to-Shore Airmail Covers, 1927-36, that can be purchased
or photocopied for research, please contact Jack Ince, Box 858, Stirling, Ontario KOK 3E0.

NEW BOOKS
LAP OF THE GODS by Harry Bray. - This is about Harry's 30,000 hours flying. It runs from #8
Bomber/Reconnaissance Squadron on the East and West Coasts and Alaska, and #356 Squadron
in England, India and the Cocos Islands. Then into Kamloops Air Services, Central B.C. Airways,
Pacific Western, etc. "It's irreverent and humerus - a good read for aviation buffs."

LAP OF THE GODS can be ordered from H. Layton Bray, c/o Ms. B. Pearce, 10151-#5Rd.,
Richmond, B.C. V7C 4E4. The price is $19.95 plus $2.95 shipping and handling.
Jack Ince has also written a book: GUNNERS OF THE 61'. It records the story of the 61

St

Field

Regiment R.A. in N.W. Europe during 1944-45, and has been well reviewed as being both informative
and readable. Copies are $23.00 (including postage), from Jack at the address earlier on this page.
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60th ANNIVERSARY OF AIR CANADA
September 1 marks the 60th anniversary of the first scheduled flight of Trans-Canada Air Lines
(TCA), the forerunner of Air Canada. The original aircraft, a Lockheed Electra 10A, was
purchased by TCA in 1937, then sold two years later to the Canadian Government for the war
effort. In 1975 a retired Air Canada employee recognized the airplane at a Texas air show. He saw
the shadow of the registration letters CF-TCC through the paintwork. Air Canada bought back the
Electra in 1983 for S75,000. During this, the diamond jubilee for Air Canada, CF-TCC will be
displayed and flown at air shows and charity fundraisers.
In 1997, Air Canada's fleet contains 227 aircraft currently in service:
Type of aircraft
Type d'appareil

Cruising Speed
Cargo Payload
Capacite d'emport . Vitesse de croisiere

No. of aircraft Seating
Nbre d'avions Nbre de places"

Range
Rayon d'action

570 mph 917 km/h 6 670 mi 10 732 km
85 323 lb 38 695 kg
555 mph 893 km/h
6 325 mi 10 177 km
16 259 kg
555 mph 893 km/h 4 715 mi
7 586 km
33 750 lb 15 306 kg
3
39S1, 377Y
BOEING 747-133
540 mph 869 km/h
7 073 mi 11 380 km
32 430 lb 14 707 kg
32SJ, 252Y
2
AIRBUS 340-313
540 mph 869 km/h 7 763 mi 12 490 km
38 532 lb 17 475 kg
6
325J, 252Y
AIRBUS 340-313E
6 555 mi 10 547 km
530 mph 853 km/h
28 655 lb 12 995 kg
35SJ, 168Y
BOEING 767-333ER
6
530 mph 853 km/h
5 750 mi 9252 km
20 785 lb 9426 kg
25SJ, 152Y
11
BOEING 767-233ER
530 mph 853 km/h
3 335 mi 5 366 km
9 059 kg
19 975 lb
36J, 159Y
12
BOEING 767-233
520 mph 837 km/h 2 760 mi 4 441 km
5 075 lb 2 302 kg
34
241, 108Y
AIRBUS 320-211
520 mph 837 km/h
2 760 mi 4 441 km
4 720 lb 2 141 kg
14
16J, 96Y
AIRBUS 319-114
490 mph 788 km/h
1 265 mi 2 035 km
3 410 lb 1 546 kg
121, 80Y
28
DC9-32
490 mph 788 km/h
2035 km
1265 mi
1546 kg
3410 lb
4
161, 75Y
DC9-32E
490 mph 788 km/h
978 mi
1 573 km
48 kg
106 lb
50Y
CANADAIR JET CL-65
26
330 mph 531 km/h
1 388 km
863 mi
59 kg
130 lb
12
50Y
DASH8-300*
805 mi
1 295 km
305 mph 491 km/h
302 kg
665 lb
48
37Y
DASH8-100•
330 mph 531 km/h
575 mi
925 km
136 kg
18Y 300 lb
BEECHCRAFT 1900D*
5
440 mph 708 km/h
1495 mi 2 405 km
Air Nova 10), 67Y 2 715 lb 1 231 kg
10
BAe 146-200*
AirBC 8J, 68Y
3

BOEING 747-433

BOEING 747-233

3

43SJ, 2S3Y

35 850 lb

39SJ, 377Y

'Air Canada Connector/Liaison Air Canada
** SI: Executive First/ Super Affaires I: Executive / Classe 'Votes Y: Hospitality Service / Service Hospitalite
Cargo available, in addition to passengers and baggage Fret, en plus des passagers et des bagages

This information is taken from Air Canada's magazine En Route, September 1997. - The Electra
CF-TCC was featured in an article in this newsletter in September 1996.

CANADIAN FIRST FLIGHT COVERS 1995 -1997
My comment in the last newsletter that "First Flight Covers
have been produced for a number of new international
services over the last two years, but with very little publicity"
was a great understatement! - Jacky Stoltz of the Trans
World Philair Club in Germany has provided a long list of
covers produced from 1995 to 1997, and this is reproduced
on the next page.
Jacky also commented that:
It is always difficult to get information abut new
Canadian first flights. In most cases foreign airlines
with better public relations are involved.
Additionally, it is getting more and more difficult
to find partners within the Canadian Posts willing
to dispatch the mails aboard a certain flight or to
accept mail from abroad. In many cases such mails
- all addressed Poste Restante - are never returned
but destroyed at Toronto, Montreal or
Vancouver.
CONTINUED

FIRST DC 10
FLIGHT
NAGOYAVANCOUVER
8.4.1996

Canadizn
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CANADIAN FIRST FLIGHT COVERS 1995 - 1997
In this list "pool flights of two airlines (i.e. Japan Airlines and Air Canada) are always listed twice as
far as all stages are concerned on which airmail was carried".
DATE

AIRLINE

28.06.95 AIR CANADA
30.06.95 AIR CANADA
30.06.95 AIR CANADA
03.11.95 CANADIEN
03.11.95 CANADIEN
03.11.95 CANADIEN
03.11.95 CANADIEN
03.11.95 MALAYSIA AIRLINES
03.11.95 MALAYSIA AIRLINES
03.11.95 MALAYSIA AIRLINES
03.11.95 MALAYSIA AIRLINES
20.12.95 CANADIEN
20.12.95 CANADIEN
20.12.95 LUFTHANSA
20.12.95 LUFTHANSA
07.04.96 CANADIEN
07.04.96 JAPAN AIR LINES
08.04.96 CANADIEN
08.04.96 JAPAN AIR LINES
07.06.96 AIR CANADA
07.06.96 SWISSAIR
07.06.96 TAROM
08.06.96 AUSTRIAN AIRLINES
08.06.96 AUSTRIAN AIRLINES
08.06.96 SWISSAIR
08.06.96 SWISSAIR
15.06.96 AIR CANADA
15.06.96 AIR CANADA
15.06.96 AIR CANADA
15.06.96 AIR CANADA
15.06.96 AIR CANADA
15.06.96 AIR CANADA
15.06.96 AIR CANADA
15.06.96 LUFTHANSA
15.06.96 LUFTHANSA
15.06.96 LUFTHANSA
15.06.96 LUFTHANSA
15.06.96 SWISSAIR
15.06.96 SWISSAIR
15.06.96 SWISSAIR
08.07.96 DELTA AIRLINES
06.04.97 CANADIEN
06.04.97 JAPAN AIR LINES
07.04.97 CANADIEN
07.04.97 JAPAN AIR LINES
16.06.97 AIR CANADA
16.06.97 AIR CANADA
16.06.97 LUFTHANSA
16.06.97 LUFTHANSA
Notes:

FROM/VON

TO/NACH

AIRCRAFT

OSAKA
TORONTO
VANCOUVER
KUALA LUMPUR
TAIPEI
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
KUALA LUMPUR
TAIPEI
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
FRANKFURT
TORONTO
FRANKFURT
TORONTO
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
NAGOYA
NAGOYA
BUKAREST
BUKAREST
BUKAREST
UNO WIEN
WIEN
UNO WIEN
WIEN
CALGARY
CALGARY
FRANKFURT
FRANKFURT
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
ZURICH
CALGARY
FRANKFURT
FRANKFURT
VANCOUVER
CALGARY
VANCOUVER
ZURICH
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
NAGOYA
NAGOYA
FRANKFURT
HALIFAX
FRANKFURT
HALIFAX

VANCOUVER
OSAKA
OSAKA
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
KUALA LUMPUR
TAIPEI
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
KUALA LUMPUR
TAIPEI
TORONTO
FRANKFURT
TORONTO
FRANKFURT
NAGOYA
NAGOYA
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
TORONTO
TORONTO
TORONTO
TORONTO
TORONTO
TORONTO
TORONTO
FRANKFURT
ZURICH
CALGARY
VANCOUVER
FRANKFURT
ZURICH
VANCOUVER
FRANKFURT
CALGARY
VANCOUVER
FRANKFURT
ZURICH
ZURICH
VANCOUVER
ATLANTA
NAGOYA
NAGOYA
VANCOUVER
VANCOUVER
HALIFAX
FRANKFURT
HALIFAX
FRANKFURT

A 340
A 340
A 340
B 747-400
B 747-400
R 747-400
B 747-400
B 747-400
B 747-400
B 747-400
B 747-400
B 747
B 747
B 747
B 747
DC 10
DC 10
DC 10
DC 10
B 747
B 747
A 320

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

767
767
767
747
747
767
767
767
767
747
747
767
767
767

B
B
B
B
B
B
B

767
767
767
767
767
767

767
B 767

DM
6.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
10.00
10.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
8.00
6.00
6.00

6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

20.12.95 - no special cachet was used. This was the first pool flight between both carriers.
7 & 8.6.96 - these were special dispatches for CAPEX: only 2 covers were produced, (one in Romania with a
special postmark, and one in Vienna), but they are listed several times under all airlines that carried the

mail.
8.7.1996 - this was an Olympic flight with a large part of the Canadian team for Atlanta.

Many of these covers can be obtained from the Trans World Philair Club, Postfach 1563,
65765 Kelkheim/Ts., Germany. - 7Marks is approximately S5.60Cdn/S4 U.S. Postage is extra.
Payments can be made in banknotes (any currency) but not cheques as high fees are involved.
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Airmails of New Zealand, Volume Three - International Airmails 1940 - 1970
By Robin Startup FRPSNZ FRPSL. Published by The Air Mail Society of New Zealand, P.O.Box
Cost: $NZ54 plus $15NZ postage to
29144, Fendalton, Christchurch, New Zealand.
USA/Canada. Reviewed by Mike Shand:
This long awaited volume is now published and available, and was well worth the wait.
Robin Startup has long been known for his fine research, especially into the complicated
rates and routes of the wartime 1940's, when many archives of such data, were either lost
or kept secret. This area,(starting with a few 1939 items), is fully covered with many black
and white photos and maps. All external flights through to November 1970 are covered
and amply illustrated with photos. It is particularly helpful to have information on new rates
and routes. Each item is very dearly dated and headed, although in general with less
narrative than Volume Two (1928 - 1940).

As noted in the Foreword the weekly propeller driven, Trans Tasman flights of
1940 with 24 passengers, had by 1970 given way to jet liners with 158 passengers.
The steps taken to effect such changes are all noted here in these 277 pages, which
include also very helpful cross indexing. The book was awarded a well deserved
Vermeil Medal at the recent New Zealand Philatelic Literature Exhibition.
Since it covers both westward flights to Australia and beyond, and eastward flights
across the Pacific, this hardcover volume is highly recommended to all
aerophilatelists interested in such areas.

JAPAN AIRLINES AIRMAILS CATALOGUE
and SINGAPORE AIRLINES AIRMAILS CATALOGUE
These catalogues are produced by the Trans World Philair Club. - Jacky Stoltz writes that:
Recently we have published a catalogue of all JAPAN AIRLINES airmails. This book with a
soft cover, A5 format has about 350 pages. It lists and illustrates all known first flight
covers issued since the airline was formed in 1951, with market values of all positions.
Additionally a separate chapter gives very detailed information about the company's history
with all most important milestones. Finally we tried to also compile all known meter marks
that the many JAL offices around the world were using for their mails. The catalogue is
written in English with additional information in German, French and Japanese. It costs 20
US$ + 4 $ for postage by surface mail.
A new catalogue for the SINGAPORE AIRLINES airmails (with all predecessor airlines like
Malayan Airways, Malaysian Airlines and Malaysia-Singapore Airlines) is going to be ready
for distribution by January 1998. 50 years of aerophilately have been listed and priced,
more than 250 covers are described and illustrated. Furthermore we have included 2 more
chapters: history of the airline, and history of every individual aircraft that was ever in the
fleet of the airline. This is very unique and interesting. The catalogue in A 5 has about 130
pages, soft cover, and is mainly written in English. It costs 15 US$ postpaid (surface mail).
Amount to be paid in US$ or CDN$ banknotes.

These catalogues can be ordered from the Trans World Philair Club, Postfach 1563,
65765 Kelkheim/Ts., Germany.
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SEASON'S GREETINGS
1927 - WESTERN CANADA AIRWAYS
Another year has passed, more quickly than ever, and it is time once again to wish fellow
members the Season's Greetings.
My collecting interests cover first flight covers of Canada and Newfoundland to the early
1930s, with a special interest in Semi-Official air mails.
My choice this time is a 70 year old cover from Western Canada Airways Ltd
Western Canada Airways Ltd
This company operated for nearly four years and built up an impressive network of air routes.
These spread through Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and the Northwest
Territory. A regular air service was opened between Winnipeg and Edmonton, together with
routes into the mining areas of northern Canada. On these latter flights the company was
allowed to use their semi-official airmail stamps in addition to the regular postage, until the
routes were taken over by the government.
23 December 1927 The Pas to Flin Flon (Schist Lake), Cold Lake and return
-

When the company opened its new base at The Pas (Manitoba), regular flights could be made
direct to Cold Lake. The cover shown, is one of 317 carried on the first return flight from
Schist Lake to The Pas.
W. R. PATTON,

BE SURE
YOURCI
ARRIVE
IN TIME

DEC. 11
HD

W.R.Patton,
Flin Flon Mine,
c/o We stern Canada Airways,
The Pas, Man.

The cover bears one of the company's regular stamps and their purple maple leaf cachet and
circular date stamp.

David Granger, Wokingham, Berkshire, England
CONTINUED
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1928 - BRITISH COLUMBIA AIRWAYS - A DECEPTIVE COVER
This cover is from Jim Brown, who describes it as "interesting"!

Back of cover - reduced in size.

British Columbia Airways began a twice daily service between Victoria and Vancouver on August 3rd
1928. It ceased before the second scheduled flight from Victoria to Vancouver, August 25, 1928. Mail
would have been carried on the morning flight from Victoria to Vancouver which left Victoria at 8.30
a.m. for Vancouver. The Ford Trimotor returned to Victoria and left for Seattle at 10:30 a.m. It
disappeared on the flight to Seattle.
This cover was mailed from Victoria, August 25, 1928, 1p.m., which is after the plane had crashed.
It is backstamped Vancouver August 26, 1928 and wouid have gone from Victoria to Vancouver by
ship. It is not a flown cover. It is also overpaid with two semi-official stamps.
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OCTOBER 1928 - A FAKED BRITISH COLUMBIA AIRWAYS COVER
Mike Painter sent in the following item, as a follow up to the items in earlier newsletter's regarding a
"faked" cover:

I believe I have solved a long standing puzzle of a faked cancellation mark
on covers bearing British Columbia Airways Limited semi-official air
stamps. The covers in question, dated in Vancouver OC 23, 1928 - a date
after the company had gone out of business, are marked "Not Paid for
Air Mail" and have a dead letter office postmark on the reverse. The
2 cent Admiral stamp was
insufficient for air mail from Vancouver to
the East Orange, N. J. address on the cover. The dilemma always has been
the cancellation mark on the semi-official stamp. Chet Forrest, in his
book "Canadian Special Airmail Stamps on Flown Covers," has suggested that
the cancel reads "Carter's OK." backwards. On a cover I recently purchased,
the cancellation was sufficiently clear to use a mirror and read
"CARTER'S l'i OZ."
The size and the reversed printing of the cancel
suggest quite strongly that an ink bottle (Carter's!) was used as the
"cancelling device." Present-sized drawing ink bottles are of a size
suitable to give the 28 mm diameter postmark on the cover. The cover is
addressed to A. C. Roessler, East Orange, N. J. He was a dealer in air
material, and the rubber stamp ink colour of his address is suspiciously
close to that colour used for the Carter's-reversed mark. My suggestion
is that, upon receipt of a large batch of WI covers with non-tied BCA
stamps, the dealer "tied" them with the handiest hammer available - his
bottle of stamppad ink. Would these covers then not be worth a little
more on the market, since the air stamp had been "used"? Looks like
you can do wonders with a 1-1/2 oz ink bottle!!!
This item was originally written by Gray Scrimgeour, and published in Post West, The Western
Canada Postal History Journal, in 1976. (Vol. 3, No. 4: whole number 14).
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DECEMBER 1930
A wellmeant Christmas wish with enclosed stamps from her aunt in
Calgary for her 'Dear Little Ester' in Los Ageles met with disaster
on December 22,1910 at Alhambra, California. Pilot's Howard B.Coxe's
plane developed motor trouble and crashed and burned in landing. Dick Malott says: Crash covers from this unfortunate event are quite
plentiful, but covers originating from Canada are not.
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Cjhese CJhree bittle Kittens
3-lave brow ,h4. their mittens
go hanti upon your tree.

One's full of'joy
one holds a toy,
One,a ehristmas wish from PE

I'll take this opportunity to wish my fellow members a happy
holiday season and a healthy and save New Year.
Yours truly Kurt Tischler, 307 Elm St. Sudbury Ont. PIC 1V6.
My collecting interests at this time are Trans-Atlantic Flights.
There are a few covers eluding me for the longest: T.O. #1328c,
e, i, n. (#8 envelopes). If anyona has such items for sale, please
send photocopies and price.
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1932 - "WAYZATA" AIR MAIL STAMP
Aerial World Tours, Inc. planned to make the "FIRST TRANSATLANTIC AIR MAIL AND
PASSENGER FLIGHT" using a Sikorsky S-40 amphibian. The route would have been Wayzata,
Minnesota - Toronto - Montreal - St. Pierre - St. John's - Greenland - Iceland - Norway - Sweden Germany - Denmark - England.
The financing relied heavily on philatelic sales, and the Newfoundland Government authorized
the printing of 400,000 special $1 stamps. However, public opinion was unenthusiastic, (the St. John's
Evening Telegram described the scheme as "tantamount to a prostitution of the postal service"), the
stamps did not sell, the flight was postponed, and the Newfoundland Government withdrew from the
scheme.
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Trelle Morrow has provided an illustration of a sheet of these stamps, and noted:
"The Wayzata stamp was a beautiful production, too bad it did not have a more
legitimate use. There is an interesting production technique involved with these stamps.
There is a wax paper interleaving on the back to prevent gum adhesion between the
sheets, and the perforating was done right through the interleaving."

Trelle, by the way, is moving in the New Year: his new address effective January P. will be:
3747 Dezell Drive, Prince George, BC V2M 7,47
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OCTOBER 1932
IMPERIAL AIRWAYS / BELGIAN CONGO AIR MAIL LINK
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Backstamped: ELIZABETHVILLE / 14.10.32.15 / POSTES

In January 1932 the Imperial Airways African Trunk Route was extended from East Africa to South
Africa. Progressively airmail feeder services were established with neighbouring territories along the route.
Meanwhile Sabena, in conjunction with Air France, was developing through North and West Africa
an air service to link their respective Congo colonies with Europe. However, Elizabethville, centre of the
rich mining deposits in Katanga Province, in eastern Belgian Congo, did not get a regular service until
November 1935. That city lay only some 200 miles by rail link from the Northern Rhodesia Copper Belt,
whose airport was Broken Hill.
On 5th October 1932, Imperial airways Service AS84 ex-London, carried the first acceptance of mail
from Belgium (and Europe) to connect at Broken Hill with a feeder service to Elizabethville, set up by the

Aero-Club du Katanga.
It would be another three years before, in November 1935 a regular service link by Sabena/Air
France was established via Broken Hill, through to the French possession of Madagascar in conjunction
with Transport Aerienne du Katanga.
Seasons Greetings to all. - May 1998 bring success in your philatelic quests.
Jack Ince
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LATEST HOT BREAKING NEWS:: :
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Jean Batten joins the
Air Mail Society of NZ (Nov 1936)

Seasons greetings and best wishes for finding that gem in 1998.
For me 1997 saw the usual accumulation of tatty, stained and
duplicated covers purchased in some fit of uncontrolled optimism.
However something of interest shows up once in a while and among
those found in 1997 was this cover produced by the AMS of NZ on
the occasion of Miss Jean Batten's election to the Society.
She had of course just completed her record breaking solo flight
from England to Australia in October 1936 (5 days 18 hrs 15 mts)
and then on October 16, flown on to NZ in 9hrs 29mts in her Percival
Gull "Jean" G-ADPR which can still be seen at Auckland airport.

/ •

Li

H. D. London, Esq.,
President,
Air Neil Society of N.Z.,
C/- United Service Thote1,.,
CHRISTCHURCH./
To Commemorate the Election of

JEAN BATTEN,

C.B.E.

as an Honorary Member of the

AIR MAIL SOCIETY OF N.Z.
25th November, 1936

According to reports of the day, twentyfour members of the Society gathered at
the United Service Hotel in Christchurch
to honour Miss Batten. She then
entertained members with some flying
experiences.
Following this, the Post Office Dept,
by prior arrangement then delivered to
members present special souvenir envelopes
which she then signed and dated.
For me, this is an incredible snapshot of
days gone by when famous flyers were
greeted by thousands at airports,
honoured by Aero Societies and had the
Post Office postmark and deliver mail
at a specified time.
Can you imagine anything like this
happening in Canada today? Oh well,
maybe next year:

Illustrations are reduced from actual size.
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1946 - A TRANS-ATLANTIC COVER

PRESTWIc.it, scoILAND
VANCOUVER - CANACA

SPECIAL FLIC T
Cancellations indistinct, though backstamp is VANCOUVER JUL 1946

The information l was given when I bought this cover, was that it came from Scotland via
a flight of military aircraft to Nova Scotia, and then at least one of the flight continued on to
Vancouver, hence the purple handstamp on the back of the envelope.
I'd like to know if any of the members have any information regarding this cover, and if
what I've been told so far is correct.
Best regards,

Nelson

Bentley

SEASON'S GREETINGS
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1974 - A LIBERIAN AIR MAIL COVER
XII
UNITED NATIONS

AI AI III III ASV AI/

INF
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NATIONS UNIES

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
P. 0 BOX 274, MONROVIA, LIBERIA
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Canceled: MONROVIA LIBERIA 10 AM OCT 29 1974

Incomplete backstamp:

This is one of the "fun" covers I found this year.
Every time I see adverts for topical stamps in which there seems to be no connection between the
country of issue, and the subject on the stamps, I've wondered if any of these stamps really get used
for postage?
Now my question has been answered, if only to a small extent. - This cover features one of these
"distantly related" stamps, issued by Liberia but showing a locomotive from Germany, (part of a set
of six described in the Scott catalogue as "Locomotives, 1895-1905", none of which are from African
countries), used on what is definitely a "commercially-opened" cover.
Seasons Greetings,
Chris Hargreaves

THANKS TO ALL THE MEMBERS
WHO SENT IN COVERS FOR THIS SECTION,
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THE 40th ANNIVERSARY OF SPUTNIK

Russian Space Philately in a Mirror of Statistics by Yuri Kvasnikov, Moscow
background a fanciful image of cosmonauts landing on a far
planet - or to be exact on one of the satellites of Saturn as far as
one can tell. The artist Yuri Grzheshkevich has chosen - for
that time - quite an avant garde background for a portrait cosmonauts in the environment of mysterious craters, an
Certainly there were predecessors to stamps commemorating interplanetary rocket and to the left of the portrait a vehicle
Sputnik and the question as to which stamp marks the start of designating a future artificial earth satellite.
space philately is not solved unambiguously there being a
The stamp was issued not on the birthday, 100 years on of the
handful of candidates for this honour.
famous scientist which would have been September 17th, but
.uorrinti-14111JIILP , Certainly the US mail stamp of on October 7th. Of course in the interval between these dates
4 I' V/ \ 1
November 5th, 1948 "100 years of Fort Sputnik had been launched. So there you have it, the best
Bliss" shows a rocket launch. marking candidates for the first space subject stamp occurred round
one of the important stages in the about the time of the International Astronautical Federation's
history of the rocket range in Texas congress. And so, the beginning of the space age so marked the
from where since 1946 it was possible beginning of space philately.
to launch a rocket to an altitude of more
than 200 miles.
4 MUMS

The launch of the first artificial satellite, carried out in the
USSR, marked the beginning of a new direction in philately space philately or "astrophilately" which became popular very
quickly.

However, many philatelists consider the
first stamp in our hobby to be from the
USSR series "Great Russian scientists"
issued on August 15th 1951 which shows
a portrait of the Founder of Cosmonautics
Konstantin Tsiolkovsky and has an
image of a space rocket in the
background.
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Others consider the Italian stamp issued on September 22nd
1956 - one year prior to the launch fit' Sputnik - to mark the next
meeting of the International
Astronautical Congress to
be the first. On this stamp
are pictured the Earth and
artificial satellite
represented by a sphere
with antennae moving in
orbit. Its designer Corrado
Machiolli became the author of many mail miniatures.

The first artificial satellite was launched on October 4th 1957.
Two days later Moscow designer Yevgeny Gundobin was
working on a sketch of the stamp to mark the momentous
occasion. He had a hard task with limited information at his
disposal and one graphic image was superseded by another.
Then the newspaper Pravda (Truth) published on October 9th
the first in-deptb materials about the satellite and Gundobin
decided to take advantage of the documentary material so the
scheme published in the newspaper served as a prototype for
the stamp.

The stamp as first issued on November 5th was printed in black
A Japanese stamp showing a space object in orbit was also and dark blue ink on light blue paper. A second edition with
issued before the launch of Sputnik. July 1st, 1957 was the start identical design with with changed colour (bright dark blue on
of International Geophysical Year - a joint programme of white paper) arrived on December 28th.
research by scientists all over the world and the IGY symbol as
a point of the satellite in earth orbit was a basic element of this
Forty Years of Space Stamps
stamp (SG 766).
And finally there is the
Soviet stamp marking the
100th anniversary of

Tsiolkovsky's birth. On this
stamp is there is a portrait of
the scientist and in the

Forty years is sufficient time to permit a review of space
philately and I shall consider stamps devoted to the space
researches of the USSR and Russia but I shall not be taking into
account all issues, for example imperforate versions, epreuve
de luxe and individual blocks which are produced in relatively
CONTINUED
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THE 40th ANNIVERSARY OF SPUTNIK by Yuri Kvasnikov - continued:

small numbers to make money out of philatelists. For the same
reason I shall ignore the issues of the Trucial States in the
Persian Gulf from 1964-1972 .

Socialist countries were responsible for the issue of 1425
stamps or 57.7% of the total leaving 94 countries to share the
remainder.

Let's examine some basic questions in our review of these 40
years - who issued the stamps, when, how many and for what
events_

Finally here is a summary of the stamps issued to mark major
Soviet space achievements:

Following the issue of the first satellite in 1957 many countries
in Euiope followed suit. By 1958 images of Soviet
cosmonautics had appeared on stamps of countries in Asia and
the Americas, by 1962 African states had joined in and in 1975
Oceania was first represented. Counting to the end of 1996
there had been contributions from 16 European countries, 22
Asian, 33 African, 21 American, 12 ex Oceania - in all from
104 countries. Practically each year new countries made their
debut: data about issues of the first stamps from different
countries appears as Table 1. (-D2-s'r
Table 2 Rives the distribution of the stamps on issue date and
by continents shown in five year cycles. Europe is clearly in the
lead here, essentially because of the stamps in honour of
Russian cosnionautics from Eastern Socialist countries up to
1970. In Europe the issue of stamps in honour of Russian space
achievement has now all but stopped and from 1971-80 the
majority of stamps came from the African continent, and since
1981 from Asian countries. In Table 3 the data about the
countries which are issuing most stamps in honour of Russian
cosmonautics are summarised. Firstly we see that 10 former

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Flight of ASTP (1975)
67 countries (310 stamps)
Gagarin
62 (252)
- First Man in Space (1961)
54 (173)
Sputnik - first satellite (1957)
Voshkhod 2 - first spacewalk (1965)
39 (111)
Vostok 5/6
- first woman in space (1963)
36 (96)
Flight of Vega probe (1986)
32 (60)
Luna 17 and Lunokhod 1 (1970)
31 (60).

I should like to note in conclusion some curiosities. The USSR
has issued so many stamps it would seem that all possible
space events have been shown, but this is not the case. For
some events it is only stamps from foreign countries that have
marked the occasions for example Komarov and Soy -uz 1.
Soyuz 10 docking with Salyut and there are no Soviet stamps
about the huge N-1 rocket intended for flight to the Moon.
On the subject of space dogs, Belka and Strelka (1960)
Chernushka and Zvezdochka (1961) and Ugolek and Veterok
in 1966 are depicted but curiously not Laika the very- first in
1957, who followed in Sputnik 2 a month after the success of
Sputnik 1.
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THE 40th ANNIVERSARY OF SPUTNIK by Yuri Kvasnikov - continued:

Table 1: Soviet/Russian cosmonautics on stamps
- year of first issue by country

Table 3: Soviet/Russian
cosmoncutics on stamps greatest number of issues by
country

1951 USSR,
nnneln CIPAIlbl COUt101 I KOCAIOCt
1957 GDR (East Germany), Rumania, Czechoslovakia,
1958 Bulgaria, Poland, China, Korea PDR, Ecuador,
1959 Hungary, Mongolia,
USSR-Russia 448
1960 Cuba.
196
1961 Vietnam, Surinam,
Cuba
1962 Albania, Togo,
Mongolia
148
1963 Yemen AR,
Hungary
133
.• .11411-1
1964 Ghana,
Bulgaria
104
1965 Greece, Monaco, Jordan. Yemen Kingdom, Burundi, Guinea, Panama,
1966 Yugoslaia. Maldives, Cameroun, Libya, Mauritania, Mali, Niger, Central African reCzechoslovakia 97
public. Paraguay,
78
GDR
i 967 Congo,
Romania
76
196S Dahomey (Benin),
74
V
ietnam
1969
71
Corea Nord
1970 Bhutan
1971 Syria, Ascension island, Chad, Nicaragua.
Poland
66
1972 Equatorial Guinea,
Catnbodia
58
1973 Laos, Upper Volta. Haiti,
Laos
55
1074 Gabon. Liberia, Malagasy. Rwanda,
Equatorial
1975 Portugal, Comoro, Senegal, Bolivia, Dominican republic. USA, Uruguay, Aitutaki, Barbuda. Cook islands, Penrhyn, Fr. South. and Ant. Ter..
Guinea
53
1976 Yemen PDR, Guinea - Bissau,
44
Y AR
1977 Cyprus. St Thomas and Prince, Nauru,
37
Albania
1978
34
Guinea
1979
1980 Djibouti,
31
Togo
1981 Grenada-Grenadines, New Caledonia, Fr. Polynesia, Wallis and Futuna
Central Aft30
1982 Kampuchea (Cambodia), Kuwait, Pakistan, Mozambique, Dominica
29
Burundi
19S3 Afghanistan,
1984 India, Barbados,
1985 Marshall islands,
1986 Korea South, Angola, Tanzania, Niue,
1987
1938
,
1989 France, Zil Elwannyen Sesel, Sierra Leone, Guyana, St Vincent, Micronesia,
1990 Antigua and Barbuda,
Table 2 - Soviet/Russian
1991 Austria, Guernsey, Grenada, Nevis,
cosmonautics - issue of
1992 Russia, Kazakhstan,
greatest number of stamps
1993 Uzbekistan, Lesotho, Yemen Uni,
1994 Gambia, Uganda, Montserrat,
11995 Azerbaijan,
1996 Ukraine, Palau.

USSR
Russia
Europe
Asia
Africa

America
Oceania
Total

19571960
26

1965

31
16
2

235
67
21
35

83
65
54
29

91
70
169
57

75

438

295

452

1970

1975

19761980
87

1981•
1985
74

19861990
36

84
71
96
52
2
392

36
128
56
54
5
353

43
110
55
48
12
304

19911996
11
18
12
43
28
36
10
158

All
430
18
615
570
479
313
42
2467

CONTINUED
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THE 40th ANNIVERSARY OF SPUTNIK by Yuri Kvasnikov - continued:

This article is re-printed from ORBIT, the quarterly Journal of THE ASTRO SPACE STAMP SOCIETY.
The ASTRO SPACE STAMP SOCIETY is a British based space-topical collector group,
established since 1986. Cosmonaut Georgi Grechko is their honorary patron.
Membership fees are 10Pounds for members in the UK and Europe, 15Pound for
those overseas. All bona fide enquirers receive a KLM 1994 mint-stamp-set in
presentation-pack depicting 75 years of KLM-Airlines when remembering to send
TWO international reply-coupons with their name and address to:
Brian Lockyer, Information-Secretary, 21 Exford Close, Weston-Super-Mare 8523
4RE, U.K.
The ASSS also has a homepage at: http://members.aol.com/Jeffkez/index.html

FOLLOW UP THE 3rd CANADIAN AIR PAGEANT, MONTREAL, 1931
Ted Hill has provided some more information on the events at this Pageant, the programme for which
was reproduced in our last newsletter:

Bernard Martin. who did "crazy flying" on this (and other) shows, was one of my instructors,
and took me on my first cross-country flight (St. Hubert to Quebec City). He was really er,
skilful. but on this show, when he did a spectacular "crazy" landing. was unfortunate enough
to have the undercarriage collapse.
The autogiro demonstration was by Godfrey Dean. On another occasion, he looped it twice.
and this was the first time any rotorcraft had ever been looped. I used to work on this aircraft.
and on the advertising sip it pulled. as a greasemonkey. Thought you might like to see my
snapshot of it.

The Pitcairn autogyro CF-ARO operated in the '30's by Macdonald Tobacco Co.
Thanks Ted.
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QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a mystery stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately,
is invited to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following
newsletter.
Mike Painter sent in three covers with a note that:
I recently got a small lot of aerophilatelic covers and found I had no information on the events
commemorated. I imagine that means that the events were of little significance and no one felt
them worth recording for posterity (at least in the books in my reference library). However,
its always nice to know the origins of even unimportant bits of aerophilatelic material. So I've
written them up, and maybe someone can tell me something about the events that generated
them.

The good news for collectors like Mike, (and me), is that Dick McIntosh has done a great job of
cataloging this type of currently unlisted cover, and all three are listed in the GOVERNMENT &
OTHER AIRMAIL COVERS OD CANADA section of the new AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND
NEWFOUNDLAND. (See page 5 of this newsletter for more information).
I am still including Mike's covers, as he asks additional questions about the actual events. - If you can
help, please send information either to me, or directly to Mike Painter, 1692 - 133A Street, South
Surrey, BC V4A 6H5.

.
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Use for other purposmaot permitted. '

The above cover seems to
be a Bob of the Northland
souvenir of an Edmonton
air show in 1930. The
front seems to be a leftover item from an event a
month earlier around the
Great Lakes (see reduced
illustration at right).
Can anyone tell me about
this air show? Or how the
Great Lakes cachet came
to be used so far away?
Or who signer was (looks
like C.R. Walters, but
that's just a guess)? One
of the Edmonton cachets is in black and one in blue—green. The
slogan cancel says "Come to Edmonton for the Big Air Show Sept. 17th':
CONTINUED
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INFORMATION WANTED by Mike Painter, 1692 - 133A Street, South Surrey, BC V4A 6H5 continued:

First
S AIR CR
7.17, 1930

Courtesy or

The above cover appears to be a souvenir of a minor
aviation event, because I can find no reference to
a "Great Lakes Air Cruise" in the American Airmail
Catalogue or in a number of aviation books that I
have. The Toronto cancel is August 9, 1930, and the
backstamps are as shown at right. Can anyone tell me
about this "Air Cruise"? Or about Wayne J. Sheldon
who signed it? Or what the G.B. Camp A.A.P.S. 45 was?
cherier7and
inntist.1 4tero -1de e at '
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Can anyone tell me anything about this Aero-Meet
in 1930? I don't see anything in the American Air
Mail Catalogue or in aviation books that I have.
The backstamp is a purple oval as shown at right:
Why would the Walker Airport put a receiver on
the back instead of the Windsor post office? I
can't make out the Postmaster's name - can anyone tell me? - Mike Painter.
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INFORMATION WANTED - WW2 RED CROSS MAIL
The sales-description of the cover below, together with the article that came from another source,
give a partial account of the Red Cross Message Scheme of World War 2. - Can anybody provide
additional information?
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No backstamps, but the cover came with the following "sales description":
1943 SWITZERLAND AIRMAIL RATE #257,260 pays the 300 airmail letter rate dated VANCOUVER
AUG3/1943 to the Red Cross Message Scheme in GENEVA/SWITZERLAND, Canadian censor C.80
sealing tape + German censor in Paris 'AX' red his, this was the mly certain method of sending letters to
POW's or people in occupied territories during WW2, 'COUPON REPONSE' red his indicates the
fonvardng fee was enclosed, F-VF

The article had a headline THE RED CROSS MESSAGE SERVICE and was mounted with the
THIS ARTICLE DEALS WITH CHANNEL ISLANDS. ON SIMILAR FORMS USED BETWEEN
description:
CANADA AND FRANCE IDENTICAL HANDSTAMPS AND CACHETS WERE USED. THE FORMS ALSO
FOLLOWED SIMILAR ROUTES TO AND FROM DESTINATION THROUGH THE RED CROSS IN GENEVA.

S

INCE the section of my book, Stamps
and Postal History of the Channel Islands,

which dealt with Red Cross messages
was written, I have been able to examine
over 2,000 forms with the result that much new
information has come to light which extends the
dates of use of several of the marks and adds
some new marks.
The Foreign Relations Department of
the British Red Cross and St. John War
Organisation was responsible for the Red
Cross Message Scheme in the U.K. and
it was operated through some 500 Red Cross
Message Bureaux in different parts of the
country. The charge for each 25-word message
was one shilling which included the reply,
which was sent back to the initiating bureau,
which had a record of the address of the
sender. Most of the bureaux were, in fact,
situated in the Citizens Advice Bureaux.
From August 1940, Channel Island refugees
in Britain were allowed to send enquiries
via the International Red Cross to their
relatives in Jersey and Guernsey. At first
only the name and address of the enquirer
could be sent, but the addressee could send
a message in reply. The first enquiries were
sent on forms provided by the International
Committee of the Red Cross, Geneva, which
were printed in French, English and German.
They were dated August 8th and 9th, in
England and were received in the Islands on January 14th and 15th, 1941. These forms are rare.
In May 1941, the Swiss forms were replaced
by those headed "War Organisation of
the British Red Cross and Order of St. John".

They were printed in English and German
only and were addressed to the Prisoner
of War, Wounded and Missing Department
of the International Red Cross at Geneva.
From July they were addressed instead to
the Foreign Relations Department. Some
forms used in 1942-43 were again trilingual.
Messages from the Channel Islands were
on forms supplied by the German Red Cross
in Berlin andwere printed in French and German.
All the forms had spaces for the name
and address of the sender, the name and
address of the addressee and a 25-word message,
with space on the back for the reply. The
German forms were not always allowed to be
used for replies to messages from the Channel
Islands. In some cases, particularly when
the messages were addressed to servicemen,
this was actually forbidden and a handstamp
was applied saying so and instructing the
addressee to apply for a new form. But
many German forms do exist carrying replies.
Records show that 235,744 messages were
received and replied to, and 92,041 messages
were sent from Jersey before communication
with the mainland was cut off by the Allied
invasion of Normandy in 1944. An average of
10,000 monthly messages was sent from Guernsey. Messages from the C.I. went free of charge.
Messages from Britain to the Channel
Islands went from London to the International
Red Cross, Geneva, from there to the German
Red Cross in France and on to Guernsey
or Jersey. Those from the Islands went to
the Feldkommandantur, on to the German
Red Cross headquarters in France, from

there to Geneva then on to Britain — or
sometimes to Egypt, Ireland, the U.S.A., Canada or South Africa etc. They took on average
some four months to complete the journey, but
they were a valuable link with home. Some
forms are found with blue streaks down
them, these were caused by the use of chemicals
to see if they contained any invisible message.
On arrival in Britain they were sent out by
post with a printed leaflet headed "Instructions
for Replying to Messages" which told the
addressee only to sign the form and to write
the reply on a separate sheet of paper and take
it to a Red Cross Bureau where it would be
typed on the form. These leaflets are now rare.
Forms head "Red Cross Message Bureau"
with the emblems of the Red Cross and
St. John Ambulance Association dated March
19th, 1944, giving summaries of messages
held in suspense at Lisbon were delivered
in the Islands by the mercy ship S.S. Vega.
These we e inscribed "Summary of a message
in suspence a Lisbon". Forms were also sent
out in Britain in May 1945, giving short
sentences received from the Channel Islands.
These are very rare.
During its travels each form collected
a variety of handstamps, cachets and franks.
Let us consider the journey of one such
form from England to the Channel Islands.
After it had been obtained from a Red Cross

Message Bureau and the 25—word message
written and dated, it started on its way.
CONTINUED
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INFORMATION WANTED - WW2 RED CROSS MAIL continued:
As a rule there was no cachet applied by
the Organisation here, apart from the
handstamp of the dispatching bureau, but
some letters sent from British Red Cross
Headquarters bear a large double circle
(58mm. diameter) in red reading round
the edge BRITISH RED CROSS AND Sr. JOHN
WAR ORGANISATION and having at the centre
a 24mm. cross. (Fig. I). A similar type with
larger cross and with a five-pointed star at the
bottom also exists. Next the letters were
censored and the stamp used was a vertical
octagon showing a crown over PASSED and the
number of the particular stamp. This was
usually impressed in red, but it may also be
found in grey-black, purple and blue, and is
sometimes omitted altogether.
At Geneva a small double circle reading
CONIITE INTERNATIONAL DE LA CROIX ROUGE
GENEVE was applied. At least four types
were in use:
(a) 29mm. diameter. Centre cross 13 X 4mm.
thick, and de la in lower-case. Fig. 2.
(6) 28mm. diameter. Centre cross 13 x 3mm.
thick. Fig 3.
(c) 32mm. diameter. Cross as in (b): outer
circle doubled. Fig. 4.
(d) 36mm. diameter. Otherwise as (c).
The date was then stamped at the bottom
of the page and the messaee enclosed in
an envelope and forwarded to the Headquarters
of the German Red Cross in France. There
it received a further frank and the types
used are shown.
Figure 5. A 36mm. circle show ing a German
eagle in blue or purple with a reddish purple
cross between its feet. Used March to
September, 1941. Fairly scarce.
Figure 6. Deutsches Rotes Kreuz in a box
with "Eing": and "Ausg": in two lines
below in red. Sometimes a datestamp was
applied against the Eing(ang) and Ausg
(ang) which mean "In" and "Out". Used
in May and June 1941. Very rare. This is
also said to exist with letters in Gothic type
but I have not seen it.
Figure 7. Deutsches Rotes Kreuz in a boxed
straight line in red or blue. This was Figure
6 with the bottom cut away. Used JuneDecember 1941. Scarce.
Figure 8. The most general type. 35mm.
circle reading Deutsches Rotes Kreuz/Der
Beaufrragte in Frankreich (German Red
Cross,'Commissioner in France) round the
edge, and Briefsteinpel (postmark) across
the middle. This is found in a variety
of colours including red, light blue, grey-,
black, violet, crimson, purple, purple-brown
and bright blue between November 1941,
acid April 1943. Common.
Figure 9. As preceding, but with lettering
in roman characters instead of in gothic.
Seen used between March 1943, and April
1944. Scarcer than Figure 8.
Figure 10. Roman characters and now
includes a conventionalised eagle and cross;
the circle is enclosed in a 39mm. square.
Seen in brown and red between October
1943, and February 1945. Scarce.
The same mark as the one on the form was
then stamped on the cover which was next
forwarded to the Channel Islands.
Four other marks used by the Germans are:
Figure 11. Boxed "Gepruft/Dienststelle/
Feld-post Nr. 35372/10' in red. Very rare.
Figure 12. Small red circle 28mm. in diameter
with Eagle and "Oberkommando der
Wehrmacht Gepruft". Used in November
1941, and early in 1942. Scarce.
Figure 13. Black circle 35mm. in diameter
with Eagle and "Oberkommando der
Wehrmacht Gepruft". Used occasionally in
1943-44. Very scarce.
Figure 14. Black circle 35mm. in diameter
with Eagle and "Zensurstelle Gepruft". Used
occasionally in 1943-44. Very scarce.
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It seems likely that the cover on the previous page would have
been flown via New York to Lisbon, (by Pan American?). It
could then have been flown from Lisbon to Paris, where it
was censored, and then forwarded to Geneva. (Would it have
been flown to Geneva, or sent by rail?) It presumably
contained a form like those described in the article, which
would have been removed in Geneva and forwarded to the
addressee. - Is this hypothesis correct?
Also, what did the "forwarding fee" cover? Was it for a reply?
And does anybody have an example or a message form that
originated in Canada, and/or of a reply to Canada?
Please send information to the editor: Chris Hargreaves,
4060 Bath Rd., Kingston, ON K7M 4Y4
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INFORMATION WANTED BRITISH COMMONWEALTH PACIFIC AIRLINES
Two of these covers were sent in as a curiosity by a member who commented "Idon't know anything
about them". The third was recently found by me in a dealer's box.:

Coverl: postmarked AUCKLAND N.Z. 4-PM 220CT 1948
Handstamped: PER B.C.P.A. AIRMAIL

Cover 2:

OVERSEAS

postmarked WANGANUI N.Z. 3-PM 12MAY 1953
CONTINUED
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INFORMATION WANTED - BRITISH COMMONWEALTH PACIFIC AIRLINES continued:

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH PACIFIC AIRUN S

Cover 3:

postmarked PHILATELIC SALES SECTION - RUSSELL STREET C.I. VIC. AUST.
FIRST DAY 25N064 OF ISSUE

B.C.P.A. was an airline founded in 1946, and is described as follows by R.E.G. Davis in his book A

HISTORY OF THE WORLD'S AIRLINES:
B.C.P.A. had been founded on 24 June 1946 to operate trans-Pacific services
from Australia and New Zealand to the United States and Canada. The share capital of
one million Pounds was divided between the governments of Australia (50%), New
Zealand (30%), and the United Kingdom (20%). It owned no aircraft, and the first
services were operated by A.N.A. DC-4-s under a charter arrangement, starting on 15
September 1946, once a fortnight. Until an air transport agreement with the United States
was signed in February 1946, B.C.P.A. had to take San Francisco-bound passengers on to
Vancouver, where they could pick up a regional connexion. flights from New Zealand
began on 25 April 1947•
Eventually, B.C.P.A. was relieved of its obligation to A.N.A. by the outright
purchase of two DC-4s from that company and the loan of another from T.A.A. In 1949
pressurized DC6s brought considerable improvements to the service. In January 1952 the
bold step was taken of ordering six D.H. Comet Series 2s, but these were never built. In a
general reorganization of Australian overseas responsibility when the Pacific route was
taken over by QANTAS, B.C.P.A.'s DC-6s went to TEAL. - The trans-Pacific route was
taken over by QANTAS on 17 March 1954 and opened on 15 May of that year.
Cover 1 seems to be an early commercial cover carried by B.C.P.A., but who would have chosen
the route and applied the hand stamp?
Cover 2 seems to be a later commercial cover, but is the etiquette conclusive proof that it went by

B.C.P.A.? - How many options were there for airmail from New Zealand to Canada by May
1953? Did the use of an airlines etiquette require the letter to be sent by that airline, or
would the post office have chosen the routing?
Cover 3 seems to be a fake as far as air mail routing is concerned: since B.C.P.A. sounds to have
stopped flying in 1954, Cover 3 could not have been flown by B.C.P.A. However, is it fair
to call this cover a fake, as an old air mail etiquette may just have been used embellish a
First Day Cover, with no intention of deception?
Please send information to the editor - 4060 Bath Rd., Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
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INFORMATION WANTED
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This printed envelope has a copyright date on the back of 1985.
Can anybody provide any information regarding the "flying wing" illustrated on it?
Does anybody know of a catalogue describing all of the Russian printed envelopes like this?

INFORMATION WANTED - FOXING
I have always considered foxing to be an occasional, but normally minor inconvenience of cover
collecting. However, another member recently made the following comments during some
correspondence:
/ noticed one thing. Am not talking about Canadian envelopes, but South American and
Caribbean envelopes. These are more easy to get brown spots (a fungus) if the covers are
not enclosed in an album. Old Australian stamps have the same problem. / started buying
cover albums, about ten, and those covers have held up real good against this fungus. Its
contagious also, cover to cover, so if by chance that you do have any, keep them apart.
This one party that wrote up a bit about this fungus, said burn these covers! If they are
expensive, or they complete a set just encase it in a single plastic container by itself and
hope.

Questions -

are 'foxing', the brown spots I have seen on some trans-Atlantic covers, and the
fungus described above, all the same thing?
am I under-reacting to this problem, or is my correspondent over-reacting to it?

Please send replies to the editor - 4060 Bath Rd., Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor. - Create your
own "advertisement" if you like, up to a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

WANTED - COPIES OF THE CANADIAN AIRWAYS BULLETIN.
Old copies of "The Bulletin" are now collectors' items
and provide a valuable record of the early Western Canada
Airways and Canadian Airways Limited. It was prepared
and edited completely within the organization and was the
first such publication by an aviation company in Canada.
The booklet measured 5" x 8" and ran from 24 to 28 pages.
It had a three colour cover and always carried the current
flying goose insignia. High quality photographs were plentiful
and printed on glossy paper. All were well captioned and
the subject matter was both newsy and informative.
The first issue was published on 15 July 1929 and although
it was intended primarily to keep the staff of Western Canada
Airways informed of the company activities, it soon became

very much in demand by the aviation community. The
"Bulletin" was published monthly from its inception until
February 1934 and every second month thereafter. W. B.
Burctall was the editor during the entire life of the magazine
which terminated with the last issue of 7 November 1937.
He left the company at that time to join the Commercial
Air Transport and Manufacturers Association as Secretary.
For those fortunate enough to have copies of the Canadian
Airways Bulletin, their valuable property provides not only
an interesting capsule of true Canadian bush flying, but a
classic example of in-house journalism.

If anybody has copies of The Bulletin for trade or sale, please contact Joseph Berkovits, 260
Adelaide St. E. #33, Toronto, Ontario M5A - 1 NO. Phone or Fax 416 635 1749.

ABRAHAM SIEGEL
P.O. BOX 6603 -CAN
Long Island City, NY 11106

POSTAL HISTORY
of
CANADA
and thousands
of other U.S.A.
and Foreign
lots offered
in Our
PUBLIC AUCTIONS.

WE ARE BUYERS OF
ALL POSTAL HISTORY.
WHAT DO YOU HAVE
FOR SALE ?

FREE CATALOG
UPON REQUEST.

NEXT' ISSUE

Tel: 718-3924855
Fax: 718-786-1341

DEADLINE

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is normally
produced quarterly in March, June, September and December. If you have anything you'd like to go into the next issue,
please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
by February 151 .
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members - Its objectives are:
-to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
-to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about aerophilately among members;
-to represent Canadian aerophilatelists at the national and international levels;
-to promote and support areophilatelic research in Canada.
The annual membership dues are $15.00 Canadian in Canada and the U.S.A., $20.00 Canadian for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and sent it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario CANADA M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:
Province/State:

City:

Country:

Postal Code:
Telephone:

e-mail:

Fax:

Collecting interests:
If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number:
American Philatelic Society membership number:
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada membership number:
Other:
For Secretary's use:
Amount of dues paid:

Date joined:

The following names are due for membership renewal:

January 1998

February 1998

March 1998

13 Janice Weinstock
14 Murray Heifetz
17 Dick McIntosh
19 Ray Simrak
65 :an Mowat
105 Dr. Gordon Ralph
106 Maurice Malenfant
109 Gary Lyon
171 Albert Leger
193 J.P. Gadoury
217 Cecil Stoner
219 William Noble

67 Robert North Sr.
69 Don Amos
135 Beatrice Bachmann
172 Ivan Burges
180 Elmer Cleary
220 Richard Whalley
221 Arnold Stearman
222 Douglas Smith
243 Jim Miller
244 James A Thompson
260 Fred Dietz
261 James Walsh

72 Fred Blau
136 Friedel Egger
174 Louis Poirier
157 Robert L. Meyer
194 Derek Ranoe
207 Charles Oakley
236 John Wheeler

Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment. Final renewal notices will be mailed out to members who have not replied.
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders etc. to be made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
All new membership dues and renewals are $15.00 Cdn for Canada and the US and $20.00 Cdn for Overseas addresses.

•••••••• • •••• •• •••••••• •••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilatelyand Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to

American Air Mail Society - Canadian Chapter
Royal Philatelic Society of Canacii: - Chapter No. 187
American Philatelic Society - Affiliate No. 189
FISA (Federation Internationale des Societes Aerophilateliques) - Club Member

Editor. Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road,
Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4
Tel. (613) 389 8993
E-mail: hargreave@king.igs.net

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY:
President:
Vice-President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Major (Ret) R.K. "Dick" Malott, CD
16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario K2F.' 6R1,
Mike Shand,
1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8
Ivan W. MacKenzie,
2411-420 Gloucester Street, Ottawa, ON K1 R 7T7
Ron Miyanishi,
124 Gamble Avenue, East York, Ontario M4J 2P3

Tel. and Fax: (613) 829 0280
Tel: (613) 225 4254
Tel: (613) 235 8361
Tel. and Fax: (416) 421 5846
E-Mail: squeak@interlog.com

SI VOUS DESIREZ L'INFORMATION EN FRANCAIS SUR LA SOCIETE CANADIENNE D'AEROPHILATELIE,

CONSULTEZ: FRANCOIS BOURBONNAIS, 58 STE-CATHERINE, ST. POLYCARPE, QUEBEC JOP 1X0
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NOTES FOR NEW READERS
If you are a new reader of The Canadian Aerophilatelist welcome!
Aerophilately is a broad subject, and can embrace almost any topic that combines flying and philately,
including:
the collection of envelopes carried on first flights between different places: these usually bear
special markings to identify the flight, and are referred to as First Flight Covers;
a study of the development of commercial airmail routes and services, and/or of the airmail stamps
issued for these services;
- commemorative stamps and covers, normally produced on the anniversary of historically significant
flights;
- astrophilately, which is the collection of stamps and covers that trace the development of space
flight. - Since very few covers have been flown into space, this usually involves covers associated
with the ground support network: launch sites. tracking stations, recovery ships, etc.
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS) aims to provide a forum for the exchange of information
among Canadians who are interested in any aspect of world-wide aerophilately, and for collectors from
around the world who are interested in Canadian aerophilately. - This is mainly achieved through this
newsletter, which is published quarterly.
The Society also provides a number of other services, including:
a translation service from French to English and vice versa: contact Francois Bourbonnais, 58 SteCatherine, St. Polycarpe, Quebec JOP 1X0.
a "sales department", with a variety of covers for sale: for a full list contact Mike Shand, 1183
Agincourt Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 2H8.
a small library from which books and periodicals can be borrowed by mail: for details contact Chris
Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
For more information or, Canadian aerophilately, the best sources are:
for general information on all Canadian airmail stamps and covers: the Airmails of Canada and
Newfoundland. - This can be obtained from Dick Malott, 16 Harwick Crescent, Nepean, Ontario
K2H 6R1, for $50.00Cdn + $5.00Cdn postage within Canada; or from AAMS Publications (address
below) for $35US plus $3.00US postage within the U.S.A./$5.000S postage elsewhere.
(Members of the CAS or AAMS may purchase one copy for $40.00Cdn or $28US.)
for more detailed information on early air marl flights and stamps: The Pioneer and Semi-Official
Air Mails of Canada 1918-1934 by C.A. Longviorth-Dames, published by Unitrade Press, 99 Floral
Parkway, Toronto ON M6L 2C4. (Semi-official stamps were produced by the companies that
operated the first airmail services in Canada. - The Post Office authorized the issue of these stamps,
and sold them from post offices, but did not assume responsibility for the airmail, or help with the
cost of the service.)
also detailed is Newfoundland Air Mails: 1919-1939 by C.H.C. Harmer, published by the AAMS.
two very useful "general histories" of Canadian aviation are Canada's Flying Heritage by Frank Ellis,
which is the classic on aviation up to 1940; and History of Canadian Airports by T.M. McGrath,
which describes 143 airports with many references to the airmail services that used them. - Both
are available from CANAV Books, 51 Balsam Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4E 3B6.
Anyone interested in aerophilately is recommended, (by the editor), to consider joining THE AMERICAN
AIR MAIL SOCIETY. - It publishes a very informative monthly magazine, The Airpost Journal; holds 5
or 6 excellent postal auctions each year, with many lots under $5; and publishes some very useful
books and catalogues. - Membership is $25 U.S. per year (for Canadians). Further information can be
obtained from the AAMS Secretary, P.O. Bo.: 23055, Lansing, MI 48909, USA; or from the AAMS
website at: http://ourworld.compuserye.com/homepages/aams/
The AAMS also produces an excellent guide to aerophilately called Collecting Airmail. This can be

purchased for $3US postpaid from AAMS Publications, 1978 Fox Burrow Court, Neenah, WI 54956,
or downloaded from the internet at: http://panther.bsc.edurspezzill/colair.html
Anybody who wants to copy an item from this newsletter is welcome to do so. - Please
acknowledge The Canadian Aerophilatelist as the source, and send a copy of any
publication in which the reprinted material appears to the editor.
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NEWS - NEWS - NEWS

BRIEF EDITORIAL
After following the daily reports on the Red River Flood last year,
and losing my own power for three days during the ice storm which
hit Eastern Canada in January, I have become very aware of natural
disasters. - I would like to offer all readers who were affected by
the recent tornadoes in Florida my sympathy, and best wishes for a
speedy return to your normal routines and activities.

FUTURE CAS ACTIVITIES
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Jim Brown, author of Hubbard: The Forgotten Boeing Aviator, is doing
some travelling away from the West Coast, and will be the afterlunch speaker at this meeting.
The meeting will be held in a private room at
Denny's Restaurant,
which is attached to the Day's Inn. - This is literally two minutes
from Highway 401: turn off at exit 617, head south towards Kingston
on Division Street, and you will see Denny's on your left. Turn left
at the lights up Benson Street, and left again into the parking lot.
It is planned to start at 10.30am with members displays, and/or
items on which more information is sought. (There are no frames, but
a lot of tables.) Lunch will be at about 12, followed by Jim Brown's
talk and slide show. The day will finish with a trading session.
Kingston has often been suggested as a central meeting point for
members in the Toronto - Ottawa - Montreal triangle, and I hope that
many members will participate. Please call Chris Hargreaves,
telephone 613 389 8993, if you are able to attend: I will also try
and co-ordinate car pooling if members want.
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This will be held in Ottawa as part of ORAPEX. Please see pages 4
and 5 of this newsletter for more information.
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This will be held at 12 o'clock on Sunday May 31st as part of ROYAL
1998 ROYALE at the Hamilton Convention Centre. Please contact Dick
Malott, (613 829 0280), for more information.
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Is anyone interested in helping to create covers, and possibly
arrange commemorative flights, for some of the air mail
anniversaries occurring next year, such as:
80th Anniversary: Vancouver to Seattle; Vancouver
to Calgary;
Victoria to Nanaimo; Toronto to New York;
Truro to Charlottetown; Parrsboro to Greenport.
75th Anniversary: Estevan to Winnipeg; Laurentide Air Service.
70th Anniversary: Commercial Airways Ltd.; Cherry Red Airlines Ltd.
If so, please contact Joseph Berkovits, 33 - 260 Adelaide St. East,
Toronto, Ontario M5A 1NO. (Telephone 416 635 1749.)
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SECRETARY'S REPORT
Welcome to
#274
#275
#27.6

three new members:
Emil Zigerlig, Windish. Switzerland.
Thomas Shaw, West Vancouver, BC.
Richard S. Allen. Lewiston, Idaho, U.S.A.

As at 13 February 1998, the Society has a total active membership of
150 paid members, plus 15 complimentary members.

Membership Breakdown: (Province/State/Country)

Canada:
Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Newfoundland
Northwest Territories
Ontario
Quebec
Saskatchewan

8
16
3
3
1
1
58
9
3

Total

102

USA:
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Illinois
Idaho
Kansas
Michigan
Minnesota
New York
Oregon
Texas
Washington
Wisconsin

2
1
2
4
7
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
2

Total

28

Total active membership:

150

In addition, 15 complimentary memberships are
carried on the mailing list:
Australia
Belgium
Canada
England
France
Germany
India
Norway
Switzerland
Turkey
USA

1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
3

Total

15

International:
Cayman Islands
England
France
New Zealand
South Africa
Switzerland

1
6
2
3
1
1
1
5

Total

20

Germany
Netherlands

0(----------„

Ron Miyani i
Secretary, CAS

EDITOR'S NOTE: I am delighted to point out that our paid membership
has increased for the fourth year in a row'
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Greetings to all of the members of the Canadian aerophilatelic Society! I trust that all who
experienced the ravages of Canada's worst freezing rain storm ever have now recuperated. Our
home was without electricity for three days but to no great discomfort as we enjoyed the luxury
of a well-stocked fire-place and sterno cooking. After three weeks many folk living in the country
are still without hydro - both in Ontario and in Quebec. I dare say many collectors in the effected
area that recently received their new catalogue, The Air Mails Of Canada And Newfoundland,
eagerly reviewed it by candlelight.
Orders for the catalogue are coming in on a regular basis, both to myself and to Greg Schmidt,
the AAMS publications distributor in Neenah, Wisconsin. The first batch of orders received in
Canada were accumulated and then sent to Greg for filling and distribution by the USA forth class
mail rate for books. I would hope that by now all those who ordered their book during December
1997 have received the publication. The 45 collectors who assisted in the project should have
received their copy by now also. If not those who ordered a book in December and have not
received it please drop me a line so that I can check into the problem after I return from a four
week holiday in Naples, Florida. From 3 February to 6 March 1998 I can be contacted at the
following address and telephone number : Major (Ret'd) RK Malott, Apt.136, The Mariner, 1295
Gulf Shore Blvd. South, Naples, Florida, 34102-7226, USA (Telephone : (941) 261-2464).
I look forward to comments from the recipients of the catalogue as it can only be improved by
useful recommendations. We need more data on the various famous collectors and dealers, an
enlarged air mail postal rates section, a section on Forces Air Letters to compliment the section by
Major "Ritch" Toop on Canadian Forces Air Letter Sheets, a descriptive section with
photographs of all the Canadian air mail stamps and air mail special delivery stamps, and updated
additions on new air mail flights within, to or from Canada. I also need the year of birth and of
death for Jim Sissons, Major Ian Morgan and Narcisse Pelletier. The In Memoriam to these three
gentlemen did not indicate their year of birth and of death. Can anyone provide the required data
for the second edition of our catalogue which will be issued after our first edition of 2000 copies
is sold out? It is indeed remarkable how elusive some data can be and how easy it is to overlook
available data. I'll advise the membership when the first 1000 copies have been sold. Our
catalogue in xerox format received a Large Vermeil at INDEPEX'98. In the finished format the
publication might garner a Small Gold.
Dick McIntosh who did the lion's share of the catalogue (Canadian Government Flights and
Special Commemorative Flights) is now attempting to arrange a system with Canada Post
Corporation to obtain cachets and cancellations on new air mail routes within, to and from
Canada. Let us wish Dick well in his important endeavors. Such special first flight covers have
been prepared for foreign flights to Canada so why not for us within Canada?
For the first time in five years I will be in Ottawa and able to attend the ORAPEX'98 exhibition
and bourse. I am the publicity officer for the event. The CAS will hold its 1998 Annual General
Meeting at a room to be designated at the RA Centre , 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, Ontario on
Sunday, 26 April 1998 from 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm. Anyone with a subject for the Agenda is
CONTINUED
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT continued:

-2requested to submit it to me by 15 April 1998. Our Past-President, W/C Pat Sloan, volunteered
for two assignments - to act as the nominating committee for nominees for the four executive
positions for the CAS and to review the Constitution and By-Laws of the CAS. One change that I
have suggested is that our elections be held every two years to cut down the administrative work
for an annual election. These matters will be discussed at the AGM of the CAS on 26 April 1998.
There are a number of philatelic events coming up this year which should be of interest to CAS
members in the applicable areas of the event.
a) 25 February 1998. I have the pleasure of speaking on aerophilately to the St. Petersburg Stamp
Club, St. Petersburg, Florida on the invitation of Phillip Stager, President of the Club.
b) 27 - 29 March 1998. I have been appointed as a judge at the 1998 Edmonton Stamp Club
Spring National & Regional Stamp Show, Edmonton, Alberta.
c) 3 -5 April 1998. The AAMS Spring Meeting at COLOPEX'98 in Grove City, Ohio, a suburb
of Columbus, Ohio. As the AAMS Awards Committee Chairman I will be announcing the AAMS
Awards of appointments to the Aerophilatelic Hall of Fame at State College, Pennsylvania and the
George W. Angers Award for outstanding contribution to aerophilately.
d) 25 - 26 April 1998. ORAPEX'98 the 37 th ORAPEX exhibition and bourse at the RA Centre,
Ottawa, Ontario. The CAS will hold its Annual General Meeting on Sunday, 26 April 1998, 1:30
- 3:30 pm. The exact location will be posted at the show.
e) 13 - 21 May 1998. ISRAEL'98 in Tel Aviv, Israel. Col. William G. Robinson (CAS #56) of
Vancouver, BC is the Canadian Commissioner to this international event.
f) 29 - 31 May 1998. ROYAL 1998 ROYALE in Hamilton, Ontario. The CAS will have a club
table at the Exhibition and help running it is requested from local members attending the
Convention. The sale of our new catalogue will be promoted.
g) 20 - 25 October 1998. ILSAPEX'96 in Johannesburg, South Africa. Col. William G. Robinson
(CAS#56) of Vancouver, BC is the Canadian Commissioner to this international event.
h) 23 October - 1 November 1998. ITALIA'98 in Milan, Italy. Peter Madej (not a CAS member)
of Toronto, Ontario is the Canadian Commissioner to this international event which highlights
aerophilately.
i) 13 - 15 November 1998. 75 th Anniversary of AAMS. Annual Convention at VAPEX'98,
Virginia Beach, Virginia. CAS members who can should plan to attend this significant
aerophilatelic event. About 30 FISA members will be coming from Europe to attend this event.
It is apparent that aerophilately is alive and well.

(RK Malott) Major (Ret'd) President CAS
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CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY TREASURER'S REPORT
FOR THE YEARS ENDED 31 DEC 1996 AND 1997
1996
Opening Bank Balance

1997

310.43

705.69

276.29

219.90
1,867.05

Income
Dues - new members
Dues - renewals and reinstated members

1,968.24

CAPEX'96 - sale of books, pins, covers, etc.

1,830.62

CAS Covers - Snowbirds, etc.

1,021.48

1,163.38

252.44

206.13

Donations - from members

32.00

133.00

Overpayment by R.K. Malott - members dues paid at CAPEC'96

30.00

0.00

Interest - checking account

0.47

0.38

GIC Proceeds - Principal $1,000.00 & Interest $225.21

0.00

1,225.21

Other Sales - books, pins, advertising, etc.

0.00

1,210.99

Income Received During the Calendar Year

5,411.54

6,026.04

Opening Bank Ballance Plus Income

5,721.97

6,731.73

Dues and Advertising - other philatelic organizations

169.51

136.04

Philatelic Covers - postage, envelopes, etc.

589.42

138.86

Office Supplies

142.36

116.73

AAMS - The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland

Expenses

Postage - newsletter, covers, books, etc.
Printing and Photocopying - newsletter, catalogue, etc.
The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland
Service Charges - checking account
CAPEX'96 - books and engraving
Debt Reduction - R.K. Malott (from 1996)

503.49

1,631.90

1,841.68

1,585.37

112.00

1,784.72

66.58

9.60

1,091.24

0.00

500.00

517.46

AAMS - books

163.24

Telephone - long distance

108.29

Exhibit Fees - CAS newsletter

90.00

Engraving - presentation plaques

36.80
100.00

Clerical Work - Preparing CAS newsletter for mailing
Expenses Paid During the Callendar Year

5,016.28

6,419.01
20.00

Cheque outstanding at 31 Dec

6,399.01
705.69

Closing Bank Balance
GIC Investment

1,000.00

Accounts Receivable at 31 Dec - AAMS for Air Mail Catalogue

1,433.06

332.72
2,015.05

Accounts Payable at 31 Dec

517.46

832.13

Financial Position at 31 Dec

2,621.29

1,515.64

Notes
Value of Inventory on hand at 31 Dec
1. Postage Stamps (face value0)
2

No. 9 Envelopes and Presentation Plaques (cost price)

458.56
862.00

3. Flight Covers and CAS Pins (retail sale price)

4,519.00

Total

5,839.56

Ivan W. MacKenzie
Treasurer, CAS
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Editor's Report
This has been a very good year for me as editor. - I have received a
steady flow of items for the newsletter; a number of complimentary
letters; and very little questioning or criticism. Most importantly,
I still enjoy being editor!
One of my editorial activities has been networking. - We now
exchange newsletters with the British Aerophilatelic Federation, the
Air Mail Society of New Zealand, the Astro Space Stamp Society, the
Wreck & Crash Mail Society, and several chapters of the AAMS. I have
also received a request to be put on our distribution list by the
National Air and Space Museum of the Smithsonian Institution!
During 1997
The Canadian Aerophilatelist
was entered in several
exhibitions. This was mainly to publicize the Society, but the
results were quite satisfactory:
C4NPLE - Canada's Fourth National
Philatelic Literature Exhibition
PACIFIC 97
CHICAGOPEX'97
INDEPEX'97, New Delhi

Silver-Bronze
Silver-Bronze
Bronze
Silver-Bronze

A couple of the judges comments have stimulated some interesting
conversations, and I would be interested to hear any other members
reactions to them. In particular, the newsletter was criticized for
the amount of re-printed material it contained. However, since most
members will not receive the same variety of information that I do,
I have always thought that one of the editor's main duties was to
filter and pass on information to the members!
The newsletter was also criticized for using a variety of fonts.
However, I would not wish to change this practice, even if I had the
time to do so! - The main reason
-for this variety of fonts is to
indicate the variety of authors. I also believe that material
should, whenever feasible, be printed in the same form that I
receive, it. I hope this will encourage members to think of the
newsletter as a collection of contributions from CAS members, for
CAS members, and to send in their own articles, questions, answers,
advertisements, and also letters to the editor responding to these
editorial practices!

* ***** ***** ***** ****

ADVERTISEMENT

********************

ABRAHAM SIEGEL
P.O. BOX 6603 -CAN
Long Island City, NY 11106*
POSTAL HISTORY
of
CANtAGA
and thousands
of other U.S.A.
and Foreign
lots offered
in•our
PUBLIC AUCTIONS

WE ARE BUYERS OF
ALL POSTAL HISTORY.
WHATDO YOU HAVE
FORSALE ?

FREE CATALOG
UPON REQUEST.

Tel: 718-3924855
Fax: 718:786-1341
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THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Organized 1986 in the interest of Aerophilately and Aerophilatelists everywhere
Please address reply to:

ELECTION OF OFFICERS
5 January 1998
All Members:
In accordance with the by-laws of the Canadian
Aerophilatelic Society an election of officers of the Society must
be held before the end of 1998. The President has asked me to
coordinate these elections for this year.
In response to my enquiries all members of the current
executive have indicated their willingness to serve for another
term. Unless other nominations are received from the Members of the
CAS for any of the Executive positions I propose to nominate all
members of the current executive for reappointment to their present
positions by acclamation.
Members of the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society are
invited to submit nominations for any or all of the Executive
positions listed below. Nominations should be made with the prior
agreement of the nominee that he or she is willing to serve in the
designated position. Nominations must be received by the
undersigned by 15 April 1998.If an election is necessary, ballots
will be included in the next issue of the Canadian Aerophilatelist.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY
Position
Incumbent
Nominee
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary

Major (Ret) R. K. Malott
Mr. Michael Shand
Mr. Ivan W.MacKenzie
Mr. Ron Miyanishi
E.P. Sloan,
Past President, CAS
563 Broadview Ave.,
Ottawa.Ont.K2A 2L6
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OTHER NEWS - NEWS - NEWS
AUCTION SALE OF CANADIAN COMMERCIAL AIRMAIL COVERS
On January 30 th 1998, CHARLES FIRBY auctioned Walter Plomish's collection of over 400 Canadian
Commercial air mail covers, most of which were to overseas destinations.
Covers like these are definitely scarce, but normally not too expensive if they are found. There was
some speculation before the auction regarding the prices that would be realized, considering the
unusually large number of these covers being offered in one sale.
It turned out that the prices realized were higher than some people, (e.g. your editor), expected. I have made a random selection of lots below, in order that members can form their own opinions
regarding the results.

Lot 246 #C3 + 166. 28c franked cover with #C3 block (SE at T) & #166 2c(x2) singles on
airmail cover to SARAWAK, BORNEO. Posted at Montreal, March 15, 1932,
bs Singapore April 2 with what must be an indistinct Borneo receiver as well.
Estimate $ 200 Realized $ 130
A few age spots but a great cover
Lot 300 3 North West Territory, Alberta Airmail covers. #C I Fort Fitzgerald, Alberta,
Dec 1, 1929 to Edmonton, Alberta Dec 29, 1929 redirected to Saskatoon, Sask,
2 boxed Jan 2, 1930 & Jan 3, 1930 Saskatoon General Delivery hs then redirected
to Winnipeg. Also #C1, 155 tied Fort Simpson, NWT with Registration
R Fort Simpson NWT, Purple Registered 1930 Mar 29 Fort McMurray, Alberta
& several RPOs. Also #150 short paid 3c on (6c airmail rate) charged 6c due,
addressed to Aklavik, NWT bs. F-VF
Estimate $ 65 Realized $ 80
Lot 400 #170. Victoria, BC, Feb 17, 1933 to England (6c per oz
airmail fee) short paid lc charged double deficiency 2c Id
Estimate $ 55
Realized 55
Postage Due affixed. VI'
Lot 401 #168,175,C3. Halifax, NS, Feb 22, 1933 to St. Georges, Granada on 11 10 env
(15c per 1/2 oz), double rated. A very scarce airmail destination with
Trinidad & Granada bs. VF
Estimate $ 50 Realized $ 30
Lot 500 #232(2),C5. Kentville, NS, July 26, 1937 (I0c per 1/2 oz
airmail rate) to Jugoslavia hs. VF
Estimate $ 50 Realized $ 65
Lot 501 /1225(4),226(2). Vancouver, BC, July 27, 1937 to Singapore
(90c per 1/2 oz Clipper airmail rate) double rated.
Attractive franking & VF
Estimate $ 65 Realized $ 85
Lot 600 #244,245. Montreal, April 15, 1941 to New Zealand (75c per 1/2 oz Clipper
airmail rate) double rated. Attractive, Scarce & VF
Estimate $ 85 Realized $ 130
Lot 601 #243(2),244. Victoria, BC, May 5, 1941 to Hong Kong (90c
per 1/2 oz Clipper airmail rate). F
Estimate $ 50 Realized $ 50
lot 700 #271(2). Guelph, Ont, Aug 9, 1947 (15c per 1/4 oz transatlantic airmail
rate + 10c Registration fee) double rated to Denmark. Toronto AMF
Aug 9, 1947 Registration in Green on reverse with RPO & Montreal B&F
Division transits. Attractive & VF
Estimate $ 30 Realized $ 35
Lot 707 #107,11 I,US#C4(pr). Windsor, Ont, Feb 6, 1926 to California
(8c per 1/2 oz per zone), flown 2 zones via USA Chicago-Cheyenne-San Francisco.
3c surface rate to USA overpaid 4c. Rare
Estimate $ 85 Realized $ 75
Lot 728 #105(2),US#C11. Edmonton, April 1, 1929 to Los Angeles via
Seattle hs. Although Canadian postage could be used to prepay US airmail services
at this time a #C1 I was affixed prepaying the (5c 1st oz airmail fee to the US).
Unusual usage of C 11 from Canada. F

Estimate $ 40 Realized $ 23

For more information on this sale contact CHARLES G. FIRBY AUCTIONS,
6695 Highland Road #107, Waterford, MI 48327-1967, U.S.A.
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NEW STAMPS: IRISH AVIATION PIONEERS
On February 24 th 1998, the Irish Post Office was scheduled to issue a set of four stamps recognizing
the achievements of four pioneering Irish aviators:
28p - LADY MARY HEATH-SOPHIE PIERCE, the first woman parachutist and world altitude record
holder for light aircraft at 23,000 feet. Made her first solo flight from Capetown to London
in 1928.
32p - COL. JAMES FITZMAURICE, navigator on the first east-west transatlantic flight, flying a Junkers
W33, D1167 Bremen, from Baldonnel, Co Dublin to Labrador on 12/13 April 1928. Also
served as Commander Irish Army Air Corps.
44p - CAP. J P SAUL, navigator on the transatlantic stage of Charles Kingsford Smith's round the
world flight, flying the Southern Cross (a converted Fokker F-7) from Portmarnock to
Harbour Grace, Newfoundland in June 1930 recording a flying time of 301/2 hours.
52p - CAPT. CHARLES BLAIR, flew the first non-stop flight with passengers and mail from Foynes to
New York on 22n d June 1942 in the Sikorsky V-s flying boat. In 1944, he piloted the five
consecutive fastest transatlantic crossings by sea plane.
Each stamp shows a portrait of the pioneer, and a picture of their aircraft against a representative
background. Also available are a First Day Cover, postcards, and a prestige booklet with detailed
information on the flyers and their achievements. - For more information contact: An Post Philatelic
Bureau, PO Box 1, GPO, Dublin 1, Ireland. (Internet: www.anpost.ie )

SEMINAR ON PHILATELIC EXHIBITING
Patrick Campbell and other members of the Lakeshore Stamp Club, have prepared a SEMINAR ON
EXHIBITING for the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada. This seminar covers the various elements
involved in successful exhibiting, and is based on eminars given by the Lakeshore Stamp Club over
the last fifteen years. The seminar takes one day, requires up to half a dozen presenters, can
accomodate up to 25 students, and is free to Chapters of the RPSC. - For more information contact:
Ray Ireson, 86 Cartier, Roxboro, QC H8Y 1 G8.

INTERNET WEB SITE FOR CRASH COVER COLLECTORS
Ken Sanford has e-mailed me that there is a great Internet web site which will be of interest to crash
cover collectors. It is called the AVIATION SAFETY WEB PAGES. It has a database of air crashes
since 1940. The listings are very brief, but it is useful for checking on whether or not there was a
crash in a particular country or on a given date. There is also other interesting aviation safety and
crash information. The URL is: http://www.pongnet.nl/avnsafety/
Ken's own website, which includes details of books and crash covers for sale, is at:
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/KenSanford/

NEW CATALOGUES
"KATALOG DER DEUTSCHEN LUFTPOST, Teil 10, Erst-und Sonderfluge der Deutschen Lufthansa
- 1976-1985" (Catalog of German Airmail, Volume 10: First & Special Flights of Lufthansa German
Airlines, 1976-1985), by Erik Haberer & Hermann Sieger.
"LUFTPOSTCATALOGUS VAN NEDERLAND EN OVERZEESE RIJKSDELEN, 1998" (Airmail Catalog
of Netherlands & Overseas Colonies). Published by De Vliegende Hollander (The Flying Dutchman
Airmail Society) Holland, 1998.
For more information contact Ken Stanford, AEROPHIL, 5 Maison du Vigneron, CH-1266 Duillier
(Vaud), Switzerland.
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ACCOLADES FOR

THE AIR MAILS OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
or: another mystery solved!

Mr. H, Muller,
c/o N. Y. Sun,
280 Broa!iway ,
New York City,
ew York, U.S.A.

Postmarked: WINNIPEG MANITOBA
BACKSTAMPS:

Postmark

SAINT PAUL MINN.

MAY 26 9 AM 1929

2PM MAY 25 1929
Receiver

stamp:

THE SUN

9.30aa MAY 27 29

QUESTION: There is a handwritten comment POSS. FIRST FLIGHT on the
front of this cover, but there are no flights in the American
Air Mail Catalogue that matcn this place and date. - Is this a
First Flight Cover, and if so, for what flight?
RESPONSE: Three cheers for The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland!
When I was first asked for input on our new catalogue, I
commented to Dick Malott that I hoped it would be an
encyclopedia of all covers flown in Canada. - Now I'm delighted
to report that that's the way it's turned out.
I'm especially pleased with the listing produced by Dick
McIntosh of GOVERNMENT & OTHER AIRMAIL COVERS OF CANADA 19261997. This includes many flights not covered by the American Air
Mail Catalogue, one of which helps with the cover above:
1929, May 24-25 — Winnipeg Airport Dedication. 4-line
2927

craft: "Aero Show and Aviation Meet May 24-25, 1929."
Winnipeg

cachet in purple including air10.00

The dates suggest that this zover was flown from Winnipeg to
Saint Paul on the second day of the Winnipeg Airport Dedication.
(It could then have continued to Chicago by the American
Contract Air Mail Route 9, and on to New York by CAM 17.)
I think our new catalogue will be a much used reference book,
certainly in this newsletter. - In future I will often refer to
it simply as AMCN, and cover numbers will refer to the section
on GOVERNMENT & OTHER AIRMAIL COVERS OF CANADA 1926 - 1997
unless otherwise stated.
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1914 CANADIAN "AIR MAIL" COVER
Editor's Note: this cover was part of the display given by Murray
Heifetz at the 1997 CAS Symposium in Toronto. - I chose the
title for this page to draw attention to the cover which I had
not seen reported before: Murray does not describe it as an "air
mail" cover, and the accuracy of that description may be a
matter of personal opinion.

CHAUTAUQUA FLIGHT 1914

While not actually a Canadian flown cover, it was intended as such, and is the only reported US pioneer cover with
Canadian franking. Al Engel made flights from Bemus Point, N.Y. between May 14 and early September, 1914. It
appears that Engel intended to go to Toronto to make some flights, in connection with the Canadian National Exhibition
held annually at the end of August. Canada entered World War I on August 4th, and from that date, all private flying was
suspended. The cover date is outside the scope of this exhibit, but as a forerunner, it is the earliest known piece of mail
with Canadian franking carried on an authorized airmail cover.

60.7 00 4 .

BROAV
T1

NTT

Mt MEM //1. y
\;. k"NA\"1-111111•1Wi

"f"-474-4-6
KI

The cover shown above was prepared by Harry Truby to be flown from Bemus Point July 30, 1914.
It was then to have been with Engel for a return flight from Toronto. Due to the flying restriction,
it was returned by surface mail on Sept. 10. This is the only reported cover flown from Bemus Point.
(the rest were all cards). It is also the only reported flown item with the 3 line typed cachet
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WORLD WAR H AERIAL PROPAGANDA LEAFLETS
A Brief Guide to Collecting

Michel Brisebois
Although aerial propaganda leaflets are not philatelic items, the fact they were flown can
make them interesting to aerophilatelists. A selective listing is included in the first volume of the
American Air Mail Society Catalogue. From the Siege of Paris in 1870 to the military operations
in Bosnia and Somalia, propaganda leaflets have been dropped from balloons and aircrafts during
most military conflicts and political uprisings (and also in some advertising campaigns). The
majority of leaflets available on the market today were produced during the two World Wars, the
Korean War and the Vietnam War. My particular interest is in WWII leaflets with special emphasis
on Allied leaflets dropped over France and Belgium. Since leaflet collecting is not very well-known
in Canada, this short article is designed not only to give basic information about WWII aerial
leaflets, the types produced, and their identification, but also to direct potential collectors to the
Psywar Society and its publications.
To the novice, aerial leaflets with their codes and foreign languages can be confusing and
discouraging. During WWII, most countries actively engaged in military operations dropped leaflets
on the enemy and a listing of all possible types is outside the realm of this survey.
The largest number of leaflets - and therefore the easiest to find - are those dropped by the
Allies from British bases over the following Western European countries: Belgium, Channel Islands,
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Holland, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Poland and
Slovakia. These were dropped by aircrafts using special bombs and also by balloon. The
indispensable reference work for identifying these is A Complete Index of Allied Airborne Leaflets
and Magazines. 1939-1945, issued in 1946, and reprinted by the Psywar Society (and still in print).
All leaflets found in the Index have a small printed code in the lower margin. At first the code was
only a number and, after 1941, the number was preceded by a letter (or letters) identifying the
recipient country: B for Belgium, F for France, G for Germany, etc.. The early leaflets were issued
by the Political Intelligence Department of the Foreign Office, later ones by the Office of War
Information of the United States (codes usually have the prefix "US") or by the Psychological
Warfare Division of S. H. A. E. F.
The Complete Index lists the leaflets by country, issuing agency, code, abbreviated Englishlanguage title or subject, and date of first and last dissemination. for example, the leaflet entitled
Warnung (Fig.1) with code 273 is listed as disseminated over Germany between September 3/4 and
September 8/9, 1939 (which makes it the first leaflet dropped on Germany) while leaflet Message
aux Populations de la France occupee (Fig.2) with code nn. 103 is listed as disseminated over France
between June 27/28 and July 21/22, 1941. Since these were usually dropped at night, they are listed
with divided dates. The dates are only limits and do not give any indication on the number of drops,
although leaflets disseminated over many months tend to be more common than those with onenight drops. Some leaflets were conceived and listed hilt never dropped for one reason or another
(errors, weather, bad timing). Some were printed and pulped, others not even printed. They are listed
as "not disseminated" but examples do turn up, some even found "in the field" for some unexplained
reason. Printing variations resulting in differences in colour, paper or format can occur in leaflets
bearing the same code number. These are not listed in the Index and offer an opportunity for
discovery and detailed study.
CONTINUED
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WORLD WAR II AERIAL PROPAGANDA LEAFLETS - A BRIEF GUIDE by Michel Brisebois, continued:

Tilontoio
(hofibritannien an baci Zetiffebe
93011.
Zentlefie,
TAU luIjl ertuogettent &Oats fiat bleleid*
tegietung Oror3britannien Rtieg auferstuungett.
nntilte lie, ba5 bie 1-51gen ibtet )ailbfung bie
giletticbbeit in ein gro1et0 Mixt( ltftrsen, ate
1914 0 tat. 9furif gab bet Reid)Manster cud)
nub bet Vett bie Zerlicirtung leinet frieblicben
9Iblid)ten lie erluie6 MO ebeitio Ivertioe
tuie leine itn eeptember he Zotia1it0 int port
patalt uetlibtbeten 3otte : „ Tait Extbeit !eine
tueiteren tertitotialen aorberun get t, in t.tropa su
Itelfen."
911eutal8 fat due fltegierung i4re itnterianen
linter gerittaetent Zorivaitb in ben lob neld)idt.
tieter Arlo itt niingid) sistnatig. Zon kilter
Seite waren beutld)0 £anb tutb beutld)0 9tedit
bebtobt. Wiemanb uerbinbette bie Viebetbeletsung
be Mbeittianb0, ben R3ofi3ug be 9141)140 unb
bie unblutig butcbgefiii)tte itifotuetung bet
ettbetett in bad lcidj. Uebet tuft, nod) irgenbein
anbet0 2anb, uerlud)te je bent 9tObattb0 bentleben
gleid)0 Gcbraitten su letsen—lofange biel0 nicbt
bie Unabbangigfeit nid)t,bentld)er Zi.Sffer uetletAte.
Mien Zeltrebitnoen Zentiditanb&—platifte
fie Witbern oered)t blieben—butte nuin itt frieb.
tidier Zeratnno flteiytutng netragen.

no{

273

Figure 1

CONTINUED
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WORLD WAR II AERIAL PROPAGANDA LEAFLETS - A BRIEF GUIDE by Michel Brisebois, continued:

,41

‘ut
•

; ..t•

• 'IA,

libiiNtt
Sails: reach° , Bans'la -Rthr,:gt:dakis le basin
•

'

du Rhin,• l'industrie.allemande:aerepand darts les pays
occt!Pes.1‘: ,
1 En -1914 les 7Allemands faisaienfiiiirditisfesTernmes et
les enfants . belges devant leurs troupes:
Dans cette , guerre — la guerre totale de Hitler
ont
déjà force des 'dizai nes . del milliers ^ d'ouvriers".francais
exposer. leur vie dans lei regions Industrielles. allemandes,
(roil leers propres populations se sant , enfuies. Mais
vont plus kin. lis forcent ler, usines Nfraneaises manes, a
• fabriquer le materiel de . guerre dont la ,productiod sur leur
propre territoire-est de plus‘eniplus atteinte.t
' ‘,
Le gouvernement de SaIvlajdstelarinoned stdecisioifde

Figure 2

Most leaflets issued before the Allied invasion of Europe were intended for the civilian
population of Occupied countries or Axis countries. The contents include speeches by Churchill,
Roosevelt or other leaders, news of major victories, destruction of enemy targets, and so on,
designed to boost or undermine morale in friendly or enemy populations.
A number of illustrated newsheets such as Le Courrier de l'Air (Fig•3), L'Amerique en
Guerre, and Lufpost kept populations informed of current events on a weekly basis. Specific
instructions were also dropped such as the "take cover" message (Fig.4) of June 6, 1944, dropped

on sixteen small towns in Normandy a few hours before the Allied bombings.
CONTINUED
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WORLD WAR II AERIAL PROPAGANDA LEAFLETS - A BRIEF GUIDE by Michel Brisebois, continued:

Appol. le
par cos
amis de
la R.A.F.

Le Cou

e lAir

1942

No. 2

Distritme
par les
patriotes
francais

LE COMMANDEMENT UNIQUE DES ALLIES

WAVELL EST
NOMML EN
EXTREME-ORIENT
rr)UT de suite apres la signature du Pane de Guerre des 26 nations
alliees contre les puissances de l'Axe, creation d'un commandement
- unique des forces allites de mer, de terre et de Pair dans It Paci65ue
occidental et en Ma!aisle a ME nnnoncee de Washington, on file fut dEci Ee
par M. Roosevelt Cl M. Churchill.
Le general Sir Archibald Wavell, vainqueur de rarmee de Mussolini en Libya rennet
derniere et depute Commandant-en-Chef sox Indst est nomme chef supreme de mould
Ice forces hlllees, militalres, neveld et eirienns, dans cette zone. Sa nomination fur
propos& par M. Roosevelt et unanlmernent approuvde per opinion ernericaine.
le mejor-general George D. Bret, chef de revietion mIlitaire americaine, eot
nomme generalissimo-adjoint. L'anikal Themes C. Dart commandant-en-chef de
In Route americaine du Pacifique, devlent commandant-.n-chef des forces monks
allied. Le general sneak Sir Henry
Pownall, qui rut Yes-ems:tent nomme commandant-en-chef de la 70114 &ExtremeOrient, sera to chef deist-major du general
Woven.
I,e marechal Chiang-kni-Chek a accepti
le commandement supreme de tonics les
forces millilitres et ntriennes allied operant
en Chine,

* * *

•

La nomination du general Wavell est
unique dans rhistoire miliinire britennique.
C'esi la premiere rola goon chef militaire
britannIque prend to commnndernent de
forces de tern, de Mer et de rah: 'funks.
It fait en signifkatif, car II prouve quo.
['Interdependence essentielle des trots armes
est pleinernent reconnoe do c61e ellit.
II taut noter atm' la repiclite ■ vec
lequelle, soot la direction de Roosevelt et
de Churchill, to pacte des Allies a die
sulvl dune action protique dans it
domain militeire. Or. non seulernent It
commandement unique des forces allied a
ate cree, malt k rassemblement de cot
forces sous la nouvelle direction a deli
commence.
En effet, ► Is suite des consultations qui
rent dejA eu lieu entre it marechal Chiangkai-Chek et les generaux Wavell et Brett
Tchungking, des troupes chinolses sont
arrivees , Birmanie, oh elles seront
equipeet.

*

* *

11 ne Nit pas de douse qtte ce premier pas
yen I'oryankation en common de Is
strategie des Allies A tracers to monde tiers
suivi xrautres decisions analogue, et
egalement importantet Grid 1 In collaboration peroonnelle de Roosevelt et de
Churchill It Washington, Celt dans les
zones oh Amerkains et Angleis ae batten(
chic-ft-cote clue les decisions de eet ordre
tont susceptibles d'elre les plus rapids. II
Nut done Cattendre I rannonee (run
nouveau systeme de collaboration nevale
■ nglo-smericaine dons l'Atlantique, oh
rune des hatailles decisive, de due guerre
Sc lyre depots de longs mots.
Dansrelaboretion de crs plans, notons
une lids de plus le retie preponderant de

L'armec
americaine
viendra en
Europe

L

AMERIOUE a repondu I regression
de l'Axe. Se reponse est contenne
dons le message qua M. Roosevelt a

■ dreke to 6 Jenvler nu Congres. Ce

message ell N foil on appel aux Imes,
tin programme ci on requisitoire. Per la
substance et per to ion, le discours mist
dentlel cal on evenement historique. En
void le resume:

L'appe/ aux (mates.

1.

Les forces de Jerre, de riser et de Fair des
Etets-Unis seront dieposees de facon
(rapper rennemi common pattout oh elle,
peuvent Jul causer le plus grand dommage.
Files prendront tour poste de combat
notamment dans les Iles britenniques. "qui
constituent one forterme essentielle pour In
;nue mondiele."
Les forces ernericaines entreront en action
en beettcoup de points de ('Extreme-Orient.
Sur loos In oceans, cites aideront I gerder
les communications mentielles qui sent
clinks pour les nations unit.
Les Americeins savent
auront
pout-fire A payer la liberif fres cher. Quid
qu'en molt to psis, it sera pays dans on
esprit de resolution totale, Quoique
rennemi desesperf evade de lour faire subir
114 diront, comma Is population de t ondres,
" nous pouvons encnisser." Et ce qui est
plus. its pourront rendre coup pour coup,
el ifs to feront, I interets composes.

2. Le programme.
La production de guerre unericeine sere
diveloppee par icon les oyens, et avec
Ia plus grande mpidite. En void les chilTres
pour 1942:
60.000 avions, y compris 45.000 avions
de combat.
45.000 chars castaut.
20.000 canons de D.C.A.
8.000.000 de tonnes de navim mar.
chands.
Et pour 1943 :

Le nouveau Generalissime
l'Angleterre, quo beaucoup d'observateurs
consideraientcomrne perdue apresN betaille
de France en 1940, et encore no moment oh
rattaque des sous-marins et di ravietion
allemands Fs:tense:10i le plus fortement son
commerce maritime no debut de 1941 .
Poe son courage et se tenet:Ile sous in
conduits de Winston Churchill, to people
brilennique a resists evec 'octet aux
atiatus dune machine de guerre qui
semblait stir It point de triornpher dans ious
les (Metres. II commence aniourd'hul I
recevoir In recompense de coos qui refusent de reconnaltre Ia ddfaite et qui sont
prets tout led sacrifices riotert qu celui
de lent honneur et de leer independence.

125.000 avions, y compris 100.000 avions
de combat.
73.000 chars d'adaut.
33.000 canons de D C A.
10.000.001 de tonnes de navites marchands.
" l'espere," a ajoutt k President, " gut
tea chiffres seront connus de tout en Alitotline
au lemon."

et
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II y a on an to President avail dim au
Congres : " Quand les Dideteurs eeront
prim. I nous faire la goerre, its n'attendroni
pas un acte de 'mere de notes part Ce

Suite a Ia page 2
F

Figure 3
CONTINUED
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WORLD WAR II AERIAL PROPAGANDA LEAFLETS - A BRIEF GUIDE by Michel Brisebois, continued:

Figure 4

After D-Day, enemy soldiers also became targets for leaflet operations. The Nachrichten fur
die Truppe, known as the first daily airborne newspaper in the world, as well as numerous safeconduct passes, were dropped on retreating German troops.
For the adventurous collector, many other types of leaflets not listed in the Complete Index
are available on the market. Some have code numbers, some don't and many have yet to be listed
anywhere. English-language German leaflets to Allied troops constitute a popular collecting field,
especially the illustrated examples from the Italian campaign and the V 1 Rocket leaflets now quite
rare and expensive. Others include Allied leaflets dropped from bases in North Africa (Fig.5), Italy
and France; Russian leaflets to Germany and German leaflets to Russia, and the list goes on. The
collector wishing to get away from purely aerial operations may wish to consider leaflets
disseminated by artillery shell. These wrinkled and browned sheets of paper are vivid reminders of
field conditions.
According to some sources, over 1500 million leaflets were dropped during WWII but for
obvious reasons the majority were destroyed by the elements before being picked up. Their status
as illegal publications in Germany and Occupied countries contributed to their systematic
destruction or at least deterred from any serious collecting. The rarest leaflets are those dropped
over a very short period of time or over some countries or targets least likely to keep them.
Nevertheless, leaflets are quite plentiful for the collector especially through the Psywar auctions or
occasionally through European philatelic auctions and ephemera dealers. Because of the limited
number of collectors, most leaflets are not very expensive, selling between $15 and $50 Canadian,
with the rarest ones reaching $100 to $200. As with any other collectible, condition affects prices
and worn examples of common items can be purchased for a few dollars.
CONTINUED
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by Michel Brisebois, continued:
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Figure

5

Anyone wishing to begin a collection of aerial propaganda leaflets of any period should
become a member of the Psywar Society. The Society issues a quarterly publication called The
Falling Leaf and hosts quarterly mail bid auctions limited to members. Also available from the
Society are sixteen very modestly priced publications covering many aspects of leaflet collecting.
For those with access to the Internet, the Society's Web Page address is:
http://vvww.kaymoore.demon.co.uk/psywarsoc.html . This should give you all the information you
need. For others using mail or e-mail, the Society's Honorary Publications Manager is Keith B.
Moore (address: 7, North Park Avenue, Leeds, LS8 1DN, ENGLAND. e-mail:
keith@kaymoore.demon.co.uk) and the Honorary Secretary/Treasurer/Auctioneer is Freddy Dehon
(by mail only at: B.P.2, B-7340 Colfontaine, BELGIUM). Happy collecting.

Michel Brisebois
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A HISTORY OF AEROPHILATELY - Part 3
Richard Allen
In the first part of this occasional series,
described the "Golden Age" of aerophilatelly in the United States
during the 1930's. (See the June 1997 newsletter). In the second
part Jack Ince described growing up in Britain at the same time,
surrounded by aviation and philately, but not aerophilatelly. (See
the September 1997 newsletter).
The article below looks at a different aspect of aerophilatelly: the
dealer's who prepared many of the covers we now collect. It is
reproduced from the January 1982 Airpost Journal, and mentions many
dealers from the 1920's and 30's, not just A.C. Roessler.
AN EPISODE IN LIFE OF EARLY COVER DEALER —

A Surprise For A. C. Roessler
By Dr. Perham C. Nahl
2041 Golden Rain Rd. #2, Walnut Creek, Calif 94595
•

C. Roessler was one of the most enterprising cover dealers. He was
a real promoter, taking every opportunity to advocate recognition of first
flights by the Post Office Department. By the middle 1920's there were other
dealers who sent many covers on each flight — names like Edgar Cantrell,
Donald Dickason, Frank Herget, Milton Mauck (numerous early covers have
his privately printed cachets), Henry Meisel, C. E. Nickles and Holcomb
York. Other active dealers: Arthur Barger, Carl Becken, Albert Brown (who
also printed cachets whenever the P.O.D. did not provide official cachets),
Eddie Buser, Rudolph Dinnebier, Albert Gorham, Charles Hall, Henry Lacks,
Seymour Rose, and Edward Worden (whose covers usually had terrific
stamps!).
In the 1920's there was plenty a competition for the collector's dollar.
Dealers offered "cover services" — to supply first flights to collectors whose
information sources were less than adequate, or who wanted to keep up with
new flights with minimal effort. As an example, look through Volume 1,
Number 1 (November 1928) of the Air Mail Collector, predecessor of the
Airpost Journal as the AAMS' official orgaa,
"Send me a two dollar bill (who says they are unlucky?) and I will
send you direct, first flight airmail covers from the next •FIFTEEN cities
in U.S. and Canada in which airmail service is inaugurated." (Ward R.
Chapin.) "New 15c cover service." (Seymour Rose.) "ONLY 20c PER COVER, including all postage, we will address and mail direct to you a first flight
cover from each new city . . . we use no stamps that are damaged or have
straight edges . . . The envelopes are six inches long." (Oh, you guessed?
Right, C. E. Nickles.)
"COVERS 11c EACH. A new issue service that is pleasing the most
particular." (Charles L. Hall.) "The next seven Air Mail covers with special
cachets sent to your address for only $1.00." (Walter Conrath.) "If you want
the next eight (flight covers), slip me one greenbacked dollar." (Bradie
Buchanan.) "Advance Cover Service . . . for only double the value of the
stamp used: 5c air mail, the cover costs you only 10c." (Royce A. Wight.)
Several dealers mentioned their cover services and asked you to write
for details: Milton T. Mauck, George T. Street, W. R. Patton, Louis J.
Guenzel, J. W. Stoutzenberg (whose ad was next to mine; mine listed rate
change covers of August 1, 1928).
I subscribed to some of those cover services in the 1920's, including
Roessler's. My collection and exhibits still include C.A.M., F.A.M., Foreign,
Trans-Oceanic, Catapult and Zeppelin covers bought from "A. C. Roe" of
E. Orange, N.J. I sent my first "flight" covers in April, 1926 — two months
after the original Ford C.A.M. 6 and 7 inaugurals. Roessler was probably
the USA's most knowledgeable flight cover dealer in those days
but even
he could be surprised.
A.

.

—
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Cover mailed at Reno AMF to connect with April 17, 1926 Los Angeles-San
Francisco first flight.
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Postmarked at AMF Chicago, this cover was carried on first flight to Detroit
and then to addressee Roe in New Jersey.

Cover 1

We illustrate here a cover that he planned as an unusual item for his
subscribers: one to originate with the seldom-used Reno Air Mail Field postmark of April 14, 1926, then to connect with the first flight of C.A.M. 4 from
Los Angeles to Salt Lake City on April 17. This is one of the handful of covers
Roessler addressed to himself in New Jersey. He also sent a number of
these direct to subscribers (see, for example, Philip Silver's article in the
June 1980 Airpost Journal, p. 304). This cover is backstamped at San Francisco April 14, 6 PM; cacheted Los Angeles April 17, 7:35 AM, then backstamped Salt Lake City April 17, 6 PM and New York April 19, 11 PM.
"What's this? 15c postage due on each cover?!" Can you visualize
Roessler's astonishment? The Air Mail Service clerk at Reno's AMF had
figured all the airmail rates dutifully: •10c for contract air mail route #4
service plus 5c for each of the three zones on the government's transcontinental route (San Francisco-Cheyenne, Cheyenne-Chicago, and Chicago-New York).
Although the cover was carried twice on the western section — Reno to San
Francisco April 14 and Salt Lake City to Cheyenne April 18 — the clerk
counted the western portion of the transcontinental ro'zte as just a nickel's
worth. All these zones added to a horrendous (to Roessler) total rate of 25c
a cover. His fancy combination cover had backfired. (And subsequently,
he heard some fancy comments from subscribers who had the covers addressed direct to them.)
How could Roessler — a very savvy cover dealer — have overlooked
the air mail rate structure? Well, let's look at another one of his covers —
one which he had sent on the very first day of Contract Air Mail service
only two months earlier. Postmarked Air Mail Field Chicago at 8 AM February 15
flown to Detroit (6 PM backstamp) and then carried to New
Jersey. The P.O. Dept. made no additional charge for the Detroit to New
Jersey part of the trip, even if the cover was carried from Cleveland to
New York by government plane. (I also have a cover flown over C.A.M. 4's
first flight from Salt Lake City to Los Angeles April 17, 1926 addressed to
A. C. Roe in New Jersey; 10c postage and no postage due.)
Roessler's confoundment lasted only briefly. The mailer could instruct
postal employees to limit the amount of air mail sell ice desired, so he had
a rubber stamp •made up, which he used for domestic flights until the uniform
10c per half ounce rate started February 1, 1927. The cover shown on the
front covergrows his new rubber stamp: "CARRY ONE ZONE ONLY BY
AIR". I have seen this purple marking as early as June 1 (resumption of
service, C.A.M. 5). The illustrated cover was flown from Saint Paul to Chicago

Cover 2

Vt see cover 1

,

"Al see cover 2

4004 see cover 3
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- Part 3 continued:

RUDOLPH DINNUIER;
Vork. N. r.
,VIA ROUTE C. A. M. N.
" CONNECTING AT
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FIRST TRIP TO CHICA
CLEVELAND, OHIO,
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DINNE4ER,,04,,

Generalifeilitery CLEVELAND, OHIO

This cover was mailed at • Fort Worth and flown to Chicago
EARLY ROESSLER COVER — Flown on first flight from St. Paul to Chicago

for

in 1926, this cover received no further air service because of rubber stamp
instruction (to left of address) to "carry one zone only by air."

on C.A.M. 9's inauguration; no additional postage was charged from Chicago
to New Jersey — by train. This one-zone marking has been seen on a number
of flights (anyone have it as early as the May 12 C.A.M. 3 inaugural?)
How did other dealers solve the rate problem? On the May 12, 1926
inauguration of C.A.M. 3 many covers were dispatched northbound to connect
with the transcontinental route at Chicago. One example is the illustrated
Dinnebier cover from Fort Worth, which connected at Chicago for Cleveland'
Dinnebier added 10c for the overnight plane connection to Cleveland (backstamped May 13, 5 AM) although the postage required was only 5c more
on a connecting flignt. On the same C.A.M. 3 inaugural I sent a cover from
Fort Worth to Los Angeles, via Chicago and Salt Lake City (•wo zones of the
transcontinental route), then C.A.M. 4 to Los An,eles. I put on a 30c stamp,
to pay for two C.A.M. routes plus two transcontinental zones. Eddie Buser
was another who added more stamps for extra zoaes.
But others marked their covers with special notations. Milton Mauck
had "Via Airmail Cheyenne to Pueblo" on his C.A.M. 12 inaugurals of May
31, 1926. The covers were addressed to Baltimore, Md., so he added in ink,
with arrow pointing to address: "R.R. to (arrow)" and used 10c postage.
George Angers and Albert Gorham marked theirs "First Flight Colorado
Springs to Pueblo," using 10c airmails; from the backstamps on the east
coast theirs were forwarded by train from Pueblo. Cyrus Adams and DeWitt
Sprague did the same. Many of us had learned, by mid-1926, to address
covers to General Delivery (or, "Care of Postmaster" in the early days).
This way we got proper backstamps. Then, of course, there was the nuisance
of sending a letter enclosing postage to each General Delivery, asking for
the return of the covers under cover. This procedure became even more
essential in 1929, when automatic backstamping of air mail was discontinued.
Most of us learned to adjust to changed circumstances — including
famed cover dealer Albert C. Roessler ("A. C. Roe").

:7

connecting

service to Cleveland.

Cover 3

,

Cover 4

see cover 4

Editor's warning: Although it does not affect the historical events
described in this article, reeders unfamiliar with A.C. Roessler
should note that his reputation is quite different from that of
the other dealers mentioned in this article.
While many Roessler covers are highly desireable and sought
after, others are fakes. For example, the section in The Air
Mails of Canada and Newfoundland on Klondike Airways Limited,
notes that: "A number of covers are known posted in 1928 and
January 1929, prepared by and addressed to A.C. Roessler . . it
is very doubtful that these covers were ever flown". (Page 70.)
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"UNREPORTED" FIRST FLIGHT COVER MONTREAL to DETROIT by REPUBLIC AIRLINES, July 7th 1980
This flight is described in Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland as

8003

1980, July 7 — Montreal - Detroit. Republic Airlines inaugural service to Montreal, flown
by Boeing 727. No cachets authorized; properly flown covers from Montreal have not been
reported.
Detroit - Montreal
70.00
(7 pieces)
a. Detroit Airfield - Montreal
18.00
(28 pieces)

Richard Whalley has sent in a copy of a Montreal to Detroit FFC from

this flight, and verifies its provenance as he prepared the cover
himself, and addressed it to his wife.

Sherrine Whalley
Gen. Delivery
Detroit, Mich.

RICHARD WHALLEY

Sprincbrook

Wis. 54873

111
k

x

<) sTP?
7 31
1980
e2A

Postmarked:

Thanks Richard!

SUCC-STN.

MONTREAL A.M.F. P.O.

Ar Arr

AM 7 VII 80
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FOLLOW UP - BRITISH COMMONWEALTH PACIFIC AIRLINES
TRANS-PACIFIC AIR SERVICE
AUSTRALIA-CANADA
SEPTEMBER, 1946

cc

ti infq(Ca
Ilis-ieue;,ietZlalo

the

First

Airmail Flight

of

BRITISH tbiAttirat-TIALZA_ H PACIFIC AIRLINES LTD.

Figure 1: Postmarked

AIR MAIL SECTION MELBOURNE VIC

indistinct date 46

-

no backstamp

BCPA was a joint venture by the governments of Australia, New
Zealand, and the United Kingdom, and at first owned no aircraft. It
made its first flight from Sydney to Vancouver on September 15th
1946, using a DC-4 chartered from Australian National Airways.
(Covers from this flight [Figure 1] are listed in AMCN as flight
4615, but the carrier is given as ANA rather than BCPA.)
Flights between New Zealand and Canada began in 1947, (April 25th
from Auckland, May 3rd from Vancouver,) with service every two
weeks. Mike Shand has provided the following information on these
flights, and the questions/covers in the December 1997 newsletter:
At the start, the rate by BCPA was 1/6 and by PAN AMERICAN 2/-.
This probably explains why senders wanted to designate the
carrier. (Before this the FAA rate had been 4/-.)
The rates changed on October 4th 1948. - To quote from AMNZI.:
When the exchange rate for NZ currency was placed on a par
with sterling instead of the Australian Pound, airmail
postage rates were affected. A new zonal basis for airmail
postage charges was also introduced, removing the need for
route or company superscriptions. Where there was between
BCPA and PAA, the sender had to endorse "BY PAN AMERICAN
AIR SERVICE" when that was selected.
This suggests it was the sender rather than the Post Office who
rubber stamped the envelope ir. Figure 2. - The rate was now 1/3
for all routes.
CONTINUED

The Airmails of New Zealand, Volume 3 - International
Airmails 1940-1970. See page 10 of the December 1997 Canadian
Aerophilatelist for a review and ordering information.
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FOLLOW UP - BRITISH COMMONWEALTH PACIFIC AIRLINES continued:

Figure 2: Postmarked AUCKLAND N.2. 4-PM 220CT 1948 OVERSEAS

Handstammed: PER B.C.P.A. AIRMAIL

Franked: 1/3
AMNZ says that NAC were authorised to issue airmail labels as of
February '48, Pan Am got approval for labels Aug '48„ and "this
was quickly followed by BCPA". The precise date when the first
BCPA labels were available is uncertain: another catalogue
gives it as 1 946 or 1947!

Figure 3: Postmarked WANGANUI N.Z. 3-PM I2MAY 1953

Franked: 1/6

Rates bounced all over the place, changing again between PAA and
BCPA when sterling was devalued against the dollar January '50
(1/3 by BCPA, 2/- PAA). The 1/6 rate came back January 1 '53,
hence that rate on the cover Figure 3. (The BCPA label on this
cover is a larger variety, issued in 1949.)
The final BCPA flight Auckland - Vancouver took place on May
15th 1954. - The last cover illustrated in the December
newsletter seems to be just an Australian FDC to which someone
stuck an old BCPA label.

Editor's note: thanks Mike, and congratulations on the Large
Vermeil won for your NEW ZEALAND: AIRMAILS 1919-1940 at INDEPEX'97.
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FOLLOW UP - GREAT LAKES AIR CRUISE, 1930
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GEO. D. KINGDOM
CONNEAUT, OHIO.
U. S. A.

Allr /Er

Signed by LEON A. DAHLEM (President of Mohawk Aviation Corps. in Minneapolis).
Stamped on back: COURTESY OF G.B.CAMP A.A.P.S. 45
John Johnson sent in this cover from CONNEAUT, OHIO on the first day
of the Great Lakes Air Cruise, and some information from Dan Barber.
A.A.P.S. 45", as
It has the same backstamp, "COURTESY OF G.B. CAMP
on Mike Painter's cover in the last newsletter. - G.B. CAMP was
Gerald B. Camp, a Detroit aerophilatelist. A.A.P.S. was the
AMERICAN AEROPHILATELIC PHILATELIC SOCIETY.
This type of cover is not listed in the AAMC as there was no actual
philatelic treatment authorized by the U.S. Post Office, and many
events of this type occurred all over the U.S.A. in the 1920's and
early 1930's. However, The Canadian legs of the Great Lakes Air
Cruise are listed in AMCN (#3039). - Covers have been reported from
Toronto, Aug 9th; Allendale, Aug 9th; and Little Current, Aug 11th.
Thanks 'John and Dan.

FOLLOW-UP: FOXING
It seems that foxing should be taken seriously. It is caused by a
mould, and can spread from item to item.
The best response is prevention: most moulds will not reproduce in a
relative humidity below 65%, and a temperature below 18 degrees C.
If a cover is affected, it should be kept separately in a polythene
envelope. This stops the fungus spreading to other items, and seems
to slow down its spread on the affected item.
"Expert opinion" warns against home treatments, (such as brushing
the affected area with dilute bleach, or 5% Chloramine T), as it is
very difficult to ensure that all the chemical has been removed from
the cover after treatment, and a residue may cause more damage than
the mould!
More information can be found
The Care and Preservation of
Philatelic Materials by T.J. Collings and R.F. Schoolley-West: for
details contact The British Library NBS, Turpin Distribution
Services Ltd, Blackhorse Road, Letchworth, Herts SG6 1HN, England.
(E-mail: turpin@rsc.org )
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FOLLOW UP - KITCHENER and WATERLOO AERO-MEET, 1930,

Complete cover illustrated in the December 1997 Canadian Aerophilatelist

Kraemer has identified the signature as Harvey M. Schaub,
postmaster in Kitchener from April 1st 1929 to November 22nd 1932.

Jim

Jim added that mail in 1930 did not require backstamping:
but to record the receiving date makes a nice souvenir. It would
have been easier to arrange for the airport in Walkerville to
backs tamp the cover than the Post Office in Windsor. Walker
Airport handled the air mail for Windsor.
Although its not indicated on the cover, I have a good
hunch the cover was flown to Walkerville. It could have been
taken by automobile but I doubt it. The group in KitchenerWaterloo in the 1930's was very enthusiastic,
Thanks Jim.

FOLLOW-UP: WORLD WAR 2 RED CROSS MAIL
,
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Originally illustrated in the December 1997
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•

Canadian Aerophilatelist

The consensus of opinion is that since this was a civilian cover, it
would have been flown from New York to Lisbon by Pan American.
After Lisbon it would have continued by surface means. - In 1943 air
activity in Europe was reserved for the Air Force: there was no
civil air activity across the borders. The OKW "AX" cachet confirms
train via Paris.
Thanks to Richard Beith, Emil Zigerlig, and Ted Wright for their
help. (Ted is president of George S. Wegg, and operates a store at
53 Adelaide Street East, Toronto. - It's situated Downtown, and I
found it most enjoyable to browse in when I visited Toronto.)
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FOLLOW-UP: THE RUSSIAN FLYING WING
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Complete envelope illustrated in the December 1997 Canadian Aerophilatelist
Two readers identified the aircraft on this envelope as the BiCh-2,
whicflen1924.PatrickCmpbeldtha:
It was designed by B.I.Tcheranovski, who was a Russian pioneer
in tail-less or "flying wing" designs. He was born in 1896, and
entered the Zhubovski Institute in 1922. He had the idea of a
parabola wing with a curved leading edge, and built a series of
gliders in the Crimea, which have the type designation BiCh.The
BiCh-1, was a tail-less glider, constructed from wood and first,
canvas at TsAGI in 1923.
The BiCh-2 was then developed, and taken to Koktebel in 1924.
It made 27 flights, which were stated to reach 570 metres in
height. (The method of launch is not known to me.)
The basic design was modified for the BiCh-3 which added a
Blackburn Tomkit motor of 18 h. p. This version had a span of 31
feet, and a gross weight of 5C7 pounds. - A series of single and
twin-engined versions followed, including a rocket-powered
version in 1931.
Tcheranovski was an innovative designer, who also built an
ornithopter (flapping wings) which didn't work, and attempted
design of a muscle-powered machine. Development of a higher
powered tail-less design, the BiCh-21 was halted by the German
invasion in June 1941. - The ultimate reference for information
on all these designs is the two-volume History of Aircraft
Construction in the USSR by Vadim Borisovich Sharpy.
Yuri Kvasnikov, writing from Moscow, informed me that most mail in
the U.S.S.R. was sent in envelopes like this with printed stamps.
Over 20,000 different envelopes were issued, and they had large
circulations.
A catalogue was issued
"of suct, envelopes each year (with the
detailed definition) tit 1992".
Then
"the catalogue of all
envelopes at once for 1 984 with the brief description and prices"
was issued in 1984. This has not been reissued, but there have been
price updates. A supplement was produced for the years 1985-91,
with only a brief description and no illustrations. There is also a
catalogue on the envelopes of Russia, 1992-1996, also without
illustrations. - All these catalogues are in Russian.
Thanks Yuri and Patrick.
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QUESTIONS
Any member who has a question about a stamp, cover, or any aspect of aerophilately, is invited
to send it to the editor. - I will try to obtain the answer, and publish it in a following newsletter.

INFORMATION WANTED - ARCTIC AIR MERCY FLIGHT

Can anybody provide information about this label which a reader
"discovered recently in an old stamp collection I bought". They
would also like an estimate of its market value, and are willing to
sell it.

INFORMATION WANTED - WAS LESTER PEARSON A PHILATELIST?

,L7.7175Zinc.. ,

VE01,40

WIT Es

CANtroN
Fa 3r

1% •

Signed on back:

A lot has been written about the stamp collecting activities of
America's President Roosevelt, but what about Canada's Prime
Minister Lester Pearson? - He was a diplomat in London in 1939,
although in Canada on leave that summer. Was he also a philatelist?
If you can help, please send information to the editor at 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4.
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SALES AND WANTS
Members are invited to send in details of items wanted or for sale to the editor. - Create your
own "advertisement" if you like, up to a single page 8 1/2" x 11", photocopier ready.

FOR SALE - CANADIAN FORCES COVERS
CAF FLOWN COVERS
PILOT SIGNED
SQUADRON
YES
436(T)

ROUTE
LAHR-GATWICK
GATWICK-LAHR
OTTAWA-LAHR
TRENTON-LAHR
LAHR-TRENTON
CHATHAM GOOSE BAY
SHEARWATER-TRENTON
WINNIPEG-CALGARY
TRENTON-.WINNIPEG
WINNIPEG-EDMONTON
WINNIPEG-COLD LAKE
WINNIPEG-VANCOUVER
TRENTONSTEPHENVILLE
TRENTON/-VAL DOR
SHEARWATER-TRENTON
TRENTON-SHEARWATER
TRENTON-OTTAWA
GREENWOOD-HUDSONS BAY
ST JOHNS-.GREENWOOD

II

H

u
u

"
u
"

le
II

II

u
u
u
n
u

u

II
II
n
?I
u
n
it

H

415( TOM:0
4I5(17I(MP)

t1
"
"t
u

CAF UNIT D NATIONS FLOWN COVMS
SQUADRON
PILOT SIGNED

CANCEL
LONDON
CFPO 5000
OTTAWA
BORDEN
OTTAWA
GOOSE AIRPORT
TRENTON
CALGARY
WINNIPEG
EDMONTON
COLD LAKE
VANCOUVER
STEPHENVILLE
VAL DOR
ASTRA
DARTMOUTH
OTTAWA
GREENWOOD
GREENWOOD

MB
$2 00
$2 00
$2 00
$2 00
$240*
$2 00
$ 2 00
$2 00
$2 00
$2 00
$2 00
$2 00
$2 00
$2 00
$2 00
$2 00
$2 00
$2 00
$2 00

;

ROUTE
TRENTON-ZAGREB
LAHR-NICOSIA
CAIRO-AKEOTIRI
TRENTON-TEL AVIV
TRENTON-PORT AD PRINCE

4I9(TF)
421(F)
426(T)
4IOTF(OT)
4IOTF(OT)
437(T)
439(TF)
44I(TF)
44I(TF)
406ASW(T)
436(T)
431(AD) SNOWBIRDS
410 TF(OT)
402(AR)
435(T)

436(T)

YES

2"
11

CANCEL

UNITED NATIONS
CFPO 500I
UNEF
UNDO F
UNMIH

CAF SQUADRON COVERS SIGNED BY COMMANDING OFFICERS
WITH SQUADRON CREST
MPO 503
II
CFPO 5056
u
It
MPG 303
H
u
MPO 503
1t
it
" DIFF TO ABOVE
MP0503
u
u
MPO 303
u
u
"
' UFO 5056
H
MPO 503
n
" DIFF TO ABOVE
MPG 503
1t
u
it
CFB SHEARWATER
u
u
MPO 303

CAF SQUADRON COVERS SIGNED BY PILOTS
WITH SQUADRON CREST
II

II

II

II

II

II

u

u

=Tot
WESTWIN
WESTWIN

PARK

34 00
$4 00
$4 00

$4 00
44 00

$ 3 00
$3#00)
$3 00
$3 00
$3 00
$ D oo
$3 00
$3 0o
$ 3 00
$3 00
$300

$3 00
• $3 00
$3 00
Sit $3 00

If you are interested in any of these covers, please reply directly
to: Capt. J. Walsh CD, 124A Danbury Hay, Winnipeg, Manitoba R2Y 1A5
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,COVERS FOR SALE

L.•NADA 32

COMMEMORATING TYIE 11th ANNIVERSARY OF Till RUST POWERED FLIGHT IN THE COMMONWEALTH
ANNIVERSARY OF Till POUNDING OP THE ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FDIC[
AND TIE

POUR CELLAR. U 71 . ANNIVERSAIRE DO PREMIER VOL PROIDLSE AU KIN W COAAONIVEALT11
ET LE id ANNIVERSAIRE OE IA IODATION DE L'AVIATION ROYALE CANAOILN.

This cover, COMMEMORATING THE 75th ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIRST POWERED
FLIGHT IN THE COMMONWEALTH AND THE 60TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FOUNDING
OF THE R.C.A.F. can be purchased from the CAS for $2.00. It is one
of many covers we have for sale, for events from 1970 to 1997.
Mike Shand has recently updated our list of these items. For a free
copy of the list, (or to purchase the above cover), please write to
him at 1183 Agincourt Road, Ottawa ON K2C 2H8

LITERATURE WANTED
Joseph Berkovits is trying to obtain the following items:

-

AIR POST JOURNAL 1931 to 1942,
AERO NEWS 1926 to 1932,
THE AIR MAIL AND PRECANCEL JOURNAL numbers 2 and 7,
INTERNATIONAL PHILATELIC JOURNAL (produced by the INTERNATIONAL
AIRMAIL SOCIETY) 1930 to 1932,
copies of CANADIAN AIR MAIL SCHEDULES, rates, and services,
produced by the Post Office,
any AEROPHILATELIC EXHIBITION publications, etc.

Please contact him directly at P.O. Box 33, 260 Adelaide St. E.,
Toronto, Ontario M5A 1NO. (Phone or Fax 416 635 1749.)

AIR MAIL LABELS
Is anyone interested in "exchanging or selling AIR MAIL Labels, ON
or OFF cover, mint or used, commercial or others"? - If so, please
reply to: Mike Drye, 4 Florence Cottages, Winkfield Lane, Maidens
Green, Winkfield, Berkshire SL4 40Y, England.

NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIST is normally
produced quarterly in March, June, September and December. If you have anything you'd like to go into the next issue, please send it to the editor:
Chris Hargreaves, 4060 Bath Road, Kingston, Ontario K7M 4Y4, by
May 15th.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION / RENEWAL FORM
THE CANADIAN AEROPHILATELIC SOCIETY has approximately 150 members - Its objectives are:
-to promote the advancement and growth of aerophilately in Canada;
-to provide a forum for the exchange of information and news about aerophilately among members;
-to represent Canadian aerophilatelists at the national and international levels;
-to promote and support areophilatelic research in Canada.
The annual membership dues are $15.00 Canadian in Canada and the U.S.A., $20.00 Canadian for members Overseas.
Payable to: The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
If you would like to join, please complete the information below, and sent it with your dues to:
Ron Miyanishi, Secretary - The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society,
124 Gamble Ave., Toronto, Ontario CANADA M4J 2P3
Name:
Address:
Province/State:

City:

Country:

Postal Code:
Telephone:

e-mail:

Fax:

Collecting interests:
If applicable: American Air Mail Society membership number:
American Philatelic Society membership number:
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada membership number:
Other:
For Secretary's use:
Date joined:

Amount of dues paid:

The following names are due for membership renewal:

APRIL 1998

MAY 1998

JUNE 1998

23
24
25
76
137
197
198
245
262
263

27
29
31
32
49
78
79
138
200
224
246
201

87
124
139
149
177
183
226
248
249
251
253
254
256
266

Gordon Waldie
Neil Hunter
Jacques Le Potier
Ross W Richardson
D Bernier
Henk Post
Donald F Angus
Cal Bricker
ESJ van Dam
Louis K Levy

John Glashan
Jim 0 Turk
Dan Barber
Bill Bartlett
Jonathan L Johnson Jr.
Charles J Verge
JA Brown
Keith Stibbe
William Henry Pope
Charles Firby
John I Jarvis
Ivan MacKenzie

Roland Kohl
Reuben Ramkissoon
GA Wilson
Frank Kendle
John Masella
Robert A Waslewood
David Granger
Francois Ouellet
David E Flett
Charles Wm McEvoy
Robert L Hunter
John Webster
Bernard Abouchard
John F Church

Membership cards will be mailed upon receipt of payment. Final renewal notices will be mailed out to members who have not replied.
Please return this form to the Secretary with your payment. Cheques, Money Orders etc. to be made payable to the Canadian Aerophilatelic Society.
All new membership dues and renewals are $15.00 Cdn for Canada and the US and $20.00 Cdn for Overseas addresses.
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